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This training school is presented specifically for commercial applicators of 
agricultural chemicals by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Col­
lege of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service, and Illinois Natural History 
Survey, but is open to all persons involved in the handling of agricultural 
chemicals. The school promotes the proper, timely, and wise use of agricultural 
chemicals. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the Illinois Department 
of Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Illinois Aerial Appli­
cators Association, the Illinois Ground Sprayers Association, and the Illinois 
Fertilizer and Chemical Association in planning the program. Abstracts in this 
manual bring to you the latest research information, but do not constitute 
positive recommendation unless so stated. Statements made herein are the re­
sponsibility of either the speaker or the institution he represents. Reproduction 
and publication are permitted only with the approval of each author.
Many of the abstracts in this manual are research reports, and the chemicals 
listed are not registered for use by the public. Those listed in the official Cir­
culars in the back of this booklet are officially registered for the suggested uses. 
Even in these instances, it is recognized that extreme variations in weather, 
cropping practices, fertilizer use, application techniques, use of other pesticides, 
and other factors may influence the effectiveness of the chemical. Adverse 
effects, such as poor results and plant damage, should always be reported 
to your county Extension adviser so that he may inform the interested people 
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture and the Illinois Natural His­
tory Survey.
Many of the chemicals listed herein have common names which are used 
in preference to trade names. However, it is also possible that a chemical may 
only be known by its trade name. If there is more than one trademarked product 
for the same chemical, we ordinarily use the common. chemical name, but 
occasionally through oversight an error may be made. If this has occurred, ac­
cept our apologies and call it to the attention of the author of the article.
The Illinois Cooperative Extension Service provides equal opportunities in programs and employment.
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TWENTY-NINTH ILLINOIS 
CUSTOM SPRAY OPERATORS TRAINING SCHOOL
Sponsors:
January 5 and 6, 1977 
Illini Union Building
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
College of Agriculture, Illinois Natural History Survey, Illinois Depart­
ment of Agriculture, Illinois Aerial Applicators Association, Illinois 
Ground Sprayers Association, and Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association
Registration: January 4, Tuesday--8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Convention Center
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Ramada Inn
10:00 a.m.
January 5, Wednesday--8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Illini Rooms, A,B,C 
January 6, Thursday--8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Illini Union
SPECIAL EVENTS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 4 
1. Illinois Ground Sprayers Association
RAMADA INN-Brundage and Zuppke Rooms 
Wayne Tomlinson, President, Presiding
Corn Pest Management Programs...............D.E. Kuhlman, C.D. Bremer
10:30 Laws and Regulations Governing Pesticide Use in
Illinois ............................................  J.C. Hogancamp
11:00 Preventing Pesticide Thefts................................. J. Brown
11:30 Lunch - Illiniwek Room
1:30 p.m. Liability of Ground Pesticide Applicators...................C.A. Bock
2:15 Floater Spreaders............................................ L.E. Bode
3:00 Adjourn
2. Illinois Aerial Applicators Association
RAMADA INN-Alumni Room 
Dale Owings, President, Presiding
10:00 a.m. Determining and Adjusting Spray Patterns . . B.J. Jacobsen, L.E. Bode
10:30 Inside Look at Fungicide Spray and Spray Deposits.......... A. Sherf
10:50 Liability of Aerial Pesticide Applicators...................C.A. Bock
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11:30 Lunch - Illiniwek Room
1:30 p.m. Business Meeting
3:00 Problems in Applying Fungicides............................. H.S. Potter
3:30 Preventing Pesticide Thefts...............................  J. Brown
4:00 G.A.D.O. Number 19 Regulations ...........................  B. Thompson
4:30 Adjourn
3. Special Smoker
RAMADA INN - Iowa, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio Rooms
This special event is sponsored by the Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association.
If you are in town, say hello to old friends, meet new friends, and visit with the 
speakers between 8:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Ramada Inn— Guest Rooms are reserved for members of the press, Don Button in charge, 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
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8:15 a.m.
8:45
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:40
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:40
10:55
11:07
11:25
11:40
11:55
12 :10
12:25 p.m.
Formal Program
Illini Union Building, Illini Rooms
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5, 1977
Food for Century III Slide presentation
GEORGE SPRUGEL, PRESIDING
Identification and Control
Insects ...............
Diseases...............
Weeds .................
Welcome .................
Coffee
of Pests of Turfgrass
.......................  R. Randell
................... M.C. Shurtleff
.....................  A.J. Turgeon
.......................  H.B. Petty
PETE PETTY, PRESIDING
Illinois Alfalfa Weevil Pest Management Program. .J.L. Wedberg
Soybean Seed Vigor and Field Performance ........ R.R. Johnson
How the College of Agriculture Serves You. . Dean O.G. Bentley
Noncropland Weed Control .......................  W.E. Chappell
Update on Corn Diseases......................... M.C. Shurtleff
Energy, Environment, Regulations, and
Agriculture......................................S.R. Aldrich
Soil Incorporation of Pesticides With Large 
Disks, Powered Rotary Harrows,
and Other Tools....................... B.J. Butler, L.E. Bode
Black Cutworm Management .......................  W.A. Luckmann
Implementing the State Pesticide Control Plan
in Illinois................................... J.C. Hogancamp
Diagnosing and Avoiding Herbicide Injury.......... E.L. Knake
Lunch
page
31
42
44
47
49
55
59
62
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BOB HOWELL, PRESIDING
1:30 Total Farm Weed Control................... . . . D.G. McClure 65
1:45 Corn Rootworm Susceptibility
to Insecticides......................... . .D.D. Walgenbach 68
2:05 Control of Corn Rootworms by
Adult Suppression....................... . . R.E., Sechriest 72
2:20 Corn Rootworm Problems and Solutions
in Illinois............................. . . . D..E. Kuhlman 81
2:35 Aerial Application for Disease Control . . . . . .H.S., Potter 90
2:55 Illinois Pesticide Accident Report:
A Fifteen-Year Summary ................. R. Randell 92
3:05 Plant Diagnostic Clinic................... .R. 97
3:10 Coffee
DICK FORD, PRESIDING
3:30 Comparison of Alachlor With Related Herbicides . . . L.M. Wax 98
3:45 Planter-Box Seed Treatments: Mixing and
Application Efficiency ..................... 99
4:00 What You Should Know About Plant Diseases. . . 105
4:12 The Illinois Pest Management Program-1976. . . . .C 109
4:37 Brush Control................................. . W. E., Chappell 114
4:52 Weed Control for Corn......................... M.D. McGlamery 119
5:07 Adj ourn
THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1977 
FRANK LANHAM, PRESIDING
8:30 a.m. Update on Soybean Diseases ................... M.C. Shurtleff 123
8:42 Downwind Drift from High-Volume Nozzles, 
Drift-Reduction Nozzles, and Span 
Spray Units......................... B.J. Butler, L.E. Bode 125
8:57
9:12
9:32
Johsongrass Control....................................M. Ross
Wireworms and Their Control......................... T. Turpin
Aquatic Weed Control............................... C. Lembi
130
132
134
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9:47 New Developments in Wheat Disease Control . . .B.J. Jacobsen 137
9:59 Coffee
WALTER SCOTT, PRESIDING
10:20 Insect Situation and Outlook and
Insecticide Usage.................K.D. Black , J.L. Wedberg 140
10:40 Spraying Soybeans for Disease Control. . . 158
10:55 Herbicides for Soybeans................... 163
11:15 Foliar Fertilization ..................... . . R.G. Hoeft 166
11:30 Weed Competition: Yellow Nutsedge
and Cocklebur.................E.W. Stoller, , J.R. Bloomberg 170
11:50 Sencor— Lexone and Atrazine Interactions . . . G. Roskamp 174
12:05 Stirofos as a Feed-Through for Cattle to 
Control Flies........................... 178
12:20 Adj ourn
NOTICE:
2:00 Examination for Demonstration and Research 
Illini Room— Illini Union Building— Mr.
Pest
Juett
Control Applicators 
Hogancamp, Illinois
Department of Agriculture in charge.
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Who’s Who
Aldrich, S.R., Assistant Director, Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bentley, O.G., Dean of the College of Agriculture
Black, K.D., Assistant Specialist in Entomology Extension and Survey Entomologist, 
Illinois Natural History Survey and USDA 
Bock, C.A., Associate Professor of Agricultural Law, Agricultural Economics 
Extension
**Bode, L.E., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering
Bremer, C.D., Assistant Specialist in Entomology Extension, and Pest Management 
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey 
**Brink, W.H., Extension Adviser in Agriculture, Montgomery County 
Brown, J., Chief Investigator, Champaign County Sheriff’s Office 
**Burling, L.D., Executive Vice President, Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Associa­
tion, St. Anne, Illinois
**Batler, B.J., Professor of Agricultural Engineering 
**Button, D.J., Extension Communications Specialist
Chappell, W.E., Professor of Plant Physiology, Department of Plant Pathology and 
Physiology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia 
Ford, R.E., Head of Department, Professor of Plant Pathology 
**Gentry, D.A., Assistant Specialist in Entomology Extension, and Pesticide Training 
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey 
**Hiltibran, R.C., Biochemist, Illinois Natural History Survey, and Associate 
Professor of Agronomy
Hoeft, R.G. Assistant Professor of Soil Fertility, Agronomy Extension 
**Hogancamp, J.C., Plant and Pesticide Specialist Supervisor, and Pesticide 
Coordinator, Illinois Department of Agriculture, Springfield, Illinois 
*Hopen, H.J., Professor of Vegetable Crops 
Howell, R.W., Head of Department, Professor of Agronomy 
**Jacobsen, B.J., Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology
Johnson, R.R., Assistant Professor of Crop Production, Department of Agronomy 
**Knake, E.L., Professor of Agronomy
**Kuhlman, D.E., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Entomology, and Extension 
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Lanham, F.B., Head of Department, and Professor of Agricultural Engineering 
Lembi, C., Associate Professor, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue 
University, Lafayette, Indiana
Luckmann, W.H., Head, Section of Economic Entomology, Illinois Natural History 
Survey, and Professor of Agricultural Entomology 
McClure, D.G., Associate Agronomist, Weed Science, Department of Agronomy 
**McGlamery, M.D., Professor of Weed Science, Department of Agronomy 
*Meador, D.B., Associate Professor of Pomology, Department of Horticulture 
**Moore, S. Ill, Professor of Agricultural Entomology; Extension Entomologist, 
Illinois Natural History Survey; and Chairman, Sprayer’s School Committee 
**Owings, D., President, Illinois Aerial Applicators Association, Owings Flying 
Service, Colusa, Illinois
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Petty, H.B., Assistant Director of Cooperative Extension Service, and Professor 
of Agricultural Entomology
Potter, H.S., Professor of Plant Pathology, Department of Botany and Plant 
Pathology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan
*Rachesky, S.R., Area Adviser, Pesticides, Chicago, Illinois 
**Randell, R., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Entomology, and Extension 
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Ross, M., Professor, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana
Rothcamp, G., Assistant Professor, Department of Agriculture, Western Illinois 
University, Macomb, Illinois
*Sanderson, G.C., Head, Section of Wildlife Research, Illinois Natural History 
Survey, and Professor of Zoology 
**Scott, W.O., Professor of Agronomy
**Scroggin, J., President, Illinois Seed Dealers Association, Bo-Jac Seeds, Mt. 
Pulaski, Illinois
Sechriest, R.E., Associate Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey, and 
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Entomology 
Sherf, A.F., Professor of Plant Pathology, Department of Plant Pathology, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York 
**Shurtleff, M.C., Professor of Plant Pathology
**Slife, F.W., Professor of Agronomy, and President, Weed Society of America 
Stoller, E.W., Associate Professor of Agronomy, USDA-ARS
Thompson, B., Chief, General Aviation District Office, FAA, U. S. Department of 
Transportation, Springfield, Illinois
**Tomlinson, W., President, Illinois Ground Applicator Association, Tomlinson’s 
Fertilizers, Rushville, Illinois
*Turgeon, A.J., Associate Professor of Turf, Department of Horticulture 
Turpin, F.T., Assistant Professor, Department of Entomology, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana
Walgenbach, D.D., Associate Professor, Department of Entomology and Zoology, South 
Dakota State University, Brookings, South Dakota 
Wax, L.M., Professor of Plant Physiology, USDA 
**Wedberg, J.L., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Entomology, and Extension 
Entomologist, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Williams, D.J., Assistant Professor of Horticulture
*Extension Agricultural Pesticide Planning Committee member. 
**Custom Spray Operators Training School Committee member.
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Illinois Insect, Weed, and Plant Disease 
Survey Bulletin for 1977
Attendance at the Custom Spray Operators Training School does not provide automatic 
subscription to this weekly Survey Bulletin. Purchase of the Training School Manual 
does not provide subscription. This has been misunderstood many times in the past, 
and we regret these misunderstandings.
To avoid future misunderstandings, we suggest you send your check for $8 directly 
to the following address:
Insect, Weed, and Plant Disease Survey Bulletin 
Cooperative Extension Service 
116 Mumford Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Make your check payable to the University of Illinois. This is the subscription 
for this weekly bulletin.
If you were a subscriber in 1976, you will also receive a special notice through 
the mail. Please do not pay twice.
TEAR OUT AND MAIL
Enclosed is a check/money order for $8.
Send the InsectWeedj and Plant Disease Survey Bulletin for 1977 to the following 
address:
(Print name and correct mailing address).
Make checks payable to the University of Illinois.
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1977 Agricultural Pesticide Dealers 
And Applicators Clinics
Sponsored by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Illinois Natural History Survey, and the Illinois Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Plant and Apiary Protection
As a pesticide dealer or applicator, you are invited to attend one of the area agri­
cultural chemical clinics. Researchers and Extension Specialists from the University 
of Illinois will discuss new application equipment and techniques, as well as new re­
search and current suggestions for controlling weeds, insects, and diseases affecting crops.
Current Illinois law requires a person who applies a pesticide for hire outside a 
structure to be licensed by the Illinois Department of Agriculture. The categories 
for commercial and public pesticide applicators and operators are as follows:
1. Field Crop Pest Control Applicator or Operator
2. Demonstration and Research Pest Control Applicator
3. Regulatory Pest Control Applicator
4. Seed Treatment Pest Control Applicator or Operator
5. Livestock Pest Control Applicator or Operator
6. Fruit Crop Pest Control Applicator or Operator
7. Vegetable Crop Pest Control Applicator or Operator
8. Landscape and Turf Pest Control Applicator or Operator
9. Aquatic Weed Pest Control Applicator or Operator
10. Right-of-Way Pest Control Applicator or Operator
11. Forest Pest Control Applicator or Operator
Individuals taking exams in categories 1 through 5 should attend the agricultural 
clinics. The urban clinics will deal with the remaining categories.
The examination for the Illinois Custom Spray Applicators and Operators Licenses will 
be given by representatives of the Illinois Department of Agriculture at the end of 
the meeting. There is no fee for persons taking the licensing exam administered by the 
Illinois Department of Agriculture. Anyone who has a license issued prior to 1973 
will be required to take the new certification examination by October, 1977.
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We look forward to seeing you and discussing problems of mutual interest. The fol­
lowing are the dates and locations for the clinics:
Date__________  City____________________________________Location
February 11 DeKalb DeKalb County Farm Bureau Building Auditorium
February 14 Macomb McDonough 4-H Center
February 15 Edwardsville Montclaire Bowling Alley
February 16 Jacksonville Black Hawk Restaurant
February 17 Marion Holiday Inn
February 18 Effingham Holiday Inn
February 21 Rantoul Moose Club
February 22 Galesburg Sheraton Motor Inn
February 23 Sterling Emerald Hills Country Club
February 24 Morris Holiday Inn
February 25 Normal University Union, Illinois State University
February 28 Decatur Holiday Inn
March 1 Mt. Vernon Holiday Inn
The registration fee will be $1 per person. The 1977 Illinois Custom Spray Operators 
Training School manual will be available for $6.00. The Illinois Pesticide Applica­
tor Study Guide can be purchased at the clinic or from your local county Extension 
adviser for $1.00. Luncheons are extra.
The program for the clinics is shown below.
8:15 a.m.
8:40
8:45
9:45
10:00
10:25
10:50
11 :20
11:40
12:00 p.m. 
1:00 
1:20
PROGRAM
Registration, Coffee, Get Acquainted
Welcome....................................Host County Extension Adviser
Pesticide Study Session— A Review for Agricultural Applicators 
and Operators Taking Certification Exams
Understanding Pesticides ...............................  John Wedherg
Safe Handling............................................ David Gentry
Application Equipment and Calibration..................... Loren Bode
Questions and Answers 
Break
What's New in Weed Control........................... Marshal McGlamery
Disease Control Program for C o r n ..................... Malcolm Shurtleff
Insect Control in Corn, Soybeans, and Alfalfa............ John Wedherg
Obtaining Proper Coverage with Pesticides...................Loren Bode
Corn Pest Management Programs in Illinois................... Don Kuhlman
Lunch
Corn Rootworm Situation in Illinois......................... Don Kuhlman
Disease Control Programs for Soybeans.................Malcolm Shurtleff
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1:40 Problems in Weed Control Past and Future.............Marshal McGlamery
2:00 What's New in Pesticide Application Equipment...............Loren Bode
2:20 The Illinois Custom Spray Licensing Law and Federal
Pesticide Legislation............................. * . Juett Hogancamp
2:45 Examination for Agricultural Custom Spray Applicators
and Operators License..................................Juett Hogancamp
SPEAKERS' ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bode, L.E. Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-2854
Gentry, D.A. Department of Agricultural Entomology, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-6651
Hogancamp, J.C. Illinois Department of Agriculture, Springfield, Illinois 62706. 
Phone: (217) 782-3817
Jacobsen, B.J. Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-1845
Kuhlman, D.E. Department of Agricultural Entomology, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-6653
McGlamery, M.D. Department of Agronomy, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
61801. Phone: (217) 333-4424
Walker, T. Illinois Department of Agriculture, Springfield, Illinois 62706. Phone: 
(217) 782-4101
Wedberg, J.L. Department of Agricultural Entomology, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois 61801. Phone: (217) 333-6652
Prepared by the Agricultural Pesticide Dealers and Applicators committee of the Col­
lege of Agriculture, University of 11linois at Urbana-Champaign, Illinois Natural His­
tory Survey, and State Department of Agriculture, Division of Plant Industries.
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1977 Urban Pesticide Dealers 
And Applicators Clinics
Sponsored by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
Illinois Natural History Survey, and the State Department of Agriculture,
Division of Plant Industries
Pesticides as well as pesticide regulations change from year to year. As a pesticide 
dealer or applicator, you are invited to attend one of the following area meetings. 
The topics will be of primary interest to dealers or applicators who sell or apply 
home, yard, or garden pesticides. Custom applicators and operators who apply pesti­
cides to nonagricultural areas such as parks, highways, golf courses, and similar 
areas should also attend one of these meetings. The examination for the Custom Spray 
Applicators and Operators License will be offered to anyone wishing to take the ex­
amination at that time. Any person holding a custom applicator's or operator's li­
cense issued prior to 1973 will need to be retested and pass the examination before 
a 1977 license will be issued. The dates and locations for the clinics are as follows:
Date City Location
January 10 Urbana Travelodge 
Rt. 45 and 1-74
January 11 Peoria Heritage House 
Rt. 88 North
January 12 Springfield Department of Agriculture Building 
(4-H Building), State Fairgrounds
January 13 Belleville Augustines
Rt. 460 and Rt. 159
January 14 Marion Holiday Inn 
1-57 and Rt. 13
January 17 Macomb 4-H Center
1 mile west on Rt. 136
January 18 Moline Deere § Co. Administrative Center 
Coaltown Road
January 19 Rockford Rock Valley Community College 
3301 Mulford Road
January 20 Rosemont Holiday Inn-0'Hare 
1-90 and River Road
January 21 Joliet Holiday Inn South 
Larkin and 1-80
Advance registration is required for the meeting at Rosemont. Contact Ferdinand Arndt, 
1475 Oakwood, Des Plaines, Illinois 60016. The registration and meal charge for this 
meeting is $13.00.
There will be a registration charge of $3.00 to cover the cost of a manual of educa­
tional materials and the meeting room charge at all other locations.
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PROGRAM
Theme: Sensible Pest Management of Pests of Ornamentals, Turfgrass, and Noncrop Areas
9:00 a.m. Registration and Get-Acquainted
9:25 Welcome and Remarks....................... Host County Extension Adviser
9:30 Knowing What Is Pesticide Safety
- Understanding Pesticides
- Toxicity
- Safe Handling and Understanding Labels
10:30 Getting the Most Out of Your Application Equipment.......... Loren Bode
10:50 The Most Important Pest Problems of 1976 and Some Research Results
- Herbicides.......................................... Weed Specialists
- Fungicides ............................................  Mai Shurtleff
- Insecticides.......................................... Roscoe Randell
12:00 p.m. Lunch
1:00 A Summary of Pesticides Available to Dealers and
Applicators............................. Host County Extension Adviser
1:20 Pesticides Available for Dealers and Custom Applicators —
New, Old, and Suggested Ones for 1977
- Herbicides......................... ................ Weed Specialists
- Fungicides ............................................  Mai Shurtleff
- Insecticides.......................................... Roscoe Randell
2:30 Questions and Answers
2:40 The Current Status of State and Federal Pesticides Acts— Examination for 
Custom Spray Applicators and Operators License given by Mr. Juett 
Hogancamp of the Illinois State Department of Agriculture.
There will be a special session for those persons wishing to be licensed 
under the category "Industrial Weed Control." This session will cover the 
topic of noncrop weed control as commonly used along highway rights-of-way.
Prepared by the Urban Pesticide Dealers and Applicators Clinic committee: Mai 
Shurtleff, Department of Plant Pathology; A.J. Turgeon and H.J. Hopen, Department 
of Horticulture; Roscoe Randell, Department of Agricultural Entomology; Loren Bode, 
Department of Agricultural Engineering; and Juett Hogancamp, State Department of Ag­
riculture, Springfield.
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Newsletters From the University of Illinois 
College of Agriculture
What the Newsletters Contain
Farm Economics Facts and Opinions. Designed for farm operators on economic principles 
applied to farm problems, such as pricing strategy, crop production, costs and market 
outlook.
Illinois Farm and Food Outlook. Anticipates reports and interprets current market in­
formation—  supply, demand, and price outlook —  for agricultural products.
Agronomy News. Provides timely information on crops and soils.
Bees and Honey. Monthly newsletter for all beekeepers. Keeps beekeepers up-to-date on 
bees and honey production with timely tips on managing bees; also suggests how to get 
the most pleasure and returns from bees.
Swine Report. Reports current swine research information on swine feeding and manage­
ment and related material on economics and engineering.
Beef Report. A report to cattlemen— both feedlot and cow-calf operators— summarizes 
research reports and updates a variety of topics affecting cattlemen. Break-even cat­
tle prices and other economic and engineering information are included. The letter of­
ten lists programs of interest to cattlemen.
Sheep Report. Contains research information and timely management suggestions, and 
publicizes educational sheep activities.
The Meat Report. Includes brief summaries of current research for the meat industry, 
lists educational events, and is for all meat packers and processors and those closely 
related to the meat industry.
The Monthly Poultry Suggestions. Has latest information on management, marketing, 
business, and regulatory developments in the poultry industry for hatcherymen, com­
mercial poultrymen, small flock owners, and poultry servicemen.
Insect, Weed, and Plant Disease Survey Bulletin. Provides latest weekly information 
on pest situations and recommendations for control of insects, weeds, and plant diseases.
Spray Service Report. For fruit growers and commercial sprayers. Provides information 
on fruit culture, insect and disease problems, and recommended control measures.
Illinois Dairy Herd Improver. Provides dairy feeding, breeding, and management infor­
mation and recommendations; listings of USDA sire summaries of bulls available to Il­
linois dairymen; and dairy news.
Illinois Vegetable Farmers. Contains information for commercial vegetable growers on 
growing conditions, laws involved in vegetable production, competition and production, 
and marketing conditions.
Textiles and Apparel. Contains current textile and clothing information related to the 
retail apparel market for clothing and fabric retailers and other professionals.
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Extension Subscriber List
Code
number Name
Annual
number
of
issues
1 Farm Economics Facts 
and Opinions
12
2 Illinois Farm and Food 
Outlook
50
3 Agronomy News 10
4 Bees and Honey 10
9 Swine Report 4
10 Beef Report 4
11 Sheep Report 9
12 Meat Report 6
13 Monthly Poultry 
Suggestions
12
14 Insect, Weed, and Plant 
Disease Survey Bulletin
22
15 Spray Service Report 21
16 Illinois Dairy Herd 
Improver
6
17 Illinois Vegetable Farmers 9
18 Textiles and Apparel 4
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE:
Annua1
subscription
cost
Annual
subscription
dates
Fill in 
if you 
want this 
newsletter
$3.00 1/1/77-9/1/77 $
$8.00 1/1/77-9/1/77 $
$2.00 1/1/77-9/1/77 $
$2.50 1/1/77-9/1/77 $
$2.00 1/1/77-1/1/78 $
$2.00 1/1/77-1/1/78 $
$2.50 1/1/77-1/1/78 $
$2.00 1/1/77-1/1/78 $
$3.50 1/1/77-1/1/78 $
$8.00 3/1/77-3/1/78 $
$5.50 3/1/77-3/1/78 $
$3.50 3/1/77-3/1/78 $
$4.00 3/1/77-3/1/78 $
$2.00 3/1/77-3/1/78 $
TOTAL $
Name
Address___________________________  ___________________ __________________ _ _ _ _ _ _
Street City State Zip Code
Primary source of income______________________________________________________________
Tear out and mail with your check to the University of Illinois College of Agricul­
ture Newsletter Service, 116N Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, College of Agriculture 
Cooperative Extension Service
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SLIDE SETS AND OTHER SELECTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
N A M E __
ADDRESS.
BILLING
AVAILABLE FROM VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE SERVICE 
_________________________________________________________ DAT E____
_________________________________________________________ ZIP CODE
2 X 2  COLORED SLIDE SETS OR SLIDEFILMS (FILMSTRIPS):
DES SLIDEFILMS
$ 6.45 $ 3.85 650*
11.30 5.15 651*
10.25 4.95 652*
11.20 4.90 731A
7.40 4.10 747A*
6.95 NOT AVAIL. 749*
6.65 NOT AVAIL. 750*
8.25 4.35 773*
13.30 7.80 800-801
6.70 3.80 803
6.90 3.80 809
7.20 3.90 810
12.30 5.20 811
NOT AVAIL. 
NOT AVAIL. 
NOT AVAIL. 
NOT AVAIL. 
NOT AVAIL. 
NOT AVAIL. 
______ 7.20
5.20
5.15 
3.50
4.20 
3.80 
3.60
4.15
1101*
1102*
1103*
1104*
1105*
1106*
1107*
Lawn Weeds — Identification and Control (39 fr.)
Steps to a Better Lawn (69 fr.)
Identifying Illinois Turfgrasses (64 fr.)
Planting Corn (70 fr.)
Diseases of Soybeans (45 fr.)
Diseases of Alfalfa (42 fr.)
Diseases of Clovers (40 fr.)
Diseases of Wheat (50 fr.)
Ident. of Weed Seedlings, Broadleaves (83 fr.)
Identification of Weed Seedlings, Grasses (42 fr.)
Identification and Control of Poison Ivy (43 fr.)
Controlling Wild Hemp (Marijuana) (45 fr.)
The Wicked World of Weeds (77 fr.)
Agriculture and the Environment (71 fr.)
Vegetation Control as an Aid to Environmental Quality (69 fr. 
Good Animal Waste Management Prevents Pollution (29 fr.) 
Agriculture and the Ecosystem (47 fr.)
Erosion, Sedimentation and Environmental Quality (37 fr.) 
Plant Nutrients in the Environment (33 fr.)
Air Pollution Damage to Vegetation (45 fr.)
Sub-Total
Less20% (Illinois residents only) 
Postage & Handling**
Total Cost
♦Includes a study guide Make checks payable to the University of Illinois.
**If payment is sent with this order, please 
add the following for postage and handling:
Orders up to $ 10 
Orders $10 to $20 
Orders over $20
add $ .50 
add $ .75 
add $1.00
Send  o rder to  —
Vocational Agriculture Service 
University of Illinois 
434 Mumford Hall 
Urbana, IL 61801
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An Inside Look at Fungicide Sprays and Spray Deposits
ARDEN SHURF
Man’s earliest records indicate that he realized that blights, blasts, and mildews 
caused destructive losses to crops upon which he depended for food, clothing, and 
shelter. The Romans searched for chemicals to control plant diseases but with lit­
tle success. Perhaps sulphur was the first to be used against mildews. Homer of 
Greece referred to sulphur as having "pest averting properties of devine and puri­
fying fumigation." Later came lime-sulphur, formaldehyde, and finally Bordeaux 
mixture in 1885 when a French priest brushed a mixture of bluestone and lime on his 
grapevines to discourage thieves and found that his grapes survived the mildew while 
his neighbors’ grapes were killed. Bordeaux mixture was the standard for ground ap­
plication until after World War II when the organic fungicides appeared and offered 
good fungus-killing qualities with considerable safety to the plants. Now there are 
captans, zinebs, manebs, bravos, and so on, all of which put a chemical overcoat on 
the leaves, stems, and fruits to prevent germination, or at least entry, of the fun­
gus into the plant parts.
Most diseases are caused by primitive plants called fungi that have "seeds" and ger­
minate under favorable weather conditions. If these fungus seeds or spores are on 
an unprotected plant part, they send out a germ tube and enter the host plant. A 
good fungicide will burn, deform, or kill the germ tube, thereby preventing entrance 
and infection.
Until 1971, fungicides acted only on the overcoat principle and didn’t actually en­
ter the plant. Since then, benomyl, TBZ, and Topsin have been developed. These fun­
gicides are absorbed by the plant, providing systemic action. When placed around 
the roots or at the base of a plant, these fungicides move upward to where they can 
be effective against certain stem rots, leaf spots, and fruit rots. Some systemic 
fungicides are in use today, and others are being developed.
In 1975, a compound was developed that enters the plant and moves downward. This is 
a valuable attribute. Another experimental chemical that is applied to the soil as 
a preplant granule, is absorbed by the plant, and gives one to two months' protection 
against late blight and other vegetable diseases is now being tested and looks very 
promising. Progress is being made.
Even the best fungicide is useless unless it reaches the plants in a safe, thorough, 
regular manner. This entails the use of a tank sprayer of some sort— ground hydrau­
lic, airblast, or airplane. Let's look at what's in the tank and how best to use 
these chemicals. A pesticide can rarely be used as originally manufactured. It must 
be diluted with water, oil, air, and inert materials so that it can be applied even­
ly over the plants to be treated. It must also be modified with wetting and sticking 
agents and made into wettable powders, granules, or emulsions. The final product is 
a pesticide formulation. These may be wettable powders, emulsifiable concentrates, 
solutions, soluble powders, flowables, dusts, or granules. By law, most of the in­
gredients are stated on the package.
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The fungicide is put in the tank, usually with water as a carrier and diluent. Fi­
nally, an adjuvant such as a sticker-spreader is usually added. Its role is to get 
the chemical spread evenly over the plant parts and to make it adhere in an active 
state as long as possible. Plants have different types of leaves. Some have hairs 
that help in holding these sprays; others, such as roses, peonies, iris, onions, and 
cabbage, are smooth. Whether the spray sticks or rolls off depends upon the physical 
properties of the spray mix as well as the properties of the leaf surface. If the 
surface tension of the mixture is high, the droplets will ball up and roll off; if 
the leaf is waxy, the solution will also run off. The surface tension of the spray 
can be lowered with an adjuvant that will flatten the droplets and spread them even­
ly over the leaf. The word adjuvant is used for any chemical added to the mixture 
to make it wet better, spread better, or stick better. Water doesn’t mix with oily 
chemicals and may repel the chemical unless an adjuvant is used. Wetters and stick­
ers are closely related because when wetting agents reduce surface tension, spread­
ing takes place naturally. Spreaders help build spray deposits and improve weather­
ing ability.
Recently a new group of materials called extenders, which form a sticky elastic film 
holding the pesticide on the foliage, have been developed, thus reducing losses 
from weathering and sunlight. This film degrades in a layered fashion through poly­
merization, producing a controlled release of the pesticide held suspended in the 
film. More study is needed to determine whether spray schedules can be extended 
(spread wider) without losing protection. Adjuvants aren’t all alike, and they do 
different things. We often use them improperly by using the wrong one, applying too 
much or too little, and using them on crops when they aren't needed. With the in­
crease in popularity of aerial application and the concern for drift and spray pat­
tern as well as low gallonage, more attention is being focused on them. Seldom does 
a single adjuvant serve for all purposes or on all crops. Read the labels and follow 
manufacturers suggestions.
Regardless of the pesticide and adjuvant used, the materials should be mixed in the 
right manner to give maximum benefits. First, add the fungicide or insecticide, or 
both, to the water in the partly filled sprayer, then premix the adjuvant in a ratio 
of 1 to 10 with water and add this to the tank with the agitator running. Read the 
label for the correct amount of adjuvant; 1 pint per acre is often standard. After 
the tank has been filled, you are ready for the field— at least for a short-run 
test. Spray about 100 feet, get off the tractor and take a good look at the plants. 
Are you thoroughly wetting the foliage? Or is the spray just forming droplets and 
running off? You may need to add more adjuvant or use less in the next tank load.
Now a word about redistribution, a phenomenon that increases fungicidal life and ef­
fectiveness. Most fungicides are nearly insoluble in water. When a film of dew or 
rainwater forms on a leaf with dried fungicide on it, the chemical diffuses into 
the water film, making it toxic to fungus spores. The tiny droplets of the initial 
spray act as reservoirs that release more fungicide every time the surface gets wet. 
This permits the chemical to move all over the leaves and even to underleaf areas 
by dripping, splashing, and diffusion. Redistribution of the fungicide is the mech­
anism that accounts for good disease control even though the leaves may appear to 
be poorly covered.
An understanding of the four R's will help you to get maximum efficiency from your 
pesticide dollars.
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1. The right pesticide can be chosen with the help of your county extension adviser 
and experiment station workers. Be sure its label lists both the crop and the 
disease, and observe days-to-harvest precautions.
2. The right dosage is necessary from the standpoints of crop safety, EPA regula­
tions on residue tolerance, and, of course, your pocketbook.
3. The right timing is important to give protection only when needed and as long 
as needed. Sprays applied too early waste money and increase residues; sprays 
applied too late reduce insect or disease control.
4. The right coverage is needed to deliver and keep the pesticide on the plant 
where it is needed.
Whether you are a commercial applicator or a farmer concerned with spraying only 
your own fields, I hope you are doing everything possible to increase the pest- 
control efficiency of your operation. Perhaps some of the material we have been dis­
cussing will help you in this goal.
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Problems in Applying Fungicides
H. S. POTTER
Drift can be a limiting factor in low-volume application of fungicides. This is par­
ticularly true of aerial spraying. The problem lies in the high percentage of very 
fine drops that result with low-volume applications. These very fine drops are dif­
ficult to control except under ideal spraying conditions. The loss of fungicide spray 
material because of drift may not only result in inadequate protective coverage on 
the crop but also at the same time be a source of contamination to nearby crops.
The major factors affecting drop size are spray pressure, size of nozzle orifice, 
and orientation of the nozzle in the airstream. The higher the pressure and the small­
er the orifice, the smaller the drops; the lower the pressure and the larger the ori­
fice, the larger the drops. Nozzles directed against the airstream produce the small­
est drops, and those directed with the airstream produce the largest.
Spray additives such as foams and thickeners have been used with some success to con­
trol drop size. These additives tend to increase viscosity of the spray so that it 
consists of more large drops and fewer fine droplets subject to drift. The benefits 
from increasing viscosity may be offset somewhat by the fact that the increase in 
drop size means fewer drops, which can result in inadequate protective coverage. 
Further, phytotoxicity is sometimes a problem when fungicides are applied to foliage 
in large drops.
A new spray additive for drift control has recently received considerable attention— Nalco- 
Trol. This material is a polyvinyl polymer with characteristics different from those 
of the average thickening agent. It appears to have comparatively little effect on 
viscosity of sprays, with the result that drop size is not increased to the extent 
that it is with other thickeners. However, an elasticizing effect is imparted to the 
spray, which greatly reduces the number of small drops, those most likely to result 
in drift. Nalco-Trol has been extensively tested with aerial herbicide application, 
and it reduces drift with no adverse effect on herbicidal activity. In some instances, 
particularly in the defoliation of cotton1- and vine killing of potatoes,2 the 
effectiveness of the active chemical has been enhanced by the use of this additive.
In a recently completed preliminary study, deposition and drift were measured with 
a copper fungicide (Kocide 101 at 2 lb./A.) applied as an aerial spray. Comparisons 
were made between the spray applied alone and in combination with a foaming agent 
(Fomex at 3 qt./lOO gal.) and with Nalco-Trol at three rates (4 oz., 6 oz., and 8 
oz./100 gal.).
Application Equipment
The aircraft used was a Piper Brave^ with a boom covering approximately 2/3 of the 
wing-span (27 ft.) to produce a swath width of 40 feet. Positioning of nozzles along
iNalco and Chevron Chemical Companies, unpublished data, 1975.
2Potter, H.S., published data, 1974-75.
•^Plane and pilot furnished courtesy of Hatfield Flying Service, Nunica, Michigan.
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the boom was checked in advance by spraying with dye and examining coverage on paper 
targets. A series of 12-inch drops was added near the fuselage under the right wing 
to eliminate the uneven distribution pattern caused by the propellor vortex.
When testing with Nalco-Trol and without an additive, 46 hollow-cone nozzles (Spray­
ing Systems DIO-45) were used. Foam applications required special aspirating nozzles, 
Dela-Foam Type A, of which 51 were needed (39 nozzles with 0.086" orifice plates and 
12 with 0.098" plates) to give a spray volume equal to that from the conventional 
nozzles. The extra nozzles were added within the original 46-nozzle span to maintain 
the 40-foot swath width. Nozzles for all tests were directed in the downward position 
(90° from the level of the aircraft in flight).
Operating Procedures
Conditions prevailing in all tests were as follows: air speed— 110 mph, flight ele­
vation (above ground) —  6 feet, distance of spray run— 300 feet, pump pressure— 40 
pounds, and spray volume— 5 gallons per acre. Meterological data at the experimental 
site (temperature, relative humidity, wind direction, and air stability) were recorded 
before each test run. Temperature was measured at ground level, at 8 feet, and at 28 
feet above the ground 30 minutes before the start of the spray run. Relative humid­
ity was determined using a sling psychrometer just before each run. Wind direction 
and speed were measured as the pilot began his final approach to the target area.
The weather station was positioned away from any structures and the plane’s line of 
flight to avoid interferences or false readings.
Flights to measure deposition were made into the wind. Deposits were collected on 
plastic targets— 8 1/2- x 11-inch mylar sheets mounted on boards raised 6 inches 
above the ground. Targets were placed 5 feet apart in a line perpendicular to the 
flight of the aircraft. Three lines of targets 75 feet apart represented a complete 
test run (Fig. 1). If the wind shifted, making a target area unsuitable, alternate 
target areas were available nearby for a quick changeover.
Individual targets were marked to indicate their relative positions with respect to 
the flight of the aircraft. Flexible guide markers designated the center of the flight 
line.
Drift runs were made perpendicular to the wind. Deposits were recovered with Staplex 
air samplers located 100 feet, 150 feet, 200 feet, and 250 feet downwind from the 
flight center (Fig. 2). The units were placed 12 inches off the ground with the fil­
ters facing upward. Samples were turned on at the start of the spray run and turned 
off 5 minutes after the run was completed.
At the end of each test run, plastic target sheets and air sampler filters were folded 
(exposed side in), placed in marked envelopes, and sent to the laboratory for analysis. 
Copper was removed with a dilute solution of nitric acid and the quantity determined 
by the atomic absorption method. Results were reported in either parts per million 
(ppm) or milligrams (mg) of elemental copper per target (0.65 sq. ft.) or filter (63 
sq. in.), then converted to pounds of Kocide 101 (54 percent WP) for comparison with 
the theoretical amount (2 pounds) of Kocide 101 per acre. In the deposition tests, 
results from each set of targets were averaged to give data for a test run. The nine 
highest consecutive target readings were used to represent the 40-foot effective 
swath width. The data on drift with and without additive are based on single appli­
cations .
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Results
Data from the study on deposition (Table 1) show the average amount (lb./A.) of Ko- 
cide 101 recovered at individual locations within the target area (90 feet) when 
sprayed with and without additives. The brackets in each column indicate the limits 
of the effective swath of the aircraft (40 feet). Position of the spray swath to the 
right or left of the flight center is due to differences in the angle and force of 
the headwinds.
Table 1. Fungicide Deposited on Targets Within Sampled Area 
With and Without Additives
_____________ Amount deposited (lb./A.)a___________________
No Nalco-Trol Fomex
Target position additive 4 oz.b 6 oz.b 8 oz.b 96 oz.h
45 ft-R .32 .01 .25 .45 .02
40 ft-R .43 .01 .37 .55 .01
35 ft-R .41 .01 .44 .80 .01
30 ft-R .76 .01 .76 1.14 .02
25 ft-R .94 .02 1.28 1.83 .47
20 ft-R 1.42 .50 1.99 2.74 1.57
15 ft-R 1.31 1.43 2.56 2.57 .88
10 ft-R 1.40 1.17 1. 96 1.60 1.33
5 ft-R 1.78 1.55 2.01 1.60 2.19
Flight center 1.29 1.82 2.24 2.19 1.37
5 ft-L 1.00 1.70 1.68 1.59 1.25
10 ft-L .74 2.10 1.44 1. 13 1.34
15 ft-L .78 1.85 1.24 .76 1.33
20 ft-L .66 1.19 .58 .33 .92
25 ft-L .39 .93 .39 .02 .81
30 ft-L .30 .61 . 18 .01 .61
35 ft-L .25 .51 .07 .01 .42
40 ft-L .16 .35 .05 .01 .43
45 ft-L .07 .27 .05 .01 .44
aAverage of 3 samples from a single flight.
^Amount of additive in 100 gallons of spray.
Deposition was increased at all sampling points within the spray swath by the addi­
tion of Nalco-Trol (Fig. 3). At most points sampled this was also true with Fomex 
(Fig. 4). However, the amount of increase with Fomex was not as great as it was with 
Nalco-Trol. Recovery data (Table 2) were averaged for the swath and for the total 
target area and converted to percent of total or theoretical amount applied. The 
remaining amount of fungicide not recovered in the total target area was assumed to 
have been deposited elsewhere or lost in the atmosphere.
Nalco-Trol at the 4-ounce rate increased deposition within the spray swath from 59.5 
percent to 76.2 percent and within the total target area from 72.5 percent to 80.0 
percent. Nalco-Trol at the 6-ounce rate increased to 91 percent the fungicide re­
covered within the spray swath. Less than 3 percent was believed to have been de­
posited outside of the target area or possibly lost as an aerosol.
Fomex also improved deposition in the spray swath, but the increase in the amount of 
copper fungicide recovered was only slightly more than half the amount recovered with 
Nalco-Trol at the 4-ounce rate.
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Figure 3. Deposition of Kocide 101 on mylar targets after aerial applica­
tion with and without Nalco-Trol.
Figure 4. Deposition of Kocide 101 on mylar targets after aerial applica­
tion with and without Fomex
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Table 2. Percenta of Fungicide Deposited by Aerial Sprays 
With and Without Spray Additives
Spray
additive (oz
Rate
./100 gal
Wind 
speed 
.) (knots)
Percent recovered 
in spray swath
Percent recovered 
in target area
Percent not 
recovered
None 0 8 59.5 72.5 27.5
Nalco-Trol 4 6 76.2 80.0 20.0
Nalco-Trol 6 8 91.0 97.7 2.3
Nalco-Trol 8 6 91.0 96.7 3.3
Fomex 96 8 69.1 77.0 23.0
aBased on the actual amount of Kocide 101 per acre deposited on target rather than the
theoretical amount per ;acre (2 pounds of 54 percent WP).
Results of the «drift studies are summarized in Table 3 and compared graphically in
Figure 5.
Table 3. Amount of Fungicide Recovered on Staplex Air Samplers Located
Downwind of Flight Center When Spraying Wi th and Without Ad-
ditives
Spray Rate per Wind Pounds recovered Percent recovered9-
additive 100 gal. speed (mph) 100’ 150' 200' 250’ 100' 150' 200' 250'
None 8 .20 . 13 .09 . 13 10.0 6.6 4.6 6.4
Nalco-Trol 4 oz. 4 .41 .20 . 12 . 11 20.5 10.1 9.4 5.4
Nalco-Trol 6 oz. 9 . 16 . 12 .06 .05 7.8 6.0 2.8 2.8
Nalco-Trol 8 oz. 8 . 19 . 10 .05 .04 9.4 5.2 2.4 2.0
Fomex 96 oz. 10 .27 .08 .08 .06 13.6 4.2 3.8 2.6
aBased on the actual amount of Kocide 101 per acre deposited on target rather than the 
theoretical amount per acre (2 pounds of 54 percent WP).
The amounts of spray material recovered with the 4-ounce rate of Nalco-Trol were 
greater than with no additive at distances up to 200 feet downwind from the flight 
center. This increased deposition may have resulted from an upward shift in drop 
size caused by the additive. The force of the crosswind at the time of application 
was only 4 mph, which may also have been a factor in increasing fallout nearer the 
center of flight. For all other test runs, wind speed ranged between 8 and 10 mph, 
the upper suitable limits for aerial application.
Under these conditions, the amounts of spray recovered at 100 feet from the flight 
center were essentially similar with and without Nalco-Trol. As the distance in­
creased, the effect of additives in reducing drift was more evident. At the maximum 
distance for which data were recorded (250 feet), the amount of fungicide recovered 
was reduced by more than one-half with Nalco-Trol (at the 6- and 8-ounce rates) and 
with Fomex. Nalco-Trol at the two higher rates appeared to be somewhat more effec­
tive in controlling drift than Fomex at the rate tested.
Summary
It is apparent from these results that drift from fungicides applied by aircraft can 
be substantially reduced with the spray additives Nalco-Trol and Fomex. Unpublished
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Figure 5. Amount of fungicide recovered according 
to sampler distance.
data from recent studies at Michigan State University show that the effectiveness of 
fungicide treatments applied by both air and ground methods is not reduced by the ad­
dition of these drift retardants. Further, some very substantial evidence shows that 
disease control on some crops can be improved by the increased deposition of protect­
ants that results from using Nalco-Trol and Fomex. These and similar products will 
likely be used to an increasing degree in future spraying operations to reduce the 
danger from pesticide drift.
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Illinois Alfalfa Weevil Pest Management Program
J. L. WEDBERG, E. J. ARMBRUST, W. G. RUESINK
Background
The most serious pest threatening alfalfa in Illinois is the alfalfa weevil. During 
the last several years entomologists at the Illinois Natural History Survey and Illi­
nois Agricultural Experiment Station have coordinated part of their research under 
a National Science Foundation Grant with seven other states to develop a pest manage­
ment program for the alfalfa weevil. This program is based on mathematical equations 
that were constructed to answer some complex questions about weevil control and to 
achieve the best possible management of the alfalfa weevil with maximum benefit to 
the grower.
A native of the Old World, this weevil was first discovered in 1904 near Salt Lake 
City, Utah. For nearly 50 years it remained confined to 12 western states. In 1952, 
however, it was discovered in Maryland, and from there it has spread rapidly through 
the East, South, and Midwest.
Most researchers believe that the 1904 and 1952 discoveries represent populations of 
two different, but morphologically indistinct, strains— the eastern and the western. 
The eastern strain is the one found in Illinois. Since its first appearance here 10 
years ago, it has spread to every county of the state.
Life Cycle. First-generation adults emerge in the spring, feed for a short time, and 
then fly from the alfalfa to woodlands, fence rows, and other protected areas, where 
they enter aestivation (a resting period). In Illinois, most of these adults return 
to the alfalfa in late summer or early fall and complete their sexual development.
In southern Illinois, if temperatures permit, the weevils lay eggs throughout the fall 
and winter, as well as into the spring. The fall- and winter-laid eggs hatch about 
the time that alfalfa is beginning its spring growth, and the tiny first-instar lar­
vae feed on the young plant tips.
In the more northerly counties, egg laying stops or slows down during the winter, de­
pending on temperatures, and a larger number of eggs are laid in the spring. The eggs 
hatch much later than in the south. By the time the larvae emerge, the alfalfa is 6 
to 10 inches tall and can tolerate more weevils than can the southern crop. Peak lar­
val abundance varies from year to year.
Alfalfa weevil larvae have black heads and are 3/8 inch long when full grown. They 
feed on alfalfa plants for three or four weeks. During this time they shed their skins 
three times. When full grown, they spin cocoons on the plants, within the curl of 
fallen dead leaves, or in litter on the ground. In one or two weeks, they change into 
adults.
Control Necessary. In many regions of the state, alfalfa production is almost impossi­
ble without some type of weevil control. Although chemical control has been the most 
widely used method, two other methods are common.
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One method is to manipulate the timing of the first harvest in the spring. After con­
sidering many factors such as size of the pest population, plant growth, and prevail­
ing weather conditions, the grower can time the cutting date so that he can achieve 
the same effect as if he had applied an insecticide.
The other method involves biological control agents, such as parasites and predators. 
One of the most successful biocontrol agents in Illinois is a small parasitic wasp, 
Bathy'p'lectes ourout'ionis. This wasp lays its eggs inside young weevil larvae. The 
wasp larvae develop inside the weevil larvae, and when they have satisfied their 
needs, they kill their hosts.
The principal reason that we have a pest management program for alfalfa weevil con­
trol is that the three control methods— chemical, cultural, and biological —  are in­
terdependent. For example, insecticides kill parasites and predators as well as al­
falfa weevils. Similarly, harvesting alfalfa when many of the weevil larvae are para­
sitized will reduce the parasite population.
Furthermore, the economics of considering three control methods simultaneously is com­
plex. A slight change in cutting dates may slightly reduce yield, but if the change 
benefits the biological control agent and reduces the weevil population, it may be 
financially advantageous.
Mathematical Models. To help understand how the three methods of weevil control are 
interrelated, a computer-based mathematical model was developed that includes the al­
falfa weevil population dynamics, Bathypleotes curculionis population dynamics, and 
the effects of insecticides and harvesting on the plants and insects. The model con­
sists of a set of state and response equations and has been programmed in FORTRAN 
for computer analysis.
To start the model and begin a simulation, we must assign values to each of the state 
variables. Normally, we select September 1 as a starting point, since at that time 
essentially all of the alfalfa weevils are diapausing adults and essentially all of 
the B. QUTCu'lion'ls are diapausing cocoons. Hence, the insect portion of the model can be 
started by assigning nonzero densities to these two stages and setting the rest to 
zero. The plant portion of the model includes four state variables, namely biomass of 
leaves, stems, buds, and TNC (total nonstructural carbohydrates).
In addition to state variables, we must provide the latitude, so day-length can be 
computed. We must also indicate which biotype of alfalfa weevil is being simulated, 
since the eastern and western populations do differ in some ways.
Once the model is started, the simulation proceeds from day to day depending only on 
environmental data. For each day we must provide maximum and minimum temperatures 
and solar radiation inputs.
It must be remembered that this model assumes proper soil pH, adequate fertility, and 
that the alfalfa is not under stress from drouth, disease, or other factors. If these 
conditions are not met, it is possible that excessive feeding injury will occur by 
the time spraying or harvesting is accomplished.
The pest management program presented in this publication resulted from an analysis 
of the model. The numerical values in Recommendation Charts 1 and 2 were derived di­
rectly from computer simulations with the model. These charts are specifically de­
signed to make the benefits of the model available to alfalfa growers everywhere,
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without requiring that each grower have access to the model and a computer every 
time he needs to make a decision. All the grower has to do is to follow the instruc­
tions given in the charts throughout the alfalfa weevil season.
Field Application
Preface. The Illinois Alfalfa Pest Management (IAPM) program is a product of two 
years of experimental field evaluation of the mathematical model, followed by two 
years of intensive, applied field evaluation by Extension personnel in over 40 al­
falfa fields in Washington County, Illinois. Use of this program requires measure­
ment of temperature and alfalfa stem length and counting of the number of larvae 
found on a prescribed number of stems. This process requires 20 to 25 minutes per 
field.
This program is offered as an alternative method for deciding when to spray alfalfa 
weevil. Older methods (such as estimating percent tip feeding) are often confusing, 
and these methods do not adequately consider crop height or pest population density. 
Therefore, thresholds will vary greatly with the observer. Although the IAPM program 
has received intensive study, it should be remembered that it is a continuing pro­
gram that will receive further testing, revision, and refinement. With this in mind, 
the IAPM program is offered to the grower, pest management consultant, dealer, and 
other interested persons as a program to compare with existing indirect methods of 
determining timing of insecticide application for control of alfalfa weevil larvae.
Temperature Measurement. A record of daily high and low temperatures must be kept 
from January 1 until the end of the alfalfa weevil season. This information can be 
obtained from the daily paper, local weather stations, radio or television informa­
tion, specialized county Extension information systems, and so on. Once the daily 
high and low have been obtained, the next step is to convert this information into 
degree days (dd) (Table 1). Locate the daily high in the left-hand column. Read ac­
ross the page until the column for the daily low is located. The number in that col­
umn is the dd accumulated that day at those temperatures. For example, assume that 
in a daily paper the previous day’s high and low temperatures were reported as 65°F. 
and 46°F. In Table 1, locate 65°F. in the column under daily high, then read across 
the page until the column for 46°F. is located. In this example, 8 dd were accumu­
lated the previous day.
The dd used in this program are based on a developmental threshold of 48°F., since 
at temperatures lower than this little or no weevil development takes place. In areas 
where alfalfa weevils lay eggs in the fall and winter (southern Illinois), field sam­
pling must begin when a total of 200 dd have accumulated since January 1. In areas 
with no fall or winter egg laying, sampling need not begin until 400 dd have accumu­
lated.
In the Washington County project, sampling began on April 17 during 1975 and on March 
11 during 1976. It should be noted that dd accumulation was slower than normal during 
1975 and more rapid than normal during 1976.
A simple chart (Figure 1) was used to tally dd accumulation in the Washington County 
program. By the morning of February 28, a total of 107 dd had accumulated. On the 
morning of February 29, the previous day's (February 28) high and low temperatures 
of 75°F. and 38°F. were recorded. At this high/low combination, 11 dd were accumu­
lated, and the total dd accumulation as of the morning of February 29 was 118. The 
process continues until the termination of the alfalfa weevil season in late spring 
or early summer.
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Table 1. Table of Degree Day (dd) Values
High _________________________________________________________________________________________  Low temperature
temperature V 1 ~ r 3 — 5 -T — r 7 “ T $ n r 11 i5 “ n r~ v r ~ r r I T T T n r " 15 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
45-50 When d a lly  high is  50 degrees or le s s , the 1id  value is  0
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
53 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i I 1 i
54 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
55 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
56 l 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
57 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3
58 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
59 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
60 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
61 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5
62 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
63 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6
64 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6
65 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
66 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
67 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
68 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8
69 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8
70 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9
71 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9
72 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10
73 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10
74 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11
75 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11
76 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 12
77 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12
78 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 13
79 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13
80 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 14
81 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14
82 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 15
83 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15
84 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15
85 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16
86 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16
87 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16 17 17
88 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16, 16 16 17 17 17 17 17
89 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 18 18
90 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 18 18 18 18
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0
0
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13
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14
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15
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17
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18
19
19
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20
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21
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24
80
32
33
33
34
34
35
35
36
36
37
37
38
38
39
39
40
40
41
41
42
42
Table 1. Continued
Low temperature
42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
6 6 6 6
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6
2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7
3 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8
3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9
4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10
4 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11
5 5 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12
5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13
5 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14
6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15
6 7 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16
7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17
7 8 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18
8 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19
8 8 9 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20
9 9 9 9 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21
9 9 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22
10 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23
10 10 11 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24
11 11 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25
11 11 12 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26
12 12 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27
12 12 13 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28
13 13 13 13 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29
13 13 14 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 i  5 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30
14 14 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30
14 14 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31
15 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31
15 15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32
15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32
16 16 17 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33
16 17 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33
17 17 18 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34
17 18 18 18 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34
18 18 19 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35
18 19 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35
19 19 19 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36
19 20 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36
20 20 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37
20 21 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37
21 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38
21 22 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38
22 22 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39
22 23 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39
23 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 40
23 24 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 40 40
24 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 40 40 41
Figure 1. Sample record of degree dag (dd) accumulation from 
Washington County, Illinois, project, 1976.
Date Daily high Daily low dd
Total
dd accumulation
1-1 40 25 0 0
1-2 36 32 0 0
1-14 54 22 1 1
2-27 67 41 8 97
2-28 72 40 10 107
2-29 75 38 11 118
It is expected that some people will find it laborious to begin recording dd in Jan­
uary and continue this process until late spring or early summer. Figure 2 shows var­
ious zones of expected dd accumulation by a given date. Some users of this program 
may wish to delay dd calculation until the date indicated for their zones and assume 
that they have accumulated the number of dd listed.
Field Procedures. The normal procedure is to enter a field and walk through it as 
illustrated in Figure 3, or in a similar pattern that allows sampling as much of the 
whole field as possible. This is important because the level of infestation varies 
across a field. For example, problems will often be worse on southern slopes, because 
these areas tend to be more protected during the winter and will warm up sooner in 
the spring.
At 30 evenly spaced intervals, carefully pick an entire stem (without dislodging any 
larvae) and place it in a 2-to 3-gallon container. Stems must be selected at random, 
and this can be done by picking the first stem the hand touches. Next,beat the 30 stems 
vigorously against the inside of the container for a few seconds; transfer the larvae 
to a shallow pan for counting and record the number found. Randomly select 10 stems 
from the original 30 and record their average length to the nearest inch. Figure 4 
is a sample of the form that was used to record dd accumulation, plant height, number 
of larvae, and recommendations for cooperators in the Washington County program.
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locations of weather stations used to develop the zones.
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Figure 3. Sampling pattern in alfalfa field.
Decision-making. Once the alfalfa has been sampled, Recommendation Chart 1 must be 
consulted to determine if spraying is needed. For example, if during the first sam­
pling (200 dd) of the season 44 larvae were found on alfalfa that was 3 inches tall 
(average), the recommendation would be to resample in 50 dd (240 to 260) (Chart 1).
If 47 or more larvae were found, the recommendation would be to spray. Note that in 
the total dd column a range of 190 to 210 rather than 200 dd is listed. This means 
that the first sampling can be accomplished anytime between 190 and 210 dd. If, in 
the previous example, the field was sampled at 206 dd, it is important that the field 
be resampled as close to 256 dd as possible.
The first postspray sample of a field must be conducted 100 dd after spraying. For 
example, if spraying was recommended at 259 dd, the field might not have been sprayed 
until 265 dd had accumulated. The field would have to be resampled at 365 dd, which 
lies between the 340 to 360 dd and the 390 to 510 dd sampling ranges listed in Chart
1. Since the midpoints of the dd ranges (190 to 210, 240 to 260, and so on) are sep­
arated by 50 dd increments, there are no directions for the period between 361 dd 
and 389 dd. Therefore, in this situation, sampling should be accomplished between 
340 and 360 dd.
Although the 390 to 510 dd portion of the chart appears to be a wide range, it must 
be remembered that sampling is still done at 50- or 100-dd intervals, depending upon 
plant height and larval numbers (for example, 390 to 410, 440 to 460, and so on).
Insecticide Use. Timely and proper use of pesticides is an important part of pest 
management. Recommendations for 540 dd to harvest (Chart 2) list harvest as a possible 
alternative to spraying. If the grower chooses to spray at this time, the preharvest
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Scout:___________________________ Date:_________________ County:__________________ Degree Days Accum'd:
Grower and 
Field Number
Stem Length (in.) 
(10 stems)
Ave. 
Ht.
Larvae/ 
30 stems Comments
1 2 3 4 5 |No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
“ I Spray immediately.
6 7 8 9 10 | Other:
1 2 3 4 5 (No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
(Spray immediately.
6 7 8 9 10 jOther:
1 2 3 4 5 |No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
Spray immediately.
6 7 8 9 10 |Other:
1 2 3 4 5 |No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
|Spray immediately.6 7 8 9 10 |Other:
1 2 3 4 5 |No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
(Spray immediately.6 7 8 9 10 jOther:
1 2 3 4 5 |No problems expected soon; scout will resample in degree days. 
ISpray immediately.6 7 8 9 10 jOther:
CO(£> Figure 4. Alfalfa pest management reporting form.
Alfalfa Weevil Pest Management 
Illinois Recommendation Chart 1
Number of larvae collected from a 30-stem sample
Total d d
Alfalfa height (inches)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 or more
190-210
SPRAY 27 47 67 85 100 115 130
Resample 50 d d 0-26 0-46 0-66 0-84 0-99 0-114 0-129
240-260
SPRAY 21 30 39 47 55 62 69 69 69
Resample 50 d d 0-20 0-29 0-38 0-46 0-54 0-61 0-68 0-68 0-68
290-310
SPRAY 25 37 52 67 75 83 94 105 105 105
Resample 50 d d 0-24 0-36 0-51 0-66 0-74 0-82 0-93 0-104 0-104 0-104
340-360
SPRAY 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82 82
Resample 50 d d 14-81 14-81 14-81 14-81 14-81 14-81 17-81 17-81 17-81 17-81 17-81
Resample 100 d d 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-13 0-16 0-16 0-16 0-16 0-16
390-510
SPRAY 52 52 58 64 68 72 76 80
Resample 50 d c N 8-51 8-51 8-57 14-63 14-67 14-71 18-75 18-79
Resample 100 d d 0-7 0-7 0-7 0-13 0-13 0-15 0-17 0-17
540 to harvest (See Chart 2)
100 after harvest
SPRAYb 23 33 43 48 53 58 63
Resample 50 d d 17-22 17-32 17-42 20-47 23-52 23-57 23-62
Resample 100 d d c 0-16 0-16 0-16 0-19 0-22 0-22 0-22
150 or more after
harvest (See Chart 2)
, j r /  j  o  9 j r
°See comment in text about windrow effects.
cIf last preharvest sample has less than 30 larvae, the weevil season is over and you can quit sampling.
Alfalfa Weevil Pest Management Illinois Recommendation Chart 2
Change in larval density since last sample
Total dd
Decreased 
10 or more Within 10
Increased 
10 or more
540 to harvest
SPRAY or harvest 73 63 53
Resample 50 dd r 23-72 18-62 13-52
Resample 100 dda 0-22 0-17 0-12
150 after harvest
SPRAY 78 58 48
Resample 50 dd 28-77 18-57 0-47
Quit sampling 0-27 0-17 • •
aIf sprayed more than 7 days ago, you can wait 200 dd to resample.
waiting period for various insecticides is a very important part of the selection 
process. Cooperative Extension Service Circular 899, Insect Pest Management Guide—  
Field and Forage Crops, lists the preharvest interval for insecticides recommended 
for alfalfa weevil control in Illinois. This information is also given on the insec­
ticide label. Always read the label before using any pesticide.
If during harvest the alfalfa was windrowed, the 30 stems should be picked from the 
windrow area whenever possible (after removal of the hay). If there are enough larvae 
on these stems to recommend spraying, it would be well to pick another 30 stems avoid­
ing the windrow areas. If, on these stems, there are so few larvae that spraying is 
not recommended, the grower may wish to spray only the windrow areas.
Comments. The Washington County IAPM program presented some unusual circumstances 
that must be remembered in future use of the program. During 1976, unseasonably warm 
weather in February caused a rapid accumulation of degree days {dd). As a result, it 
was difficult to finish sampling within the prescribed dd range. Although it is im­
portant to sample within the dd ranges given in Charts 1 and 2, it was learned that 
starting or finishing 5 to 10 dd on either side of a range will not be detrimental 
to the program. However, subsequent sampling should be adjusted to coincide with the 
next range on the chart.
A sample that is preceded by frost or beating rains can result in the underestimation 
of population density. Numerous larvae were found on the ground following these weath­
er conditions in the Washington County fields. Although some larvae will probably fail 
to crawl up the plant, it is suggested that these kinds of fields be resampled the 
following day.
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Soybean Seed Vigor and Field Performance
R. R. JOHNSON
A sign in central Illinois informs its readers, "Modern girls may not know how to 
cook, but they know what's cookin'." We might paraphrase this to say that modern 
soybean farmers may not know much about germination tests, but they know that germ­
ination tests on the seed tag do not always indicate ability to perform in the field. 
In other words, the standard warm germination test conducted under the relatively 
ideal conditions in a laboratory may quite effectively predict the ability of a seed 
lot to germinate, but in a field situation that same lot may encounter several 
stresses during and after the germination process that may inhibit the plants from 
emerging and establishing a stand. Among the soil stresses encountered are cold 
temperatures, the presence of herbicides and disease organisms, and crusting condi­
tions. From my viewpoint as a crop production researcher, seed vigor is thus that 
component (in addition to germination) that permits the seed to establish a plant 
under the stresses encountered in a field environment.
A number of laboratory germination and vigor tests are available through the 
Illinois Crop Improvement Association. The conditions of the tests are as follows. 
The warm test is conducted for 6 days at 78 F. (25.5 C) on a wet Kimpak. In the 
cold test, seeds are placed in 3 parts sand and 1 part unsterilized soil at 50 F.
(10 C) for 7 days. At the end of this time period, the container is removed and 
placed in a warm chamber for 4 days before germination counts are taken. The 
accelerated aging test is conducted by placing dry seed in wire baskets in a chamber 
maintained at 104 F. (40 C) and near 100 percent humidity. At the end of 32 hours 
the seed is removed and a standard warm germination test is conducted. These latter 
two tests place the seed under greater stress than is encountered in the standard 
warm germination test. Seeds can also be treated with tetrazolium, which is a 
chemical that causes the living portion of a seed to turn a reddish color.
A central question, as far as the grower is concerned, is whether a vigor test will 
provide more information about the ability of a seed lot to perform in the field 
than is currently provided by the warm germination test. It is important to recog­
nize that no one test or group of laboratory tests will predict the exact percentage 
of seeds that will germinate and establish plants in the field. When planting the 
same seed lots in the same field but at different planting dates, it is easy to 
demonstrate that the percent emergence will differ with planting date— regardless of 
vigor level. What we are seeking, however, is a test that will consistently rank 
seed lots by their ability to perform under the wide range of seedbed conditions 
in the field. The lots ranking highest can then be identified for grower use.
Most research with soybean seed vigor and field performance has occurred relatively 
recently. We do not have all the answers, but the following points can be made:
1. The soybean plant has the ability to compensate for large differences in plant 
population without affecting seed yield. However, extremely low populations do 
not use the full environment, and they produce large numbers of branches that
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may lodge, making harvest more difficult. On the other hand, extremely high 
populations result in whole-plant lodging, which also increases harvest losses 
and reduces potential seed yield.
2. The bulk of the currently available data does not substantiate any relationship 
between vigor and final yield unless stand reductions are severe.
3. It is impossible to predict in advance whether a seedbed environment will re­
duce stands severely. For example, we have observed poorer seedling emergence 
in dry, warm seedbeds than in cold, wet seedbeds, when all other conditions 
were constant.
4. In our tests high vigor lots have consistently performed better when stress 
conditions are present in the seedbed.
5. In Illinois tests the cold test has been superior to the accelerated aging, 
tetrazolium, and warm tests in ranking seed lots for the capacity to emerge 
under field conditions.
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Noncropland Weed Control
W. E. CHAPPELL
Controlling weeds and grass in noncropland or industrial areas is a rapidly growing 
practice. Areas such as parking lots, highway roadsides with guardrails and traffic 
markers, and railroad beds and boxcar storage areas must be kept essentially weed- 
free to achieve maximum use and safety. Herbicides are the largest group of pesti­
cides used in noncrop areas; growth regulators are second largest.
Herbicides
Contact Herbicides. A contact herbicide kills green foliage on contact. Paraquat is 
a widely used contact herbicide. It kills only the green foliage that it contacts 
and does not move within the plant. It will burn the tops of perennial plants, but 
does not affect the underground parts. However, repeated applications may eventually 
deplete the food reserve in underground plant parts and cause death. Paraquat kills 
the plant by destroying the cell membranes. Contact herbicides usually leave no res­
idues in the soil and are relatively short lived.
Systemic or Translocated Herbicides. The phenoxy weed brush killers, picloram, growth 
retardants, and glyphosate (Roundup) are of this type. They are absorbed through the 
foliage or roots of the plant and then move throughout the plant. They are extremely 
active in small quantities, so spray drift is a major concern. In order for these 
herbicides to be effective, the plant must be actively growing.
Soil-Sterilant Herbicides. These materials are primarily absorbed through the roots 
rather than through the foliage. Once picked up by the plant roots, they are carried 
up into the plant with the upward movement of water. They usually can be applied at 
any time of the year and may remain effective for 1 to 3 years, depending upon the 
rate of application. Most are quite soluble in water and will leach down a slope.
When applied at high rates under guardrails, these herbicides have caused excessive 
kill down the slope and severe soil erosion. A good stand of Ky 31 treated with growth 
retardant is considered to be superior to total vegetation control.
Preemergence Herbicides. These soil-applied herbicides kill weeds prior to their 
emergence. They act by killing the tiny weed seedlings as they germinate, and gen­
erally have no effect on established vegetation. These materials usually remain ef­
fective for a few weeks to several months. They require moisture to carry them into 
the soil and must be put on in advance of weed seed germination. Certain preemer­
gence weed killers, especially at higher rates, also have postemergent activity.
Growth Regulators or Inhibitors
Growth regulators or inhibitors are used to reduce growth of woody plants along rights- 
of-way. They are used to slow growth of ornamental plantings, to reduce pruning costs, 
and to improve sight at crossroads and similar places. They are also used in areas 
where "brownout" (dead vegetation) caused by certain herbicides is unacceptable, such 
as along major highways and in urban and residential areas. They are effective for
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one season only and often must be repeated during the growing season. Examples of 
these growth regulators are Sustar, Maintain, Maleic hydrazide, and many others.
Factors Affecting Nonselective Herbicide Applications
Soils. Herbicides react differently with different soil types. Light soils tend to 
hold herbicides less; heavy soils retain chemicals more readily. Sandy soils have 
the least ability to tie up herbicides; thus, herbicides are available to control 
weeds faster. However, duration of effective weed control is usually shorter.
Certain heavy soils, or soils high in adsorptive materials, such as charcoal, cin­
ders, or sawdust, hold chemicals more readily, causing a reduction in immediate weed­
killing effect. Therefore, more herbicide is usually required to produce weed con­
trol, although a longer period of weed control can be expected. Soils that are un­
usually high in organic matter, or other adsorptive materials, do occur. However, 
these factors are only rarely limiting when careful consideration is given to an 
overall program.
Moisture. Water is important in chemical weed control. It is a vehicle for appli­
cation of herbicides to weeds and soil. Nonselective chemicals must be in solution 
in water before they can enter the root system of plants. If heavy rainfall prevails, 
water can leach most of the chemical from the upper surfaces of the soil and reduce 
its effectiveness. In lower rainfall areas, less chemical is usually required.
Vegetation Types. The type and species of vegetation also influence the selection 
of the chemical because of the tolerance of certain plants to certain chemicals. An­
nual weeds and grasses originate from seeds in the surface of the soil and can be 
controlled with low rates of residual herbicides. Perennial plants have root systems 
that live from year to year in the soil so that either translocated specific herbi­
cides or nonselective chemicals at higher dosages are required for control.
It may be necessary to add other types of chemicals such as contacts, systemics, or 
surfactants to give more rapid control where existing vegetation is present.
Application Methods. For initial weed control, most recommendations are for a min­
imum of 100 gallons per acre. If extremely tall or heavy vegetation is to be treated, 
it may be necessary to use as much as 400 gallons of water per acre. Application with 
a boom usually requires less material than application with a hand gun. Each job 
should be inspected before making any application to determine the type of vegetation 
to be controlled, the size and density of the vegetation to be controlled, the type 
of equipment required, and so on.
Water-soluble materials do not require mechanical agitation. Wettable powders nor­
mally require mechanical agitation. Since most sterilants are applied to the ground 
rather than to the foliage, it is not necessary to use high pressure. Nozzle sizes 
large enough to give large spray droplets should be used. Pressure should be adjusted 
to give a uniform, even pattern (normally 30 to 60 pounds). Calibrate equipment to 
apply the correct amount of material per acre. Overapplication can result in damage 
to adjacent areas; underapplication may not give control.
Precautions in Application of Sterilants
1. Do not apply near trees or shrubbery where root systems may extend into the 
treated area.
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2. Do not apply to frozen ground. The material will not be absorbed into the soil 
and most often will be carried to an area where it is not desirable.
3. Be extremely careful in applying material on slopes. Heavy rain may cause lateral 
movement and damage adjacent areas. Nonselective herbicides should not be allowed 
to move or leach into streams, rivers, and so on. This can result in severe damage 
to adjacent lands.
4. Use low pressure. High-pressure applications often result in severe damage be­
cause of drift.
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Update on Corn Diseases
B. J. JACOBSEN, M. C. SHURTLEFF
The year 1976 brought no unexpected disease problems except for the identification 
of nematodes on nonsandy soils in west-central Illinois and damage from the wheat 
streak mosaic virus in the southwestern part of the state. The stalk rot and seed­
ling blight problems encountered over most of Illinois were expected in a generally 
drouthy growing season with an extended, cool spring.
Seedling Blights. Seedling blight problems were widespread in 1976. In most cases, 
a combination of cold soils after planting, herbicide carryover, or other problems 
that contributed to slow emergence were responsible. In many cases, 20 to 30 or 
more days elapsed between planting and emergence. Under such conditions even 
vigorous, injury-free seed, properly coated with a recommended fungicide seed treat­
ment, will not be completely protected from the complex of seed rot and seedling 
blight fungi that are always present in the soil. In general, planting injury-free 
seed with a good seed-protectant fungicide in moist soils above 50 F. to 55 F. pro­
vides excellent control of seedling blights. Poor seedbed preparation, herbicide 
or insecticide injury, and incorrect fertilizer placement may predispose corn to 
damping-off (seedling blight) even if the above conditions are fulfilled.
Common Rust. Rust was prevalent in many fields in about the northern half of 
Illinois. The increase in the incidence of rust is not blamed on the buildup of 
a new race of the rust fungus, but is believed to be the result of favorable environ 
mental conditions. Common rust resistance in Corn Belt hybrids is usually a general 
ized type conferred by many genes. It is highly unlikely that a new race could 
develop and attack this type of resistance. However, large differences in rust 
susceptibility were seen among hybrids. This may be due to the use of inbreds that 
do not utilize the generalized type of resistance. Common rust is a disease that 
merits watching in 1977.
Stalk Rots. Stalk and root lodging were more prevalent last fall than they have 
been for several years. Stalk rot problems can be anticipated where the crop has 
been stressed by drouth or such factors as unbalanced fertility, insect or herbicide 
damage, hail, leaf diseases, and too high a plant density; all were factors in 
individual fields in 1976. The greatest damage was often encountered where short- 
season hybrids were grown. Full-season hybrids suggested for a given area generally 
had less stalk rot and other disease problems.
Drs. D. G. White (plant pathology) and R. B. Hoeft (agronomy) at the University of 
Illinois found that N-Serve applied in the fall or spring had little or no effect 
on yield or the development of stalk rot. Using artificial inoculations, White 
found that stalk rot actually decreased as the rate of nitrogen was increased pro­
vided the level of potassium was adequate to high.
Diplodia stalk and ear rot were far more common than they were in recent years. We 
think this is because the weather was generally dry early, slowing the release of 
Diplodia spores until, or following, pollination.
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Anthracnose stalk (top) rot continued to be a problem in 1976. Research on the 
resistance of corn inbreds to the anthracnose fungus continues at the University of 
Illinois.
Smut. Common smut could be found throughout Illinois. This disease is more preval­
ent whenever the growing season is dry to moderately dry and windy. Losses vary 
greatly from a trace to 10 percent or more depending on growing conditions, hail or 
other injuries, hybrid grown, and part of the plant attacked. Galls on the ear or 
stalk above the ear cause the greatest loss. There is no danger from feeding smut- 
infected stalks or ears to livestock.
Nematodes. These microscopic, wormlike animals were found damaging corn in many 
areas of Illinois in 1976. Dagger (Xiphinema sp.) and needle (Longidorus sp.) 
nematodes continue to be problems on sandy soils in Mason and Cass counties. In 
1976, numerous, nonsandy fields in Adams, Brown, Cass, DeKalb, Hancock, and Schuyler 
counties were found to be damaged severely by lesion nematodes (Pratylenchus sp.). 
The sting (Belonolaimus sp.) nematode, a new pest to Illinois, was found damaging 
corn in sandy soils in Gallatin County.
Symptoms of nematode damage include stunting and yellowing of plants with restricted 
root systems. Individual roots are stubby, "nubbed," and excessively branched. 
Aboveground symptoms of nematode damage are easily confused with symptoms of drouth 
or excessive soil moisture, malnutrition, or insect injury. Root symptoms, especial 
ly late in the season, are difficult to distinguish from corn rootworm or root rot 
damage. Only by sampling the soil and roots, and having these examined by a 
trained nematologist, can you be sure that nematodes are the true cause.
Lesion nematode damage appears to be widespread in western Illinois. We do not feel 
this is a new problem, but one which became visually obvious under the general 
drouthy conditions of 1976. Research from Iowa State University indicates that 
satisfactory control may be obtained by an application of Furadan (2 to 3 pounds 
active ingredient per acre) at planting time, combined with fall moldboard plowing. 
The use of a nematicide should be limited to those fields in which nematode problems 
have been positively identified. Research on refining the control measures is in 
progress at the University of Illinois.
Wheat Streak Mosaic. The WSM virus was common in dent corn fields in southwestern 
Illinois, where the virus was a problem on wheat in 1976. The virus is spread by 
the wheat curl mite and causes young emerging leaves to be mottled with fine, yellow 
ish or pale green (chlorotic) streaks. Infected plants produce poorly developed 
ears with little or no seed set. Symptoms of wheat streak are similar to those 
produced by the maize dwarf mosaic and maize chlorotic dwarf mosaic viruses, except 
that infected plants are not as stunted and internodes are not as shortened, while 
purpling-reddening of the leaves and excessive tillering do not occur.
Stewart's Disease. This disease was not as severe in Illinois as it was in 1975, in 
spite of another unusually warm winter. Perhaps more acreage in the southern third 
or half of the state was planted to resistant hybrids. Some late leaf blight appear 
ed in central and northern Illinois, but it caused relatively little damage.
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Energy, Environment, Regulations, and Agriculture
S. R. ALDRICH
Agriculture is receiving more public attention than at any other time within my 
memory. Food production and nutrition research have risen to new levels of respect­
ability. Within both land-grant and other universities, a growing number of scien­
tists seek a role in food production strategies. Their assessment of food, energy, 
and environment as major societal concerns means more dollars for research and ex­
tension. While recognizing the excellent track record in food production in the limited 
framework of the past, some perceive agriculture as lacking somewhat in perspective, 
concern, and intellectual capability to deal adequately with the new dimensions in­
volving energy and environment. Agricultural scientists must help ensure that the 
special expertise of scientists outside agriculture is effectively utilized in meet­
ing future food needs.
Energy
The energy crisis appears to be over for the present, but that is at best a temporary 
situation.
To a considerable extent, the role of modern technological agriculture is to convert 
inedible petroleum and natural gas into human food through the mechanism of plants 
and animals. Agriculture is both a consumer and a producer of energy. Agriculture 
is unique in that it consumes fossil fuels in order to grow crops that capture solar 
energy, thus adding to our energy supply. An average acre of corn in Illinois cap­
tures about six units of solar energy for each unit of fossil fuel energy used to 
manufacture the machinery, fertilizers, and pesticides; drive the tractors and com­
bines; and dry and store the grain. By coincidence, the energy return in additional 
grain is also about six units for each unit of energy in nitrogen fertilizer applied 
to corn in Illinois (according to R.G. Hoeft and J.C. Siemens). It must be admitted, 
however, that most of this energy gain disappears when the corn is fed to livestock.
A major contribution of agricultural research to improved energy utilization goes 
unrecognized if only research that has a direct relation to energy is considered.
Such developments as improved germ plasm for increased yield potential; genetic-based 
resistance to disease and insects; and optimum combinations of date of planting, 
plant population, fertility, weed control, and harvesting to minimize losses all affect 
optimum yields. And since fossil fuel requirements for seedbed preparation, plant­
ing, and weed control are about the same for an acre that yields 90 bushels of corn 
as for one that yields 150 bushels, higher acre yields contribute greatly to energy 
efficiency per unit of crop produced.
Furthermore, high yields per unit area permit energy inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, 
machinery, tillage) to be concentrated on the land that is capable of the greatest 
yield response— land that has the fewest physical limitations (such as steepness, 
wetness, drouthiness, shallowness, or an unfavorable growing season).
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Pimentall and Heichel^ have made excellent summaries of the energy used in food pro­
duction. On the basis of those data, many persons have concluded that modern agri­
culture is energy-intensive and inefficient. Intensive it is. Inefficient it is 
not-- unless measured by unrealistic and impractical criteria or a flawed energy­
accounting procedure. Primitive systems based upon animal power appear to be energy- 
efficient, when feed for bullocks or water buffalo is charged only for the relatively
few days that the animals work in producing a corn crop, for example-- but not when
charged with feed for part of the rest of the year. Animal power must be fed every 
day in the year; tractors consume energy only while working.
Reversing the trend by substituting human labor for mechanical power and other tech­
nology is simply not a viable alternative. I predict that before fossil fuel sup­
plies become seriously limiting, scientists will have developed suitable substitutes 
from renewable resources.
From 15 to 18 percent of the total energy used in the United States is needed to put 
food on the table ready to eat, but only 3 percent is used to grow crops and produce 
all livestock. Processing, transporting, refrigerating, and merchandising, plus home 
refrigeration and cooking, consume the remaining 12 to 15 percent. Because the pro­
duction sector requires such a small percentage of the energy used in supplying food, 
it is unrealistic to expect major savings to result from changes in tillage, pest 
control, harvesting, drying, and storing. There are, of course, crop-growing practices 
and systems offering potential savings that should receive additional research atten­
tion. For example, we have two years’ experience with solar grain drying and have 
developed proposals for heating and air conditioning of livestock housing units.
Biomass, a current buzz word in energy circles, includes plants grown specifically 
to capture solar energy, residues from harvested crops, and animal wastes. We are 
cooperating with engineers in studies on generating energy from these sources, which 
represent renewable resources in contrast to nonrenewable fossil fuel such as coal, 
oil, and natural gas.
Claims have been made that zero-till and sod-planting of corn and soybeans save ener­
gy. I suspect that someone has carefully analyzed the tradeoff between energy saved 
by chiseling rather than plowing, or by zero-till as against the additional energy 
required for additional herbicides and perhaps extra nitrogen fertilizer. I do not 
know whether modified tillage methods are more or less energy-efficient.
Agriculture in the aggregate will always have high priority for available energy sup- 
Pl ies, though shortages may reoccur for some production items such as fertilizers 
and pesticides, especially if government rationing or allocation ever becomes neces­
sary. Free market price, if allowed to function, is a powerful force in establish­
ing priorities.
The needs of agriculture for energy differ somewhat from needs of other users in that 
timeliness of supply is especially crucial. In the temperate zone, there is a time
lPimental, D., L.E. Hurd,~ A .C . Bellotti, M.J. Forster, I.N. Oka, O.D. Scholes, and 
R.J. Whitman. 1973. Food Production and the Energy Crisis. Science 182:443-449. 
2Heichel, G.H. 1973. Comparative Efficiency of Energy Use in Crop Production. Con­
necticut Agricultural Experiment Station Bui. 739, New Haven.
---  1976. Agricultural Production and Energy Resources. American Scientist
64:64-72.
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to sow and only one right time to reap. Timeliness of performing operations 
greatly increases the output of product per unit of energy input.
Envi ronment
The environmental movement of the early 1970's, especially among young people, has 
lost momentum. Confrontations between environmentalists and responsible local indus­
tries are less popular. Progress has been made in improved air quality in cities and 
in cleaning up municipal sewage discharge into streams and lakes. Kepone-type inci­
dents, however, keep the pot boiling as Thalidomide did several years ago. But the 
public, if not the news media, has learned to keep better perspective on isolated 
incidents.
Much of the action has moved from the local level to the Washington scene. Environ­
mentalists are still represented by powerful pressure groups and have been especially 
effective in obtaining decisions favorable to their views in District of Columbia 
courts. Recent court orders have broadened the scope or accelerated the implementa­
tion of regulations relating to permits for livestock operations, dredge and fill 
operations, and so-called nonpoint sources of water pollution.
With the possible exception of programs related to pesticides production and use, 
current activity dealing with dispersed runoff (nonpoint sources) of sediment, plant 
nutrients, animal manure, and pesticides will have the most far-reaching impact on 
agriculture. Each state is in the process of responding to a Washington-area court 
order requiring them to determine the source and amount of water pollutants in all 
waters of the state and, by the fall of 1978, to put forth a plan for their control. 
Illinois has several task groups at work involving several from the College of 
Agriculture and the State Surveys.
From a more philosophical point of view, Dr. Philip Hander, President of the National 
Academy of Sciences, said recently, "It’s been extraordinarily easy for a few persua­
sive people with some technical background to allege that harm is being done-- and
it's extraordinarily difficult to demonstrate that it isn't so." He further said 
that reasonable people will take on "moderate risks for great benefits, small risks 
for moderate benefits, and no risk if there are no benefits."
A National Academy of Sciences panel on vapor-phase organic pollutants stated, "If 
a standard has been set, it is inferred that it must be met, regardless of cost or 
secondary effects. ...In the view of some, this is an extreme interpretation of the 
available data and should be reconsidered."
Irving S. Shapiro, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, says, "Anyone who tells us 
to 'do it without risk' is really telling us, 'Don't do it,' and any protestation 
to the contrary adds up to an attempted deception of the public."
Regulations
The number of regulations that affect farmers and agribusiness will continue to in­
crease, in my opinion, because:
- The number of persons who believe that the environment will be damaged in 
the absence of extensive controls exceeds those who have reliable informa­
tion and who recognize the direct linkage between regulations and the supply 
and price of their food.
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- There is a strong back-to-nature movement, especially among youth. Modern 
farming with fertilizers and chemical control of insects, weeds, and diseases 
conflicts with their concept of "natural" or "organic" farming.
- Leaders in the environmental movement are mainly from cities and have little 
understanding of agricultural practices. Many will be led to believe that 
pesticides, fertilizers, and food preservatives are widespread threats to 
health.
- We have not yet reached the stage where proof that a problem exists is need­
ed before constraints are imposed or where scientific evidence prevails 
over opinion in environmental decision-making.
- In the matter of possible carcinogens, the lag time between exposure and 
overt symptoms of the disease precludes delaying decisions until a cause: 
effect relationship can be proven. Present techniques involve massive 
dosages to small laboratory animals and an assumption that tumors (malignant 
and benign are not differentiated) in test animals foretell malignancies
in humans within about 30 years.
Several Acts relating to environmental matters directly affect agriculture. This 
summary focuses only on regulations relating to chemicals, confined animal opera­
tions, and nonpoint sources of water pollutants.
In assessing the effect of regulations relating to agriculture, it is important to 
consider the aggregate impact of the entire regulatory complex rather than to 
consider each segment in isolation.
The Federal Water Quality Act Amendments of 1972 (PL92-500) U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
This Act sets a national water-quality goal of no pollutant discharge by 1985, and 
an interim goal of water quality for fish, shellfish, and recreation by July 1, 1983.
Section 208 (a)(1) and (2) set up an areawide waste-treatment program originally 
aimed at the most critical problem areas caused by urban-industrial discharges but 
including agricultural land incidentally. As mentioned previously, a court order 
in response to a suit by the Natural Resources Defense Counsel has forced every 
state to begin at once to develop an inventory of water quality, sources of 
pollutants, and plans for control for the entire state. It appears that the control 
program for general runoff from agricultural land will be developed under this sec­
tion rather than under 208 (b)(2)F, as intended in the Act.
Shortly after the point-source control program was adopted, the comment began to 
appear with increasing frequency in statements of EPA officials that water-quality 
goals will still not be met because of nonpoint sources, mainly runoff from agricul­
tural land; hence, regulations on nonpoint sources will be needed. It is my view 
that this should not be automatically accepted. Waters do have an assimilative ca­
pacity for agricultural runoff. Besides, there are increasing indications that the 
condition of surface waters before farming began will be an accepted goal even though 
that does not satisfy the stated goals for fish, shellfish, and recreation. The 
means to achieve the goals for nonpoint sources will likely be something like "best 
management practice" on the land rather than a water-quality standard for the runoff water.
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Section 402 (b)3 the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)j covers 
confined animal operations and irrigation return flow. The Permit Branch of U.S.
EPA designated confined operations of 1,000 or more animal units as point sources 
and thus subject to a permit program (as are smaller operations that are judged by 
an on-site inspection to be significant pollutant sources). As with the preceding 
section, the NRDC filed suit over the exclusion of small operations, and the court 
subsequently ordered that no operations may be automatically excluded. It appeared 
that this would greatly increase the number of operations needing permits (94,460), 
but the regulations issued March 10, 1976, cover only an estimated 3,240 operations 
in the United States.
Section 404 (b) regulates the discharge of dredge and fill materials into navigable waters. 
The implementation plans for this section issued by the Corps of Engineers were chal­
lenged by NRDC as being too permissive, and the court ordered the Corps to interpret 
their jurisdiction as broadly as possible. The principle thrust was to greatly ex­
pand the definition of "navigable waters." The Corps responded that this would re­
quire permits for a farmer to plow a field, or improve an erosion-control structure 
adjacent to waters, or enlarge farm ponds. Senators Muskie and Dole introduced bills 
to clarify the operations to be covered and to define "navigable waters." It is un­
likely that this section will directly affect agricultural land to any great extent.
Food and Drug Administration and USDA
The FDA is empowered to enforce pesticide tolerances generally; the USDA deals with 
meats and poultry. The Delaney Amendment (1958) bans the use of any food additive 
that has been shown to cause cancer in test animals at any rate or method of intake. 
Technically, it does not include pesticides, but in recent practice it appears to 
have been broadened to include them. The U.S. EPA has developed a set of principles 
of carcinogenicity, which Dr. C.A. Black of the Council for Agricultural Science 
and Technology says as now worded and applied will permit a ban on any chemical, in­
cluding water.
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA 1970)
This Act is administered by the Department of Labor. It covers working conditions 
and chemicals that may be used, conditions of application, and reentry times. It 
is my understanding that the language of OSHA differs from that of other regulatory 
acts in that no balancing of risks and benefits is required. I anticipate that its 
impact on agriculture will increase dramatically.
Federal Environmental Pest Control Program (FEPCA 1972) EPA
This Act grants sweeping powers in the discovery, development, manufacture, posses­
sion, use, and disposal of chemicals and biological agents. Implementation has cre­
ated special problems for land-grant colleges in conducting research and in deciding 
the appropriate role in accreditation of pesticides applicators.
Drinking Water Quality Act (EPA 1974)
The implications of this Act are not yet apparent. The U.S. EPA is granted author­
ity to assure that public drinking water is .of approved quality. The Act states:
"In a case where a state or local authority fails to act to protect its public drinking 
water supply, the Administrator of EPA has the authority to take action." It is dif­
ficult for me to understand how a Washington agency can have greater legitimate con­
cern than the local people who have to drink the water. Monitoring programs have been pro­
posed to determine the effects of fertilizers and pesticides on groundwater quality. The 
Act requires a study of rural water supplies.
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Toxic Substances Act (Pending EPA)
This Act appears to give EPA the authority over all chemicals that it now has over 
pesticides under FEPCA. I do not see that it would affect agriculture directly, but 
there would be substantial indirect impact because of the cost-multiplier effect on 
chemical processes involved in fertilizers, farm machinery, etc., used by agriculture.
Suggested New Strategies to Improve the Balance of Environmental Decisions
Provide information to strengthen the hands of legislators who are interested in 
critically evaluating regulations and regulatory agencies. Several legislators have 
indicated recently that Congress has abdicated its oversight responsibility on envi­
ronmental legislation, that is, has not examined the implementation programs of agen­
cies to determine whether they are carrying out legislative intent and are not ex­
ceeding their authority.
Agriculture needs a program to better inform environmentalists of the factualj scien­
tific information on the effects of alternative farming practices. They need to 
know that restrictions on the use of fertilizers, pesticides, and tillage methods 
that reduce yields per acre will result in more acres being farmed. These additional 
acres are likely to be more sloping, thus increasing soil erosion, flooding, and 
sediment pollution. Farming more acres also increases the consumption of energy.
Environmentalists will be surprised to learn that animal-waste regulations cost small 
farmers 5 to 20 times more per animal than large farmers.
Regulations that raise the price for food especially hurts low-income families.
Initiate informational programs with consumer groups that will hold environmental 
activist groups accountable for side effects (trade-offs) on the environment and 
the impact on food prices. It seems to me that the leaders of environmental activist 
groups have been applauded by their constituencies and have escaped any blame for 
unexpected environmental and unwanted socioeconomic impacts.
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Soil Incorporation of Pesticides With Large Disks, 
Powered Rotary Harrows, and Other Tools
B. J. BUTLER, L. E. BODE, L. M. WAX
A considerable amount of research has been conducted in past years to determine the 
efficiency of mixing herbicides in the soil. Since this initial work, several new 
tillage tools have become available for incorporation, and existing implements such 
as the tandem disk have been redesigned with larger blades at wider spacings. Recent 
surveys indicate that in addition to using larger equipment, many farmers are incor­
porating herbicides with only a single pass, rather than the recommended two passes, 
when using a tandem disk or field cultivator.
A field study was initiated to evaluate soybean damage and weed control from herbi­
cides incorporated with two sizes of tandem disks, the field cultivator, the Do-All, 
and the Rottera. In addition, a fluorescent tracer technique was used to measure 
the uniformity and depth of herbicide incorporation by the same tools.
Field Study
The objective of the field study was to evaluate soybean damage and weed control from 
incorporation of dinitramine (Cobex) and trifluralin (Treflan) with 5 tools involving 
10 different incorporation treatments. Herbicides, rates, and incorporation treat­
ments are given in Table 1. The range of Cobex rates was chosen to include those 
causing poor weed control and those likely to cause severe soybean injury.
The large disk had 22-inch-diameter blades on a 9-inch spacing, and the small disk 
had 20-inch blades and 7 1/2-inch spacing. The field cultivator had three staggered 
rows of shanks with 9-inch shovels spaced on 36-inch centers giving a final spacing 
of 12 inches. The disks, field cultivator, and Do-All were all operated at a for­
ward speed of 5 to 6 miles per hour. The two-tined rotor on the Lely Rottera turned 
at 300 rpm, and the Rottera was operated at a forward speed of 4 miles per hour.
Dye Tracer Study
A fluorescent tracer was used to determine the uniformity of incorporation obtained 
from the incorporation treatments listed in Table 1. First the fluorescent powder 
was applied to clay granules, which were then spread on the surface. After an incor­
poration treatment, vertical cross sections of the soil profile were collected and 
photographed under ultraviolet light, which caused the fluorescent-coated granules 
to glow. The photographs were then analyzed to determine the degree of soil mixing, 
both horizontally and vertically.
Results and Discussion
Following application of treatments to the field plots on May 20, 1976, only 0.8 inch 
of rain fell (May 29) during the next 25 days. Generally, the soybeans were under 
drouth stress during much of the growing season. From time of soybean planting until 
September 1, the plots received less than 10 inches of rainfall. All the plots were 
cultivated once on July 6. To evaluate the 10 incorporation treatments, measure­
ments were made of plant population, percent grass control, percent soybean injury,
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and soybean yield. Results are summarized in Table 2. There were no significant 
differences in any of the data for the herbicide-equipment interaction; therefore, 
results given in Table 2 are for the main effects only.
Good weed control was obtained regardless of herbicide, herbicide rate, or type of 
incorporation. Although Cobex at 1/2 and 1 pound per acre gave excellent grass 
control (89 and 94 percent respectively), significantly more soybean injury (15 and 
35 percent respectively) and reduced soybean stands (111,200 and 81,600 respectively) 
resulted when compared with the other treatments. The only effect of herbicide 
treatment on soybean yield was with Treflan at 1 pound per acre and Cobex at 1/4 
pound per acre, which yielded significantly more than the check.
The major difference among the incorporation treatments was a tillage effect rather 
than herbicide placement in the soil. In general, those plots having surface-applied 
herbicides and those having herbicides incorporated with the Rottera or Do-All had 
a smooth seedbed, which resulted in uniform and early emergence of soybeans. Incor­
poration with the disks or field cultivator left a rough seedbed with large clods, 
which delayed soybean emergence 3 to 4 days and caused emergence to be nonuniform.
The delay in emergence can be attributed to a dry seedbed and lack of rainfall fol­
lowing planting. The rough seedbeds allowed more soil moisture to be lost, result­
ing in less moisture available for soybean germination. The reduction in soybean 
height due to delayed emergence from incorporation with the disks and field culti­
vator was apparent through most of the growing season. These trends are shown from 
the results in Table 2.
The highest plant populations and least amount of injury occurred from surface appli­
cation or incorporation with the Rottera or Do-All. The greatest amount of injury 
due to the high rate of Cobex and lowest stand counts were from incorporation with 
the disk and field cultivator. This increased injury indicates that more chemical 
was retained by incorporation with the disk and field cultivator, with less left on the 
surface to degrade. One exception was a single incorporation at a 3-inch depth 
with the large disk, which resulted in very little injury and will be discussed later.
Grass control among the incorporation treatments had a narrow range of 69 to 76 per­
cent. However, when ranking the grass control data in Table 2, the best control was 
obtained from the five treatments involving two incorporation passes with the disks 
and field cultivator. This is another indication that two passes leave less herbicide 
on the surface. On the other hand, the worst grass control, other than when the 
pesticide was surface applied, occurred from one incorporation pass with either of 
the two disks. Previous research has shown one pass with the field cultivator gives 
inadequate incorporation; therefore, such a treatment was not included in this study.
Tracer tests tended to verify the field results. Generally, a single incorporation 
with the disks and field cultivator resulted in areas of high concentration of the 
tracer, where crop damage could occur, and areas of low or no concentration, where 
weed streaking could occur.
Two passes at the proper speed and depth with the disks can result in fairly uniform 
mixing of chemical in the soil. The second pass can be parallel, perpendicular, or 
at any angle with the first pass without loss of efficiency. The size of tandem 
disk used for incorporation affects uniformity of chemical mixing. The large disk 
used in our test, when operated at a 3-inch depth, resulted in almost no soil mixing. 
There was insufficient soil contact with the blades to result in soil inversion, and 
most of the material remained on the surface. When the large disk is operated at a
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6-inch depth or more to obtain soil inversion, some of the material is incorporated 
deeper than desired. Although the majority of chemical is concentrated in the top 
half of the operating depth, a significant amount is placed down to the operating 
depth. Spacing of disk blades and depth of operation is more important than blade 
diameter in determining amount of soil mixing.
Two passes are required to obtain adequate incorporation with the field cultivator. 
Best results are obtained when the field cultivator is operated at a shallow depth 
and at a minimum speed of 5 to 7 miles per hour. To avoid weed streaking, the second 
pass should be at some angle to the first pass rather than parallel to it. If the 
rear row of shanks is allowed to operate deeper than the forward rows, untreated soil 
may be brought to the surface, resulting in reduced weed control. A light drag or 
harrow should be mounted behind the cultivator to level the ridges and give a light mixing.
Incorporation distribution with the Do-All is similar to that of one pass with the 
field cultivator when followed with a heavy-duty drag harrow. The ground-driven reel 
on the Do-All has very little effect on uniformity of chemical incorporation. Under 
ideal soil conditions, a single pass with the Do-All will give adequate soil incorporation.
A single pass with the Rottera gave uniform shallow mixing of material. More mate­
rial remained on the soil surface as compared with two passes with the disk and 
field cultivator, but the remainder was uniformly concentrated in the top 2 to 3 
inches of soil. Single passes with all the tools left more material on the soil sur­
face than two passes did.
In summary, the type of herbicide incorporation used must be a part of the tillage 
and planting system. Although two passes with a tandem disk give the most thorough 
and uniform mixing of herbicides in the soil, this method may result in more, seed­
bed preparation than desired for maximum crop emergence or too much tillage for a 
conservation tillage program. If a tillage system does not allow two passes with 
disks or field cultivators, or both, to incorporate a herbicide, then an alternative 
weed control program should be used. Some power-driven tillage tools, however, have 
potential as one-pass incorporation treatments.
Table 1. Treatments Used in Soybean Incorporation Field Study
Herbicide treatments1 Incorporation treatments
1. Cobex-1/4 lb./A. 1 . Large disk; one pass at 3-inch depth
2. Cobex-1/2 lb./A. 2. Large disk; two passes at 3-inch depth
3. Cobex-1 lb./A. 3. Large disk; one pass at 6-inch depth and one
4. Treflan-1 lb./A. pass at 3-inch depth
5. Check 4. Small disk; one pass at 3-inch depth
5. Small disk; two passes at 6-inch depth
6. Small disk at 3-inch depth and field culti­
vator at 3-inch depth
7. Field cultivator; two passes at 3-inch depth
8. Rottera; one pass at 3-inch depth
9. Do-All; one pass at 3-inch depth
10. Check
lEach herbicide treatment in column 1 was paired with each incorporation treatment
in column 2.
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Table 2. Evaluation of Equipment for Incorporation of Herbicides in the Soil1
Stand Grass Soybean Yield
(plants control inj ury (bushels
/acre) (percent) (percent) /acre)
Averages for the different herbicides
Check 117,760a Oa 3.0a 35.6b
Cobex-1/4 lb./A. 118,570a 82.5b 7.7b 41.1a
Cobex-1/2 lb./A. 111,253b 89.3c 15.0c 39.4ab
Cobex-1 lb./A. 81,607c 94.3d 34.7d 39.4ab
Trifluralin-1 lb./A. 118,450a 93.8d 7.3b 40.9a
Averages for the different incorporation treatments^
Check 119,647a 63.3a 1.3a 44.3a
L. disk (one pass, 3-inch depth) lll,473abc 70.Obc 8.7b 38.2ab
L. disk (two passes, 3-inch depth) 
L. disk (one pass 6-inch depth,
105,813bcd 76. Od 14.7cd 35.0b
one-pass 3-inch depth) 96,640d 74.Ocd 24.7e 38.6ab
S. disk (one pass 3-inch depth) 104,593bcd 68.7b 16.7d 39.6ab
S. disk (two passes 3-inch depth) 107,460bc 75. Od 18.7d 38.6ab
S. disk and F.C., 3-inch depth) 112,507abc 75. Od 16.7d 35.7b
F.C. (two passes, 3-inch depth) 104,307cd 73.Obcd 16.7d 39.8ab
Rottera (one pass, 3-inch depth) 114,827ab 72.3bcd 8.0b 38.4ab
Do-All (one pass, 3-inch depth) 118,013a 72.7bcd 9.3bc 44.5a
1-Data within columns followed by the same letter do not differ significantly at the
5-percent level according to Duncan' s multiple range test .
2Data are averages of all herbicide treatments including a check plot receiving no
herbicide.
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Black Cutworm Management
D. W. SHERROD, J. T. SHAW, J. H. PAULLUS, W. H. LUCKMANN
The black cutworm, Agrotis ipsilon (Hufnagel), is a cosmopolitan insect known to at­
tack at least 36 species of cultivated plants. The destructive larval stage has six to 
seven instars, and larvae cause damage by consuming foliage, severing seedling plants, 
or chewing into stalks, bulbs, and tubers. The larvae are especially damaging to 
corn in Illinois during May and early June. The insect has several generations per 
year. The complete life history of this insect is not known for the north-central 
United States. Some have suggested it is an annual migrant from the south. Others 
believe that it overwinters as a larva, pupa, or adult, and some have reported that 
overwintering larvae are the ones that damage corn in May and June. At Urbana, Illi­
nois, we have captured black cutworm adults at lights in every month except January 
and February.
Despite the annual appearance of the black cutworm, no reliable means are available 
for predicting infestations of this insect. Often called the "overflow worm," it is 
frequently found in poorly drained areas, river bottom fields subject to flooding, 
and grassy or weedy areas. Several researchers have suggested that ovipositing moths 
are attracted to wet soil, while others have reported that infestations are not nec­
essarily associated with low, wet fields, but with preferred fields having moist soil 
and low-lying weeds. In our research, we attempted to delineate cultural and envi­
ronmental factors that were consistently associated with cornfields damaged by the 
black cutworm. Thirty-four fields with cutworm damage were visited in May and June 
in 1974, 1975, and 1976, in an effort to characterize fields with cutworm damage. The 
six characteristics found to be common to a majority of the problem fields are pre­
sented in Table 1. Three of the characteristics, namely, the previous year's crop, 
tillage practices, and weediness, involve definite cultural practices. The fact that 
a majority of the growers indicated a history of cutworm problems on their farms sug­
gests that certain management practices may contribute to cutworm problems. Poor drain­
age also suggests certain cultural practices to cope with the drainage problem.
In 1976, several fields studied from 1974 to 1975 having most or all of the charac­
teristics were visited regularly from February through May in an attempt to find in­
festations of the black cutworm before planting time. Cutworm larvae were found in 
every field that contained winter weeds prior to final tillage and planting. The lar­
vae were most often found around clumps of common chickweed, Stellaria media L. Usu­
ally, one or more larvae could be recovered by digging in the soil around the base 
of the chickweed plant. Larvae were also found associated with mouse-eared chick- 
weed, Cevastium vulgatum L., and purslane speedwell, Veronica peregrina L., but usu­
ally common chickweed was also present.
In Illinois, common chickweed is a winter annual that germinates and establishes in 
the fall. The plant grows slowly during winter, begins vigorous growth again in Feb­
ruary, and flowers in late March in southern Illinois (latitude 38° N) and in mid- 
April to early May in northern Illinois (latitude 42° N). Common chickweed is usu­
ally not visible in a field in late May and early June when cutworms are damaging
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Table 1. Characteristics of 34 Illinois Cornfields Damaged by Black Cut­
worms in 1974, 1975, and 1976
Percentage
Field history and conditions of fields
Previous history of cutworm damage 65
Previous year's crop: Soybeans 71
Corn 12
Wheat 12
Alfalfa 5
Tillage practice: Clean plow 12
Chisel plow, minimum tillage 88
Weediness prior to spring tillage: very light to light 62
medium to heavy 38
Adjacent vegetation: permanenta 76
cultivated*3 24
Field drainage: poor 62
aWoodland, woodland-pasture, river, or drainage ditch on at least one side 
or in close proximity to damaged field.
^Cultivated crops on all sides of damaged field.
corn since the weed may have been destroyed in the preparation of the seedbed, or it 
may have produced seeds, matured, and died. Common chickweed is abundant in legume 
fields. Chickweed is usually absent in the spring in fields that have been conventionally 
plowed in the fall, but chisel plowing or minimum tillage favor the fall germination 
and establishment of chickweed. Furthermore, sunlight on the soil surface, which 
occurs as soybeans mature and are harvested, favors chickweed establishment. Chick- 
weed and other winter annuals are most likely to occur in fields following soybeans 
where the soil is not disturbed, or disturbed in a minimal way, or where conventional 
plowing does not occur until the following spring. Winter annual weeds will also 
occur on corn following corn where minimum tillage is practiced, but they are less 
likely to occur since the corn foliage shades the soil later in the fall, and herbi­
cides used regularly on corn kill the weeds, preventing production of seed.
The presence of both weeds and cutworm larvae suggests that oviposition occurs in a 
field prior to planting and that chickweed is a suitable host for oviposition and 
survival. In 1976, 20 pounds per acre of 5-percent carbaryl in a pelleted apple pum­
ice bait were broadcast in four fields in which chickweed grew early in the season 
and fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-instar cutworm larvae were detected at corn-planting 
time. The bait was applied to the soil surface between planting and seedling emer­
gence, and at that time cutworm larvae were found in the soil under weeds and debris 
that had been uprooted during preparation of the seedbed. Most larvae were congre­
gated in the soil below clumps of wilting and drying chickweed. There was no rain 
between pesticide application and seedling emergence. Data from these tests, pre­
sented in Table 2, show that a pelletized bait applied in this manner and under these 
conditions gave good control of black cutworm larvae before emergence of the corn.
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Table 2. Effectiveness of a Single Preemergence Application of 20 Pounds of 5-percent 
Carbary1 Bait per Acre for Controlling Black Cutworm Larvae in Four Corn­
fields in Illinois, 1976.
Average number of
Field location
Planting
date
Treatment
date
Date of
seedling
emergence
severed plants per 
100 feet of rowa 
Check Treatment
Southwest Illinois 4/26 5/7 5/11 7.6 1.1
Southwest Illinois 4/29 5/8 5/13 5.4 0.5
Northern Illinois 5/20 5/24 5/27 91.0 5.0
Northern Illinois 5/27 6/2 6/5 61.0 10.5
aDamage records obtained on May 17 in southwestern Illinois and on June 11 in north­
ern Illinois.
In 1977 we are suggesting that growers examine fields before preparation of the seed­
bed to see if chickweed or other winter annual weeds are present and if cutworms can 
be found in the soil around the weeds before the corn is planted.
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Diagnosing and Avoiding Herbicide Injury
E. L. KNAKE
Herbicides have been rapidly accepted and are widely used because they provide an 
effective, efficient, and convenient method for improving weed control. However, as 
with most technology there are both benefits and risks. One risk is the possibility 
of injury to the crop. Once crop injury occurs, there is little that can be done to 
correct it. Therefore, taking proper precautions to reduce the possibility of in­
jury is extremely important.
When injury to a crop does occur, it is important to diagnose the problem accurately, 
determine the specific factors that contributed to the injury, and consider ways to 
avoid a reoccurrence of the problem. The following are some of the factors that con­
tribute to crop injury:
Limited Selectivity. Most herbicides today are classified as selective herbicides. 
They can kill some species of plants (weeds) without seriously injuring other desira­
ble species (the crop). However, the margin of selectivity is often rather narrow; 
that is, there is not much difference between the amount that will kill the weeds 
and the amount that can cause crop injury.
The margin of selectivity can sometimes be increased and the risk of injury reduced 
by carefully selecting rates most appropriate for the specific soils and weed species 
and by using no more herbicide than necessary. For example, the margin of selectiv­
ity may be wide with 1 pound of herbicide per acre but narrow with 2 pounds per acre.
Another way to improve selectivity is to use a herbicide combination. Combine a re­
duced rate of a herbicide with limited selectivity with a herbicide with greater 
selectivity.
Faulty Application. Today's herbicides require precision in application. Selectproper 
rates carefully. Calibrate equipment accurately. Apply the herbicide accurately and 
uniformly. Some ways to avoid faulty application are as follows:
1. Be sure all nozzle tips are the same size.
2. Adjust boom height and spray pattern to give uniform application.
3. Be sure the herbicide is uniformly mixed in the tank.
4. Use some type of marking system to avoid skips and overlaps.
5. Maintain proper speed.
6. When incorporating, use equipment thatwill give uniform distribution of the herbicide.
7. With postemergence sprays it is sometimes important to minimize contact of the 
herbicide with the crop.
8. Shut off the applicator when turning on field ends.
9. Do not overlap or double applications on field ends.
10. When filling, avoid overflow or spilling.
Environmental Factors. Even when as much care as possible is used by the herbicide 
manufacturer and the user, adverse weather conditions may alter the effect of the 
herbicide from that normally expected.
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Creating conditions favorable for rapid emergence and vigorous growth of the crop 
can reduce risk of herbicide injury. Planting too deep may mean that the emerging 
shoot or growing point of the seedling will be in contact with soil herbicide longer.
Under cool, wet stress conditions, the metabolism of the plant is reduced, and the
plant grows slowly. Herbicide that is taken into the plant may not be detoxified
as rapidly as normal inside the plant, and injury may result.
Under very warm, humid conditions, the herbicide may enter the plant more rapidly, 
or the plant tissue may be more subject to contact injury. Hot, dry stress condi­
tions can also influence the effect of the herbicide.
Diseases, insects, poor physical condition of the soil, and adverse weather can also 
reduce the vigor of the plant. Such conditions may accentuate the effect of a herbi­
cide on the plant.
Genetic Susceptibility. Differences in susceptibility for various species of plants 
result in part from morphological and physiological differences. For example, pubes­
cence on the leaf may affect the entry of a herbicide. Just as plants look differ­
ent on the outside (morphology), the physiology or chemistry inside plants also var­
ies. Thus, some plants are able to detoxify certain herbicides while others cannot 
adequately do so.
Such differences can exist not only for different species such as corn and smartweed, 
but also for the various varieties or genetic lines within a species.
There has been considerable research to delineate differences in susceptibility of 
various plant species. However, research on susceptibility of various varieties, 
inbreds, hybrids, and other genetic lines is more complex and has been somewhat limited.
Plant breeders are already breeding for resistance to insects, diseases, and nematodes, 
as well as for other factors such as yield and standability. Many have been some­
what reluctant to delve into breeding of crops for tolerance to herbicides. However, 
in recent years, both weed scientists and plant breeders have increased research ef­
forts in this area.
Such research is relatively convenient with a species like soybeans, since there are 
relatively few commonly grown varieties and most are M public" varieties with pedi­
gree information readily available. For corn, there are many different seed com­
panies, each with a number of hybrids, and pedigrees are confidential. Nevertheless, 
there is increasing interest in research with corn, and some seed corn companies have 
information on susceptibility of their hybrids to the more commonly used herbicides. 
Part of their information is based on research trials and part on grower experience.
Research to determine differences in tolerance of corn varieties or hybrids to her­
bicides is further complicated by other variables in the field. While a farmer may 
occassionally experience injury under adverse conditions, it is often difficult to 
duplicate such conditions and obtain injury, even when high rates of some herbicides 
are used.
Research suggests that most of the public varieties of soybeans commonly grown in Il­
linois appear to have about the same degree of tolerance to most of the herbicides 
commonly being used in the state. However, some differences have occassionally been
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noted. For example, a variety that emerges slowly and is not very vigorous in the 
seedling stage may also sometimes show a little more effect from herbicides. Or a 
variety that is subject to a certain seedling or root disease may be more subject 
to the disease because of a herbicide.
However, currently there appears to be no great urgency for Illinois farmers to be 
very concerned about degree of tolerance to herbicides when selecting from among 
the soybean varieties most commonly grown in the state.
If growers are concerned about possible differences in susceptibility of corn hybrids 
to the herbicides they plan to use, their best source of information will probably 
be the seed corn company. However, they should remember that variables that affect 
the growth of the plant may have greater influence than the hybrid.
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Total Farm Weed Control
d . g . M cCl u r e
Traditionally, farm weed control in Illinois has been thought of in terms of apply­
ing herbicides to corn and soybeans. This is to be expected since approximately 
90 percent of the state's agricultural land is planted in these two crops.
A more modern concept of farm weed control is Total Farm Weed Control (TFWC). TFWC 
is the process of keeping pressure on the weed population in all crops over the 
entire farm. This would extend the present weed control programs to include crops 
such as small grains, forages, and pasture, as well as noncrop areas around the 
farm.
TFWC may be a means for the custom spray operator to extend his spraying season.
Many of the herbicides used on these other crops are applied in early spring and 
fall, a time when much custom spraying equipment is idle. Even though the added 
acreage may not be large, the added income for the custom spray operator is "frost­
ing on the cake" since this gives him a chance for more returns from his equipment 
and other fixed costs.
Keeping the Pressure on in Small Grain
Weed control in small grains begins with a good stand and a good fertility program. 
Most troublesome broadleaf weeds in small grains can be controlled with 2,4-D,
MCPA, or Banvel (dicamba). Annual grass weeds are not much of a problem since 
small grains usually compete quite well with these weeds.
If there is no underseeded legume, apply the amine formulation of 2,4-D or MCPA in 
the spring after the small grain has fully tillered, but before rapid stem elonga­
tion begins. Winter wheat is more tolerant to 2,4-D than is oats. Weed control 
with MCPA is not as good as with 2,4-D, but crop tolerance is somewhat better in 
oats with MCPA. When small grains are underseeded with legumes, very low rates of
2,4-D amine or MCPA may be used.
Banvel will control wild buckwheat and smartweed better than 2,4-D, but it gives 
less control of the mustards. It may be applied at a rate of % pint after the 
wheat is fully tillered and before jointing begins. A combination of 2,4-D and 
Banvel may also be used. Banvel should not be used when small grains are under­
seeded with legumes.
In southern Illinois where wild garlic is a problem, wheat can be sprayed with 2,4-D 
ester when not underseeded with a legume. Application should be made in the spring 
after tillering but before the grain reaches the boot stage. Wild garlic may also 
be treated with 2,4-D in stubble fields in the fall following the harvest of small 
grains or corn.
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Small grain stubble fields that are not underseeded, double cropped, or tilled 
have the ability to produce large amounts of weed seeds if some control measures 
are not employed. These weed seeds are left to infest crops the next several years. 
Broadleaf weeds may be controlled with 2,4-D, and Dowpon (dalapon) will control 
the grasses very economically.
Keeping the Pressure on in Forages
Herbicides for weed control in forages can be classified info three groups: pre­
plant incorporated, postemergence, and dormant-season sprays. Most of these treat­
ments are for pure stands of forages (no grass-legume mixes).
Eptam (EPTC) or Balan (benefin) can be used to establish alfalfa and most clovers 
(not sweetclover) without a companion crop. Eptam may be applied at a rate of 3^ 
to 4% pints per acre with immediate incorporation and should be applied just before 
planting. Balan can be applied at a rate of 3 to 4 quarts up to 10 weeks before 
planting and should be incorporated within 8 hours of application. Tolban (pro- 
fluralin) may also be applied for pure alfalfa seedings at a rate of 1 to 2 pints 
and incorporated within 4 hours after application. All of these herbicides will 
control annual grasses very effectively
Butyrac or butoxone (two different trade names for 2,4-DB) can be applied post­
emergence for broadleaf weed control. Either product can be applied to alfalfa and 
most clovers after the companion crop has been removed or to a legume only or legume- 
grass seeding that does not have a companion crop. Rates are 1 to 3 quarts of the 
amine formulation or 1 to 2 quarts of the ester formulation. The ester formulation 
is not suggested for most clovers. Be sure to check the label for grazing restric­
tions. Where chickweed is a problem, Premerge (dinoseb) may be applied when the 
crop seedlings have two or more leaves and weeds are small.
Numerous dormant sprays are available for weed control in pure stands of alfalfa. 
Princep (simazine) can be applied at a rate of 1 to 1% pounds per acre for annual 
grass and broadleaf weed control. Kerb (pronamide) may be applied at a rate of 3 
to 4 pounds per acre for the control of most annual grass and broadleaf weeds.
Furlo Chloro IPC (chlorpropham) can be applied at a rate of 1 to 3 quarts per acre 
depending on time of application. Sinbar (terbacil) may also be used at a rate 
of % to lh pounds per acre for the control of many annual grasses and broadleaf 
weeds.
Keeping the Pressure on in Pastures
Pasture weed control is directed mostly at broadleaf weeds. A rate of \ to 1 pound 
per acre of 2,4-D or 1 to 4 pints per acre of Banvel can be used in grass pastures 
and can control most of these weeds. Where woody plants are present, 2,4,5-T or 
silvex may be used. Grazing restrictions should be observed for all these herbicides.
Proper grazing, adequate fertilization, and reseeding will also help control weeds 
in pastures by encouraging vigorous growth of the desirable forages that can compete 
well with most weeds.
Keeping the Pressure on in Noncropland
Weed control in fence rows, on ditch banks, and in other small areas around the farm 
is often neglected. One very effective way of controlling weeds in these places is
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to plant competitive vegetation. Smooth bromegrass is an excellent choice for 
central and northern Illinois, while tall fescue is a better choice for the south­
ern part of the state. These grasses should be sown in early spring or fall in 
existing vegetation or in lightly tilled soil where possible.
If a few broadleaf weeds do appear, 2,4-D can be used. Dalapon is a possibility 
for control of some grass weeds, but rates must be adjusted very carefully to avoid 
killing the desirable grasses. Amitrole and amitrole-T may be used for spot treat­
ing some special weed problems such as poison ivy. Dalapon, 2,4-D, and amitrole 
are all relatively short-lived herbicides. Soil sterilants are sometimes used 
around buildings but for fence rows and ditchbanks a ground cover is usually more 
desirable. In addition to preventing the growth of most weeds, the desirable 
perennial grasses also help to prevent water and wind erosion and provide good 
wildlife cover.
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Corn Rootworm Susceptibility to Insecticides
D. D. WALGENBACH, G. R. SUTTER
The western corn rootworm, Diabrot'Loa virgifera, is the most serious pest of continu­
ous corn in the major production areas of the United States. In South Dakota approxi­
mately 75 percent of the corn acreage receives a corn rootworm soil insecticide treat­
ment each year. Corn yield losses can be catastrophic because of inadequacies of in­
secticidal treatment and the unexplained failures or poor performance of leading com­
pounds. Widespread failures of rootworm insecticides that occurred during the early 
1960fs were associated with aldrin-heptachlor resistance; the mid- to late-1960's 
were associated with presumed diazinon resistance, and the early 1970's with the in­
dicated resistance to Bux. During the past three years a similar circumstantial field 
pattern was evident with Furadan.
These situations first developed in erratic patterns in the western Corn Belt. A 
great amount of difficulty and introspection has been involved in determining reasons 
for lack of corn rootworm insecticidal control. Human error in application rates, 
calibration, and application techniques must be eliminated. The influence of abnor­
mal weather conditions on the bioactivity of the insecticides has not been precisely 
determined. General conclusions are that weather conditions may cause fluctuations in 
performance but not complete failure of the compounds. Wet weather and soil conditions 
have been more often associated with poor insecticidal performance. However, when the 
same compounds show similar performance patterns in dryland and irrigated corn and 
show no marked variation from the western Corn Belt to the higher rainfall areas in 
the eastern states, deviations in local weather patterns seem less important.
Field failures of corn rootworm insecticides have generally occurred where the indi­
vidual compounds have been used from three to five consecutive years. These use pat­
terns strongly suggest that rootworm resistance to the widely used insecticides was 
involved.
The monitoring of corn rootworm resistance to insecticides began in Nebraska in 1963. 
The topical evaluations were conducted on adults with mortality determined at the end 
of a 2-hour period. Results showed that aldrin LD5 0 values for larvae were consider­
ably higher than for adults, and it was concluded that more work was needed to draw 
parallels between corn rootworm larval and adult susceptibilities to insecticides. 
Since that time, published work has been limited to adult susceptibilities to the 
rootworm insecticides on a 2-hour mortality period. Correlations between adult topi­
cal data and field performance of the insecticides have not been established. Adult 
topical data taken 2 hours after treatment have been shown to be misleading.
A cooperative project between South Dakota State University and the Northern Grain 
Insect Research Laboratory was initiated in 1975 to investigate corn rootworm-soil 
insecticide interactions and to develop a predictive value that could be applied to 
both currently registered and experimental insecticides for rootworm control.Includ­
ed in this objective were the comparisons of adult and larval topical LD5q values 
and their relationship to field performance of the insecticides. The development of 
an efficacious recommended field use pattern for soil insecticides (insecticide rota­
tion) and crop rotations for rootworm control that would at least delay the develop­
ment of resistant rootworm populations has been attempted.
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The determination of insecticide resistance is complicated by not having a benchmark 
on larval susceptibility to registered compounds prior to 1975 and by the innate 
field performance differences among compounds. The comparisons of registered soil 
insecticide performance for three years are listed in Table 1. The lowered perform­
ance of most compounds in 1976 was attributed to the extremely dry conditions; com­
pound ranking, however, remained constant.
Table 1. Rootworm Soil Insecticide Performance in South Dakota 
Research Experiments, 1974-1976
Treatment and 
formulation3-
Percent root protection^
1976 1975 1974 3-yr. ave.
Furadan 10G (18) 60 (20) 73 (32) 76 (70) 70
Counter 15G (21) 55 (25) 65 (14) 71 (60) 64
Dyfonate 20G (10) 51 (13) 60 (14) 60 (45) 57
Dasanit 15G (15) 48 (15) 52 (14) 56 (44) 52
Thimet 15G (17) 49 (12) 49 (32) 56 (61) 51
Mocap 10G (19) 44 (13) 48 (14) 58 (46) 50
Lorsban 15G (21) 44 (13) 42 (3) 62 (37) 49
Bux 10G (15) 53 (11) 38 (14) 49 (40) 46
aAll insecticides tested at recommended rate of 1 pound actual per acre at planting 
time in 7-inch band.
^Number in parentheses indicates number of tests.
The comparison of adult and larval LD^q values from a single field location shows 
no apparent correlation (Table 2). At this time we see little value in continuing to 
monitor adult populations as an indicator of larval response or of field performance 
of soil insecticides.
The larval topical LD5q and LDgQ ranges from several locations are listed in Table 3. 
Judgements on the buildup of resistance are indicated by the LD5 0 range between col­
lection sites and by the slope of the LD^q and LD9 0 line. These data, in conjunction 
with higher field failure rates with consistent use of individual compounds, were 
the basis of South Dakota's rotational insecticide use recommendation. Furadan showed 
the widest range in both LD^q values of currently marketed compounds. It is important 
to note that not all of the rootworm populations evaluated were resistant. Rotational 
use of carbamate and organophosphate insecticides has shown an advantage in South 
Dakota.
The organophosphate insecticides have shown considerably greater toxicity to rootworm 
larvae. We are concerned about deviations in LD5 Q values with Dyfonate and Mocap and 
will have more explicit information in 1977.
We have seen tendencies of early developing larvae to have greater tolerance for 
most insecticides. This situation complicates sampling techniques and adds to the 
effect of environmental rootworm mortality on the performance of insecticides. The 
differential selective pressures from weather, cultural operations, and planting dates 
may therefore influence rootworm susceptibility to insecticides in addition to the in­
fluence from insecticidal pressure.
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Table 2. Comparison of Adult and Larval Topical Applications 
After 48 Hours
LD50 LD90
Furadan
75 larvae 8.7 150.5
75 adults .5 2.3
76 F^ lab larvae 14.9 33.1
76 Fi lab larvae 14.3 42.4
76 field larvae 18.5 55.9
76 adults .6 1.6
Bux
75 larvae 1.7 11.0
75 adults 2.2 6.7
76 Fj lab larvae 2.9 72.9
76 field larvae 3.2 16.4
76 adults 1.6 8.0
Counter
75 larvae .7 1.5
75 adults 2.6 8.3
76 F^ lab larvae NSR NSR
76 F x lab larvae NSR NSR
76 F^ lab larvae NSR NSR
76 field larvae .6 .7
76 adults 1.9 4.4
Thimet
75 field larvae 1.6 3.7
75 field adults 2.8 9.7
76 F^ lab larvae 1.5 2.1
76 field larvae 1-2 1.9
76 field adults 4.3 9.6
Dyfonate
75 field larvae 2.1 5.9
75 field adults 5.3 10.7
76 Fj lab larvae 2.0 5.9
76 field larvae 2.8 8.9
76 field adults 5.8 13.5
Mocap
75 field larvae 3.9 18.7
75 field adults 7.4 28.4
76 field larvae 3.6 8.4
76 F x lab larvae 4.8 9.6
76 field adults 3.5 7.8
Dasanit
75 field larvae 1-2 3.9
75 field adults 1-1 2.3
76 field larvae ... • • •
76 F^ lab larvae .5 1-8
76 field adults 1.1 2.1
CGA 12223
75 field larvae .5 .8
75 field adults .7 1*
76 field larvae .3 •
76 F^ lab larvae .1 ■
76 field adults .6 1*
SRA 12869
75 field larvae ... • •
75 field adults ••• • •
76 field larvae ••• • • •
76 Fi lab larvae 1-4 3.8
76 field adults 3.9 5.4
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Table 3. Corn Rootworm Larval Susceptability Ranges
ug/g insect tissue after 48 hours 
LD50 LD90
Furadan
Field collected 1975 6 . 8 - 25.4 29.0 - 778
1976 6.3 - 18.5 13.4 - 101.4
Fj larvae 1976 2 . 6 - 23.8 15 - 206
Counter
Field collected 1975 .53- .70 1 . 1 - 1.5
1976 .4 - .60 .7 - .9
Fi larvae 1976 .4 - .8 .6 - 1.7
Thimet
Field collected 1975 1 . 6 - 2 . 6 3.7 - 4.8
1976 1 . 2 - 1.4 1.9 - 2 . 1
F} larvae 1976 .9 - 1.9 2 . 1 - 3.6
Dyfonate
Field collected 1975 2 . 8 - 2.9 9.0 - 9.5
1976 2 . 8 - 6.7 7.9 - 1 2 . 2
F]_ larvae 1976 2 . 0 - 6.3 4.2 - 17.0
Mo cap
Field collected 1975 3.9 18.7
1976 3.6 - 4.2 8.4 - 8.9
Fj larvae 1976 2 . 2 - 6 . 6 5.7 - 9.9
Lorsban
Field collected 1975 1 . 2 2 . 1
F]_ larvae 1976 . 6 - 2 . 0 1 . 1 - 4.4
Dasanit
Field collected 1975 1 . 0 - 1 . 2 3.9 - 1.4
1976 * ,
F-^ larvae 1976 .2 - 1.7 1 . 2 - 5.2
CGA 12223
Field collected 1975 .1 - .5 .8 - 1.4
1976 .2 - .3 .4 - .6
F]_ larvae 1976 .1 - .4 .3 - 1.3
SRA 12869
F]_ larvae 1976 .6 - 1.4 1 . 0 - 3.9
Bux
Field collected 1975 3.5 - 4.2 15.7 - 198
1976 .2 - 3.2 1.3 - 16.4
F]_ larvae 1976 .8 - 7.5 7.8 - 118
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Control of Corn Rootworms by Adult Suppression
R. E. SECHRIEST, LARRY CRAIN, CHAR JOHNSON, RICK FOSTER
During 1968 and 1973, preliminary investigations indicated that northern and western 
corn rootworms may be suppressed with insecticides sprayed on the adults, if the sprays 
are properly timed to coincide with peak egg laying periods. The results of a two- 
year study of this possibility are reported here.
One experimental field was aerially treated with broadcast insecticides during August, 
1974, and nine experimental fields were similarly treated during August, 1975. These 
fields were chosen because of high beetle numbers. After treatment, counts of adult 
beetles per plant were made weekly for four weeks and yields were taken at harvest. 
The following season, untreated rows were left in each area of previous aerial treat­
ment at planting-time to be compared with rows given normal planting-time banded soil 
insecticide treatment. Evaluations of larval damage were made by examining the roots 
(using the Iowa 1 to 6 point system), counting the number of lodged plants, and har­
vesting the yield. The data were statistically analyzed and, where significant dif­
ferences existed, the means were compared using Duncan's multiple range test.
Carbaryl (Sevin) 4-oil, which has provided excellent beetle control in the past, was 
used in this experiment to test the hypothesis.
As a result of the 1974 sprays, the adult beetles were suppressed (see 1976 Spray 
School Manual), the eggs in the soil were reduced, root damage was significantly re­
duced, and there was a small increase in yield (Table 1). No lodging occurred in the 
field.
Table 1. Number of Rootworm Eggs in the Soil and Resulting Root Damage From 1974 
Rootworm Population
Adult control 
by airplane, 1974
1975
larval
control
Millions 
of eggs/A. 
Oct., 1974
1975 root 
damage 
ratings-*-
1975 
bu./A.
none none 7.3 4.84c2 108
Dyfonate 20G
none (1 lb. a.i./A.) 7.3 3.26b 1 1 1
carbaryl 4-oil Dyfonate 20 G
(1 lb. a.i./A.) (1 lb. a.i./A.) 1.9 2.37a 113
lA rating of "1" indicates no injury; "6 " indicates three rings of brace roots were 
completely destroyed.
2Means followed by same letter do not differ significantly at the 5-percent level.
Adult beetle control after the 1975 aerial treatments was good for northern corn root- 
worms but not as dramatic for western corn rootworms. Western corn rootworm control 
was poor in the Carlock N and Danvers fields (Tables 2 and 3). The corn tasselled and
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Table 2. Performance of Aerial Insecticide Treatments (1 lb. a.i./A.) To Control Adult Western Corn Rootworms 
(WCRW) and Suppress Oviposition
Field and 
treatment 
date (1975) Insecticide
WCRW adults per plant WCRW eggs/A. (millions)
Pre- 
1 wk.
spray 
1 day 1 day
Post-spray
1 wk. 2 wk. 3 wk. 4 wk.
At time of 
treatment Oct. Bu./A.
Carlock N Sevin 4-oil 1 . 8 2.9 2 . 1 .8 1.7 1 0 1
Aug. 1 Check • • 9.8 • • 9.6 5.9 5.0 3.0 .0 1 . 2 1 1 1
Mackinaw Sevin 4-oil .4 .3 .5 1 . 0 171
Aug. 1 Check • • 4.6 • • 1.5 • • 2 . 0 .8 .6 .5 178
Varney Sevin 4-oil . . .. 2.4 .5 .0 .3 .3 .1 189
Aug. 7 Check 1 2 . 0 17.3 13.8 11.9 5.2 3.9 2 . 0 .1 1.9 184
Golden Sevin 10G .6 1 . 1 .7 .2 .0 2 . 1 172
Aug. 7 Check 8.7 10.9 2.7 3.9 1.5 2.5 .8 .8 9.1 190
Talbot N Sevin 4-oil 2.4 .3 1 . 0 .1 .1 .0 • •
Aug. 7 Check 16.3 6.7 6 . 1 3.3 3.0 1 . 6 .5 4.2 .8 • •
Talbot S Sevin 4-oil .9 .8 .2 .2 .1 .6 193
Aug. 7 Check 5.2 2.5 3.5 2 . 1 1 . 6 1.3 .8 4.2 2 . 8 130
Delavan Sevin 4-oil .3 .1 .1 .3 .. .. .6 193
Aug. 14 Check 8.9 6.4 4.5 2.9 .6 • • .8 .4 149
Carlock S Sevin 4-oil .0 .1 .0 .0 .. 1 . 0 119
Aug. 14 Check 3.2 • • 2.7 .7 .0 .0 • • 1 . 2 118
Danvers Sevin 4-oil .1 .1 .2 4.5 .8 .5 17a
Aug. 14 Check . . 8.5 17.6 4.0 9.0 3.9 1 . 6 15.4 1 2 a
aTons of fodder.
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Table 3. Performance of Aerial Insecticide Treatments (1 lb. a.i./A.) To Control Adult Northern Corn Rootworms 
(NCRW) and Suppress Oviposition
Field and _______________ NCRW adults per plant___________________ NCRW eggs/A, (millions)
treatment Pre-spray _______________Post-spray______________  At time of
date (1975) Insecticide 1 wk. 1 day 1 day 1 wk. 2 wk. 3 wk. 4 wk. treatment October
Carlock N Sevin 4-oil .0 .6 .8 .2 1.5
Aug. 1 Check • • 2.3 • • 1.5 2.3 .6 .9 .3 1 . 8
Mackinaw Sevin 4-oil .1 .2 .3 .7
Aug. 1 Check • • .6 • • 1 . 1 • • .6 .2 1 . 0 1 . 6
Varney Sevin 4-oil .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .5
Aug. 7 Check .8 1 . 2 .8 .3 .2 .1 .2 .1 .4
Golden Sevin 10G .1 .2 .0 .0 .0 .4
Aug. 7 Check 0.5 .7 .1 .1 .8 .0 .0 .4 .2
Talbot N Sevin 4-oil .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 1 . 2
Aug. 7 Check 0.4 .2 .1 .0 .4 .0 .1 .6 1 . 8
Talbot S Sevin 4-oil .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .1
Aug. 7 Check .7 .3 .4 .1 .4 .0 .1 .6 .6
Delvan Sevin 4-oil .1 .1 .1 .0 2 . 1
Aug. 14 Check .5 .7 .7 .4 .2 • • .0 2 . 6
Carlock S Sevin 4-oil .0 .1 .0 .0 3.0
Aug. 14 Check 2 . 2 • • .6 .1 .0 .0 • • 5.5
Danvers Sevin 4-oil .0 .3 .0 1.4 .3 1.9
Aug. 14 Check . . 4.1 8 . 0 1.3 3.0 .9 1 . 0 4.8
silked the last of August in the Danvers field and migration into the field was un­
usually heavy. The resulting rootworm egg populations, however, appeared low in all 
fields except in the untreated Danvers and Golden fields. Higher egg counts had been 
expected since one beetle per plant during August is the economic threshold and since 
all untreated plots had an economic beetle count at least once during the oviposition 
period.
Root damage ratings (Table 4) in the Mackinaw, Golden, and Delavan fields indicated 
a reduced larval root damage after the aerial treatment. Varney, Talbot S, and Dan­
vers showed no advantage for aerial treatment. Talbot N and Carlock S showed too low 
a population for meaningful comparisons. Lodging was so erratic (Table 5) that mean­
ingful differences were difficult to deduct. Four fields with the most potential 
differences were harvested in 1976 (Table 6 ). The differences were greater within 
treatments than between treatments and could also be directly attributed to variations 
in soil type (the same as in the 1975 data of Table 2). Although statistical dif­
ferences were not significant, the planting time soil application was favored.
These experiments for beetle control and oviposition suppression continued during 1976. 
Beetle control lasted approximately 2-1/2 weeks. Soil samples for egg counts have 
been taken and are in the process of being washed and counted at this writing. We 
shall keep you posted as to the results.
During 1975, Dylox, malathion, Imidan, Gardona, and Pencap M were also evaluated. 
Imidan and Pencap M gave approximately 2 weeks' residual activity. These insecti­
cides, in addition to Sevin 4-oil, should provide excellent silk protection from 
northern and western corn rootworms, but we need additional data on oviposition 
reduction.
Table 4. Root Damage Ratings for 1975 Adult Suppression Experiment
Field
Root damage ratings, 1976
1975 Sevin-4 oil No aerial treatment
1976 treated Check 1976 treated Check
Mackinaw 1.0 2 . 0 1.0 3.1
Varney 1.0 3.1 1 . 2 3.7
Golden 1.0 1.9 1.0 3.9
Talbot N 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.9
Talbot S , # 4.4 1.9 5.1
Delavan 1.4 1 . 6 2 . 1 3.9
Danvers 1 . 2 4.9 1 . 6 5.5
Carlock S 1 . 8 2 . 2 1.4 ■ ■
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Table 5. Lodging for 1975 Adult Suppression Experiment
Field
Percent lodging, 1976
1975 Sevin-4 oil No aerial treatment
1976 treated Check 1976 treated Check
Mackinaw 0 0 0 0
Varney 3 1 0 1 7
Golden 0 13 0 8
Talbot N 14 24 76 28
Talbot S . , 52 4 65
Delavan 3 6 0 22
Danvers 0 23 0 15
Carlock S 1 0 1 0 1 # #
Table 6. Yields for 1975 Adult Suppression Experiment
Field
Bushels per acre, 1976
1975 Sevin-4 oil No aerial treatment
1976 treated Check 1976 treated Check
Mackinaw 168 177 178 170
Varney 140 127 149 125
Golden 166 154 186 169
Delavan 163 162 161 134
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Control of Corn Rootworms 
By Larval Suppression
R. E. SECHRIEST, CHAR JOHNSON, RICK FOSTER
Insecticide Evaluation
Eight experimental rootworm insecticide fields were located in central and northwest­
ern Illinois during 1976. Treatments were applied in plots one row by 100 feet, and 
each block was replicated three times. The experiments were evaluated by original seed­
ling stand, root damage ratings (using the Iowa 1 to 6 system), and percent lodging. 
Yields are being harvested as this paper goes to press. The data have been statis­
tically analyzed and the means compared. Those means followed by an "a" are equal 
to the best treatment; those with an "x" are equal to the untreated.
Rootworm populations were generally high during 1976, but no infestation was noted 
in the field near Lyndon, and low populations were observed in the fields at Urbana 
and Prophetstown. The Cerro Gordo and Greenview fields were initially intended as wire- 
worm experiments and contained heptachlor granular and seed treatments, chlordane 
granular, and diazinon seed treatments. No economic population of wireworms developed, 
but a heavy infestation of rootworms was present in both fields. Neither the hepta­
chlor and diazinon seed treatments nor the granular applications of heptachlor and 
chlordane provided any control of rootworms (Tables 1 and 2). Resistance to chlo­
rinated hydrocarbons has been well established; moreover, seed treatments do not pro­
vide adequate protection against rootworm larvae. Counter and Furadan provided the 
best control of rootworm larvae, but were followed closely by Dyfonate. Thimet did not 
provide the amount of control during 1976 that we have observed in previous years. 
Basal applications during early June were not better than early May planting treat­
ments this year.
There were several unlabeled candidate insecticides evaluated; the two closest to 
label are CGA12223 and SRA12869 (included in Tables 1 and 2). Both have shown prom­
ise in previous years' experiments, but SRA12869 provided the best and most consist­
ent control during 1976.
Application Study
Counter and Furadan were utilized to compare techniques of application and incorpora­
tion of granular insecticide formulations. Experiments were similar in design to the 
previous experiments, but the effectiveness of four application techniques was com­
pared to results on an untreated area. In furrow application, the insecticide was 
placed at planting directly by tube into the furrow opening behind the shoe on the 
seed. Regular band3 the conventional method of placement at planting in front of the 
press wheel, was lightly incorporated into the soil surface. In surface bandj a 7-inch 
band was applied directly over a just planted row and received no incorporation. The 
surface broadcast was broadcast on the soil surface postemergence on June 2, 1976, 
with no incorporation. The rate of application was 1 pound of active ingredient per 
acre for all techniques.
Root damage ratings were made in mid-July (Table 3). No significant difference in 
control of rootworm larvae can be attributed to application technique in the case of
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Table 1. 1976 Corn Rootworm Root Damage Rating Evaluations in Illinois1
Chemical Lb. a.i./A.
Cerro
Gordo
Green-
view
Mt.
Carroll
Prophets-
town
York-
town Buda Urbana
heptachlor 20G 1.5 5.8x 5. Ox • • . . . . . . . .
chlordane 33G 2 . 0 5.9x 4. Ox • • • • • • .. . • •
Counter 15G 1 . 0 2 .0a 2.5a 1.7a 2 .5x 1.9a 1 .9ax 1 .4x
Furadan 10G 1 . 0 1.5a 1.5a 1 .2 a 2 .5x 1 .2a 1 .8ax 1 .2 x
Lorsban 15G 1 . 0 3.5 2.3a 3.8 x 4.3x 4.7x 2 .3ax 2 .4x
Mocap 10G 1 . 0 3.7 2.7a 4.2x 3. Ox 4.5x 2 .3ax 3.5x
Dyfonate 20G 1 . 0 3.0 2.3a 2.9 2 .6x 3.2 2 .3ax 2 .2x
Thimet 15G 1 . 0 2 . 6 3.6 3.3 3.2x 4.7x 2 .9x 2 .3x
untreated - • 5.8x 5.3x 5.3x 4.8 x 6 . Ox 2 .6x 3.5x
CGA 12223 20G 1 . 0 2.5 1 .2 a 4.3x 2 .7x 3.7 1 .7ax 1 .7x
SRA 12869 15G 1 . 0 2 .1a 1.9a 1.87 3. Ox 3.3 2 . lax 1 .5x
la = Means of results are equal to those of best treatment, 
x = Means of results are equal to those of untreated plots.
Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5-percent level Duncan's multiple 
range test.
Table 2. 1976 Corn Rootworm Lodging Evaluations per 100 Plants in Illinois1
Chemical Lb. a. i. / A .
Cerro
Gordo
Green-
view
Mt.
Carroll
Prophets- 
town
York-
town Buda Urbana
heptachlor 20G 1.5 89x 69x • • ■ • ■ ■ • • • •
chlordane 33G 2 . 0 97x 54x • ■ • • • • • • ■ •
Counter 15G 1 . 0 la 14a la la 3a 9a 3x
Furadan 10G 1 . 0 la 7a 0a 0a 0a 25ax Ox
Lorsban 15G 1 . 0 3a 16a 0 a 7 2 a 17ax Ox
Mocap 10G 1 . 0 34x 24a 27x - • 8 a 19ax lx
Dyfonate 20G 1 . 0 4a 1 2a 0 a 0 a la 1 0 a 2x
Thimet 15G 1 . 0 2 a 31a 15x 2a 28 46x 2x
untreated • • 70x 62x 16x 17x 8 6 x 42x lx
CGA 12223 20G 1 . 0 2a 9a 9ax 0a 1 0 a 4a Ox
SRA 12869 15G 1 . 0 la 9a 2 a la 6 a 15ax Ox
ia_="Means of results are equal to those of best treatment. 
x = Means of results are equal to those of untreated plots.
Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 5-percent level Duncan’s multiple 
range test.
Table 3. Comparison of Counter and Furadan by Root Damage Ratings
Mt.
A
Carroll
B
Buda
A B
York
town
Prophets-
town
Furadan
Furrow
1 .1a1
1 .1a 1. Ox 2 .6b 2 .2ab 2 .3x
Regular band 1 .2a 1 .7x 1 .8 ab 1 .8 ab 2 .5x
Surface band , . , . 1 .9x • • 2 .6b .  .
Surface broadcast 1 .2 a . . .  . . . . . • *
Untreated 4.7b 5.3b 3.lx 2 .6b 5.2c 4.8x
Counter
Furrow . # 1.7a 1 .5x 1 .2a 2 . lab 2 .3x
Regular band 1 .2a 1.5a 1 .5x 1 .8 ab 1.4a 2 .5x
Surface band , , # , 2 .2x , , 2 .6b . .
Surface broadcast 3.2b . . , , , . . . • .
Untreated 4.7b 5.3b 2 .6x 2 .6b 5.7c 4.8x
J-In each column, values followed by the same letter are not significantly different 
at the 5-percent level by Duncan's multiple range test.
Furadan, but all techniques gave were better control than the untreated. The sur­
face band and surface broadcast applications of Counter were not equal to the regu­
lar band. The regular band and the furrow applications were not significantly dif­
ferent from each other but were better than the untreated.
One can conclude that Counter may benefit from light incorporation but Furadan showed 
no differences in control.
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Corn Rootworm Problems and Solutions in Illinois
D. E. KUHLMAN, J. L. WEDBERG
The fact about corn rootworms in 1976 that stood out most clearly to farmers, pes­
ticide dealers, applicators, farm managers, Extension Advisers, and entomologists 
was the tremendously high populations of western and northern corn rootworm beetles 
in many fields of corn in the northern two-thirds of Illinois during July and August. 
This increase indicates that larval control with soil insecticides was reduced for 
various reasons; consequently, some yield losses undoubtedly occurred, even though 
there was little evidence of lodging in most treated fields. Also important was the 
fact that corn producers in south-central parts of Illinois encountered severe root- 
worm larval damage in fields of corn following corn that had been untreated or treat­
ed with chlorinated hydrocarbons (aldrin, heptachlor, chlordane). Moreover, there were 
numerous reports of poor or marginal rootworm control with the organic phosphate and 
carbamate insecticides in 1976.
The objectives of this report are as follows:
1. To assess the potential for rootworm damage in 1977.
2. To give suggestions for rootworm control for 1977.
3. To assess factors responsible for high rootworm beetle abundance in 1976.
Outlook For Rootworm Damage In Illinois, 1977
In 1977 moderate to severe damage by western and northern corn rootworms can be ex­
pected in a high percentage of fields of corn following corn in the area north of a 
line from Pittsfield to Decatur to Danville. Light to moderate damage may occur in 
some fields in south-central Illinois, north of a line from Collinsville to Paris.
The potential for rootworm damage in counties south of this line is very low. These 
predictions are based on a random survey of western and northern corn rootworm bee­
tle populations in 39 counties during August, 1976.
Rootworm Beetle Population Trends, 1967-1976
Western and northern corn rootworm beetle populations in the northern third of 
Illinois during 1976 were the highest ever recorded since the random survey was in­
itiated in 1966. Rootworm beetle populations in 1976 averaged 2.97 beetles per plant 
in the northern third of Illinois, 1.53 beetles per plant in central Illinois, and
0.17 per plant in the southern third (Table 1). There was about a two-fold increase 
in rootworm beetle numbers in northern and central Illinois from 1975 to 1976. During 
1976 rootworm beetle populations in all regions were about twice as high as the 10- 
year average. Almost 8 6 percent of the fields monitored in northern Illinois averaged 
one or more rootworm beetles per plant in 1976, compared with 42 percent of the 
fields in 1975 (Table 2). These fields, if replanted to corn in 1977, should be 
treated with a rootworm insecticide. One or more beetles per plant in August is con­
sidered to be an economic threshold for larval damage the following year. In central 
Illinois over 56 percent of the fields had more than one rootworm beetle per plant 
in 1976, compared with 23.7 percent in 1975.
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Table 1. Adult Western and Northern Corn Rootworm Population Trends, Illinois, 
1967-1976
Average number of rootworm beetles per plant
Region 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1 0 -year ave.
Northern
third
1.85 1.97 1.03 1.03 .77 .69 .99 .69 1.38 2.97 1.34
Central
third
1 . 0 2 1.39 .52 .22 .58 .96 .50 .63 .81 1.53 .82
Southern
third
.14 .21 .15 .16 0 .04 .06 0 0 .17 .09
aIncludes western and northern corn rootworm beetles observed on ear tip and leaf 
surface.
Reasons for High Rootworm Beetle Populations in 1976
Early planting and an increased corn acreage in Illinois were probably the two most 
important factors accounting for high beetle abundance in 1976. Soil insecticides 
that were applied at planting in April had lost much of their potency by mid-June, 
the peak period for egg hatching. The soil insecticides are relatively short-lived, 
providing effective suppression of rootworm larvae for 8 to 1 2 weeks, depending on 
moisture conditions, soil type, etc. Consequently, late-hatching larvae are not con­
trolled by the soil insecticides, resulting in high survival rates and increased bee­
tle numbers. Secondly, the increase in acreage of corn following corn contributed to 
the overall increase in rootworm larval survival, damage, and subsequent beetle abun­
dance. An increasing tolerance to insecticides could also be a contributing factor. 
Although the data presented later in this paper do not conclusively prove this asser­
tion, they should serve as a warning for the future.
Suggestions for Corn Rootworm Control, 1977
Cultural and chemical measures are available that will effectively control or help 
reduce damage by corn rootworm larvae. Following are various alternatives for growers 
to consider in 1977.
Crop Rotation:
1. This is still the most effective way to prevent corn rootworm damage. If practi­
cal, do not grow corn for two years in succession in the same field. All Illinois 
research to date indicates that corn following soybeans is unlikely to have a 
rootworm problem and would not need to be treated with a soil insecticide. Ex­
ceptions may occur where soybean fields have an extensive infestation of volun­
teer corn or weeds that attract egg-laying rootworm beetles in August. Such 
fields in the northern half of Illinois will likely require an insecticide treat­
ment when planted to corn next year.
2. Corn following alfalfa may benefit from treatment since rootworm beetles occa­
sionally deposit their eggs in alfalfa fields during bloom stage in August.
3. Cornfields averaging less than one rootworm beetle per plant in August, 1976, 
will have very few overwintering rootworm eggs and may be planted to corn in 1977 
without using a soil insecticide.
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4. Fields with one or more rootworm beetles per plant should either be rotated to 
another crop or treated with a soil insecticide. If a cornfield had a high pop­
ulation of rootworm beetles last August (five or more per plant), consider planting 
this field to a crop other than corn in 1977 to break the rootworm cycle.
Variety:
Select a variety that has good root regeneration and stands well if damaged by root- 
worms .
Table 2. Adult Corn Rootworm Population Trends and Potential for Damage, 
Illinois, 1967-1976
Region Year
Number 
of fields 
surveyed
Number
0
of rootworm 
.01-.49 ,
beetles 
.50-.99
per plant 
1 .0 0 +a
Percent of fields surveyed
Northern third 1976 90 0 6.7 7.8 85.5
1975 1 0 0 8 . 0 29.0 2 1 . 0 42.0
1974 90 15.6 43.3 2 0 . 0 2 1 . 0
1973 90 ? ? ? 30.0
1972 90 24.4 44.5 8.9 2 2 . 2
1971 90 25.5 31.1 16.7 26.7
1970 90 1 1 . 1 45.6 2 0 . 0 23.3
1969 90 8.9 24.4 26.7 40.0
1968 90 3.3 16.7 18.9 61.1
1967 80 11.3 30.0 15.0 43.7
Central third 1976 140 2 . 1 23.6 17.9 56.4
1975 160 23.8 36.9 15.6 23.7
1974 140 29.3 47.9 6.4 16.4
1973 140 40.7 33.6 11.4 14.3
1972 140 29.3 39.3 9.3 2 2 . 1
1971 130 33.1 35.4 13.8 17.7
1970 130 46.9 39.2 7.7 6 . 2
1969 70 22.9 35.7 2 2 . 8 18.6
1968 65 0 29.2 2 1 . 6 49.2
1967 80 1 0 . 0 53.8 1 0 . 0 26.2
Southern third 1976 130 57.7 30.8 7.7 3.8
1975 130 97.7 2.3 0 0
1974 130 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
1973 130 76.9 21.5 0 1.5
1972 140 84.3 1 2 . 1 2.9 7
1971 1 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
1970 50 60.0 38.0 0 2 . 0
1969 70 82.9 1 2 . 8 0 4.3
1968 70 64.3 30.0 1.4 4.3
1967 60 53.4 40.0 3.3 3.3
a Fields averaging 1 or more beetles per plant may have a rootworm problem if re­
planted to corn in 1977.
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Planting Date:
1 . Plant last those fields that had high populations of rootworm beetles last August. 
This will help minimize the breakdown of the soil insecticides before egg-hatch 
commences in late May and June.
2. Fields planted in late May or June, 1976, are likely to have high numbers of root- 
worm eggs that were deposited by beetles the following August and September. It 
would be preferable to plant these fields to a crop other than corn in 1977.
3. If a sweet corn or silage field was harvested before August 10, 1976, no soil in­
secticide is needed if the field is planted to corn in 1977.
Soil Insecticides— Planter Applications:
Suggestions for planting time applications of soil insecticides, based on research da­
ta in Illinois, are given in Table 3. In 1977, Counter should provide good control of 
corn rootworm larvae. Furadan and Dyfonate should give fair to good control; Thimet, 
Lorsban, and Mocap should give fair control. None of these soil insecticides will give 
100 percent control, but they should reduce larval numbers to an acceptable level. In 
general^ if a soil insecticide gave fair to good control in 19763 it will probably 
give adequate control in 1977. Exceptions may occur if a particular insecticide has 
been used for several consecutive years in the same field. On the basis of 1976 re­
search dataj alternating or rotating soil insecticide may be beneficial in some fields.
Table 3. Soil Insecticides Suggested for Corn Rootworm Control at Planting, Illinois, 
1977
Oz. of prod-
Insecticide Class
Per­
form­aance
uct per 
1 , 0 0 0  ft. 
of row
Pounds
40"
rows
of product 
38" 
rows
needed per 
36" 
rows
acre
30"
rows
Counter 15G Organic
phosphate
Good 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Dyfonate 20G Organic
phosphate
Fair to 
good
6 5.0 5.3 5.6 6.7
Furadan 10G carbamate Fair to 
good^
12 1 0 . 0 10.5 1 1 . 1 13.3
Thimet 15G Organic
phosphate
Fair 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Lorsban 15G Organic
phosphate
Fair 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Mocap 10G Organic
phosphate
Fair 12 1 0 . 0 10.5 1 1 . 1 13.3
'"’■Based on research data at 29 field locations in Illinois during 1976.
DControl with 
two or more
Furadan was less effective in fields where 
consecutive years.
Furadan had been used for
It was evident in some tests last year that switching from a carbamate (Furadan) to 
an organic phosphate (Counter, Dyfonate, Thimet, Lorsban, or Mocap) may be desirable, 
particularly if Furadan has been used for several consecutive years in the problem 
field. Consequently, if control with Furadan (a carbamate) was marginal or poor in
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1976, switch to an organic phosphate in 1977. If control with an organic phosphate 
was poor last year, switch to a carbamate (Furadan) or possibly Counter or Dyfonate 
(other organic phosphates).
There appears to be a greater advantage in switching from a carbamate to an organic 
phosphate than vice versa. The advantages of switching from an organic phosphate to 
a carbamate are less apparent. In most tests Counter and Dyfonate gave fair to good 
control of rootworms, even where an organic phosphate soil insecticide had been used 
previously for several years.
A word of caution about rotating soil insecticides: The performance of an insecticide 
that gives only "fair" control of rootworms will not be improved by rotation with 
other insecticides; it might, however, be enhanced under favorable weather conditions 
or light infestations. There were a few instances last year where rotation of soil 
insecticides by farmers did not give satisfactory results.
The idea of rotating rootworm soil insecticides, while logical, may only be a short­
term solution to a long-term problem. Whenever insecticides, regardless of type, are 
used continuously and extensively over a large area, insect resistance to insecti­
cides is likely to develop. Keep in mind that the performance of soil insecticides 
in test plots in 1976 does not necessarily imply similar results for 1977; it is, 
however, the best guide available. Variability in rootworm control is the result of 
weather conditions, soil type, density of infestation, and other factors.
Soil Insecticides— Cultivator Application:
A basal application of soil insecticide during cultivation in May or early June may 
be more effective than planting-time treatments applied in early April. Rootworm con­
trol is enhanced by applying the soil insecticide near to egg-hatch, which normally 
begins in late May but doesn't reach a peak until mid- to late June. If fields aren't 
treated at planting, apply cultivator applications of Furadan, Thimet, Dyfonate, or 
Mocap during May or early June. The threshold for treatment is three larvae per 
plant; or, if no larvae are found but there was an average of one or more beetles per 
plant last August, apply the cultivator treatment. Apply 1 pound of active ingredient 
per acre, based on 40-inch row spacing. (See suggestions for rotation of soil insec­
ticides above.)
Planting time treatments applied in early April may give marginal control. To deter­
mine the need for a cultivator treatment in these fields, examine the root systems 
of 10 plants in late May or early June. If root pruning or tunneling are obvious and 
larvae are present, apply a cultivator application of one of the above insecticides.
Aerial Control of Rootworm Beetles:
Until further research is completed to determine the optimum time for applying insec­
ticides, we suggest the use of aerial applications only to prevent pollination dam­
age. Present research indicates that aerial sprays of Sevin 4-Oil and other insecti­
cides applied in August will not always eliminate rootworm damage or the need for 
using a rootworm soil insecticide the following year.
Liquid Formulations:
Furadan 4F and Dyfonate 4E may be mixed with water and applied as a spray in a 7-inch 
band ahead of the press wheel. If mixed with a liquid fertilizer, they must be ap­
plied with a split-boot applicator. Before planting, test to make certain the
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insecticide-fertilizer mixture is physically compatible. Maintain agitation in the 
tank after mixing and during application. Use caution when handling liquid formula­
tions of the insecticides— they are more toxic to handle than granular formulations. 
Broadcast applications of liquid or granular insecticides are not cleared for root- 
worm control.
Rootworm Control Research Results, 1976
Tests to evaluate the efficacy of various corn rootworm soil insecticides were con­
ducted in 22 fields in Boone, Carroll, Stephenson, and Whiteside counties during 1976. 
We wish to express our thanks and sincere appreciation to the following County Exten­
sion Advisers and farmer cooperators for their assistance and cooperation in these 
tests:
Boone County: W.E. Reynolds, County Extension Adviser, Belvidere; Wallace 
Ramsey, Caledonia.
Carroll County: H.A. Brinkmeier, County Extension Adviser, Mt. Carroll; Leo 
Christians, Lanark; Dean Meador, Lanark; Clark VanBuskirk, Mt. Carroll; Paul 
Warner, Lanark.
Stephenson County: R.E. Lahne, County Extension Adviser, Freeport; Douglas Berg, 
Rock City; Harry Bowen, Orangeville; Fred Fluegel, Dakota; Glenn Kilker, 
Baileyville; Louis Klages, Ridott; Lowell Myers, Orangeville; Eldon Racknow, 
Orangeville; Tom Schony, Dakota; Francis Tielkemeier, Rock City; Dennis Weils, 
Rock City.
Whiteside County: F.A. Tincher, County Extension Adviser, Morrison; Paul and Wes 
Bush, Morrison; Arlin Koehler, Prophetstown; Dean Larson, Prophetstown; Elmer 
Larson, Prophetstown; B.G. Perkins, Prophetstown; Gene Poulter, Prophetstown; 
Ryburn DeSplinter, Prophetstown.
Purpose
The primary objective of these tests was to determine whether it is advantageous to 
alternate between organic phosphate and carbamate insecticides, depending on the pre­
vious insecticide that was used in a field. The tests were conducted in fields where 
rootworm insecticide failures had occurred with Furadan (a carbamate) and Dasanit and 
Thimet (organic phosphates) during 1975.
Materials and Methods
The soil insecticides evaluated were carbofuran (Furadan 10G), fonofos (Dyfonate 
20G), ethoprop (Mocap 10G-A, Slow Release and U, regular formulation), terbufos 
(Counter 15G), phorate (Thimet 15G), and chlorpyrifos (Lorsban 15G). The granular 
insecticides were applied in a 7-inch band, using a 1-row Noble applicator mounted 
on bicycle wheels. The granules were incorporated with a rake. The application rate 
for each insecticide was 1 pound of active ingredient per acre, based on 40-inch row 
spacings. Each insecticide treatment was replicated four times in a randomized, com­
plete block design. Plots were 50 feet long, with 1 row per treatment. Plots in the 
Klages, Ramsey, and D. Larson fields were applied with the planter and not repli­
cated. The insecticide treatments were put out on the following dates: April 10 - 
Perkins; April 27 - VanBuskirk; May 4 - Christians, Warner, Meador, Ramsey; May 5 - 
Poulter; May 11 - DeSplinter, Koehler, Wells, Schony; May 12 - Myers, Kilker,
Fluegel, Bowen, Rachnow, Bush; May 13 - Berg; May 19 - Klages; May 20 - E. Larson.
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The performance of the various soil insecticides in controlling corn rootworms was 
evaluated July 12-15. Root systems of five plants from each replicate were examined 
and rated for damage using a "root rating" system of 1 to 6 as follows:
1 = No feeding.
2 = Feeding scars present, but no roots chewed off within 1-1/2 inches of the
plant.
3 = Several roots eaten off to within 1-1/2 inches of the plant, but never the
equivalent of an entire node destroyed.
4 = One node of roots destroyed.
5 = Two nodes of roots destroyed.
6 = Three or more nodes destroyed.
Results
The results are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6 . Rootworm populations in Furadan-treated 
fields were no different from those in the untreated fields in 4 of 11 tests where 
Furadan had been used for two or more consecutive years. Counter gave significantly 
better control than Furadan in 9 of 11 fields that had a history of Furadan use. In 
fields with a history of organic phosphate soil insecticide use, Furadan was equal 
to or better than all the organic phosphate insecticides in 7 of 7 tests. Disregard­
ing previous insecticide use, Dyfonate was significantly better than the untreated 
in 8 of 8 tests; Thimet was significantly better than the untreated in 6 of 7 tests; 
Lorsban was significantly better than the untreated in 5 of 6 tests; Mocap-A (slow- 
release) was significantly better than the untreated in 5 of 6 tests; and Mocap-U 
(regular formulation) was significantly better than the untreated in 5 of 5 tests.
Overall, the greatest degree of control or reduction in root damage was obtained with 
Counter, followed by Dyfonate, Furadan, Thimet, Lorsban, and Mocap.
Conclusions
It is reasonably clear-cut, on the basis of these tests, that switching from a car­
bamate (Furadan) to an organic phosphate (Counter, Dyfonate, Thimet, Lorsban, or 
Mocap) may be desirable, particularly if Furadan has been used for several consecu­
tive years in the same field. The advantages of switching from an organic phosphate 
to a carbamate are less apparent. There appears to be a greater advantage in switch­
ing from a carbamate to an organic phosphate than vice versa. In most tests Counter 
and Dyfonate gave fair to good control of rootworms, even where an organic phosphate 
insecticide had been used previously for several years.
Solutions to Future Rootworm Problems
Corn rootworm beetles were very abundant in 1976, and we believe the potential for 
rootworm damage in Illinois for 1977 is critical in corn following corn. Rootworms 
could be even more damaging in years to come unless we take some positive steps now.
A decade ago the corn rootworms developed resistance to aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor, 
and chlordane, and these insecticides are no longer effective. We suspect that the 
corn rootworms will develop resistance to the insecticides that we are now using, al­
though how soon this will occur is not apparent. The combination of high populations 
of rootworms and the possibility of resistance suggests that certain things be done 
to reduce the problem in Illinois and to extend the use of soil insecticides we be­
lieve are essential to corn production.
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Table 4. Summary of Corn Rootworm Control, Stephenson County, Illinois, 1976
Location
Kilker_________Myers_________ Wells__________ Berg________Schoney_______Fluegel Bowen________Racknow_______Klages
• 2
R o o t  v a t v n g s
Insecticide
Counter 15G 2.4 a 2.0 a 2.1 ab 2.6 a 1.6 a 2.1 a 2.6 a 2.0 a 2.2
Furadan 10G 4.0 b 4.3 cd 3.0 cd 4.0 b 2.4 b 2.7 a 3.5 ab 3.4 b 2.0
Dyfonate 20G 2.5 a 2.7 ab 2.7 be 1.9
Thimet 15G 3.4 be 2.0 a 2*. 0 ab 2.4 a 1.5
Lorsban 15G 2.2 b 2.8 a 1.9
Mocap-U 10G 3.7 b 4.1 b
Mocap-A 10G 4.1 b 3.6 b 2.2
None 4.9 c 5.1 d 3.5 d 4.3 b 3.2 c 4.3 b
F i e l d  t r e a t m e n t  h i s t o r y
5.2 c 5.4 c 2.6
Year
1975 Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Thimet
1974 Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Thimet
1973 Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan ? Furadan Thimet
1972 Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Furadan Thimet Furadan Thimet
^Applied in a 7-inch band, 1 pound of active ingredient per acre.
^Root-damage ratings based on a scale of 1 to 6. A rating of 1 means little or no damage and a rating of 6 means severe damage. 
Means followed by different letters are significantly different at the 5-percent level by Duncan's multiple range test. Means are 
based on 20 observations (4 reps, x 5 roots).
Table 5. Summary of Corn Rootworm Control, Whiteside County Illinois, 1976
Location
Perkins Koehler E. Larson DeSplinter (N) DeSplinter (S) Poulter Bush D. Larson
R o o t  r a t i n g s 2
Insecticide
Counter 15G 1.2 a 1.6 ab 2.4 a 1.4 a 1.5 a 2.0 a 1.8 ab 2.0
Furadan 10G 2.1 b 1.3 a 2.3 a 1.3 a 1.7 a 1.8 a 1.3 a 3.6
Dyfonate 20G 1.8 b 1.9 b 2.9 ab 1.8 a 2.3 a
Thimet 15G 1.8 a 2.3 a
Lorsban 15G 1.7 b 3.3 b
Mocap-U 10G 1.9 a 2.2 be
Mocap-A 10G 2.0 a 2.4 c
None 2.7 c 3.0 c 5.5 c 3.4 b 3.0 b
F i e l d  t r e a t m e n t  h i s t o r y
4.2 b 2.9 d 3.7
Year
1975 Furadan Dasanit Thimet Dasanit Dasanit Thimet Furadan Thimet
1974 Furadan Dasanit Thimet Dasanit Dasanit Thimet Furadan Thimet
1973 Furadan Soybeans Soybeans Soybeans Soybeans Thimet Furadan Aldrin
1972 Furadan Thimet Thimet Furadan * # *
lApplied in 7-inch bands, 1 pound of active ingredient per acre.
^Root-damage ratings based on a scale of 1 to 6. A rating of 1 means little or no damage and a rating of 6 means severe damage. 
Means followed by different letters are significantly different at the 5-percent level by Duncan's multiple range test. Means are 
based on 20 observations (4 reps, x 5 roots).
Table 6. Summary of Corn Rootworm Control, Carroll and Boone Counties, Illinois, 1976
Carroll County Boone County
VanBuskirk Warner Christian Meador Ramsey
Root rating
Insecticide
Counter 15G 1 . 8 a 1 . 6 a 1 . 8 ab 2 . 2 a 2,3
Furadan 10G 2 . 8 be 2.9 b 1 . 2 a 4.1 c 3.1
Dyfonate 20G • . ♦ 2 . 1 a . . . . . . 2 . 6
Thimet 15G • .  • • • • 2.5 be . . . 2 . 1
Lorsban 15G 2.3 ab • . • .  . . 3.3 b 2.4
Mocap-U 10G . . . . . . . . . 3.1 b .  . .
Mocap-A 10G 3.2 c . .  . 1.9 ab . . . 2.3
None 3.1 be 3.8 c 3.0 c 5.3 d 3.4
Field treatment history
Year
1975 Furadan Furadan Thimet Furadan Furadan
1974 Thimet Furadan Thimet Furadan Furadan
1973 Furadan Furadan Thimet Thimet Furadan
1972 Thimet Furadan Thimet Thimet Furadan
lApplied in 7-inch band, 1 pound of active ingredient per acre.
^Root-damage ratings based on a scale of 1 to 6 . A rating of 1 means little or no dam­
age and a rating of 6 means severe damage. Means followed by different letters are 
significantly different at the 5-percent level by Duncan’s multiple range test. Means 
are based on 20 observations (4 reps, x 5 roots).
First, virtually all fields of corn north of Interstate 70 will contain some rootworm 
eggs this spring; many fields will have between 10 million and 50 million eggs per 
acre. If these fields with the high beetle population and egg counts are planted to a 
crop other than corn in 1977, millions of beetles will be eliminated, since rootworm 
larvae cannot survive on soybeans, wheat, or other crops. Enough farmers following 
this practice annually will have an overall suppressing effect on rootworms, and there 
will be fewer beetles, eggs, and larvae.
Second, scouting programs in August to determine the abundance of rootworm beetles 
are strongly encouraged. We know that not all fields will require treatment with soil 
insecticides. A scouting program will enable growers to determine the level of infes­
tations on a field-by-field basis and to apply insecticides in those fields where a 
potential for economic damage exists. Fields that had one or more beetles per plant 
last August will need to be treated with a soil insecticide or rotated to another 
crop. Do not treat any fields with a soil insecticide in 1977 if the field had less 
than one rootworm beetle per plant in August, 1976. Do not use rootworm soil insecti­
cides on first-year corn following soybeans.
In summation, the overall populations of rootworms can be reduced by rotating corn 
with some other crop. This will be an annual, long-term program. Using a soil insec­
ticide on the basis of need, as described above, will put less insecticide pressure 
on the rootworm population and will prolong the effectiveness of insecticides that 
are presently available.
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Aerial Application for Disease Control
H. S. POTTER
Investigations over the past 10 years have shown that fungicides and bactericides do 
not need to be applied in a large volume of water to effectively protect plants against 
infectious diseases. Spraying with less water results in deposit of toxicants indis­
creet droplets rather than in a uniform film over the plant surface. Since concentrate 
spraying results in toxicant-free areas on plant surfaces, it is apparent that some 
form of redistribution must take place; otherwise, adequate disease protection would 
not occur.
Using less water reduces the cost of spraying and increases the area covered per unit 
of time. For example, on potatoes a standard 14-row boom sprayer with a 500-gallon 
tank, applying 100 gallons per acre, will cover approximately 6 acres per hour. By 
reducing volume output to 50 gallons per acre, the time spent in taxiing and refill­
ing would be lessened and the acreage covered would almost double. Another potential 
advantage to increasing the concentration of sprays is that deposits from concentrate 
spray are often more persistent than deposits from dilute sprays. Concentrate sprays 
may provide better plant protection during periods of wet weather when disease in­
fection is most likely to occur.
Because of inherent weight limitations, aircraft can carry only so much water and 
chemicals. Aerial application of fungicides and bactericides is thus dependent upon 
reliable disease control using low volumes of water (5 to 10 gal./A.). Ten years ago 
the aerial method of spraying for disease control had few advocates; today it is an 
accepted practice in commercial agriculture and is becoming increasingly more impor­
tant. In Michigan, for example, between 40 and 60 percent of the potato and pickle 
acreage is now sprayed by aircraft. Similar figures- for other crops in the state are 
50 percent for carrots, onions, and beans (green and dry); 30 to 40 percent for straw­
berries and blueberries; 25 percent for tree fruits; and 15 to 20 percent for aspar­
agus, cabbage, celery, sweet corn, peppers, and tomatoes.
In the Midwest, the South, and the West, many of our agronomic crops are sprayed ex­
clusively by air because cost and other factors make it impossible to chemically pro­
tect them by any other application method.
Certain advantages of using airborne spray equipment are very apparent. Others, equal­
ly important, are often overlooked. Some of the more obvious advantages include the 
following:
1. Increased economy through efficiency in reduced labor costs, capital investment, 
and supervision.
2. Increased speed of application, a crucial factor when disease attack is imminent.
3. Elimination of wheel effects by conventional ground sprayers— mechanical damage 
to plants, soil compaction, and spread of disease.
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4. Ease of application over low surface obstacles such as solid set irrigation sys­
tems, windbreaks, etc.
5. Application over soil too wet to permit ground, sprayers, tractors, and other ve­
hicles .
6 . Application over plantings in solid blocks or close row spacing.
7. Economy in water use and associated expenses.
8 . Increased efficiency in the use of toxicants, often resulting in better disease 
control with less chemical.
There are also obvious drawbacks to using aerial application. Without a doubt, the 
most important is the inherent potential for increased pollution of the environment. 
High structures, small, irregular fields, power lines, tall hedges, and lack 
of suitable landing facilities often limit the use of fixed-wing aircraft, although 
helicopters are not as likely to be affected. Another disadvantage has often been 
limited availability of aircraft in times of a major pest crisis. These and other 
disadvantages are not likely to deter a rapid expansion in the use of aircraft for 
agricultural purposes. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect dramatic improvements 
in agricultural aircraft, dispensing equipment, and application techniques that will 
increase efficiency and greatly reduce drift.
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Illinois Pesticide Accident Report: 
A Fifteen-Year Summary
ROSCOE RANDELL
Pesticide Ingestion by Children
The Illinois Department of Public Health obtains reports each year from the more than 100 
poison control centers located throughout the state. These poison control centers 
maintain a record of accident cases in which children 12 years or under ingest or are 
contaminated by a hazardous substance. Some examples of hazardous substances are clean­
ing agents, medicines, and pesticides. This report is a summary of 15 years' statis­
tical data furnished to extension personnel by various persons in the State Depart­
ment of Public Health. Dr. Norman Rose and Dr. Richard H. Suhs, former Chiefs of the 
Bureau of Hazardous Substances, and Dr. Bryon J. Francis, Chief of the Division of 
Disease Control, State Department of Public Health, supplied much of the data for the 
earlier years. Delores Enrietto, Poison Control Coordinator, Division of Disease Con­
trol, and Mr. Robert Nash, Chief of Clinical Services, Division of Emergency Medical 
Services and Highway Safety, have also been very helpful in supplying the recent data 
used in this report.
An average of 10,631 persons have accidently ingested or been contaminated by hazard­
ous substances each year for the last 15 years in Illinois. Cases involving pesti­
cides have averaged 650 per year, or 6 percent of the total. Numbers of pesticide in­
gestion or contamination range from a high of 872 in 1965 to a low of 407 in 1975 * 
(Table 1). Accidental ingestion of medicine accounts for 57.5 percent of all cases 
during the 15-year period (Table 2).
The accidental ingestion of some hazardous substances shows a seasonal occurrence 
(Table 3). Cases involving ingestion of medicine are more numerous during the high- 
use period in the fall and winter months. Pesticide and paint contamination or inges­
tion are more common in the summer.
Cases involving the ingestion of specific pesticides are more numerous at certain 
times of the year. Rodent-bait ingestions occur most often in November and December, 
ant-bait ingestions in the summer, and roach-insecticide ingestions in the late sum­
mer and fall (Table 4).
Cases of accidental ingestion of pesticides most often involve materials used against 
rodents, ants, clothes moths, and roaches. These cases account for 80 percent of the 
total cases yearly (Table 5). Poisoning by rodent, ant, and roach baits makes up over 
half of the total cases, 244 of the yearly average of 425 reported to downstate poison 
control centers.
Statistics for specific pesticides are listed in Table 6 . Rodenticides and arsenicals 
(including sodium arsenite and lead arsenate) are the two most common types of pesti­
cides ingested by children. Naphthalene and PDB (moth balls and crystals) rank third.
The trend has been toward a reduction in the number of cases of accidental ingestion 
of or contamination by hazardous materials involving children. A parallel trend for
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cases involving pesticides has also been evident. These trends have occurred despite an 
increase in population in the state. Parents can help prevent pesticide poisoning of chil­
dren by doing three things: avoid the use of baits to control ants, roaches, and, where
possible, rodents; store moth balls in sealed or locked containers where children do not 
mistake them for candy; and keep pesticides stored separately from other household items, 
preferably in a locked storage area.
Accidental Pesticide Deaths
In the period from 1960 to 1975, there were 35 deaths in Illinois caused by accidental in­
gestion of pesticides. Thirty-four of these deaths resulted from pesticide used or stored 
in or around the home, and one occurred with a pesticide used for an agricultural purpose. 
Sixteen of these deaths resulted from improper pesticide storage (Table 7). Fifteen oc­
curred while the pesticide was in use. Nineteen of the victims were three years old or 
younger (Table 8 ). Seven were over 24 years.
Sodium arsenite was the pesticide most commonly involved in accidental deaths, while so­
dium fluoride and phosphorus paste bait ranked second and third, respectively (Table 9).
There were no accidental pesticide deaths during either 1974 or 1975 (Table 8 ). An aver­
age 2 . 2 persons per year have died from accidental exposure to pesticides during the 
past 16 years. Tragic accidents such as these can be prevented by taking certain safety 
measures. As stated before, avoid the use of baits where possible, store pesticides in 
the original, labeled container in a locked storage area, and properly dispose of excess 
pesticides and pesticide containers.
Table 1. Exposures of Children 12 Years of Age and Under to Hazardous Substances
and Pesticides, as Reported to Illinois Poison Control Centers, 1961■-1975
1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971 1973 1975
15-year
average
Hazardous
Pesticides
substances 7,898 
567
11,901
819
14,187
872
14,585
801
12,429
678
8,750
469
7,877 5 
487
,794
407
10,631
647
Table 2. Ingestion of Hazardous Materials by Children 12 Years of Age and Under, as 
Reported to Illinois Poison Control Centers, 1961-1975
Percent of total
Material 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969 1971 1973 1975
15-year
average
Medicine 56.4 56.2 64.8 63.7 62.7 54.0 57.8 53.0 57.5
Household
preparations 16.4 16.3 13.0 1 1 . 8 11.7 1 1 . 6 14.7 13.7 13.5
Pesticides 7.2 6.9 6 . 1 5.5 5.4 5.4 6 . 1 7.0 6 . 1
Paints, etc. 5.3 6.3 5.2 4.3 4.8 4.6 5.1 4.8 4.8
Cosmetics 2.7 3.0 2.7 3.0 4.1 3.8 4.2 4.4 3.1
Miscellaneous 1 2 . 0 11.3 8 . 2 11.7 11.3 2 0 . 6 1 2 . 1 16.9 15.0
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Table 3. Ingestion of Hazardous Materials by Children 12 Years of Age and Under, 
as Reported to Illinois Poison Control Centers, Average for 1961-1975
Bimonthly average
Jan. - Mar.- May- July- Sept.- Nov. -
Material Feb. Apr. June Aug. Oct. Dec. Total
Medicine
Household
1,095 1 , 1 2 2 918 782 1,061 1,138 6,116
preparations 196 235 265 245 256 240 1,437
Pesticides 76 77 1 2 2 139 128 105 647
Paints, etc. 54 6 6 90 104 109 88 511
Cosmetics clMiscellaneous
53 61 57 49 57 58 335
• * * * * * * * '
GRAND TOTAL
* * * 1,585
10,631
differences in monthly averages are not significant.
Table 4. Ingestion of Pesticides Intended for Control of Rodents , Ants, Moths, and
Roaches by Children 12 Years of Age and Under, as Reported to Downstate 
Illinois Poison Control Centers, Average for 1961-1975
Pests
Bimonthly average
Jan. - 
Feb.
Mar. - 
Apr.
May-
June
July-
Aug.
Sept.- 
Oct.
Nov. - 
Dec.
Rodents 23 2 0 24 22 24 33
Ants 4 5 2 0 30 1 2 4
Moths 1 0 9 13 12 12 11
Roaches 4 6 6 1 0 1 0 7
Table 5. Ingestion of Pesticides by Children 12 Years of Age and Under, as 
Reported by Downstate Poison Control Centers, Average for 1961-1975, 
According to Pests To Be Controlled and Source of Pesticide
Pests In use
From
storage Unknown Total
Pet. of 
total
Pesticide 
obtained 
as bait
Pet. 
as bait
Rodents 8 6 19 51 156 36.7 150 96.2
Ants 45 8 21 74 17.4 67 90.5
Moths 38 7 19 64 15.2 0 0
Roaches 25 8 13 46 1 0 . 8 27 58.7
Unspecified 6 6 14 26 6 . 1 2 7.7
Flies 4 4 5 13 3.0 3 23.1
Mosquitoes 2 3 3 8 1.9 0 0
Flower pests 1 2 2 5 1 . 2 0 0
Weeds 3 6 3 12 2 . 8 0 0
Others 15 4 2 21 4.9 5 23.8
TOTAL 225 67 133 425 1 0 0 254 • . .
PERCENT 52.9 15.8 31.3 t , , 1 0 0 • • • 59.8
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Table 6. Cases of Pesticide Ingestion by Children 12 Years of Age and Under, 
As Reported by Downstate Poison Control Centers, 1961-1975
Number■ of cases
Pesticide 1961 1963 1965 1967 1969i 1971 1973 1975
15-year
average
anticoagulant
rodenticides 82 .128 169 162 174 1 1 1 165 126 146
arsenicals 1 0 2 1 1 0 117 1 1 0 125 63 42 40 87
naphthalene and PDB 45 93 1 0 1 85 70 51 35 11 62
unspecified 21 38 38 8 16 32 6 5 22
DDT 1 0 22 1 2 4 5 3 2 1 8
lindane and BHC 11 11 13 12 6 3 5 2 7
dieldrin 2 6 3 19 13 4 2 • • . 6
612 and Deet 11 9 4 14 13 1 7 2 7
2,4-D 7 4 3 12 6 0 2 2 7
chlordane 11 8 7 9 5 5 6 6 7
boric acid 1 0 11 16 10 11 11 4 9
pyrethrins 3 0 16 13 9 3 7 1 7
thallium sulfate 4 5 1 0 2 1 0 0 • . . 4
strychnine 1 0 7 5 3 5 1 0 3 3 5
sodium fluroide 1 0 7 8 3 6 1 3 2 5
phosphorus paste 2 15 6 5 2 0 3 9 4
DDVP 4 2 1 3 2 3 6 6 4
malathion 4 1 3 2 3 1 2 7 3
fungicides 4 0 3 2 1 6 6 7 2
methoxychlor 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 1 . 2
diazinon 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 . . . 1 . 1
The following pesticides averaged less than one case per year: aldrin, Amiben , atrazine,
Bidrin, camphor, carbaryl, cyanate, DDE), Dibrom, Dimite, Di-Systojn, fumigants, Kepone,
Korlan, metaldehyde, 
toxaphene.
nicotine, parathion, potassium, randox, ronnel , rotenone, Sevin, and
Table 7. Accidental 
Ingestion
Pesticide Deaths 
or Contamination,
in Illinois 
1960-1975
According to Cause or Source of
Year
•60­
'62 •63 '64 '65 '6 6 '67 '68 '69 '70 *71 '72 '73 '74 '75
Cause
In use 7 • • , , 2 2 i . . . 1 • • 1 1 1 . . . .
Improper storage 3 1 1 2 3 . . 1 3 1 1 . . . . . . . .
Improper disposal . . . . . . . . 2 . . . . . . 1 . . ■ ■ . . . . . .
Unknown • • . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • 1 ...........
Source
Bait 4 • • * . 1 1 . . 1 2 . , . * 1 1 . . . .
Mothballs 1 . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Table 8. Ages of Those Dying of Pesticide Poisoning in Illinois, 1960-1975
Age
'60­
'62 '63 ’64 '65 1 6 6 ’67 • 6 8 '69 '70 '71 '72 ’73 '74 *75 Total
Pet.
of
total
0-3 4 1 1 2 3 0 1 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 19 54.3
3-12 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 7 2 0 . 0
13-25 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 5.7
25+ 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 2 0 . 0
Table 9. Pesticide Deaths in Illinois According to Pesticide Involved, 1960-1975
Pesticide No. of deaths Pesticide No . of deaths
Insecticide Rodenticide
borax roach tablet 1 phosphorus paste 5
DDT 1 anticoagulant rodent bait 2
carbon tetrachloride 1
diazinon 3 Subtotal 7
lead arsenate 2
PDB 1 Herbicide
parathion 1
phosphorus 1 sodium arsenite 8
sodium arsenite 1
sodium fluoride 6 Subtotal i 8
unknown 2
Subtotal 2 0 Total, all pesticides 35
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Plant Diagnostic Clinic
R. E. FORD
A new facility of the University of Illinois, the Plant Diagnostic Clinic, success­
fully concluded its first season of operation in September, 1976. I’m not sure who 
first conceived the Plant Clinic idea, but the Extension Advisory Committee encourag­
ed its development after a discussion of its potential services by Drs. R. E. Ford 
and R. W. Howell in 1973. Supported by both the Agricultural Experiment Station 
and the Cooperative Extension Service, the clinic has a two-fold purpose: to provide
a service to the people of Illinois and to identify areas of needed research.
The Plant Clinic coordinates the extension and public service aspects of the College 
of Agriculture. All plant specimens sent to the University for identification of a 
plant, disease, insect damage, chemical injury, or other problems are routed to the 
clinic. The requested information is provided through the cooperative efforts of 
several departments in the University and the State Natural History Survey— plant 
pathology, entomology, agronomy, botany, horticulture, forestry, and agricultural 
engineering. The clinic also serves as an important learning/training center for 
graduate students who want to gain practical hands-on experience in a most important 
aspect of any pest management area— correct problem diagnosis.
Because of a shortage of funds, no full-time coordinator has yet been appointed for 
the Plant Clinic. Last summer, after a receptionist logged in the samples, staff 
members and graduate students from the cooperating departments examined the specimens 
and conducted the tests necessary to make the requested identifications. Over 1,300 
plant problems were diagnosed in the Plant Clinic proper, and more than 1,000 
samples were processed in other laboratories helping us while we grow into a full­
time operation. County extension advisers sent 70 percent of the samples, farmers 
sent 21 percent, and a wide variety of agribusiness personnel sent 9 percent. Plant 
diseases were diagnosed in 70 percent of the samples, herbicide injury or weed prob­
lems in 13 percent, joint agronomic-plant disease problems in 4 percent. Nine 
percent were forwarded to state specialists for further study, and S percent could 
not be diagnosed for various reasons. About 20 new or unusual diseases that will 
bear future watching were identified.
In addition to the work of the clinic itself, the building is providing an opportun­
ity for research on solar heating. Plexiglass panels on the south side of the 
building are trapping solar energy to provide part of the heating requirement. The 
building has been closed this winter so that agricultural engineers can collect 
baseline data for evaluating energy savings in future years.
When the clinic reopens in the spring of 1977, we hope to both expand and speed up 
our service. As more and more samples are analyzed, we will accumulate information 
on where and when to expect specific problems associated with growing major crops 
and on directing the type of future research that can be done to further benefit 
the people of Illinois.
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Comparison of Alachlor With Related Herbicides
L. M. WAX
Alachlor (Lasso) is used widely in Illinois for control of annual grass weeds in 
corn and soybeans, mainly as a preemergence treatment on the soil surface. Alachlor 
also controls yellow nutsedge. For this purpose, alachlor has performed better 
as a preplant soil-incorporated treatment than as a preemergence treatment.
Recently, several herbicides similar in performance to alachlor have become avail­
able for evaluation. Weed scientists at the University of Illinois have compared 
several of these herbicides with alachlor, concentrating mainly on their effective­
ness for control of yellow nutsedge, persistence in the soil, and crop tolerance. 
Herbicides studied included alachlor (Lasso), metolachlor (Dual), Dowco 356, H 22234 
(Antor) , ORTHO 19790, and VEL 5052. These herbicides were compared for yellow nutsedge 
control at several rates in both greenhouse and field studies in 1976. Relative persistence 
was investigated in 1976 in a field study using Japanese millet as a bioassay plant; 
c o m  tolerance to these herbicides was studied in field experiments in 1976. In 
the field and greenhouse experiments reported here, all herbicide treatments were 
applied and incorporated into the soil before planting.
The results of these experiments are preliminary and need to be confirmed in 
additional experiments under other conditions. However, the following general 
trends are apparent in the data obtained thus far. Regarding specific activity of 
these herbicides on yellow nutsedge, growth chamber studies indicate VEL 5052 >
H 22234 > metolachlor> alachlor> Dowco 356 > ORTHO 19790. In greenhouse tests the 
order of activity on yellow nutsedge was VEL 5052 = metolachlor = alachlor = ORTHO 
19790 > Dowco 356 = H 22234. In field studies the order of specific activity was 
metolachlor> alachlor = H 22234 = VEL 5052 = ORTHO 19790> Dowco 356. In soil per­
sistence studies, length of control with metolachlor was slightly longer than with 
alachlor. The other four herbicides were roughly equivalent to alachlor in length 
of control. In terms of tolerance of corn to the various treatments, the following 
order was observed in the 1976 field experiments: ORTHO 19790> alachlor = VEL 5052>
H 22234 = metolachlor> Dowco 356.
This is a report on the current status of research involving use of certain chemicals 
that require registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide 
Act, as amended by the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act. It does not 
contain recommendations for the use of such chemicals, nor does it imply that the 
uses discussed have been registered. All uses of these chemicals must be registered 
by the appropriate state and federal agencies before they can be recommended.
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Planter-Box Seed Treatments: 
Mixing and Application Efficiency
L. E. BODE, B. J. BUTLER, D. E. KUHLMAN
The use of planter-box seed treatments in plateless planters has created concerns 
as to the amount Of pesticide product removed from the seed during planting as com­
pared to the losses when planted with plate planters. This study was conducted to 
measure the seed-coating efficiency of several pesticide seed treatments when ap­
plied from plate and plateless planters. No measurements were made of insect or dis­
ease efficiency of the seed treatments from the various planters.
Planters evaluated included the White Plant/Aire, IH Cyclo, John Deere Max-Emerge, 
and a conventional plate planter.
Formulations applied by each planter included diazinon (33 percent and 25 percent), 
Isotox F (lindane plus captan), and Soybean MO (captan) seed protectants. Experi­
mental double concentration formulations of Isotox F and Soybean MO were also used.
All diazinon and Isotox F treatments were applied to hybrid seed corn, and the Soy­
bean MO formulations were applied to soybeans.
In initial laboratory tests, the IH Cyclo and White Plant/Aire were used to deter­
mine the relative amount of pesticide removed from the seed by air during planting. 
Recommended rates of each pesticide were added to the seed and premixed in a mechan­
ical tumbler. The drive wheel of each planter was operated by an electric drive mech­
anism, and samples of premixed treated seed were collected from the planter shoe.
Another study was conducted to determine the efficiency of the six planter-box seed 
treatments as applied through the four planters under field conditions. Each pesti­
cide was added to the seed by three methods: uniform mixing with a mechanical mixer 
for 1 0 minutes; thorough mixing with a paddle in the hopper box according to the la­
bel; and dumping on top of the seed in the hopper box. As the treated seed was 
planted in the field, samples of seed were collected periodically from the shoe for 
analysis of the concentration of material remaining on the seed. Samples were col­
lected when the planter box was nearly full, 3/4 full, 1/2 full, 1/4 full, and when 
nearly empty. Standard analytical procedures were used to extract and measure the 
concentration of pesticide remaining on the seed.
Results of Laboratory Study
Table 1 summarizes the results of the laboratory study of samples treated with the 
two diazinon formulations (25 percent and 33 percent). Approximately 70 percent of 
the seed-treatment material was coated on the seed for both formulations. The remain­
ing material was in loose form in the planter box and, if not forced through the drum 
by air, would be placed in the furrow along with seed to provide additional pest control.
The efficiency of the IH Cyclo planter was significantly less than that of the White 
Plant/Aire planter. With the IH Cyclo planter, approximately 34 percent of the applied 
seed treatment was removed during the planting operation with only 38-percent remain­
ing on the seed by the time it reached the furrow.
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Results of Field Study
According to the field study, the efficiency of the planter-box seed treatments can 
be affected by the type of planter used, the pesticide formulation applied, and the 
method of applying the pesticide to the seed.
The greatest source of unexplained variation in the field tests was from samples of 
premixed seed as they were removed from the mechanical mixer and added to the planter 
box. Because each pesticide was premixed in the same way before it was added to the 
planter box, pesticide concentration on the premixed seed should have been the same, 
regardless of the type of planter in which it was placed. Instead, however, our data 
indicated a variation in the concentrations on the seed: 16 percent for Isotox F 
(lindane 25 percent) and 27 percent for Soybean MO (captan 25 percent). The averages 
in pesticide retention on seed for the four planters, even before the seed was added 
to the planter box, were 58 percent for the plate planter, 64 percent for the Max- 
Emerge, 64 percent for the Plant/Aire, and 6 6 percent for the Cyclo planter. This 
variation must have been due to some variable we did not control or measure. Varia­
tions in humidity, for example, could greatly affect the coating efficiency of pes­
ticide on the seed. These tests were conducted over a period of several weeks, and 
humidity levels varied greatly during the runs.
Type of pesticide formulation also affected the efficiency of coating the seed with 
chemical. Our results show that only 35 percent of the applied Isotox F (lindane 25 
percent) was on the premixed seed corn, while 57 percent of the applied Isotox F 
(lindane 50 percent) coated the soybean seeds. The data indicate that adding a small­
er amount of total product to the seed by using a higher concentration of active in­
gredient in the formulation increases the coating efficiency. The double concentra­
tion experimental Isotox F (50-percent lindane) and Soybean MO (captan 50 percent) 
had 22 percent and 52 percent more pesticide, respectively, on the premixed seed. 
Physical and chemical properties determine the upper concentration limits in manu­
facturing a seed-treatment formulation, so it may not be possible to increase the 
active ingredient concentration of many chemical seed treaters presently available.
We would also expect an optimum limit in decreasing the total product added to the 
seed to obtain greater efficiency of coating the seed. Adding very small amounts of 
total product to the seed may result in insufficient amounts to thoroughly coat all 
the seeds.
The method of adding the pesticide to the seed also affected the application effi­
ciency. Comparisons of premixing, paddle mixing, and dumping the chemical on top of 
the seed are summarized in Tables 2 through 4..
There was very little difference between the two diazinon formulations (Table 2), 
but there were significant differences between planters and the method of applying 
the material to the seed. When premixed material was added to the plate and Max- 
Emerge planters, 21 percent and 10 percent, respectively, was removed by operation 
of the planters in the field. The Plant/Aire and Cyclo air planters, on the other 
hand, removed 30 percent and 43 percent, respectively, of the premixed seed treater.
Paddle mixing was not as efficient as premixing in any of our tests. The plate and 
Max-Emerge planters resulted in 12 percent and 16 percent, respectively, less mate­
rial remaining on the seed when paddle mixed than when premixed. The two air planters 
had over 25 percent less chemical remaining on the seed when paddle mixed than when 
premixed. Generally, less than 10 percent of applied material remained on the seed
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when paddle mixed in the air planters. This is judged to give insufficient protec­
tion to seeds and seedlings against pests. The planters not using air will at least 
deposit any loose chemical in the seed furrow, but much of the loose chemical is lost 
from the seed drums on the air planters.
A commonly observed practice is to simply dump the seed treater on top of the seed 
in the planter box and depend upon vibration from motion to distribute the pesticide 
on the seed. The plate and Max-Emerge planters do give some mixing in the planter 
box, but between 16 and 2 2 percent less material was found on the seed than when 
seed treater and seed were premixed. Thus, this method gave unacceptable mixing with 
the air planters, as less than 6 percent of the applied material remained on the 
seed.
Table 3 summarizes the results for the Isotox F formulations. The effects of planter 
type and method of mixing were essentially the same as those just described for the 
diazinon. There was a significant difference according to pesticide formulation: the 
experimental double concentration formulation (50-percent lindane) was better than 
the 25-percent lindane formulation. Improved efficiency, averaged over all three 
methods of mixing, was 44 percent for the Cyclo planter, 74 percent for the Plant/ 
Aire planter, 97 percent for the Max-Emerge planter, and 139 percent for the plate 
planter. In general, results from the low concentration of Isotox F (25-percent lin­
dane) on the seed were less than for the diazinon, and the high concentration for­
mulation (50-percent lindane) results were similar to the diazinon results.
Table 4 gives the results for the treated samples of soybeans. Generally, the soy­
beans retained a higher percentage of pesticide than the corn samples. Analysis of 
variance calculations on the data indicates a significant difference in type of 
planter, pesticide formulation, and method of mixing. Average percentages of pesti­
cide on the seed for the planters were 57 percent for plate, 52 percent for Max- 
Emerge, 34 percent for Plant/Aire, and 13 percent for Cyclo. There was no signifi­
cant difference between the plate and the Max-Emerge planters. Premixing was signif­
icantly better than the other types of mixing but there was more variability in the 
data, and the advantage of premixing with the plate and Max-Emerge planters is not 
shown as clearly as in Tables 2 and 3.
Uniformity of pesticide mix in the hopper box was measured by periodically collect­
ing samples as the hopper box emptied during planting. Table 5 shows the effects of 
each type of mix as it was planted in the field. Results are shown only for diazinon 
25 percent formulation, but the results for the other pesticides were similar. In 
most tests the concentration of premixed pesticide varied less than 15 percent for 
the samples at various hopper box levels. In Table 5 the premixed samples through 
the Max-Emerge planter varied 28 percent, while the variation for the other three 
planters was approximately 1 0 percent.
Paddle mixing for planters that have individual boxes for each row can result in a 
uniform mix if sufficient time is taken for thorough mixing. In our tests, one-half 
of the seed and pesticide was added to the box and mixed thoroughly with a paddle; 
then the remainder was added and mixed. Construction of the central 11-bushel hop­
per on the Cyclo planter is such that it was very difficult to obtain a good paddle 
mix. Paddle mixing resulted in a variation of less than 25 percent in the hopper box 
for most of the planter test. However, as discussed earlier, there was significantly 
less pesticide on the seed when paddle mixed than when premixed. Dumping material on
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top of the seed in the hopper box resulted in a very nonuniform distribution: gen­
erally, very little pesticide coated the seed planted first but concentrations on 
the seed increased as the planter box emptied. The data in Table 5 again clearly show 
that paddle mixing and dumping chemicals on top of the seed are insufficient methods 
of applying seed treaters with air planters.
Table 1. Diazinon Removal From Seed by Air Planters
Percent pesticide 
Planter box
on seed in 
Furrow
Percent removed 
by planter
Planter
White Plant/Aire 72 a 54 a 18
IH Cyclo 72 a 38 b 34
Pesticide
diazinon 33% 71 a 47 a 24
diazinon 25% 73 a 45 b 28
Note: Within each section, letters not alike following data indicate
that the means differ significantly at the 5-percent level ac­
cording to Duncan's multiple range test.
Table 2. Application Efficiency of Different Planters Using Diazinon- 
Treated Seed
Percent pesticide remaining on seed
From mixer From planter discharge tube
Premix Premix Paddle mix On top
Planter
Plate 55 34 b 21 c 18 c
Max-Emerge 6 6 56 a 40 b 34 b
Plant/Aire 63 33 b 6 d 5 d
Cyclo 74 31 b 4 d 2 d
Pesticide
diazinon 33% 69 36 a 18 b 14 b
diazinon 25% 59 41 a 18 b 16 b
Type of mix 38 a 18 b 15 b
Note: Within each section, letters not alike following data indicate that
the means differ significantly at the 5-percent 'level according to
Duncan's multiple range test.
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Table 3. Application Efficiency of Different Planters Using Isotox-F- 
Treated Seed
Percent pesticide remaining on seed
From mixer From planter discharge tube
Premix Premix Paddle mix On top
Planter
Plate
Max-Emerge
Plant/Aire
Cyclo
48
54
45
37
34 ab 
44 a 
30 be 
16 ede
24 bed 
38 ab 
14 de 
7 e
27 bed 
33 ab 
9 e 
4 e
Pesticide
Isotox F (25% lindane) 35 21 b 16 be 1 0 c
Isotox F (50% lindane) 57 41 a 25 b 27 b
Type of mix 31 a 2 1 b 18 b
Note: Within each section, letters not alike following data indicate that 
the means differ significantly at the 5-percent level according to 
Duncan's multiple range test.
Table 4. Application Efficiency of Different Planters Using Soybean-MO~Treated Seed
Percent pesticide remaining on seed
From mixer From planter discharge tube
Premix Premix Paddle mix On top
Planter
Plate 73 56 a 56 a 57 a
Max-Emerge 72 51 a 52 a 52 a
Plant/Aire 85 51 a 28 b 2 2 b
Cyclo 87 23 b 8 c 6 c
Pesticide
Soybean MO (25% captan) 53 46 a 31 b 32 b
Soybean MO (50% captan) 105 45 a 41 a 37 ab
Type of mix 45 a 36 b 34 b
Note: Within each section, letters not alike following data indicate that the means
differ significantly at the 5-percent level according to Duncan's multiple 
range test.
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Table 5. Uniformity of Diazinon (25 Percent) in Planter Boxes From Different Meth­
ods of Mixing
Percent pesticide remaining on seed
Type of mix Plate Max-Emerge Plant/Aire Cyclo
From mixer
Premix 49 62 44 69
From planter discharge tube 
Premix
Tank full 28 40 38 39
3/4 full 29 6 8 40 36
1 / 2 full 37 64 34 44
1/4 full 28 52 40 46
Empty 32 47 30 39
Average 31 54 36 41
Paddle mix
Tank full 15 43 5 2
3/4 full 14 39 10 4
1 / 2 full 21 45 5 5
1/4 full 32 45 5 2
Empty 25 38 5 3
Average 2 2 42 6 3
On top
Tank full 1 1 9 1
3/4 full 7 47 6 2
1 / 2 full 2 0 43 4 2
1/4 full 37 32 5 2
Empty 34 60 3 2
Average 20 35 5 2
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What You Should Know About Plant Diseases
ARDEN SHURF
Anyone connected with agricultural production, whether a farmer, a pesticide sales­
man or applicator, or even the local banker, should understand something about plant 
diseases and their threat to maximum farm production. A vegetable or fruit farmer 
sees disease damage in the produce he hopes to sell at top prices, while a dairyman 
or livestock farmer sees a reduction in crop yields and quality caused by disease in 
terms of fewer bushels or tons of livestock feed in bins and silos. Occasionally, 
there are disease epidemics sufficiently severe to gain national attention, such as 
the southern corn leaf blight of 1970, stem rust of wheat in the early 50’s, late 
blight of tomato in 1946, and so forth. Diseases take a annual total of about $4 
billion from the U.S. agricultural output, so we should all understand them better 
than perhaps we do.
Plant diseases have been important in history, causing famines in Europe and Ireland 
that resulted in mass migrations of people. Rust of wheat and ergot of rye in Europe, 
late blight of potato in Ireland, downy mildew of grapes in France, chestnut blight 
in our own eastern states, and very recently Dutch elm disease have all had profound 
influences on peoples' lives.
A plant disease may be defined as a physiologic process involving a host plant, the 
environment, a pathogenic agent, and finally a method of distribution. The result is 
injury or death of a part or all of the plant, causing a lowered commercial or aes­
thetic value. Until these four factors are present disease doesn’t occur. The en­
vironment or "weather" is very important and is the main reason diseases fluctuate 
in importance from year to year. Cold soils and wet leaves are common in certain 
years, and some pathogens thrive under these conditions. Others, like the corn smut 
fungus, like it hot and dry. Although weather is important, it is not the cause of 
disease.
The Pathogen
Basically, most diseases are caused by five types of agents: fungi, bacteria, viruses, 
nematodes, and severe nutritional upsets such as mineral excesses or deficiencies.
Fungi. Fungi are simply lower plants lacking green chlorophyll to make their own 
food; therefore, they must live on green plants or debris, often causing disease. 
Fungi reproduce by forming millions of tiny spores that can be blown or carried from 
area to area or between countries rather easily. If moisture and temperature are 
right when a spore lands on a favorable host, the spore germinates and pushes out a 
tiny germ tube, which can enter the plant through wounds or natural openings such as 
breathing pores (called stomates) or by penetrating healthy tissues. Penetration 
occurs when the germ tube swells and "glues" itself to the plant surface, sending 
a peg into the plant using chemical or mechanical pressures, or both. Once inside, 
the fungus branches and grows through or between the plant cells, obtaining food and 
causing a rot or wilt. Some fungi produce toxins (poisons) that kill the host cells, 
while others such as the wilt fungi block the vital water-conducting tissues between 
roots and tops, resulting in severe wilts or death.
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Our most rapidly spreading and damaging crop diseases are caused by fungi. Worldwide, 
they account for about 70 percent of all plant diseases. Examples include corn smut, 
wheat rust, soybean downy mildew, alfalfa leaf spots, and tomato late blight.
Bacteria. Bacteria are extremely small, single-celled plants shaped like rods, spheres, 
or spirals; however, all bacteria that attack plants are rods. The smallest is 
1/250,000 of an inch, while the largest is about 1/250 of an inch. Like fungi, most 
bacteria are parasites, depending upon other plants or animals for food. Each bac­
terial cell is an independent plant, whereas in the case of fungi, animals, and man, 
the individual consists of millions of cells. Bacteria reproduce in a very simple 
way. They reproduce by dividing across their middles, producing two daughter cells. 
Under favorable conditions, this may happen as often as three times per hour. This 
division occurs as long as food is available and no toxic products are present. Ob­
viously, simple fission is very efficient in building large populations quickly and 
explains why we have to be so careful with bacterial diseases. Fortunately, bacteria 
are unable to penetrate healthy plant tissues, entering only through natural openings, 
wounds, and cells or tissues previously invaded by fungi. Wounds are the best avenues 
of entry, especially during harvesting procedures. Once inside the plant, the bac­
teria penetrate between the cells by dissolving the material cementing the plant cells to­
gether. Plant cells may also be killed by toxins produced by the bacteria. Some diseases in­
volve movement of large numbers of bacteria in the vascular system of plants, plugging the 
cells and causing severe wilt. This is called systemic infection, and examples are 
Stewart's wilt of corn, bacterial' wilt of tomato and tabacco, and ringspot of potato. 
Plant-infecting bacteria do not produce spores as do fungi, but they are easily 
spread by wind, splashing rain, insects, farm machinery, and even animals and man as 
they move through fields. Bacteria are more dependent upon high moisture and tempera­
ture than are the fungi. They live from one season to another in dead, infected plant 
parts, in tubers or seeds, or on equipment and containers. Some bacteria live in the 
bodies of insects.
viruses. Viruses are infective agents so small they cant't be seen with our common 
light microscopes. With the electron microscope, we can see them as long or short 
rods, spheres, or as cubic crystals. Viruses have characteristics of both living and 
nonliving matter. They are unable to grow on nonliving food materials and can re­
produce only in living cells. They infect plants only through direct contact with 
the living protoplasm by rubbing, during feeding by contaminated insects, or by 
grafting virus-infected plants onto healthy ones. Insects offer the main method of 
transmission, and only certain insects (commonly aphids, leafhoppers, and thrips) 
are capable of doing this with certain viruses. Usually a single type of virus is 
able to infect several plant species; for example, the cucumber mosaic virus can in­
fect more than 34 plant families including many weeds. Virus symptoms may develop 
in some plants while in others masking occurs. Viruses overwinter in perennial weeds, 
tubers, corms and bulbs, and seeds, and a few can apparently survive free in the soil. 
Viruses are difficult to study and to develop economic controls for. Much research 
is now devoted to this group because they cause devasting losses to cereals, vege­
tables, shrubs, flowers, fruits, and trees. Chemicals are not effective against 
them, but some resistant varieties have been bred in corn, small grains, vegetables, 
and flowers. Examples of virus diseases include maize dwarf mosaic of corn, phloem 
necrosis of elm, bean mosaic, wheat streak mosaic, potato leaf roll, and yellow dwarf 
of oats, wheat, and barley.
Nematodes. Plant-injecting nematodes are usually transparent, tiny eelworms or ani­
mals about 1/50 of an inch in length with a diameter similar to that of a horsehair. 
Both males and females are known. They have digestive, excretory, and nervous
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systems, but no circulatory or respiratory systems have been found. These pests have 
damaged plants for many years but were first reported in England in 1855 on cucumbers 
and in the United States in 1876 on violets. Although about 1,500 parasitic species 
exist in the soils of the world, the half dozen root-knot species are most common 
and most damaging, attacking over 2,000 kinds of plants. Feeding is accomplished 
with a hollow spear or stylet, which is used to punch holes in root cells, into 
which toxins and digestive enzymes are injected and from which plant juices are sucked. 
In feeding, some nematodes enter the roots and cause knots or galls to form. The 
nematodes become embedded in these knots. Others stay outside and merely feed on 
the roots, making them brown, spotted, and "stubby," and allowing entry of fungi and 
bacteria. A few species attack only aboveground bulbs and leaves. Symptoms commonly 
include galling, stunting, and yellowing with poor top and root growth. Soil tempera­
ture and moisture greatly affect nematodes; generally they are dormant below 57° F., 
and when temperatures reach this point eggs hatch, and the larvae feed and develop 
into adults in 16 days. From 2 to 10 generations can be produced yearly in the 
southern states. Nematodes are generally worse in loose, sandy, warm soils or in 
peat than they are in heavy soils. They are also favored by short, mild winters and 
long, hot summers. In the Midwest, several generations may develop in the summer. 
Nematodes move slowly by themselves, but use soil water, irrigation water, infected 
transplants, and dirty farm equipment to move from farm to farm.
In addition to diseases caused by living agents, there are many nonliving factors 
that can cause plants to become sickly and yield poorly. These include deficiencies 
of light, moisture, aeration, and nutrients; excesses of moisture; freezing or high 
temperatures; air pollution; herbicides; insecticides; low pH; and so on. These fac­
tors must be considered before blame is placed on fungi, bacteria, viruses, or nema­
todes. Plants must have a suitable balance of essential nutrients, proper soil pH, 
adequate soil drainage, and favorable air temperature before they will thrive. In 
the absence of these factors, they will show symptoms.
Control of Plant Diseases
Too often the farmer thinks only of using sprays or dusts to control plant diseases. 
In many cases this step is not adequate; far more benefit will come from using sev­
eral steps (integrated control) throughout the year, such as crop rotation, clean 
plowdown, sanitation, seed treatment, insect and weed control, use of resistant 
varieties, and so on.
Cultural Practices (Including Sanitation). There is no substitute for good cultural 
practices. Crop rotation; proper time of planting; providing good pH, fertility, and 
drainage; and clean fall plowing of infected crop debris will each have an influence 
on the yearly cycle of the disease. Destruction of potato and onion cull piles is 
very important to remove sources of pathogens of these crops.
Use of Healthy Seed and Transplants. Planting only locally recommended, adapted, and 
disease-resistant varieties is a very important step. Certified seed or transplants 
reduce greatly the chance of introducing diseases to your farm. Southern-grown tomato, 
cabbage, pepper, and other transplants often bring diseases with them, so be espe­
cially careful in purchasing them.
Seed Treatment. Most vegetable and cereal seeds should be treated before planting. 
This treatment acts as a seed disinfectant against organisms on the seed and as a 
protectant against seed rot and preemergent damping-off as the seed lies in the 
ground. Special seed soaks and dips in hot water or fungicides (such as Vitavax or 
Benlate) may kill fungi and bacteria inside the seed as well.
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Insect and Weed Control. This is an important step many farmers fail to connect with 
disease control. Many weeds such as catnip, pokeweed, milkweed, wild lettuce, and 
horsenettle serve as reservoirs of viruses from one year to the next. Early insects 
feed on these weeds, pick up one or more viruses and transmit them to crop plants. 
Secondary spread occurs later within these fields. Insects frequently introduce 
disease organisms, including bacteria and fungi, as well as viruses, into our fields; 
thus, early control is especially important. Examples of the transmission of dis­
eases by insects include Stewart's wilt of corn spread by overwintering corn flea 
beetles in southern Illinois, wheat streak mosaic by the wheat curl mite, cucumber 
mosaic virus by aphids, bacterial wilt of cucumbers and squash by striped cucumber 
beetles, the barley yellow dwarf virus, and wheat spindle streak mosaic by aphids.
Use of Resistant Varieties. Varieties of many crops, especially corn and small grains, 
have been bred to carry genetic resistance to one or more common diseases. Seedmen 
and farmers keep up-to-date on new varities and use them after recommendations are 
made by experiment station research and extension personnel.
Spraying with Fungicides. Fungicidal sprays applied to foliage and fruit are pro­
tectants only. They do not normally cure a disease that is already present. That 
is why timeliness is so important. The old adage "an ounce of protection is worth a 
pound of cure" is certainly true when spraying for disease control. The principle 
of spraying is to apply to the foliage a chemical overcoat that is toxic to disease- 
causing organisms that may come in contact with the foliage. Weathering and the pro­
duction of new leaves and fruit make reapplications necessary every week or so in 
order to maintain plant protection. Using the right chemical, in the right dosage, 
on the right schedule, and with the right coverage are all very important.
Summary
I hope that plant diseases are no longer so mysterious to you. Your county extension 
adviser and extension plant pathology specialist can help you with disease control 
by identifying specific problems and suggesting control measures. But you are the 
one who will decide whether to follow the steps outlined above. Good farmers prac­
tice good rotation; clean plowdown of infected crop debris; use of certified, treated 
seed; control of weeds and insects; and use of fungicides as required. Your aim 
should be to keep losses from disease at a minimum.
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The Illinois Pest Management Program — 1976
C. D. BREMER
The Illinois Pest Management Program was initiated in Boone County in 1972 and ex­
panded in 1973 to include Hancock, Shelby, and Warren counties. Funding was provided 
by the Federal Extension Service and the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
(APHIS) of the USDA for the three-year project period of 1973 to 1975. This initial 
phase of the project served to test techniques needed for detection and management 
of pests on corn and soybean crops. Growers, County Extension Advisers, and Extension 
Specialists in weed science and entomology have worked together to determine the fea­
sibility of scouting pest management action programs on corn and soybeans.
Program Development
The Pest Management Scouting Program was available without charge to volunteer grow­
ers in four counties during 1973-1975. Initially, four scouts monitored 12,803 acres 
of corn in 1973. In 1975, eight scouts monitored a total of 23,332 acres of corn for 
91 volunteer growers at no charge.
In 1976 federal funding for the project declined by about 50 percent, no longer sub­
sidizing scouting costs, and the Pest Management Program entered a new phase. Grower 
acceptance and feasibility of the scouting program were tested by charging growers 
for the service. This year’s pest management project included cooperators in Boone, 
Warren, and Hancock counties. Thirty-two growers from these counties contributed 
$8,198 to the Cooperative Extension Service to have 5,993 acres of corn, 64 acres 
of soybeans, and 40 acres of alfalfa in the pest management program in 1976. Many 
have expressed their desire to add more acreage in a similar program in 1977. A scout­
ing program was not conducted in Shelby County in 1976; from the growers' viewpoint, 
the low density of corn rootworms and other pests during the preceding three years 
did not justify the program there.
Support was given to the county programs by State Extension Specialists in weed science 
and entomology by training and supervising scouts. Additional help was given to grow­
ers, when necessary, with suggestions for pest control. The County Extension Advis­
ers provided excellent leadership in organizing ad administering the program. They 
managed the collection of fees and the hiring and payment of scouts. They were also 
responsible for emergency control recommendations.
Growers in Boone, Hancock, and Warren counties were assessed $1.25 to $1.50 per acre 
to cover the salary and travel expenses of scouts employed during the summer. These 
fees were established in each county and were used only to cover the scouting expen­
ses of salary, travel, and insurance. In some instances excess funds at the end of 
the scouting season were rebated to the growers (Table 1).
Scouting Procedures
Scouts checked fields weekly for potential pest problems from late May through mid­
August. Black cutworms, European corn borers, corn leaf aphids, and corn rootworms
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Table 1. Pest Management Scouting Costs, Illinois, 1973-1976
Costs per scout
1973 1974 1976a
Wages^. . . . . . $1,129 $1,573 $ 1 ,060b
Travel expenses ................... . . 343 569 247
Supplies and insurance............ . . 67 275 103
Total scout costs .............. . . $1,539 $2,417 $1,410
Basic scouting cost per acre. . . . . . $ ,48 $ .55 $ .57
aIncludes only Boone County at time of compilation. (Growers paid $1.25 per acre.
bScout worked 30 hours per week.
Table 2. Scouting Statistics, Illinois, 1976
County Scout hours/week Fields Acres Acres/field Acres/scout
Boone . . . . . . . .  30 63 2,481 39.4 3,308
Hancock . . . . . . .  35 55 2,308 42.0 2,638
Warren. . . . . . . .  24 30 1,308 43.6 2,180
Average . . . . . .  30 49 2,032 41.7 2,709
were the major insect pests monitored. Notes on weed infestation were made in June, 
and a detailed weed survey was conduczed in late July and early August. The insect 
sampling schedule was as follows:
Scouting period Type of observation
May 20— June 15 
June 20— July 5 
July 15— August 1 
August
weed infestation and plant population counts 
European corn borer
corn leaf aphids and complete weed survey 
rootworm beetle survey
Field survey forms used by the scouts included guidelines for sampling each pest and 
economic thresholds. The grower received weekly field reports from the scout and was 
alerted to impending pest problems. If problems were present, the grower was alerted 
to contact his County Extension Adviser for suggestions on control.
Grower Evaluation of the Program
Each year (1974 to 1976) the summer scouting program has been evaluated with the help 
of a questionnaire sent to the growers. The questionnaire is designed to collect 
opinions of the growers about the feasibility, acceptance, delivery, and other needs 
of a scouting program. (Table 3).
Influence on Grower Practices. The questionnaire indicates that the pest management 
program has changed the pest control practices used by the growers. The number of 
growers making changes in their pest management practices has steadily increased each 
year as the grower confidence in the program increased. In 1976 about 46 percent of 
the growers said that their pest management practices have been changed. About 70 
percent said that the program helped them do a better job of controlling insects.
More emergency control measures were applied in 1976 than in the past, both for in­
sects and for weeds. In all probability these pest outbreaks would have gone undetec­
ted without the scouting program.
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Table 3. Grower Evaluation of Illinois Pest Management Scouting 
Program, 1974-197 6a
1974 1975 1976
Has the Corn and Soybean Pest Management Program helped 
you do a better job of controlling weeds? 32
Percent yes 
30 27
insects? 53 37 69
As a result of the Pest Management Program, did you do
anything different in growing your crop this year? 23 33 46
Did you apply any emergency control measures as a re­
sult of the scouting program?
For weeds? 5 2 1 2
insects? 3 2 19
Did you follow the recommendations made for this grow-
ing season? 59 56 69
Do you wish to stay in the Pest Management Program next
year? 93 51 77
Do you feel that the scout was reliable? 92 98 1 0 0
Did you study the weekly field survey reports when you
received them? 89 93 1 0 0
Which consultant services would you be willing to pay 
for?
Insect scouting 54 44 69
Disease scouting 44 33 54
Weed control recommendations 27 19 23
Soil sampling and recommendations 65 53 15
aNumber surveyed and returned: 1974, 6 6 ] 1975, 43; 1976, 26.
The most widespread practice of growers in these counties is the use of soil insecti­
cides as a prophylactic treatment to control corn rootworms. Most growers use a soil 
insecticide as an "insurance," similar to hail insurance carried by many of them.
These growers are reluctant to reject the practice of applying a soil insecticide to 
first-year corn in areas where corn rootworms are a problem. As a result of sugges­
tions made by the Extension Service, however, many cooperators omitted soil insecti­
cides on first-year corn in 1976. For many, this savings more than paid their scout­
ing costs.
The increase in corn rootworm beetle populations during 1976 has been one factor caus­
ing farmers to look at the corn pest management scouting program as a new management 
tool. During 1976 cooperators noticed the elevated beetle counts from the scouts' re­
ports and realized some changes in management practice might be needed to keep the
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insect under control. For this reason many of the cooperators may utilize a manage­
ment strategy of rotating corn with soybeans or another crop in 1977. Recommendations 
for the need for soil insecticides can also be made for next year's corn crop on the 
basis of rootworm beetle counts made in August each year. For some cooperators, knowl 
edge of rootworm beetle populations in a field is alone worth the cost of the program
Grower Acceptance of Charges for a Scouting Program. Feasibility and acceptance of 
each year's program can be measured by the desire of the growers to remain in the 
program. Surveys of growers indicate a high acceptance of the scouting program. Vir­
tually all growers would continue if the scouting service were free. Many who orig­
inally volunteered to pay for the service are willing to repeat. In 1974, 93 percent 
of the growers indicated a wish to continue in the program. (At that time, the scout­
ing service was provided free to the growers.) Of the same growers, 47 percent said 
they would remain in the program if asked to pay 25 to 50 cents per acre for scout­
ing. When growers answered the questionnaire in 1975, most probably anticipated there 
would be a fee in 1976, and their intentions to remain in the program dropped to 51 
percent. Later in the questionnaire they were asked, "Would you pay $1.50 per acre 
for scouting in 1976?"; only 20 percent said yes. In 1976, 77 percent of the growers 
who paid $1.25 to $1.50 per acre indicated they would remain in the program in 1977. 
The others didn't say no, but left that question blank on the questionnaire. Six of 
the 32 cooperators were new to the program in 1976.
Grower Acceptance of the Scout. The main role of the scout has been to monitor a 
field for pests and report his or her findings to the grower. Growers feel more com­
fortable knowing that someone who is reliable and trained is watching their fields 
for pest outbreaks. The most repeated comment made by the growers has been their con­
fidence in the scout. Although confidence in the scout has always been high, in 1976 
all growers thought that the scouts were very reliable and made comments to that ef­
fect.
The farmers were given written reports by the scouts after each visit to a field, 
usually once per week. They've indicated that reports were studied, and this was par­
ticularly true in 1976.
Services Desired by Growers in a Scouting Program. Insect and disease scouting were 
high on the list of services that growers would be willing to pay for in a pest man­
agement program (Table 3). Many growers don't feel confident about identifying or 
diagnosing these pest problems and want someone trained to help. Growers have not been 
as interested in weed scouting, probably because they feel they have their weed sit­
uation under control. However, herbicide residue carryover problems and changing weed 
populations are likely to bring about increased concern on the part of the growers.
Soil sampling and fertilizer recommendations were perceived as important by the coop­
erators in 1974 but have not rated so highly since. Perhaps the farmers in 1976 feel 
more confident of their soil fertility programs than in prior years.
Delivery Systems for Scouting Programs. Whose place is it to provide a pest manage­
ment service to the growers? Several possibilities exist. Within the United States, 
the service has been provided by service-company-oriented consultants, grower organi­
zations, private pest consultants, and the Extension Service. In 1974 the Illinois 
growers involved in the program were asked whose responsibility it should be to scout 
fields and make recommendations. Their response is on the next page.
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Organization to be responsible
Percent of growers 
favorable to organization
Chemical companies 14
21
26
26
61
Chemical dealers 
Pest consultants
Grower organization 
Extension Service
This may not have been a fair question, however, since growers were not required to 
pay for the scouting service provided by the Extension Service. To the question, "Would 
you join a grower organization that would run a scouting operation?" 60 percent re­
sponded, "Yes."
In 1976 growers (now paying for a scouting service) were asked, "If the present pro­
gram were not available, which organization would you be willing to pay?" Their an­
swer was as follows:
The general consensus of the growers was that those supplying pesticides should not 
be providing a pest management service. Most growers would rather have a private pest 
management consultant or grower organization provide a scouting service. As yet, there 
is little interest by the growers in investing their time to form their own pest man­
agement cooperative, and most growers would seem to prefer to employ a pest consult­
ing service.
Illinois Multi-Crop Pest Management— 1977
Role of the Extension Service. Plans for the Illinois Multi-Crop Pest Management 
Program in 1977 are to continue to collect data and refine techniques in the pilot 
counties. A primary goal will be to provide educational support to private pest man­
agement consultants entering the business and to train scouts. In addition, education 
materials and programs on pest management will be developed and made available.
We also plan to offer the program, in the form in which it exists in the pilot coun­
ties, to other counties in Illinois. County Extension Advisers involved in the Pest 
Management Program will use it to help determine impending problems in their counties. 
Growers will provide the entire financial support for the salaries and travel expen­
ses of the scouts.
Role of the Pest Management Consultant. Adoption of pest management scouting programs 
by private industry is gaining acceptance in Illinois, and private pest management 
consulting firms are being established. They have provided scouting services to farm­
ers in 1975 and 1976, and the acreage scouted by private pest management businesses 
in Illinois is increasing. Crop protection consultants who initiated their businesses 
on a part-time basis in 1976 were very well accepted and are making plans to offer 
the service to more growers in 1977. At least four more individuals are planning to 
begin pest management consulting operations. One individual anticipates grower par­
ticipation of 80,000 to 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  acres in his program.
Provider of service Percent of growers favorable
Chemical companies 
Chemical dealers 
Grower organizations 
Pest consultants
8
12
54
65
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Brush Control
W. E. CHAPPELL
The control of undesirable woody plants is a major problem on millions of acres in 
the United States. The largest portion of this infested acreage is in pastures or 
rangelands, followed by acreage in forests and rights-of-way. The costs of removing 
these undesirable woody plants are astronomical, varying from less than $10.00 per 
acre for removing scattered brush in rangelands to $100.00 or more in rights-of-way. 
In general, selective herbicides are used for removal of woody plants, since complete 
eradication of vegetation (woody and other) is visually undesirable.
Methods of Brush Control
Chemical removal of brush is accomplished by three main methods: summer foliage
spray, basal or dormant spray applications, and granular or dry applications. Foliar 
applications are by far the most common and usually the most economical of these 
methods.
Foliage Applications— Ground Sprayers
Foliage or stem foliage treatment may be done successfully from the time the leaves 
are fully expanded in the spring until the foliage starts to turn color in the fall. 
However, treatment early in the season will obtain better results. As the season 
advances, increase the concentration to overcome maturity of the brush. Foliage 
spraying should stop when leaves start turning color, except when using Roundup. 
Follow label directions and your state*s recommended practices in all brush control 
operations.
High-volume (40 to 100 gallons per acre) foliage treatments to the point of runoff 
are versatile and economical and can be used in most areas where brush control is a 
problem.
Herbicides should be used only in label-registered applications and concentrations. 
The most common herbicides for foliar application today are the following:
phenoxy type
picloram
dicamba
ammonium sulfate
glyphosate
silvex
Krenite
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T or combinations sold as brushkillers 
Tordon or Amidon, usually applied with 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T 
Banvel, usually applied with 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T
Ammate, useful around ditch banks, streams, and lakes and close 
to houses because of low toxicity to adjacent plants.
Roundup. Nonselective. Kills most woody plants, weeds, and grasses. 
Kuron, Weedone, 2,4,5-TP, etc. Can be used on ditch banks and 
other areas where 2,4,5-T cannot legally be used.
This is a new herbicide for use on most woody plants. Apply in 
late summer or early fall at a rate of 1-1/2 to 2 gallons per 
acre (6 to 8 pounds) in water. Nonselective.
Thorough wetting of the leaves and stems to the point of runoff is essential for good 
foliage treatment. The amount of material used per acre may vary considerably depend­
ing on the height and density of brush. However, in foliage and stem foliage treatments
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the material is applied to the point of runoff. The cost of labor is such today that 
sufficient material should be applied to ensure adequate control.
Foliar Applications-Aerial
Aerial application of herbicides is a fast, efficient, economical method of control­
ling the growth of undesirable woody vegetation. On rangelands it is the most practi­
cal means of covering large acreages in a short time at a reasonable cost. Aerial ap­
plications have also proved economical on rights-of-way, which are restricted in width 
and may run through a variety of terrains.
It is imperative that the proper equipment and techniques be utilized. Most of the 
advancement in application systems on rights-of-way has involved the use of a heli­
copter as the aerial applicating vehicle. Because of the helicopter’s slow flying 
characteristics and its maneuverability, it is capable of flying at or below treetop 
level, thereby limiting the distance the chemical must fall before reaching the 
right-of-way and thus reducing the possiblity of wind drift. The pilot has excellent 
viewing from the helicopter, which further assists in controlling the application.
On rangelands and forests, however, fixed-winged aircraft are usually more economical 
for treating the large blocks of area.
Aerial Applicating Systems. There are several applicating systems available for 
brush spraying. Some are designed to handle a thickened material to reduce possible 
wind drift and resultant crop or property damage. More recent equipment is designed 
to control drift by delivering uniform large droplets. Some of these various systems 
are as follows:
1. Amchem Micro-Foil Boom. This method applies nonthickened material but still main­
tains control of the chemical. The system consists of a boom with many small ori­
fices; low pressure is used to carry the material to the nozzles. The nozzles are 
trimmed into the airflow, and the chemical is delivered into the airstream and 
falls like a sheet of rain. The most commonly used orifice size in forest and 
rangeland spraying is the 0.013"; in right-of-way, the 0.028" is used.
A recent adaptation for the microfoil boom is the 060 nozzle for rights-of-way.
Its name is derived from the orifice size of 0.060". The large, uniform-size 
droplets formed with this nozzle penetrate the leaves of foliage and kill small 
brush at the ground level. The 060 boom allows more precise control on the swath 
sprayed, which enables the pilot to adequately cover even brush growing in ravines 
under a power line. It has proved adequate in dropoffs of 200 feet or more. When 
used correctly, the design of the 060 boom practically eliminates fine droplets 
in the spray pattern.
2. Conventional Boom. This system utilizes pressure to force the chemical through a 
number of nozzles. The chemical falls onto the brush as a mist of various sizes 
of droplets. The lack of drift control greatly limits the use of a conventional 
boom in rights-of-way, but it is very effective on rangelands.
3. Amchem Spray Disk. This unit is used for the application of Amchem's Envert Emul­
sion. Properly mixed, the invert material reaches a consistency approximately 
that of heavy whipped cream. The material is pumped into the tanks of the heli­
copter and gravity fed to a rotating disk with nozzles. The material is dispensed 
in large, heavy droplets, which allows control and placement of the material on 
the right-of-way.
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Basal Applications With Ground Rigs
In a basal application, the lower portion of individual stems of the plants to be 
killed are wet thoroughly. All exposed roots should be treated with no attempt to 
do anything with the top. Sufficient material should be applied to cause rundown to 
the root crowns. The emphasis on rundown is very important. The success of basal 
treatment depends on how well the applicator does his job. A generous amount of con­
centrate must be applied to do the job. Normally, No. 2 fuel oil or its equivalent 
is used as a carrier for the chemical and helps it penetrate the bark of most woody 
species. Most chemicals except those marked "OS" can be mixed with oil and diluted 
with up to 85 percent water. This helps conserve oil supplies and is almost as ef­
fective as using 100 percent oil as a carrier.
Basal treatment may be done at any time during the year; it makes very little dif­
ference whether the plants are dormant or growing. Satisfactory results will be ob­
tained if the application is properly done. Basal treatment done during the dormant 
season can be used in treating areas close to susceptible crops such as legumes, 
grapes, etc. to reduce the possibility of damage. However, volatility from ester 
formulations of phenoxy herbicides can still be a problem in dormant applications. 
Generally, 16 to 20 pounds of acid per 100 gallons of oil is suggested in basal 
treatments.
The solutions most generally used in basal treatment are 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T combina­
tions or 2,4,5-T alone mixed with No. 2 fuel oil or old transformer oil. In recent 
years picloram or dicamba mixed with oil has been used as a basal treatment to con­
trol the root suckering species such as sassafras, black locust, and sumac, which 
are not normally controlled by 2,4-D/2,4,5-T basal applications.
Another basal treatment is the modified or broadcast basal method, which is similar 
to the above but is useful when the stems of the brush are numerous. In this treat­
ment the lower 2 to 3 feet of the plants are covered in a broadcast manner so that 
individual stems are less likely to be missed during the spraying operation. This 
method is less time consuming than the regular basal stem treatment. Use a lower 
chemical concentration and a higher volume of oil with this method than with the 
regular basal spray.
Granular or Dry Applications
Pelleted materials of bromacil, dicamba, monuron, and picloram are very effective as 
weed and brush killers. The pelletized materials are scattered on the ground around 
the base of the plant and root system. These materials are to be absorbed by the 
plant roots and therefore must be soluble in water. This feature, however, also makes 
them more likely to cause runoff damage to crops and nearby timber if surface or un­
derground water carries the soluble chemicals with it. Note that picloram can be 
used as a foliage spray or in a pelleted form. Most of the chemical applied as a 
spray is caught and held by the leaves of foliage of the brush and does not enter 
the soil, whereas the pelleted material all goes into the soil.
Dri ft
The term "drift" refers to the movement of herbicides through the air to areas not 
intended for treatment. Drift is a problem of major concern in right-of-way mainten­
ance. It presents a potential hazard to sensitive vegetation (crops, gardens, orna­
mentals), wildlife, people, livestock, and aquatic areas adjacent to rights-of-way. 
Drift occurs by two means: particle (spray) drift and vapor (gaseous) drift.
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At the time of application, small spray droplets can be carried by air movement from 
the application area to other areas. Particle drift depends on particle or droplet 
size. The effect of droplet size on particle drift is illustrated in the following 
table based on Weed Control as a Science, by G.C. Klingman):
Droplet
diameter
[microns)
Type of 
droplet
Time required 
to fall 10 ft. 
in still air
Distance droplet will 
drift in falling 
10 ft. (3 mph breeze)
5 Fog 66 min. 3 miles
100 Mist 10 sec. 409 feet
500 Light rain 1.5 sec. 7 feet
1,000 Moderate rain 1.0 sec. 4.7 feet
Particles of fog or mist size present the greatest drift hazard. These size particles 
are often generated by high-volume spraying equipment that utilize high pressures for 
foliage treatment of trees and brush.
Spray drift is usually greatest from aerial applications that are not using special 
formulations or application equipment. Not only is the spray from aircraft applied 
at a greater distance from the surface being sprayed, but also turbulent air cur­
rents produced by the moving plane or helicopter accentuate the effects of natural 
winds on the spray.
Attachments or modifications to spray equipment, especially to ground rigs, can of­
ten be employed to reduce spray drift. Shielded booms are frequently used for this 
purpose in agricultural spraying or when using herbicides adjacent to desirable 
vegetation.
In recent years new herbicide carriers, additives, and special spray nozzles have 
been produced that greatly reduce or eliminate spray drift. Invert emulsions (water 
in oil), particulating agents, and polymeric thickeners, for example, can be used 
in aerial applications to significantly reduce drift.
Pressure should be set to obtain the largest droplet possible while maintaining a 
good spray pattern. If the droplets are small, you may expect drift; by keeping the 
material in large droplets, most drift can be eliminated.
Ester formulations of the phenoxy-type herbicides (2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, 2,4,5-TP, etc.) 
present the greatest potential for vapor drift. Amine formulations of these herbi­
cides are essentially nonvolatile and do not present a vapor drift hazard.
Drift Control Agents
Adjuvants and application systems have been developed to help overcome certain in­
herent drift problems that exist in conventional spraying. Three of these systems 
are foams, invert emulsions, and spray additive stabilizers. Following is a brief 
description of each method:
1. Foam-generating systems (sometimes called air-emulsion systems). These systems 
involve an adjuvant, usually used at 1/2 to 1 percent by volume, combined with 
a specially designed air expansion nozzle. The adjuvant-containing solution en­
ters the "expansion chamber" of the nozzle with a given pressure and combines with 
3 to 4 parts of air to 1 part of water to form "wet" foam. This results in large, 
viscous (heavy) spray particles.
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2. Invert emulsions (water in oil). The most common type of emulsions is "oil-in­
water" preparations. Invert emulsions involve preparing the herbicide in a con­
centrated water solution and encapsulating these particles in oil to form spray 
particles of a "mayonnaise" consistency. This requires a separation of the water 
and oil phases in separate tanks and a special mixing apparatus to combine the 
two phases as spraying goes on. The specific gravity of this type of preparation 
is the heaviest of the three methods. Extra equipment and preparation are needed.
3. Spray additive stabilizers. These are additives that affect particle size and 
viscosity of spray solutions to give the same fundamental advantages as the oth­
er two methods but require no special equipment. However, screens (strainers) 
smaller than 50 mesh should not be used.
Important mixing instructions are on the labels of these products to minimize 
difficulty in their use. Contact the manufacturer for specific instructions and 
additional Information.
All of the three methods should be considered as aids under normal conditions. Under 
extreme conditions such as high winds, very high temperatures, etc., exercise caution 
and observe labels closely.
Volatility
Movement of herbicides in the atmosphere may also occur through the production of 
vapors and by wind action on vapors. Much has been learned about this problem since 
the late 1940's, when vapors of certain herbicides, particularly the short-chain al­
kyl esters of 2,4-D, resulted in volatility damage to sensitive unsprayed crops such 
as cotton, grapes, and tomatoes.
Herbicide vapors in the atmosphere can arise from plant or soil surfaces. The rate 
of vaporization is influenced by the physical and chemical properties of the herbi­
cide and the surfaces involved and by the temperature of the air and surface. Vapor­
ization potential increases as the air temperature and the temperature of the surface 
deposits increase. Adsorption of herbicides to plant and soil surfaces and penetra­
tion of the herbicide into foliage or soil reduce or eliminate vapor losses.
Fortunately, most herbicides on the market today are of the low volatile type which 
greatly reduces the volatility hazard. Amine salts formulations will not volatilize. 
To reduce the danger of volatility damage, stop operation at a safe distance from 
susceptible crops or use nonvolatile materials.
For your guidance, here are the more susceptible crops and the suggested distances 
from these crops at which you should take precautions when using volatile materials:
grapes 1,000 feet peanuts 300 feet
cotton 600 feet squash 300 feet
tobacco 600 feet corn 100 feet
tomatoes 300 feet wheat 100 feet
beans 300 feet oats 100 feet
peas 300 feet alfalfa 100 feet
If a wind is blowing toward the crops, these distances should be doubled. Even if no 
wind is blowing, you should maintain this distance to avoid possible volatility damage 
several days later.
Areas left unsprayed because of the close proximity of crops may be safely sprayed 
during the dormant season or with nonvolatile materials.
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Weed Control for Corn
M. D. McGLAMERY
Two major concerns of corn producers during 1976 were poor control of velvetleaf and 
problems in corn establishment. Velvetleaf control was the poorest in many years, 
with dry weather and reduced rates of atrazine being the main reasons. Corn estab­
lishment problems were related to poor rooting and the "purple corn" syndrome.
Purple corn was quite evident in many fields, and positive diagnosis of the cause, 
or causes, was not always possible. Phosphorus availability, lime distribution, soil 
tilth, and tillage practices were all questioned. There was also concern about Tre- 
flan carryover, especially on fields that had not been plowed. Early planting and 
cool weather in late April accentuated all the potential causes.
Is Treflan carryover likely to occur in 1977, since 1976 was drier and cooler than 
normal? Dry, cool conditions increase the likelihood of carryover. We are suggest­
ing that farmers do a "bioassay" where this is a major concern. This can be done 
using winter wheat or spring oats as a test crop in the field or by taking soil sam­
ples and doing laboratory or greenhouse tests.
To run a laboratory test, put suspect soil in a petri dish and determine sorghum 
root inhibition on presoaked sorghum seed. For the greenhouse or container test, use 
three species with differing tolerances to dinitroaniline herbicides such as Treflan. 
This allows you to determine a relative concentration of carryover herbicide. A bio­
assay enables you to make decisions on tillage, cropping sequences, and herbicide selec­
tions for the coming year. See W-30 "Bioassay for Herbicide Residue" in this manual 
for further information.
Soil-Applied Herbicides
Broadcast application and herbicide combinations are becoming increasingly popular. 
Farmers want to eliminate one or more trips over the field in order to reduce labor 
and fuel costs. Sutan+ plus atrazine, atrazine plus Princep, and Lasso plus atrazine 
are the major herbicide combinations used on corn.
Sutan+ and Eradicane both need immediate incorporation, and this requirement has lim­
ited custom application. Research results with encapsulated formulations and delayed 
incorporation have been somewhat variable. Continue to emphasize immediate incorpo­
ration of these products, especially on warm, moist soils.
Sutan+ and Eradicane are both cleared for rates up to 7.3 pints per acre to provide 
better control of yellow nutsedge, wild cane, and johnsongrass. The use of these 
higher rates may increase the potential for corn injury, especially in poorly drained 
soils.
Sutan+ and Eradicane control annual grasses, but control of most broadleaf weeds has 
required either a tank-mix or sequential herbicide combination. Sutan+ is cleared 
for tank-mixing with atrazine or Bladex. Tank-mixing of atrazine or Bladex with 
Eradicane may be registered for the 1977 cropping season. Postemergence treatments 
of 2,4-D or Banvel can also be used to control broadleaf weeds.
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Atrazine and atrazine plus Princep are used as preplant incorporated as well as pre­
emergence treatments. Many custom applicators are promoting application of these 
up to 4 weeks prior to planting, but weed control is usually better when application 
is within 2 weeks of planting. Princep is used to improve control of fall panicum 
and crabgrass. Princep, or simazine, is at least as persistent as atrazine.
These herbicide treatments have been most popular in southern Illinois, where the 
soils are lower in organic matter and low rates can be used. Thus, herbicide carry­
over injury to soybeans is less likely in this area. On the darker soils of higher 
organic matter in northern Illinois, higher rates are needed and accurate calibra­
tion and uniform application are necessary to help minimize the risk of herbicide 
carryover.
Ramrod or Bexton (propachlor) and Lasso granules are the main chemicals used for band 
application treatments for grass control. AAtram, Lasso/atrazine, and Bladex gran­
ules are used when control of broadleaf weeds in the band is desired. Corn tolerance 
to these granules has been quite good, but occasional injury has occurred with Lasso 
granules on some corn hybrids, especially when the rate is high and deep press-wheel 
tracks are formed on loose soil. Rainfall then causes a herbicide concentration over 
the c o m  seedlings.
Propachlor plus atrazine (prepackaged or tank-mixed) has performed well and would be 
more popular if propachlor were less irritating. The combination can be used on 
either corn or sorghum with little risk of crop injury.
Lasso is used by many custom applicators and farmers because of its flexibility. It 
can be used either preplant incorporated at the higher rates to control nutsedge, or 
preemergence to control annual grasses. It can be used alone or in tank-mix combi­
nations on corn and soybeans. Tank-mix combinations registered for corn are Lasso 
plus atrazine, Banvel, or Bladex. Lasso plus atrazine is especially popular because 
of good corn tolerance and a choice of preplant or preemergence application. How­
ever, in certain cropping sequences in which concern for atrazine carryover is great, 
Lasso plus Banvel or Lasso plus Bladex can be used to eliminate the chance of carry­
over; however, there is a slight increase in the risk of corn injury. This is espe­
cially true in soils of variable texture and organic matter content, for which rate 
selection is difficult. Cool, moist soils and slow corn emergence also increase the 
potential for corn injury from these herbicide treatments.
Dual and Dual plus atrazine will probably be registered for preemergence use only on 
corn in 1977. Dual is similar to Lasso (see article on acetanilide herbicides in 
manual). Dual tends to persist longer than Lasso, and, therefore, suppresses yellow 
nutsedge better than Lasso. Lasso has better corn tolerance than Dual. Dual will 
be available as a 6-pound-per-gallon emulsifiable concentrate (6E). Even though 
specific activity is about the same, product rates will differ because Lasso is a 
4-pound-per-gallon formulation.
Bladex is cleared in combination not only with Sutan and Lasso, but also with atrazine 
and Prowl. It may soon be cleared with Eradicane. The combination of Bladex plus 
atrazine allows for either a 1:1 or 2:1 ratio, depending upon the degree of expected 
grass infestation and the concern about atrazine carryover. Bladex controls fall 
panicum and crabgrass much better than atrazine, but it does not control broadleaf 
weeds as well as atrazine does. The combination allows for a lower rate of atrazine 
to decrease carryover potential and a lower rate of Bladex to decrease the risk of 
herbicide injury.
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Banvel plus Lasso is being promoted as a no-carryover, broad-spectrum herbicide 
treatment. There is some risk of corn injury from this treatment, especially when 
cool weather prevails soon after corn planting. Shallow-planted corn is more likely 
to be injured, so plant corn at least 1 1/2 inches deep. This combination is best 
adapted to soils with over 2 1/2 percent organic matter. Banvel is also cleared for 
tank-mixing with Prowl.
Prowl was a new herbicide for corn in 1976. Field results were variable, depending 
upon the rainfall and weed species. It controls annual grasses and some broadleaf 
weeds; however, if cocklebur, velvetleaf, or morning glory is a major problem, Prowl 
should be combined with either atrazine or Bladex. Vo not incorporate Prowl for 
corn, or serious corn injury will result.
Postemergence Herbicides for Corn
Because of poor broadleaf control in 1976 from preemergence and preplant herbicides, 
use of 2,4-D and Banvel increased. The use of atrazine plus oil also increased in 
some areas with grass control problems.
Atrazine or Bladex may be used postemergence to control annual grasses as well as 
broadleaf weeds. They should be applied before grasses are over 1 1/2 inches high. 
Atrazine will not control fall panicum or crabgrass, while Bladex will give some 
control of these species. Do not use petroleum crop oils with Bladex. Their use 
with atrazine as a postemergence treatment has increased its effectiveness. You 
can use surfactants or surfactant-oil mixes with atrazine, but these have generally 
not been as effective as the emulsifiable oils.
2,4-D used postemergence after grass herbicides such as Sutan, Lasso, propachlor, or 
Prowl provides an effective and economical control of many broadleaf weeds such as 
velvetleaf, annual morningglory, and cocklebur. Such treatments allow replanting 
flexibility in case of loss of crop this year. 2,4-D continues to cause some prob­
lems with corn injury, especially on some hybrids under stress conditions. Apply 
no more than the recommended rate to avoid corn injury. If corn is over 8 inches 
high, use drop nozzles.
Banvel is used postemergence in corn, either alone or in combination with 2,4-D. 
Banvel controls smartweed better than 2,4-D and has better corn tolerance, but 
Banvel drift to soybeans is a problem. Apply Banvel early before nearby soybeans 
have emerged or while they are still quite small (May or early June). If you must 
use Banvel late, use all drift-control techniques available to minimize risk.
Basagran will probably be cleared for postemergence use in corn. It will control 
most broadleaf weeds as well as give some control of yellow nutsedge and Canada 
thistle. Corn has good tolerance to Basagran, so seed corn producers are quite in­
terested in using this on their inbred lines in seed production fields.
Lorox, Evik, Paraquat, and Paraquat plus atrazine are registered for use as directed 
postemergence treatments in corn. These should be used as emergency treatments where 
grass is too tall for control with cultivation. Place emphasis on earlier control 
measures. Do not apply Evik within 3 weeks of tasseling.
No-Till Corn Herbicides
There are several treatments cleared for no-till corn. Paraquat at 1 to 2 pints per 
acre is used as the knockdown herbicide. Roundup may be cleared for use in 1977 in
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some no-till treatments. Roundup's main advantage will be better control of johnson- 
grass, but the kill on other grasses will be slower than with Paraquat. Present 
herbicide treatments registered for use with Paraquat are atrazine or AAtrex, atrazine 
plus Princep, atrazine plus Lasso, Bladex, Prowl, Prowl plus atrazine, and Prowl 
plus Bladex.
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Update on Soybean Diseases
M. C. SHURTLEFF, B. J. JACOBSEN
The 1976 growing season was not generally favorable for the development of leaf, 
stem, and root diseases, thus yield loss from diseases was lower in 1976 than it has 
been in recent years. Initial assays of the Illinois Crop Improvement Association 
show a relatively low incidence of seedborne fungi as compared with previous years.
Foliar Fungicides. Yield increases from the application of fungicides were somewhat 
disappointing to many, with yield increases averaging between 1 and 3 bushels per 
acre (see the article Spraying Soybeans for Disease Control in this manual). Yield 
increases from fungicides are likely only if the diseases they control cause yield 
losses. The diseases controlled by fungicides in Illinois are pod and stem blight 
([Diaporthe and Phomopsis), anthracnose, Diaporthe stem canker, Cercospora blight 
(Purple seed stain), Septoria brown spot, and frogeye leaf spot. These diseases are 
all favored by extended periods of warm, wet weather from pod set to maturity. Since 
the 1976 season was relatively cool and dry, these diseases caused little yield loss.
Septoria Brown Spot. This disease is considered more important than formerly because 
the causal fungus, favored by cool weather, is capable of causing premature defolia­
tion.
Brown Stem Rot. This disease, favored by cool weather at pod filling, was common in 
August and September in the northern half of Illinois. Yield losses of 25 percent 
or more have been reported; however, yields in plots with a high incidence of disease 
indicate that little yield loss occurred, at least in central Illinois. Yield losses 
may have been substantial where the disease appeared early and lodging was a factor. 
Brown stem rot can be controlled by growing corn for 3 years or more between crops 
of soybeans. No commercial, highly resistant varieties are presently available.
Charcoal Rot. This was another disease influenced by the relatively cool, dry grow­
ing season. The charcoal rot fungus is one of the most common causes of root rot of 
soybeans in the southern half of Illinois and is favored by high soil temperatures. 
Because of the cool weather, this disease caused minimal damage even though the 
availability of soil moisture was low. The reduced amount of soybean root rots in 
general may explain the failure of foliar fertilization experiments.
Soybean Mosaics. Mosaics were very common in 1976, perhaps because of conditions 
favoring spread by their insect vectors. Although the disease was widespread, yield 
losses were quite small since many infections occurred after blossoming.
Powdery Mildew. This disease is becoming more common each year on soybean varieties 
having "soy" as part of their name, especially no'th of Interstate 80. Based on 
information from Georgia, where the disease devel ps much more extensively than in 
Illinois, yield losses as measured by fungicide control are small. Benomyl (Benlate) 
sprays applied for the pod, stem, and leaf disease complex gave good control.
Both downy and powdery mildew were most common in double-cropped soybeans. This 
substantiates observations made in other states.
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Soybean Cyst Nematode. This nematode was newly identified from Clark, Clay, Cumber­
land, Madison, Pike, and Vermilion counties in 1976 by Dr. D. I. Edwards, USDA 
nematologist at the University of Illinois. Infestations in central Illinois confirm 
a belief that this nematode is much more widespread than the number of known infested 
fields would indicate, and has been present but in populations too low to be detect­
ed. Last year was ideal for detecting the problem because of the drouthy conditions, 
which made infected plants relatively easy to see. In fact, aerial surveys were 
quite helpful in identifying infested areas of fields. It is important that infested 
fields in central Illinois be identified, since currently available resistant 
varieties are not adapted to this area of the state. However, a breeding program 
to develop resistant soybean varieties adapted to central Illinois was initiated in 
1968 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Early identification is the first step in reducing spread of this nematode. For 
additional information concerning how it is spread, other host plants attacked by 
the soybean cyst nematode, plus cultural and chemical control measures read the 
article The Soybean Cyst Nematode Problem in this manual.
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Downwind Drift From High-Volume Nozzles, 
Drift-Reduction Nozzles, and Span Spray Units
B. J. BUTLER, L. E. BODE
Drift continues to be a major problem in applying pesticides. Recent research 
has been aimed at reducing the formation of the small spray droplets that cause 
most of the drift hazard. Developments include new atomizers such as foaming 
nozzles, uniform droplet generators, Raindrop RD and RA nozzles, low- and reduced- 
pressure nozzles, and the use of thickening agents to increase the viscosity of 
the dispensed liquid.
During the past four years, we have used a dual-tracer technique to measure the 
drift control benefits that can be obtained from some of the new spray thickeners, 
spray atomizers, and application methods. This technique involves spraying with 
two booms over the same swath at the same time with a different fluorescent dye in 
each boom. Plastic sheets placed in the spray swath and at various distances 
downwind catch the spray as it reaches the ground. These sheets are then washed 
with alcohol, and the resulting solution is analyzed for amounts of dye present.
The amounts of dye are used to determine the amounts of spray recovered in the 
swath, the amount settling out at increasing distances downwind, and the total 
recovery of the amount applied. Wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity, 
and barometric pressure are recorded for each test so that the effects of 
weather can be compared from one test to another.
Approximately fifty direct comparisons of drift deposits have been made since this 
study was initiated. We have previously reported to you on the results of compari­
sons using spray variables such as concentration of spray thickener, nozzle 
pressure, nozzle orientation, and nozzle type. Nozzle types previously reported 
include the regular flat-fan, flooding flat-fan, low-pressure flat-fan, hollow 
cone disc and core, and Raindrop RD nozzles. During the past year we made 
additional comparisons using whirlchamber nozzles, a Span Spray unit, and flooding 
nozzles at higher flow rates. The flow rates selected for the larger flooding 
nozzles were typical of those used on flotation sprayers by custom applicators.
Span Spray Unit
In the early 1970’s, Ring Around Products, Inc., of Montgomery, Alabama, intro­
duced a new Span Spray applicator for ultra-low-volume and low-volume application. 
It has become popular in the South and Southwest for insect control on cotton and 
brush control on ranges. Units are available, however, for orchards, highway 
spraying, row crops, forage crops, and vegetable crops. The system uses hydraulic- 
driven motors to power integrally mounted spinning cage atomizers and fans to blow 
spray droplets onto the target. Pesticide solution is metered into a 40-mesh 
screen cage where centrifugal force created by the cage turning at 3,500 to 
4,000 rpm forces the pesticide solution through the screen, generating very small 
droplets which are then distributed by the air from the fan. Studies have shown 
that 80 percent of the droplets from the Span Spray are in the range of 50 to 
100 microns.
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We have made eight drift-deposit comparisons using a Model 141, two-fan Span Spray 
unit. Spray volumes in the tests ranged from 3 to 16 gallons per acre in winds 
of 4 to 14 miles per hour. Results are summarized in Table 1.
Of the eight tests with the Span Spray, only three were directly compared with a 
boom sprayer having Spraying Systems flat-fan 8002 nozzles. For these three 
comparisons, the total drift deposited 8 feet beyond the spray swath when 
spraying back and forth at least one-quarter mile upwind was 7 to 13 times more 
from the Span Spray unit. A 60-foot swath was used for the Span Spray in these 
tests rather than the 35-foot swath recommended for the two-fan unit. The last 
two columns in Table 1 indicate the distance beyond the swath for the drift 
deposits to drop to 1 percent and 5 percent respectively of the application volume 
while spraying an upwind field. These tests and our previous work with boom 
sprayers indicate that drift deposits are generally less than 1 percent at 
distances less than 25 feet from the swath edge when flat-fan nozzles are used. 
Downwind distances for the Span Spray to reach even 5 percent of application 
volume ranged from 46 feet with 3.6 mph winds to 195 feet with 11.4 mph winds. 
Downwind distance required to drop below 1 percent of the application volume 
ranged from 151 feet to 1,100 feet. The reasons for the increased drift deposits 
downwind are the higher number of small droplets in the spray produced by the 
Span Spray units and the placement of the fans at the 5- to 6-foot recommended 
height with the air directed horizontally. Lower operating heights, lower fan 
speeds, and directing the air at some downward angle would all reduce the down­
wind deposits.
This unit can apply low gallonages (down to 1 gallon per acre) to large acreages 
very rapidly with no clogging problems. However, it should be used to apply only 
pesticides that cause no drift damage, or if such pesticides are used, then no 
sensitive crops or other valuable organisms should be downwind for considerable 
distances. As a rule of thumb, it should be used to apply only those pesticides 
that can be safely applied by air.
Whirl chamber Nozzle Comparisons
Whirlchamber nozzles are commonly used for applying herbicides that require in­
corporation. Wide fan angles produced at low pressures allow whirlchamber nozzles 
to be conveniently mounted on equipment used for herbicide incorporation. The 
five direct comparisons of drift deposits made with the whirlchamber nozzle are 
summarized in Table 2. The whirlchamber nozzles produce smaller drops than either 
the flat-fan or flooding flat-fan nozzles when operated at recommended pressures. 
In our test the whirlchamber nozzles resulted in higher drift deposits in every 
comparison made. In wind speeds of 5 to 15 miles per hour, a range of 2.4 to 
15.5 percent of the application volume was deposited outside the spray swath.
This was two to three times larger than the spray drift of the flat-fan and 
flooding nozzles at the same climatic conditions. However, downwind drift de­
posits reduced very rapidly away from the swath. The last two columns in Table 2 
indicate slightly more material deposited downwind from the whirlchamber nozzles, 
but generally the amount has been reduced to less than 1 percent of the applica­
tion volume in the first 20 feet from the swath. Our tests were made with the 
whirlchamber nozzles directed straight down, although it is sometimes recommended 
that they be rotated forward or back 30 degrees in order to obtain a more uniform 
distribution pattern. Rotation of the nozzles in this manner would cause a 
portion of the pattern to be directed in a horizontal direction, resulting in 
even larger downwind drift deposits than given in Table 2.
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High-Volume Flooding Nozzles
Flotation sprayers often utilize flooding nozzles that have flow rates of 1 to 
5 gallons per minute. We are beginning a series of drift comparisons of commonly 
used high-volume nozzles at various operating conditions. Results of three 
initial comparisons are given in Table 2 (comparisons 6 , 7, and 8 ). The KLC18 
nozzle was mounted at a height of 40 inches and had a flow rate of 2.5 gallons 
per minute at 25 psi. Although the amount of material depositing outside the 
swath was large (23.1 to 38.2 percent), most of the downwind deposits were 
collected within 10 feet of the swath. The last column in Table 2 for comparisons 
7 and 8 indicates very little difference between the nozzles for the downwind 
distance required to reduce the volume to 1 percent of the application volume.
Many sprayers now use devices to maintain a constant spray volume independent of 
travel speed. They all require large increases in nozzle pressure for increases 
in travel speed. Additional comparisons will be made to determine the effect of 
increased pressure on spray drift deposits.
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Table 1. Downwind Drift Deposits of Spray Applications with a Model 141 Span Spray Unit
Nozzle type and conditions
Application
volume
(gpa)
Wind
speed
(mph)
Temp.
C°F1
Rel. 
hum.
0 0
Spraya
drift
no s
Total 
drift*5 
beyond 
ft. (%)
Distance0 (ft.) 
for deposits 
to drop to 
5% 1%
1. Span Spray orifice 89 at 32 psi 15.9 6 . 8 64 36 63 81 170 268
Flat Fan 8002 at 30 psi 24.1 26 6 12 2 0
2. Span Spray orifice 89 at ,30 psi 6.5 14.0 65 50 67 80 169 376
Flat Fan 8002 at 30 psi 27.4 30 6 11 24
3. Span Spray orifice 70 at 30 psi 3.1 6.5 84 32 53 35 115 314
Flat Fan 8002 at 30 psi 27.6 37 5 16 24
4. Span Spray orifice 89 at 2 0 psi 6.4 9.1 93 24 50 33 1 0 0 175
5. Span Spray orifice 45 at 45 psi 5.9 3.6 72 72 13 14 46 153
6 . Span Spray orifice 45 at 45 psi 3.8 5.2 75 32 16 12 61 151
7. Span Spray orifice 59 at 30 psi 3.5 1 1 . 6 81 65 56 56 140 438
8 . Span Spray orifice 59 at 30 psi 3.1 11.4 80 47 65 103 195 1 , 1 0 0
aPercent of total drift deposits collected outside the spray swath.
t>Total drift passing beyond an 8 -foot boundary and settling out on the ground surface when making passes back 
and forth working gradually upwind for one-quarter mile. 
cDownwind distance for the amount settling on the ground surface to equal 5 percent and 1 percent respectively 
of the application volume when spraying an upwind field.
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Table 2. Downwind Drift Deposits of Spray Applications with Whirlchamber and High-Volume Flooding Nozzles
Total Distance0 (ft.)
Application Wind Rel. Spraya drift for deposits
volume speed Temp. hum. drift beyond to drop to
Nozzle type and conditons (gpa) (mph) (°F ) (%) (%) 8 ft.b (%) 5% 1%
Whirlchamber nozzle comparisons
1. Whirlchamber WRW 4 at 15 psi 39.6 15.1 79 43 15.3 2 . 6 7 2 0
Flat-fan 8002 at 30 psi 30.4 4.7 0 . 2 3 7
2. Whirlchamber WRW 4 at 15 psi 39.8 1 0 . 2 59 91 9.8 0.9 5 14
Flat-fan 8002 at 30 psi 30.5 4.4 1 . 1 4 14
3. Whirlchamber WRW 4 at 15 psi 49.2 5.2 75 28 2.4 0 . 2 2 7
Flat-fan 8002 at 30 psi 35.2 0.9 0 . 1 1 3
4. Whirlchamber WRW 4 at 15 psi 50.6 7.4 78 28 15.5 0 . 2 6 9
Flooding TK-2 at 15 psi 44.4 2 . 2 0 . 2 2 7
5. Whirlchamber WRW 4 at 15 psi 47.9 9.5 83 55 11.4 2 . 0 5 14
Flat-fan 8002 at 25 psi 31.3 3.7 0.9 2 8
High-volume flooding nozzle comparisons
6 . Flooding KLC18 at 25 psi 55.9 13.6 6 8 36 38.2 22.9 18 6 8
Flooding TK4 at 25 psi 52.4 24.4 7.8 13 29
7. Flooding KLC18 at 25 psi 53.6 1 1 . 2 47 56 23.1 1.7 9 15
Flooding TK4 at 25 psi 50.3 5.5 0 . 6 4 9
8 . Flooding KLC18 at 20 psi 25.5 9.3 51 51 36.7 7.4 14 30
Flat-fan 8002 at 20 psi 45.0 28.5 5.9 14 30
aPercent of total drift deposits collected outside the spray swath.
t’Total drift passing beyond an 8 -foot boundary and settling out on the ground surface when making passes back 
and forth working gradually upwind for one-quarter mile.
QDownwind distance for the amount settling on the ground surface to equal 5 percent and 1 percent respectively 
of the application volume when spraying an upwind field.
Johnsongrass Control
MERRILL ROSS
Johnsongrass, a perennial member of the sorghum family, was introduced and spread 
largely because of its potential as a forage crop. The plant reproduces both by 
seeds and vegetatively by rhizomes. The annual production of seed can be 5 to 10 
bushels per acre, thus ensuring a reservoir of seeds in the soil that can survive 
for 5 to 10 years. Individual rhizomes normally survive only one season, but since 
plants with six or more leaves generate new rhizomes, the perennial nature of john­
songrass infestations is ensured.
Johnsongrass is a warm-season grass, and it is limited in its northernmost range by 
climate. Most generally it is considered a major problem south of U.S. Highway 40, 
where the soil freezes to only a few inches below the surface if at all. Since freez­
ing will kill the rhizomes, johnsongrass behaves like an annual further north.
Considerable progress has been achieved in johnsongrass control methods during the 
past decade. Ten years ago, a field heavily infested with johnsongrass would have 
lost at least one crop in four. In contrast, it is currently possible to maintain 
continuous, near-optimum crop production if a sound control program is employed. How 
ever, preventing the spread of johnsongrass to new areas is still a major problem.
A successful control program must consist of a properly planned, coordinated, and 
executed sequence of treatments over a period of time. A sound program must kill 
established plants and then prevent establishment of new plants from seed.
The failure to recognize the continuing contribution of seed in maintaining a john­
songrass infestation has resulted in more unsuccessful control programs than any 
other single factor. Chemical control of seedling johnsongrass is the foundation of 
any successful crop production system on johnsongrass-infested land. Seedling con­
trol along with tillage, crop competition, control of established plants, sanitation 
and other appropriate methods must be used if johnsongrass is to be controlled.
Cropland
A program for corn and soybean fields should always include herbicides for seedlings 
if the field has johnsongrass already, has a past history of johnsongrass, or is 
threatened by johnsongrass. Any field infested with johnsongrass should be plowed 
and the crop cultivated. Tillage serves to help control weeds with creeping under­
ground systems. Where there are heavy infestations of perennial plants, preplow 
foliage applications of a translocated herbicide should be used. Where practical, 
some hand roguing should also be considered.
A preplow foliage treatment of dalapon (Dowpon M or Basfapon) or glyphosate (Roundup) 
can be applied to established johnsongrass plants about 18 to 30 inches tall. This 
can be done either on regrowth following wheat harvest followed by clean tillage, or on 
growth coming from rhizomes in late spring. For best results, the chemical should 
be sprayed on the foliage and given a few days to allow for its translocation to the
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rhizomes. Then plow the field to additionally stress the johnsongrass plants. 
Following a wheat/chemical treatment, the field should be tilled often enough dur­
ing the remainder of the season to ensure that no plants reach the five-leaf stage 
in which new rhizomes are produced.
The foliage herbicides utilized as a spring treatment are best suited for use ahead 
of late-planted soybeans. The wheat/chemical/fallow program permits a free choice 
of crop and planting date the following spring. However, there may be a problem of 
fitting the crop of wheat into the rotation.
Johnsongrass seedlings should be controlled by preplant soil-incorporated applica­
tions of butylate-protectant (Sutan Plus) or EPTC-protectant (Eradicane) in corn, 
and by trifluralin (Treflan) or other dinitroaniline herbicides such as profluralin 
(Tolban), fluchloralin (Basalin), or butralin (Amex) in soybeans. At maximum label 
rates, some suppression of plants from germinating rhizomes can be obtained. However, 
the results are not as fast or reliable as the previously discussed preplow foliage 
treatments, particularly where there are heavy stands of rhizome johnsongrass.
Two cultivations, which should help eliminate one-half to two-thirds of those plants 
that escape the herbicide treatments, round out the basic single-season program.
Remember, a johnsongrass control program without a good seedling control treatment 
is no control program at all.
Noncropland
A companion program to control johnsongrass in noncrop areas will help eliminate sources 
of reinfestation from seed. This important adjunct to cropland control is frequently 
ignored. A number of methods are available, and the ones chosen should be matched 
to the situation in question. Where bare ground is acceptable, soil sterilants or 
repeated nonselective foliage treatments can be used. If a ground cover is desired, 
repeated mowing in conjunction with a cool-season turfgrass is a possibility.
No-Till
Considering the currently available technology, no-till crop production systems are 
not adapted to johnsongrass-infested fields. Lack of good preemergence seedling 
herbicides and the loss of the control supplied by tillage operations appear to be 
the major contributing factors.
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Wireworms and Their Control
F. T. TURPIN
The number of infestations of wireworms in corn has declined dramatically in recent 
years. Bigger and Decker-*- reported that, of the 452 Illinois cornfields they stud­
ied between 1954 and 1963, 53 percent had wireworms present. A similar study con­
ducted in Indiana from 1972 through 1974 showed that only 3.8 percent of 234 study 
fields had wireworms present (Turpin and Thieme, unpublished data). The apparent 
decline of the wireworm as a corn pest reflects probably more than anything else a 
change in corn cropping patterns. Corn following sod, once common in the Corn Belt, 
is now rare, having been superseded by continuous corn or a corn and soybean rota­
tion. Without sod for oviposition sites, the numbers of wireworms in corn have dwin­
dled, reducing their pest status from primary to secondary. Thus, control of wire- 
worms often is ancillary to rootworm control; moreover, in cases where wireworm is 
the primary insect pest, control is attempted by using a rootworm insecticide.
During the past few years, insecticide testing in Indiana has studied performance of 
current corn soil insecticides for wireworm control. Several methods have been used 
to evaluate wireworm control, but the percentage of dead wireworms found in treated 
rows is probably the best single indicator of potential product performance. Percent­
ages of wireworms killed by commonly used rootworm insecticides are summarized in 
the table. Generally, plots where more than 30 percent of the wireworms were found 
dead suffered little damage as measured by either stand reduction or yield loss.
Table 1. Percentage of Wireworms Killed by Row Application of Soil Insecticides to 
Corn
Method of Percent
Product Ratea application^ dead wireworms0
Counter 1 . 2 IF 65
Mo cap 1 . 2 band 49
Furadan 2.4 IF 45
Counter 1 . 2 band 35
Thimet 1 . 2 band 32
Dyfonate 1 . 8 band 27
Furadan 1 . 2 IF 25
Furadan 1 . 2 band 21
aldrin 1 . 2 IF 224
heptachlor 1 . 8 band 5d
untreated .5
fOunces of active ingredient per 1 , 0 0 0 feet of row.
dIF = in seed furrow ; band = 7" band inl front of press--wheel.
cAverage of 3 plots (1973-1976). More than 30 percent dead wireworms generally pro-
vides adequate control.
dTwo plots only.
IBigger, J.H., and G.C. Decker. 1966. Controlling root-feeding insects of corn. II- 
linois Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 716. 24p.
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To be most effective, insecticides applied for wireworm control should be placed in 
the seed furrow, where possible. In all tests since 1973, chlorinated hydrocarbon 
insecticides have performed poorly and in some instances provided no control at all. 
Several currently used rootworm insecticides— including Counter, Mocap, Furadan, 
Thimet, and Dyfonate— provided some wireworm control in these tests.
SUMMARY
Wireworms have become a rather minor problem to corn producers and can be effectively 
controlled where necessary using rootworm insecticides applied as row treatments. 
Chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides were not effective for wireworm control from 
1973 through 1976.
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Aquatic Weed Control
CAROLE LEMBI
Aquatic weed control methods are well established in the state of Illinois. In fact, 
in Indiana we use many of the same principles and methods in the control of aquatic 
weeds, since most aquatic plant species in Indiana are identical with those in Illinois.
Purdue's Approach to Aquatic Weed Control
Our approach to solving a weed infestation in a pond or lake is based on the accurate 
diagnosis of the problem. First, a chemical applicator must become familiar with the 
situation. Is the owner of the pond looking for complete weed control or only partial 
control? What purpose does the body of water serve? Is it strictly recreational, or 
is the water to be used for irrigation, watering livestock, or for domestic purposes? 
Is there a rapid outflow of water from the pond, or is it relatively still? How much 
does the outflow increase after a spring rain? Are there valuable trees and shrubs 
adjacent to the pond that could be injured by herbicide application? Answers to these 
questions will aid in determining what kind of treatment program is required for each 
situation.
Of equal importance in determining the history of the pond is identification of the 
problem weeds. Identification should be as to species, and the Department of Conser­
vation in Springfield, Illinois, has several excellent publications for aquatic weed 
identification. Probably the most common misidentification problem is with the plant 
Chara (common names are muskweed or stonewort). This plant looks like a flowering 
plant because it appears to have roots, stems, and leaves. In reality, chara is an 
alga, and as such, must be treated with an algicide such as copper sulfate or a broad- 
spectrum herbicide such as Aquazine. Too often people attempt to use Diquat for the 
control of chara, a mistake which can be very expensive.
Once the problem-causing plants have been indentified and the situation analyzed, the 
appropriate herbicide can be chosen. The chemical dosage must be calculated as accu­
rately as possible to avoid possible toxicity to fish or other aquatic organisms. For 
example, the surface area can be calculated by pacing the length and width of a pond 
or by visiting the local Soil Conservation Service office for specific dimensions and 
areas of many ponds. The depth can be determined by taking soundings from a boat with 
a weighted rope or chain marked in feet. The average depth can be found by averaging 
a large number of soundings or by finding the deepest part of the pond or lake and 
dividing the maximum depth by two. Remember that the deepest part of a pond is usually 
at the dam end. Do not base your average depth calculation on what the pond or lake 
owner estimates it to be. Owners tend to exaggerate the depth of their ponds, and it 
usually ends up being a lot shallower than they suspect. In addition, if the pond is 
more than 4 to 5 years old, enough vegetation and sediment may have filled the pond 
so that what was once a 15-foot-deep pond is now only 10 feet deep. Most aquatic her­
bicides are recommended on the basis of acre-feet. The number of acre-feet in a body 
of water is calculated by multiplying surface acres by the average depth.
Timing of application and water temperature are also important. We recommend that 
aquatic herbicides be applied as early in the season as water temperature, outflow
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rates, and turbidity of the water allow. Aquatic herbicide treatments applied in July 
and August greatly increase the chance for fish kills, because of the greater amount 
of vegetation present and because warmer water holds less oxygen than does colder wa­
ter. Most aquatic herbicide labels recommend treatment at water temperatures above 
60° to 65°F. These temperatures are usually met from late April through May, and 
these times are the most appropriate for most aquatic treatments because the plants 
are still young, actively growing, and most susceptible to herbicide activity. How­
ever, there are complicating factors in treating this early in the season. The major 
complication is the spring rains, which can cause increased outflow and turbidity. A 
heavy spring rain after an aquatic herbicide application can wash the chemical down­
stream so quickly that it does not have a chance to act on the weeds in question. Tur­
bidity from suspended soil particles can deactivate strong cationic herbicides such 
as Diquat and probably affect the activity of Aquazine as well. Unfortunately, heavy 
spring rains can cause the postponement of treatment until mid- or late June, when the 
weeds have just about taken over a pond or lake. About the only cure for this is to 
then use partial treatments so as not to kill too much vegetation at one time.
Finally, make sure the applicator reads the herbicide label carefully and follows it 
to the letter.
Weed Control Research
Among the herbicides now being tested at Purdue is Aquazine. This research has been 
in progress for the last 3 years. Aquazine is the trade name for simazine (also pack­
aged as Princep, a corn herbicide). It received a label for aquatic use in January, 
1976. Aquazine is a broad-spectrum herbicide, controlling both algae and flowering 
underwater plants. It is relatively long lasting, usually persisting throughout the 
season. In our field and barrel tests, we have found Aquazine to control a wide va­
riety of aquatic plants at rates of 1.0 to 2.0 ppm (3.4 to 6 . 8  pounds per acre-foot). 
Last summer we looked specifically at its effectiveness on the floating plants duck­
weed (Lemna) and watermeal (Wolffia). These plants are not now listed on the Aquazine 
label. We found that duckweed is easily controlled with Aquazine at a rate of 1.0 ppm; 
watermeal is a little more difficult to control and usually requires two treatments 
at the 1.0 to 1.5 ppm rate. Aquazine is definitely more effective on these difficult- 
to-control aquatic weeds than any of the other herbicides now on the market. Ciba- 
Geigy is trying to get a state label (Indiana) for Aquazine on duckweed and water­
meal; we hope a federal label will be forthcoming.
Aquazine is a slow-acting herbicide; the effects are usually not seen on underwater 
weeds for 2 to 3 weeks following application. Injury to algae and the duckweeds is 
usually much quicker. Because of the gradual vegetation die-off, we hoped that the 
possibility for fish kills would be lessened. However, this did not seem to be the 
case, and as with all aquatic herbicides, treatments of dense stands or infestations 
of aquatic vegetation with Aquazine has caused fish kills in several ponds in Indiana. 
Another possible drawback to the use of Aquazine is the potential for injury to trees 
and shrubs along the shoreline. We treated five ponds with Aquazine this summer, all 
with trees along the shoreline. We had only one tree loss, a small weeping willow. 
Other trees around it were not injured. However, grasses along the shoreline, such as 
reed canarygrass, are very sensitive to Aquazine. The warning on the label about trees 
within 50 feet of an Aquazine-treated pond should be brought to the attention of all 
potential users of the chemical.
Another chemical with which we have been working is the water-soluble blue dye 
Aquashade. The idea behind this product is that the blue color absorbs the light energy,
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which would otherwise be utilized by underwater plants for photosynthesis. Although 
the product has no direct phytotoxicity, it gradually causes the plants to starve to 
death because they cannot synthesize food. We have found Aquashade to be effective on 
a wide variety of underwater weeds. The pondweeds, such as curly-leaf, are extremely 
sensitive to it. Chara, elodea, and the naiads are also sensitive. The dye, however, 
ideally should be added to the water before plant growth has started in the spring. 
Once the plants have reached the surface of the water, the dye is not effective. 
Aquashade also appears to be partially effective on algae if it is applied early, 
while the algae is still lying on the bottom of the pond or before it rises to the 
surface. Aquashade, in general, is not effective on floating plants, such as the 
duckweeds. The major limitation to the use of Aquashade is the dilution factor. If 
the pond has an outflow, the dye will be rapidly diluted after a spring rain and 
will lose its effectiveness. The dye is best suited for ponds with little or no out­
flow. In addition, we have found that the dye will be taken out of the water rapidly 
by suspended soil particles, so the pond should be relatively clear before treatment 
is made. We have found that Aquashade's biggest market will probably be on golf course 
ponds where the aesthetic quality of a blue pond can be combined with aquatic weed 
control.
The third phase of our research has been devoted to a weed-eating fish, the white 
amur (also known as the grass carp or Chinese carp). We have been primarily concerned 
with its ability to control weeds and its effects on the aquatic environment and oth­
er fish species. Our first year's data indicate that the amur will control vegetation 
and that it has a limited effect on water quality parameters for game fish species. 
However, several years of study are required before we can decide whether this exotic 
fish should be introduced into Indiana's waters for aquatic weed control. It should 
be emphasized that it is illegal to import the amur into either Indiana or Illinois.
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New Developments in Wheat Disease Control
B. J. JACOBSEN
During 1974 and 1975, wheat yields were reduced 15 to 20 percent by Septoria leaf 
blotch (Septoria tritici), Septoria glume blotch {Septoria nodorum), and Scab (Fu- 
sariwn roseum f. sp. oerealis) as measured by fungicide control. These diseases 
cause yield losses of this magnitude and greater in wet springs. However, in drier 
springs, such as in 1976, these diseases are of much lesser importance and cause lit­
tle yield reduction. Septoria fungi are spread by splashing rain. The scab fungus 
requires wet weather at flowering for infection.
Besides reducing yields, these fungi and others reduce seed quality. The scab fungus 
also causes a serious seedling blight. Seedlings weakened in the fall by seedling 
blights are often winter-killed.
Because of the nearly annual importance of these diseases in Illinois and reports of 
Septoria control by fungicide applications elsewhere, the value of foliar application 
of fungicides has been examined for the past three years.
1974
In 1974, the effect of timing and the number of fungicide sprays was examined at 
Belleville, Illinois, in cooperation with Dr. George Kapusta of Southern Illinois Uni­
versity. Results of those trials are given in Table 1. Experiments were also ini­
tiated to examine the efficacy of benomyl-mancozeb combinations on the Septoria dis­
eases and scab. Results are given in Table 2.
Table 1. Effect of Mancozeb3- Fungicide Applications on Wheat Varieties 
as Affected by Timing
Number of _________________________ Yield (bu./A.)
sprays Abe Arthur Arthur 71 Oasis
8 6 6 . 8 50.0 54.8 59.2
6 61.2 53.6 56.8 57.0
4 62.0 55.0 58.3 63.3
2b 62.2 48.5 59.8 58.0
0 53.7 47.6 55.3 55.4
aManzate 200 at 2 pounds per acre.
bLast applications at heading plus 10 days. Other applications at 10-day intervals.
Results of 1974 experiments showed that two to four sprays gave excellent control of 
the Septoria diseases and provided yield increases of 0.9 to 8.5 bushels per acre, 
depending upon the variety. In plots sprayed with benomyl, heads were much freer of 
Septoria glume blotch and scab than they were in plots receiving no spray or mancozeb 
alone. However, Septoria leaf blotch control was superior in plots receiving a full 
rate of mancozeb.
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Table 2. Effect of Benomyl,a Mancozeband Benomyl Plus Mancozeb 
on Yield of Arthur 71 Wheat
Treatment
Rate 
(lb./A.)
Yield
(bu./A.)
Test weight 
(lb./bu.)
mancozeb 2 lb. 40.69 60.25
benomyl 1 lb. 38.33 60.25
benomyl + mancozeb 1 / 2 lb. + 1 lb. 40,69 60.50
unsprayed . .  . 32.90 59.25
aBenlate 50 WP.
^Manzate 200 80 WP.
In 1975, experiments using benomyl and :mancozeb sprays were repeated. Results are
given in Table 3.
Table 3. Effect of Fungicide Treatments on Percentage Seedborne Scab, Septoria
Leaf Blotch, Septoria Glume Blotch, and Grain Yield of Arthur 71 Wheat
Treatment Leaf blotcha Percent glume Yield
(lb./A.) Percent scab rating blotch (bu./A.)
None 24.3 5 57.3 38.6
1/4 lb. benomyl^ +
1 lb. mancozeb0 1 2 . 0 3.4 2 0 . 0 45.3
1 / 2 lb. benomyl 4.0 4.2 22.7 43.6
al = no flag leaf death, 6 = 1 0 0 % flag leaf death.
^Benlate 50 WP. 
cManzate 200.
Spray applied at 100 percent headed and 10 days later.
Results of these trials again showed that benomyl-sprayed plots had less scab and 
glume blotch infection and that the addition of mancozeb aided in Septoria leaf 
blotch control.
1976
Extensive fungicide trials were conducted in 1976 using many different fungicides. 
Because of the "dry" spring, little disease developed, and yields in sprayed plots 
were not statistically different from those in unsprayed plots. Benlate, Dithane 
M-45, Manzate 200, Bravo, Difolatan, and Bay Meb 6447 applied alone or in combination 
with Benlate showed promise in Septoria glume blotch control.
Conclusions
1. The Septoria and scab diseases cause 15 percent or greater yield reductions in 
"wet" (1974 and 1975) springs and cause little or no yield loss in "dry" (1976) 
springs.
2. Yield losses can be prevented by timely application of fungicides. At present, 
mancozeb plus benomyl is the best control for Septoria diseases plus scab. How­
ever, mancozeb provides excellent control only of Septoria leaf blotch. In gen­
eral, application at early heading and 10 days later will provide economic con­
trol. An additional application in the boot stage may be helpful if disease pressure 
is high.
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3. As with other fungicide applications, thorough, uniform coverage is needed, Air­
craft should apply a minimum of 5 gallons of water per acre using hollow-cone 
nozzles, or 4 gallons per acre if "Micronaire" units are used. The addition of
a spreader-sticker is advised.
4. Fungicide sprays are justified if infection is visible on the upper two leaves 
when wheat is in the boot stage. If these leaves are free of Septoria symptoms, 
disease losses are not likely to be economic.
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Insect Situation and Outlook 
And Insecticide Usage
J. L. WEDBERG, K. D. BLACK
Highlights
Western and northern corn rootworms rate the "Insect of the Year Award" for 1976. Bee­
tle populations observed during our August survey have never been higher in the 10- 
year history of the survey. In many areas, beetle emergence coincided with corn silk 
emergence and pollen shed. Protection against silk clipping by rootworm beetles was 
a major reason for sparying an estimated 1,104,600 acres (Table 1).
Soybeans were attacked by the two-spotted mite in several drouth-stricken areas. Prob­
lems were most severe in the west-southwest and southwest cropping districts. If the 
dry cycle continues, this mite may also be a problem during 1977.
There were relatively few problems with other insect and mite pests of field crops as 
compared with 1975. County Extension advisers in agriculture answered an insecticide- 
use questionnaire covering the use and methods of insecticide application in their 
counties (Tables 1 through 4). During 1976, county advisers averaged 871 inquiries 
concerning insect pests of the home, yard, and garden, and 6 6 8 about agricultural 
insects. The most common insect pest problems reported by advisers during 1976, in 
order of decreasing importance for agricultural and nonagricultural areas, are as 
follows:
Agricultural Nonagricultural
1 . Corn rootworms 1 . Lawn insects
2 . Alfalfa weevil 2 . Aphids
3. Black cutworm 3. Vegetable insects
4. Two-spotted mite on soybeans 4. Ornamental insects
5. True armyworm 5. Pantry insects
6 . Corn flea beetle 6 . Ants
7. Grasshoppers 7. Mosquitoes
8 . Corn leaf aphid 8 . Bagworm
9. Potato leafhopper 9. Termite
1 0 . Wireworms 1 0 . Cockroaches
Dollar Savings Due to Insecticides
An estimated 8,186,370 acres of Illinois field crops were treated with insecticides 
during 1976, with an estimated savings from crop loss to farmers of $52,350,230 above 
treatment costs (Table 1). Control of soil insects in corn accounts for 78 percent 
of the estimated profit from using an insecticide. It is estimated that the diazinon 
planter-box seed treatment was used on an additional 1,556,000 acres. The percentage 
of acres treated by aerial and ground applicators and by individual farmers is given 
in Tables 2 and 3. Trends in the kinds of insecticides used are given in Table 4.
Corn Insects
Corn Rootworms. The abundance of rootworm beetles in a cornfield is an indicator of 
the potential for larval damage the following year if the field is replanted to corn.
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Most eggs are deposited during August, and the potential for egg laying should be 
greatest in fields with high adult numbers during mid- to late summer. As previously 
stated, the populations observed during our August survey were the highest ever re­
corded in the 10-year history of the survey. Because of this, the potential for dam­
age by larvae is quite high for 1977. Moderate to severe damage by western and north­
ern corn rootworms is expected in many fields of corn following corn in the area 
north of a line from Pittsfield to Decatur to Danville (Figure 1). Light to moderate 
damage is expected in some fields in south-central counties north of a line from 
Collinsville to Paris. The potential for rootworm damage south of this line is quite 
low.
The western corn rootworm has now spread to 70 counties (Figure 2). New county re­
cords for 1976 include Calhoun, Clinton, Washington, Marion, Jasper, Coles and Edgar 
counties.
Black Cutworm. Although quite widespread, damage was not as extensive as during 1975. 
It is estimated that 105,340 acres received emergency treatment and that 54,000 acres 
of corn had to be replanted. Dry, hot weather caused the cutworm to work underground 
in many areas. When this happens, emergency insecticide treatments are less effec­
tive because the probability of the cutworm coming in contact with the insecticide 
is lowered.
As corn plants emerge during 1977, frequent observations should be made for signs of 
cut, wilting, or missing plants. In general, the heaviest infestations have occurred 
in fields with considerable surface debris from the preceding crop or weeds. If you 
find damage, dig around the base of plants to find worms. If you find 2 or more worms 
per 100 plants, or if 3 percent or more of the plants have been cut and worms are 
present, make plans to treat at once before the damage becomes greater. When cutworms 
are approximately 1 inch long, they will feed for another 1 0 to 1 2 days if tempera­
tures average 70° F. or higher.
European Corn Borer. First- and second-generation populations were low during 1976 
(Tables 6 , 7, and 8 ). The 59,710 acres treated during 1976 was down significantly 
from the 82,000 acres treated during 1975.
The potential for first-brood injury during 1977 is lower than it was for 1976 (Fig­
ure 3). The overwintering, or second-brood, population for 1975 averaged 73 borers 
per plant. In 1976 the overwintering populations averaged 32 borers per plant.
Corn Leaf Aphids. The incidence of this pest was extremely low during 1976. The 8,370 
acres treated was the lowest total in recent years. Most corn was planted early 
enough to be past the critical late-whorl to pollen-shed stages before populations 
peaked.
During 1977, fields should be examined when the tassels begin to show. Pull 25 whorls 
in four places in a field; unroll the leaves and determine the percentage of infested 
plants and the number of aphids per infested plant. Treatment is justified if 50 per­
cent or more of the plants have light to moderate infestations of aphids (50 to 300 
aphids per plant) with 1 to 3 percent of the plants heavily infested (tassel covered), 
and if corn is under moisture stress.
White Grubs. White grubs damaged corn in several east-central fields during 1976. These 
were not the white grubs (Phyllophaga rugosa) that have been common in a three-year 
cycle in corn-soybean rotations in the past. The "new" grub was determined to be P. 
futiliSj which generally has a two-year life cycle and has not been common in the
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past. Although the grubs varied in size, they undoubtedly hatched from eggs laid 
during 1975. These grubs will feed for awhile next spring, pupate, and emerge as 
adults. Apparently, the adults will readily lay eggs in soybeans, since all of the 
infested fields were used to grow soybeans during 1975.
The white grub with which we have previously experienced problems in corn-bean rota­
tions (P. rugosa) has a three-year cycle. Population peaks historically follow a 
three-year cycle, and 1977 is to be a peak year. Although the severity of a "peak" 
year is impossible to predict, P. rugosa is likely to cause more problems during 
1977 than in either 1976 or 1978.
Corn Thrips. Both the yellow (Anaphothrips obsourus) and the black (Frankliniella 
tenuicornis) species were numerous in whorls of corn plants (mid-May to mid-June) 
in many cornfields south of Interstate 70. Some fields had as many as 150 to 200 
thrips per plant.
These tiny insects (1/6 inch long) feed on the leaves, causing white streaks. Under 
heavy infestation the leaves have a silvery appearance.
Corn plants are able to withstand heavy populations of thrips, and control is seldom 
necessary. Economic thresholds for these insects are not well defined. Our recommen­
dation is to spray if severe discoloration and wilting are apparent, especially if 
soil moisture is in short supply.
Small Grain
True Armyworm. There were fewer problems with this pest in 1976 than in 1975. A "hot 
spot" in the east-southeast and east districts accounted for over 50 percent of the 
estimated 33,670 acres sprayed.
Hessian Fly. Populations in wheat were low again this year, with the state average 
of 1 puparia (flaxseed) per 100 tillers being less than the 10-year average of 3 per 
100 tillers (Figure 4 and Table 9).
Wheat Curl Mite. The pest (Aoeria tulipae) is a vector of wheat streak mosaic virus; 
the incidence of wheat streak mosaic has been increasing in the southern half of Il­
linois, particularly where double-cropping of soybeans was practiced and volunteer 
wheat was present. None of the Illinois wheats are resistant to the virus, and no 
practical insecticidal or miticidal control agents are available.
Historically, the best control techniques have involved the cultural practices of 
eliminating volunteer wheat during the summer and observing the Hessian fly-free 
date for fall-sowing wheat. Destruction of volunteer wheat during the summer by var­
ious tillage methods destroys a potential reservoir of mites for fall infestation. 
Observance of the fly-free date is beneficial because it helps wheat escape mite mi­
gration from other host plants.
The increased incidence of wheat streak mosaic and its probable relation to the in­
creased practice of double-cropping wheat could become a major problem and is a sit­
uation that will be closely watched by Extension entomologists and plant pathologists.
Clover and Alfalfa Insects
Alfalfa weevil. This insect is still the major insect pest of alfalfa in Illinois, 
and 215,000 acres of alfalfa received at least one spring insecticide application for 
this insect. In 1977, we anticipate moderate to severe damage in the area south of 
a line extending from Rock Island to Joliet (Figure 5).
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Potato Leafhoppers. Problems were mild in comparison to the record year of 1975. In 
1976, 31,470 acres were sprayed, as compared with 77,820 during 1975.
These small, green, wedge-shaped insects migrate into Illinois from the south each 
year. As they suck juice from alfalfa plants, they inject a toxin that causes a 
yellowing, purpling, and stunting called "hopperburn" in second- and third-crop al­
falfa. Once this damage occurs, the alfalfa must be cut, because damaged plants will 
not recover. However, new shoots will grow normally after cutting.
Treatment is justified if swarms of these insects are observed during alfalfa cutting 
or on new growth the second crop.
Meadow spittlebug. Our annual field survey indicates that spittlebug numbers will be 
light to noneconomic in the spring of 1977 (Figure 6 ).
Soybean Insects
Green cloverworms. Numbers remained low during 1976, with only 3,120 acres receiving 
treatment.
Mexican Bean Beetle. An infestation of Mexican bean beetles was discovered in a late- 
planted soybean research plot at the Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. This is the 
second recorded recovery of this pest from Illinois soybeans.
Grasshoppers. The west-southwest and southeast districts have the greatest potential 
for problems with grasshoppers during 1977 (Figure 7).
Two-spotted Mite. During the summer of 1976, we experienced the worst outbreak of 
the two-spotted mite (Tetranyohus urticae) that we have ever had. Soybeans in the 
west-southwest and southwest cropping districts were hardest hit. Many areas ex­
perienced abnormally hot, dry weather during the summer, and this mite requires these 
conditions to reach epidemic proportions. The mite is nearly microscopic in size, 
and its injury symptoms resemble injuries due to drouth. As a result, many growers 
blamed the yellow, stunted appearance of infested soybeans on the dry weather. Con­
sequently, many fields were sprayed much later than they should have been.
Mite-infested plants are stunted. Leaves are mottled yellow; under heavy infesta­
tions leaves will die, turn brown, and fall to the ground. Prolonged, heavy infesta­
tions will kill plants.
Mite injury usually starts along field margins. This is because of the migration of 
mites out of adjacent clover, grasses, weeds, and so on. During 1976, we found ex­
ceptions to the "border effect" in that some infestations appeared to begin in the 
middle of the field. This probably resulted from mites being blown around by the 
wind.
If a field of soybeans exhibits the typical symptoms of mite injury during 1977, 
carefully examine the undersides of several leaves. Look for the fine webbing that 
is characteristically associated with these mites. The mites are eight-legged, in­
sectlike animals and are so small that they will appear as tiny, black, slow-moving 
specks on the undersides of leaves. It takes a good hand lens or a microscope to 
see the mites clearly. Many people do not have access to these tools. Another way 
of checking for the mites is to place a large sheet of white paper on the ground, 
sharply tap some plants against the paper, and then watch for the moving black specks.
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Since infestation typically begins along the margins of soybean fields, these areas 
should be watched most carefully. If an infestation begins in this area, a grower 
can afford to frequently check it for a few days before deciding to spray. Often, 
infestations will be confined to the outer few rows, and in these cases spraying is 
usually not warranted. However, if it appears that the infestation is starting to 
spread, the infested area should be sprayed immediately. It is advisable to spray 
several additional rows to serve as a buffer zone.
Rains, particularly hard and beating rains, will help cleanse the plants and will at 
least temporarily relieve drouth stress. It should be remembered that rains will not 
always eliminate the mite problem.
From past experience we know that chemical control of mites in soybeans has been er­
ratic. The primary problem is coverage; mites are on the undersides of leaves and 
it is difficult to get sprays to them. Because of the size of the beans, most sprays 
have to be applied by air, making proper coverage difficult. Ideally, ground equip­
ment should be used and drops should be placed between the rows. Nozzles should be 
pointed at the row and should be directed slightly upwards and backwards away from 
the applicator. This will help direct sprays to the undersides of leaves. NOTE:
The operator should wear protective clothing and avoid spray drift when using this 
nozzle arrangement.
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Table 1. Acres of Field Crops Treated With Insecticides and Profit From Treatments, 
Illinois, 1976, Estimated From Reports by County Extension Advisers
Crop and insect Acres treated Estimated profit8
Corn
Corn flea beetles 51,490 $ 102,980
Armyworms 9,300 18,600
Corn rootworm adults 1,104,600 4,418,400
Corn leaf aphids 8,370 58,590
Cutworms 105,340 1,053,400
European corn borers 59,710 417,970
Grasshoppers 3,790 5,685
Soil insects 6,364,420 32,895,580b
Fall armyworms 20,150 40,300
TOTAL 7,727,170 39,011,505
Soybeans
Mites 125,030 6,501,560
Green cloverworms 3,120 4,680
Grasshoppers 6,670 2 0 , 0 1 0
TOTAL 134,820 $ 6,526,250
Wheat
Armyworms 33,670 $ 134,680
Sorghum
Webworm, fall armyworm, etc. 1,830 $ 2,745
Clover3 alfalfaand pastures
Armyworms 2 , 2 1 0 $ 4,420
Variegated cutworm 660 1,320
Alfalfa weevils 215,060 6,451,800
Pea aphids 440 880
Grasshoppers 37,600 56,400
Meadow spittlebugs 1,440 2,880
Potato leafhoppers 31,470 157,350
TOTAL 288,880 $ 6,675,050
1975 TOTAL 7,268,590 $46,823,220
1976 TOTAL 8,186,370 52,350,230
aOver and above treatment costs.
bBased on yield increase from use of rootworm insecticides.
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Table 2. Percent of Total Field Crops Treated by Commercial and Private Applicators 
in Illinois, 1964-1976
Percent of total acreage treated
Airplane Ground application
Year application Commercial Individual
1964 1 0 . 1 8.4 81.5
1965 4.9 10.4 84.3
1966 5.8 13.8 80.4
1967 5.5 14.7 79.8
1968 7.1 13.4 79.5
1969 5.3 15.2 79.5
1970 4.5 16.0 79.5
1971 5.5 13.9 80.6
1972 3.8 15.3 80.9
1973 15.5 19.6 64.9
1974 8 . 6 18.9 72.5
1975 9.1 18.5 72.4
1976 4.5 16.5 79.0
Table 3. Number of Acres Treated, by Method, for Certain Insects in Illinois, 1976
Airplane Ground application
Insect application Commercial Individual
Green cloverworm 420 1 , 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0
Clover and alfalfa insects 106,130 75,280 68,320
Corn soil insects 106,310 1,025,240 5,232,870
European corn borer 37,230 13,320 9,160
Grasshoppers 6,570 1,380 40,110
Corn leaf aphid 6,080 1,360 930
Sorghum insects 930 0 900
True armyworm 33,480 1,930 9,770
Fall armyworm 8,590 2,460 9,100
TOTAL 306,240 1,122,070 5,372,260
Table 4. Number of Corn Acres Treated With Different Types of Soi1 Insecticides,
1967-1976
Chlorinated Org,anic phosphates
Year hydrocarbons and carbamates Total
1967 5,601,572 602,721 6,204,293
1968 5,170,726 1,091,143 6,261,869
1969 4,517,931 1,990,138 6,508,069
1970 3,844,740 2,765,547 6,610,287
1971 2,723,119 3,418,920 6,142,039
1972 1,933,089 3,852,239 5,785,328
1973 1,7-37,510 3,960,543 5,698,053
1974 1,886,042 4,128,300 6,014,342
1975 916,480 4,586,390 5,502,870
1976 935,550 5,428,870 6,364,420
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Table 5. Northern and Western Corn Rootworm Populations, Illinois, 1971-1976
Average number of rootworm beetles
District and ________________________________________ per planta
county 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
N o r t h w e s t
Bureau .92 1.38 1.01 1.07 2.92 3.34
Lee .33 .56 .98 .35 .95 2.37
Mercer .61 .30 .17 .31 1.06 2.68
Ogle .69 .41 .88 .48 .61 5.17
Stephenson .80 1.70 1.37 1.95 2.60 4.33
Whiteside .52 .83 1.45 .63 1.57 3.00
AVERAGE .64 .98 .98 .80 1.62 3.48
N o r t h e a s t
Boone 1.95 .44 .40 .23 .49 1.78
DeKalb .30 .21 1.05 1.02 .69 1.66
LaSalle .93 .43 1.64 .21 1.57 2.44
AVERAGE 1.06 .36 1.03 .48 .92 1.96
W e s t
Adams .07 .26 .06 .06 .04 1.01
Henderson .89 1.64 .45 .27 .26 2.05
Knox 1.11 .24 .68 1.16 3.25
McDonough 1.38 1.13 ,13 .29 .06 1.70
Warren .24 1.29 .37 .21 1.40 2.48
AVERAGE .64 1.09 .25 .30 .58 2.10
C e n t r a l
Logan .64 .65 .58 1.36 .53 .73
McLean .28 .46 .93 .71 .15 2.01
Peoria .46 .89 .62 .68 1.55 1.65
Woodford .85 2.45 .81 1.93 2.84 2.34
AVERAGE .55 1.11 .74 1.17 1.27 1.68
E a s t
Champaign 1.05 2.25 1.86 .67 .33 1.62
Iroquois .29 .08 0 .42 .58 .27
Kankakee .46 .07 .13 .41 .95 .82
Livingston .31 .12 .79 .62 1.14 .96
Vermilion .64 0 0 .19 .33 .54
AVERAGE .55 .50 .56 .46 .67 .84
W e s t - s o u t h w e s t
Christian .01 .05 0 0 .57
Greene 0 .06 .23 0 .01 .30
Macoupin 0 0 .01 0 0 .60
Montgomery 0 .05 .06 0 0 .23
AVERAGE 0 .03 .09 0 .01 .43
E a s t - s o u t h e a s t
Clark .01 0 0 0 .01
Jasper 0 0 0 0 0 .02
Shelby 0 .35 .10 0 0 .52
AVERAGE 0 .12 .03 0 0 .18
S o u t h w e s t
Randolph .01 0 0 0 .01
St. Clair 0 0 0 0 0 0
Washington 0 0 .09 0 0 0
AVERAGE 0 0 .03 0 0 0
S o u t h e a s t
Gallatin 0 0 0 0 0 0
White 0b .01b . 31b 0b 0b 0
Wabash 0 .12 0 0 0
Wayneb 0
AVERAGE 0 .04 .10 0 0 0
aCounts include both western and northern species. Ten fields were surveyed at random in each county, 
bwayne County was sutstituted for Wabash County in 1976.
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Table 6. First- and Second-Generation Corn Borer Populations/ 1971-1976
Average number• of borers per 1 0 0 stalks of corna
District and 
county
1971
July Oct.
1972
July Oct.
1973
July Oct.
1974
July Oct.
1975
July Oct.
1976
July Oct.
Northwest
Bureau 2 49 5 85 0 8 6 8 2 0 4 177 1 15
Mercer* 8 164 10 57 • , 179 3 46 0 132 2 134
Ogle* 6 207 2 46 0 173 7 9 0 218 5 59
Whiteside* 6 253 3 49 0 97 6 7 1 0 293 1 2 2
AVERAGE 5 168 5 59 0 134 6 21 3 205 2 41
northeast
DeKalb* 5 1 0 2 0 14 0 19 18 7 1 81 0 9
LaSalle 2 89 1 19 0 109 4 28 5 85 0 16
McHenry^* 1 73 0 16 8 140 .  . 5 1 95 4 9
AVERAGE 2 89 1 19 3 89 11 13 3 87 1 11
West
Knox* 11 63 9 99 ,  . 181 0 23 0 39 7 87
McDonough* 16 1 0 0 1 0 79 .  ' 169 5 44 0 39 2 24
AVERAGE 13 82 1 0 89 • • 175 3 34 0 39 5 56
Central
Logan 1 60 2 11 0 15 1 28 0 7 0 5
McLean* 3 65 0 12 0 38 1 1 0 0 14 0 9
AVERAGE 2 62 1 12 0 27 1 19 0 1 0 0 7
East
Champaign* 0 34 0 . . 0 15 0 11 0 9 0 3
Iroquois* 0 123 0 2 2 0 126 0 15 1 30 0 26
Kankakee* 0 204 0 44 0 48 3 12 0 8 1 21
Livingston 0 117 0 25 0 107 4 11 1 30 0 3
AVERAGE 0 1 2 0 0 30 0 74 2 1 2 0 38 0 13
West-Southwest
Christian 0 64 2 3 0 59 2 47 0 13 0 17
Greene 2 116 3 17 1 8 6 2 56 5 85 2 7
Madison0 4 92 0 6 0 236 5 40 0 42 3 57
Sangamon 5 57 0 6 3 38 0 26 0 8 0 11
AVERAGE 3 82 1 8 1 105 2 42 1 37 1 23
OVERALL AVERAGE 3 107 2 34 1 1 0 1 4 23 2 74 2 17
aAsterisks indicate an 11-county comparison (see Table 10). 
^McHenry County replaces Boone County after July, 1976. 
cMadison County replaces Macoupin County after July, 1976.
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Table 7. Corn Borer Fall Population Surveys in 33 Illinois Counties, 1966-1976
District and 
county_______
N o r t h w e s t  
Bureau 
Jo Daviess 
Mercer 
Ogle
Whiteside
Winnebago
AVERAGE
N o r t h e a s t
McHenry
DeKalb
LaSalle
AVERAGE
W e s t
Adams
Brown-Cass
Henderson
Knox
McDonough
AVERAGE
C e n t r a l
Logan
Macon
McLean
Woodford
AVERAGE-
E a s t
Champaign
Iroquois
Kankakee
Livingston
Vermilion
AVERAGE
W e s t - S o u t h w e s t  
Christian 
Greene 
Madison 
Sangamon 
AVERAGE
E a s t - S o u t h e a s t
Clark
Effingham
Jasper
Marion
Moultrie
AVERAGE
S o u t h w e s t  
St. Clair 
AVERAGE
AVERAGE 33 COUN­
TIES ABOVE
AVERAGE ALL
COUNTIES SURVEYED
Average number of borers per 100 stalks of corn
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
129 113 150 198 62 49 85 86 20 177 15
69 39 295 112 111 116 40 108 4 118 84
109 76 217 331 42 164 57 179 46 132 134
58 52 100 85 59 207 46 173 9 218 59
167 26 177 42 81 253 49 97 7 293 22
54 34 213 71 169 224 52 80 15 168 89
98 57 192 139 87 169 55 121 17 184 67
21 13 113 73 52 102 14 19 7 81
9
9
88 87 304 97 62 93 28 109 28 85 16
47 32 148 75 62 89 14 85 12 73 11
502 98 169 269 209 52 52 658 26 160 82
148 58 349 184 93 73 31 158 26 12 21
285 115 287 367 50 193 149 162 9 100 100
232 136 300 183 85 63 99 181 23 39 87
153 93 191 199 131 100 79 169 44 39 24
249 102 233 235 130 108 84 246 28 64 67
28 30 41 13 3 60 11 15 28 7 5
5 23 52 28 11 68 14 6 29 7 7
103 82 267 46 24 65 12 38 10 14 9
493 125 288 64 43 61 17 128 33 42 24
267 90 187 84 27 67 17 71 25 26 11
8 7 80 12 9 34 15 11 9 3
42 21 321 69 17 123 22 126 15 30 26
56 41 94 66 53 204 44 48 12 8 21
84 65 540 140 36 117 25 107 11 30 3
16 11 195 92 50 68 8, 60 58 27 8
41 29 246 76 33 109 25 71 21 21 12
15 74 158 44 30 64 3 59 47 13 17
7
90 107 425 447 270 233 19 268 152 214 57
15 16 84 7 16 57 6 38 62 8 11
40 66 222 166 105 118 9 122 75 78 23
74 8 189 207 63 37 9 107 30 49 27
, , 38
44 59 196 118 95 388 10 236 35 69 42
51
22 66 172 54 11 42 1 4 21 10 1
47 37 189 138 56 130 8 100 28 36 32
96 110 357 444 58 365 46 259 97 155 44
96 110 357 444 58 365 46 259 97 155 44
120 61 205 139 71 120 34 126 29 75 33
112 57 211 170 85 130 32 126 36 73 34
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Table 8. Average First- and Second-Generation Corn Borer Popula­
tions , 1966-1976 (11-County Comparison)a
Year
Number of borers per 1 0 0 stalks of corn
First generation Second generation
1966 5 92
1967 9 51
1968 3 183
1969 5 105
1970 1 57
1971 5 126
1972 3 40
1973 1 108
1974 4 17
1975 1 87
1976 2 37
aStarred counties, Table 6 .
Table 9. Hessian Fly Populations, by Sections, July 1966-1976
Flaxseeds per 100 tillers
Section 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
West 7.2 2.5 1 . 0 1 . 0 .4 0 0 0 1 0 0
Central 2 . 1 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 .8 0 6 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 8
East 0 .5 0 0 0 , # , #
West-southwest 15.9 3.7 .18 1 . 0 3.1 2.3 1 . 0 0 5 1 . 2 3.0
East-southeast 25.6 4.2 4.3 3.0 1 . 2 5.5 4.0 1.3 1 2 . 1 1 . 6
Southwest 8 . 8 2 . 8 4.2 3.0 6 . 2 1 . 2 3.0 5.6 0 7.2 1.3
Southeast 2 2 . 6 13.0 2 . 0 2 . 0 4.4 1 . 2 14.0 6 . 0 _ 2 .4 0 . 8
STATE AVERAGE 14.4 5.3 1.9 2 . 0 3.3 2 . 0 4.4 2 . 2 2 1.7 1.3
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Figure 1. Western and northern corn rootworm prospects for 1977.
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Figure 2. Western corn rootworm distribution.
New record, 1975
New record, 1976
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Figure 3. European corn borer prospects for 1977.
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Figure 4. Hessian fig populations, July, 1976
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Figure 5. Alfalfa weevil prospects for 1977
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Figure 6. Meadow spittlebug populations, 1976.
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Figure 7. Grasshopper prospects for 1977.
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Spraying Soybeans for Disease Control
B. J. JACOBSEN
In late 1974 E.I. duPont de Nemours § Company received label clearance on Benlate 
for control of pod and stem blight, anthracnose, and Cercospora blight diseases of 
soybeans. In previous years, Dr. J.B. Sinclair, Professor of Plant Pathology, Uni­
versity of Illinois, had shown in small plot trials that Benlate applications re­
duced seedborne fungal diseases of soybeans, thereby increasing seed quality. In 1975 
a large-scale demonstration experiment was conducted to better evaluate Benlate ap­
plications on soybeans grown in Illinois. In cooperation with the duPont Company and cer­
tified seed producers, 20 plot locations were tested. Since the timing and rate of 
application were not well established on indeterminant growth soybeans (label infor­
mation was primarily gathered in determinant growth soybeans in the southern United 
States), applications were made when the lower pods were 1/2 inch to 3/4 inch long 
(early pod) and two to three weeks later (late pod). This timing was based on infor­
mation from the literature and from Dr. Sinclair's trials, which indicated that the 
pod and stem blight and anthracnose fungi infect during early pod development. Fungi­
cides mixed with 3 to 5 gallons of water per acre were applied by either fixed wing 
aircraft or rotor craft.
Results of the 1975 fungicide trials are given in Tables 1 through 4. Two applications 
of 1/2 pound of Benlate (at early and late pod) commonly gave the greatest yield in­
crease and highest seed weight of all treatments. The two application treatments also 
provided the best disease control and seed quality in most situations. The greatest 
differences between sprayed and unsprayed plots occurred where rainfall was greatest 
from 10 days before the first treatment until harvest and where the 5 gallons of 
water per acre treatment was used.
In 1976, Benlate fungicide field trials were conducted at several locations in Illi­
nois. In general, yields were increased 1/3 bushel per acre by Benlate treatments. 
This year as compared to 1975, the reduced response to fungicide treatment was be­
cause of less disease pressure. The diseases controlled by Benlate are favored by 
warm, wet weather from bloom to harvest; therefore, the cool, dry 1976 growing sea­
son did not favor disease development.
At one plot location (Tolono, Illinois) 24 fungicides or fungicide combinations were 
evaluated for control of pod and stem blight, anthracnose, and Septoria brown spot. 
Results of this trial are given in Table 5.
At the time of this writing, seed quality data are unavailable.
From 1975 results not reported here and the 1976 study at Tolono, it would appear 
that Benlate plus either Bravo, Difolatan, or Duter would provide better disease 
control than any of these materials applied alone. Combining these fungicides will 
prevent build up of Benlate-tolerant strains of fungi. It would also appear that 
several new fungicides— BASF 352 (BASF), BTS 40-542 (Boots, Ltd.), and EL222 and 288 
(Eli Lilly)— are quite promising. However, at the present time, only Benlate is reg­
istered by the EPA and is recommended by the University of Illinois.
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Conclusions
On the basis of two years of large-scale field studies, and four years of small plot 
studies, the use of fungicides on soybeans has shown benefits in terms of yield in­
creases and improved seed quality. However, 1976 demonstrates the importance of the 
environment in the development of pod and stem blight, anthracnose, Cercospora blight, 
and Septoria brown spot diseases. Therefore, the decision to apply fungicides should 
be made on the basis of the intended use of the crop, the yield potential, and the 
weather.
Because pod and stem blight disease is a major factor in poor seed quality in Illi­
nois seed, seedsmen are encouraged to apply fungicide to ensure high seed quality. 
This is particularly important if a delayed harvest is encountered. In general, the 
economics appear more favorable for fungicide application to seed fields than grain 
fields on a routine basis.
Fungicide application will generally increase yields 10 to 15 percent by controlling 
certain diseases. It will not increase yields where yield potential has been reduced 
by adverse weather, weeds, insects, or root rot diseases. In general, best results 
can be obtained on fields with high yield potential in a warm, wet season.
The diseases controlled by foliar application of fungicides are spread by splashing 
rain and are favored by warm (70° to 85° F.) temperatures. Therefore, little benefit 
from fungicide application will occur in a dry or cool season. If the season is dry 
(as 1976 was), the second fungicide application is not justified. Unfortunately, the 
first application must be treated as insurance, since at the time of application one 
cannot anticipate the weather.
The importance of thorough, uniform coverage cannot be overstated. Good fungicide 
application requires a minimum of 5 gallons of water per acre, applied by air. The 
aircraft must be flown no more than 6 to 8 feet over the crop so that the fungicide 
is driven into the canopy. In limited trials in 1976, ground equipment proved unsat­
isfactory for application of fungicides to soybeans.
The soybean producer should look at fungicides as one part of a complete soybean dis­
ease control program. Such a program should include crop rotation, sanitation, resist­
ant varieties, high quality seed, and good agronomic practices.
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Table 1. Results of 1975 Soybean Fungicide Trials— Yields
County Variety
Check
yield
Yield deviation from check by treatment with
1/2 pound 
early
1/2 pound 
+ 1/2 pound
1/2 pound 
late
1 pound 
early
Bushels per acre
Fayette Woodworth 46.7 5.9 8.6 2.6 3.9
Clinton Cutler 71 48.8 .8 4.5 4.9 3.2Madison Williams 50.4 1.8 5.8 .9 1.3Jefferson Williams 39.8 1.8 6.2 2.9 6.7
Coles Wayne 46.9 -.2 6.5 2.3 9.2Effingham Mitchell 51.3 3.8 6.2 5.3 7.5Hamilton Clark 63 49.2 .2 .8 -1.9 2.9
McDonough Williams 55.5 1.4 2.8 1.0 -1.7
Jersey Woodworth 39.6 3.8 3.8 .8 .4
Adams Wayne 41.2 .1 2.9 .5 0
Tazewell Wayne 61.6 -.7 2.4 1.2 -2.4
Vermilion Wells 47.0 1.8 2.1 1.4 .4
Logan Wayne 50.0 -3.0 .8 -1.5 1.4
Logan L 263 37.9 -.6 4.1 5.4 -1.9
LaSalle Amsoy 71 42.3 6.4 8.3 5.9 -.2
Lee Corsoy 44.8 2.5 1.9 -.4 -.8
Henry Amsoy 71 47.4 5.3 5.0 -2.0 -.4
Livingston NK S1474 41.9 1.4 1.5 .8 -.3
Ford Beeson 40.4 6.5 8.2 10.9 8.5
DeKalb Amsoy 71 47.5 2.5 2.9 3.6 2.4
Average 46.5 2.1 4.3 2.4 2.0
Flsd = 3.4 bu./A.
Table 2. 1975 Soybean Fungicide Trials— Germination
Germination percentage (cold-warm)a
1/2 pound 1/2 pound 1/2 pound 1 poundCounty Variety Check early + 1/2 pound late early
Fayette Woodworth 77-86.5 73-85.5 82-87.5 79-80.0 79-90.5Clinton Cutler 71 80-92.5 83-91.0 82-59.5 82-42.0 88-77.5’Madison Williams 88-75.5 92-91.0 84-95.5 89-85.5 76.80.5
Jefferson Williams 76-86.5 83-87.5 87-87.5 86.80.5 87.81.5Coles Wayne 80-86.0 81-81.5 79-86.0 78-87.5 82-78.5Effingham Mitchell 86-88.5 82- 78-88.0 87-90.0 89-86.5Hamilton Clark 63 79-87.5 86-74.0 84-86.0 87-88.0 83-84.0
McDonough Williams 74-67.0 74-77.0 90-69.5 73-87.5 78-83.5
Jersey Woodworth 76-95.0 89-91.0 77-90.5 81-90.5 73-92.5Adams Wayne 86-83.0 74-86.5 86-76.5 91-79.5 92-92.5
Tazewell Wayne 88-81.0 82-80.5 74-80.7 89-90.5 71-91.5
Vermilion Wells 66-85.5 79.84 .5 73-86.0 81-82.0 70-84.5Logan Wayne 78-78.0 74-85.5 73-79.5 65-85.5 78-81.5
Logan L 263 88-87.5 84-91.5 88-97.0 83-93.0 88-91.5
LaSalle Amsoy 71 82-73.0 86-87.5 81-94.5 86-94.5 85-77.0
Lee Corsoy 89-86.5 87-95.5 92- 85-93.0 88-94.5
Henry Amsoy 71 73-36.0b 90-74.5 81-87.5 85-84.5 86-80.0
Livingston NK S1474 82-90.5 89-89.0 81-83.5 87-84.5 79-91.5
Ford Beeson 75-96.5 75-90.5 74-88.5 65-77.5 82-86.0
DeKalb Amsoy 71 88-85.0 89.94.0 83.86.0 83-90.0 92-90.5
Average 80-83.0 83-86.2 81-84.7 82-84.0 82-85.8
aCold stress test by Illinois Crop Improvement Assn. Warm petri test by Plant Pathology De­
partment .
M^uch of the variability results from varying levels of bacteria which are not believed to be 
affected by "Benlate" treatments. The Henry Co. samples revealed 66, 23, 8, 18 and 18 per­
cent bacteria respectively.
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Table 3. 1975 Soybean Fungicide Trials— Diseases
County Variety
Percent of plant surface showing disease symptomsa
Check
1/2 pound 
early
1/2 pound 
+ 1/2 pound
1/2 pound 
late
1 pound 
early
Fayette Woodworth 36 42 28 56 30
Clinton Cutler 71 61 48 38 58 42
Madison Williams 76 46 46 66 43
Jefferson Williams 79 72 68 80 68
Coles Wayne 72 44 46 56 46
Effingham Mitchell 74 56 46 60 58
Hamilton Clark 63 100 98 76 86 62
McDonough Williams 84 54 30 60 52
Jersey Woodworth 56 54 74 76 58
Adams Williams 49 28 42 34 58
Tazewell Wayne 88 60 48 32 50Vermilion Wells 62 57 46 43 36
Logan Wayne 82 54 24 48 32
Logan L 263 70 60 42 52 40
LaSalle Amsoy 71 43 50 38 42 26Lee Corsoy 48 34 32 22 24
Henry Amsoy 71 80 46 58 26 32
Livingston NK S1474 70 48 64 50 46
Ford Beeson 28 34 30 32 32
DeKalb Amsoy 71 58 24 32 32 50
Average 66 50 45 51 44
aFrom Diaporthe spp., Anthraenose, and Septovia.
Table 4. 1975 Soybean Fungicide Trials— Seed Wei gh t
Grams per 100 seeds
1/2 pound 1/2 pound 1/2 pound 1 poundCounty Variety Check early + 1/2 pound late early
Fayette Woodworth 13.8 13.7 15.0 14.0 14.3Clinton Cutler 71 18.4 18.3 20.0 18.3 19.7Madison Williams 16.5 16.0 16.7 16.0 18.7Jefferson Williams 17.2 17.7 18.0 17.3 18.0Coles Wayne 16.3 16.7 17.7 17.0 19.0
Effingham Mitchell 14.3 14.7 14.7 14.3 14.7Hamilton Clark 63 17.0 17.3 18.3 17.0 17.3McDonough Williams 19.7 19.3 19.7 20.0 19.7Jersey Woodworth 15.0 14.7 15.7 14.3 14.7Adams Williams 16.2 17.0 16.3 17.3 16.3Tazewell Wayne 19.3 18.7 20.0 19.7 19.3Vermilion Wells 16.3 16.3 16.7 16.7 16.3Logan Wayne 19.7 18.7 19.3 19.7 18.0Logan L 263 15.3 16.0 15.7 15.7 14.7
LaSalle Amsoy 71 18.3 18.7 19.3 19.0 18.3Lee Corsoy 16.0 16.0 16.3 16.0 17.3Henry Amsoy 71 19.2 19.3 18.0 20.0 20.7
Livingston NK S1474 16.5 16.3 17.0 17.0 17.3Ford Beeson 19.5 20.0 21.7 21.0 20.3DeKalb Amsoy 71 17.8 19.7 18.7 19.0 19.3
Average 17.1 17.2 17.7 17.5 17.7
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Table 5. 1976 Illinois Soybean Fungicide Trial
Treatment^
Yield
(bu./A.)
Percent 
defoliation 
on 9-19-76b
Seed
wt. (g/100)
Percent stem0 
discoloration
None 35.30 86 16.49 63
Benlate, 1/2 lb. 36.,60 63 16.93 20
Bravo, 2 pt. 36.,08 80 16.,74 26
Duter, 1 lb. 37..78 56 16.89 20
Duter, 1/2 lb. 35.,60 76 16.,75 20
Benlate + Duter, 1/4 lb. + 1/4 lb. 39.,37 60 17.,22 11
Benlate + captan, 1/4 lb. + 2 lb. 33..25 83 16..96 16
Benlate + captan, 1/2 lb. + 3 lb. 35..20 73 13.,28 20
Benlate + Bravo, 1/4 lb. + 1 pt. 35.,90 70 16..56 13
Difolatan, 2 pt. 39.,49 76 17..08 26
Difolatan 3 pt. 33..52 76 16..24 20
Difolatan, 4 pt. 36..11 63 16.,94 30
EL222, 40 g 35..96 83 16..23 36
EL222, 80 g 41..38 73 17..36 26
EL288, 40 g 38..36 63 16..65 36
BASF 352, 3/4 lb. 39..16 86 16..24 33
BASF 352, 1 1/2 lb. 40..80 93 16..75 26
Topsin M, 1/2 lb. 35..04 86 15,.86 16
Kocide 404 S, 2 qt. 30..64 90 12,.66 33
Kocide, 404 S, 3 qt. 32..33 96 13..36 30
captan 3 lb. 32,.55 73 13..48 30
BTS 40-542, 0.02% 42,.50 73 17,.49 30
aRate of product per acre, 2 applications: 1st 
treated was Williams. 
bDefoliation by Septoria glycines. 
cstem showing symptoms of pod and stem blight
at early pod, 
and anthracnose
2nd spray 3 weeks later. Variety
Flsd = 5.95 bu./A.
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Herbicides for Soybeans
MERRILL ROSS
Inadequate control of annual broadleaved weeds continues to be a major production 
problem for midwestern soybean growers. Serious infestations of jimsonweed, cockle- 
bur, velvetleaf, ivyleaf morningglory, annual morningglory, and giant ragweed appear 
to be increasing. Less crop rotation, decreased hand weeding, and decreased use of
2,4-D in corn could be factors contributing to the overall buildup of these annual 
broadleaved weeds.
Adequate control of seedling grasses and some annual broadleaves can be expected with 
single applications of several available soybean herbicides, when used in conjuction 
with good seedbed preparation and reasonably timely cultivation. Control of the previ­
ously mentioned large-seeded, annual broadleaved weeds, however, has proven more difficult.
In many situations, satisfactory control of troublesome broadleaved weeds in soybeans 
will be achieved only by a set of well-planned and correctly executed treatments used 
sequentially through the growing season. In other words, a one-shot herbicide appli­
cation followed by a single cultivation will not consistently do the job.
Herbicide treatments for soybeans may be applied preplant incorporated,preemergence, 
delayed preemergence and cracking, early postemergence, directed postemergence, or 
postemergence. Effective herbicides for control of annual broadleaves are available 
for each type of application. Each use category for soybean herbicides is briefly 
described below.
Effective use of herbicides requires the correct identification of weed species pres­
ent, determination of soil texture and organic matter, and proper selection of an 
effective herbicide program, followed by accurate and timely application.
Preplant Soil-Incorporated Herbicides
Herbicides used in this manner are applied prior to planting and then mechanically 
mixed into the soil using a suitable implement. Usually a herbicide is incorporated 
to improve performance. Some herbicides are volatile, or subject to inactivation by 
sunlight, or both. Thus, incorporation prevents loss from the soil. In certain sit­
uations, incorporation improves the placement of the herbicide with respect to the 
developing weed. For example, control of nutsedge is improved when alachlor is ap­
plied preplant incorporated rather than preemergence.
Sometimes a herbicide is incorporated because it is convenient to mix it with another 
herbicide or agricultural chemical that requires incorporation.
Preemergence Herbicides
These herbicides are applied after planting and before the crop and weeds emerge.
Most of the currently available soybean herbicides fit into this category. Since 
these chemicals are placed on the soil surface, rainfall is needed to move them into 
the soil. Prolonged periods of dry weather immediately following application usually
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result in poor weed control. On the other hand, excessive rainfall may occasionally 
result in crop damage from surface-applied herbicides.
There are a number of herbicides and herbicide combinations available in the pre­
emergence category. Selection should be based on careful consideration of the indi­
vidual situation including weeds present, soil type, relative cost and crop safety, 
and possible carryover.
Delayed-Preemergence and Cracking Herbicides
Delayed preemergence and cracking refers to treatments applied just as the soybeans 
emerge from the soil. Products containing dinoseb, either alone or in combination, 
have been used for cracking treatments. Timing is critical, and margin for error is 
slim. Even so, good control of several annual broadleaves has been obtained. Since 
annual grasses are not effectively controlled with these treatments, prior applica­
tions of preplant or preemergence grass herbicides are needed. These herbicides have 
a soil life of only a few weeks but do permit emergence of the soybeans ahead of the 
broadleaved weeds.
Early Postemergence Herbicides
These treatments are applied over the top of the soybeans and weeds before weeds are 1 1/2 
inches high. Good foliage selectivity is essential to insure control of the weeds 
without injury to the soybeans. Surfactants are added to insure adequate wetting 
of the leaf surface. Since weed size is critical, there are only a few days when 
the chemical should be applied. Thus, wet weather can interfere with this type of 
spray treatment.
Chloroxuron, which has good activity on most broadleaves but very little on grasses, 
is the only herbicide available for use at this stage of growth. Temporary stunting 
of the soybeans can be expected following application.
Postemergence Herbicides
Postemergence herbicides are applied full coverage over the top of the soybeans and 
weeds. Bentazon has given good control of most troublesome broadleaves without crop 
injury when applied on weeds and soybeans from 3 to 6 inches tall. Cocklebur is 
particularly sensitive to this herbicide. Three or four other herbicides are avail­
able for postemergence application on soybeans. Careful attention must be given to 
weed species, proper application equipment and techniques, and the sensitivity of 
the crop to these herbicides.
Directed Postemergence Herbicides
Directed postemergence treatments involve the application of a contact herbicide 
under the crop and over the weeds. The soybeans must be 6 to 18 inches tall, and 
the weeds less than half that height. Directed applications are preceded by suit­
able earlier herbicide treatments. The directed herbicide can be sprayed into the 
rows during a cultivation operation.
These treatments are an excellent way to control late-germinating flushes of broad­
leaved weeds and may be applied until the soybean rows close. Several herbicides 
are labeled for directed postemergence applications. Although this method of appli­
cation has been ignored in the Midwest, it has been used effectively in the South 
and could also be used here.
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With foliage-applied herbicides (early postemergence, postemergence, directed post­
emergence) , good coverage of the foliage is generally necessary to give optimum weed 
control. Spray equipment should be modified and operated so that the required cov­
erage can be achieved.
There now are several chemical tools available for control of weeds in soybeans. A 
number of these can help control troublesome broadleaved weeds if they are selected 
as a portion of the overall weed control program and then properly applied.
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Foliar Fertilization
R. G. HOEFT
Foliar fertilization has been used for several years to apply urea nitrogen and mi­
cronutrients to high-value fruit and vegetable crops. In addition, it has been used 
to supply micronutrients to grain crops where soil conditions make it difficult to 
efficiently utilize soil-applied micronutrients.
A number of researchers have evaluated the effect of foliar application of the major 
nutrients on grain crops. In the early 1950's work at Illinois showed that the effi­
ciency of utilization of soil-applied nitrogen was as good as or better than that 
achieved when nitrogen was foliarly applied (Table 1). Further research in Illinois 
in the late 1960's evaluated the influence of foliar application of nitrogen to corn 
that had received a soil application of 200 pounds of nitrogen. Foliar application 
of 20 pounds or more of nitrogen per acre decreased corn yield (Table 2). Applica­
tion of as little as 5 pounds of nitrogen caused foliar damage.
Table 1. Comparison of the Effects of Foliar Spray and Soil Appli­
cation of 40 pounds of Nitrogen per Acre on Corn Yield
Yield
Method of application Date applied (bu./A.)
Check
Side-dressed
Foliar
Foliar (split application)
. . 81
July 2 1 0 2
July 17 95
July 2 and 17 104
Table 2. Effect of Foliar Application of Nitrogen on Corn
Total N N Yield
(lb./A.) (lb. /A. / application)_______________ (bu. /A. )
0 0 158
5 5 155
10 1 0 156
20 2 0 150
40 40 138
60 60 133
A yield increase of as much as 32 bushels was observed when phosphorus was foliarly 
applied to corn grown on a soil testing low in phosphorus (P]_ = 7) (Table 3) . Soil 
application of 80 pounds of P2O5 per acre resulted in a 45-bushel increase. There­
fore, even though foliar fertilization of corn has been shown to be an effective 
means of correcting nutrient deficiencies, it has not resulted in higher yields than 
those obtained with a good, soil-applied fertility program.
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Table 3. Effect of Foliar Application of 
Phosphorus on Corn Yield
P2°5 Yield(lb./A.) (bu./A.)
0 98
5 113
10 114
2 0 130
Foliar application of nitrogen to soybeans produced no increase in yields (Table 4). 
In fact, a single application of more than 20 pounds per acre of nitrogen decreased 
soybean yield.
Table 4. Effect of Foliar Application of Nitrogen on Soybean Yield
Total N 
(lb./A.)
N
(lb./A./application)
Yield
(bu./A.)
0 0 42
10 5 41
2 0 10 39
40 20 39
80 40 34
Because of the Illinois results as well as those of other researchers showing that 
foliar application of the major nutrients did not replace a soil application or en­
hance yields when soil fertility was high, agronomists have not recommended foliar 
application of the major nutrients on agronomic crops.
In 1975, Dr. John Hanway of Iowa State University proposed and tried a new foliar fer­
tilization program for soybeans. Using this program he was able to obtain yield in­
creases of as much as 2 2 bushels of soybeans per acre on land that had adequate fer­
tility (Table 5).
His foliar fertilization program differed from those tried in previous research in a 
number of ways. It included differences in time of application, rate of application, 
type of fertilizer materials involved, and the application of four nutrients rather 
than one or two.
Table 5. Effect of Foliar Fertilization of N / P, K, and S on Irrigated Soybeans
N p2°5 k2o S
Yield
(bu./A.)
(lb./A.) (lb./A.) (lb./A.) (lb./A.) Corsoy Amsoy
0 0 0 0 53 57
80 2 0 31 5 76 79
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Prior research conducted by Dr. Hanway and others has shown that as soybeans grow, 
the content of N, P, K, and S in the vegetative parts (leaves and stems) of the plants 
increases until after seed initiation. At seed initiation growth of the root system 
stops, resulting in a slowing or stopping of uptake of some nutrients. At this time, the 
nutrients contained in the leaves and stems start to translocate from the vegetative 
to the reproductive part of the plants. This depletion of nutrients from the leaves 
results in decreased photosynthesis, and in soybeans the leaves turn yellow and fall 
off the plant. If nutrients were foliarly applied at this time, it appears that se­
nescence would be delayed and yields might be increased.
The treatment that resulted in the greatest yield increase was three to four sprays 
containing approximately 25 pounds N, 6 pounds P2 0c;, 9 pounds K2 0, and 1.5 pounds S 
per acre. The ratio of these nutrients closely approximates the ratio of the nutri­
ents found in the seeds. Since a bushel of soybeans contains approximately 4 pounds 
of nitrogen, one must add at least 80 pounds of nitrogen to produce a yield increase 
of 2 0 bushels.
The high rate of foliar application was made possible by the use of products that 
have low salt indexes. Urea, which was used as the source of nitrogen, has two ad­
vantages. It has the lowest salt index of the nitrogen materials available, and it 
is also the most readily adsorbed form of nitrogen, In fact, urea enhances the ad­
sorption of other nutrients as well. Potassium polyphosphate was used as the source 
of all the phosphorus and part of the potassium. The remainder of the potassium and 
all of the sulfur was supplied by potassium sulfate. The major disadvantage of the 
particular product mixture is cost. At present, this mixture costs approximately $20 
per acre per spraying; therefore, rather large yield increases are necessary for the 
program to be economically feasible.
The Iowa results have shown conclusively that all four nutrients are necessary (Ta­
ble 6 ). Elimination of any of these nutrients resulted in little or no yield increase. 
Whether other nutrients should be included in the mixture is not known. However, it 
is known that most of the other essential nutrients, especially the micronutrients, 
do not translocate from the leaves to the seed to any great extent. Thus, it is doubt­
ful whether the addition of other nutrients would increase yields at this late appli­
cation unless the soil is severely deficient.
Table 6 . Effect of Foliar 
Soybeans
Fertilization of N, P, K, and S on
N P2°5 k2o S Yield
(lb./A.) (bu./A.)
0 0 0 0 44
0 16 26 4 42
71 0 26 4 43
71 16 0 4 42
71 16 26 0 49
71 16 26 4 53
71 16 26 8 60
The Iowa results have shown that the response was due to increase in seed numbers 
rather than increased seed size; therefore, we must select varieties that are capa­
ble of producing more seeds than they are now filling.
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A number of questions still remain to be answered before foliar fertilization will 
be recommended on a full-scale, commercial basis. These include the following:
1. Under what conditions will yield increase be expected?
2. What is the optimum time and rate of application?
3. What effect will varieties have?
4. Do surfactants differ in their effect on yields?
5. What is the best way to apply the material?
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Weed Competition: Yellow Nutsedge
E. W. STOLLER
Since yellow nutsedge is the most severe perennial weed in the state and is increas­
ing rapidly as a weed problem, there is interest in how this weed competes with crops. 
Yellow nutsedge is obviously not a problem in small grains because these crops attain 
most of their growth while nutsedge is still dormant. In corn and soybeans, however, 
yellow nutsedge grows well and competes for available plant nutrients.
Certain characteristics of yellow nutsedge morphology and physiology indicate what 
kind of competitor it is. The plant is relatively low growing, seldom growing more 
than 2 to 3 feet tall. This would indicate that yellow nutsedge would not compete 
effectively for light by tall growth, especially in corn. Yellow nutsedge is sensi­
tive to light— the plant does not grow well in low light intensities. Crops that 
grow fast early in the season seem to compete well with this weed. Soybeans seem to 
be a better competitor with yellow nutsedge than corn because soybeans make a fuller 
canopy, shading the weed and reducing nutsedge growth.
How much yield reduction does yellow nutsedge cause in corn and soybeans? A sparse 
stand will probably not cause any yield loss. Our research shows that it takes about 
10 to 20 yellow nutsedge plants per square foot (as measured on July 1) to reduce 
yields. Populations of this order reduce corn yields 15 to 20 percent. Under most 
conditions, a good preplant herbicide for yellow nutsedge control will suppress the 
weed enough to prevent any yield reductions.
Even under conditions of good early-season nutsedge control, we are finding that 
tuber numbers increase. This is because the plant makes tubers late in the season 
after the herbicide has dissipated. Yellow nutsedge can also produce tubers under 
the combination of early-season control plus 70 percent light reduction. Therefore, 
tuber populations can increase to the point where the potential for yield reductions 
exists, even where there are good crop competition and good early-season control.
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Weed Competition: Cocklebur
J. R. BLOOMBERG
Recent surveys of weed problems in Illinois have indicated that common cocklebur is 
becoming an increasing problem, especially in soybean fields. This is likely the re­
sult of increased soybean acreage in the state during the last few years and the lack 
of effective herbicides for adequate control of cockleburs in soybeans.
Cockleburs growing in soybeans usually compete with the crop for the available light, 
nutrients, water, and space. If one or more of these factors become limiting, cockle­
burs may utilize these factors so that soybeans cannot obtain maximum production. 
Light, for example, may become critical later in the season when cockleburs grow tall­
er than soybeans and begin to shade the crop. This produces a less vigorously grow­
ing soybean plant and may reduce the number of pods that are set, thus ultimately 
reducing yields.
Today several herbicides show promise for controlling cockleburs in soybeans. How­
ever, before choosing a particular method of control, it is advantageous to know just 
how competitive cockleburs are in soybeans and at what time during the growing sea­
son soybean yields actually start becoming reduced. With this information, one can 
determine the optimum treatment periods for cocklebur control. To make these deter­
minations, three separate cocklebur competition studies have been conducted at the 
University of Illinois since 1974.
Cocklebur Density Study
In this experiment, cockleburs were present in soybean rows at densities ranging from 
20 cockleburs per 20 feet of row to 2 cockleburs per 20 feet of row. Yield reductions 
(Table 1) ranged from 64 percent for the densest infestation to 14 percent for the least 
dense occurrence. This dictates that cockleburs are extremely competitive with soybeans, 
even when present at fairly low densities.
Cocklebur Emergence Study
Cocklebur seedlings were transplanted into existing stands of soybeans at weekly in­
tervals in this study, thus simulating cockleburs emerging throughout the growing 
season. Results (Table 2) indicated that only those cockleburs "emerging" during the first 
four weeks of the growing season were capable of reducing soybean yields. Cockleburs 
"emerging" later than this four-week period were not found to reduce yields signif­
icantly. These data indicate that cocklebur emergence must be suppressed for at least 
the first month of the growing season. Therefore, when selecting a preplant or pre­
emergence herbicide, it is imperative that this chemical have a persistance in the 
soil of at least four weeks.
Cocklebur Removal Study
When cocklebur seeds are planted simultaneously with soybeans and then removed at 
weekly intervals, results (Table 3) have shown that cockleburs that emerge with soybeans and 
compete with them for about four weeks before being removed do not reduce yields.
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Cockleburs that competed longer than this four-week period reduced yields significant­
ly. Therefore, if cockleburs are to be controlled using a postemergence spray applica­
tion, this treatment must be applied before this critical four-week period has elapsed. 
If treated later than this date, some yield reductions may have already occurred.
Conclusions
Cockleburs found growing in soybean fields are capable of severely reducing yields. 
Generally, cockleburs that emerge during the first month after soybean emergence will 
reduce yields, but cockleburs that emerge later do not normally reduce yields. Last 
of all, cockleburs that emerge with the soybean crop must be removed before the first 
four weeks of the growing season have elapsed; otherwise, soybean yields may be reduced.
Table 1. Soybean Yield at Various Cocklebur Densities, 1974-75
Number of cockleburs per 
2 0 feet of soybean row
Soybean yielda 
(bushels per acre)
Percent yield 
reduction^
2 0 15. 2 64
10 2 2 .7 47
9 27.0 37
7 27.5 36
6 35. 3 18
5 35.4 17
4 35.8 16
2 37.0 14
weed-free 42.8 0
a"Wells" variety soybeans.
^Reductions based on yield of weed-free treatment.
Table 2. Soybean Yield at Various Dates of Cocklebur Emergence,
197 4-7 5a
Cocklebur emergence during Soybean yielda Percent yield
growing season (weeks) (bushels per acre) reduction0
0 23.4 48
1 31.9 29
2 38.4 15
3 41.5 8
4 43.5 3
6 42.4 5
8 42.3 5
10 42.5 5
weed-free cneck 45.0 0
aCocklebur density of 10 plants per 20 feet of soybean row.
^'Wells'1 variety soybeans.
deductions based on yield of weed-free treatment.
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Table 3. Soybean Yield at Various Dates of Cocklebur Removal, 1975a
Cocklebur removal 
from soybeans 
(weeks)
Soybean yield^ 
(bushels per acre)
Percent yield 
reduction0
weed-free check 41.2 0
1 43.0 0
2 39.3 5
3 40.6 2
4 39.4 5
6 39.4 5
8 38.0 8
1 0 25.9 37
weedy check 13.6 36
aCocklebur density of 10 plants per 20 feet of soybean row. 
k"Wells" variety soybeans.
deductions based on yield of weed-free treatment.
Sencor-Lexone and Atrazine Interactions
GORDON ROSKAMP
Some farmers in Illinois have experienced significant soybean damage from applications 
of metribuzin (the common name for Sencor and Lexone.) In many cases, this damage 
occurred in a corn-soybean rotation where atrazine was applied the previous year. 
The molecular structure of atrazine is similar to that of metribuzin. Furthermore, 
the injury symptoms, weed control spectra, and mode of action of the two herbicides 
are similar. This leads one to believe that carryover atrazine and preemergence ap­
plications of metribuzin could be additive. Hence, a normally insignificant amount 
of atrazine carryover coupled with the recommended rate of metribuzin could cause a 
significant reduction in yield of soybeans.
What kind of interaction occurs between the two herbicides in relation to soybean 
injury? The results given below are from several field and greenhouse studies con­
ducted at the University of Missouri with Dr. 0. Hale Fletchall.
The interaction between two herbicides can be described in four ways:
1. Antagonistic
2. No effect
3. Additive
4. Synergistic
Refer to Figure 1 for an illustration of these relationships. Let's assume that we 
have two herbicides, A and B. Herbicide A causes 2 units of injury, and herbicide
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B causes 3 units of injury when applied alone. If we add the two injuries together, 
we get 5 units of injury, represented by the bar labeled A + B.
If we apply both herbicides and get less than 3 units of injury, the herbicides are 
antagonistic with reference to injury. If we measure 3 units of injury on our test 
plants, the herbicides have no effect on each other, and herbicide B covered up the 
injury caused by herbicide A. If we measure 5 units of injury, the herbicides are 
additive. In other words, both the injury from herbicide A and from herbicide B 
appear and can be measured in our test plants. If an injury of greater than 5 units 
is measured, the relationship is synergistic. This means that for some reason the 
two herbicides worked together in their modes of action, causing greater injury than 
expected. The author chooses to define the relationship from 3 units of injury to 
5 units of injury as additive also. To be more specific, injury near 5 units is 
termed a high degree of additive effect, and injury near 3 units is termed a low 
degree of additive effect.
These interactions are easy to understand when the relationship between injury and 
the rate of herbicides is linear, and when injury begins immediately at the 0 . 0  
rate of herbicide application. See line A in Figure 2. However, defining these
Figure 2. Linear and curvilinear responses 
of herbicides to injury-
interactions is much more difficult when the relationship is a curve. The relation­
ship between rates of atrazine and metribuzin and yield of soybeans is a curve. See 
line B in Figure 2. The specific rates of each herbicide vary with soil and environ­
mental conditions.
It is important to recognize that when injury has occurred, a small addition of her­
bicide causes a tremendous reduction in yield. In practical terms, if metribuzin 
alone causes a 1 0 percent yield reduction, and atrazine is additive with metribuzin, 
it takes a very small amount of atrazine residue to cause a tremendous reduction in yield.
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The results of field experiments appear in Figure 3. Atrazine carryover was simulated 
by incorporating low rates of atrazine into the soil prior to planting. The rates 
of atrazine were 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 pounds of active ingredient per acre. 
Metribuzin was applied at 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 pounds of active ingredient 
per acre after planting Clark 63 variety of soybeans. Clark 63 soybeans are rela­
tively susceptible to triazine injury. The soil type was a silt loam with 2.2 per­
cent organic matter.
Figure 3. The effect of simulated atrazine carryover on yield 
of soybeans at five rates of metribuzin.
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Notice the shape of the curves. The curve represented by line B in Figure 2 can be 
produced by putting the curves for 0.0 and 1.5 pounds per acre of metribuzin together. 
There seemed to be a slight increase in yield of soybeans from low rates of metribuzin 
with 0.0 and 0.1 pound per acre of simulated atrazine. This is not statistically 
significant. It is apparent that at the recommended rate of metribuzin (0.5 pound per 
acre), a small amount of atrazine reduces yield. However, at the 0.0- and 0.25- 
pound-per-acre rates, a small amount of atrazine is tolerable. This is an indica­
tion of the additive effect of the two herbicides.
The same analysis was run on soybeans where actual atrazine carryover was present. 
Unfortunately, very little atrazine was present after one year, even at rates of 
6.0 pounds per acre. The results agreed with the simulated atrazine carryover data.
In summary, our research has shown that atrazine and metribuzin (Sencor or Lexone) 
are additive. Several detailed analysis techniques have been used, and they agree 
that the two herbicides are additive in the range of injury most often observed in 
the field (up to 25 to 30 percent yield reduction.) The degree of additive effect 
increased as injury increased. Atrazine and metribuzin were synergistic when the 
yield reduction was greater than 25 to 30 percent. The two herbicides were antago­
nistic at rates causing severe injury.
This means that it is possible for atrazine carryover alone to cause no significant 
injury, and for metribuzin applied preemergence where no atrazine had been applied 
the previous year to cause no injury; however, a combination of the two results in 
severe soybean damage. If it is necessary to apply these herbicides in rotation, 
farmers can minimize injury in the following ways:
1. By using atrazine in combinations with other herbicides and reducing the rate.
2. By avoiding the application of atrazine late in the season (even as a postemer­
gence treatment).
3. By fall-plowing the soil with a moldboard plow— not a chisel plow.
4. By delaying the planting of soybeans in the spring.
5. By using a variety of soybeans that shows tolerance to Sencor or Lexone.
6 . By using Sencor or Lexone in combinations and reducing the rate.
7. By avoiding use on soils that are high in pH since both atrazine carryover and
metribuzin injury are enhanced by high pH.
8 . By avoiding the use of Sencor or Lexone on soybeans if there is atrazine carry­
over because rainfall was low throughout the previous 1 2 months.
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Stirofos as a Feed-Through for Cattle To Control Flies
STEVE MOORE III
Face flies, horn flies, and stable flies compose the main fly complex attacking pas­
tured cattle in Illinois. In 1976, populations of these flies reached annoying num­
bers in late June and continued through July and August. Horn fly populations were 
heavier than normal, face fly populations about normal, and stable fly populations 
below normal.
A 15-percent reduction is a conservative estimate of the loss in production (in ei­
ther weight gain or milk flow) these flies caused on pastured cattle, June through 
August, 1976, in Illinois (Table 1). The stable fly, usually the least recognized, 
accounts for the greatest loss. Eye problems were common in many herds of pastured 
cattle when face flies were not controlled. The cost of treatment of cattle with eye 
problems and the permanent eye damage that sometimes results is not included in these 
loss estimates.
Table 1. Loss From Flies Attacking Pastured Cattle in Illinois, 1976
Fly species
Production 
loss per fly 
per day (%)
Number of flies 
per animal, 
June-August
Production 
loss per 
animal (%)
Face fly 0.15a 22.9 3.4
Horn fly 0 .0 2 ?; 211.3 4.2
Stable fly 0.70b 9.0 6.3
Horse fly 2 .0 0 a 0.4 0 . 8
Total 14.7
aLoss guestimate.
^Established loss from Bruce and Decker (1958), Jouv. Eoon. Ent. 51 (3): 
270-4.
Feed-Through Insecticides
A feed-through insecticide is one that is consumed in small amounts by the animals, 
passes through their digestive tracts, and persists in the manure long enough to kill 
maggots that hatch from eggs laid by certain flies. Cattle must consume small, pre­
scribed amounts of the insecticide each day in order to maintain an insecticidally 
active residue in all of their manure. The insecticide, generally, is not absorbed 
by the animal’s body in significant amounts, hence the term "feed-through." The con­
venience of this method has great appeal to cattlemen.
Several products are available to cattlemen as feed-through insecticides for fly con­
trol. Ronnel (Rid-Easy, Steer Kleer) and phenothiazine (Barfly) have been available 
commercially for several years. Only beef cattle may be fed these materials in feed, 
mineral mix, or salt blocks to kill horn fly and face fly maggots that hatch in the 
manure of treated animals.
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Recently, two new products received registration and became available commercially:
1. Methoprene (Altosid) oral larvicide can be fed only to beef cattle. It is avail­
able in a mineral mix or block. Horn fly maggots hatching in the manure of cattle 
consuming small amounts of methoprene each day are deformed and do not develop 
into adult flies. This material is termed an insect growth regulator (IGR) and 
not an insecticide. Moorman Manufacturing Company is formulating and marketing 
the product. Zoecon Corporation is the basic manufacturer.
2. Stirofos (Rabon) oral larvicide can be fed to both beef and dairy cattle. It is 
available as a feed supplement, premix, or mineral mix. One company (Staley) is 
already making it available in a medicated block. Stirofos kills horn flies, face 
flies, house flies, and stable fly maggots hatching in manure from cattle consum­
ing small amounts of stirofos each day. Shell Chemical Company is the basic man­
ufacturer.
Stirofos oral larvicide was used in the demonstration tests conducted in Illinois in 
1976. The insecticide was fed free-choice in medicated blocks to pastured cattle in 
four herds (three dairy and one beef). It was blended into the concentrate feed and 
fed to one additional dairy herd. In this latter herd, the farmer also sprayed the 
cattle with 1.25-percent water-base Ciovap at 1 to 2 ounces per animal as needed to 
maintain satisfactory fly control. A nearby dairy herd with similar pasture and man­
agement practices received only the Ciovap spray treatment. The recommended level on 
the label for feeding stirofos-oral larvicide is 70 milligrams per 100 pounds body 
weight per animal per day. The daily intake of stirofos in the four herds on the 
free-choice medicated blocks was somewhat above (28 to 45 percent) the recommended 
rate. The daily intake of stirofos in the herd receiving it in concentrate feed was 
just slightly below (5 percent) the recommended rate. The feeding programs were in­
itiated in late May before flies became numerous.
Fly counts were made at varying intervals throughout the fly season and compared with 
counts made on nearby untreated herds of cattle on a similar type pasture. Side 
counts of flies on 1 0 randomly selected animals were made at each observation in each 
of the treated and untreated herds. The average number of flies per animal was then 
computed.
The stirofos medicated blocks fed free-choice to four herds of pastured cattle pro­
vided 90 percent reduction of horn flies, 51 percent reduction of face flies, and 9 
percent reduction of stable flies (Table 2). The herd receiving the stirofos in con­
centrated feed coupled with a Ciovap water-base spray as needed showed a 99 percent 
reduction of horn flies, a 74 percent reduction of face flies, and 46 percent reduc­
tion of stable flies (Table 3). This herd received six treatments with Ciovap during 
the test period. A similar herd receiving 11 spray treatments of Ciovap and no 
stirofos showed 100 percent reduction of horn flies, 70 percent reduction of face 
flies, and 69 percent reduction of stable flies (Table 4). Control results in these 
two herds were quite similar except for the stable fl>.
The herd receiving the 11 Ciovap spray treatments had a higher percent reduction of 
stable flies than the herd receiving only six Ciovap spray treatments plus the 
stirofos oral larvicide. At best, the data indicate that the stirofos oral larvicide 
reduced by 46 percent the number of spray treatments needed to maintain satisfactory 
control. However, even then the level of control of stable flies was significantly 
lower.
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Table 2. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle With Stirofos (Rabon) Medicated Blocks Fed Free-Choice in DeWitt 
and Ogle Counties, Illinois, 1976
Herd
Mg. stirofos 
per cwt. Number of flies per animal Percent reduction of
and per animal Treated herd Untreated herd flies on treated herd
day per day Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
6/16 - 1 99. 9 2 ,.8 1 ,.8 0 . 0 16 .4 143,. 6 1 .,0 82,.9 98,.8 1 0 0 ,.0
2 CO 00 6 6 .0 2 .0 0 .0 16,.4 143..6 1 .,0 63,.4 98,.6 1 0 0 ,.0
3 89. 8 5..4 2 2 .6 0 .4 16,.4 143..6 1 .,0 67..1 84..3 60,.0
4 1 0 1 .8 ■ • • • • • • • ■ • ■ •
7/7 - 1 99. 9 5,.6 2 ,.8 2 ,.0 7..8 194.,0 3.,2 28..2 98..6 37..5
2 98. 6 8 .,0 1 0 .0 2 ,.6 7..8 194.,0 3.,2 0 . 0 94..9 18.. 8
3 89. 8 3..5 0 . 0 3,.0 7..8 194.,0 3,.2 55..1 1 0 0 .,0 6 .3
4 1 0 1 . 8 18.,8 2 1 .,2 7..8 2 0 .,0 282..0 6 ,.0 6 .,0 92.,5 0 . 0
7/14 - 1 99. 9 7.,8 8 .,0 4..8 2 1 .4 264.,0 3,.8 63.,6 97.,0 0 . 0
2 98. 6 7.,4 40..0 6 ., 8 2 1 .,4 264.,0 3,.8 65.,4 84. 9 0 .,0
3 89. 8 1 1 .3 14..0 6 ,.4 2 1 .,4 264. 0 3,.8 47.,2 94.,7 0 ., 0
4 1 0 1 .8 19.,2 61.,0 5..4 CMCM ,6 290.,0 3 .0 15..1 79.,0 0 . 0
7/22 - 1 99. 9 19.,1 1 .7 19.,9 41.,6 166..7 23 .3 54.,1 99.,0 14., 6
2 98. 6 18.,7 13.,0 14..9 41.. 6 166. 7 23 .3 55..0 92.,2 36., 1
3 89. 8 17.,0 59.,9 28..8 41.,6 166. 7 toCM .3 59., 1 64., 1 0 .,0
4 1 0 1 .8 17., 9 70..8 19.,8 39., 1 293. 1 31 .7 54.,2 75., 8 37.,5
Average\ 1 1 .,2 2 1 .,9 8 .,2 2 2 .,9 2 1 1 .3 9,.0 50.,9 cr>OO ,6 8 .,9
aStaley Sweetlix Molasses Mineral Blocks containing 0.463 percent stirofos (Rabon) and weighing 40 pounds each 
were used. Feeding started 5/27/76 through 5/30/76.
Table 3. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle With Stirofos (Rabon) Oral Larvicide Fed at 66.25 Milligrams 
per 100 Pounds Body Weight per Animal per Day in Feed and Water-Base Sprays of Ciovap 1.25- 
Percent Applied at 2 Ounces per Animal in Ogle County, Illinois, 1976
Date 
treated 
with k 
Ciovap
Days
after
treatmen
Treated
Number of 
herd
flies per animal
Untreated herd
Percent reduction of 
flies on treated herd
t Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
None 6/16 Before 2.7 4.8 0.8 16.4 143.6 1.0 83.5 96.7 20.0
6/29
7/2 5 5.3 0.0 2.2 7.8 194.0 3.2 32.1 100.0 31.3
7/9
7/12 2 7.0 0.0 8.1 21.4 264.0 8.8 67.3 100.0 8.0
7/16
7/22 0 7.6 0.0 8.5 41.6 166.7 23.3 81.7 100.0 63.5
Average 5.7 1.2 4.9 21.8 192.1 9.1 74.1 99.4 46.0
^Started 5/18/76.
Applied 6 treatments 6/29/76 through 7/22/76.
Table 4. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle With Water-Base Sprays of 1.0-Percent Crotoxyphos Plus 0.25-
Percent Dichlorvos (Ciovap) Applied at 2 Ounces per Animal in Ogle County, Illinois, 1976
Days Number of flies per animal Percent reduction of
Date after Treated herd Untreated herd flies on treated herd
treated treatment Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
5/31
6/2
6/5
6/11 5 6.5 0.0 0.0 16.4 143.6 1.0 60.4 100.0 100.0
6/25
7/2
7/6 1 4.1 0.0 0.4 7.8 194.0 3.2 47.4 100.0 87.5
7/8
7/11
7/14 0 6.9 0.0 4.4 21.4 264.0 8.8 67.8 100.0 50.0
7/19 3 9.0 0.0 6.3 41.6 166.7 23.3 78.4 100.0 73.0
Average 6.6 0.0 2.8 21.8 192.1 9.1 69.6 100.0 69.4
^Applied in'll treatments, 5/31/76 through 7/19/76.
We do not suggest the use of feed-through insecticides to control flies attacking 
pastured cattle or for flies in and around cattle barns and sheds in Illinois for 
the following reasons:
1. The feed-through insecticides do not kill adult flies and will not reduce to a 
satisfactory level the complex of some flies like stable flies and face flies 
that attack pastured cattle. These insecticides’ greatest success has been 
against the horn fly. Adult face flies and stable flies live for several weeks 
and move from herd to herd. Most stable flies breed in rotting straw, hay, si­
lage, and grasses rather than manure. Insecticide sprays applied to animals are 
still the most effective way of controlling flies on pastured cattle in Illinois.
2. A more rapid development of fly resistance to insecticides usually occurs when 
insecticides are used against the maggot stage. The majority of the maggots die 
of natural causes (predators, parasites, diseases, and weather). Therefore, it 
seems best to let nature take its toll first, rather than selecting out with an 
insecticide the maggots that will live or die.
3. Some feed-through insecticides adversely affect beneficial insects involved in 
the breakdown of the manure. The biodegradability of the cattle patties may be 
lengthened.
4. In order to get a good kill of the fly maggots in the manure, the feed-through 
insecticide must be consumed in a sufficient amount (quite small) by each animal 
each day. Although this is possible, it generally will not be accomplished in 
most herds of pastured cattle where free-choice feeding is used.
Animal Spray Treatments
Many insecticides applied to animals as an oil- or water-base spray have been tested 
against the fly complex attacking pastured cattle. The insecticide crotoxyphos 
(Ciodrin) with and without dichlorvos (Vapona, DDVP) added has been the most effec­
tive in Illinois tests (Tables 4 and 5). For best results the treatments should be 
applied at 1 to 2 ounces per animal 2 to 4 times per week. The entire animal should 
be sprayed, giving particular attention to legs and belly. Treatments should be 
started early in the season (late May) before flies become numerous. The same insec­
ticide dosage applied as a water-base spray at one pint per animal per week also pro­
vides satisfactory control of the pasture fly complex.
The program of routine spraying of animals has best suited the dairymen, who handle 
lactating animals twice daily. Beef producers and dairymen with herds of nonlactating 
animals on pasture have been reluctant to adopt an animal spray program that requires 
rounding up and penning up the animals for treatment.
Table 5. Reduction of Pasture Flies on Cattle Treated With 2.0-Percent Crotoxyphos 
(Ciodrin) Oil-Base Sprays, 1963
Number
Number of flies 
per animal on 
untreated herd,
Reduction of 
flies on
herds July-August treated animal (%)
Insecticide8 treated Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
crotoxyphos
(Ciodrin)
a a • „ ___
4 29.7 84.5 8.6 90.0 99.6 89.9
aAnimals sprayed with 1 to 2 ounces 2 to 4 times per week.
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Mist-Blower-Applied Insecticides
In 1973, 1974, and 1975, tests were conducted using a tractor-mounted mist blower 
powered by the power take-off. The effective length of the swath was estimated at 
about 50 to 60 feet in still air. Nozzles were used to provide a coarse, wet mist, 
which was applied over the herd in pasture and along the edge of wooded areas. Ap­
proximately 2 to 3 ounces of water-base Ciovap or Ravap 1.25-percent spray was ap­
plied per animal per treatment. Treatments were applied every 4 to 6 days during the 
fly season. Total time for mixing, applying, and cleaning the mist blower was approx­
imately 30 minutes for a herd of around 100 to 200 animals. After the first or second 
treatment, the animals stood quietly during the application.
The results showed the method to be highly effective in controlling the fly complex 
attacking pastured cattle (Tables 6, 7, and 8). Ravap is not labeled for use on dairy 
cattle. The recommended rate for beef cattle for horn flies is 0.45-percent water- 
base spray applied at 1/2 to 1 gallon per animal.
Most producers check their pastured cattle every few days. Applying a fly-control 
treatment at this same time would make this method of control more convenient, espe­
cially for the large operator.
Insecticide Dust Bag
Most beef and dairy producers use insecticide dust bags or insecticide-charged oilers 
to control the fly complex attacking their pastured cattle. Producers like the con­
venience (the animals treat themselves) and relatively low cost of these devices.
Tests were conducted over a three-year period with several commonly used insecticide 
dust bag formulations. Dairy herds were used so that the cattle could be force- 
treated twice each day. The dust bags were installed in early to mid-May before flies 
became numerous. These were ideal conditions for obtaining the best possible results.
Forced treatments with insecticide dust bags gave effective control of horn flies but 
failed to provide satisfactory control of face flies and stable flies (Table 9). Sim­
ilar results have been obtained in tests with insecticides used in oilers in previous 
years.
Fly Control in Barns
The housefly and stable fly present the major fly problem in and around conventional 
livestock operations. Good sanitation, supplemented by residual insecticides applied 
as barn sprays and insecticide spray baits, is the standard recommendation for most 
livestock operations. As an alternative to barn sprays and spray baits, a space spray 
using a quick, knock-down insecticide like dichlorvos (Vopona, DDVP) or naled (Dibrom) 
applied every 4 to 6 days has proved effective. This latter method has been most con­
venient and practical for large confinement operations.
All the barn sprays were applied to runoff to the ceilings and walls of all buildings 
housing cattle. In addition, outside areas where flies congregate, such as around 
windows and doors, along fences, and under feed bunks, were sprayed.
The cooperators made applications as needed in an attempt to maintain satisfactory 
control of barn flies. Estimates of barn fly populations were made by counting the 
number of flies present along several areas, each 10 feet long, 2 feet wide, from
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Table 6. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle with Mist-Blower-Applied Water-Base Spray Every 3.6 Days at 3 
Ounces per Animal of 1.0-Percent Crotoxyphos and 0.25-Percent Dichlorvos (Ciovap) in Grundy Coun­
ty, Illinois, 1973a
Date
Time
after
]
Treated
Mumber of 
herd
flies per animal
Untreated herd
Percent reduction of 
flies on treated herd
treated treatment Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
6/18 1 hr. 5.9 0.0 0.3 14.4 6.2 1.2 59.0 100.0 75.0
6/21
6/30 2 days 17.1 0.0 4.4 81.4 46.0 26.8 79.0 100.0 83.6
7/2 5 min. 1.7 0.0 0.0 81.4 46.0 26.8 97.9 100.0 100.0
2 hrs. 4.3 0.0 9.3 81.4 46.0 26.8 94.8 100.0 65.3
7/4 1 day 2.5 0.0 8.8 49.0 56.0 39.8 94.9 100.0 77.9
7/6
7/8
7/14 3 days 12.3 0.0 9.6 80.0 164.0 39.0 84.6 100.0 75.4
7/17 5 min. 1.1 0.0 0.6 80.0 164.0 39.0 98.6 100.0 98.5
7/21
7/24
7/25 1 day 5.1 0.0 4.6 110.0 120.0 40.0 95.4 100.0 88.5
5 days 2.6 0.0 6.4 39.6 80.0 56.0 93.4 100.0 88.6
Average 5.8 0.0 4.9 68.6 80.9 32.8 91.5 100.0 85.1
aCattle plus area along woods treated. Amount of spray applied to wooded area equivalent to that applied to 
cattle.
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Table 7. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle With Mist-Blower-Applied Water-Base Spray Every 4.4 Days at 2 
Ounces per Animal of 1.0-Percent Crotoxyphos and 0.25-Percent Dichlorvos (Ciovap) in Grundy Coun­
ty, Illinois, 1974a
Date
Days
after Treated
Number of 
herd
flies per animal
Untreated herd
Percent reduction of 
flies on treated herd
treated treatment Face Horn Stable; Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
6/26
6/30
7/5
7/9
7/13
7/15
7/20 2 1.5 0.0 4.5 4.0 40.0 35.2 63 100 87
7/22
7/25 4 0.2 0.0 4.0 12.4 60.0 30.5 98 100 87
7/30
8/7 5 3.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 37.6 9.8 83 100 100
8/13
8/16
8/20
8/24
8/27 1 0.8 0.0 0.0 19.5 41.2 5.4 96 100 100
9/3
9/10
9/15
Average 1.3 0.0 2.1 13.5 44.7 20.2 90 100 90
aCattle plus area along woods treated. Amount of spray applied to wooded area equivalent to that applied to
cattle.
Table 8. Control of Flies on Pastured Cattle With Mist-Blower-Applied Water-Base Spray Every 5.9 Days at 2
Ounces per Animal of 
Illinois, 1975a
1.0-Percent Stirofos Plus 0.25-Percent Dichlorvos (Ravap) in Grundy County,
Date
Days
after Treated
Number of flies per 
herd
animal
Untreated herd
Percent reduction of 
flies on treated herd
treated treatment Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
6/2
6/12 4 3.1 6.6 3.8 6.5 40.0 14.8 52.3 83.5 74.3
6/21
6/28 4 17.2 0.0 1.8 32.5 125.0 2.6 47.1 100.0 30.8
7/7
7/10
7/12
7/16 1 3.4 0.0 7.2 32.4 175.0 25.6 89.5 100.0 71.9
7/24
7/26
8/1
8/9 5 12.0 0.0 3.8 37.4 200.0 7.0 67.9 100.0 45.7
8/15
8/23
8/30
Average 8.9 1.7 4,2 27.2 135.0 12.5 67.2 98.8 66.8
aCattle plus area along woods treated. Amount of spray applied to wooded area equivalent t'o that applied to 
cattle.
Table 9. Summary of Effectiveness of Several Insecticides in Dust Bags Against Flies Attacking Pastured Cat­
tle in Illinois, 1971-1973
Number
Average
number
Ounces of 
dust per Number of flies per animal
Reduction 
of flies on
of herds of days animal Treated herd Untreated herd treated animal (%)
Insecticide treated treated per day Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable Face Horn Stable
crotoxyphos
(Ciodrin) 3%
5 105 .0548 17.1 1.9 6.9 21.5 118.3 8.0 20.8 98.4 14.0
coumaphos 
(Co-Ral) 1%
2 106 .0561 13.5 0.1 6.7 17.8 23.2 8,2 24.2 99.5 17.8
phosmeta
(Prolate) 5%
1 120 .0524 14.0 0.0 9.4 26.7 94.3 18.0 47.7 LOO 47.7
stirofos 2 117 .0571 10.7 0.0 6.1 22.5 113.8 9.6 52.4 100 36.7
(Rabon) 3%
aFor use only on beef cattle.
floor to ceiling. An average of these counts was then computed. The favorite fly 
roosting areas— gutters, stalls, feed mangers or bunks, and doorways— were the usual 
sites selected for making fly counts. The following scale was used to rate fly pop­
ulations and control levels:
Number of flies Fly Fly
per area population control
observed rating rating
0 none excellent
1-10 slight excellent
11-25 light good
26-50 medium fair
51-100 abundant poor
100+ heavy poor
Barn fly populations usually become abundant by mid-June in the central section of 
Illinois and by late June in the northern section. These populations are normally 
heavy throughout July and August and into September.
Based on demonstration tests conducted during recent years, insecticides commonly 
used as residual barn sprays against flies can be expected to perform as reported 
in Table 10. These ratings apply only in situations having fair to good sanitation. 
With poor sanitation the length of effective control is reduced.
Table 10. Results Expected From Several Insecticides Used as Resid­
ual Barn Sprays Against Houseflies and Stable Flies in
_ o
Illinois
Insecticide__________________ ________ Weeks of satisfactory control
fenthion (Baytex) 4 to 6
dimethoate (Cygon) 3 to 4
stirofos (Rabon)^ 2 to 4
Ravapb 2 to 4
diazinonc 2 to 3
dichlorvos resin (Vapona)^ 1 to 2
ronnel (Korlan)b 1 to 2
Ciovape 1
stirofos (Rabon) oral larvicide^ 0
aRemove animals from barns before treating. Do not contaminate feed 
and water troughs. Do not use in milk storage rooms. Do not apply 
^to animals.
May be used in poultry houses with birds present. Avoid contaminat­
ing feed and water. Gather eggs before treatment. 
cDo not use in poultry houses or dairy barns.
% o t  registered for use. 
eDo not use in poultry houses.
■^ For use as a feed-through for beef and dairy cattle.
The stirofos oral larvicide fed daily at 66.25 milligrams per 100 pounds of body 
weight per animal per day had little effect on house fly and stable fly populations 
in a standard dairy barn and calf shed (Table 11). Fly populations increased at the 
same rate during the month of June as in a similar operation in which the cattle did 
not receive stirofos in their feed.
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Table 11. Results of Stirofos (Rabon) Oral Larvicide and Residual Barn Sprays With Fenthion (Baytex) and 
Dimethoate (Cygon) Against Houseflies and Stable Flies in Illinois, 1976
Location Insecticide Date
Fly
population Control rating
and and of before Days after treatment
cooperator dosage application treatment 1-3 7 14 21 28 35 42
Ogle Co.
(J. Leary)
stirofos 
(Rabon) and 
larvicidea
5/18 slight excel. excel. excel. good good fair poor
fenthion
(Baytex)
' 1.0%
7/1 abundant excel. good fair fair poor
fenthion
(Baytex)
1.0%
8/5 abundant excel. good fair fair poor
Ogle Co.
(D. Leary)
untreated 
(no stirofos)
5/18 slight excel. excel., excel. good good fair poor
fenthion
(Baytex)
1.0%
6/30 abundant excel. good fair fair poor
dimethoate
(Cygon)
1.0%
8/4 abundant excel. good fair poor poor
aFed daily at 66.25 milligrams per 100 pounds body weight per animal in feed. Started 5/18 and continued 
into September.
NHE-90CHECK LIST OF INSECTICIDES
There a re  many in s e c t ic id e s  l i s t e d  in  C ir c u la r s  897 (Com m ercial V e g e ta b le s ) , 898 
(L iv e s to c k ) ,  899 ( F ie ld  C ro p s ) , 900 (Homeowner), 1073 ( F r u i t ) , and 1076 ( T u r fg r a s s ) , 
c o n ta in in g  the  c u r re n t  I l l i n o i s  in s e c t ic id e  recom m endations. The fo l lo w in g  l i s t  g iv e s  
some in fo rm a t io n  about these  in s e c t ic id e s ;  we have a ls o  in c lu d e d  o th e r  in s e c t ic id e s  
th a t  have la b e l a p p ro v a l b u t a re  n o t in  th e  I l l i n o i s  recom m endations.
The in s e c t ic id e  names a re  l i s t e d  a t  th e  l e f t  in  c a p i t a l  l e t t e r s .  U s u a lly  these  
a re  th e  common names, b u t  i f  th e y  a re  t ra d e  names th e y  a re  marked w i th  an 
a s te r is k .  T rade names and o th e r  id e n t i f y in g  names fo l lo w  th e  common names. The 
name o f  th e  b a s ic  m a n u fa c tu re r is  l i s t e d  a f t e r  th e  t ra d e  name.
T o x ic i t y  r a t in g s  f o r  each in s e c t ic id e  a re  l i s t e d  be low  th e  name. An a cu te  o r a l  
t o x i c i t y  r a t in g  f o r  each in s e c t ic id e  is  g iv e n . A derm al t o x i c i t y  r a t in g  is  a ls o  g iv e n  i f  
known. A cu te  o r a l  t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s  a re  u s u a lly  o b ta in e d  by  fe e d in g  w h ite  r a t s ,  
acu te  de rm a l r a t in g s  by s k in  a b s o rp t io n  te s ts  on r a ts  o r  r a b b i t s .  These f ig u r e s  
a re  exp ressed  as LD50. T h is  means th e  s iz e  o f  th e  dose th a t  is  le t h a l  to  50 
p e rc e n t o f  th e  t e s t  a n im a ls . LD50 is  exp ressed  in  te rm s o f  m il l ig ra m s  o f  a c tu a l 
in s e c t ic id e  p e r k ilo g ra m  o f  body w e ig h t o f  th e  t e s t  a n im a l- -mg. / k g . C h ro n ic  o r a l  
t o x i c i t y  (90 days p lu s )  w i th  the  n o - e f fe c t  le v e l  in  th e  d ie t  is  exp ressed  in  p a r ts  
p e r m i l l io n .  When a v a i la b le ,  t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s  o f  in s e c t ic id e s  to  f i s h ,  b i r d s ,  and honey­
bees a re  a ls o  g iv e n . Those f o r  bees can be in te r p r e te d  r e a d i ly  as fo l lo w s :  (1)
H ig h - - k i l l s  bees on c o n ta c t  and by re s id u e s ; bees sh o u ld  be removed fro m  a re a  o f  
a p p l ic a t io n .  (2 ) M o d e r a te - - k i l ls  bees i f  a p p lie d  o v e r them ; l im i t e d  damage w i th  
c o r r e c t  dosage, t im in g ,  and method o f  a p p l ic a t io n .  (3) Low --can  be used around 
bees w i th  few  p re c a u tio n s  and a minimum o f  in ju r y .
To express t o x i c i t y  in  p r a c t ic a l  te rm s , th e  fa c to r  .003 tim e s  th e  LD50 v a lu e  w i l l  
g iv e  th e  ounces o f  a c tu a l in s e c t ic id e  re q u ire d  to  be le t h a l  to  one o f  e v e ry  two 
187-pound men o r  o th e r  w arm -b looded a n im a ls . As an exam ple, th e  o r a l  LD50 v a lu e  
f o r  m a la th io n  is  1 ,200 m g . /k g . ; th u s ,  i f  a g roup  o f  men each w e ig h in g  187 pounds 
a te  3 .6  ounces (1 ,2 00  tim e s  .003) o f  a c tu a l m a la th io n  p e r man, h a l f  o f  them w ou ld  
succumb. The d e rm a l- to x ic ity -L D 5 0  v a lu e  o f  m a la th io n  is  a p p ro x im a te ly  4 ,000 
m g ./k g . o r  f o r  a 187-pound man, 12 ounces. I f  you  check th e  l i s t  o f  in s e c t ic id e s ,  
you w i l l  f in d  some h ig h ly  t o x ic  ch e m ica ls  w i th  LD50 v a lu e s  fro m  1 to  10 m g ./k g .
F o r th e  average man, f a t a l  doses o f  th e se  w ou ld  be in  th e  range o f  .003 to  .03  
ounce.
By com pa riso n , th e  o r a l  LD50 v a lu e  o f  a s p i r in  is  1 ,200  m g ./k g . o r  3 .6  ounces p e r  
187-pound man, th e  e q u iv a le n t  o f  m a la th io n .  The o r a l  LD50 v a lu e  o f  e th y l  a lc o h o l 
is  4,500 m g ./k g . I f  a g roup  o f  187-pound men each consumed somewhat more th a n  
1 q u a r t  o f  80 p r o o f  w h iske y  in  45 m inu tes  th e y  w o u ld  n o t  o n ly  be in to x ic a te d ,
50 p e rc e n t o f  them m ig h t d ie .
I t  is  im p o r ta n t to  remember th a t  th e se  t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s  a re  app ro x im a te  and p e r ta in  
to  w h ite  r a ts  and sometimes r a b b i ts .  Such r a t in g s  do se rve  as a g u id e  to  compare th e
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t o x i c i t y  o f  in s e c t ic id e s  as w e l l  as an in d ic a t io n  o f  t h e i r  c o m p a ra tive  acu te  t o x i c i t y  
to  o th e r  wa.rm-blooded an im a ls  and man. A cu te  t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s  expressed  as LD50 a re  
c la s s i f ie d  as to  t h e i r  r e la t i v e  danger when b e in g  used . An a cu te  o r a l  LD50 o f  500 
m g ./k g . o r h ig h e r  is  ra te d  as low  t o x i c i t y ,  an LD50 r a t in g  o f  50-500 is  m odera te , 
and 50 o r  le s s  is  h ig h .
The chem ica l group to  w h ich  th e  in s e c t ic id e  be longs  is  g iv e n  a f t e r  th e  t o x i c i t y  
r a t in g s .  From t h is ,  you can de te rm in e  w h ich  in s e c t ic id e s  have s im i la r  che m ica l 
p r o p e r t ie s .  A b r i e f  s ta te m e n t fo l lo w s  th e  chem ica l g roup name, d e s c r ib in g  in  gen­
e r a l te rm s th e  p r in c ip a l  uses f o r  th e  in s e c t ic id e .
Remember, t h is  is  not a l i s t  o f  recommended in s e c t ic id e s ,  n o r is  i t  to  be used in  
d e te rm in in g  what in s e c t ic id e  to  use to  c o n t r o l  a p a r t ic u la r  in s e c t .  T h is  l i s t  is  
a q u ic k  in s e c t ic id e  re fe re n c e  to  compare common chem ica l names w i th  t ra d e  names, 
t h e i r  t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s ,  and g e n e ra l uses.
ABAR*--see le p to p h o s
ABATE*--see b io th io n
ACARALATE*-- see c h lo ro p ro p y la te
ACEPHATE O rthene Chevron
A cute  o r a l - -361 F is h  to x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l- -2 ,0 0 0  B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --L a b e le d  f o r  use a g a in s t c e r ta in  in s e c ts  on o rnam en ta ls  and 
v e g e ta b le s .
AKTON* SD 9098 S h e ll
Acu te  o r a l - -146 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -177
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te - - In s e c t ic id e  f o r  lawn in s e c ts .
ALDICARB UC 21149, Tem ik U n ion C a rb ide
A cu te  o r a l - -5 -1 0  (10% G) B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,4 0 0  (10% G)
C a rb a m a te --E xp e rim e n ta l r e s id u a l,  s y s te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  and m i t ic id e  f o r  p o s s i­
b le  use a g a in s t  m ite s  and c e r ta in  in s e c ts  o f  f r u i t s ,  v e g e ta b le s , and o rn a m e n ta ls .
ALDRIN S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -3 9 -6 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--9 8  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -0 .5
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ir d  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h lo r in a te d  hyd ro ca rb o n --U se d  as a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o m  s o i l  in s e c ts  
and te rm ite s .M a n u fa c tu re  f o r  a g r ic u l t u r a l  use p r o h ib i te d .  Not suggested  
f o r  use in  I l l i n o i s .
ALFA-TOX* C IBA-G eigy
A c o m b in a tio n  o f  m e th o x y c h lo r and d ia z in o n  used as a sp ra y  f o r  a l f a l f a  w e e v il 
c o n t r o l .
*T rade name.
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ALLETHRIN S y n th e t ic  p y r e th r in ,  Pynamin FMC, Benzol P rodu c ts
A cu te  o r a l ’ -6 8 0 -1 ,0 0 0  Bee t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A cute  d e rm a l- -11 ,200  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -5 ,0 0 0
S y n th e tic  d e r iv a t iv e - -U s e d  in  househo ld  a e ro s o ls  and f l y  sp rays  as a q u ic k  
knockdown.
ALTOSID--see m ethoprene
ALUMINUM PHOSPHIDE P h o s to x in  H o llyw ood  T e rm ite  Company
Fum igant--U sed on s to re d  p ro d u c ts . H ig h ly  t o x ic  when phosph ine  gas is  form ed,
ARAMITE* U .S . Rubber
Acu te  o r a l - -3 ,9 0 0  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -500
F is h  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
S u lfo n a te - - M it ic id e  l im i te d  to  o rnam en ta ls  and househo ld . No c le a ra n c e  on 
f r u i t  o r  v e g e ta b le s , has c a rc in o g e n ic  p r o p e r t ie s .
ASPON* S ta u f fe r
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,2 2 4  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --F o r c o n t r o l  o f  c h in c h  bugs and sod webworms in  tu r fg r a s s .  
AZINPHOSMETHYL G u th ion  Chemagro
A cu te  o r a l - -11 -13  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -220 
C h ron ic  o r a l - -5
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  phospha te --U sed  on c o t to n ,  fo ra g e  c ro p s , o rnam en ta l c ro p s , and t re e  
f r u i t  to  c o n t r o l  b o th  in s e c ts  and m ite s .
AZODRIN* SD 9129 S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -21 
A cu te  d e rm a l--3 5 4  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
O rg a n ic  p h o sp h a te --S ys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  
upon la b e l a p p ro v a l.
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
f o r  use on c o t to n  and f r u i t  c rops
BACILLUS POPILLIAE
B a c te r ia l- -N o n to x ic  m ic r o b ia l in s e c t ic id e .  A p p lie d  to  s o i l  to  in f e c t  Japanese 
b e e t le  g rubs w ith  m ilk y  d is e a s e .
BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS T h u r ic id e ,  D ip e l,  B io t r o l ,  O the rs  A b b o tt Lab, Sandoz-
.. Wander, Thompson-
Hayward
Bee t o x ic i t y - - L o w
B a c te r ia l- - A  n o n to x ic  m ic r o b ia l in s e c t ic id e  used to  c o n t r o l  c a t e r p i l la r s  on 
v e g e ta b le  c rops  and o rn a m e n ta ls .
BAYGON*--see p ro p o xu i 
*Trade name
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BAYTEX*--see fe n th io n  
BENDIOCARB Ficam F isons
A cu te  o r a l - -179 
A cu te  d e rm a l--1 ,0 0 0
C arbam ate --Labe led  f o r  use on cockroaches and o th e r  househo ld  in s e c ts .
BENZYL BENZOATE
Acute  o r a l - -5 0 0 -5 ,0 0 0
R e p e lle n t- -A  r e p e l le n t  f o r  c h ig g e rs ,  m o sq u ito e s , and t ic k s  on man.
Monsanto
BIDRIN* S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -2 2  
A cu te  d e rm a l--2 2 5
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
O rga n ic  p h o sp h a te --S ys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  used f o r  mimosa webworm c o n t r o l 
on honey lo c u s t .  Recommended in  many s ta te s  as an in je c te d  sys te m ic  
f o r  e lm  b a rk  b e e t le  c o n t r o l  b u t  to  be a p p lie d  o n ly  by p e o p le  e s p e c ia l ly  
t r a in e d  to  do th e  w o rk .
BINAPACRYL M o ro c id e , A c r ic id  FMC
A cu te  o r a l - -161 Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,3 5 0
N itro p h e n o l- -A  m it ic id e  f o r  c e r ta in  f r u i t  c ro p s .
BIOTHION Abate  Am erican Cyanamid
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,0 0 0 -3 ,0 0 0  B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e r m a l- - l , 024 -1 ,782  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -2
O rga n ic  phospha te --U sed  as a la r v i c id e  f o r  m osqu ito  c o n t r o l .
B I0TR 0L*--see  B a c i l lu s  th u r in g ie n s is
BUTOXY POLYPROPYLENE GLYCOL Crag F ly  R e p e lle n t U n ion C a rb ide
A cu te  o r a l - -9 ,1 0 0 -1 1 ,2 0 0  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -640
R e p e lle n t- -U s e d  in  sp rays  f o r  c a t t l e  a g a in s t  f l i e s .
BUX* O rtho  5353 Chevron
A cu te  o r a l - -87 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
A cu te  d e rm a l- -400
Carbam ate--Used f o r  s o i l  in s e c t  c o n t r o l  in  c o rn .
*  T rade name.
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CARBARYL S ev in U n ion  C arb ide
A cu te  o r a l - -500-850 
A cu te  d e rm a l--4 ,0 0 0 +  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -200
Fish toxicity--Very low 
Bee toxicity--High 
Bird toxicity--Very low
C arbam ate--A  g e n e ra l in s e c t ic id e  r e g is te r e d  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  many p e s ts  o f  
f i e l d  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s , f r u i t ,  th e  househo ld , and l iv e s to c k .
CARBOFURAN NIA 10242, Furadan
A cu te  o r a l - -8 -1 4  
Acu te  d e rm a l--> 1 ,0 0 0
FMC, Chemagro 
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C arbam ate--S ystem ic in s e c t ic id e  f o r  co rn  s o i l  in s e c ts  and use on a l f a l f a  
f o r  a l f a l f a  w e e v il c o n t r o l .
CARBON DISULFIDE
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -20 ppm. (40 h r . )  
Acu te  v a p o r - -200 ppm. (1 h r . )
Fum igant--U sed on s to re d  p ro d u c ts .
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
S ta u f fe r
A l l i e d ,  Diamond Shamrock, Dow, 
FMC, F r o n t ie r ,  S ta u f fe r
A l l i e d ,  Diamond Shamrock, Dow, 
FMC, F r o n t ie r ,  S ta u f fe r
Acu te  o r a l - -5 ,7 3 0 -9 ,7 7 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -5 ,0 7 0 -8 ,7 8 0  
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -10 ppm. (40 h r . )
Acu te  v a p o r - -300 ppm. (1 h r . )
F um igant--U sed as s a fe n e r in  fu m ig a n t m ix tu re s  f o r  s to re d  g r a in  in s e c ts .  
CARBOPHENOTHION T r i t h io n ,  G a rra th io n  S ta u f fe r
A cu te  o r a l - -10 -30  Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cute  d e rm a l--2 7 -5 4  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -5
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te - - In s e c t ic id e  w i th  la s t in g  re s id u e  w i th  l im i t e d  use on some 
f r u i t s  and v e g e ta b le s . I t  is  used c h ie f l y  as a m i t ic id e .
Q1LORDANE O c ta c h lo r ,  O c ta -K lo r ,  B e lt V e ls ic o l
A cu te  o r a l - -335-430 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -690-840  
C h ron ic  o r a l --25+
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h lo r in a te d  h y d ro c a rb o n --A  r e s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  a n ts  and 
roaches and a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  te rm ite s .  M anu fa c tu re  f o r  c ro p  use 
p r o h ib i te d .
*Trade name.
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CHLORDIMEFORM G a lec ron , Fundal C IBA-G eigy, Nor-Am
A cu te  o r a l - -162-170  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -225 
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -250
B ird  to x ic i t y - - L o w
F o rm a n d id in e - -M it ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c rops and an in s e c t ic id e  f o r  cabbage worm c o n t r o l
CHLOROPICRIN Picfum e Dow, M orton
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -0 .1  ppm. (40 h r . )  
A cu te  v a p o r - -20 ppm. (1 h r . )
Fum igant--U sed on s to re d  p ro d u c ts  in  s h ip  h o ld s .
CHLOROPROPYLATE A c a ra la te CIBA-Geigy
Acute  o r a l --3 4 ,6 0 0  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -10 ,200  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -40
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
C h lo r in a te d  h yd roca rbo n - - M i t ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c ro p s .
QILORPYRIFOS Dursban, Lorsban Dow
Acute  o ra l- -9 7 -2 7 6  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -2 ,0 0 0
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rgan ic  phospha te --U sed  as a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  in  c o m  and f o r  m osqu ito  c o n t r o l .  
Used f o r  roach  c o n t r o l  as w e ll  as f o r  lawn in s e c ts .  Labe led  f o r  peach, ash, and 
l i l a c  b o re r  c o n t r o l .
C IODRIN*--see c ro to xyp h o s
C IO V A P *--m ix tu re  o f  c ro to xyp h o s  and d ic h lo rv o s .  Used as a sp ra y  on c a t t le  f o r  p a s ­
tu re  f l i e s .  ‘
CO-RAL*--see coumaphos
COUMAPHOS Co-Ral Chemagro
A cute  o r a l - -15 -41  Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l- -860 B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -5
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --A  sys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  b e e f c a t t l e  and p o u l t r y  to  c o n ­
t r o l  g ru b s , l i c e ,  and m ite s .
COUNTER* A m erican Cyanamid
A cute  d e rm a l- -25 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --A  s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  th e  c o n t r o l  o f  c o m  s o i l  in s e c ts .  
*Trade name. "
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CROTOXYPHOS C io d r in ,  SD 4294 S h e ll
Acu te  o r a l - -125 Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
Acu te  d e rm a l--3 8 5  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -7
O rgan ic  phospha te --U sed  to  c o n t r o l  l iv e s to c k  in s e c ts ,  e s p e c ia l ly  b i t i n g  f l i e s .
CRUFOMATE Dowco 132, Ruelene Dow
A cu te  o r a l - -460-635 
Acu te  d e rm a l- -2 ,0 0 0 -4 ,0 0 0  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -10 -30
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --A  sys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o n t r o l l in g  grubs and l i c e  on b e e f 
c a t t l e .
CYGON*--see d im e th o a te  
CYTHION*--see m a la th io n  
DASANIT*--see fe n s u l fo th io n
DDD*--see TDE 
DDT
A cu te  o ra l- -1 1 3 -1 1 8  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -2 ,5 1 0  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -5
C h lo r in a te d  h y d r o c a rb o n - - I l le g a l f o r  s a le  o r  use in  I l l i n o i s  excep t by p e rm it .  
DDVP*--see d ic h lo rv o s
DEET O f f ,  D e lphene, H e rcu le s
d ie th y lto lu a m id e  
d ie th y l-m e ta - to lu a m id e
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,9 5 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--1 0 ,0 0 0
R e p e lle n t- -U s e d  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  b i t i n g  in s e c ts  and c h ig g e rs  on man.
A p p lie d  d i r e c t l y  to  s k in .
DE-FEND*--see d im e th o a te
DELNAV*--see d io x a th io n
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
*  Trade name.
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DEMETON S ystox Chemagro
A cu te  o r a l - -2 -6  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -8 -1 4  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
F is h  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ir d  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o sp h a te --A  sys te m ic  m i t ic id e  and a p h ic id e  f o r  use in  g reenhouses, 
o rc h a rd s , and on c e r ta in  f i e l d  and v e g e ta b le  c ro p s .
DESSIN* M urphy, U n ion  C arb ide
A cu te  o r a l - -100-155 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,0 0 0
C a rb o n a te - -M it ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c ro p s .
DIAZINON S p e c tra c id e  C IBA-G eigy
A cu te  o r a l - -76-108  F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
A cu te  d e m a l- -455-900 Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
O rga n ic  p h o sp h a te --A  g e n e ra l in s e c t ic id e ;  can be used as a r e s id u a l
f l y  s p ra y  in  b a m s and f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  in s e c t  p e s ts  o f  t u r f ,  v e g e ta b le s , 
f r u i t s ,  and th e  househo ld .
DIBROM*--see n a le d
DIBUTYL PHTHALATE DBP A l l i e d ,  M onsanto, Com m ercial S o lv e n t
A cu te  o r a l - - 5 , 000-15 ,000  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
R e p e lle n t - -F o r  im p re g n a tin g  c lo th in g  to  re p e l c h ig g e rs  and m ite s .
DICHLORVOS DDVP, Vapona S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -56 -80  F is h  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l--7 5 -1 0 7  Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rg a n ic  p h o s p h a te - -S h o r t- l iv e d  r e s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  f o r  l iv e s to c k ,  f l y  
b a i t ,  g reenhouses, and w arehouses. A ls o  im pregna ted  in  p la s t i c  r e s in  
s t r ip s .
DICOFOL K e lth a n e Rohm and Haas
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,0 0 0 -1 ,1 0 0 F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,0 0 0 -1 ,2 3 0 Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -20 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
C h lo r in a te d  h y d ro c a rb o n - -M it ic id e  used on v e g e ta b le s , f r u i t ,  and o rn a m e n ta ls . 
* Trade name.
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DIELDRIN O c ta lo x S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l --4 6  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -60 -90  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -0 .5
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h lo r in a te d  h y d ro c a rb o n --F o r c o n t r o l  o f  te rm ite s  and househo ld  in s e c ts .  
M anu fac tu re  f o r  a g r ic u l t u r a l  use p r o h ib i te d .
DIMETHOATE Cygon, De-Fend, R ogor, R oxion Am erican Cyanamid
A cu te  o r a l - -215 F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
A cu te  d e rm a l- -400-610 Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -5  B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --A  sy s te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  use on f r u i t ,  v e g e ta b le , and 
o rnam en ta l c rops  and as a r e s id u a l f l y  sp ra y  in s id e  o f  l iv e s to c k  b a rn s .
DIMETHYL PHTHALATE DMP M onsanto, A l l i e d
A cu te  o r a l - -8 ,2 0 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--4 ,0 0 0 +
R e p e lle n t- -G e n e ra l purpose m osqu ito  r e p e l le n t .
DINITRO COMPOUNDS E lg e to l 318, DNOC Dow, FMC, Chem. In s .  Corp.
A cu te  o r a l - -5 -6 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -150-600
N itro p h e n o l- -U s e d  p r im a r i l y  f o r  c o n t r o l l in g  a p h id s , m ite s ,  and s c a le  
in s e c ts  as dorm ant f r u i t  s p ra y .
DINOCAP Kara thane Rohm and Haas
A cu te  o r a l - -9 8 0 -1 ,1 9 0  
A cu te  d e m a l- -4 ,7 0 0 -9 ,4 0 0
D in i t r o - - A  fu n g ic id e  used f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  powdery m ild e w ; a ls o  a c ts  as a
m ite  s u p p re s s a n t.
DIOXATHION D e lna v , Navadel H e rcu le s
A cu te  o r a l - -2 3 -4 3  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -63-235 
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -4
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
O rg a n ic  p h o s p h a te - -M it ic id e  and in s e c t ic id e  used as an an im a l d ip  and sp ra y . 
D IP E L*--see  B a c i l lu s  t h u r in g ie n s is  
*  T rade name”
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DIPTEREX*--see t r i c h lo r f o n
DISULFOTON D i-S y s to n , d ith io d e m e to n , th iod em e to n  Chemagro
A cu te  o r a l - -2 - 7  Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
Acute d e rm a l- -6 -1 5  B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -2
O rgan ic  p h o sp h a te --A  s y s te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  to  c o n t r o l  a p h id s , le a fh o p p e rs , 
and f le a  b e e t le s  on c e r ta in  v e g e ta b le  c ro p s . A ls o  a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  
f o r  c o m .
DI-SYSTON*--see d is u l f o to n  
DURSBAN*--see c h lo r p y r i fo s
DYFONATE* N2790 S ta u f fe r
A cu te  o r a l - -16 B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l- -319
O rg a n ic  phospha te --U sed  f o r  s o i l  in s e c t  c o n t r o l  on c o rn  and v e g e ta b le  c ro p s . 
DYLOX*--see t r i c h lo r f o n
ENDOSULFAN T h io d a n , M a lix FMC
A cu te  o r a l - -1 8 -4 3  Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l--7 4 -1 3 0  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -30
C h lo r in a te d  hyd ro ca rb o n --U se d  on some v e g e ta b le  c rops  to  c o n t r o l  aph ids  
and peach b o re r .
ENDRIN S h e l l ,  V e ls ic o l
A cu te  o r a l - -8 -1 8  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -15 -18  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h lo r in a te d  h y d ro c a rb o n --H ig h ly  t o x ic  r e s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  used on some 
f i e l d  c rops  and o rn a m e n ta ls . Use n o t recommended in  I l l i n o i s .
ENTEX*--see fe n th io n
EPN DuPont
A cu te  o r a l - -8 -3 6  Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
A cu te  d e rm a l- -25 -230  B ir d  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  phospha te --U sed  f o r  in s e c t  c o n t r o l  on f i e l d  c ro p s .
* T rade name.
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ETHION N ia la te FMC
A cu te  o r a l - -27 -65 Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l- -62-245 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -3
O rga n ic  phospha te --U sed  f o r  o n io n  maggot c o n t r o l ,  and aph ids  and m ite  c o n t r o l  
in  o rc h a rd s .
ETHOPROP Mocap M o b il
A cu te  o r a l - -62 B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
A cu te  d e rm a l--2 6
P h o s p h a te --R e s id u a l ch em ica l f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  s o i l  in s e c ts  and nem atodes.
ETHYLENE DIBROMIDE Am erican P o tash , Dow, EMC,
G rea t Lakes, M ich ig a n  Chem ical
A cu te  o r a l - -117-146
A cu te  d e rm a l- -300
C h ro n ic  v a p o r- -2 5  ppm. (40 h r . )
A cu te  v a p o r - -200 ppm. (1 h r . )
Fum igan t--U sed  on s to re d  p ro d u c ts .-
ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE Diamond Shamrock, Dow, O lin  M a th ieson
Acute  o r a l - - 770
Acute  d e rm a l--3 ,8 9 0
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -50 ppm. (40 h r . )
Acu te  v a p o r - -1 ,0 0 0  ppm. (1 h r . )
F um igant--U sed on s to re d  g ra in s .
EUGENOL P e n ick
Acu te  o r a l - -5 0 0 -5 ,0 0 0
A t t ra c ta n t - -U s e d  f o r  a t t r a c t in g  f r u i t  f l i e s .
FAMPHUR Famphos, Warbex Am erican Cyanamid
A cu te  o r a l - -3 5 -6 2  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,4 6 0 -5 ,0 9 3  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --A  sys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  used f o r  c o n t r o l l in g  grubs.
in  c a t t l e .
FENSULFOTHION Bayer 25141, D a sa n it Chemagro
A cu te  o r a l - -2 -1 1  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -3 -3 0
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te - - In s e c t ic id e  and n e m a tic id e  f o r  s o i l  in s e c t  c o n t r o l  in  co rn  
and f o r  o n io n  maggot c o n t r o l .
*Trade name.
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FENTHION B a y te x , E n te x , T iguvon Qiemagro
A cute  o ra l- -2 1 5 -2 4 5  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -330 
C h ron ic  o r a l - -2
F is h  to x ic i t y - - L o w  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --R e s id u a l f l y  sp ra y  f o r  l iv e s to c k  b a rn s . Used in  m osqu ito  
c o n t r o l  and f o r  househo ld  in s e c ts .
FICAM *--see b e n d io ca rb
FUNDAL*--see c h lo rd im e fo rm
FURADAN*--see c a rb o fu ra n
GALECRON*--see c h lo rd im e fo n n  Fundal C IBA -G eigy, Nor-Am
A cu te  o r a l - -162-170  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A cute  d e rm a l--22 5  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -250
F o rm a n id in e - -M it ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c ro p s  and an in s e c t ic id e  f o r  cabbage worm 
c o n t r o l .
GARDONA* SD 8447, Rabon S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -4 ,0 0 0 -5 ,0 0 0  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
Acute d e rm a l--5 ,0 0 0 +
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --F o r c o n t r o l  o f  l iv e s to c k  f l i e s  and e x te rn a l p a ra s ite s  o f  
l i v e s to c k ;  a ls o ,  f o r  worms a t ta c k in g  sweet c o rn .
GENITE A l l i e d
Acu te  o r a l - -980 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -940
S u lfo n a te - - M it ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c ro p s .
GERANIOL F r itc h e
A tt ra c ta n t - -U s e d  as an a t t r a c ta n t  in  tra p s  f o r  Japanese b e e t le .
GUTHION*--see az inpho sm e thy l
GYPLURE USDA
A t t ra c ta n t - -U s e d  as an a t t r a c t a n t  f o r  gypsy m oths.
HEPTACHLOR V e ls ic o l
A cu te  o r a l - -100-162  F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h
A cu te  d e rm a l- -195-250  Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - 0 .5 - 5  B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h lo r in a te d  hyd ro ca rb o n --U se d  as a c o m  s o i l  in s e c t ic id e .  M an u fa c tu re  f o r  c rop  
use p r o h ib i te d .
*Trade name.
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HYDROCYANIC ACID HCN
Acute  o r a l - -4
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -10 ppm. (40 h r . )
A cu te  v a p o r - -40 ppm. f l  h r . )
Fum igant--U sed on s to re d  p ro d u c ts , f o r  ro d e n t c o n t r o l  and b u i ld in g  fu m ig a t io n .
IM IDAN*--see phosmet 
KARATHANE*--see d inocap  
KELTHANE*--see d ic o fo l  
KORLAN*--see ro n n e l
LANDRIN* S h e ll
A cu te  o r a l - -178 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
Acu te  d e rm a l- ->2,500
Carbam ate--Used as a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o m .
LANNATE*--see methomy1 
LEAD ARSENATE
A cute  o r a l - -1 ,0 5 0  Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
A cute  d e rm a l- -2 ,400+  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A rs e n ic a l- -U s e d  to  c o n t r o l  c e r ta in  chew ing in s e c ts  o f  f r u i t  and o rn a m e n ta ls .
LEPTOPHOS P h o s v e l, A b a r, VC 506 V e ls ic o l
A cu te  o r a l - -91 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l- -800
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --F o r use on c o le  c rops  to  c o n t r o l  c a t e r p i l la r s .
LETHANE 60* Rohm and Haas
Acute o r a l - -250-500 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -3 ,0 0 0
T h io cya n a te --U se d  in  househo ld  in s e c t ic id e  sp ra ys .
LETHANE 384*
A cu te  o r a l - -90 
Acu te  d e rm a l- -250-500
T h io cya n a te --U se d  in  l iv e s to c k  f l y  sp rays  as a q u ic k  knockdown a g e n t.
LINDANE gamma BHC Hooker
A cu te  o r a l --8 8 -9 1 F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h
Acute  d e r m a l- - 9 0 0 - l,000 Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
C h ron ic  o r a l - -50 B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h lo r in a te d  h yd roca rbo n --U se d  to  c o n t r o l  s p i t t le b u g s  on c e r ta in  c ro p s  and m ite  
and lo u se  c o n t r o l  on c e r ta in  l iv e s to c k .
*Trade name.
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LORSBAN*--see c h lo r p y r i fo s
MALATHION C y th io n Am erican Cyanamid
Acu te  o r a l - - l , 000-1 ,375  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -4 ,444+  
C h ro n ic  o r a l- - 1 0 0 - l ,0 0 0
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
O rgan ic  p h o sp h a te --G e n e ra l use in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  househo ld  in s e c ts ,  
c e r ta in  l iv e s to c k  in s e c ts  and c e r ta in  c ro p  in s e c ts .  Premium grade used f o r  
t r e a t in g  g ra in  to  be s to re d .
A cu te  d e rm a l- -200
C arbam ate --P repared  as a b a i t  f o r  s n a i l  and s lu g  c o n t r o l  in  non food  c ro p  areas
METALDEHYDE
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,0 0 0
A t t ra c ta n t - -U s e d  in  c o m b in a tio n  w i th  stomach p o iso n s  f o r  s n a i l  and s lu g  b a i t s .
META-SYSTOX R *--se e  oxydem etonm ethyl
METHIDATHION S uprac ide  C IBA-G eigy
A cute  o r a l - -25 -65  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -375-640
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --F o r a l f a l f a  w e e v il c o n t r o l .
METHIOCARB M esuro l Chemagro
A cu te  o r a l - -130-135  B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l- -200
C arbam ate --P repared  as a b a i t  f o r  s n a i l  and s lu g  c o n t r o l  in  non food  c ro p  areas
METHOMIDE M o n ito r ,  O rtho  9006 Chevron
A cu te  o r a l - -18 -21  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -118
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --L a b e le d  f o r  use on c o le  c ro p s , p o ta to e s ,  and c o t to n .  Not 
le t t u c e .
METHOMYL 1179, Lanna te , N u d rin  DuPont
A cu te  o r a l - - 17-24 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
A cu te  d e rm a l--1 ,5 0 0  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -100
Carbam ate--Used f o r  worm c o n t r o l  on cabbage, tom a toes , sweet c o m , and f i e l d  
c o rn .
*Trade name.
MESUROL*--see m e th io ca rb  
A cu te  o r a l - -130-135
m e th io ca rb
B ird  to x ic i t y - - L o w
Chemagro
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METHOPRENE A l to s id Zoecon
A cu te  o r a l - - 734,600 F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
In s e c t Growth R e g u la to r - -L a rv ic id e  f o r  f lo o d  w a te r  m osqu itoes and as a fe e d ­
th ro u g h  f o r  b e e f c a t t l e  f o r  h o rn  f l i e s .
METHOXYCHLOR M a rla te
A cu te  o r a l - -5 ,0 0 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -6 ,000+  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -100
DuPont, C IBA-G eigy
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
C h lo r in a te d  hyd roca rbo n --U se d  in  many homeowner f r u i t  and v e g e ta b le  sp ra y  o r 
d u s t m ix tu re s ,  f o r  c e r ta in  f i e l d  c rop  in s e c ts ,  and f o r  D u tch  elm  d ise a se  c o n t r o l
METHYL BROMIDE Bromomethane Am erican P o tash , Dow, F r o n t ie r ,  
G rea t Lake s , M ic h ig a n  Chem ical
C h ron ic  v a p o r - -20 ppm. (40 h r . )  
Acute v a p o r - -200 ppm. (1 h r . )
F um igant--U sed on s to re d  p ro d u c ts .
M e ta c id e , N i t r o x ,  M etron Am erican P o tash , M onsanto, 
S h e ll ,  S ta u f fe r
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ir d  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
METHYL PARATHION
Acute o r a l - -14 -24  
A cu te  d e rm a l--6 7
E ncapsu la ted
A cu te  o r a l - - 270-480 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -5 ,4 0 0
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te -- I t  i s  c lo s e ly  r e la te d  to  p a ra th io n  and is  used p r im a r i ly  
f o r  in s e c t  c o n t r o l  on c o t to n .
METHYL TRITHION*
A cu te  o r a l - -9 8 -1 2 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -190-215
S ta u f fe r
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te - - I t  i s  c lo s e ly  r e la te d  to  t r i t h i o n  o r  ca rb o p h e n o th io n . I t  
i s  a r e s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  used in  b o th  in s e c t  and m ite  c o n t r o l  on c e r ta in  
f r u i t s  and v e g e ta b le s .
MEVINPHOS P h o sd rin
A cu te  o r a l - -4 -6  
A cu te  derm al.- -4 -5  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -0 .8
S h e ll
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --A  s h o r t - l iv e d  re s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  in s e c ts  
on c e r ta in  f i e l d  and v e g e ta b le  c ro p s .
*T rade name.
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MGK-R11*
Acute  o r a l - -2 ,5 0 0  
Acu te  d e rm a l--2 ,0 0 0 +
R e p e lle n t- -U s e d  in  sprays f o r  c a t t l e  a g a in s t f l i e s .  
MGK-R326*
A cu te  o r a l - -5 ,2 3 0 -7 ,2 3 0  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -9 ,4 0 0
R e p e lle n t- -U s e d  in  sp rays f o r  c a t t l e  a g a in s t f l i e s .
MGK
MGK
MI REX GC1238
A cu te  o r a l - - 2 3 5 - 702 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -800
A l l i e d
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
C h lo r in a te d  hyd roca rbo n --U se d  f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  f i r e  a n ts  in  s o u th e rn  s ta te s .  
M0CAP*--see e thop rop  
MONITOR*--see methomide
MORESTAN*
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,1 0 0 -1 ,8 0 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -2 ,000+  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -50
Chemagro
Bee t o x ic i t y - - L o w
O rga n ic  c a rb o n a te - -M it ic id e  to  be used on app les  p r io r  to  b loom . 
MOROCIDE*--see b in a p a c ry l
NALED Dibrom Chevron
A cu te  o r a l - -250 
A cu te  d e rm a l- -800
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - E l ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --A  s h o r t - l iv e d  re s id u a l in s e c t ic id e  f o r  use in  greenhouses and 
f o r  c e r ta in  f i e l d  c ro p s . A ls o  used in  f l y  b a i ts  in  l iv e s to c k  b a m s .
NEGUVON*--see t r i c h lo r f o n
NICOTINE
A cute  o r a l - -8 3  
A cu te  d e rm a l--2 8 5
B la ck  L e a f 40 , N ic o t in e  S u lfa te  C en te r C hem ica l, In c .
Bee t o x ic i t y - - L o w
H e te ro c y c l ic  b o ta n ic a l com pound--C ontact in s e c t ic id e  th a t  is  used to  c o n t r o l  
a p h id s .
NUDRIN*--see methomyl
OMITE U n iro y a l
A cu te  o r a l - -2 ,2 0 0  Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
S u l f i t e - - M i t i c id e  f o r  use on f r u i t  c ro p s . Not h a rm fu l to  p re d a to ry  m ite s .  
*T rade name.
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ORTHENE*--see acephate
OXYDEMETONMETHYL
A cu te  o r a l - -65 -75  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -250 
C h ron ic  o r a l - -10
M e ta -S ys to x  R Chemagro
Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rgan ic  p h o sp h a te --A  sys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o n t r o l l in g  a p h id s , m ite s ,  and 
o th e r  p la n t -s u c k in g  in s e c ts  on v e g e ta b le  c ro p s .
PARADICHLOROBENZENE PDB, P a ra c id e
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,000+
F um igant--U sed as fu m ig a n t to  c o n t r o l  f a b r ic  p e s ts .  
PARATHION
Dow, Monsanto
A cu te  o r a l - -4 -1 3  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -7 -2 1  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - - l
A lk ro n ,  N ira n ,  Am erican P o tash , M onsanto,
S ta th io n ,  Th iophos S h e ll ,  S ta u f fe r ,  V e ls ic o l
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - F l ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - F l ig h  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --A  h ig h ly  t o x ic  in s e c t ic id e  to  c o n t r o l  a w ide  range o f  
in s e c ts  and m ite s  on v e g e ta b le , f r u i t ,  and f i e l d  c ro p s .
PENTAC* HRS-16 Hooker
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o wA cu te  o r a l - -3 ,1 6 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -3 ,160+
C h lo r in a te d  h y d ro c a rb o n --  R e s id u a l m i t ic id e  used on greenhouse f l o r a l  c rops  
and n u rs e ry  s to c k .
PERTHANE* Rohm and Haas
A cu te  o r a l - -4 ,0 00+  F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h
C h ron ic  o r a l - -500 Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
C h lo r in a te d  hyd ro ca rb o n --U se d  in  fo rm u la t in g  househo ld  in s e c t ic id e s .
PHORATE Th im et Am erican Cyanamid
A cu te  o r a l - -1 -3  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -3 -6
Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te  
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
O rga n ic  p h o s p h a te --A  sy s te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  use on c e r ta in  v e g e ta b le  c ro p s , 
f i e l d  c ro p s , and as a s o i l  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  c o m .
PHOSALONE Zolone
A cu te  o r a l - -120
O rg a n ic  phospha te --U sed  as a m i t ic id e  and in s e c t ic id e  on f r u i t  t r e e s .
PHOSDRIN*- -  see m evinphos
Rhodia
*Trade name.
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PHOSMET R-1504, P ro la te ,  Im idan S ta u f fe r
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o wAcute o r a l - -147-216 
Acu te  d e rm a l- -3 ,1 6 0
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te -- In s e c t ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  and o rnam en ta l in s e c t  c o n t r o l ,  a l f a l f a  
in s e c ts ,  and c a t t le  g ru b s .
PHOSPHAMIDON Dimecron
A cu te  o r a l - -2 4  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -107-143
Chevron
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h
O rgan ic  p h o sp h a te --A  sys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  f o r  use on c e r ta in  f r u i t  and 
v e g e ta b le  c ro p s .
PHOSTOXIN*--see alum inum  phosph ide  
PHOSVEL*--see le p to p h o s
FMCPIPERONYL BUTOXIDE B u to c id e
Acute  o r a l - -7 ,500+
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,8 8 0  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -1 ,0 0 0
S ynerg is t--C om m on ly  used w i th  p y re th ru m .
PLICTRAN Dow
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,6 7 5
T in - - M i t ic id e  f o r  use on f r u i t  c ro p s . Not h a rm fu l to  p re d a to ry  m ite s .
PROLATE--see Im idan
PROPOXUR Baygon
A cu te  o r a l - -95-104  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,000+  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -800
Chemagro
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
C arbam a te --F o r use a g a in s t  m osq u ito e s , househo ld  in s e c ts ,  and c e r ta in  law n in s e c ts . 
PROXOL*--see t r i c h lo r f o n
PYRETHRUM p y r e th r in  I  and I I
A cu te  o r a l --8 2 0 -1 ,8 7 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--1 ,8 8 0 +  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -1 ,0 0 0
FMC, P e n ic k , MGK
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - H ig h  
Bee t o x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
B o ta n ic a l- -U s e d  as a f l y  c o n t r o l  in s e c t ic id e  in  househo ld  and l iv e s to c k  s p ra y s . 
RABON*--see Gardona
R AVA P*--m ixture  o f  d ic h lo rv o s  and Rabon. Used as a r e s id u a l w a l l  sp ray  f o r  f l i e s  
in  l iv e s to c k  b a rn s .
*T rade name7
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RESMETHRIN SBP-1382 P en ick
Acu te  o r a l - -3 ,5 0 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -3 ,0 4 0
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
S y n th e t ic  p y re th r in - -U s e d  f o r  f l y in g  and nu isance  
w h i t e f l y  c o n t r o l .
in s e c ts .  E x c e lle n t  f o r
RONNEL K o rla n , T ro le n e , V iozene Dow
A cu te  o r a l - -1 ,2 5 0 -2 ,6 3 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--5 ,0 0 0 +  
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -10
O rga n ic  phospha te --U sed in  b a i ts  and sp rays  f o r  f l y  c o n t r o l  in  l iv e s to c k  bam s
ROTENONE d e r r is ,  cube EMC, P e n ick
A cu te  o r a l - -50 -75  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -940+ 
C h ro n ic  o r a l : -25
F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h  
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
B o ta n ic a l- -A  c o n ta c t  p o is o n  used to  c o n t r o l  c e r ta in  home garden in s e c ts  and 
c a t t l e  g ru b s .
RUELENE*--see c ru fo m a te
SEVIN *--see c a rb a ry l 
SPECTRACIDE*--see d ia z in o n
SULFOXIDE
A cu te  o r a l - -2 ,0 0 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l--9 ,0 0 0 +  
C h ron ic  o r a l - -2 ,0 0 0
S u lfo x -C id e P en ick
S yne rg is t--C o m m on ly  used w i th  p h re th ru m . 
SUPRACIDE*--see m e th id a th io n  
SYSTOX5*5--s e e  demeton
TDE DDD, Rhothane A l l i e d ,  Rohm and Haas
A cu te  o r a l - -4 ,0 0 0 + F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h
A cu te  d e rm a l- -4 ,000+ Bee to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h ro n ic  o r a l - -100 B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C h lo r in a te d  h yd ro ca rb o n - 
TEDION*--see t e t r a d i f o n
- I l l e g a l  f o r  s a le  o r  use in  I l l i n o i s .
TE M IK*--see a ld ic a rb UC 21149, Tem ik U n ion C arb ide
A cu te  o r a l - -5 -1 0  
A cu te  d e rm a l- -1 ,4 0 0
B ird  to x ic i ty - -M o d e ra te
C a rb a m a te --E xp e rim e n ta l r e s id u a l ,  s ys te m ic  in s e c t ic id e  and m i t ic id e  f o r  
p o s s ib le  use a g a in s t  m ite s  and c e r ta in  in s e c ts  o f  f r u i t s ,  v e g e ta b le s , and 
o rn a m e n ta ls .
*Trade name. 
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TETRADIFON Ted ion FMC, P h i l l i p s
Acute  o r a l - -14 ,700+
A cu te  d e rm a l--1 0 ,0 0 0 +
S u lfo n a te - -A  m it ic id e  f o r  f r u i t  c ro p s .
Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w  
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
THANITE* H e rcu le s
Acute  o r a l - -1 ,6 0 0  
Acu te  d e rm a l- -6 ,0 0 0
T h io c y a n a te - - I t  i s  added to  househo ld  and l iv e s to c k  sp rays to  in c re a s e  
knockdown o f  f l y in g  in s e c ts .
THIM ET*--see p h o ra te
THIODAN*--see e n d o s u lfa n
THURICIDE*--see B a c i l lu s  th u r in g ie n s is
TOXAPHENE c h lo r in a te d  camphene H e rcu le s
Acute  o r a l - -80 -90  F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  h ig h
A cu te  de rm a l- -7 8 0 ,1 ,0 7 5  Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
C h ron ic  o r a l - -10 B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
C h lo r in a te d  hyd roca rbo n --U se d  to  c o n t r o l  many in s e c ts  o f  g ra in  and fo ra g e  
c ro p s , l iv e s to c k ,  and v e g e ta b le  and f r u i t  c ro p s . Used in  back rub be rs  and as 
a sheep d ip .
TRICHLORFON D y lo x , D ip te re x ,  Neguvon, P ro x o l Chemagro, U pjohn
A cu te  o r a l - -560-630 F is h  t o x ic i t y - - V e r y  low
A cu te  de rm a l--2 ,0 0 0 +  Bee to x ic i t y - - L o w
O rgan ic  p h o s p h a te --D ip te re x  is  used in  f l y  b a i t s ,  and D y lox  is  used as a s p ra y  f o r  
c e r ta in  f i e l d  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le , and o rnam enta l in s e c ts .  Used f o r  g rub  and 
c a t e r p i l l a r  c o n t r o l  in  tu r fg r a s s .
TR ITH IO N*--see ca rb o p h e n o th io n
VAPONA*--see d ic h lo rv o s
ZOLONE*--see phosa lone  
*Trade name.
Prepared by entomologists of the Illinois Agricultural Extension Service and Illi­
nois Natural History Survey. For additional copies, see your county extension ad­
viser.
B ird  t o x ic i t y - - L o w
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Fly Control in Confinement Housing
STEVE MOORE III
Confinement housing of livestock usually results in large accumulations of manure, 
spilled feed, hay, rotting straw, and bedding, which serve as breeding materials, 
attractants, and food for flies. The potential exists for producing large numbers of 
flies. Fly problems may occur all year long in some situations. The following sug­
gestions will serve as a guide for fly control in livestock confinement operations, 
but modifications will often be needed to solve a specific problem situation.
1. Sanitation. The proper elimination of fly breeding material is the basic step. 
Thoroughly clean up and eliminate all fly breeding materials once each week. This 
includes using shovels to clean up in corners, under fences, and around and under 
feed and watering devices. Spread the breeding material thinly over fields so it 
will dry, or place it in stacks, preferrably on a concrete slab covered by a black 
plastic tarp. Consider turning the manure and the stacks to aid in drying for long­
term storage. Keep the margins of waste lagoons free of overhanging grasses and 
weeds, and rake off any surface debris at frequent intervals.
If cleanup is done less frequently than once a week, leave a residue of manure, 
rotting straw, and so forth, 4 to 6 inches deep in the pits or pens. This allows for sur­
vival of predator insects and,possibly, disease organisms that attack the immature 
stages of the flies. These natural enemies will help to slow the buildup of fu­
ture fly populations.
Try to prevent manure and other breeding material from becoming wet as much as 
possible. Slope floors of pens and alleys to facilitate drainage and cleaning. 
Avoid overflowing of watering cups, troughs, and tanks.
2. Screens. Exclude flies from entering enclosed buildings by using screens on all 
doors and windows. Keep the screens in good repair.
3. Larvicides (insecticides used to kill the larval or maggot stage). Larvicides 
should only be used as a supplement to good sanitation practices. Do not use the 
long-lasting residual insecticides intended for control of adult flies against 
the maggots. If you do, the chance of a quick buildup of fly resistance to the 
insecticide is likely.
a. Liquified Manure. Flies developing in liquified manure include the psychodid 
flies (moth flies, drain flies, and filter flies) and syrphid flies (flower 
flies —  the adults of the rat-tail maggots). House flies and stable flies do 
not develop in this situation. The slow-but-continuous agitation of manure 
will usually cause sufficient disruption to prevent flies from developing. 
Flit MLO (mineral oil) or number two fuel oil sprayed uniformly over the sur­
faces at the rate of 1 gallon per 4,000 square feet is effective. It is time 
consuming and difficult to obtain a uniform application in most structures.
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As an alternative, dichlorvos (DDVP, Vapona) can be used. Mix 1 quart of the 
2-pound-per-gallon liquid concentrate in 12 gallons of water. Apply the di­
luted spray at 2 gallons per 1,000 square feet.
Repeat treatments may be needed every 1 or 2 weeks with these larvicides.
b. Nonliquified Manure. Flies developing in nonliquified manure include house 
flies, stable flies, lesser house flies, bottle flies, and flesh flies.
Use the dichlorvos spray as suggested above as long as animals will not be 
in direct contact with the breeding material being treated.
4. Adulticides (insecticides used to kill the adult stage). Adulticides are effec­
tive as a supplement to good sanitation.
a. Residual Sprays. The following sprays may be used in empty structures (no 
livestock present):
Insecticide
Amount per 
100 gal, of water How to apply
fenthion 45% E.C. 
(Baytex)
3 gal. Start treatments in June. Apply 2 gal.
per 1,000 sq. ft. or to runoff to 
ceilings, walls, and support posts, 
and outside around doors and windows. 
Lasts about 4 to 6 weeks.
diazinon 50% W.P. 16 lb. Lasts about 2 to 
for fenthion. Do 
poultry barns.
3 weeks. Apply as 
not use in dairy or
dimethoate 
(Cygon) 23% E.C.
4 gal. Lasts about 3 to 
for fenthion.
4 weeks. Apply as
stirofos 50% W.P.a 16 lb. Lasts about 2 to 
for fenthion.
3 weeks. Apply as
stirofos 24% E.C.a 4 gal.
„ ^  (stirofos 23% + 
aV ^(dichlorvos 6% E.C.a 4 gal.
ronnel 24% E.C. 
(Korlan)a
4 gal. Lasts about 1 to 
for fenthion.
2 weeks. Apply as
aStirofos, Ravap, and ronnel 
birds present. Always read
may be used 
the label and
in chicken caged laying houses with the 
follow all directions and precautions.
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b. Spray Baits. As a supplement to good sanitation practices or the use of 
residual sprays, or both, the following spray baits are helpful:
Insecticide Amount How to applya
dichlorvos 23% E.C. 
(DDVP, Vapona)
4 oz. per 1 gal. 
corn syrup and 
1/2 gal. warm 
water
Apply to favorite fly-roosting areas 
from tank sprayer as needed to sup­
plement residual spray treatment.
naled 37% E.C. 
(Dibrom)
2 oz. per 1 gal. 
corn syrup and 
1/2 gal. warm 
water
Apply as for dichlorvos.
^Always place the bait out 
place of spray baits, but 
precautions on the label.
of reach of animals, 
generally with less
Dry scatter baits may be used in 
success. Follow all directions and
c. Space Sprays. As an alternative to residual barn sprays and spray baits, 
the following space sprays are effective. This method is most efficient in 
large cattle feed lot operations.
Insecticide
Amount per 
100 gal. of water How to apply
dichlorvos 23% E.C. 
(DDVP, Vapona)a
2 gal. Apply at 5 gal. per acre with mist 
blower over the top of animals and 
pens every 3 to 7 days.
naled 37% E.C.a 
(Dibrom)
1 gal. Apply as for dichlorvos.
pyrethrin E.C.a Dilute to 0.1% 
by weight with 
water
Apply as for dichlorvos.
aThis method is generally not practical for poultry because of the disturbance to 
the birds. Follow all directions and precautions on the labels.
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1977 Insect Pest Management 0uide
COM M ERCIAL VEGETABLE CROPS 
And GREENHOUSE VEGETABLES
You m ust be c ertified  as a pestic ide app lic a to r by O c tob er 21, 1 9 7 7 , to use 
“ re stric te d  use” pestic ides. See yo u r county extension a d v ise r fo r  in fo rm a tio n .
Commercial vegetable gardeners find it impossible to pro­
duce vegetables profitably unless they control insects at 
maximum efficiency and minimum cost. The housewife of 
today will not accept unsightly wormy vegetables; not only 
are wormy fruits and vegetables unappetizing but the 
waste from trimming increases food costs. Thus the com­
mercial vegetable gardener must produce a quality product 
that is acceptable and safe to the consumer. Careful and 
correct use of the right insecticides will enable him to do 
this.
Insect pest management programs, which include the 
wise selection of cultural, mechanical, biological, and 
chemical methods, are suggested for the major insect pests 
of vegetable crops and greenhouses. However, insecticides 
are still the most efficient means of managing most insect 
problems.
This suggested insecticide guide has been prepared for 
use by Illinois commercial vegetable farmers; it is not for 
home gardeners, who should use only those insecticides 
that are extremely safe to handle, apply, and store. Fur­
thermore, the commercial vegetable gardener must use a 
wider variety of insecticides than the home gardener in 
order to obtain maximum insect control at the least cost.
In using insecticides, read the label and carefully follow 
the instructions. Do not exceed maximum rates suggested; 
observe carefully the interval between application and har­
vest, and apply only to crops for which use has been ap­
proved. Make a record of the product used, the trade name, 
the percentage content of the insecticide, the dilution, the 
rate of application per acre, and the dates of application.
Some of the insecticides suggested here can be poison­
ous to the applicator. In using them, the commercial grower 
is expected to use precautions to protect himself, his work­
ers, and his family from undue or needless exposure.
In using this guide, always refer to the table on the next 
page, which lists the limitations and restrictions on use. 
These limitations apply to the vegetables as human food. 
I f  you use any portion of a vegetable for livestock food
(tops, stalks, etc.) refer to the label for instructions as to 
the interval required between application and feeding.
The chemical names used in these tables may be un­
familiar to you. These names are the common coined 
chemical names and as such are not capitalized. Trade 
names are capitalized. In the table of limitations the com­
mon names are listed first. I f  the trade name is more com­
monly used, it is listed in parentheses following the 
common name. Throughout the tables of suggestions, how­
ever, the common name is used if there is one. In case of 
question, refer to the table of limitations.
These suggestions are subject to change without notifi­
cation during the growing season.
Requested label clearances for a few uses of insecti­
cides, carriers, and solvents are uncertain for 1977, since 
many requests have not been officially cleared. Anticipating 
needed changes in labeling, we began modifying these sug­
gested uses a few years ago. W e have attempted to antici­
pate any further label changes in 1977, but an occasional 
use may still be canceled. Be sure to check with your 
county extension adviser if  you are in doubt about the 
insecticide you plan to use. W e will make announcements 
of label changes through the newsletters and news media 
to keep you up to date.
Insecticides will be classified for general use  or re ­
stricted use by the U .S. Environmental Protection Agency 
by October 21, 1977. After that time, a person wishing to 
use an insecticide classified for restricted use must be 
certified as a private or commercial pesticide applicator by 
the state of Illinois. Contact your county extension adviser 
in agriculture for details on this program.
Suggestions for use of insecticides effective from a 
practical standpoint are based on available data. Soil tex­
tures, pH of the soil, rainfall, slope of the field, wind 
velocity at planting, method and accuracy of application, 
and other unpredictable factors affect efficiency.
This publication was prepared by entomologists of the 
University of Illinois College of Agriculture and the Illi­
nois Natural History Survey.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
In cooperation with ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY CIRCULAR 897 Urbana, Illinois, December, 1976
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LIMITATIONS FOR FIELD VEGETABLES IN DAYS BETWEEN APPLICATION AND HARVEST 
AND OTHER RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF INSECTICIDES IN ILLINOIS
(Blank spaces indicate the material is not suggested for the specific use in Illinois)
Insecticide Beans Peas
Broc­
coli
Brussels
sprouts
Cab­
bage
Cauli­
flower
Horse­
radish1
Rad­
ish1
Tur­
nip1 Onions
Egg­
plant
Pep­
pers
Toma­
toes
acephate (Orthene).............. 7
azinphosmethyl (Guthion)2 15 7 21 15
B a c i l l u s  t h u r i n g i e n s i s 3..... 0 0 0 0 0
carbaryl (Sevin)..................... 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3, 14A 0 0 0
carbofuran (Furadan).......... 21B
Dasanit..................................... C, D
demeton (Systox).................. 3
diazinon.................................... 5 7 5 10 10 10 1
dicofol (Kelthane)................. 7E 2 2 2
dimethoate (Cygon)............. OE OE 7 3 7 14 0 7
Dyfonate.................................. C C C
ethion........................................ C
malathion................................. 1 3 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 1
methomyl (Lannate)............ 1 1, 5A 3 3 1 3 10 2
mevinphos (Phosdrin)2........ 1 3 1 3 3
Monitor.................................... 21 21 35 28
naled (Dibrom)...................... 1 1 1 1 4
oxydemetonmethyl
(Meta-Systox R ) ............... 7F 0B
parathion2................................ 7 7 7 10 7 15 10 15 15 10
phorate (Thimet)2................. C
rotenone................................... 1 1 1
trichlorfon (Dylox)............... 21 21 21 28E 21 21
Pota- Col- Let- Spin- Swiss Sweet Cucum- Mel- Pump- Squash4
Insecticide toes1 lards Kale tuce ach chard corn bers4 ons4 kins4 Winter Summer
B a c i l l u s  t h u r i n g i e n s i s 3............ 0 0 0 0
carbaryl (Sevin).................................... 0 14 14 14 14 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
diazinon................................................... 10 10 10 10 12 c 7 3 3 7
dicofol (Kelthane)................................ 2 2 2 2 2
dimethoate (Cygon)........................... 0 14 14 14 14 14 3
Dyfonate................................................. c
malathion............................................... 0 7 7 14 7 7 5 1 1 3 1 1
methomyl (Lannate)........................... 14 10 7 0, 3A 3 3
mevinphos (Phosdrin)2....................... 3 3 2 4
Mocap...................................................... C
naled (Dibrom)..................................... 4 4 1 1 1
parathion2............................................... 5 10 10 21 14 21 12 15 7 10 15 15
phorate (Thimet)2................................ C C
rotenone.................................................. 1 1 1 1 1
trichlorfon (D ylox)............................. 28G 21 28G 3F
1 Root crops such as radishes, turnips, carrots, horseradish, 
potatoes, and sugar beets should not be grown in soil where aldrin, 
dieldrin, or heptachlor was applied as a soil insecticide the pre­
ceding year.
2 Use only by professional applicators or commercial gardeners.
3 Trade names are Biotrol, Dipel, and Thuricide.
4 Only apply insecticide late in the day after blossoms have 
closed to reduce bee kill.
A. If tops or stover is to be used as feed.
B. Not more than twice per season.
C. Soil applications at planting time only.
D. Do not use on green onion crop.
E. Do not use tops for feed or food.
F. Not more than three times per season.
G. Not after edible portions or heads begin to form.
REENTRY INTERVALS FOR WORKER PROTECTION
Insecticide Hours
Workers must wear protective clothing if they enter treated azinphosmethyl (Guthion)....................  24
fields before time intervals at right. They must also wear pro- demeton (Systox)...................................  48
tective clothing for all other insecticides applied if spray has ethion.......................................................... 24
not dried or dust has not settled. parathion...................................................  48
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CABBAGE AND RELATED COLE CROPS1
Insect
Time 
of attack Insecticide
Lb. of active 
ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Cabbage maggot2 
(NHE-44)
All season diazinon
Dyfonate
3
2
Broadcast Disk in just before planting. Use only for 
cabbage, cauliflower, and broccoli.
diazinon
granules
1 Furrow At time of planting; on turnips a drench­
ing spray of 1 lb. diazinon should be 
applied 30 days following treatment.
azinphosmethyl
diazinon
3oz. W .P. or 2oz. 
E.C. per 50 gal. 
transplant water 
4 oz. per 50 gal. 
transplant water
6 fluid oz. transplant water per plant.
Aphid (NHE-47) 
Thrips (NHE-48)
All season azinphosmethyl
dimethoate
malathion
mevinphos
parathion
%
0.3
1
V\
0.4
Foliage When aphids appear, but before leaves 
begin to curl.
Diamond-back 
moth larva; 
imported cabbage 
worm; cabbage 
looper (NHE-45)
All season Bacillus 
thuringiensis3 
methomyl 
Monitor
See rates 
on label 
0.45-0.9 
1
Foliage When small worms first appear, and 
about every 5 to 7 days thereafter. Thor­
ough spray coverage of foliage is im­
portant.
Cutworm At planting trichlorfon 1 Soil At planting, at base of plant or as needed 
when damage first occurs.
Flea beetle and 
leafhopper
All season carbaryl Foliage As needed.
1 Root crops such as radishes, turnips, carrots, potatoes, and sugar beets should not be grown in soil where aldrin, dieldrin, or hepta- 
chlor was applied as a soil insecticide the preceding year.
2 Maggots are resistant to aldrin, dieldrin, and diazinon in some areas of Illinois.
3 No time limitations.
E .C .=  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder.
COLLARDS, KALE, LETTUCE, SPINACH, SWISS CHARD
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Aphid (NHE-47) All season diazinon lA Foliage As needed.
dimethoate 0.3
mevinphos H
naled 1
parathion 0.4
Cutworm On seedling trichlorfon 1 Base of plant When first damage appears.
plants and soil
Leafhopper All season carbaryl IH Foliage When first leafhoppers appear and as
dimethoate 0.3 needed.
malathion 1
Caterpillar All season Bacillus See rates Foliage When small worms first appear and every
(NHE-45) thuringiensis1 on label 5 to 7 days thereafter.
naled 1
Leaf miner All season diazinon Foliage When first miners are observed.
dimethoate 0.3
parathion 0.4
Flea beetle All season carbaryl 1 Foliage As needed.
rotenone M
1 No time limitations.
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BEANS
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Seed maggot All season diazinon 50%  W .P. 1 3 /5  oz./bu. Seed Treat seed no longer than 3 months before
(NHE-27) Lorsban 25% W .P.1 2 oz./bu. Seed planting.
phorate granules 1 K Soilband Place on either or both sides of row at 
planting but not in contact with seed.
Bean leaf beetle Early and carbaryl 1 Foliage When feeding first appears and weekly
(NHE-67) late season malathion 1 for 2 or 3 applications as needed.
Leafhopper All season carbaryl 1 Foliage Before plants become yellow and stunted.
(NHE-22) and dimethoate 0.3 Repeat applications at weekly intervals
plant bug malathion 1 as necessary.
(NHE-68) methomyl 0.45
phorate granules IK Soilband As for seed maggot.
Mexican bean Midseason and carbaryl K Foliage When occasional leaves show lacework
beetle late season malathion 1 feeding.
phorate granules IK Soilband As for seed maggot.
Aphid (NHE-47) All season dimethoate 0.3 Foliage Usually applied when a few aphids can be
malathion 1 found on each plant, but before leaves 
begin to curl and deform.
phorate granules IK Soilband As for seed maggot.
Blister beetle Midseason and carbaryl IK Foliage As needed.
(NHE-72) late season
Corn earworm Late season carbaryl IK Foliage As needed, but usually after September
(NHE-33) methomyl 0.45 1. Worms may be present before bloom.
Corn borer parathion K
Mites Midseason and dicofol 0.4 Foliage As needed, but especially during drouthy
late season dimethoate 0.3 periods particularly if carbaryl has been
malathion 1 used on crops.
phorate granules IK Soilband As for seed maggot.
1 No restrictions when used as recommended.
CUCUMBERS AND OTHER VINE CROPS1
Insect
Time 
of attack
Lb. of active
Insecticide2 ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application2
Striped and Seedling to carbaryl 1 Foliage When beetles first appear; as often as
spotted cucumber mature plants parathion K necessary thereafter.
beetles (NHE-46)
Aphid (NHE-47) All season diazinon K Foliage When aphids become noticeable.
dimethoate3 0.3
malathion 1
parathion K
Squash bug All season parathion K Foliage Do not apply until first eggs are found
(NHE-51) trichlorfon4 1 hatching (about June 15 to July 15).
Leafhopper July-August malathion 1 Foliage As needed.
dimethoate3 0.3
Squash vine June- carbaryl 1 Base of stem Weekly applications when vines begin to
borer September for 3 ft. run— usually 5 applications.
Pickle worm August- carbaryl 1 Foliage Weekly applications, beginning in late
September August.
Mites July- dicofol K Foliage As needed.
September malathion 1
parathion K
Cutworm April-June carbaryl 2 Base of plants As needed.
(NHE-77)
1 Pumpkins should not be grown on soil that has been treated with aldrin, dieldrin, or heptachlor the preceding year.
2 Spray vine crops with insecticide only late in the day after blossoms have closed to reduce bee kill.
3 Do not use dimethoate on cucumbers.
4 Pumpkin is the only vine crop for which trichlorfon should be used for squash bug control. Apply only once per season.
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TOMATOES AND EGGPLANT
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Cutworm Early and carbaryl 2 Base of plants As needed.
(NHE-7V) midseason trichlorfon 1 or foliage
Flea beetle May-June carbaryl 2 Foliage Apply every week as long as needed.
rotenone 0.2-0.4
Aphid (NHE-47) May-July diazinon H Foliage As needed, but before leaves curl.
dimethoate1 0.3
malathion 1
parathion 0.4
Cabbage July- Bacillus See rates Foliage When loopers are present.
looper September thuringiensis on label
methomyl 0.45-0.9
Corn earworm July- carbaryl 2 Foliage Add to weekly applications of fungicide
Corn borer September; methomyl1 0.45-0.9 sprays beginning at first fruit set. If
occasionally spraying is infrequent, use 6 lb. of toxa-
in June phene.
Hornworm July- carbaryl 2 Foliage When first small worms appear.
September trichlorfon 1
Mites July- carbophenothion 1 Foliage As needed.
September dicofol lA
malathion 1
parathion 0.4
Russet mite July- parathion 0.4 Foliage As needed.
September sulfur dust2 10
sulfur spray2 10
Blister beetle June- carbaryl 1X Foliage As needed.
(NHE-72) September parathion X
Fruit fly and August- diazinon spray lA Foliage When flies or beetles first appear.
picnic beetle October diazinon granules 1
pyrethrin dust2 1 Foliage Apply to hamper immediately after it is
filled.
1 Use cleared only on tomatoes. 3 No limitations on use.
PEPPERS
Insect
Time 
of attack
Lb. of active
Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Aphid (NHE-47) May-July dimethoate 0.3 Foliage Only when aphids are present. Add to
demeton % borer spray when it is being used.
methomyl 0.45
oxydemetonmethyl 'A
acephate H
Corn borer Late season carbaryl 2 Foliage and When fruit is present on plant. Apply
acephate 1 fruit every 5 days when borers are present.
carbofuran 2-3 Soilband to 
transplant
Make 2 applications; first, 3 weeks after 
transplant, second, 5 weeks later.
ASPARAGUS
Insect
Time 
of attack Insecticide
Lb. of active 
ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Asparagus beetle Early and mid- carbaryl1 IK Spears and As needed, not more often than every 3
(NHE-49) season on spears malathion1 1 ferns days.
and ferns rotenone1 0.2-0.4 Spears As needed.
1 One-day restriction between last application and harvest.
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SWEET CORN
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Soil insects April-August diazinon 1 Row Apply on soil surface behind planter shoe
(NHE-26, 27, 43) Dyfonate 1 and ahead of press wheel.
Mocap 1
phorate 1
Cutworm April-June carbaryl1 2-3 Base of When first damage appears.
(NHE-38) carbaryl bait 1 plants
Flea beetle April-July carbaryl1 IX Foliage As necessary.
(NHE-36)
Japanese beetle July- carbaryl1 1 Ear zone As necessary.
(NHE-32) September
Corn borer June- carbaryl spray, dust,1 2 Foliage Make first application when tassel ratio
September or granules is 30 to 40. Repeat every 4 to 5 days as
methomyl 0.45 long as field has 20 or more unhatched 
egg masses per 100 plants.
2 Ear zone Market corn: At first silk and every 2 to
0.45 3 days for 5 to 8 applications. On very
early or late planted corn, treatment may 
be necessary before silking when eggs are 
being laid on stalks and flag leaves. 
Canning corn: At 30 to 50%  silk and 
every 3 days thereafter until corn is with­
in 8 to 12 days of harvest.
2 Foliage When adults first appear in field; usually
1 between pollen-shedding and silk-drying.
1
X ____________________________________________________
Corn leaf aphid July- malathion 1 Foliage As needed to produce attractive ears for
(NHE-29) September parathion A  fresh market.
1 During pollen shed, apply carbaryl as late in the day as possible (preferably after 4 p.m._) to reduce bee kill. 
a Addition of 0.5 to 0.75 pound of parathion or 0.25 to 0.45 pound of methomyl to carbaryl improves earworm control.
Corn earworm2 June- carbaryl1
(NHE-33) September methomyl
Sap beetle July- carbaryl1
(NHE-10) September diazinon
Picnic beetle malathion
parathion
ONIONS
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Onion maggot All season diazinon V2-1 for 40-50 lb. Seed Seed treatment for set onions only. Use
(NHE-50) W .P. of seed lighter dosage of diazinon on sandy, highly
ethion W .P. 1 for 40-50 lb. of seed mineral soils.
Dasanit granules 1 Use 1 lb. active ingredient per acre for
diazinon granules X -1 Furrow rows 12" apart; % lb. for rows 18" apart;
Dyfonate 1 V2 lb. for rows 24" apart. Up to twice
ethion granules X-2 these amounts are needed for ethion on 
muck soils. Do not use Dasanit or Dyfon­
ate on green onions.
diazinon 2 Broadcast Preplanting; disk into upper 1 to 2 inches 
of soil. Supplement with foliage spray 
below.
diazinon Us Foliage Supplemental to soil treatment. Make 
first application when first adult flies are
malathion 1 seen; make another 1 week later. From  
then on only as necessary.
Thrips (NHE-48) Midseason and diazinon lA Foliage When injury first appears and every 10
late season malathion 1 days as necessary.
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POTATOES1
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Flea beetle May-J uly carbaryl 1 Foliage When first damage appears on leaves,
methomyl 0.45 and repeat as needed.
Colorado potato 
beetle
May-July carbaryl 1 Foliage As needed.
Potato leafhopper May-July carbaryl 1 Foliage Weekly applications when Ieafhoppers
(NHE-22) dimethoate 0.3 first appear.
methomyl 0.45
phorate granules 2-3 Soilband Place on either or both sides of row at 
planting but not in contact with seed. 
Use lower rate on sandy soils and heavier 
rate on heavy soils. Do not use on muck 
soils.
Aphid (NHE-47) All season dimethoate 0.3 Foliage As needed.
malathion 1
methomyl 0.45
parathion H
phorate granules 2-3 Soilband As for Ieafhoppers.
Blister beetle All season carbaryl 1 H Foliage As needed.
(NHE-72)
Wireworm (NHE-43) All season phorate granules 2-3 Soil Preplanting, disk in; or use as soilband
White grub (NHE-23) at planting.
Grasshopper July- carbaryl % Foliage As needed, control in fence rows, road-
(NHE-74) September sides, ditch banks, etc., before migration.
1 Potatoes should not be grown in soil where aldrin, dieldrin, or heptachlor was applied as a soil insecticide the preceding year.
PEAS
Time Lb. of active
Insect of attack Insecticide ingredient per acre Placement Timing of application
Caterpillars June methomyl H - l Foliage Before harvest if worms are present.
including loopers 
Aphids May-J une dimethoate V s Foliage As needed.
Limitations for Greenhouse Tomatoes
Insecticide Tomatoes
endosulfan (Thiodan).......................
malathion.............................................
metaldehyde........................................
naled (Dibrom). . . ...........................
parathion1.............................................
1 Do not use aerosols that contain parathion, tepp, or the propellant 
methyl chloride in greenhouses connected to living quarters. Should be 
applied only by a trained operator.
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GREENHOUSE TOMATOES
Insect Insecticide1 Dosage and formulation Application
Aphid malathion aerosol 1 lb. 10% aerosol per 50,000 cu. ft. In a closed greenhouse above plants.
Whitefly naled vapor 5 oz. of 4%  E.C. per 50,000 cu. ft. Apply on steampipes.
parathion aerosol 1 lb. 10% aerosol per 50,000 cu. ft. In a closed greenhouse above plants.
Mealybug 
Spider mite 
Russet mite 
Thrip
Use malathion or parathion aerosol as suggested for aphid and whitefly.
Armyworm malathion aerosol 1 lb. 10% aerosol per 50,000 cu. ft. In a closed greenhouse above plants.
Cabbage looper parathion aerosol 1 lb. 10% aerosol per 50,000 cu. ft. In a closed greenhouse above plants.
Tomato fruitworm
Slug metaldehyde Commercially prepared bait or spray To mulch on soil surface. Do not con­
taminate edible parts.
1 See page 7 for limitations between application and harvest.
FOR ADDITONAL INFORMATION
Leaflets describing the life history, biology, and habits 
of some of the insects mentioned can be obtained from the 
offices of county extension advisers or by writing to Ento­
mology Extension, 169 Natural Resources Building, Ur- 
bana, Illinois 61801. These are indicated by an N H E 
number in the tables.
Obtain the following circulars on insect control from 
the Office of Agricultural Publications, 123 Mumford 
Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
Circular 900, Insect Pest Management Guide —  Home, 
Yard, and Garden
Circular 1076, Turfgrass Pest Control
FOR YOUR PROTECTION
Always handle insecticides with respect. The persons 
most likely to suffer ill effects from insecticides are the 
applicator and his family. Accidents and careless, needless 
overexposure can be avoided. Here are a few easy rules 
that if followed will prevent most insecticide accidents:
1. W ear rubber gloves when handling insecticide con­
centrates.
2. Do not smoke while handling or using insecticides.
3. Keep your face turned to one side when opening in­
secticide containers.
4. Leave unused insecticides in their original containers 
with the labels on them.
5. Store insecticides out of reach of children, irrespon­
sible persons, or animals; store preferably in a locked 
cabinet.
6. Wash out and then bury, burn, or haul to refuse 
dump all empty insecticide containers.
7. Do not put the water-supply hose directly into the 
spray tank.
8. Do not blow out clogged nozzles or spray lines with 
your mouth.
9. Wash with soap and water exposed parts of body 
and clothes contaminated with insecticide.
10. Do not leave puddles of spray on impervious 
surfaces.
11. Do not apply to fish-bearing or other water supplies.
12. Do not apply insecticides, except in an emergency, 
to areas with abundant wildlife or to blossoming crops 
visited by bees. Avoid drift onto blossoming crops or onto 
bee hives.
13. Do not apply insecticides near dug wells or cisterns.
14. Do not spray when weather conditions favor drift.
15. Observe all precautions listed on the label.
16. To avoid bee kill, apply insecticides after bee activ­
ity has been completed for the day; use the least toxic 
materials. W arn beekeepers that you are applying in ­
secticides.
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1977 Insect Pest Management Guide 
FIELD and FORAGE CROPS
You must be certified as a pesticide applicator by October 21, 1977, to use 
“ restricted use” pesticides. See your county extension adviser for information.
Pest Management
Insects and related pests play a major role in field crop 
production in Illinois. Although agronomic practices de­
veloped during the past century have reduced the impor­
tance of some insect pests, they have increased the impor­
tance of others. Agronomic practices such as certain tillage 
operations, destruction of crop residues, selection of re­
sistant hybrids, adjustment of planting dates, rotation of 
crops, and so on, if used properly, still serve to help sup­
press insect populations. Where possible, these practices 
continue to be used to provide more balanced insect control.
Practical applications of many insect-control tech­
niques continue to be thoroughly investigated. Such con­
trol methods as insect sterilization, insect growth regula­
tors, release of insect parasites and predators, attractants 
for insect baits and traps, propagation and dissemination 
of insect disease organisms, as well as the use of insecti­
cides, are being pursued. Despite the most optimistic re­
ports, however, it is readily apparent that insecticides will 
be an important part of pest management for many years 
to come.
Policy Statement
These suggestions for the use of insecticides are based 
on available data. Soil texture, soil pH, rainfall, slope of 
the field, wind velocity at planting, and other unpredictable 
factors affect the efficiency. Please report control failures 
and the circumstances associated with such failures to us.
Requested label clearances for a few uses of some 
insecticides, carriers, and solvents are uncertain for 1977, 
since many requests have not yet been officially cleared. 
Anticipating needed changes in labeling, we began modify­
ing these suggested uses a few years ago. We have at­
tempted to anticipate any further label changes in 1977, 
but an occasional use may still be canceled. Be sure to check 
with your county extension adviser if you are in doubt 
about the insecticide you plan to use. We will make an­
nouncements of label changes through the news media 
to keep you up to date.
Insecticides
The chemical names referred to in this circular may 
be unfamiliar to you. These names are the common coined
chemical names and as such are not capitalized (for ex­
ample, terbufos). Trade names are capitalized (for ex­
ample, Counter). In the table of limitations, the trade 
names are listed first, and the common name is in paren­
theses following the trade name. However, in the tables of 
suggestions, the trade name is used if there is one. In case 
of question, refer to the following list or to the table of 
limitations:
T  rade name
C ounter.............
Cygon..................
Dasanit................
diazinon.............
Dibrom................
Di-Syston...........
D yfonate...........
D ylox..................
ethyl parathion .
Furadan..............
Guthion..............
Im idan................
Lannate.............
Lorsban.............
malathion...........
Meta-Systox R  . 
methoxychlor. . .  
methyl parathion
M o cap ................
Penncap-M . . . .
S e v in ..................
Supracide...........
S y s to x ................
T him et................
toxaphene...........
Trithion ..............
Common name 
terbufos 
dimethoate 
fensulfothion 
diazinon 
naled 
disulfoton 
fonofos 
trichlorfon 
parathion 
carbofuran 
azinphosmethyl 
phosmet 
methomyl 
chlorpyrifos 
malathion 
oxydemetonmethyl 
methoxychlor 
methyl parathion 
ethoprop 
methyl parathion 
( microencapsulated) 
carbaryl 
methadathion 
demeton 
phorate 
toxaphene 
carbophenothion
Pesticide Safety
Certain precautionary steps should be taken when 
handling insecticides. Some of the insecticides suggested in 
the publication can be poisonous to the applicator. The 
farmer is expected to protect himself, his workers, and his 
family from needless exposure.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
In cooperation with ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY CIRCULAR 899 Urbana, Illinois, December, 1976
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When using insecticides, apply all the scientific knowl­
edge available to insure that there will be no illegal residue 
on the marketed crop. Such knowledge is condensed on 
the label. R EA D  T H E  L A B E L  C A R E F U L L Y  AND 
FO LLO W  T H E  IN ST R U C T IO N S. But the label should 
be recent and not from a container several years old. Do 
not exceed maximum rates suggested; observe the interval 
between application and harvest; and apply only to crops 
for which use has been approved. Make a record of the 
product used, the trade name, the percentage content of 
the insecticide, dilution, rate of application per acre, and 
the date or dates of application.
Always handle insecticides with respect. The persons 
most likely to suffer ill effects from insecticides are the 
applicator and his family. Accidents and careless, needless 
overexposure can be avoided. Here are a few rules that if 
followed will prevent most insecticide accidents:
1. Wear rubber gloves when handling insecticide con­
centrates.
2. Do not smoke while handling or using insecticides.
3. Keep your face turned to one side when opening, 
pouring from, or emptying insecticide containers.
4. Leave unused insecticides in their original contain­
ers with the labels on them.
5. Store insecticides out of reach of children, irre-
SPECIAL SUGGESTIONS AND
Federal and State Laws
Currently, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
is classifying pesticides according to general and restricted 
use as required by the passage of the Federal Environ­
mental Pesticide Control Act of 1972. After October, 1977, 
anyone applying a restricted-use pesticide must be certified. 
Com m ercial applicators who apply restricted-use pesticides 
will be certified; private applicators who use restricted-use 
pesticides “for the purpose of producing any agricultural 
commodity on property owned or rented by him or as ex­
change labor (no compensation) on the property of 
another will need to be certified.” Commercial applicators 
will include not only the person applying a pesticide for 
hire but also governmental personnel, chemical company 
representatives, and others involved in demonstrational, 
regulatory, and public health pest control. Certification as a 
commercial applicator will require the passage of a written 
examination administered by either the Illinois Department 
of Agriculture or the Department of Public Health.
Educational training programs for farmers (private 
applicators) and commercial pesticide applicators will be 
conducted by the Cooperative Extension Service to prepare 
persons for certification as pesticide applicators early in 
1977. For additional information, consult your county ex­
tension adviser. The actual certification and issuing of 
permits or licenses will be handled by the Illinois Depart­
ment of Agriculture or the Department of Public Health.
Illinois law now permits a farmer to apply any pesticide 
to his own farm and the farms of two others without being
sponsible persons, or animals; store preferably in a locked 
building. Do not store near livestock feeds. Better yet, buy 
no more pesticide than you will use. This eliminates a 
pesticide storage and disposal problem.
6. Wash out and bury, burn, or haul to the refuse 
dump all empty insecticide containers.
7. Do not put the water-supply hose directly into the 
spray tank.
8. Do not blow out clogged nozzles or spray lines with 
your mouth.
9. Wash with soap and water exposed parts of body 
and clothes contaminated with insecticides.
10. Do not leave puddles of spray on impervious sur­
faces.
11. Do not apply to fish-bearing or other water sup­
plies.
12. Do not apply insecticides, except in an emergency, 
to areas with abundant wildlife.
13. Do not apply insecticides near dug wells or cisterns.
14. Do not spray or dust when weather conditions 
favor drift.
15. Observe all precautions listed on the label.
16. To avoid bee kill, apply insecticides after bee activ­
ity has been completed for the day; use the least toxic ma­
terials. W arn beek eepers that you are applying insecticides.
MAJOR CHANGES FOR 1977
a licensed applicator. A commercial applicator applying 
pesticides for hire outside a structure must be licensed 
under Illinois law.
Insecticide Restrictions in Illinois
The chlorinated hydrocarbons —  aldrin, chlordane, 
dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, and lindane —  cannot be used 
on dairy farms except around the farm residence. This 
ruling was adopted by the Illinois Department of Public 
Health in 1971 at the recommendation of the Interagency 
Committee on the Use of Pesticides. The use of DD T in 
Illinois is banned except where special permits are ob­
tained from the Illinois Department of Agriculture or the 
Department of Public Health.
In 1974, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(E P A ) suspended the manufacture of aldrin and dieldrin 
for agricultural purposes. Existing supplies can still be 
used. All agricultural uses of heptachlor and chlordane, 
with the exception of use on corn, were suspended by the 
E P A  effective July 29, 1975; use on corn was suspended 
August 1, 1976. However, any product containing hepta­
chlor or chlordane that was formulated before July 29, 
1975, may be used for any use listed on the product label. 
The heptachlor seed treatment label was unaffected by the 
suspension order, and heptachlor can continue to be used 
for this purpose.
Because of insect resistance and possible insecticide 
residues in crops, livestock, and livestock products, as well 
as limited yield returns, we strongly advise against the use
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of aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, and lin­
dane in Illinois. All three corn rootworm species, seed-corn 
beetles, seed-corn maggots, and possibly wireworms and 
white grubs are no longer effectively controlled by these 
insecticides.
Farmers are cautioned to omit the use of aldrin, hepta­
chlor, or chlordane for one crop year before growing soy­
beans in a field.
Suggestions for Insect Control in 1977
Predicting Need for Soil Insecticides on Corn
Many farmers in Illinois will not have a soil-insect 
problem on corn in 1977. The type of crop rotation in­
fluences to a great extent whether a soil-insect problem 
will occur and the kind. Following are some guidelines 
for predicting soil-insect problems in corn and determin­
ing the need for using a soil insecticide at planting time. 
Exceptions can be expected occasionally since soil-insect 
problems are influenced by a variety of conditions unre­
lated to crop rotation — weather, soil type, planting date, 
hybrid, tillage, natural enemies, and others. Knowledge of 
soil-insect damage in a particular field in previous years 
is also helpful, since infestations tend to occur in the same 
fields and in the same area.
Corn After Soybeans
The potential for soil-insect problems in corn follow­
ing soybeans is generally low. Soil insecticides are rarely 
necessary. In most fields of corn after soybeans, a diazi- 
non planter-box seed treatment will be adequate to protect 
against attack by seed-corn beetles and seed-corn maggots. 
There are a few exceptions. C orn rootw orm s may occa­
sionally be a problem when beetles deposit their eggs in 
soybean fields that contain volunteer corn, which when 
planted to corn the following year may have economic 
damage. Rootworm beetles will feed on the foliage of 
soybean plants, and they are especially attracted into soy­
bean fields that are weedy and contain volunteer corn. 
Using a herbicide or clean cultivation will reduce the 
attractiveness of soybean fields to rootworm beetles. Clean 
fields of soybeans will permit soybean-corn rotations with 
no damage from corn rootworms. Black cutw orm s may be 
a problem in corn where excess soybean plant debris re­
mains on the soil surface following chisel-plowing. W hite 
gru bs  are an occasional problem in east-central Illinois in 
corn after soybeans.
Corn After Corn
The potential for rootworm damage is moderate to se­
vere in the northern half of Illinois, and a rootworm insec­
ticide may be needed in fields of continuous corn. Wire- 
worms are occasionally a problem in southern areas. See 
discussions under rootworms and wireworms.
Corn After Grass Sod
Wireworms and white grubs are potential problems. 
Apply a soil insecticide at planting time.
Corn After Clover and Alfalfa
Grape colaspis, grubs, wireworms, and cutworms are 
potential problems. Rootworms may be a problem in 
northern Illinois in corn following clover or alfalfa. Apply 
a soil insecticide at planting time.
Corn After Small Grain
There is a slight potential for damage by wireworms, 
seed-corn beetles, and seed-corn maggots. In most in­
stances, a diazinon planter-box seed treatment will be ade­
quate. If  wireworms are present, use a soil insecticide at 
planting.
Corn Rootworms
Rootworm Situation, 1977. Moderate to severe dam­
age by western and northern corn rootworms is expected 
in many fields of corn following corn in the area north of 
a line from Pittsfield to Decatur to Danville (see map). 
Light to moderate damage is expected in some fields in 
south-central counties north of a line from Collinsville 
to Paris. The potential for rootworm damage south of this 
line is low. These predictions are based on a survey of 
rootworm beetle populations taken in August, 1976.
Western and northern corn rootworm beetle popula­
tions in the northern two-thirds of Illinois were the highest 
ever observed. Corn growers in the problem areas should 
base the need for a rootworm soil insecticide on the pres­
ence of rootworm beetles observed feeding on silks in 
cornfields last August. An average of one or more beetles 
per plant in August, 1976, indicates potential for damage, 
and a soil insecticide should be used if the field is replanted 
to corn in 1977. I f  counts averaged less than one rootworm 
beetle per plant last August, the potential for damage is 
low, and a soil insecticide will not be needed in 1977.
Lodging or elbowing of corn during July and August 
is also an indicator of rootworm damage.
Rootworm Life Cycle. W estern and northern corn 
rootworm beetles deposit their eggs in the soil at the base 
of the corn plants or between the rows during August and 
September. The eggs overwinter in the soil and commence 
hatching in late May. Egg hatch usually takes place over 
a period of three to five weeks. Consequently, in July and 
August all stages of the corn rootworm — egg, larva, pupa, 
and adult —  may be found. The rootworm larvae feed on 
the roots of the corn plants during June, July, and August. 
When a larva is fully grown (1/2 inch), it will build a 
cavity in the soil and go into the pupal, or resting, stage. 
After 5 to 10 days, the beetle will emerge from the soil. 
The development from egg hatch to adult emergence will 
take 27 to 40 days. Under field conditions and after mat­
ing, 14 days or more will elapse before the females com­
mence egg laying. Rootworm beetles may deposit up to 
1,000 eggs; an average of 500 per female is probably com­
mon. Most egg laying in Illinois occurs after August 1, 
and a high percentage of the eggs are deposited after 
August 10.
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CORN ROOTWORM 
POTENTIAL. 1977
MODERATE /WHITESIDE
TO SEVERE
Reasons for High Rootworm Beetle Populations in 
1976. Early planting in 1976 was the main factor re­
sponsible for high rootworm beetle populations in July 
and August, 1976. Soil insecticides applied at planting in 
early to mid-April had lost much of their potency by the 
time rootworm eggs hatched in late May and June. Hence, 
the late-hatching larvae were not controlled, resulting in 
high survival and, ultimately, high beetle numbers. Insec­
ticide rates were also too low in some fields, resulting in 
poor or marginal control.
Heavy rains in some areas shortly after planting also 
hastened the decomposition of the soil insecticides and re­
duced control. Although there were high beetle populations 
in many fields treated with rootworm insecticides, the in­
cidence of lodging or elbowed corn resulting from larval 
feeding was not always evident. Most areas in northern 
Illinois did not receive high winds and hard rains during 
July and August, and even though rootworm damage oc­
curred in field corn, the plants remained standing.
Insect resistance to the organic phosphate and carba­
mate insecticides in Illinois has not been conclusively dem­
onstrated in research tests. We anticipate that rootworm 
resistance to soil insecticides may occur within the next
few years, considering the fact that a high percentage of 
the corn is being treated with soil insecticides.
Rootworm Control by Cultural Practices. Here are 
several nonchemical means of rootworm control.
1. Crop Rotation. This is the most effective method of 
preventing corn rootworm damage. If  practical, do not 
grow corn two years in succession in the same field. All 
research to date indicates that corn following soybeans is 
unlikely to have a rootworm problem, and, consequently, 
would not need to be treated with a soil insecticide. An 
exception might be when corn is planted after soybeans if 
there was an extensive infestation of volunteer corn or 
weeds in the soybeans during August. Corn following 
alfalfa may benefit from treatment since rootworm beetles 
occasionally deposit their eggs in alfalfa fields during the 
bloom stage in August.
Cornfields averaging less than one rootworm beetle 
per plant in August, 1976, can be planted to corn in 1977 
without using a soil insecticide.
I f  a cornfield had a high population of rootworm 
beetles last August (five or more per plant), consider 
planting this field to a crop other than corn in 1977 to 
break the rootworm cycle. Fields with one or more root- 
worm beetles per plant should either be rotated to another 
crop or treated with a soil insecticide.
2. Variety. Select a variety that has good standability 
and root regeneration capability if damaged by rootworms.
3. Planting Date. Plant last those fields that had high 
populations of rootworm beetles last August. As com­
pared with early planting, this will help minimize the 
breakdown of the soil insecticides before egg hatch com­
mences in late May and June.
Fields that were planted in late May or in June, 1976, 
are likely to have high numbers of rootworm eggs, depos­
ited by beetles last August and September. It would be 
preferable to plant these fields to a crop other than corn 
in 1977. I f  a sweet corn or silage field was harvested be­
fore August 10, 1976, no soil insecticide is needed if the 
field is planted to corn in 1977.
Rootworm Control W ith Insecticides. The follow­
ing are suggestions for chemical rootworm control.
1. Planter Application. Soil insecticide suggestions and 
rates for corn rootworm control, based on research data 
at the University of Illinois, are shown in the table.
For 1977, Counter is expected to give the most con­
sistent control of corn rootworm larvae. Furadan and Dy- 
fonate should give fair to good control; Thimet, Lorsban, 
and Mocap should give fair control. None of these insecti­
cides will give complete control of rootworms, but all 
should reduce them to an acceptable level. In  general, if  
a soil insecticide gave fa ir to good control in 1976, it mill 
probably give adequate control in 1977. E xceptio ns may 
occur i f  a particular insecticide has been used fo r  several 
consecutive years in the same field. A lternating or rotating 
soil insecticides may be beneficial in som e fields, based on
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Soil Insecticides Suggested for Corn Rootworm Control at Planting, 1977
Ounces of 
product per Pounds of product needed per acre
Insecticide Class Performance8 1,000 ft. of row 40" rows 38" rows 36" rows 30" rows
Counter 15G Organic phosphate Good 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Dyfonate 20G Organic phosphate Fair to good 6 5.0 5.3 5.6 6.7
Furadan 10G Carbamate Fair to goodb 12 10.0 10.5 11.1 13.3
Thimet 15G Organic phosphate Fair 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Lorsban 15 G Organic phosphate Fair 8 6.7 7.0 7.4 8.7
Mocap 10G Organic phosphate Fair 12 10.0 10.5 1 1 1 13.3
a Based on research data at 29 field locations in Illinois during 1976.
b Control with Furadan was less effective in fields where Furadan had been used for two or more consecutive years.
research  data in 1976. I f  an insecticide gave poor control 
last year, switch to another insecticide in 1977.
Research indicates that switching from a carbamate 
(Furadan) to an organic phosphate (Counter, Dyfonate, 
Thimet, Lorsban, or Mocap) may be desirable, particu­
larly if  Furadan has been used for several consecutive 
years in the problem field. The advantages of switching 
from an organic phosphate to a carbamate are less ap­
parent. Consequently, if control with Furadan was mar­
ginal or poor in 1976, switch to an organic phosphate in 
1977. I f  control with an organic phosphate was poor last 
year, switch to a carbamate (Furadan) or, possibly, to 
Counter or Dyfonate (organic phosphates). In most tests, 
Counter and Dyfonate gave fair to good control of root- 
worms, even where an organic phosphate insecticide had 
been used previously for several years.
During 1976, in research test plots where Furadan had 
been used for two or more consecutive years, rootworm 
damage in Furadan-treated plots was no different from 
that in untreated plots in 4 of 11 fields. In fields with a 
history of two or more years of organic phosphate soil 
insecticide use, Furadan was equal to, or better than, all 
the other organic phosphate soil insecticides in seven of 
seven tests.
A word of caution about rotating soil insecticides. 
There were a few instances last year in which rotation of 
soil insecticides by farmers did not give good results. The 
performance of an insecticide that gives only fair control 
of rootworms will not be improved by rotation with other 
insecticides. Performance might be enhanced under favor­
able weather conditions or with light infestations.
The theory of rotating rootworm soil insecticides, while 
basically sound, may be only a short-term solution to a 
long-term problem. Whenever insecticides, regardless of 
type, are used continuously and extensively over a large 
area, insect resistance to that insecticide is likely to occur. 
For example, western and northern corn rootworm popu­
lations in Illinois are resistant to aldrin, heptachlor, and 
chlordane (chlorinated hydrocarbons).
The performance of rootworm soil insecticides in test 
plots in 1976 does not necessarily imply similar results for 
1977, but it is the best guide available. Rootworm control
was variable in test plots. The variability is probably be­
cause of weather, soil type, density of infestation, and 
other unknown factors.
2. Cultivator Application. A basal treatment of soil 
insecticide applied with a cultivator in May or early June 
may be more effective than planting-time treatments ap­
plied in early April. Apply Furadan, Thimet, Dyfonate, 
or Mocap during May or early June, or at lay-by time in 
untreated fields. Rootworm control is enhanced by apply­
ing the insecticide near to egg hatch, which normally begins 
in late May. The threshold for treatment is three larvae 
per plant. I f  there was an average of one or more beetles 
per plant last August, apply the cultivator treatment, even 
if no larvae are found. Apply 1 pound active ingredient 
per acre, based on 40-inch row spacing (see suggestions 
for rotation of soil insecticides above).
Planting-time treatments of soil insecticides applied 
in early April may give marginal control. To determine 
the need for cultivator treatment in these fields, examine 
the root systems of 10 plants in late May or early June. If 
root pruning or tunneling is obvious and larvae are pres­
ent, consider a cultivator application of one of the insecti­
cides above.
3. Control of Rootworm Beetles. Current research in­
dicates that aerial sprays of Sevin 4-Oil and other insecti­
cides applied in August will not always eliminate rootworm 
damage and the need for a rootworm soil insecticide the 
following year. W e suggest the use of aerial applications 
to prevent pollination damage only, until further research 
is completed to determine the optimum time for applying 
insecticides.
4. Liquid Formulations. Furadan 4F  and Dyfonate 4E  
may be mixed with water or liquid fertilizer and applied 
as a spray in a 7-inch band ahead of the press wheel or 
with a split-boot applicator. The fluid fertilizer selected 
must be compatible with the insecticide. A test should be 
conducted to make certain that the mixture is physically 
compatible before planting. Maintain agitation in the tank 
after mixing and during application. Use caution w hen  
handling liquid form ulations. They are more toxic than 
granular formulations. Broadcast applications are not 
cleared for rootworm control.
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Use Scouting to Predict Rootworm Problems. The
presence or absence of rootworm beetles in a cornfield 
is an excellent indicator of future problems. Corn growers 
can determine the potential for rootworm damage in 1978 
by counting western and northern corn rootworm beetles 
between August 1 and 25, 1977, in this way:
1. Collect the western and northern corn rootworm 
beetles from the tips of 50 ears at two different times 
about 7 to 10 days apart between August 1 and 25. It 
will take about 45 minutes to make your collections in a 
40-acre field.
2. To collect your sample, clasp the ear tip and silks 
tightly in one hand, cut off the silks at the ear tip with 
a sharp knife, and place the silks in a plastic bag 6 inches 
by 12 inches. Keep the bag tightly closed to prevent the 
beetles from escaping.
3. Collect 50 ear tips at random throughout the field. 
Avoid sampling along the field edges. Approach plants 
slowly to avoid disturbing the beetles.
4. Place the plastic bag in a freezer for about two 
hours to immobilize the beetles. Then spread the contents 
on a newspaper and count the number of beetles on the 
50 ear tips.
5. Fields averaging less than one rootworm beetle per 
plant in August, 1977, can be planted to corn in 1978 with­
out a soil insecticide treatment. I f  the average is one or 
more beetles per plant for any sampling date, plan to apply 
a rootworm insecticide in 1978.
Wireworms
A check can be made for wireworms before planting 
by placing baits in the soil at six locations in a field. The 
baits should be placed in a hole about 3 to 6 inches below 
the soil surface around April 1. Place two baits at the 
highest field elevation, two on the slope, and two at the 
lowest area. Use a mixture of 1 cup of wheat and 1 cup of 
shelled corn at each bait station. Cover the bait with soil 
and mark the locations with a flag or stake. In 10 to 14 
days, dig up the baits and examine for wireworm larvae. 
Overwintering wireworms are attracted to the baits. I f  
there is an average of one wireworm per bait station, use 
an insecticide. Apply Furadan or Counter in the furrow, or 
Thimet, Dasanit, or Mocap in a 7-inch band ahead of the 
press wheel. Many fields in Illinois will contain an oc­
casional wireworm larva, but most fields will not have any, 
or at most one or two worms on six bait traps. For these, 
no treatment is recommended.
Black Cutworms
When corn plants are beginning to emerge, check fields 
for signs of leaf feeding, cutting, wilting, or missing 
plants. Small cutworm larvae (less than 1/2 inch) feed on 
the leaves and do not begin cutting plants until they are 
about half grown. Early detection of leaf feeding or cut­
ting is vital for effective control. I f  you find 3 percent or
more of the plants being cut, or 2 or more half-grown 
cutworms per 100 plants, a control measure is needed im­
mediately. Apply a Sevin pellet bait, or sprays of Sevin 
or Dylox at the first sign of cutworm damage. The pel­
letized bait should be broadcast on the surface of the soil 
and not incorporated. The sprays should be banded over 
the row.
A planting-time treatment of Mocap 10G has received 
label registration by the Environmental Protection Agency 
to “aid in control” of black cutworms. Mocap should be ap­
plied at the rate of 1 pound active ingredient per acre (40- 
inch rows) in a 7-inch band ahead of the press wheel. 
Research data in Illinois indicates that Mocap is relatively 
effective in controlling light infestations of cutworms.
Planfer-Box Seed Treatments
A diazinon planter-box seed treatment will protect 
against attack by seed-corn beetles and maggots during 
germination. Use a seed treatment in fields that don’t re­
ceive a soil insecticide at planting or when Furadan, hep- 
tachlor, or chlordane is applied at planting. The diazinon 
planter-box seed treatment is not needed if Counter, Dasi- 
nit, Dyfonate, Lorsban, Mocap, or Thimet is applied at 
planting. N O TE: Some loss of the seed treater will occur 
in air planters. Excess dust from the seed treater may also 
interfere with the monitor in air planters.
No-Till Corn
Soil insecticides can be profitably applied to corn fol­
lowing grass sod, or in any rotation in which grasses and 
weeds are prevalent. In no-till corn research trials. Fura­
dan has controlled armyworms, billbugs, and flea beetles 
and has suppressed common stalk borers, first-generation 
European corn borers, wireworms, and white grubs when 
applied at 2 pounds active ingredient per acre at planting 
time in the furrow or as a 7-inch band ahead of tire press 
wheel. Lower rates of Furadan are less effective against 
this insect complex, but may give better results than other 
soil insecticides. Based on these data, growers with a no-till 
corn program may wish to apply Furadan at planting 
time.
On no-till corn following corn (except in the rootworm 
area), soybeans, or a small grain, it does not generally pay 
to apply a soil insecticide. Flowever, a diazinon seed treat­
ment should be used.
Thimet, Dasanit, Dyfonate, Counter, Mocap, and Fur­
adan will give some control of wireworms and white grubs 
in no-till corn planted in grass sod.
Alfalfa Weevil
In 1977 we expect alfalfa weevils to cause moderate to 
severe damage to the first cutting of alfalfa in all areas of 
Illinois. Last year extensive damage occurred south of 
Interstate 80. Growers should inspect alfalfa fields closely 
during April and May for signs of weevil damage.
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FIELD CORN
Time of Lb. active Timing of application
Insect attack Insecticide1 ingredient per acre Placement (See table of limitations, page 11)
Corn rootworm June-August Counter l2 7-inch band Apply ahead of planter press wheel. See dis-
Dyfonate l2 cussion on page 4. Basal treatments during
F uradan 1* cultivation with Furadan, Dyfonate, Thimet,
Thimet l2 or Mocap are effective.
Lorsban l2
Mocap l2
Seed-corn beetle At germination diazinon \x/ i  oz. per On seed Or as a band treatment, use Counter, Dasanit,
bu. of seed Dyfonate, or Thimet.
Seed-corn maggot At germination diazinon IK  oz. per On seed Or apply Counter in the furrow or band treat-
bu. of seed ments of Dasanit or Dyfonate.
Wireworm May-June Counter l2 F urrow Counter and Furadan should be applied in the
Dasanit l2 7-inch band seed furrow. Except for Furadan, all others as
Dyfonate 4 Broadcast a 7-inch band ahead of the press wheel. If
Furadan 22 Furrow infestations are severe, control may not be
Mocap l2 7-inch band satisfactory.
Thimet l2 7-inch band
White grub May-October The soil insecticides suggested for wireworms will give partial control of white grubs and grape colaspis.
Grape colaspis May-J une Furadan and Counter should be applied in the seed furrow and the other insecticides in a 7-inch band
ahead of the press wheel. However, they are not labeled for these pests.
Sod webworm May-June Sevin 1 At base of At time of initial attack.
plant
Cutworms May-June Sevin bait 1-2 Broadcast When feeding starts. Repeat if needed.
Sevin plus 2 Direct at Same as above. Use 1 quart of molasses per
molasses or Tract um base of plant acre. Apply in the spray mix.
Dylox spray 1 At base of When feeding starts.
plant
Mocap 1 7-inch band At planting. Aids in control.
Billbug May-June Sevin 1 At base of Apply sprays as needed.
diazinon 1 plant
Garden symphylan May-July Dyfonate 2 Broadcast Before planting, lightly incorporate.
Grasshopper June-September Sevin % Over row As needed. For ensilage corn use Sevin, di-
toxaphene IK as spray azinon, or malathion.
diazinon K
malathion l
Flea beetle May-June Sevin % Over row When damage becomes apparent on small
diazinon K as spray corn.
toxaphene IK
Armyworm May-June Sevin IK Over row At first migration or when damage first be-
malathion l as spray comes apparent.
toxaphene IK
Dylox l
Late July, toxaphene IK Broadcast When leaves below ear level are consumed and
August worms eating leaves above ear level.
Fall armyworm June; August- Sevin IK In whorls Granules preferred when worms deep in whorl.
September diazinon l If worms are small and out on leaves, sprays
Dylox l are effective. When silking, see suggestions for
toxaphene IK corn earworm.
Chinch bug June-August Sevin l Spray at base At start of migration. If applied in adjacent
of plant small grain, do not harvest.
Thrips June Sevin 1 On foliage When severe wilting and discoloration are
malathion 1 as spray noticed.
Japanese beetle July-August Sevin l Over plant During the silking period to protect pollination.
Mites J uly-August Thimet granules l Into whorl When leaves below ear are being killed and
Meta-Systox R K Over plant infestation is increasing.
Corn leaf aphid July-August diazinon granules l In whorl Just before tasseling when aphids are appear-
Thimet granules 1 ing on individual plants. Preventive treat­
ment. Not after tassel emerges. For seed fields 
only and not if field is to be detasseled by hand
malathion 1 Foliage spray Apply during late whorl to early tassel when
diazinon 1 50% of the plants have light to moderate in­
festations.
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions.
2 Based on 40-inch row spacing. Increase rates for narrow rows.
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FIELD CORN (continued)
Insect
Time of 
attack Insecticide1
Lb. active 
ingredient per acre Placement
Timing of application 
(See table of limitations, page 11)
Corn rootworm 
adults
Late July, 
early August
Sevin
malathion
diazinon
1
1
H
Overall spray 
or directed 
towards silk
Before 50% of plants have silked and if there 
are more than 5 beetles per ear. Only to pro­
tect pollination.
Corn earworm July-August Sevin 1 H Spray ear 
zone
Two applications at 3- to 5-day intervals, 
starting at 30-50% silk.
Corn borer, 
first generation
June-July Sevin granules 
diazinon granules
i y 2
i
On upper }4  
of plant and 
into whorl
When tassel ratio is 30 to 50, and 50% or 
more plants show recent borer feeding in 
whorl.
Corn borer, 
second generation
Mid-August Sevin
diazinon granules i
From ear 
upward
Use Sevin spray or granules. At first hatch 
when there are 1 or more egg masses per plant.
Southwestern 
corn borer
August Furadan i From ear 
upward
Direct granules into whorls. Apply when 25% 
of plants have egg masses or larvae on leaves. 
Early-planted corn usually escapes damage.
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions.
STORED GRAIN (Corn, Wheat, and Oats)1
Insect
Time of 
attack
I nsecticide 
and dilution Dosage Placement
Suggestions
(See table of limitations, page 11)
Angoumois grain 
moth (earcorn)
April-October 
(southern of 
Illinois only)
malathion 57% 
E.C., 3 oz. per 
gal. water
Apply to runoff Spray surface 
and sides 
May 1 and 
August 1
Plant tight husk varieties. Store as shelled 
corn to avoid all but surface damage by 
angoumois moth.
Meal moths and 
surface infestations 
only2
April-October dichlorvos 20% 
(DDVP, Vapona) 
plastic resin strip3
1 per 1,000 cu. 
ft. space above 
grain mass
Attach to 
ceiling or 
side wall
Clean and spray bin with 1.5% malathion to 
runoff before storage. Store only clean dry 
grain. Install June 1 or at storage. Replace in 
mid-August.
pyrethrin 6%
+
piperonyl 
butoxide 60% 
E.C., 414  oz. per 
gal. water
2 gal. per 1,000 
sq. ft.
Spray 
grain 
surface, 
bin walls, 
and ceiling
Clean and spray bin with 1.5% malathion to 
runoff before storage. Store only clean dry 
grain. Apply June 1 or at storage and monthly 
thereafter during summer months
General
Internal and ex­
ternal feeders 
Rice and granary 
weevils
Flat grain beetle 
Saw-toothed 
grain beetle
April-October malathion 57% 
E.C., 1 pt. per 
3-5 gal. water4
3-5 gal. per 1,000 
bu.
Spray
uniformly as 
grain is 
binned
Clean and spray bin with 1.5% malathion to 
runoff before storage. Store only clean dry 
grain. Protect surface with dichlorvos resin 
strips or pyrethrin spray as recommended for 
meal moths.
liquid fumigant5’6 3-5 gal. per 1,000 
bu.
On surface; 
repeat if nec­
essary
Clean and spray bin with 1.5% malathion to 
runoff before storage. Store only clean dry 
grain. Apply in late July and September in
Foreign grain beetle 
Cadelle beetle 
Flour beetle
methyl 
bromide + 
ethylene 
dibromide6’7
As directed On surface the southern half of Illinois; apply in mid­
August in the northern half of Illinois. Protect 
surface with dichlorvos resin strips or pyre­
thrin spray as recommended for meal moths.
aluminum
phosphide6’8
180 tablets per 
1,000 bu.
Tablets 2 
feet apart
1 Corn need not be treated if harvested after October 1 unless it is to be carried over the following summer. Wheat and oats should 
be treated if they are to be held for one month or more in storage after harvest.
1 Remove webbing before treatment. _
* Effective only in enclosed bins. Kills adult moths but not the eggs or larvae. Several weeks required to effectively control an existing 
infestation. Also cleared for use in bins of stored soybeans.
4 Use only the grade of malathion labeled for use on stored grain. Apply after drying, as malathion vaporizes and is lost rapidly 
when grain is heat-dried.
8 Some common liquid fumigants a re : carbon bisulfide +  carbon tetrachloride, ethylene dichloride +  carbon tetrachloride, ethylene di­
chloride +  ethylene dibromide -f- carbon tetrachloride, etc.
6 Use with extreme caution. Apply only under calm conditions and when grain temperature is 70° F. or above. Grain should be 8 
inches below the lip of the bin and should be leveled before fumigating.
7 Called the 73 mixture.
8 Called Phostoxin. Slow vaporization with a 3-day exposure period.
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ALFALFA AND CLOVER
Insect
Time of 
attack Insecticide1
Lb. active 
ingredient per acre Placement
Timing of application2 
(See table of limitations, page 11)
Alfalfa weevil 
(Spring treatment)
March-June Furadan3-4 
Guthion3
methyl parathion3
Supracide3
Lannate3
malathion plus 
methoxychlor
X
V2
V2
X
0.9
X
X
On foliage When 25% of the tips are being skeletonized 
and there are 3 or more larvae per stem, treat 
immediately; 2 treatments may be neces­
sary on first cutting; regrowth following first 
cutting may need protection. By ground, use a 
minimum of 20 gal. of finished spray per acre 
(10 gal. on stubble) or 4 gal. by air. Do not 
apply during bloom. Instead cut and remove 
hay.diazinon plus
methoxychlor (Alfatox) 1
Imidan 1 
Penncap-M
Clover leaf weevil March-April malathion 1 On foliage When larvae are numerous and damage is
noticeable, usually early to mid-April.
Spittlebug Late April, Guthion3 X On foliage When bugs begin to hatch and tiny spittle
early May malathion 1 masses ear found in crowns of plants.
Aphid April-May Cygon X On foliage When aphids are becoming abundant and lady
diazinon V2 beetle larvae and adults, parasites, and
malathion 1 disease are slight.
Leafhopper Early July Sevin 1 On foliage When second-growth alfalfa is 4 to 6 inches
diazinon X high, or as needed.
Cygon X
Dylox X
Webworm July-August Sevin 1 On foliage When first damage appears.
Dylox 1
Cutworm April-June Sevin IX On foliage Cut, remove hay, and spray immediately.
Dylox 1
Armyworm May-June, Sevin IX On foliage Only when grasses are abundant.
September malathion 1
Dylox 1
Seed crop insects July-August toxaphene5 IK On foliage No later than 10% bloom.
Grasshopper J une-September Cygon X On foliage When grasshoppers are small and before dam-
Sevin X age is severe. When bees are frequenting
diazinon X bloom, do not apply Sevin or Cygon. Apply
malathion 1 others only late in day.
Dibrom X
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions.
2 Before applying insecticides, be certain to clean all herbicides out of equipment. During pollination, apply very late in day or, 
if possible, avoid application during bloom.
3 To be applied only by experienced operators or those wearing protective clothing.
4 Only for pure stands of alfalfa. When using no more than pound per acre, allow 7 days between application and harvest. If you 
use !4 to V2 pound per acre, allow 14 days to elapse between application and harvest.
5 Not for use on dairy farms. Do not apply as foliage sprays or dusts to fields adjacent to dairy pasture, hay, or forage crops.
SMALL GRAINS (Barley, Oats, Rye, Wheat)
Time of Lb. active Timing of application
Insect attack Insecticide1 ingredient per acre Placement (See table of limitations, page 11)
Grasshopper June-August malathion 1 On entire Apply early while grasshoppers are small.
toxaphene2 1X plant
Armyworm May-June malathion 1X On foliage When worms are still small and before damage
toxaphene2 1X is done. Do not use Dylox on rye.
Dylox X
Green bug May-June Cygon X On foliage When needed. Penncap-M is cleared for green-
English grain aphid Systox3 X bug only. Use Cygon on wheat only.
parathion3 X
Benncap-M X
malathion 1
Hessian fly Sept.-October; Di-Syston 1 In drill row Use granules in a grass-seeder for susceptible
April-May Thimet 1 varieties planted before fly-free date.
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions.
3 For use on dairy farms only when alternate material is not available and when insect emergency exists. Do not apply as foliage sprays 
or dusts to or adjacent to dairy pasture, hay, or forage crops.
* To be applied only by experienced operators or those wearing protective clothing.
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SOYBEANS
Insect
Time of 
attack Insecticide1
Lb. active 
ingredient per acre Placement
Timing of application 
(See table of limitations, page 11)
Bean leaf beetle May-June, Sevin2 1 On foliage When leaf feeding becomes severe, but before
August toxaphene3 i k plants killed or pods eaten.
Clover root cur- May-June Sevin2 i On marginal When clover is plowed, beetles migrate to ad-
culio adult toxaphene3 i k rows jacent beans.
Grasshopper June- Sevin2 % On foliage When migration from adjacent crops begins.
September toxaphene3 i K
Green clover August Sevin3 l On foliage When damage occurs between blooming and
worm and malathion l pod fill. Usually requires 12 or more half-
webworm Lannate4 X grown worms per foot of row and 15% de-
Dipel K foliation to justify treatment.
Thistle caterpillar June-August Sevin l Usually requires 15% or more defoliation be-
and webworm tween blooming and pod-fill to justify treat-
ment.
Mites June-August Trithion4 U On foliage As needed on field margins and entire field.
Cygon k
Stink bugs July and Sevin2 i On foliage As needed when bugs are numerous; 1 per
August yard of row may cause damage.
Thrips June-August malathion i On foliage As needed.
Leafhoppers Sevin2 %
Mexican May-August Sevin i On foliage If stand is being reduced on seedling beans or
bean beetle malathion i k when defoliation exceeds 40% before bloom.
Penncap-M k
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions on soybeans.
2 Sevin should not be used at more than 1 lb. per acre. Higher rates may damage plants.
3 For use on dairy farms only when alternate material is not available and when insect emergency exists. Do not apply as foliage 
sprays or dusts to or adjacent to dairy pasture, hay, or forage crops.
4 To be applied only by experienced operators or those wearing protective clothing.
GRAIN SORGHUM
Insect
Time of 
attack Insecticide1
Lb. active 
ingredient per acre Placement
Timing of application 
(See table of limitations, page 11)
Webworm After heads 
form
Sevin ik On grain 
head
When 10 to 25 percent of the heads are infested 
with 5 or more larvae per head. Pest usually 
bad in wet seasons on late planted grain.
Corn earworm After heads 
form
Sevin iK Direct at 
head or 
broadcast
When there is an average of 2 worms per head.
Midge August- Cygon X Direct When 50% of heads have begun to bloom and
September diazinon
Sevin
y
IK
at head there are 1 or more midge adults per head.
Corn leaf aphids All season Cygon
malathion
X
0.9
Broadcast Under drouth conditions when populations are 
heavy and damage is apparent.
Greenbug June-July parathion2 
Cygon _ 
malathion
X
X
0.9
Broadcast When greenbug damage is sufficient to cause 
death of more than 2 normal-sized leaves be­
fore the hard-dough stage.
Fall armyworm July-August Sevin IK Over row When there is an average of 2 worms per head. 
Whorl feeding is seldom economic.
1 See page 11 for insecticide restrictions.
2 To be applied only by experienced operators or those wearing protective clothing.
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LIMITATIONS IN DAYS BETWEEN APPLICATION OF THE INSECTICIDE AND HARVEST OF THE CROP 
AND OTHER RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF INSECTICIDES FOR FIELD CROP INSECT CONTROL 
(Blanks in the table denote that the material is not suggested for that specific use in Illinois)
Worker
re-entry
times3,
(hours)
Field corn Sorghum Forage crops
Seed 
and soil Grain
Ensilage 
and stover Alfalfa Clover Pasture Seed
Counter (terbufos)b A
Cygon (dimethoate) 28 10,B
Dasanit (fensulfothion)6 A 40 40
diazinon A 10 7 7 7
Dibrom (naled) 4 0 4
Dyfonate (fonofos)c A 45 45
Dylox (trichlorfon) C C 0 0 0
parathion6 48 12
Furadan (carbofuran)6 A D 7,B
Guthion (azinphosmethyl)0 24 16,E 16, E
Imidan (phosmet) 7,E
Lannate (methomyl)b 7
Lorsban (chlorpyrifos) A
malathion 5 5 7 0 0 0 0
Meta-Systox R
(oxydemetonmethyl) 7 7
methoxychlor 7 7 7
methyl parathion6 48 15 15 15 15
Mocap (ethoprop) A
Penncap-Md 15
Sevin (carbaryl) 0 0 21, F 0 0 0
Supracide6 
Thimet (phorate) 
toxaphene
A 30,H
A
30, H 
I
10,G
" j
Barley Oats Rye Wheat Soybeans
Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Straw Grain Forage
Cygon (dimethoate) 60 60 21 5
Dipel {B acillus thuringiensis) 0 0
Di-Syston (disulfoton) K
Dylox (trichlorfon) 21 21 21 21 21 21
parathion6 48 15 15 15 15
Lannate (methomyl)6 14 3
malathion 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3
Penncap-Md 15 15 20N 20N
Sevin (carbaryl) 0 0
Systox (demeton)6 48 45, L 45,L 45, L
Thimet (phorate) M
toxaphene A J A J A J A J 21 J
Trithion (carbophenothion)6 48 7 J
a W orkers should be warned in advance of treatments. W orkers 
may not enter fields treated with the insecticides without wearing 
protective clothing for the intervals indicated. They may not enter 
a field treated with other insecticides until the spray has dried or 
the dust has settled without wearing protective clothing. Protective 
clothing includes a hat, long-sleeved shirt, long-legged pants, and 
shoes and socks.
b Treated fields may be rotated to corn or soybeans without re­
strictions. Do not rotate treated fields to any other crop for 
365 days. Cover crops may be planted in treated fields if plowed 
under and not grazed.
c Sprays to be applied only by experienced operators wearing proper 
protective clothing. 
d Microencapsulated.
A. No specific restriction when used as recommended.
B. Apply only once per cutting, and do not apply during bloom.
C. Three applications may be made per season. Can be applied up
to harvest.
D. Do not make a foliar application if Furadan 10 granules were
applied at more than 10 pounds per acre at planting. Do not 
make more than two foliar applications per season.
E. Apply only once per cutting.
F. No time limitation on sorghums used for forage.
G. Make no more than one foliage and one stubble application per
cutting.
H. Besides treatment at planting, one more application can be made 
at cultivation or over the corn later in the season.
I. Do not feed treated forage to dairy animals. Do not feed sprayed
forage or granular-treated corn silage to livestock fattening 
for slaughter. Do not graze meat animals on granular-treated 
stover within 28 days of slaughter.
J. Do not graze or feed treated forage to dairy animals or animals
being finished for slaughter.
K. Do not graze treated wheat within 30 days of treatment.
L. Apply no more than twice per season with at least 14 days be­
tween applications. Do not graze treated fields.
M. Do not graze treated wheat within 45 days of treatment.
N. Make no more than two applications per season.
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References
This circular lists only suggested uses of insecticides 
for the control of many Illinois field crop pests, and is not 
designed to discuss other methods of control. Fact sheets 
discussing nonchemical control methods, descriptions of 
specific insects, and their life history and biology (desig­
nated by N H E numbers) can be obtained from offices 
of county extension advisers or by writing to Entomology 
Extension, 169 Natural Resources Building, Urbana, Illi­
nois 61801. The following fact sheets about the insects 
mentioned in the circular are available:
Alfalfa Weevil —  N H E-89  
Angoumois Grain Moth —  
N H E-62
Aphid — N H E-14 and 19 
Armyworm —  N H E-21  
Bean Leaf Beetle —  N H E-67  
Billbug •— N H E-37  
Chinch Bug —  N H E-35  
Clover Leaf Weevil —  
N H E-12
Clover Root Curculio —  
N H E-71
Corn Earworm —  N H E-33  
Corn Leaf Aphid —  N H E-29  
Corn Rootworm —  N H E-26  
Cutworm —  N H E-38  
Fall Armyworm —  N H E-34  
Flea Beetle —  N H E-36
Garden Webworm —  
N H E-42
Grape Colaspis —  N H E-25  
Grasshopper —  N H E-74  
Green Clover W orm ■— 
N H E-75
Internal and External 
Feeders —  N H E-64 and 65 
Leafhopper —  N H E-22  
Meal Moths —  N H E-63  
Sod Webworms —  N H E-42  
Spittlebug —  N H E -13 
Sweet Clover Weevil —  
N H E-15
Thrips —  N H E-39  
White Grub —  N H E-23  
Wireworm —  N H E-43
The following circulars can be obtained from county 
extension advisers or by writing to the Office of Publica­
tions, College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois 61801:
Circular 898, Insect Pest Management Guide —  Live­
stock and Livestock Barns
Circular 900, Insect Pest Management Guide — Home, 
Yard, and Garden
These suggestions are revised annually by entomol­
ogists of the College of Agriculture and the Illinois 
Natural History Survey.
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1977 Insect Pest Management Guide 
HOME, YARD, and GARDEN
Much has been said about the effects of pesticides, par­
ticularly insecticides, on the health and well-being of the 
American people. However, you are also aware that you 
are constantly faced with a horde of insects, intent upon 
destroying your property or making your life uncomfort­
able. Destruction of crop residues, varietal selection, hand­
picking, fertilization, tree pruning, irrigation, screening, 
and other practices may reduce the numbers of insects 
with which you must contend. Occasionally you can even 
avoid or at least reduce the destruction by some pests 
without using an insecticide, but for most insects you 
must rely on an insecticide to provide the satisfactory 
management that you want.
By careful use of insecticides and other pest manage­
ment tools, you can enjoy reasonable freedom from insects 
without endangering either yourself, your family, or your 
pets. You must recognize, however, that insecticides are 
designed to destroy one group of animals —  insects •— 
and can be harmful to other animals, including man him­
self, if used with disregard of normal safety precautions. 
It is up to each insecticide user to handle, apply, and store 
insecticides safely to reap their benefits without suffering 
from their dangers.
This publication lists certain insecticides to control 
insect pests of food, fabrics, structures, man and animals, 
lawns, shrubs, trees, flowers, and vegetables. We have 
tried to suggest only the safest materials. Many people 
prefer to employ the services of a professional extermi­
nator or custom applicator rather than to become involved 
with selection and application of an insecticide.
The names used in these tables are the common coined 
chemical names, not the trade names, and as such may not 
be familiar to you. For instance, the common name for
Cygon  is dimethoate. I f  there is no coined chemical name, 
the trade name is used but is capitalized.
Requested label clearances for a few uses of some in­
secticides, carriers, and solvents are uncertain for 1977, 
since many requests have not yet been officially cleared. 
Consequently, labels may be cancelled and the product re­
moved from the market at any time. Anticipating this, we 
took a conservative attitude a few years ago and began 
modifying these suggested uses. We have attempted to 
anticipate any further label changes in 1977, but there still 
may be an occasional use cancelled. Be sure to check with 
your local county extension adviser if you are not sure 
about the insecticide you plan to use. W e will make an­
nouncements of label changes through the news media in 
an attempt to keep you up to date.
Suggestions for use of insecticides, effective from a 
practical standpoint, are based on available data. Many 
factors affect efficiency of control. Report details of con­
trol failures to us.
In using these tables always read the footnotes before 
using the insecticides. They list precautions and other 
pertinent information.
These suggestions are subject to change without notifi­
cation during the year.
Leaflets describing the life history, habits, and damage 
of specific insects and nonchemical methods of control can 
be obtained from offices of county extension advisers or by 
writing to Entomology Extension, 169 Natural Resources 
Building, Urbana, Illinois 61801. These are indicated by 
an N H E number in the tables.
This circular was prepared by entomologists of the 
University of Illinois College of Agriculture and the 
Illinois Natural History Survey.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
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VEGETABLE INSECTS
Insects Crop Insecticide Suggestions
Aphids (NHE-47) 
Leafhoppers (NHE-22) 
Mites (NHE-58) 
Thrips
Most garden crops malathion or 
diazinon
Apply on foliage to control the insects. Aphids and leafhoppers 
transmit plant diseases; early control is important. Mites web 
on the underside of leaves; apply insecticide to underside of 
leaves early before extensive webbing occurs.
Blister beetles (NHE-72) 
Cutworms (NHE-77) 
Flea beetles (NHE-36) 
Grasshoppers (NHE-74) 
Leafhoppers (NHE-22) 
Picnic beetles (NHE-40)
Most garden crops carbaryl For cutworms, attach collars of paper, aluminum foil, or metal 
at planting for small numbers of plants, or apply insecticide to 
base of plants at first sign of cutting. Control grasshoppers in 
garden borders when hoppers are small. For picnic beetles, 
pick and destroy overripe or damaged vegetables.
All cabbage worms 
(NHE-45)
Cabbage and 
related crops, 
salad crops, and 
leafy vegetables
Bacillus
thuringiensis1
Presence of white butterflies signals start of infestation. Con­
trol worms when small. It is almost impossible to raise cole crops 
in Illinois without controlling these pests.
Hornworms (NHE-130) Tomatoes carbaryl
Bacillus
thuringiensis1
Handpicking usually provides satisfactory control.
Earworms (NHE-33) Tomatoes and 
sweet corn
carbaryl Apply to late-maturing tomatoes 3 to 4 times at 5- to 10-day 
intervals from small-fruit stage. Apply at fresh-silk stage to 
early and late corn every 2 days 4 to 5 times.
Colorado potato beetles Eggplant, potatoes, 
tomatoes
carbaryl Apply as needed. Insects usually present only in late May and 
June.
Potato leafhoppers 
(NHE-22)
Potatoes, beans carbaryl or 
malathion
Apply 3 to 4 times at weekly intervals starting in late May or 
early June. Late potatoes and beans require additional treat­
ments. Most serious pest of potatoes and beans in Illinois.
Bean leaf beetles 
(NHE-67)
Beans carbaryl Leaves are riddled in early plantings. Apply once or twice as 
needed.
Mexican bean beetle Beans carbaryl Except for southern Illinois, only a pest of late beans. Apply 
insecticide to underside of leaves.
Cucumber beetles 
(NHE-46)
Vine crops carbaryl Apply as soon as beetles appear in spring. When blossoming 
begins, apply insecticide fate in the day so as not to interfere 
with pollination by bees.
Squash vine borers Squash carbaryl Make weekly applications to crowns and runners when plants 
begin to vine. Apply late in day.
Corn borer Sweet corn carbaryl Apply 4 times every 3 days to whorl and ear zone of early corn 
when feeding appears on whorl leaves.
Soil insects All crops diazinon Apply 1 ounce per 1,000 sq. ft. Mix % pint (4 fluid ounces) of 
25% diazinon emulsion in enough water to cover 1,000 sq. ft., 
usually 2 to 3 gallons. Rake into soil.
Days to W ait Between Application and Harvest
Collards, 
kale, and 
other leafy 
crops Beans Lettuce
Cabbage
and
related
crops
Sweet
corn Onions
Vine
crops2 Tomatoes Pumpkin Eggplant Peas Potatoes
carbaryl 14 0 14 3 0 0  0 0 0 0 0
diazinon . . 7 7 3 3 0
malathion 7 1 14 7 5 3 1 1 3 3 3 0
Amount of Insecticide for Volume of Spray
Commercial
1 gal. 6  gal. 1 0 0  gal. dust
carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  W .P. 2 tbl. ZA  cup 2 lb. 5%
diazinon 25%  E.C. 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt. 4%
malathion 50-57%  E.C. 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt. 4%
E.C. =  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder. An emulsion concentrate is a chemical pesticide dissolved in a solvent 
to which an emulsifier has been added. It can then be mixed with water to the desired strength before being used.
1 No time limitations. 2 Only apply insecticide late in the day after blossoms have closed to avoid bee kill.
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FLOWER INSECTS
Insect Insecticide1 Dosage Suggestions
Ants, soil-nesting wasps, 
and sowbugs
(NHE-17, 79, 93, 111) 
White grubs
diazinon 25%  E.C. 1 cup per 1 ,0 0 0  sq. ft. Drench into soil.
Aphids, mealybugs,
Iacebugs, scales (NHE-7, 114)
malathion 50-57%  E.C. 2 tsp. per gal. water Spray foliage thoroughly. Repeat treatments 
may be needed.
Blister beetles (NHE-72) carbaryl 50%  W .P. 2 tbl. per gal. water Spray foliage. Repeat treatments may be needed.
Cutworms (NHE-77) diazinon 25% E.C. 
diazinon 2 %  granules
6  oz. per 2-3 gal. water 
5 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft.
Spray 1,000 sq. ft. soil at base of plants. Do not 
spray on plant foliage. Small numbers of plants 
can be protected with collars of paper, alumi­
num foil, or metal.
Grasshoppers (NHE-74) carbaryl 50%  W .P. 
malathion 50-57%  E.C.
2 tbl. per gal. water 
2 tsp. per gal. water
Spray foliage and also adjacent grassy or weedy 
areas.
Iris borer dimethoate (Cygon, 
DeFend) 23.4%  E.C. 
or 25%  W .P.
4 tsp. per gal. water Apply when irises are in bloom, but not on blooms 
and make only one application. Add a small 
amount of liquid detergent to spray mix to im­
prove coverage on leaves.
Leaf-feeding beetles carbaryl 50%  W .P. 2 tbl. per gal. water Spray foliage. Repeat treatments if needed.
Leaf-feeding caterpillars Same as for leaf-feeding beetles
Plant bugs and leafhoppers Same as for leaf-feeding beetles
Slugs (NHE-84) metaldehyde bait 
Mesurol 2%  bait
Apply as a bait to soil. Remove old leaves, stalks, 
poles, boards, and other debris where slugs like 
to hide and lay eggs.
Spider mites (NHE-58) dicofol 18.5% E.C. 2 tsp. per gal. water Pay particular attention to underside of leaves 
when spraying. Apply 2 or 3 times at weekly 
intervals.
Springtails malathion 50-57%  E.C. 
malathion 4%  dust
2 tsp. per gal. water Spray foliage and soil.
Apply to soil at base of plants.
Stalk borers (NHE-24) Same as for leaf-feeding beetles Spray foliage thoroughly and frequently.
Thrips Same as for leaf-feeding beetles Spray foliage carefully.
White flies pyrethrin 0 .1% aerosol spray Spray foliage thoroughly. Repeat in 5 days.
1 Use only one insecticide from those listed. Do not use oil-base sprays on plants. Do not use malathion on African violets. Do not use 
carbaryl on Boston ivy. Do not use diazinon on ferns. Repeated use of carbaryl foliage sprays may cause mite or aphid infestations to in­
crease and become damaging. Do not use insecticides during full bloom. Do not use dimethoate on chrysanthemums.
E.C. =  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder.
FOR YOUR
1. Store insecticides out of reach of children, irre­
sponsible persons, or animals; store preferably in a locked 
cabinet.
2. I f  you use a bait around or in the home, place it 
after the children have retired and pick it up in the morn­
ing before they get up. Furthermore, place it out of their 
reach. At present we do not encourage use of baits for 
insect control.
3. Avoid breathing insecticide sprays and dusts over 
an extended period. This is particularly true in enclosed 
areas such as crawl spaces, closets, basements, and attics.
4. Wash with soap and water exposed parts of body 
and clothes contaminated with insecticide.
PROTECTION
5. W ear rubber gloves when handling insecticide con­
centrates.
6. Do not smoke while handling or using insecticides.
7. Leave unused insecticides in their original contain­
ers with the labels on them and in locked cabinets.
8. Wash out and bury or burn and haul to the refuse 
dump empty insecticide containers.
9. Do not leave puddles of spray on impervious sur­
faces.
10. Do not apply insecticides to fish ponds.
11. Do not apply insecticides near dug wells or cis­
terns.
12. Observe all precautions listed on the label.
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TREE AND SHRUB INSECTS
Insects Insecticide1 Suggestions2
Aphids (NHE-7) diazinon
malathion
Spray foliage thoroughly with force. Repeat as needed.
Bagworms (N H E-6 ) carbaryl
malathion
Bacillus thuringiensis
Spray foliage thoroughly. Apply June 15. Later sprays are less effective. 
For late spraying, use Bacillus thuringiensis.
Borers (N H E-8 )
Flatheaded apple
dimethoate Spray trunk and limbs thoroughly in late May and early June. Repeat in 3 
weeks.
Bronze birch
Ash
Dogwood
Lilac
Peach tree
chlorpyrifos Spray trunk and limbs in mid-June and repeat 4 weeks later.
Cankerworms carbaryl
malathion
Bacillus thuringiensis
Spray foliage when feeding or worms are first noticed in spring.
Eastern tent caterpillars Same as for cankerworms Spray when nests are first noticed.
Elm leaf beetle (NHE-82) carbaryl Spray as soon as damage is noticed.
European pine shoot moths 
and Nantucket pine moth 
(NHE-83)
dimethoate Spray ends of branches thoroughly in late June for European species and in 
mid-May for Nantucket species.
Fall webworms carbaryl
diazinon
malathion
Bacillus thuringiensis
Spray when first webs appear; clip off and destroy infested branches or burn 
out webs.
Galls (NHE-80, 81) 
Elm cockscomb 
Hickory 
Maple bladder
diazinon
malathion
Spray foliage thoroughly when buds are unfolding. Sprays after galls form on 
leaves are ineffective.
Hackberry blister diazinon
malathion
Spray foliage thoroughly in late May. Kills psyllids in galls. Sprays after galls 
form on leaves are ineffective.
Cooley spruce 
Eastern spruce
diazinon
malathion
Apply in late September or October or early spring just before buds swell.
Green-striped mapleworms Same as for cankerworms Spray as soon as damage is noticed.
Leaf miners 
Boxwood 
Hawthorn
diazinon
malathion
Spray foliage thoroughly when miners first appear. Repeat treatment in 10 to 
12  days.
Oak
Birch
Holly
dimethoate Repeat treatment in 3 weeks.
Mealybugs malathion Spray foliage thoroughly and with force. Repeat in two weeks.
Mimosa webworms 
(N H E -109)
carbaryl
malathion
Bacillus thuringiensis
Spray foliage thoroughly when first nests appear (June, July). A repeat treat­
ment may be needed.
Mites (NHE-58) dicofol Pay particular attention to underside of leaves. Apply 2 or 3 times at weekly 
intervals.
Oak kermes malathion Spray foliage thoroughly about July 1 to kill the crawlers.
Periodical cicadas 
(NHE-113)
carbaryl Spray all branches thoroughly when adults appear. Repeat in 7 to 10  days.
Sawflies Same as for fall webworms Spray as soon as worms or damage is evident.
Scale (N H E-114) diazinon
malathion
Spray foliage thoroughly in early April for Fletcher and European elm scale; in 
late May for pine needle and sweet gum scale; in early June for scurfy, oyster shell, 
and euonymous scale; in early July for cottony maple, Juniper, and dogwood 
scales; in mid-July for spruce bud, scale; and again in early August for oyster shell 
scale.
Cottony maple 
Putnam 
San J  ose 
Tulip tree
dormant oil diluted 
according to label
Apply when plants are still dormant in late winter. Do not use on evergreens. 
For tulip tree scale, a malathion spray in late September or in early spring is 
also effective.
1 Use only one insecticide from those listed.
2 Treatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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TREE AND SHRUB INSECTS (continued)
Insects Insecticide1 Suggestions*
Sycamore lace bugs carbaryl
malathion
Spray when nymphs appear, usually in late May.
Thrips Same as for aphids Mainly on privet. Spray foliage thoroughly.
Yellow-necked caterpillars carbaryl
malathion
Spray foliage when worms are small.
Zimmerman pine moths dimethoate Spray in mid-August and again two weeks later.
1 Use only one insecticide from those listed.
2 Treatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
Amount of Insecticide Needed for Volume of Spray
1 gal. 6  gal. 1 0 0  gal. 1 gal. 6  gal. 1 0 0  gal.
carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  W .P .1 2 tbl. % cup 2 1 b. dicofol (Kelthane) 18.5% E.C. 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt.
chlorpyrifos (Dursban) 2E. 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt. dimethoate (Cygon, DeFend) 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt.
diazinon 25% E .C .2 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt. 23.4%  E.C., 25%  W .P .3
malathion 50-57%  E .C .4 2 tsp. 4 tbl. 1 qt.
1 Do not use on Boston ivy. 2 Do not use on ferns or hibiscus. 8 Do not use on chrysanthemums. 4 Do not use on canaert red cedar. 
E.C. =  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder.
LAWN INSECTS
Insects Insecticide1
Dosage per 
1 ,0 0 0  sq. ft.* Suggestions
White grubs 
Ants (NHE-111)
diazinon 25%  E.C. 
5%  G.
1 cup 
2 ^  lb.
Apply as spray or granules to small area and then water 
in thoroughly before treating another small area. Grub 
damage will usually occur in late August and in September.
Ants (NHE-111)
Cicada killer and other 
soiling-nesting wasps (NHE-57, 79)
diazinon 25%  E.C. 
5%  G.
1
% cup 
2 1 b.
Apply as spray or granules and water in thoroughly. For 
individual nests pour 1%  diazinon in nest. Seal in with dirt.
Sod webworms (NHE-115) carbaryl 50%  W .P. 
, . 5% G . 
diazinon 25% E.C. 
.5%  G.
chlorpyrifos 2 E.C.
0.5%  G. 
Aspon 13% E.C.
Hlb.
41b.
M cup 
2 1 b.
\y% a. oz. 
5 lb.
5 cups
As sprays, use at least 2.5 gal. of water per 1 ,0 0 0  sq. ft. 
Do not water for 72 hours after treatment. As granules, 
apply from fertilizer spreader. Webworms usually damage 
lawns in late July and in August.
Millipedes and sowbugs 
(NHE-93)
carbaryl 50%  W .P. 
diazinon 25%  E.C.
y2 ib. 
% cup
Spray around home where millipedes or sowbugs are crawl­
ing. If numerous, treat entire lawn.
Armyworms
Cutworms
carbaryl 50%  W .P. 
.5%  G.
chlorpyrifos 2  E.C. 
0.5%  G.
2 oz.
1 lb.
i ya .  oz. 
51b.
Apply as sprays or granules. Use 5 to 10  gal. of water per 
1 ,0 0 0  sq. ft.
Chinch bugs chloropyrifos 2 E.C. 
Aspon 13% E.C.
lK f l . oz. 
5 cups
Spray infested areas where chinch bugs are present.
Aphids malathion 50-57% E.C. 1 tbl. Spray grass thoroughly.
Chiggers diazinon 1 tbl. Spray grass thoroughly.
Slugs (NHE-84) Mesurol 2%  bait Apply where slugs are numerous. Scatter in grass. For use 
only in flower gardens and shrubbery beds.
1 Use only one insecticide from those listed.
2 To determine lawn size in square feet, multiply length times width of lawn and subtract nonlawn areas including house, driveway, 
garden, etc. Do not allow people or pets on lawn until the spray has dried.
E.C. =  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder; G. =  granules.
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ANIMAL AND NUISANCE INSECTS
Insects Insecticide1 Method of application Suggestions
Ants (NHE-111) 
Crickets
Spiders (NHE-116, 17) 
Centipedes (NHE-93) 
Assassin bugs
diazinon 0.5%  spray 
diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C. 
propoxur 0.5%  P.S.C.
Outdoors: Use a water-base 
spray of diazinon. Spray 
on outside of foundation 
of house.
To prevent insect migrations into house, spray com­
pletely around outside foundation wall and adjacent 
4-inch strip of soil. Indoors: Use diazinon or propoxur 
oil-base sprays in pressurized spray cans. Apply to 
baseboards, cracks, and door thresholds.
Bed bugs malathion 1%  spray 
malathion 1%  dust
Spray slats, springs, and 
bed frame thoroughly.
Apply a light dust to seams, tufts, and folds of mat­
tresses. Use clean bedding.
Booklice or barklice pyrethrin 0.1%  P.S.C. Spray undersides of book­
shelves and infested areas.
Remove books and papers from damp storage areas; 
spray where booklice are found. Improve ventilation.
Boxelder bugs 
(NHE-9)
diazinon 0.5%  spray 
carbary 1 1%  spray
Outdoors: Spray trunks 
of infested boxelder trees 
during late summer when 
bugs are present.
Outdoors: Spray the clusters of boxelder bugs on 
trunks of trees, foundation walls, under eaves, and 
other areas where they gather. Removal of seed­
bearing boxelder trees is also helpful. Indoors: Re­
move with vacuum or broom.
Chiggers (NHE-127) malathion 1%  spray 
diazinon 0.5%  spray
Outdoors: Treat bushes, 
lawn, fence rows, along ,
For personal protection a repellent such as D EET , 
will help prevent attack. Take a warm soapy shower
Wood ticks (NHE-56) carbary 1 1% spray 
diazinon 0.5%  spray 
malathion 1%  spray
roadsides, and areas not 
regularly mowed.
or bath immediately after returning from a chigger- 
infested area.
Clover mites (NHE-2) dicofol 0.03%  spray Purchase E.C. and dilute 
with water. Spray outside 
of house from ground up 
to windows and adjacent 
10  ft. of lawn.
Repeat spray in 7-10 days if necessary. Remove grass 
and weeds from 18-inch strip next to foundation. 
Indoors: Remove with vacuum, or spray with 0.1%  
pyrethrin from a P.S.C. in house.
Cluster flies (NHE-1) dichlorvos 2 0 %  resin 
strip2
pyrethrin 0.1%  P.S.C.
1 strip per 1 ,0 0 0  cu. ft. 
in attic or room.
Fog lightly in room.
Repeat spray with pyrethrin as needed. Seal cracks 
around windows, eaves, and siding to prevent entry.
Drain flies (NHE-91) Outdoors:
malathion 0.5%  spray
Spray shrubbery, tall grass, 
and refuse containers.
Indoors: Use chemicals only after solving sanitation 
problems. Clean out overflow drains, drain traps,
Indoors:
pyrethrin 0 .1%  in 
P.S.C., or 20%  
dichlorvos resin strip2
Use fine mist or fog of 
pyrethrin or 1 resin strip 
per 1 ,0 0 0  cu. ft.
and cellar drains. Pour boiling water or rubbing 
alcohol into overflow drain to eliminate maggots.
Elm leaf beetles 
(NHE-82)
pyrethrin 0.1%  P.S.C. 
carbary 1 1%  spray
Indoors: Use vacuum or 
sprays with pyrethrin.
Outdoors: Spray with carbaryl on nearby Chinese 
elm trees for control of elm leaf beetle larvae and 
adults. Seal cracks around windows to prevent entry.
Fleas (NHE-107) 
Brown dog tick 
(NHE-56)
carbaryl 5%  dust 
malathion 4%  dust
Dust areas inside and out­
side the home where the 
pet rests. Dust pets di­
rectly as needed.
Indoors: For heavy infestations of ticks or fleas mist 
with 0 .1%  pyrethrin in infested rooms at frequent 
intervals. Vacuum rugs and upholstered furniture 
thoroughly. (Do not use carbaryl on kittens less than 
4 weeks old.)
House flies (NHE-16)
Gnats
Midges
Mosquitoes (NHE-94) 
Pun kies
Outdoors:
malathion 1%  spray
Purchase E.C. and dilute 
with water. Spray shrubbery, 
flowers, tall grass, around 
doorways and refuse contain­
ers and other resting sites.
Dispose of refuse twice each week. Eliminate standing 
water in eave troughs, tires, toys, tin cans, children’s 
swimming pools, etc. Use a repellent like D E E T  when 
entering mosquito-infested areas.
Indoors:
pyrethrin 0 .1%  space 
spray; or dichlorvos 
2 0 %  resin strips2
Use fine mist or fog of 
pyrethrin or use one 2 0 %  
dichlorvos resin strip 
per 1 ,0 0 0  cu. ft.
Use screening and keep repaired. Dichlorvos resin 
strips give good control in tight enclosed areas for 
about 3 months. Fly swatters are also effective.
Ground beetles 
Black vine weevils 
Clover leaf weevils
diazinon 0.5%  spray 
carbaryl 1%  spray
Spray outside foundation 
of house.
Indoors: Use vacuum and pick up beetles. They are 
attracted to indoor and porch lights. Where possible 
use yellow bulbs outside.
1 Whenever possible purchase specially prepared ready-to-use forms of insecticides for indoor use. Use only one insecticide from those 
listed. When preparing a quantity of 1 gallon or more of a spray of a desired percentage, use the dilution table on page 8. You need to 
know only the formulation of the insecticide when using the dilution table.
2 Do not use in pet shops or if tropical fish are present. Do not use in kitchens, restaurants, or areas where food is present. Do not use 
in nurseries or rooms where infants, ill, or aged persons are confined. Do not use in hospitals or medical clinics.
E.C. =  emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder; P.S.C. = pressurized spray can; O. = oil solution (usually in pressurized 
spray can).
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ANIMAL AND NUISANCE INSECTS (continued)
Insects Insecticide1 Method of application Suggestions
Lice, human malathion 1%  dust 
carbary 1 5%  dust
1 oz. per adult person Dust lightly over body hair, and wash clothing and 
bedding. Repeat in 2 weeks if needed. Do not get in 
eyes.
Millipedes, 
sowbugs (NHE-93)
diazinon 0.5%  spray 
carbaryl 1%  spray
Spray outside foundation 
and at least 3 ft. of 
adjacent soil.
Treat entire lawn as for webworms if pests are abun­
dant. Remove debris from ground along foundation. 
Collect with vacuum when found indoors.
Picnic beetles carbary 1 1%  spray 
malathion 1%  spray 
diazinon 0.5%  spray
Spray garbage pails, 
decaying vegetables, and 
refuse.
Additional treatments every 4 or 5 days may be 
needed. Pick fruits and vegetables before they become 
overripe to reduce the problem.
Springtails (NHE-70) diazinon 0.5%  spray 
malathion 0.5%  spray
Outdoors: Spray soil next 
to the house, especially 
grassy moist areas.
Eliminate low moist spots around the house. 
Indoors: Use vacuum. Allow soil to dry in potted 
plants or planter boxes.
Wasps (NHE-79) 
Hornets (NHE-17) 
Bees
carbaryl 1%  spray or 
5%  dust;
dichlorvos 0.5%  P.S.C. 
dichlorvos 2 0 %  resin 
strip2
Hanging dichlorvos resin 
strips in attic will help 
prevent infestations. For 
quick kill use dichlorvos 
0.5% .
For nests below ground, apply carbaryl and seal open­
ing with soil. For bees, spray nests in partitions. Drill 
holes through siding to inject insecticide, if necessary. 
Nests and honey should be removed and destroyed. 
Treat nests after dark.
FOOD, FABRIC, AND STRUCTURAL INSECTS
Insects Insecticide1 Method of application Suggestions
Carpenter ants 
(NHE-10)
diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C. 
propoxur 0.5%  P.S.C.
Spray nest entrances and 
runways.
Use foundation spray as recommended for ants. Treat 
nests directly for best results.
Carpet beetles 
(NHE-87)
Tissue paper beetles 
Clothes moths 
(NHE-87)
diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C. 
chlorpyrifos 0.5%  P.S.C.
Spray storage areas and 
infested places like the back 
and edge of carpeting, 
baseboards, beneath 
drawers, etc.
Prevent lint and dust from accumulating. Clean hot 
air registers and cold air shafts. Dry cleaning kills 
these pests. Store cleaned or washed woolens in insect- 
free chests and plastic bags.
Larder beetles None Remove source such as dead animal carcasses.
Cockroaches: 
German (NHE-3) 
Brown-banded 
(NHE-4)
American (NHE-5) 
Oriental (NHE-5)
diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C. 
propoxur 0.5%  P.S.C. 
chlorpyrifos 0.5%  P.S.C.
Spray runways and hiding 
places. Repeat treatments 
may be needed in 2 or 3 
weeks.
Treat under sink, refrigerator, cabinets, on base­
boards, etc. Complete treatment throughout home 
may be needed for successful control of brown-banded 
roach.
Pantry and 
cereal insects 
Saw-toothed grain 
beetles (NHE-11) 
Cigarette beetles
chlorpyrifos 0.5%  P.S.C .3 
diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C .3 
propoxur 0.5%  P.S.C .3 
pyrethrin 0.1%  P.S.C.
Spray inside of food 
cabinets very lightly and 
only after shelves are 
empty and cleaned.
Discard infested packages. Scrub or vacuum food 
cabinets and shelves. Force spray into cracks and 
crevices; allow to dry; cover shelves with clean, 
fresh paper. Do not contaminate food or utensils with 
insecticide.
Powder-post beetles 
(NHE-85)
lindane 0.5%  O. 
Pentachlorophenol 5%  O.
Paint, spray, or dip to 
saturate infested 
unfinished wood.
Pentachlorophenol is a wood preservative also, but it 
has a strong persistent odor. Follow label directions.
Silverfish (N H E-8 6 ) diazinon 0.5%  P.S.C. 
propoxur 0.5%  P.S.C. 
chlorpyrifos 0.5%  P.S.C.
Spray runways, baseboards, 
closets, and places where 
pipes go through the walls.
Repeat treatments in 2 weeks if needed. Keep books 
and papers in dry places.
Termites (NHE-57) chlordane 1%
Purchase E.C. and 
dilute with water or oil
For soil injection along the 
building foundation and 
under footings, use 1 gal. 
per 2 cu. ft. of soil.
Remove termite mud tubes connecting wood to soil. 
Eliminate wood-to-soil contacts. Ventilate to keep 
unexcavated areas dry.
1 Whenever possible purchase specially prepared ready-to-use forms of insecticides for indoor use. Use only one insecticide from those 
listed. When preparing a quantity of 1 gallon or more of a spray of a desired percentage, use the dilution table on page 8 . You need to 
know only the formulation of the insecticide when using the dilution table.
1 Do not use in pet shops or if tropical fish are present. Do not use in kitchens, restaurants, or areas where food i£ present. Do not 
use in nurseries or rooms where infants, ill, or aged persons are confined. Do not use in hospitals or medical clinics.
'F o r  use only by pest control operators. Homeowners should use 0.1% pyrethrin.
E.C. == emulsion concentrate; W.P. =  wettable powder; P.S.C. =  pressurized spray can; O =  oil solution (usually in pressurized 
spray can).
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PESTICIDE DILUTION TABLE
H OW  TO  U S E : When preparing a spray of a 
desired percentage you need to know only the for­
mulation of the particular product (examples: Kel- 
thane 18.5% wettable powder; Kelthane 18.5% 
emulsion concentrate). For instance, if you were 
preparing a 1% chlordane solution for spraying 
the foundation of the home, you would mix 5 
tablespoons of chlordane 45%  E.C. into each gal­
lon of water. The formulations of insecticides in 
the table may be purchased from hardware stores, 
pest control establishments, lawn and garden 
centers, and other sources. For some jobs, such as 
spraying outdoors to control flies or mosquitoes, 
a gallon or more of properly diluted spray is re­
quired. To obtain the percent concentration sug­
gested for controlling a particular insect, add the 
amount of pesticide suggested in the table to one 
gallon of water.
Amt. insecticide needed per gal. spray
Pesticide formulation Desired concentration 
0.03%  0.5%  1.0%
carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  W .P. . .  4 tbsp. 8  tbsp.
chlordane 45%  E.C. . .  8 tsp. 5 tbsp.
chlordane 72%  E.C. . . 4 tsp. 8  tsp.
diazinon (Spectracide) 25%  E.C. . .  5 tbsp. 10  tbsp.
dicofol (Kelthane) 18.5% W .P. 2 tsp. . .
dicofol (Kelthane) 18.5% E.C. 13^ tsp. . .
Dursban 2E. 3 tbsp.
malathion 50-57% E.C. . .  7 tsp. 4 y2 tbsp.
(tbsp. =  tablespoon; tsp. =  teaspoon)
Conversion Table for Small Quantities
1 level tablespoon =  3 level teaspoons 1 pint =  2 cups
1 fluid ounce =  2 tablespoons 1 quart =  2 pints or 32 fluid ounces
1 cup =  8  fluid ounces or 16 tablespoons 1 gallon =  4 quarts or 128 fluid ounces
NAMES OF INSECTICIDES
Below is a list of the common names of insecticides used in the preceding tables, followed by the commercial trade name 
and the chemical name. Some products may be available under a variety of trade names not listed below. Be sure to read 
the label. The label on the container always lists these products by the common name or chemical name.
Common Name
carbaryl
chlorpyrifos
D EET
diazinon
dichlorvos
dicofol
dimethoate
ethyl hexanediol
malathion
propoxur
pyrethrin
Trade Name
Sevin
Dursban
Off, Kik
Spectracide
Vapona, DDVP
Kelthane
DeFend, Cygon
6-12, Rutgers 612
Cythion
Baygon
Chemical Name
1- naphthyl methylcarbamate
O, O-diethyl 0-(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridl) phosphorothioate
N, N-diethyl-m-toluamide
O, O-diethyl O-(2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-pyrimidyl) phosphorothioate 
2 ,2 -dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate
4,4'-dichloro-a-(tri =  chloromethyl) benzhydrol
O, O-dimethyl S-(N-Methyl carbamoyl methyl) phosphorodithioate
2- ethyl-1, 3-hexanediol
diethyl mercaptosuccinate, S-ester with O, O-dimethyl phosphorothioate 
O-isopropoxyphenyl methyl carbamate
principally from plant species Chrysanthemum cinariaefolium
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1977 Insect Pest Management Guide 
LIVESTOCK and LIVESTOCK BARNS
You m ust be certified  as a pesticide app lica to r by O ctober 21, 1 9 7 7 , to  use 
“ re stric te d  use” pesticides. See yo u r county extension a d v ise r fo r  in fo rm a tio n .
Livestock producers must manage insect pests to attain 
maximum production. Flies, lice, mites, ticks, and grubs 
irritate animals and some suck their blood. This reduces 
meat, milk, and egg production. On occasion, individual 
animals have been killed by attacks of large numbers of 
pests like horse flies, lice, and mites. Several of these pests 
transmit diseases from animal to animal. Losses from pests 
each year cost Illinois farmers millions of dollars. A live­
stock producer does not need to share his profits with 
insects —  they can be managed effectively.
Insect pest management programs, which include the 
wise selection of cultural, mechanical, biological, and 
chemical methods, are suggested for the major insect 
pests of livestock and livestock barns. Insecticides are still 
the most efficient means of managing most insect problems. 
Only the safest, most effective insecticides are suggested 
for each specific insect on each type of livestock. Other 
insecticides that may have label approval for use on live­
stock are not included because they are less effective or 
more toxic or present potential residue problems. Blank 
spaces in the table of limitations mean we do not suggest 
the insecticide for that specific purpose in Illinois.
In using insecticides read the label and follow instruc­
tions. Do not exceed the rates suggested; observe the 
interval between application and slaughter and apply only 
to those animals for which use has been approved. Keep a 
record of the insecticide used, trade name, percentage of 
active ingredients, dilution, rate of application, and dates 
of application. I f  you are ever questioned, you have the 
records.
Most of the insecticides are suggested for use as emul­
sion concentrates since these are the easiest formulations 
to handle. Wettable powders can be substituted if the 
finished spray is well agitated.
Chemical names in these tables may be unfamiliar to 
you. These names are the common coined chemical names 
and are not capitalized. Trade names are capitalized. In 
the table of limitations (page 4) common names are listed 
first. I f  the trade name is more commonly used, it is listed 
in parentheses with the common name. In the tables of 
suggested insecticides on pages 2 and 3, only the common 
name is used if there is one. In case of question, refer to 
the table of limitations.
These suggestions are printed annually. Always use 
the current year’s issue. Labels may be cancelled and a 
product removed from the market at any time. New labels 
may be granted. We attempted to anticipate any further 
label changes, but there may be an occasional change. 
Check with your county extension adviser if you are not 
sure about the insecticide you plan to use. We will make 
announcements of label changes through the news media 
to keep you up to date.
Insecticides will be classified for general use or r e ­
stricted use by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
by October 21, 1977. After that time, a person wishing to 
use an insecticide classified for restricted use must be 
certified as a private or commercial pesticide applicator 
by the State of Illinois. Contact your county extension 
adviser in agriculture for details on this program.
T h e  Illinois D epartm ent o f Public H ealth  has an­
n ounced  it is illegal f o r  dairym en to apply or store chlo­
rinated-hydrocarbon insecticides —  aldrin, chlordane, diel- 
drin, endrin, lindane, or heptachlor —  on their farm s, 
excep t fo r  use in fa rm  residences. P reviously  use o f D D T  
was prohibited except by perm it fro m  the Illinois D epart­
m ent o f A gricu ltu re or Public H ealth.
Suggestions for use of insecticides are based on avail­
able data. Rainfall, temperature, and many other factors 
affect efficiency of insecticides. Report the details of con­
trol failures to us.
These suggestions were prepared by entomologists of 
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture and the 
Illinois Natural History Survey.
Leaflets describing the life history, biology, and habits 
of some of the insects mentioned can be obtained from 
offices of county extension advisers or by writing to En­
tomology Extension, 169 Natural Resources Building, 
Urbana, Illinois 61801. These are indicated by an N HE 
number in the tables.
Obtain the following circulars on insect control from 
the Office of Agricultural Publications, 123 Mumford 
Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
Circular 899, Insect Pest Management Guide —  Field
Crops
Circular 900, Insect Pest Management Guide —  Home,
Yard, and Garden 
Circular 925, Insect Pests of Cattle
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
In cooperation with ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY CIRCULAR 898 Urbana, Illinois, December, 1976
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DAIRY CATTLE, BEEF CATTLE, SWINE, AND SHEEP 
(Refer to fable of limitations on back page before using insecticides)
Insect Insecticide
Amount per 100 
gal. water or as 
directed
How to apply
D a ir y  C a ttle Lice and mange 
(NHE-18)
crotoxyphos 14.4% E.C. 6  pt. 1-2 gal. per animal. Spray entire animal to 
saturation. Make 2 treatments 14 days 
apart.
Face flies1 crotoxyphos 2 .0 %  O.2 Ready to use 1-2 oz. per animal; 2-4 times per week.3
(NHE-106)
Horn flies1 
(NHE-59) 
Stable flies4 
(NHE-61) 
Mosquitoes1
C iovan  Jcrotoxyphos 1.0% +  L-iovap jdichlorvos o.25%  O.2
Ready to use
Pastured 
cattle ' 
only
C iovan  jcrotoxyphos 1 0 .0 %  +  
^ ° Vap jdichlorvos 2 .5 %  E .C .
3 pt. per 
5 gal. water
1 pt. per animal per week.3
Horn flies1 dichlorvos 1 .0 %  O.2 Ready to use 1-2  oz. per animal daily.3
Stable flies4 pyrethrin 0 .1%  +  synergist O.2 Ready to use
Horse and deer pyrethrin 0.5%  +  synergist O.2 Ready to use 2 oz. per animal 3 times per week.3
flies6 (JN H E-6 U) pyrethrin 1% +  synergist E.C. 10  gal. 1-2 qt. per animal every 3 days.3
Horn flies
.
crotoxyphos 3.0%  D. or 1.0% O. 
coumaphos 5.0%  D. or 1.0% O. 
stirofos 3.0%  D. or 1.0% O. 
dichlorvos 0.25%  O. 
ronnel 1 .0 %  O.
In dust bags 
or face and 
back oilers
Use only in exits of milk parlors, barns, or 
lanes. Apply daily. Only partially controls 
face and stable flies.
B e e f  C a ttle Lice and mange crotoxyphos 14.4% E.C. 6  pt. 1-2 gal. per animal. Spray animal to sat-
(NHE-18) malathion 50-57%  E.C. 3 qt. uration. Make 2 applications 14 days apart.
Lice ronnel 24.5%  E.C. 1 qt. per gal. 
water
Apply 1 oz. per 100 lb. body weight. Max­
imum of 8  oz. per animal. Pour on topline 
from shoulders to hips.
'Face flies1 
Horn flies1
C invan Jcrotoxyphos 10.0% +  Luovap |dichlorvos 2 .5 %  E.C.
3 pt. per 
5 gal. water
1-2 oz. per animal; 2-4 times per week from 
a mist blower.3
Stable flies4 
Mosquitoes1
1 pt. per adult animal per week.3
Pastured
cattle
only
crotoxyphos 2 .0 %  O. Ready to use 1-2 oz. per animal; 2-4 times per week from
r in v a n  jcrotoxyphos 1 .0 %  +  
P jdichlorvos 0.25%  O.
Ready to use automatic sprayer.3
Horn flies1 Dust bags Various insecticides are approved for use in face oilers, back oilers, and dust bags, 
and oilers: Force treat if possible, but always place in location for greatest use. Only partially 
controls stable and face flies. Keep device well charged and in good working order.
.Horse and deer flies1 Use as directed for dairy cattle above.
Grubs Systemic insecticides like coumaphos, crufomate, fenthion, phosmet, and trichlorfon, as sprays pro­
vide excellent control of grubs and good control of lice. Use only on native beef cattle in herds having 
a history of grub problems. Treat only those animals between 4 months and 2 years of age. Apply 
during August or September in the southern half of the state and in September or October in the 
northern half of the state. Animals in confinement are not attacked by ox warble flies.
S w in e Mange and lice crotoxyphos 14.4% E.C. 1 gal. +  
7 pt.
2-4 qt. per animal. Spray animal to satura­
tion. Make 2 applications 14 days apart.
malathion 50-57%  E.C. 3 qt.
Lice fenthion 3%  O. Ready to use Apply Y  oz. per 100 lb. body weight. Pour 
on topline from neck to rump.
S h e e p Keds, lice, and 
scab (NHE-53)
toxaphene 60%  E.C. 3 qt.5 Spray animal to saturation or use in dip­
ping vat for scab.6
Keds and lice diazinon 50%  W .P. p2 oz. per 
3 gal. water
Apply 1 qt. per animal from sprinkling can 
over back, head, and neck.7
Note: E.C. =  emulsion concentrate, O. =  oil solution, W.P. =  wettable powder, D. =  dust.
1 Place cattle in barns or sheds to avoid attack by face flies, horn flies, horse flies, deer flies, and mosquitoes.
2 The same dosage of a water-base spray may be used.
3 Spray head, back, sides, belly, and legs carefully. Start treatments in June.
4 Remove decaying straw, hay, manure, and feed from barns and lots, and spread to dry each week or cover manure pile with black plastic
so stable fly breeding will be reduced.
5 Add 2 pounds of detergent per 100 gallons of spray for better wetting effects.
6 Official scab eradication treatment used by the State Department of Agriculture. Involves 2 dippings 10-14 days apart. Isolate and treat in­
coming animals before introducing them into the flock.
7 Stir the diazinon suspension frequently.
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GOATS, HORSES, CHICKENS, LIVESTOCK BARNS, AND SHEDS 
(Refer to table of limitations on back page before using insecticides)
Insect Insecticide
Amount per 100  
gal. water or as 
directed
How to apply
G o a ts
Pastured ,
goats
only
Face flies1 
Stable flies 
Mosquitoes1
Giovan jcrotoxyphos 1 0 .0 %  +  
Clovap Idichlorvos 2.5%  E.C.
3 pt. per 
5 gal. water
Apply 1 pt. per animal per week.
Horse and deer 
Jlies1
Use pyrethrin as directed for dairy cattle.
Lice Ciovao Jcrotoxyphos 1 0 .0 %  +  Lnovap |d;ch,orvos 2 .5 %  E.C. 1 gal. +  7 pt.
Apply 2-4 qt. per animal. Repeat in 14 
days.
H o r s e s Face flies1 
Stable flies2 
Mosquitoes1
stirofos 1.0% +  .09%  
synergized pyrethrin +  1.3%  
repellent O.
Ready to use Apply as a wipe on or spray over entire 
animal.3
Pastured . 
horses
Horse and deer 
flies1
Use water-base 
cattle.
spray of pyrethrin as directed for dairy
only Black flies1 petroleum jelly Ready to use Apply a thin coating on inside of ears as 
needed. Use stirofos as suggested above for 
flies.
Lice malathion 4.0-5.0%  D. 4-3 tbl. per 
animal
Apply on back and neck of animals. Repeat 
in 14 days.
C h ic k e n s Northern fowl 
mites, common
carbaryl 80%  W .P. 4 oz. per
5 gal. water
Spray birds using 1 gal. per 1 0 0  birds for 
fowl mites and lice. Spray roosts, walls, and
red mites, bed­
bugs, and lice 
(NHE-54)
stirofos 50%  W .P. 6.5 oz. per 
5 gal. water
around nests for red mites and bedbugs. 
Dust of 5%  carbaryl, 0.5%  coumaphos,
coumaphos 25%  W .P. 3 oz. per 
5 gal. water4
4%  malathion, or 3%  stiroios may be used 
on litter for control of northern fowl mites
malathion 5057-%  E.C. 5 oz. per 
5 gal. water4
l i i l L l  l l L L i  W llC l  U I I  U S  1 1 111 L .I1 LL 1 l l l t ^  ( J I
nesting in poultry houses.
stirofos 24%  E .C .7 13 oz. per 
5 gal. water
RavaD Jstirofos 23%  +
P [dichlorovos 6 %  E.C.
13 oz. per 
5 gal. water
R e s id u a l  
S p ra y s for  
L iv e s to c k  
B a r n s a n d  
S h e d s 2
House flies 
(NHE-16, 8 8 ) 
Stable flies 
Other flies, 
mosquitoes,
fenthion 45%  E.C. 3 gal. Start treatments in June and maintain 
good sanitation. Apply 2 gal. per 1,000 sq. 
ft. or to runoff to ceilings, walls, and sup­
port posts, and outside around doors and 
windows. Lasts about 4-6 weeks.6
and gnats diazinon 50%  W .P. 161b. Lasts about 2-3 weeks.6 Apply as for fen­
thion. Do not use in dairy or poultry barns.
dimethoate 23% E.C. 4 gal. Lasts about 3-4 weeks.5 Apply as for fen­
thion.
stirofos 24%  E .C .6 4 gal. Lasts about 2-4 weeks.5 Apply as for fen-
Ravao istirofos 23%  E.C. 
Kavap Idichlorvos 6 %  E.C.
4 gal. thion.
ronnel 24% E.C. 4 gal. Lasts about 1-2  weeks.5 Apply as for fen­
thion.
S p a c e  S p ra y s  
fo r  F e e d  
L o ts  an d
House flies 
Stable flies 
Other flies,
dichlorvos 23%  E.C. 2 gal. Apply at 5 gal. per acre with mist blower 
over the top of animals and pens every 3 
to 7 days.
S h e d s 2 mosquitoes, 
and gnats
naled 37%  E .C .7 1 gal. Apply as for dichlorvos.
pyrethrin E.C. Dilute to 0.1%  
by weight 
with water
Apply as for dichlorvos.
B a its  as  
S u p p le m e n ts  
for L iv e s to c k  
B a rn  a n d
House flies dichlorvos 23%  E.C. 4oz. per 1 gal. 
corn sirup and 
Y  gal. warm 
water
Apply to favorite fly-roosting areas from 
tank sprayer as needed to supplement re­
sidual spray treatment.
S h e d  S p ra y s2 naled 37%  E.C. 2 oz. per 1 gal. 
corn sirup and 
Y, gal. warm 
water
Apply as for dichlorvos.
Note: E.C. =  emulsion concentrate, O. =  oil solution, W.P. =  wettable powder, D. =  dust.
1 Place horses or goats in barns or sheds to avoid attack by face flies, black flies, horse flies, deer flies, and mosquitoes.
2 Good sanitation is the basic step in barn fly control (house and stable flies). Remove manure, decaying straw, hay and feed, and spread to
dry each week or cover manure pile with black plastic. Leave a 4-6 in. residue of manure in the pits or pens if the interval between 
cleanups is more than 1 week.
3 Spraying may upset horses. Avoid getting spray into the animal’s eyes. -Use rubber gloves when wiping on insecticides.
4 Double the amount of insecticide-to-water ratio for spraying roosts, walls, and around nests.
5 Lasting effects are shortened during periods of hot, dry weather.
6 A wettable powder formulation can be substituted if the finished spray is well agitated.
’ Temporary stinging of eyes may occur from mist but this is not hazardous. Rinse equipment thoroughly after use to avoid corrosion.
LIMITATIONS FOR SUGGESTED INSECTICIDES APPLIED TO LIVESTOCK OR IN LIVESTOCK BARNS 
(Blank spaces in the table denote that the material is not suggested for that specific use in Illinois)
Dairy Beef Swine Sheep Goats Horses Chickens
Animals Barns Animals Barns Animals Barns Animals Barns Animals Barns Animals Barns Birds Barns
carbaryl (Sevin)............ A,B A,B
Ciovap........................... C,D,E,F . . . C,D,E,F . . . C,D,G . . .
coumaphos (Coral)....... C, D . . . C,D,E . . . B B
crotoxyphos (Ciodrin). . C,D,E,F . . . C,D,E,F . . . C,D . . .
crufomate (Ruelene). . . C,D,E,H . . .
diazinon......................... . . .  D,I . . .  D,I C,D ,J D,I . . .  D,I
dichlorvos (DDVP) 
(Vapona)................... C,D K,L C,D K,L . . . K,L . . .  K,L C,D K,L C,D K,L .. .  K
dimethoate (Cygon). . . . . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I
fenthion (Baytex)......... . . .  D,I C,D,E,M D,I N.O D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  B
malathion...................... C,D . . . C,D .. . C,D . . . B B
naled (Dibrom)............. . . . C,K,L . . .  K,L . . .  K,L . . .  K,L . . .  K,L . . .  K,L . . .  K
phosmet (Prolate)........ C,D,E,P . . .
pyrethrin....................... C L C L . . .  L . . .  L C L C L
Ravap........................... . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I B,Q B
ronnel (Korlan)............. C,D D,I C,D D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  B
stirofos (Rabon)........... C,D D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I . . .  D,I C,D D,I B,Q B
toxaphene...................... C,R . . .
trichlorfon (Neguvon). . C,D,E,N . . .
A. Do not apply within 7 days of slaughter and do not treat nesting material. Do not repeat within 4 weeks.
B. Gather eggs before treatment and do not contaminate feed and water.
C. Do not contaminate feed, water, milk, or milking equipment.
D. Do not apply in conjunction with the feeding of phenothiazine or organophosphate insecticides.
E. Do not treat: animals less than 6 months old; sick or stressed animals within 10 days of shipping animals; or in a confined, nonventi-
lated area.
F. Do not treat Brahman cattle.
G. Do not repeat more often than every 7 days.
H. Do not apply within 7 days of slaughter. Do not repeat applications within 21 days.
I. When used as a spray, remove animals before treating barn. Do not contaminate feed, water, eggs, milk, or milking equipment. Do
not use in milk storage rooms. Do not apply to animals.
J. Do not apply within 14 days of slaughter. Do not treat lambs less than 2 weeks old.
K. As a bait. Do not apply within reach of animals or in milk rooms. Do not contaminate feed, water, eggs, milk, or equipment.
L. As a space spray in feed lots, corrals, or pens; may be applied with animals present, but avoid direct application to exposed feed and water.
Do not apply in conjunction with the feeding of phenothiazine or the feeding or use as animal or shelter treatments of organophos­
phate or carbamate insecticides.
M. Do not apply within 45 days of slaughter.
N. Do not apply within 14 days of slaughter.
O. Do not use in conjunction with organophosphate or carbamate insecticides.
P. Do not apply within 21 days of slaughter. Do not repeat treatment within 7 days.
Q. Do not repeat more often than every 14 days. If used on walls for fly control, do not apply to birds.
R. Do not apply within 28 days of slaughter.
FOR YOUR PROTECTION
Here are a few easy rules that if followed will prevent 
most insecticide accidents:
1. W ear rubber gloves when handling insecticide concen­
trates.
2. Do not smoke while handling or using insecticides.
3. Keep your face turned to one side when opening insec­
ticide containers.
4. Leave unused insecticides in their original containers 
with the labels on them.
5. Store insecticides out of reach of children, irrespon­
sible persons, or animals; store preferably in a locked cabinet 
or room, away from food, feed, or water.
6. W ash out and bury or burn empty insecticide con­
tainers.
7. Do not put the water-supply hose directly into the 
spray tank.
8. Do not blow out clogged nozzles or spray lines with 
your mouth.
9. W ash with soap and water exposed parts of body and 
clothes contaminated with insecticide.
10. Do not leave puddles of spray on impervious sur­
faces.
11. Do not apply to or allow runoff into fish-bearing or 
other water supplies. Do not allow treated animals in fish­
bearing waters or other water supplies until the spray has 
dried.
12. Do not apply insecticides, except in an emergency, to 
areas with abundant wildlife or to blossoming crops visited 
by bees. Avoid drift onto blossoming crops and onto beehives.
13. Do not apply insecticides near dug wells or cisterns.
14. Do not spray when weather conditions favor drift.
15. Follow all directions and precautions listed on the 
label.
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1977 IN S E C T  P E S T M A N A G E M E N T  G U ID E  
FOR C O M M E R C IA L  A P P L IC A T O R S  
FOR TR E E S , S H R U B S , A N D  T U R F G R A S S
T ree  and S hrub Insects
Lb. of active 
ingredient 
per 1 0 0 gal.
Insect Insecticide of water Timing of application
Aphids malathion 1 When aphids are numerous.
diazinon 1
Ash borer chlorpyrifos 1 Apply in early May and re-
endosulfan 1 peat 4 weeks later.
acephate 1
Bagworm malathion 1 Spray foliage thoroughly about
carbaryl 2 June 15 while worms are still
chlorpyrifos 1/2 small.
Bacillus follow label
thuringiensis directions
dimethoate 1/2
Birch leaf miner malathion 1 Spray foliage thoroughly when
diazinon 1 miners first appear. Repeat 10 to
Imi dan 3/4 12 days later.
Black vine weevil endosulfan 1 Spray foliage thoroughly in mid­
May when adults are on needles. 
Allow spray to runoff onto soil 
under shrubs.
Bronze birch borer dimethoate 1 / 2 Spray bark of trunk and limbs
in early June and repeat 3 weeks
later.
Cankerworms malathion 1 Spray when worms are still small
diazinon 1 as leaf buds are opening in
carbaryl 2 spring.
Imidan 3/4
Bacillus follow label
thuvingiensis directions
Carpenterworm No known control.
Cicada carbaryl 2 Spray foliage when egglaying be­
gins. Repeat every 5 days while 
adult cicadas are present.
Cooley spruce gall malathion 1 Apply in late September or in
aphid diazinon 1 early spring just before buds
endosulfan 1 swell.
Cottony maple scale malathion 1 Spray in July after crawlers
diazinon 1 have hatched and repeat 10 days 
later.
aTreatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks 
earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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Lb. of active 
ingredient
per 1 0 0 gal.
Insect Insecticide of water Timing of application
Cottony maple scale superior oil 2 gallons Apply in spring before leaf
(continued) emergence. Do not use on Japa­
nese or sugar maple.
Dogwood borer chlorpyrifos 1 Apply in mid-May and repeat 4
endosulfan 1 weeks later.
Eastern spruce malathion 1 Apply in late September or in
gall aphid diazinon 1 early spring just before buds
endosulfan 1 swell.
chlorpyrifos 1
Eastern tent malathion 1 Spray areas of tree where nests
caterpillar diazinon 1 first appear in early spring.
Baoillus follow label
thuringiensis directions
chlorpyrifos 1
Elm bark beetles methoxychlor Contact Section of Applied Bot­
any and Plant Pathology, Illi­
nois Natural History Survey, 
Urbana, Illinois 61801, for in­
formation on Dutch elm disease
control.
Elm cockscomb gall malathion 1 Usually no control is necessary.
acephate 1
Elm leaf beetle carbaryl 2
malathion 1
diazinon 1
Eriophyid mites dicofol 1 / 2 Spray only when injury is ob­
served. Usually control is not
necessary.
Euonymous scale dimethoate 1 Spray in early June. Make four
malathion 1 applications 10 to 1 2 days apart.
diazinon 1
European elm scale malathion 1 Apply in early spring when first 
leaves appear.
European pine carbaryl 2 Spray when worms are present
sawfly malathion 1 and feeding on the needles.
diazinon 1
European pine dimethoate 1 / 2 Spray ends of branches thoroughly
shoot moth in late March and early July.
aTreatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks 
earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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Lb. of active 
ingredient 
per 1 0 0 gal. aInsect Insecticide of water Timing of application
Fall webworm acephate 1 Spray nests on webbed areas in
carbaryl 2 trees in late summer.
malathion 1
diazinon 1
Bacillus follow label
thuringiensis directions
chlorpyrifos 1
Flat-headed apple dimethoate 1 / 2 Spray in late May and repeat
tree borer twice at 3-week intervals. Keep 
trees in vigorous growing condi­
tion. Wrap trunks of new set trees 
with paper or burlap.
Fletcher scale malathion 1 Apply in early April and repeat 
in early July.
Forest tent carbaryl 2 Spray when caterpillars are
caterpillar malathion 1 present.
diazinon 1
Gouty oak gall • • • . . . Prune out infested branches and 
destroy.
Hackberry psyllids malathion 1 Apply in late May. This insect
diazinon 1 rarely damages trees.
Hawthorn leaf miner malathion 1 Treat in early May or when first
diazinon 1 sign of leaf-browning appears
Hawthorn mealy bug malathion 1 Apply when insects are numerous.
diazinon 1
dimethoate 1 / 2
Holly leaf miner dimethoate 1 / 2 Spray foliage in late May or 
early June when leaf miners 
first appear.
Honey locust pod gall ... . . . No chemical control is necessary.
Lacebug carbaryl 2 Spray when bugs are numerous.
malathion 1
Leaf crumpler malathion 1 Spray in late May and again in
diazinon 1 late August.
Leafhoppers carbaryl 2 Spray when hoppers are numerous 
on foliage.
Lecanium scale diazinon 1 Apply to infested trees in mid-
malathion 1 June and repeat 2 weeks later.
aTreatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 
weeks earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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Insect Insecticide
Lb. of active 
ingredient 
per 1 0 0 gal. 
of water qTiming of application
Lilac borer endosulfan 1 Apply in mid-May and repeat 4
chlorpyrifos 1 weeks later.
Locust borer carbaryl 2 Apply in late August and again 
in mid-September.
Locust mite dicofol 1 / 2 Apply in early spring just before 
leaves appear. Repeat spray 2 
weeks later.
Magnolia scale malathion 1 Treat in late September or early
diazinon 1 spring when buds are opening.
Maple bladder gall dicofol 1 / 2 Chemical control usually is not 
necessary. If infestation has 
been severe, spray tree as leaf 
buds are opening in spring.
Mimosa webworm acephate 1 Spray in late June or when webs
malathion 1 first appear. Repeat in August
diazinon
Bacillus
thuringiensis
carbaryl
chlorpyrifos
1
follow label 
directions 
2 
1
for second generation.
Mountain ash borer chlorpyrifos 1 Treat in early June and repeat 4
endosulfan 1 weeks later.
Nantucket pine moth acephate 1 Spray ends of branches in early
dimethoate 1 / 2 May.
Oak kermes malathion 1 Apply when crawlers appear on
diazinon 1 foliage in early July.
Obscure scale superior oil 2 gallons Apply in late October or in early 
spring just prior to leaf emergence.
Oystershell scale malathion 1 Apply in early June and repeat
dimethoate 1 / 2 10 to 12 days later. Repeat 
sprays again in early August in 
central and southern Illinois.
Peach tree borer endosulfan 1 Spray thoroughly bark of trunk
chlorpyrifos 1 and limbs in mid-June and repeat 
4 weeks later.
Periodical cicada carbaryl 2 Spray when adults are laying 
eggs in June.
Pine bark aphid malathion 1 Spray when aphids are present,
diazinon 1 usually in May and later.
^Treatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks
earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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Lb. of active 
ingredient 
per 1 0 0 gal.
Insect Insecticide of water. Timing of application
Pine needle scale acephate 1 Apply spray in mid-May if trees
malathion 1 are infested.
diazinon 1
chlorpyrifos 1
San Jose scale superior oil 2 gallons Apply to bark of trunk and limbs 
in spring prior to leaf emergence
Spider mites dicofol 1 / 2 Spray when mites are numerous. 
Especially serious on juniper.
Spittle bug No chemical control is necessary.
Taxus mealy bug acephate 1 Spray foliage with force when
malathion 1 insects are present. Repeat 2
diazinon 1 weeks later.
Thrips malathion 1 Spray privet when thrips are
acephate 1 numerous.
Tuliptree scale superior oil 2 gallons Apply oil in late spring before
malathion 1 leaves emerge. Apply malathion 
in mid-August.
Twig pruner No known control.
White-marked malathion 1 Treat when worms are present
tussock moth carbaryl 2 in June.
diazinon 1
Yellow-necked malathion 1 Spray foliage on which cater-
caterpillar diazinon 1 pillars are feeding, usually
acephate 1 in late July.
Zimmerman pine dimethoate 2 Spray bark and foliage in mid-
moth August and again 2 weeks later.
aTreatment dates are listed for central Illinois. In southern Illinois apply 2 weeks 
earlier and in northern Illinois 2 weeks later.
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T u rfg rass  Insects
Lb. of active 
ingredient
Insects Insecticide per acre Timing of application
Ants and soil- diazinon spray 4 Apply when insects are present.
nesting wasps
Aphids (greenbug) malathion spray 1 Apply only when aphids are
diazinon spray 1 present.
Armyworms and carbaryl spray or Treat when worms are present.
cutworms granules
trichlorfon spray
8
or granules 5
diazinon spray or 
granules
chlorpyrifos spray
4
or granules 1
Chiggers diazinon 1 Apply to grass area where chig-
malathion 1 gers have been a problem.
Chinch bugs chlorpyrifos spray 1 Spray when bugs are numerous.
trichlorfon spray 5
Aspon spray 1 0
diazinon 4
Grubs, including diazinon spray or Treat damaged areas and where
true white, an- granules 5 grubs are present in soil.
nual white, Jap- trichlorfon spray Water-in very thoroughly.
anese beetle, 
green June beetle
or granules 8
Leafhoppers and carbaryl spray 4 Treatment usually is not necessary
grasshoppers unless hoppers are numerous.
Millipedes carbaryl spray 8 Apply to turf where millipedes
diazinon spray 4 are migrating across area.
Slugs Mesurol bait Apply by scattering in grass.
Sod webworms carbaryl spray or Apply in late July or August
granules 8 when worms are present. Use
diazinon spray or 
granules
chlorpyrifos spray
4
1 2 0 gallons of water per acre.
or granules 
trichlorfon spray
1
or granules 5
Aspon spray 10
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Insecticides: N a m e s  an d  S om e C om m erc ia l F o rm u la tio n s
Common name Trade names Formulations
acephate Orthene 75% W.
Bacillus thuringiensis Biotrol, Dipel, Thuricide
carbaryl—^ Sevin 80% S. 
50% W.
chlorpyrifos Dursban, Lorsban 2 lb./gal. 
4 lb./gal. 
1% G.
diazinon—^ Spectracide 4 lb./gal. 
25% E.C. 
50% W.
5% G.
dicofol Kelthane 18.5% E.C. 
18.5% W .
dimethoate—^ Cygon, De-Fend 2 lb./gal. 
25% W.P.
endosulfan Thiodan 2 lb./gal. E.C. 
50% W.
malathion—^ Cythion 50-57% E.C. 
25% W.
superior oil many brands .. .
trichlorfon Dylox, Proxol 80% W.
4 lb./gal.
5% G.
Aspon 13% E.C.
6 lb./gal.
Imidan 50% W.
a/ Do not use on Boston ivy. 
b/ Do not use on ferns or hibiscus, 
c/ Do not use on chrysanthemums, 
d/ Do not use on canaert red cedar.
Note: E.C. = emulsion concentrate; W. = wettable powder; G. = granules;
S. = sprayable powder.
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For Y o u r P ro tec tio n
1. S to re  in s e c t ic id e s  o u t o f  reach  o f  c h i ld r e n ,  i r r e s p o n s ib le  p e rso n s , o r an im a ls 
s to re  p r e fe ra b ly  in  a lo cked  c a b in e t .
2. I f  you use a b a i t  around o r  in  th e  home, p la c e  i t  a f t e r  th e  c h i ld r e n  have r e ­
t i r e d  and p ic k  i t  up in  th e  m orn ing b e fo re  th e y  g e t up. F u rth e rm o re , p la c e  i t  
o u t o f  t h e i r  re a ch . A t p re s e n t,  we do n o t encourage use o f  b a i ts  f o r  in s e c t  
c o n t r o l .
3. A vo id  b re a th in g  in s e c t ic id e  sprays and dus ts  ove r an extended p e r io d .  T h is  is  
p a r t i c u la r ly  t ru e  in  enc losed  areas such as c ra w l spaces, c lo s e ts ,  basem ents, 
and a t t i c s .
4. Wash w ith  soap and w a te r exposed p a r ts  o f  body and c lo th e s  con tam ina ted  w ith  
in s e c t ic id e .
5. Wear ru b b e r g loves  when h a n d lin g  in s e c t ic id e  c o n c e n tra te s .
6. Do n o t smoke w h ile  h a n d lin g  o r  u s in g  in s e c t ic id e s .
7. Leave unused in s e c t ic id e s  in  t h e i r  o r ig in a l  c o n ta in e rs  w ith  th e  la b e ls  on them 
and in  lo cked  c a b in e ts .
8. Wash o u t and b u ry  o r  bu rn  and h a u l to  th e  re fu s e  dump empty in s e c t ic id e  con­
ta in e rs  .
9 . Do n o t leave  pudd les  o f  sp ray  on im pe rv io u s  s u rfa c e s .
10. Do n o t a p p ly  in s e c t ic id e s  to  f is h  ponds.
11. Do n o t a p p ly  in s e c t ic id e s  near dug w e lls  o r  c is te r n s .
12. Observe a l l  p re c a u tio n s  l i s t e d  ‘on the  la b e l .
Prepared by entomologists of the Illinois Cooperative Extension Service and Illi­
nois Natural History Survey.
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1977 TURFGRASS PEST CONTROL
W i t h  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  of improved management techniques and new, more effective materials, turf- 
grass culture has developed into a highly sophisticated 
technology. Among the new materials are the modern 
pesticides that control weeds, diseases, and insects. Proper 
irrigation, mowing, and fertilization practices remain the 
principal defenses against turf grass pests; it is sometimes 
necessary, however, to complement the turfgrass cultural 
program with the intelligent selection and use of pesti­
cides.
Pesticide formulations. Pesticides are chemicals that 
are active against one or more turfgrass pests. These 
chemicals are generally formulated as liquid concentrates 
— solutions (S) and emulsifiable concentrates (EC) — 
wettable powders (W P), and granules (G).  Liquid 
concentrates and wettable powders are usually added to 
water and applied to the turf with a sprayer. Granular 
materials can be applied with a fertilizer spreader.
Active ingredients. Pesticides must be accurately ap­
plied at correct rates to yield optimum results. Too little 
may control pests ineffectively; too much may injure the 
turf. The specific amount of material that should be ap­
plied depends upon the concentration of the pesticide 
(the “active ingredient” ) in the commercial preparation.
Concentration is usually expressed as a weight per unit 
volume or as a percent of the commercial preparation. 
For example, a 50 percent wettable powder is 50 percent 
active ingredients (a.i.) and 50 percent inert carrier. If 
the recommended rate of application is 12 pounds a.i. 
per acre, then 24 pounds of this commercial preparation 
are required to treat one acre. This is roughly equivalent 
to Vi pound per 1,000 sq. ft. (43,560 sq. ft. =  1 acre).
Liquid formulations generally list the number of pounds 
of the active ingredient per gallon (lb. a.i./gal.) on the 
pesticide label. If the concentration is 4 lb./gal., then one 
quart of the product is required per acre to supply 1 
pound of active ingredient per acre.
Precautions. Pesticides should be stored in their orig­
inal containers with the label securely attached. Keep 
them in a cool, dry place that is inaccessible to children, 
pets, and irresponsible persons. Read the label before 
using the pesticide and follow all instructions carefully. 
A few minutes spent studying the information on a pesti­
cide label may prevent misuse and needless accidents.
WEED CONTROL
Herbicides are pesticides that control one or more 
plant species. They may be classified into one of three 
types — contact, systemic, or soil sterilant — depending 
upon the nature of their activity on plants.
Table 1. —  Chemical Control of Broadleaf Weeds in Turf
2,4-Da Silvexb Mecoprop® Dicambad
(S =  susceptible; I =  intermediate control; R = resistant)
Black medic................ R S-I I S
Carpe tweed................
Chick weed.
S I I S
common.................. R S S-I S
mouse-ear................ R s S-I S
Chicory........................ S s s S
Daisy, oxeye............... I I I I
Dandelion................... s s S-I S
Dock, curly................. I I-R I-R s
Ground ivy................. r-R S-I I S-I
Hawkweed.................. S-I R R S-I
Henbit.......................... 1 S I s
Knotweed................... R I I s
Lambsquarters........... s s S s
Mallow, roundleaf. . . I-R S-I I S-I
Plantain,
broadleaf................. s I I-R R
buckhorn................ s I I-R R
Purslane....................... I S-I R s
Red sorrel.................... R I R s
Speedwell,
creeping.................. R R R R
purslane.................. I I I I
Spurge, prostrate.. . . I-R I I S-I
Thistles......................... S-I S-I I s
White clover............... I s S s
Wild carrot................. S S-I S-I s
Wild onion.................. I R R S-I
Woodsorrel, yellow. . I S-T I I
Yarrow......................... I I-R I-R s
a A basic herbicide for use in combination with one or more 
of the others for broad-spectrum postemergence control of broad­
leaf weeds. Standard rate of application is 1 lb./A. Not recom­
mended for use on bentgrass putting greens.
b Should not be used on bentgrass turf. Apply at V2 to 3A lb./A. 
plus 2,4-D at the standard rate.
c Safe for use on bentgrass putting greens at V2 to 1 lb./A. 
during cool weather periods. Can apply to general turf at 1 
lb./A. with 2,4-D.
d A very effective herbicide for broadleaf weed control when 
combined with 2,4-D or as a 3-way combination. Use at 'A lb./ 
A. with 2,4-D; use at Va lb./A. with 2,4-D-f-si 1 vex or with 2,4-D 
+mecoprop. Do not apply above roots of trees and shrubs.
Contact herbicides kill plant parts covered by the 
chemical. Paraquat, a contact herbicide, is useful in 
renovating turfs infested with extensive populations of 
annual weeds. Because paraquat has low soil residual 
activity, treated areas may be reseeded soon after chem­
ical application.
Systemic herbicides, absorbed by plant organs and trans­
located throughout the plant, may be either selective, 
killing certain weeds without injuring desirable grasses, 
or nonselective, controlling all vegetation. Mecoprop is a 
selective herbicide used to control broadleaf weeds in turf. 
Dalapon, a nonselective herbicide, is used to kill perennial
This circu la r was p re p a re d  by J . R . S treet, Assistant P ro fesso r, and A. J . T u rg e o n , Associate P ro fesso r, 
D ep a rtm en t o f H o rticu ltu re ; M. C. S h u rtleff, P ro fesso r, and G. W. S im o n e , G raduate E xten sio n  Assistant, 
D ep a rtm en t o f Plant P a th ology ; and R . R an dell, Assistant P ro fesso r, A gricu ltu ra l E ntom ology .
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weedy grasses such as quackgrass that cannot be con­
trolled by selective herbicides.
Soil sterilants are chemicals that render the soil toxic to 
all plant life. How long the soil remains sterile depends 
upon the material used, the rate of application, and the 
prevailing environmental conditions that affect decompo­
sition of the herbicide in the soil. Soil sterilants have no 
place in turfgrass management; however, they are useful 
in preventing plant growth under fences and other areas 
that are difficult to mow.
Herbicides may be applied to prevent weeds from in­
festing a turf or to control weeds already present. Ben-
sulide is a preem ergence  herbicide applied in spring to 
prevent development of crabgrass. Once the weed has 
germinated, DSMA may be used as a postem ergence 
treatment to selectively control the crabgrass invader.
INSECT CONTROL
Insecticides are pesticides that reduce insect popula­
tions below levels that are injurious to turf. Although in­
secticide chemistry is quite varied, most of the commonly 
used materials act as contact poisons. Effective control is 
dependent upon ensuring contact between the insect and
Table 2. —  Chemical Control of Weed Grasses in Turf
Weeds Lifelength Herbicide
Rate 
(lb. a.i. 
per acre)
Remarks
Annual bluegrass annual or 
perennial
benefin (Balan)
bensulide
(Betasan)
DCPA (Dacthal)
endothall
(Endothal)
3
10
12
%
Apply in early spring and late summer. Do not use on bent- 
grass putting greens.
Apply in late summer before the return of cool weather to 
prevent development of new plants. Fairly safe for use on 
bentgrass putting greens.
Apply in early spring and late summer. Do not use on bent­
grass putting greens.
Apply during warm weather in late summer to Kentucky 
bluegrass turf. Repeat in two weeks if necessary. After last 
application, as annual bluegrass turns brown, overseed with 
desirable grasses or insert plugs of sod into large bare areas to 
promote rapid healing. Has little or no preemergence activity.
Crabgrass
Foxtails
annual benefin (Balan) 2 Apply before emergence of crabgrass in early spring. Not 
recommended for use on bentgrass turf.
Barnyardgrass bensulide
(Betasan)
DCPA (Dacthal)
siduron
(Tupersan)
organic arseni- 
cals (DSMA, 
MSMA, etc.)
10
12
10
follow
labels
Apply before emergence of crabgrass in early spring.
Apply before emergence of crabgrass in early spring. May 
injure bentgrasses and fine-leaf fescues.
Apply before emergence of crabgrass in early spring. Use at 
half the recommended rate in conjunction with seeding 
Kentucky bluegrass. May injure some bentgrasses and fine- 
leaf fescues. Do not use on bermudagrass.
Apply soon after emergence of crabgrass. Three applications 
at 7- to 10-day intervals are usually required. May cause 
some discoloration of the turf.
Goosegrass annual DCPA (Dacthal)
organic arseni- 
cals (DSMA, 
MSMA, etc.)
15
follow
labels
Goosegrass is harder to control than crabgrass; complete 
control is rarely achieved. Better control may result if a second 
application is made at half rate in early June.
Apply soon after emergence. Three or more applications at 7- 
to 10-day intervals may be required for control. May cause 
some discoloration of the turf.
Bentgrass perennial amitrole 4 These give nonselective control. Amitrole and dalapon may
Nimblewill dalapon 10 persist in the soil for up to 4 and 6 weeks, respectively. Over-
Tall fescue 
Quackgrass
amitrole +  
dalapon
2 +  5 seeding should be delayed until chemical residues have dis­
sipated. Glyphosate has no residual activity in the soil;
Bermudagrass glyphosate 2 repeated treatments may be necessary for complete control.
Nutsedge perennial organic arseni- 
cals (DSMA, 
MSMA, etc.) 
2,4-D +  organic 
arsenicals
follow
labels
follow
labels
Treat soon after emergence before new nutlets form. Repeat 
application as soon as new growth is evident. Precede chem­
ical treatment with intensive irrigation for several days to 
enhance control.
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the insecticide. Therefore, control of soil-inhabiting in­
sects (such as grubs) is best achieved by drenching the 
insecticide into the soil, whereas foliar-feeding insects (for 
example, sod webworms) should be controlled by a foliar 
spray with no irrigation or rainfall for at least 24 hou;s.
Most insecticide applications are for control —  the in­
sect is controlled after the early signs of injury have been 
observed. No single insecticide will control all insect pests 
found in turf. Identify the specific insect before attempt­
ing control with an insecticide. Learn to recognize the 
early signs of injury from insects to avoid wide-scale loss 
of turf.
DISEASE CONTROL
Fungicides are pesticides that kill or inhibit the growth 
of disease-causing fungi. Depending upon the manner in 
which they protect plants against infection, fungicides are 
of two general types: protective-contract fungicides and 
systemic fungicides.
Protective-contact fungicides are applied to seed, foli­
age, or soil to keep disease-causing fungi from entering 
plants. This kind of fungicide must be applied fairly 
frequently to turf (7- to 14-day intervals) since mowing 
and irrigation remove much of the surface chemical soon 
after application. Relatively high spray volumes (5 gal. 
water per 1,000 sq. ft.) are required to supply uniform 
and continuous coverage of the foliage by the fungicide. 
Adding spreader-stickers (surfactants) to the spray mix­
ture facilitates good foliar coverage. Most of the available 
fungicides for turf are the protective-contact type.
Systemic fungicides, or chemotherapeutants, are ab­
sorbed and distributed within the plant, destroying estab­
lished infections and controlling certain diseases for sev­
eral weeks or months. These fungicides are absorbed 
principally by the roots and hence should be drenched or 
watered in for best results. Examples of systemic fungi­
cides include benomyl (Tersan 1991), chloroneb (Tersan 
S P ), TBZ (M ertect), and ethazol (Koban).
Table 3. —  Chemical Control of Insects
Insect Insecticide® Dosage per 1,000 sq. ft.b Suggestions
White grubs diazinon 25%  EC
5%  G
trichlorfon (Dylox, Proxol) 80%  SP°
5% G
1 cup 
2/2 lb.
Vl cup 
3% lb.
Apply as spray or granules to small area and then 
water in thoroughly before treating another small area. 
Grub damage will usually occur in late August and 
September.
Cicada killer and other diazinon 25% EC  
soil-nesting wasps 2%  G 
Ants
% cup 
51b.
Apply as spray or granules and water in thoroughly. 
For individual nests pour 1% diazinon in nest and seal 
in with dirt.
Sod webworms carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  WP
5%  G
diazinon 25%  EC 
2%  G
chlorpyrifos (Dursban) 2%  EC  
V l% G
trichlorfon (Dylox, Proxol) 80%  SPC
5%  G
Aspon 13% EC
Vl lb. 
41b.
% cup 
5 lb.
iy2 a . oz. 
5 lb.
Vs cup 
2Vi lb.
5 cups
Webworms usually damage lawns in late July and 
August. As sprays, use at least 2Vi gal. water per 1,000 
sq. ft. Do not water for 72 hours after treatment. As 
granules, apply from fertilizer spreader.
Millipedes and 
sowbugs
carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  WP 
5%  G
diazinon 25%  EC 
2%  G
/2 lb. 
41b. 
% cup 
51b.
Spray around home where millipedes or sowbugs are 
crawling. If numerous, treat entire lawn.
Armyworms
Cutworms
carbaryl (Sevin) 50%  WP 
5% G
chlorpyrifos (Dursban) 2%  EC  
/ 2%  G
trichlorfon (Dylox, Proxol) 80%  SPC
5%  G
2 oz.1 lb.
1 Vl fl- O Z . 
5 1b.
Vs cup 21/2 lb.
Apply as sprays or granules. Use 5 to 10 gal. of water 
per 1,000 sq. ft.
Chinch bugs chlorpyrifos (Dursban) 2%  EC  
Aspon 13% EC  
trichlorfon (Dylox, Proxol) 80%  SP°
IVl fl- oz. 
5 cups
Vs cup
Spray infested areas where chinch bugs are present.
Aphids malathion 50%  to 57%  EC 1 tbsp. Spray grass thoroughly.
Chiggers diazinon 1 tbsp. Spray grass thoroughly.
Slugs Mesurol 2%  bait Apply where slugs are numerous. Scatter in grass. For 
use only in flower gardens and shrubbery beds.
* Use any of the insecticides recommended for a given group of insects, being sure to use the proper dosage for the formulation 
chosen. Follow labels.
b To determine lawn size in square feet, multiply length times width of lawn and subtract non-lawn areas including house, driveway, 
garden, etc. Do not allow people or pets on lawn until the spray has dried. 
c Applied by commercial applicators only.
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Table 4. —  Chemical Control of Turfgrass Diseases
Diseases'*
Principal
turfgrasses
affected
Normal season 
and intervals 
of application
Fungicide preparations 
(oz. per 1,000 sq. ft.)b
Helminthosporium diseases
Melting-out Kentucky bluegrass March-June; Acti-dione TGF (2 oz.)
(H. vagans) Ryegrasses Sept.-Nov.
7 to 14 days
Acti-dione •— Thiram (2 to 4 oz.) 
Captan WP 50%  (4 to 6 oz.) 
Daconil 2787 (4 oz.)
Helminthosporium leaf spot All turfgrasses June-August Dyrene WP 50%  (4 to 6 oz.)
(H. sorokiniamm) 7 to 14 days Fore WP 80%  (4 to 6 oz.)
Zonate eyespot Bluegrasses July-August Zineb WP 75% (4 to 6 oz.)
(//. giganteum) Bermudagrass
Fescues
Ryegrasses
7 to 14 days Tersan LSR WP 80%  (3 to 6 oz.) 
Manzate 200 WP 80%  (4 to 6 oz.) 
Bromosan 66.67%  (2 to 4 oz.)
Folpet (Phaltan) WP 50%  (2 to 4 oz.)
Red leaf spot* Bentgrasses April-August *Daconil 2787 or 6F is the only fungicide
(H. erythrospilum) 7 to 14 days effective against Helminthosporium erythro-
Helminthosporium blight Fescues April-July spilum.
(H. dictyoides) Ryegrasses 7 to 14 days
Brown blight Ryegrasses April-June
(H. siccans) Fescues 7 to 14 days
Leaf blotch 
(H. cynodontis)
Bermudagrass April-June 
7 to 14 days
Fusarium blight Bentgrasses Tersan 1991 WP 50% (6 to 8 oz.)
(F. roseum) Fescues Fungo WP 50%  (6 to 8 oz.)
Spot Kleen WP 70% (6 to 8 oz.)
Bluegrasses June-August Cleary’s 3336 WP 50%  (6 to 8 oz.)
Ryegrasses Comments: Apply when disease first appears. Drench 300 gal. water 
per 1,000 sq. ft. into root zone. Water turf thoroughly the day 
before.
Sclerotinia dollar spot All turfgrasses May-Nov. Acti-dione TGF (2 oz.)
(S. homeocarpa) 7 to 14 days Acti-dione —  Thiram (2 to 4 oz.) 
Daconil 2787 (2 to 4 oz.)
Fungo WP 50%  (1 to 2 oz.) 
Mertect W P 60%  (2 oz.)
Spot Kleen WP 70% (1 to 2 oz.) 
Cleary’s 3336 WP 50% (1 to 2 oz.) 
Tersan 1991 WP 50%  (V2 to 1 oz.) 
Dyrene WP 50%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
Bromosan 66.67%  (2 to 4 oz.)
Rhizoctonia brown patch All turfgrasses June-Sept. Bromosan 66.67%  (2 to 4 oz.)
(.R. solani) 5 to 10 days Cleary’s 3336 WP 50% (2 oz.) 
Dyrene WP 50%  (4 to 6 oz.) 
Daconil 2787 (4 oz.)
Fore WP 80%  (4 to 6 oz.)
Spot Kleen WP 70% (5 to 8 oz.) 
Tersan LSR WP 80%  (4 to 6 oz.) 
Tersan 1991 WP 50%  (1 to 4 oz.) 
Acti-dione —  Thiram (3 to 4 oz.) 
Manzate 200 WP 80%  (4 to 6 oz.) 
Fungo WP 50%  (1 to 4 oz.)
Leaf smuts
Stripe smut Bentgrasses Early spring Tersan 1991 WP 50%  (6 to 12 oz.)
(Ustilago striiformis) Bluegrasses or late fall Fungo WP 50%  (6 to 8 oz.)
Flag smut Ryegrasses Cleary’s 3336 WP 50%  (6 to 8 oz.)
( Urocystis agropyri) Comments: After application, irrigate with 300 gal. water per 1,000 
sq. ft. to drench fungicide into the root zone.
Rusts: leaf and stem All turfgrasses July-Sept. Acti-dione TGF (2 oz.)
(Puccinia species) 7 to 14 days Acti-dione — Thiram (2 to 4 oz.) 
Tersan LSR WP 80%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
Fore WP 80%  (2 to 4 oz.)
Zineb W P 75% (2 to 4 oz.) 
Manzate 200 WP 80%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
Thiram WP 75% (2 to 4 oz.) 
Daconil 2787 (4 oz.)
(Footnotes appear at end of next page.)
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Table 4. —  Chemical Control of Turfgrass Diseases (continued)
Diseases8
Principal
turfgrasses
affected
Normal season 
and intervals 
of application
Fungicide preparations 
(oz. per 1,000 sq. ft.)b
Powdery mildew 
(Erysiphe graminis)
Bluegr asses
Fescues
Bermudagrass
May-Nov.
7 to 14 days
Acti-dione TGF (2 oz.)
Acti-dione ■— Thiram (2 to 4 oz.) 
Tersan 1991 WP 50%  (1 to 3 oz.) 
Fungo WP 50%  (1 to 4 oz.)
Snow molds 
Typhula blight 
( T . itoana, T. incarnata)
Fusarium patch 
(F. nivale)
All turfgrasses Late fall to 
mid-spring, 
see label 
for interval
Tersan SP WP 65%  (6 to 9 oz.)
PCNB (Terraclor) (.4-1.0 lb. granules) 
Calo-clor, Calo-gran (see label)0
Tersan 1991 WP 50%  (2 oz.)
Calo-clor, Calo-gran (see label)0
Pythium blight, grease spot, 
spot blight
(P. aphanidermatum, P. irregulare, 
P. ultimum, P. torulosum, P. caten- 
ulatum, P. dissotocum)
All turfgrasses June-Sept. Koban WP 35%  (3 to 6 oz.)
5 to 7 days Tersan SP WP 65%  (4 oz.)
Terrazole WP 35%  (3 to 6 oz.) 
Comments; Apply fungicide in 10 gal. water per 1,000 sq. ft.
Fairy rings
(Marasmius oreades, Lepiota 
morgani, Agaricus campestris)
All turfgrasses methyl bromide, chloropicrin, vapam, vorlex, 
or formaldehyde fumigation (see labels) 
Comments: Soil temperature should be above 60° F. for fumigation. 
Cover area with gas-proof cover for several days.
Instead of treating with fungicide, use root-feeder attachment on 
hose to drench rings with water.
Seed rot, damping-off, 
seedling blights 
{Pythium sp., Fusarium sp., 
Rhizoctonia solani, Helmintho- 
sporium sp., Colletotrichum 
graminicolum)
All turfgrasses Treat seed be- Captan or Thiram 50%  to 75% (see label) 
fore planting.
Spray at early Folpet (Phaltan) WP 50%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
seedling emer- Captan WP 50%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
gence and 7 to Dyrene WP 50%  (2 to 4 oz.)
10 days later. Kromad (4 to 6 oz.)
Daconil 2787 (2 to 4 oz.)
Zineb WP 75% (2 to 4 oz.)
Thiram WP 75% (2 to 4 oz.)
Comments; Apply fungicide in 5 gal. water per 1,000 sq. ft.
Nematodes
(many genera and species)
All turfgrasses DBCP (Nemagon or Fumazone): Mix with 10 to 15 gal. of water 
and drench 1,000 sq. ft. of turf.
Nemacur 15% granule: Apply 0.23 to 0.46 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft. 
Carefully follow manufacturer’s directions. Follow nematicides 
immediately with a minimum of Yi inch of water to insure that 
the nematicide penetrates into soil and to prevent toxic effects. 
Treat in spring or fall (or both, if nematodes are a serious problem) 
when soil temperature is above 55° F. Aerifying turf before 
application improves results. Do not apply chemicals to newly seeded areas.
Slime molds
{Physarum cinereum, Fuligo sp.)
All turfgrasses May-Sept.
Mow, rake, pole, or hose down to remove molds when seen. 
Controlled by any fungicide listed for Helminthosporium diseases.
Algae or green scum All turfgrasses Apply when first 
seen; reapply as 
needed.
Tersan LSR WP 80%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
Fore WP 80%  (2 to 4 oz.) 
copper sulfate (1 to 2 oz.)
Moss All turfgrasses Apply when first 
seen; reapply as 
needed.
ferrous ammonium sulfate (16 oz.)
* Causal fungus listed in parentheses.
b Denotes either fungicide, coined name of that material, or representative trade names. Mention of a trade name or proprietary 
product does not constitute warranty of the product and does not imply approval of this material to the exclusion of comparable 
products that may be equally suitable. Except where indicated, all materials should be applied in 3 to 5 gal. of water per 1,000 sq. ft. 
Use lower fungicide rates in preventive programs, higher rates for curative programs. Only one from each recommended group of 
preparations need be used. Fungicide use and restrictions are subject to change without notice. Always read and follow the current 
package label instructions and precautions.0 Cleared for use only on golf course greens.
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Bioassay fo r  Herbicide Residue
The two types of herbicides that cause the most concern over residue in agronomic 
crops are the triazines (atrazine and Princep) and the dinitroanilines (Treflan, Tol- 
ban, and Surflan). A triazine residue may cause.injury to subsequent crops of soy­
beans, small grains, or legume seedlings; a dinitroaniline residue may cause injury 
to subsequent crops of small grains, sorghum, or corn. Chances of having a carryover 
are enhanced by cool, dry weather.
One way to determine carryover for yourself is to make a crop bioassay. A crop bio­
assay is performed by growing plants of crops in samples of the soil. If injury oc­
curs on these test plants, then you can probably expect injury in the field. The 
closer to planting time the soil samples are taken and the test is made, the better 
indication you will have.
Soils samples. Sampling for a crop bioassay is similar to sampling for fertility 
testing. You should gather samples from several areas in the field. Field ends and 
knolls are often areas of expected high residue. You may want to run a separate test 
on samples from these areas. You will need about 1 gallon of soil per test.
check soil. You should have some untreated (check) soil to use for comparing seed­
lings from treated and untreated soils. If you don’t have a similar soil that has not 
been treated with the herbicide, you can make your own "untreated soil." Since ac­
tivated charcoal mixed with soil will inactivate most herbicides, you can make a 
check by adding activated charcoal to a portion of the soil collected from the area 
in question. Capsules of activated charcoal can be purchased at most drugstores. Two 
capsules of the 0.5-gram size will be enough for 2 quarts of soil. The activated char­
coal should be thoroughly mixed with the soil.
Mix soil. If the soil samples are too high in clay, you can lessen crusting and im­
prove seedling emergence by combining equal parts of coarse sand and soil. Mix these 
together thoroughly, then split the sample and add the charcoal to one portion to 
make the "check."
Potting soil. You should plant two or three pots each of the "treated" and the "check" 
soils, so that variability in growing the plants will not cause you to draw wrong 
conclusions. You can use pint or quart cans, cardboard containers, or greenhouse 
flats. Make sure there are holes in the bottom for drainage.
planting seeds. Different levels of triazine herbicide residue can be determined by 
planting annual ryegrass or bluegrass, oats, and soybeans in the pots. The small- 
seeded grass is the most likely to show symptoms, and the soybeans are the least like­
ly. Put the pots in a warm place where they will receive sunlight.
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Different levels of dinitroaniline herbicide residue can be determined by planting 
annual ryegrass, sorghum or sudangrass, wheat, and com. Here the annual ryegrass is 
the most likely to show symptoms, and the corn the least likely. Put the pots in a 
warm place.
Symptoms. Triazine symptoms will occur in 2 to 3 weeks. On oats, bluegrass, and 
ryegrass, the symptoms will show as leaf "burn" from the tip toward the leaf base. 
Soybean injury will appear as a browning or mottling of the unifoliate or first tri­
foliate leaves. Varying degrees of residues can be determined by which species are 
injured. Severe injury will result in complete kill of the seedlings.
Dintroaniline symptoms will be apparent about the time the seedlings are emerging. 
Symptoms include stunted plants, poor secondary root development, and leaves that 
fail to unroll properly. Varying degrees of residues can be determined by which spe­
cies are injured. Severe injury may inhibit emergence altogether.
Minimize injury. If injury to the test plants is only slight, you can minimize po­
tential injury in the field by a thorough mixing of the soil. This can be accomplished 
by plowing instead of disking or chisel plowing. Another way to minimize injury is to 
grow a less sensitive crop. You may have to plant the same crop as last year if se­
vere injury symptoms appear.
Should triazine injury occur on oats but not soybeans, you may not want to use metri- 
buzin (Sencor or Lexone) on soybeans because of the additive effect of triazine car­
ryover and metribuzin activity on this crop.
D. G. McClure
M.D. McGlamery and
E. L. Knake
Extension Agronomists
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Chemical Control of Some Aquatic Plants
R. C. HILTIBRAN
Group and species
Chemical,
active ingredient, or 
free acid equivalent
Rate of 
application Remarks
EMERGENT PLANTS
Arrowhead
0Sagittavia spp.)
Use one of the 
following: 
2,4-D
ester (20% G) 1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
amine (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
silvex
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
potassium salt 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
(6 lb./gal.)
potassium salt 1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
(20% G)
diquat cation 1/4 cup/gal. Wet foliage
Bulrush
(Scirpus aautus)
(2 lb./gal.)
Use one of the 
following: 
2,4-D
ester (20% G) 1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1 / 2 cup/ 2 gal. Wet stems
diquat cation 2 tbsp./3 gal. Wet foliage to
(2 lb./gal.) and 1 tsp. non- point of runoff
dichlobenil (aquatic
ionic wetting 
agent
100 lb./A. Apply in March
Cattails 
(Typha spp.)
granules 4%)*
Use one of the 
following: 
dalapon 4 oz./gal. and 3
to exposed bot­
tom soil
Wet foliage
amitrole
caps detergent 
2 oz./gal. and 3 Wet foliage
2,4-D ester (4 lb./
caps detergent 
1 / 2 cup/gal. and Wet foliage
gal.)
diquat cation 
(2 lb./gal.)
3 caps detergent 
2 tbsp./3 gal. and 
1 tsp. nonionic 
wetting agent
*The formulation currently available may contain 10 percent dichlobenil; therefore, 
the amount of granular formulation used will have to be adjusted.
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Group and species
Chemical,
active ingredient, or 
free acid equivalent
Rate of 
application Remarks
Creeping water 
primrose
(<-Jussiaea re-pens 
var. g'iabreseens')
Use one of the 
following: 
2,4-D
ester (20% G) 1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
amine (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
silvex
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
potassium salt 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
(6 lb./gal.) 
potassium salt 2 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
(2 0 % G)
diquat cation 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
Spatterdock
(2 lb./gal.) 
dichlobenil 6 Ib.a.i./A. Spread on water
(Nuphar advena)
Waterwillow
{Justicia 
amerieana)
Use one of the 
following: 
2,4-D
ester (20% G)
3 lb.4% granules* 
per 440 sq. ft.
1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
amine (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
silvex
ester (4 lb./gal.) 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
potassium salt 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
(6 lb./gal.) 
potassium salt 1 lb./440 sq. ft. Spread on water
(20% G) 
diquat 1/4 cup/2 gal. Wet foliage
SUBMERSED PLANTS WITH
(2 lb./gal.)
ALTERNATIVE LEAF ATTACHMENT
Curlyleaf pondweed
([Potamogeton 
erispus')
Use one of the 
following:
endothall (potassium 0.3 ppm (total or Apply on or below
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. or large-scale ap- surface
10% G) 
diquat
plication)
1 . 0 ppm (marginal 
application)
0 .5 ppm or 1 gal./ Same as above
(2 lb./gal.) 
dichlobenil (aquat-
surface A. 
200 lb./A. Preemergent
ic granules 4%) 
fenac See manufacturer's
application 
Must be applied
directions to exposed 
pond bottom
*The formulation currently available may contain 10 percent dichlobenil; therefore, 
the amount of granular formulation used will have to be adjusted.
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Group and species
Chemical,
active ingredient, or 
free acid equivalent
Rate of 
application Remarks
Curleyleaf pondweed diquat/copper- 0.25 ppm diquat plus Apply on or below
(continued) triethanolamine
complex
equal volume of 
copper-triethan­
olamine complex
water surface
di(N,N-dimethylalkyl- 0.5 ppm (endothall Apply on or below
amine) salt of endo- 
thall (Hydrothol-47); 
(L)
content) water surface
Hydrothol-47 (10% G) 100 lb./A. Spread on water
Leafy pondweed
(P. foliosus)
simazine (80-WP)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
0.5 ppm Apply to total 
water volume
endothall (potassium 0 .3 ppm (total or Apply on or below
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
large-scale ap­
plication)
1 . 0 ppm (marginal 
application)
water surface
diquat cation 
(2 lb./gal.)
0.5 ppm, or 1 gal./ 
surface A.
Same as above
dichlobenil (aquat­
ic granules 4%)
300 lb./A. Preemergent ap­
plication*
fenac (10% G) See manufactur­
er's directions
Must be applied 
to exposed pond 
bottom
Hydrothol-47 (10% G) 100 lb./A. Spread on water
simazine (80-WP) 0 .5 ppm Apply to total
Sago pondweed
(P. pectinatus)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
water volume
endothall (potassium 0.3 ppm (total or Apply on or below
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
large-scale ap­
plication)
1 . 0 ppm (marginal 
application)
water surface
diquat cation 
(2 lb./gal.)
0 .5 ppm, or 1 gal./ 
surface A.
Same as above
dichlobenil (aquatic 
granules 4%)
100 lb./A. Preemergent ap­
plication
fenac (10% G) See manufactur­
er's directions
Must be applied 
to exposed pond
Small pondweed
(P. pusillus)
simazine (80-WP)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
0 .5 ppm Apply to total 
water volume
endothall(potassium 0.3 ppm (total or Apply on or below
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
large-scale ap­
plication)
1 . 0 ppm (marginal 
application)
water surface
*The preemergent herbicides have not given satisfactory season-long control of leafy 
pondweed.
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Group and species
Chemical,
active ingredient, or 
free acid equivalent
Rate of 
application Remarks
Small pondweed 
(continued)
diquat cation 
(2 lb./gal.)
0 .5 ppm Same as above
dichlobenil (aquatic 
granules 4%)
200 lb./A. Preemergent ap­
plication
fenac (1 0 % G) See manufactur­
er's directions
Must be applied 
to exposed pond 
bottom
Hydrothol-47 (10% G) 100 lb./A. Spread on water
simazine (80-WP) 0 .5 ppm Apply to total 
water volume
Waterstar grass diquat cation 1 ppm, or 2 gal./ Apply on or below
(Hetevantheva (2 lb./gal.) surface A. water surface
dubia) endothall (potassium 
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
5 ppm Same as above
SUBMERSED AQUATIC PLANTS WITH OPPOSITE LEAF ATTACHMENT
Buttercup diquat cation 0 .5 ppm Apply below wa-
(Ranunculus spp.) (2 lb./gal.) ter surface
Cabomba di(N,N-dimethylalkyl- 2 ppm Same as above,
(Cabomba amine) salt of endo- small-scale ap-
oavoliniana)
Slender naiad
Nag as flexilis)
thall (Hydrothol-47); 
(L)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
plication only
diquat cation
(2 lb./gal)
1 ppm, or 2 gal./ 
surface A.
Same as above
endothall (potassium 
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
3 ppm (total or 
large-scale ap­
plication)
4 ppm (marginal 
application)
Same as above
Hydrothol-47 (L) 2 ppm (endothall 
content)
Apply on or below 
water surface
Southern naiad
(N. guadalupensis)
dichlobenil (aquatic 
granules 4%)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
200 lb./A. Preemergent ap­
plication
diquat cation 1 ppm, or 1.5 gal./ Apply below wa-
(2 lb./gal.) surface A. ter surface
endothall (potassium 
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
3 ppm (total or 
large-scale ap­
plication)
4 ppm (marginal 
application)
Same as above
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Chemical,
active ingredient, or Rate of
Group and species free acid equivalent application Remarks
Southern naiad Hydrothol-47 (L) 2 ppm (endothall Apply on or below
(continued) content) water surface
dichlobenil (aquatic 200 lb./A. Preemergent ap-
granules 4%) plication
SUBMERSED AQUATIC PLANTS WITH WHORLED LEAF ATTACHMENT
Coontail Use one of the fol-
( Ceratophy i Ivan lowing:
ssp.) endothall (potassium 2 ppm Spread on water
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G)
2,4-D ester (20% G) 2 ppm Spread on water
silvex ester (4 lb./ 2 ppm Spread on water
gal.)
diquat cation 1 ppm, or 2 gal./ Apply below wa-
(2 lb./gal.) surface A. ter surface
diquat/copper-tri- 0 .5 ppm diquat plus Apply on or below
ethanolamine equal volume of water surface
complex copper-triethan­
olamine complex
Elodea diquat cation 1 ppm, or 2 gal./ Apply below wa-
(Elodea canadensis) (2 lb./gal.) surface A. ter surface
Watermilfoil 2,4-D ester (20% G) 2 ppm Spread on water
(Myviophyllvan spp.) silvex
ester (4 lb./gal.) 2 ppm Apply below water
surface
potassium salt (6 2 ppm Apply below water
lb./gal.) surface
potassium salt 2 ppm Spread on water
(20% G)
endothall (potassium 3 ppm Apply below wa-
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. ter surface
or 10% G) 3 ppm Spread on water
diquat cation 1 ppm Apply below wa-
(2 lb./gal.) ter surface
dichlobenil (aquatic 240-375 lb./A. Spread on water
granules 4%) or 2.5-3.8 lb./ 
400 sq. ft.
fenac (10% G) See manufactur- Must be applied
er's directions to exposed pond 
bottom
FLOATING-LEAVED AQUATIC PLANTS
American pondweed Use one of the fol-
(Potamogeton lowing:
nodosus) endothall (10% G) 1 ppm Spread on water
endothall (4.23 lb. 1 / 2 cup/gal. Apply to leaves
potassium salt/gal.)
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Group and species
Chemical,
active ingredient, or 
free acid equivalent
Rate of 
application Remarks
Waterlilies
((Nymphaea spp.)
dichlobenil 5 lb.a.i./A. Spread on water
FREE-FLOATING AQUATIC PLANTS
Duckweed
(Lemna minor)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
endothall (potassium 
salt, 4.23 lb./gal. 
or 10% G) 
diquat cation 
(2 lb./gal.) 
simazine (80-WP)
1 cup/4 gal.
1 cup/4 gal. 
0 .5 ppm
Apply to leaves
Apply to leaves
Apply to total 
water volume
Watermeal 
(Wolffia spp.)
simazine (80-WP) 1 ppm Apply to total 
water volume
ALGAE
Chara (has cylindri­
cal, whorled branches 
and resembles, in form 
some of the plants 
mentioned above)
(Chara spp.)
Use one of the fol­
lowing :
, dichlobenil (aquatic 
granules 4%) 
copper sulfate* 
Hydrothol-47 
Mariner**
100 lb./A.
1 ppm 
0 . 2 ppm 
15-25 lb./A.
Preemergent ap­
plication only 
Postemergent 
Postemergent 
Apply on water 
surface
Filamentous algae copper sulfate* 
Hydrothol-47 
Mariner** 
simazine (80-WP)
1 ppm 
0 . 2 ppm 
15 lb./A. 
0 .5 ppm
Postemergent 
Postemergent 
Spread on water 
Apply to total 
water volume
*Crystalline copper sulfate can be used, however there are several copper-containing 
formulations that contain copper-chelating compounds, which prevent the immediate 
precipitation of copper as copper carbonate. Check the label for instructions con­
cerning their uses and rates of application. A lower rate of application of cop­
per can be used with these latter formulations. Their copper contents may vary.
**A copper-containing formulation developed by the 3M Company.
Additional information:
"The Chemical Control of Some Aquatic Plants." Mimeographed leaflets A5-16, Sec­
tion of Aquatic Biology, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, 111. 61801.
Aquatic Plants and their Control. Fishery Bulletin No. 4, Illinois Department of 
Conservation, Springfield, 111. 61706.
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CONTROLLING 
t W EED S
CIRCULAR 1051
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
College of Agriculture 
Cooperative Extension Service
The following publications contain more de­
tailed information on weed control and other 
gardening subjects. These publications can be 
obtained from your local extension adviser or 
from the listed source.
OFFICE OF AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS, 123 
MUMFORD H A LL, URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801:
Prevent 2,4-D Injury to Crop and Ornamental 
Plants, Circular 808
1974 Turfgrass Pest Control, Circular 1076 
Illinois Vegetable Garden Guide, Circular 1091 
Insecticide Recommendations for the Home­
owner, Circular 900 (revised annually) 
Herbicide Guide for Commercial Vegetable 
Growers, Circular 907 (revised annually) 
Growing Small Fruits in the Home Garden, 
Circular 935
Growing Tomatoes at Home, Circular 981 
Home Orchard Pest Control, Circular 1001 
Growing Tree Fruits in the Home Orchard, 
Circular 1013
OFFICE OF INFORMATION, EXTENSION SERVICE, 
U .S . DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHING­
TON, d .c . 20250:
Mulches for Your Garden, U SD A  Home and 
Garden Bulletin 185
Selected Weeds of the United States, Agricul­
ture Handbook 366 ($4 .00)
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE, 124 MUMFORD 
H A LL, URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 :
Herbicides for Commercial Fruit Crops, H-659 
(revised annually)
This circular was prepared by H. J. Hopen, extension hor­
ticulturist, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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A weed is a plant growing where it is not 
wanted. Weeds compete with desirable plants 
for water, soil nutrients, sunlight, and gaseous 
components of the air needed for growth. Many 
weeds also harbor diseases and insects that may 
attack plants around the home.
Three general methods of weed control can be 
used in the home garden: (1 ) cultivation and 
mechanical removal (hoeing, pulling, e tc .) ; (2 ) 
mulching (smothering of w eeds); and (3 ) herbi­
cides (weed killers).
CULTIVATION AND MECHANICAL REMOVAL
Cultivation and mechanical removal is the 
safest and most common method for controlling 
weeds in small home gardens. Since only those 
weeds that are actually present can be controlled, 
the process must be repeated several times 
throughout the growing season. It may be diffi­
cult to control weeds adequately during vacations 
or busy work periods with this method.
Weeds should be shaved off with a sharp hoe 
while gently breaking up the crust. Deep tillage 
causes severe injury to many shallow-rooted 
plants and helps place a fresh supply of weed 
seeds in position to germinate. Keeping equip­
ment sharp and in good condition will help re­
duce injury to desirable plants. Hoe carefully 
around your plants and hand pull weeds close to 
the plants.
Weeds can be controlled by wheel and hand 
hoes in smaller areas or by power equipment 
such as rototillers and garden-type tractors in 
large gardens. This equipment should be set 
shallow when used in a garden for weed control.
MULCHING
Mulching controls weeds by preventing light 
from reaching the weed seedlings. This method 
will control annual weeds —  those that ger­
minate from seed each year for several weeks. 
Perennial weeds (those that sprout each year
from below-ground plant parts) usually must be 
removed by mechanical means.
Organic Mulches
The organic materials most frequently used 
for mulching include plant residues such as straw 
or hay (free of weed seeds); crushed corncobs; 
various nut hulls; leaf and grass composts; peat; 
wood products such as sawdust, wood chips, 
shredded bark, and shavings; and well-rotted 
animal manures. A combination of several thick­
nesses of newspaper covered by organic materials 
has shown promise as a summer type of mulch. 
T o  function as an effective mulch, these mate­
rials should be applied at a depth of about 4 to 
6 inches.
Natural mulch materials may require consid­
erable hand labor for application. Most organic 
materials are bulky and must be hauled to the 
place of use. This is not a serious problem for 
small gardens.
Organic mulches return organic matter and 
some plant nutrients to the soil and improve soil 
tilth as they decompose. Added benefits are pre­
vention of soil compaction, conservation of soil 
moisture, erosion control on slopes, cooler sum­
mer soil temperatures, and the added attractive­
ness of the garden. Mulches such as colored 
stones and decorative barks are available for 
flower and ornamental plantings.
When organic materials are used, you may 
need to add nitrogen fertilizer to prevent a de­
ficiency of nitrogen in the mulched crop. With 
legume mulches (alfalfa or clover), however, 
excess nitrogen is released during decomposition.
O R G A N IC  M U LC H
NITROGEN R E Q U IR E D  
F O R  D E C O M P O S IT IO N
M A T E R IA L {pounds per ton of mulch)
Cocoa pods 6 .0
Corncobs, ground * 22.5
Hay, grass 7.6
Peanut hulls 8.5
Sawdust, fresh 26.0
Wheat straw 17.6
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Synthetic Mulches
Common synthetic mulches include polyethyl­
ene, paper, paper-polyethylene combinations, 
wax-coated papers, and aluminum and steel foils.
Polyethylene film is used in a thickness of 1 to 
IV2  mils (0.001 inch — 1 mil) and a width of 
3 to 6 feet. Black polyethylene is preferable for 
the home vegetable garden because it prevents 
light from reaching the weed seedlings. It is 
generally not practical to use transparent poly­
ethylene because weed problems develop under 
the polyethylene.
Press the edges of the mulch down into fur­
rows and cover firmly with soil. Do not throw 
excess soil on top of the mulch.
A push-type, one-wheel cultivator works well 
to open and close furrows. The mulch may also 
be installed simply by covering the edges with a 
rake or shovel. It is better to apply synthethic 
mulches in crop rows rather than attempting to 
cover the entire area. The area between the rows 
of polyethylene mulch must be carefully culti­
vated and hoed.
The advantages of polyethylene mulching in­
clude moisture conservation, increased spring soil 
temperatures, and keeping edible aboveground 
plant portions clean.
HERBICIDES
It is not a good practice to use herbicides in 
small ornamental and vegetable gardens contain­
ing several crop species because different flowers, 
vegetables, and weeds vary in their tolerance to 
herbicides. Some herbicides may remain in the 
soil longer than one growing season, and may kill 
or injure some species the following year (espe­
cially if excessive rates are used). Ideally, a spe­
cific herbicide should be used for each crop 
species, but most people have small areas of 
several species in their gardens, and it would 
often be impractical and expensive to buy the 
several herbicides that would be needed.
Application methods must be carefully con­
trolled when a herbicide is used on small areas. 
The tendency is to apply additional amounts if 
the quantity measured out “looks” as if it is not 
enough. It is preferable to use a low percentage 
granular formulation for small garden areas. 
C h eck  rates of m aterial to use and application  
techniques on the container label very carefully. 
A pplications m ust be accurate a nd  u niform . E x ­
cessive am ounts m ay cause injury  to the present 
or subsequent crops.
If a gardener is unwilling to remove weeds by 
hand in the home garden, Dacthal, Amiben, or 
Treflan can be used on several species. These 
herbicides may not be the most effective for a 
large planting of the individual fruit or vegetable 
species. Herbicides for large plantings of individ­
ual species are listed in the commercial growers’ 
recommendations (see Circular 907 or H -659).
Herbicides may be sold under several trade 
names. If you cannot identify the trade names 
on the container, look for the common name or 
chemical name on the label. The trade names 
listed in this circular are for products commonly 
used in Illinois. Products of identical content 
marketed under other trade names may be
eq u ally  a cce p ta b le .
T R A D E
N A M E
Dacthal
COMMON
N A M E
DCPA
C H E M I C A L  N A M E  
dimethyl 2,3,5,6- 
tetrachloroterephthalate
Treflan
Preen
trifluralin a,a,a-trifluoro-2,6
dinitro-N-N-dipropyl-
p-toluidine
Amiben chloramben 
Vegiben 2E 
Weedone 
Garden 
Weeder
3-amino-2,5-dichloro 
benzoic acid
Basfapon
Dowpon dalapon 2,2 dichloropropionic acid
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Dacthal
Dacthal is a preemergence (before the weeds 
emerge) herbicide that must be applied to weed- 
free soil. It controls very small weed seedlings 
soon after the weed seeds germinate. The herbi­
cide action is most effective if rainfall occurs or 
the soil is irrigated within 2 to 3 days after appli­
cation of the herbicide.
Dacthal is available as a 75 percent wettable 
powder that can be used for large garden areas 
and as a 5 percent granular material for smaller 
areas. This material can be used for annual grass 
control in lawns, on a number of species of 
flowers, and on strawberries, broccoli, brussels 
sprouts, cauliflower, cabbage, dry and snap 
beans, cucumbers, squash, melons, collards, kale, 
mustard greens, turnips, garlic, onions, potatoes, 
sweet potatoes, yams, tomatoes, eggplants, and 
peppers.
D o not use Dacthal on beets, bugle weed, 
button pink, carnation, geum, germander, me- 
sembryanthemum, pansy, phlox, sweet william, 
and telanthera.
A one-time application to all species is not 
always possible in a garden of flowers or vege­
tables because some plants are susceptible to 
injury in early-growth stages. It is preferable to 
use Dacthal at seeding or transplanting time. 
When this is not possible, the weeds should be 
removed and Dacthal applied to prevent further 
weed development. Consult the container label 
for the appropriate application time.
Dacthal is effective in controlling annual 
grasses that are a problem in the spring. Those 
broadleaf weeds that escape control should be 
mechanically removed.
Dacthal is the best m ulti-purpose herbicide for 
home-garden use.
Treflan
Since Treflan is used in soybean culture in 
Illinois, it is widely available. It can be purchased
as a liquid with 4 pounds of active ingredient per 
gallon for large garden areas or as a 1.47 percent 
or 5 percent granular for smaller areas.
Treflan can be used for weed control in green, 
lima, and dry beans, broccoli, brussels sprouts, 
cabbage, cauliflower, carrots, kale, mustard 
greens, okra, peppers, tomatoes, and turnip 
greens, or in growing apricots, cherries, grapes, 
peaches, and plums. Established trees, some 
ornamentals, and many established flowers will 
tolerate Treflan. D o not use on ground covers, 
sweetcorn, strawberries, bramble fruits, or blue­
berries, since injury may result.
Treflan must be mixed with or watered into 
the soil to prevent loss of the chemical from the 
soil surface. A rototiller or similar equipment 
should be used to mix Treflan with the soil to a 
3- to 4-inch depth. When it is impractical to mix 
Treflan with the soil mechanically, all germi­
nated and growing weeds should be removed 
and the herbicide carried into the soil through 
rainfall or sprinkle irrigation.
The amount of Treflan to use is correlated 
very closely with the type of soil. The appropriate 
amounts are shown on the container label.
Treflan is quite effective on annual grasses, 
but many broadleaf weeds will need to be me­
chanically removed.
Amiben
Amiben is also available to many farmers 
because it is used in soybean culture. It should 
be applied to the soil surface before weed seeds 
germinate. The herbicide action is most effective 
if rainfall occurs or the soil is irrigated 2 to 3 
days after application of the herbicide.
Amiben is available as a liquid with 2 or 6 
pounds of active ingredient per gallon for large 
garden areas and as a 1.3 percent or 10 percent 
granular material. It can be used on seeded 
asparagus in years when it will not be harvested, 
lima beans, pumpkins and squash, sweet potatoes,
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and transplanted tomatoes and peppers. Vegiben 
2E (another form of chloramben) can be used 
on cucumbers, greenbeans, and muskmelons. D o  
not use on other vegetable or fruit crops.
As indicated on the container label, a number 
of annual flowers and established shrubs will 
tolerate Amiben. Amiben controls a wider range 
of annual grass and broadleaf weeds than 
Dacthal or Treflan, but it is not as effective on 
purslane (often a problem in home gardens).
Amiben should not be used on gardens in 
light sandy soil.
Soil Sterilants
Herbicides used to eradicate weeds that volun­
teer through cracks in sidewalks, patios, drive­
ways, or along fences are known as soil sterilants. 
D o not use these materials where they can pos­
sibly be carried by water or wind movement into 
lawns or gardens. Most grass weeds will be con­
trolled with Dowpon, a relatively safe edging 
and border control material.
If a garden area becomes contaminated with 
a persistent herbicide or a soil sterilant, this 
area can be decontaminated by applying acti­
vated carbon to inactivate the herbicide.
PRECAUTIONS
General
Phenoxy herbicides (2,4-D , 2 ,4 ,5-T , and sil- 
vex) are used for control of broadleaf weeds. 
Most flowers, shrubs, small fruits, tree fruits, and 
vegetables are susceptible to injury by phenoxy 
herbicides. When applying these materials to 
grass, be sure that spray, drifting spray, or fumes 
do not reach susceptible plants.
Use the forms of the phenoxy herbicides 
(amine and sodium or lithium salts) that are less 
volatile and do not drift as easily, and apply 
under as calm conditions as possible. A sprayer 
used to apply phenoxy herbicides on grass should 
not be used to apply other pesticides on gardens. 
N ev er use a phenoxy-contaminated sprayer on 
desirable broadleaf plants. Phenoxys cannot be 
cleaned out of sprayers thoroughly enough to 
avoid injury to broadleaf plants. For further pre­
cautions, see Circular 808.
Disposal of Pesticide Containers 
and Surplus Pesticides
U se pesticides safely —  read  the label. I f  pesti­
cides are handled or applied improperly, or if 
unused parts are disposed of improperly, they 
may be injurious to humans, domestic animals, 
desirable plants, pollinating insects, and fish or 
other wildlife, and they may contaminate water 
supplies. Use pesticides only when needed and 
handle them with care. Follow the directions and 
heed all precautions on the container labels.
Store all pesticides in a cool, dry, locked stor­
age area so that they are not accessible to chil­
dren, irresponsible persons, and animals. Do not 
dispose of pesticides through sewage systems. 
Haul them or have them hauled to a sanitary 
land fill for burial.
N ev er  place pressure cans on a stove or heater 
or near any source of heat that might exceed 
120°F . Store in a cool place-— not in the hot 
sun. Have empty pressure cans hauled away and 
buried by experienced disposal crews. D o not 
incinerate.
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1977 Field Crops 
Weed Control Guide
This guide for using herbicides is based on research 
results at the University of Illinois Agricultural Experi­
ment Station, other experiment stations, and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. Although not all herbicides 
commercially available are mentioned, an attempt has 
been made to include materials that were tested and 
showed promise for controlling weeds in Illinois. Con­
sideration was given to the soils, crops, and weed prob­
lems of the state.
Rainfall, soil type, and method of application in­
fluence herbicide effectiveness. Under certain conditions 
some herbicides may damage crops to which they are 
applied. In some cases, chemical residues in the soil may 
damage crops grown later.
When deciding whether to use a herbicide, consider 
both the risk involved in using the herbicide and the 
yield losses caused by weeds. If cultivation and good 
cultural practices are adequate for weed control, you may 
not need herbicides. Much of the risk can be decreased 
by heeding these precautions:
• Use herbicides only on approved crops.
• Use recommended amounts. Applying too much 
herbicide may damage crops, may cause illegal residues, 
and is costly. Using too little herbicide can result in poor 
weed control.
• Apply herbicides only at times specified on the label. 
Observe the recommended intervals between treatment 
and pasturing or harvesting of crops.
• Wear goggles, rubber gloves, and other protective 
clothing as suggested by the label.
• Guard against possible injury to nearby susceptible 
plants, such as soybeans, grapes, and tomatoes. Droplets 
and vapors from 2,4-D, MGPA, 2,4,5-T, and dicamba 
sprays may drift several hundred yards. The amine form 
of 2,4-D is safer to use than the volatile ester form, but 
even the amine spray may drift to susceptible crops. To 
reduce the chance of damage, calibrate and operate 
sprayers at low pressure with tips that deliver large drop­
lets and high gallonage output. Spray only on a calm day 
or make sure air is not moving toward susceptible crop 
plants and ornamentals. Some farm liability insurance 
policies do not cover crop damage caused by dicamba 
or the ester form of 2,4-D.
• Apply herbicides only when all animals and persons 
not directly involved in the application have been re­
moved from the area. Avoid unnecessary exposure.
• Properly dispose of empty herbicide containers. Rinse 
and puncture metal containers and haul them to a sani­
tary landfill. Haul paper containers to a sanitary landfill 
or burn them.
• Return unused herbicides to a safe storage place 
promptly. Store them in original containers, away from 
unauthorized persons, particularly children.
• Since manufacturers’ formulations and labels are 
sometimes changed and government regulations modi­
fied, always refer to the most recent product label.
This guide is for your information. The University of 
Illinois and its employees assume no responsibility for re­
sults from using herbicides, regardless of whether they are 
used according to the suggestions, recommendations, or 
directions of the manufacturer or any governmental 
agency.
Cultural and Mechanical Control
Plan your weed control program to fit your situation 
and desires. Most weed control programs combine good 
cultural practices, mechanical weed control, and herbi­
cide applications. If weeds are not a serious problem, 
herbicide applications may not be needed.
Good cultural practices include preparation of a good 
seedbed, adequate fertilization, seeding on the proper 
date, use of the optimum row width, and seeding at the 
rate for optimum stands.
A uniform, weed-free seedbed discourages weed growth 
and encourages corn and soybean germination. If pre­
plant incorporated herbicides are used, incorporation 
should be a part of normal seedbed preparation. Exces­
sive preplant tillage may intensify soil crusting.
Planting in relatively warm soils helps soybeans and 
corn compete better with weeds. Good weed control 
during the first 3 to 5 weeks is extremely important 
for both corn and soybeans. If weed control is adequate 
during that period, corn and soybeans will usually com­
pete quite well with most of the weeds that begin growth 
later. Optimum row width and plant population also 
help discourage weed growth.
Narrow rows will shade the centers faster and help the 
crop compete better with the weeds. There is increased 
interest in drilling soybeans in narrow rows. Since herbi­
cides alone may not always give adequate weed control, 
it is often preferable to keep rows wide enough to allow 
cultivation. However, some of the newer herbicides are 
improving the chances of adequate control without culti­
vation.
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Early cultivations are most effective when weeds are 
small. Use the rotary hoe after weed seeds have germi­
nated but before most have emerged. Operate the rotary 
hoe at 8 to 12 miles per hour and weight it enough to 
stir the soil and kill the tiny weeds. Rotary hoeing also 
aids crop emergence if the soil is crusted.
Even though you have used a preemergence or pre­
plant herbicide, if adequate control appears doubtful, 
use the rotary hoe while weeds are still small enough to 
be controlled.
Row cultivators also should be used while weeds are 
small. Throwing soil into the row can help smother small 
weeds, but be certain not to cover the crop. If a banded 
herbicide has given adequate weed control in the row, 
use shields to prevent soil movement into the row during 
the first cultivation. Cultivate shallow to prevent root 
pruning. Avoid excessive ridging; it may hinder harvest­
ing and encourage erosion.
Preemergence or preplant herbicides may provide a 
convenient and economical means of early weed control 
by allowing delayed and faster cultivation. Herbicides can 
replace some cultivation, for, unless the soil is crusted, 
little cultivation is needed where weeds are controlled.
Chemical Weed Control
Plan your chemical weed control program to fit your, 
soil, crops, weed problems, farming operations, and 
personal desires. Be prepared to modify your plans as 
required during the season. Herbicide performance de­
pends on the weather and on wise selection and applica­
tion of the herbicide. Your decisions on herbicide use 
should be based on the nature and seriousness of your 
weed problem.
Corn or soybeans occasionally may be injured by some 
of the herbicides registered for use on them. Crop toler­
ance ratings for various herbicides are given in the table 
on the last page of this article. Usually the benefits from 
weed control are much greater than the adverse effects 
from herbicides. Corn or soybeans under stress from soil 
crusting, depth of planting, or adverse weather are more 
subject to herbicide injury. Plants injured by a herbicide 
are likely to be more subject to disease.
Apply the herbicide at the time specified on the label. 
Most preemergence herbicides should not be applied 
after the crop has emerged. Select and apply herbicides 
at the right rate in order to reduce the risk of crop in­
jury. The application rates for some herbicides vary 
greatly with soil texture and organic matter.
You also must consider the kinds of weeds likely to be 
present. The herbicide selectivity table at the end of this 
guide lists various herbicides and various weeds’ suscep­
tibility to them.
Crop planting intentions for the next season also must 
be considered. Where high rates of atrazine are used, 
such as to control quackgrass, you should not plant soy­
beans, small grains, alfalfa, or vegetables the following 
year. If you are considering planting wheat after soy­
beans, be sure that the application of Treflan or similar 
herbicide for soybeans is uniform and sufficiently early to 
reduce the risk of injury to wheat following soybeans.
Names of Some Herbicides
Trade Common (generic)
AAtram..........................................atrazine plus propachlor
AAtrex, Atrazine.......................................................... atrazine
A m ex .............................................................................. butralin
A m iben................................................................... chloramben
Amino triazole, Weedazol.........................................amitrole
Amitrol-T, Cytrol....................................................amitrole-T
Banvel............................................................................dicamba
Basagran....................................................................... bentazon
Basalin ..................................................................... fluchloralin
Bladex..........................................................................cyanazine
Butoxone, Butyrac.......................................................... 2,4-DB
Cobex....................................................................... dinitramine
Dowpon M, Basfapon................................................. dalapon
D ual..........................................................................metolachlor
Dyanap, Ancrack, Klean-Krop. . .naptalam plus dinoseb
Eptam, Eradicane.......................................................... EPTC
E v ik .......................................................  ametryn
Furloe Chloro I PC ...........................................chlorpropham
Ig r a n ............................................................................ terbutryn
K erb............................................................................pronamide
Lasso................................................................................ alachlor
Lorox................................................................................ linuron
M aloran.............................................................chlorbromuron
Modown..........................................................................bifenox
Paraquat....................................................................... paraquat
Premerge, Sinox P E ......................................................dinoseb
P rincep ..........................................................................simazine
Prowl............................................................................penoxalin
Ramrod, Bexton, Propachlor..............................propachlor
Roundup................................................................... glyphosate
Sencor, Lexone........................................................metribuzin
(several).............................................................................. 2,4-D
Sinbar.............................................................................. terbacil
Surflan............................................................................oryzalin
S u t a n + ..........................................................................butylate
Tenoran, N orex....................................................chloroxuron
Tolban....................................................................... profluralin
Treflan .............................................. trifluralin
V ernam ........................................................................vernolate
Some herbicides have different formulations and con­
centrations under the same trade name. No endorsement 
of any trade name is implied, nor is discrimination 
against similar products intended.
Where trade names are used in this publication, rates 
refer to the amount of commercial product. Where com­
mon or generic names are used, rates refer to the amount 
of active ingredient unless a formulation is stated. Unless 
otherwise stated, rates are given on a broadcast basis.
In this article, the term “registered” refers to registra­
tion of the herbicide by the U.S. Environmental Protec-
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tion Agency (EPA) and implies review and approval by 
that agency.
Herbicide Combinations
Herbicides often are combined to control more weed 
species, reduce carryover, or reduce crop injury. Some 
combinations are sold as a “package mix,” while others 
are tank-mixed. Tank-mixing allows you to adjust the 
ratio to fit local weed and soil conditions. Tank mixes 
should be registered with the EPA, and mixing informa­
tion should either be on the label of one of the compo­
nents or appear as supplemental information. If you use 
a tank mix, you must follow restrictions on all products 
used in the combination.
Problems sometimes occur when mixing emulsifiable 
concentrate (EC) formulations with wettable powder 
(WP) or water dispersible liquid (WDL) formulations. 
These problems can sometimes be prevented by using 
proper mixing procedures. Fill the tank at least half full 
with water or liquid fertilizer before adding herbicides. 
If using liquid fertilizers, check compatibility in a small 
lot before mixing a tankful. Wettable powders should 
be added to the tank before EC’s. Preemulsify EC’s by 
mixing with equal volumes of water before adding them 
to the tank. Empty and clean spray tanks often to pre­
vent accumulation of material on the sides and the bot­
tom of the tank.
Some of the herbicide combinations that have been 
registered are listed below. The herbicide listed first is 
the one that carries label or supplemental instructions 
on mixing. The other herbicide’s label also may carry 
mixing instructions.
Com
AAtrex +  Princep (PPI, P re)1 
Banvel +  atrazine (Post)
Banvel +  Lasso (Pre)
Banvel +  2,4-D (Post)
Bladex +  atrazine (Pre)
Bladex +  Paraquat (NT)
Bladex +  Sutan+ (PPI)
Lasso +  atrazine (PPI, Pre)
Lasso +  Bladex (Pre)
Paraquat +  atrazine (NT)
Paraquat +  atrazine +  Lasso (NT)
Paraquat +  atrazine +  Princep (NT)
Prowl +  atrazine (Pre)
Prowl +  Banvel (Pre)
Prowl +  Bladex (Pre)
Prowl +  Paraquat +  Bladex (NT)
Prowl +  Paraquat (NT)
Prowl +  Paraquat T  atrazine (NT)
Ramrod +  atrazine (Pre)
SutanH— b atrazine (PPI)
1 PPI =  preplant incorporated, Pre =  preemergence, Post =  
postemergence, NT = no-till.
Soybeans
Amiben +  Lasso (Pre)
Cobex +  Sencor or Lexone (PPI)
Dyanap +  Lasso (Pre)
Furloe +  Lasso (Pre)
Lasso +  Lorox (Pre)
Lexone or Sencor +  Lasso (Pre)
Lorox +  Lasso (Pre)
Maloran +  Lasso (Pre)
Modown +  Lasso (Pre)
Paraquat +  Lorox (NT)
Paraquat +  Lorox +  Lasso (NT)
Premerge +  Amiben (Pre)
Premerge +  Lasso (Pre)
Sencor or Lexone +  Treflan (PPI)
Surflan +  Dyanap or Klean-Krop (Pre)
Surflan +  Lorox (Pre)
Surflan +  Sencor or Lexone (Pre)
Vernam +  Treflan (PPI)
Applying two herbicides at different times is referred 
to as a sequential or overlay treatment. The user can 
apply two treatments of the same herbicide (split appli­
cation ), or he can use two different ones, provided such 
uses are registered. He can apply them at the preplant 
and preemergence stages or at preemergence and post­
emergence. One herbicide may be broadcast while the 
other is banded or directed.
Labeling requirements for sequences are becoming 
strict. Some products now suggest other herbicides that 
can be used in sequence with them, while other labels 
make more general recommendations on sequencing.
Herbicide Incorporation
Some herbicides must be incorporated to reduce sur­
face loss caused by volatilization or photodecomposition. 
Those which are highly volatile need immediate incorpo­
ration. Incorporation of some herbicides may overcome 
some of the dependence upon rainfall.
Depth and thoroughness of incorporation depend upon 
type of equipment, depth and speed of operation, soil 
texture, and soil moisture. It is important to obtain uni­
form distribution, both horizontal and vertical, to pre­
vent areas of high and low concentrations which may 
result in injury, residue, or poor control.
Most annual weed seeds germinate in the top 1 or 2 
inches of soil; therefore, most of the herbicide should be 
placed in that area for best results. The tandem disk is 
the most common implement for incorporation. The disk 
tends to incorporate herbicides at about half the depth 
at which the disk is operated. Disking twice may result 
in more uniform distribution than disking once. The field 
cultivator has been used for incorporation, but streaking 
often results unless you use a drag-harrow behind the 
field cultivator. Disking twice using blades less than 22 
inches in diameter or disking followed by field cultivating
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usually distributes herbicides more evenly than field 
cultivating twice.
Speed and depth of incorporation are important in 
obtaining satisfactory results with all equipment. Keep 
in mind that if the herbicide is incorporated too deep, 
dilution may reduce its effectiveness.
Herbicides for Corn
Preplant Herbicides
Some herbicides may be applied prior to planting. 
Some require incorporation, while it is optional for 
others. Preplant herbicides are usually broadcast, and 
some may be applied with fluid fertilizer.
Atrazine can be applied within 2 weeks before plant­
ing corn. The reason for preplant incorporation of atra­
zine is to overcome some of the dependence upon rain­
fall. Incorporation should not be too deep.
Atrazine is very effective for control of many broad- 
leaf weeds. Control of annual grass weeds is often satis­
factory. However, atrazine may not adequately control 
fall panicum, crabgrass, and giant foxtail. See further 
details under the discussion of preemergence applications 
for corn.
Sutan+ (butylate) must be incorporated immedi­
ately. Where possible, application and incorporation 
should be done in the same operation.
Sutan+ is registered for field, sweet, and silage corn 
but not for seed corn production. Sutan+ is primarily for 
control of annual grass seedlings, but it also can suppress 
yellow nutsedge. Broadleaf weed control can be im­
proved by combining Sutan+ with atrazine or by follow­
ing with the application of an appropriate postemer­
gence herbicide.
Sutan+ (6.7E) is used alone at the rate of 33A to TVs 
pints per acre. The higher rates may be used to help 
control heavy infestations of wild cane and nutsedge and 
to suppress rhizome johnsongrass. Although Sutan+ con­
tains a “safening agent” to decrease the risk of corn in­
jury, some injury is possible, especially with high rates.
SutanT (butylate) plus atrazine can be tank-mixed 
at rates of l lA to 2 pounds of atrazine 80W or 1 to VA 
quarts of atrazine 4L plus 3 3A to 4% pints of Sutan +  
(6.7E) per acre. The higher rate of atrazine is suggested 
for relatively dark soils. In areas of heavy infestations of 
wild cane, johnsongrass, or nutsedge, 43A to 7Vi pints of 
Sutan+ per acre may be used.
Princep (simazine) or Princep plus atrazine may be 
applied either before or during final seedbed prepara­
tion. Best results usually have been obtained when it is 
applied within 2 weeks prior to planting, although appli­
cation within 4 weeks may be satisfactory.
Princep improves the control of fall panicum and crab- 
grass. Princep is less soluble than atrazine and may be 
more persistent, so follow label precautions to minimize
carryover. Princep and atrazine are used in a 1:1 com­
bination, each at half its usual rate for the soil type.
Bladex (cyanazine) plus SutanT (butylate) can be
tank-mixed at the rate of 2 to 2 lA pounds of Bladex 80W 
or 1V2  to 2 quarts of Bladex WDS plus 33A to 4-3A pints of 
Sutan+ (6.7E) per acre. The higher rates are for use on 
medium to heavy soils and for the control of wild cane 
and nutsedge. Incorporate shallow to reduce the risk of 
injury.
Eradicane (EPTC) is chemically related to Sutan+, 
but Eradicane usually gives better control of johnsongrass 
seedlings, wild cane, and nutsedge. Eradicane should be 
preplant broadcast and incorporated immediately. Eradi­
cane may be used on field, sweet, and silage corn but 
should not be used on corn grown for seed. The sug­
gested rate is 4 3A to 7!/4 pints per acre within 2 weeks 
before planting. The higher rate is for heavy infestations 
of wild cane or nutsedge and suppression of rhizome 
johnsongrass. High rates, unfavorable growing conditions, 
or use of certain hybrids may increase the risk of injury.
Lasso (alachlor) or Lasso plus atrazine may be used 
preplant within 7 days before planting corn. A surface 
application is usually preferred for control of annual 
grasses, but incorporation may improve nutsedge control. 
Incorporation of 2 xh  to 3 lA quarts of Lasso 4E per acre 
can suppress nutsedge. See further details in the preemer­
gence section.
Preemergence Herbicides
Atrazine is available under several names. Corn toler­
ance is very good with atrazine. You can use it on field 
corn, sweet corn, silage corn, popcorn, and seed corn 
production fields. It is available as an 80-percent wettable 
powder and a 4-pound-per-gallon liquid suspension. 
Rates vary with soil organic matter and texture. Mix 
properly, provide adequate agitation, and follow other 
precautions on the label.
Atrazine controls both annual grasses and broadleaf 
weeds, but it is especially effective on many annual 
broadleaf weeds. Where fall panicum or crabgrass is a 
problem, consider using combinations that include a 
herbicide such as Sutan +  , Lasso, simazine, or Bladex.
Atrazine may sometimes remain in the soil and damage 
certain crops the following season. If you use atrazine in 
the spring, do not plant small grains, small-seeded le­
gumes, or vegetables the next fall or spring. If you use 
atrazine 80W at more than 33A pounds per acre (or atra­
zine 4L at 3 quarts) or if you apply after June 10, plant 
only corn or sorghum the next year.
Soybeans planted the year following atrazine may be 
injured if you use more than recommended amounts, 
overlap when broadcasting, or overdose when turning at 
the ends of fields. Carryover injury can be minimized by 
accurate mixing and early application, by use of the 
lowest rates consistent with good weed control, and by
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thorough tillage of the soil prior to planting subsequent 
crops.
Bladex (cyanazine). Corn does not tolerate Bladex 
as well as it does atrazine; it may sometimes be injured, 
especially under cool, wet conditions. However, Bladex 
does not persist in soil as long as atrazine does. Bladex 
may control giant foxtail and fall panicum better than 
atrazine does, but control of pigweed and velvetleaf may 
not be as good (see the selectivity table on the last page).
Bladex is available as an 80-percent wettable powder, 
a 4-pound-per-gallon liquid, and a 15-percent granule. 
Broadcast rates are Wz to 5 pounds of Bladex 80W, VA 
to 4 quarts of Bladex 4L, or 8 to 27 pounds of Bladex 
15G per acre. Rates should be adjusted for soil texture 
and organic matter to reduce the possibility of corn in­
jury. Do not use on sandy soils or soils low in organic 
matter. Reduced rates of Bladex in approved combina­
tions also can reduce the possibility of corn injury.
Tank-mix combinations of Bladex with atrazine or 
Lasso are registered for preemergence use. The Bladex :at- 
razine ratios are 1:1 or 2:1 depending upon expected 
severity of grass infestation. Rates vary greatly with soil 
texture and organic matter, so refer to the Bladex label 
for exact rate information. For the Bladex-Lasso com­
bination, the rates are 2 quarts of Lasso with VA to 23A 
pounds of Bladex, depending upon soil texture and or­
ganic matter. See either the Bladex or Lasso label for 
rates for specific soils.
Ramrod, Bexton, or Propachlor (propachlor) is pri­
marily used on soils with more than 3 percent organic 
matter. It controls annual grasses and pigweed, but con­
trol of most other broadleaf weeds should not be ex­
pected. Some farmers band propachlor granules at 
planting time to control annual grass weeds and then 
follow with an early postemergence herbicide to control 
broadleaf weeds.
Corn tolerance to propachlor is good. It is registered 
for use on field corn, silage corn, sweet corn, and seed 
corn fields. It is irritating to the skin and eyes, so observe 
label precautions.
The broadcast rate is 6 to 9 pounds per acre of propa­
chlor 65W or 20 to 30 pounds per acre of propachlor 
20G (granules). Use proportionately less for band ap­
plication.
Lasso (alachlor) performs better than propachlor on 
soils with less than 3 percent organic matter. Lasso 
may require a little more moisture initially, but weed 
control may last longer. Lasso is not as irritating to han­
dle as propachlor. However, some individuals may be 
sensitive, so observe label precautions.
Lasso can control annual grasses and pigweed. Some 
other broadleaf weeds can be controlled by using an 
appropriate combination of Lasso and a postemergence 
herbicide treatment.
The broadcast rate is 2 to 3l/> quarts of Lasso 4E or 
16 to 26 pounds of Lasso II  15G per acre. Adjust the rate
for soil texture and organic matter. Corn does not toler­
ate Lasso quite as well as it does propachlor; slight in­
jury occasionally has occurred to certain hybrids. Lasso 
may be used on field, sweet, and silage corn.
Dual (metolachlor) may be registered in 1977 for 
use on field corn (not silage corn) by itself and with 
atrazine. Dual is chemically similar to Lasso and controls 
the same weeds as Lasso, but it may last a little longer 
to help control late grasses and nutsedge. Corn tolerance 
appears to be slightly less to Dual than to Lasso.
Propachlor plus atrazine is a combination best adapted 
to soils with more than 3 percent organic matter. The 
mixture controls broadleaf weeds better than propachlor 
alone and controls annual grasses better than atrazine 
alone. However, velvetleaf may not be controlled.
Propachlor plus atrazine is available as a prepackaged 
mixture of wettable powder used at the rate of 6 to 8 
pounds per acre. For tank-mixing, the rate is 4Vz pounds 
of propachlor 65W and 2 pounds of atrazine 80W on 
soils with more than 3 percent organic matter.
AAtram 20G is a granular combination containing 1 
part atrazine and 2 parts propachlor. The rates are 15 
pounds per acre broadcast on light soils and 22 V2 to 30 
pounds per acre broadcast on moderately dark to dark 
soils. Use proportionately less for band applications.
Lasso plus atrazine is less irritating to handle and 
controls fall panicum better than propachlor plus atra­
zine. Velvetleaf control should usually not be expected 
from the reduced rates of atrazine used in either the 
propachlor-plus-atrazine or Lasso-plus-atrazine combina­
tions. However, some other broadleaf weeds, such as 
smartweed, can be controlled.
Suggested rates for tank-mixing are IV2  to 2 quarts of 
Lasso and 1!4 to 2 pounds of atrazine 80W per acre, de­
pending upon soil organic matter. See the Lasso label for 
instructions on making compatibility tests and mixing. 
Lasso-atrazine 15G granules were test marketed in 1976 
and will be available in 1977. They are used at a broad­
cast rate of 27 pounds per acre.
Banvel (dicamba) plus Lasso (alachlor) is registered 
for preemergence use on corn. Adding Banvel to Lasso 
improves control of broadleaf weeds without creating 
risk of carryover injury to crops the following year. FIow- 
ever, there is some risk of injury to corn from Banvel 
applied preemergence, especially if recommended rates 
are exceeded, applications are not accurate and uniform, 
or corn is planted too shallow. The rate is 1 pint of 
Banvel plus 2Vz quarts of Lasso per acre on fine-textured 
soils with more than 2Vz percent organic matter.
Prowl (penoxalin) is registered for use on field corn 
and silage corn. It is available as a 4-pound-per-gallon 
emulsifiable concentrate for use at rates of IV2  to 2 quarts 
per acre alone, or 1 to V/z quarts in combination with 
atrazine, Bladex, or Banvel. Rates should be adjusted for 
soil texture and organic matter. It controls annual grasses
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and gives some control of broadleaf weeds such as pig­
weed, lambsquarter, smartweed, and velvetleaf. Corn 
tolerance is limited, and Prowl should be applied only to 
the soil surface. Do not incorporate for corn since incor­
poration increases the injury risk considerably.
Postemergence Herbicides
Atrazine can be applied early postemergence to corn 
up to 3 weeks after planting but before grass weeds are 
more than IV2 inches high. Results on grasses more than 
IV2  inches tall have been rather erratic. Many annual 
broadleaf seedlings are more susceptible than grass weeds 
and may be treated until they are up to 4 inches tall. 
Smartweed is usually rather easily controlled with atra­
zine applied preplant, preemergence, or postemergence. 
Velvetleaf is sometimes easier to control postemergence 
than preemergence, especially if reduced rates are used 
in preemergence combinations.
The addition of nonphytotoxic oils, oil-surfactant 
mixes, or surfactants has generally increased the effec­
tiveness of postemergence atrazine. The special non­
phytotoxic spray oil is used at 1 to 2 gallons per acre. 
Formulations of 80 percent oil and 20 percent surfactant 
are used at the rate of 1 to 2 quarts per acre. Some 
surfactant-spreaders also are marketed for postemergence 
use with atrazine. These are usually added at 0.5 per­
cent of the total spray volume or about 1 pint per acre. 
Results with the oils and oil-surfactant mixes have gen­
erally been better than those with the surfactants.
Corn has sometimes been damaged from postemer­
gence applications of atrazine and oil. There have been 
a few cases of fairly severe injury where corn has been 
under stress from prolonged cold, wet weather or other 
factors.
Do not use more than 2Vi pounds of atrazine 80W or 
2 quarts of atrazine 4L per acre if you mix with oil. Do 
not add 2,4-D to the atrazine-oil treatment or severe in­
jury may result. Mix the atrazine with water first and 
add the oil last. If atrazine is applied after June 10, do 
not plant any crop except corn or sorghum the next year 
because of increased risk of herbicide carryover from 
late application. Refer to the label for other precautions.
Bladex (cyanazine) is registered for postemergence use 
through the four-leaf stage of corn growth but before 
annual grasses exceed IV2  inches in height. The rate is 
IV2  to 2 xh  pounds of Bladex 80W in 15 to 30 gallons of 
spray per acre. Injury to corn may occur under cold, 
adverse growing conditions. The injury may be only 
temporary yellowing or may be more severe. Corn should 
not be treated after the four-leaf stage. Certain agricul­
tural surfactants or vegetable oils may be added to Bla­
dex as specified on the label, but do not use petroleum 
crop oils for postemergence application.
2,4-D is one of the most economical and effective treat­
ments for controlling many broadleaf weeds in corn. Use 
drop nozzles if corn is more than 8 inches high to de­
crease the possibility of injury. If you direct the nozzles 
toward the row, adjust the spray concentration so that 
excessive amounts are not applied to the corn.
If you wish to control late-germinating weeds, you can 
use high-clearance equipment, but do not apply 2,4-D to 
corn from tasseling to dough stage.
Some corn injury may result from applying 2,4-D. 
Corn is often brittle for 7 to 10 days after application 
and thus is susceptible to stalk breakage from high winds 
or cultivation. Other symptoms of 2,4-D injury are stalk 
bending or lodging, abnormal brace roots, and failure of 
leaves to unroll, sometimes called “onion leafing.”
Spraying when corn is under stress (cool, wet weather) 
or when corn is growing very rapidly may increase the 
possibility of injury. Corn hybrids vary in their sensitivity 
to 2,4-D, depending upon their genetic makeup.
Apply no more than the recommended rate; this will 
help avoid corn injury. The suggested broadcast rates of 
acid equivalent per acre are V<& to !4 pound of ester for­
mulations or V2  pound of amine. This would be Vs to V2  
pint of ester or 1 pint of amine for formulations with 4 
pounds of 2,4-D acid equivalent per gallon.
The ester forms of 2,4-D can vaporize and injure 
nearby susceptible plants. This vapor movement is more 
likely with high-volatile than with low-volatile esters. 
Amine formulations have very low volatility and are less 
likely to injure nearby susceptible plants. However, spray 
particles of either the ester or the amine form can drift 
and cause injury.
Banvel (dicamba) controls smartweed better than 
2,4-D. However, Banvel has presented a much more 
serious problem of injury to soybeans than 2,4-D. Thus, 
Banvel should be applied before soybeans in the area are 
10 inches high. Soybean yields are seldom reduced where 
slight injury occurs early. However, yields can be reduced 
when severe injury occurs when soybeans are blooming. 
Banvel also can affect other susceptible plants, such as 
vegetables and ornamentals. Use extreme caution to 
avoid injury to desirable plants from either contaminated 
sprayers or drift of Banvel from treated areas. Spray 
thickeners and foam additives have reduced, but not 
eliminated, problems with movement of Banvel.
Banvel may be applied until corn is 3 feet high or 
until 15 days before tasseling. When spraying near soy­
beans, do not spray corn after it is 2 feet high. If corn is 
more than 10 inches high, drop nozzles give better weed 
coverage and reduce drift. If you direct the nozzles 
toward the row, adjust the spray concentration so that 
excessive amounts are not applied to the corn. Corn 
tolerance is relatively good with Banvel; however, corn 
injury can occur. Broadcast rates are Vi to V2 pint per 
acre. Use the higher rate for taller and older weeds.
Do not use Banvel on sweet corn, popcorn, or seed 
corn. Do not graze or harvest corn for dairy feed before 
the ensilage (milk) stage.
A mixture of Vi pint of Banvel plus V2  pint of 2,4-D 
amine (4 pounds per gallon) per acre is more economical
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than a full rate of Banvel and may present less risk of 
corn injury than 2,4-D alone. Banvel K  is a commercial 
mixture of dicamba and 2,4-D amine. Use drop nozzles 
on corn more than 8 inches high when using a Banvel- 
plus-2,4-D mixture.
Directed Postemergence Herbicides
Directed sprays are sometimes needed for emergency 
situations, especially when grass weeds become too tall 
for control with cultivation. However, weeds are often 
too large for directed sprays to be very practical by the 
time help is sought. Place primary emphasis on early con­
trol measures, such as use of preemergence herbicides, 
rotary hoeing, and timely cultivation.
Directed sprays cannot be used on small corn, and a 
height difference between corn and weeds is usually 
needed to keep the spray off the corn. Corn leaves that 
come into contact with the spray can be killed, and in­
jury may affect yields.
Lorox (linuron) may be applied as a directed spray 
after corn is at least 15 inches high (free standing) but 
before weeds are 8 inches tall (preferably not more than 
5 inches). This height difference occurs in few fields and 
lasts only a few days. Lorox can control both grass and 
broadleaf weeds.
The broadcast rate is VA to 3 pounds of Lorox 50W 
per acre, with the lower rates suggested for use on small 
weeds and lighter soil types. Add Surfactant WK at the 
rate of 1 pint per 25 gallons of spray mixture. Cover the 
weeds with the spray, but keep it off the corn as much as 
possible. Consider this an em ergency treatment.
Evik 80W (ametryn) is registered for directed use 
when corn is more than 12 inches tall and weeds are less 
than 4 inches tall. The rate is 2 to 2!/> pounds Evik 80W 
per acre (broadcast) plus 2 quarts of surfactant per 100 
gallons of spray mixture. Extreme care is necessary to 
keep the spray from contacting the leaves. Injury to corn 
is possible, so use only as an em ergency treatment. To 
avoid possible yield reduction, Evik should not be applied 
within 3 weeks of tasseling.
No-Till Corn
No-till (zero-till) corn puts chemical weed control to 
a real test. You must control both vegetation existing at 
planting and weed seedlings that begin growing after 
planting. Existing vegetation may be a perennial grass 
sod, a legume or legume-grass sod, an annual cover crop, 
or weeds that began growing before planting.
Paraquat (1 to 2 pints per acre) plus atrazine 80W 
(21/2 to 3Vi pounds per acre) is the most common herbi­
cide treatment used in no-till corn. The Paraquat has a 
contact action, while the atrazine provides both pre- and 
postemergence control. Use 40 to 60 gallons of spray per 
acre and add a nonionic surfactant, such as Ortho X-77, 
at Vi pint per 100 gallons of diluted spray.
A pretreatment with 2,4-D or Banvel can improve 
control of broadleaf perennials, such as alfalfa. For con­
trol of fall panicum and crabgrass, a mixture of Lasso 
plus atrazine or atrazine plus simazine may give better 
control than atrazine alone. The rate for Lasso plus atra­
zine is II/2  to 2 quarts of Lasso plus IV2  to 2 pounds of 
atrazine 80W per acre. The rate for atrazine plus sima­
zine is 1!4 to 2 pounds of atrazine 80W plus VA to 2 
pounds of simazine 80W per acre. Bladex, Prowl, Prowl 
plus atrazine, and Prowl plus Bladex also are registered 
for use in combination with Paraquat for no-till corn.
Herbicides for Soybeans
You must consider the kinds of weeds likely to be 
present when you select preplant and preemergence her­
bicides for soybeans. The herbicide selectivity table on 
the last page lists various herbicides and their relative 
control of various weeds.
Soybeans occasionally may be injured by the herbicides 
registered for use on them. Fortunately, soybeans usually 
can outgrow modest amounts of early injury with little 
or no effect on yield. Use high-quality seed of disease- 
resistant varieties and do not plant too deep. However, 
planting too shallow may place the seed too near pre­
emergence herbicides such as Sencor, Lexone, Lorox, or 
Maloran and result in excessive herbicide injury to soy­
bean seedlings. Soybeans injured by a herbicide are likely 
to be more subject to disease.
Preplant Herbicides
Herbicides can be incorporated with various imple­
ments, but the one most commonly used in Illinois is the 
tandem disk. Disking twice in different directions may 
distribute the herbicide more uniformly. The second in­
corporation, whether with disk or field cultivator, should 
not be deeper than the first. Streaking may result from 
using the field cultivator unless soil is in good tilth and 
the equipment is operated correctly.
See the earlier section on herbicide incorporation and 
the product label for further information on incorpora­
tion of preplant herbicides.
Dinitroaniline herbicides. There are six related dini- 
troaniline herbicides registered for incorporation prior to 
planting soybeans — Amex, Basalin, Cobex, Prowl, Tol- 
ban, and Treflan. The rates, time of application, and 
length of time between application and incorporation 
vary for the different products. Weed control, persistence 
in the soil, and soybean tolerance are quite similar when 
recommended rates are used. These products can control 
annual grasses, including wild cane and johnsongrass 
seedlings. They usually control pigweed and lambsquarter 
and may provide some control of smartweed and annual 
morningglory. Control of most other broadleaf weeds 
usually requires combinations or sequential treatments 
with other herbicides.
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Soybeans sometimes are injured by preplant dinitro- 
aniline herbicides. Injured plants may be stunted with 
swollen hypocotyls and inhibited lateral roots. Injury is 
not usually considered serious, but it may be significant 
under cool, wet conditions where other factors, such as 
seedling diseases, also affect the plants. When applied to 
the soil surface, Prowl may sometimes cause stem cal­
lous at ground level, especially if herbicide concentra­
tion is excessive. This can lead to soybean lodging.
Although similar, persistence in the soil varies with 
the different dinitroaniline herbicides. Cobex has the 
shortest persistence, while Treflan has the longest. Tol- 
ban and Basalin persist about as long as Treflan. Corn, 
sorghum, or small grains that follow a dinitroaniline 
herbicide may be injured if excessive rates were used, 
the application was made relatively late in the season, 
application was not uniform, or the previous growing 
season was too dry and cool. Use no more than the rec­
ommended rate and apply the herbicide uniformly. Using 
the reduced rates of dinitroaniline herbicides that are 
specified in some approved combinations also may de­
crease the possibility of residue problems the next season.
Carryover injury has been greater when the chisel 
plow, field cultivator, or disk has been used instead of 
the moldboard plow. The more thorough tillage methods 
tend to dilute the herbicide and thus reduce risk of injury 
from herbicide residue. Reduced tillage methods have 
some advantages, but where conditions suggest increased 
risk from herbicide residue and where erosion risks are 
not too great, consider more thorough tillage for that 
season.
Treflan (trifluralin) can be applied alone anytime in 
the spring before planting, but it should be incorporated 
into the soil within 8 hours of application. Immediate 
incorporation is preferred, especially if soil is moist or 
winds are more than 10 miles per hour.
The rate is 1 to 2 pints of Treflan 4E per acre. Use 2 
pints on silty clay loam or clay loam soils with more than 
4 percent organic matter. Treflan is also available as a 
5-percent granule.
Cobex (dinitramine) controls the same weeds as Tref­
lan, but soybean tolerance is not as good. Soybeans under 
stress from disease, deep planting, or cold, wet weather 
may be more susceptible to injury. The suggested rates 
are % to 114 quarts of Cobex per acre, depending upon 
soil texture and organic matter. Cobex should be thor­
oughly incorporated into the soil within 24 hours after 
application. Shallow incorporation may reduce risk of 
injury, but it also may make weed control more variable.
Tolban (profluralin) controls the same weeds as Tref­
lan, and soybean tolerance to the two products is about 
the same at rates necessary for equivalent weed control. 
Soil persistence of the two products is also similar. Rates 
are 1 to 2 pints of Tolban 4E per acre, depending upon 
soil texture and organic matter. At these rates, weed 
control may be erratic on soils with more than 4 or 5
percent organic matter. Tolban should be incorporated 
within 4 hours after application.
Amex (butralin) also is similar to Treflan and controls 
the same weeds. It should be thoroughly incorporated 
into the soil by double-disking to a depth of 2 to 4 inches 
as soon after application as possible. The rate is 2 to 214 
quarts per acre on silty clay loam or clay loam soils and 
114 to 2 quarts on soils coarser in texture and lower in 
organic matter content.
Prowl (penoxalin) must be used at higher rates than 
Treflan for equivalent control. The suggested rate is 1 to 
3 pints of Prowl 4E per acre within 60 days before plant­
ing. It should be thoroughly incorporated within 7 days. 
If adequate rain occurs, incorporation may not be neces­
sary. Prowl controls the same weeds as Treflan but may 
also reduce competition from velvetleaf.
Basalin (fluchloralin) is a dinitroaniline herbicide that 
can be applied within 8 weeks before planting. It should 
be incorporated within 8 hours of application. Rates are 
1 to 3 pints per acre, depending on the texture and 
organic matter content of the soil.
Sencor or Lexone (metribuzin) may be combined 
with some dinitroaniline herbicides for preplant incorpo­
ration. The rate of Sencor or Lexone is usually 14 to 1 
pound of product per acre in these combinations, de­
pending on soil texture and organic matter. When used 
in this manner, metribuzin usually should be applied 
within 10 days of planting. Incorporation should be 
relatively shallow but thorough.
Vernam (vernolate) controls annual grasses and pig­
weed. Control of annual morningglory and velvetleaf is 
sometimes fair. Vernam also may give some control of 
nutsedge. Some soybean injury may occur in the form of 
delayed emergence, stunting, and leaf crinkling. Injury 
is usually temporary and is usually not reflected in yields. 
Vernam can be applied within 10 days prior to planting. 
Incorporate immediately to prevent surface loss. The 
broadcast rate is 214 to 314 pints of Vernam 7E or 20 to 
30 pounds of Vernam 10G per acre.
Vernam plus Treflan is registered as a tank-mix com­
bination. The reduced rate of Vernam used in the com­
bination may decrease the risk of soybean injury, but it 
also may decrease control of velvetleaf and yellow nut- 
sedge. The rate is 1 pint of Treflan 4E plus 214 to 3 pints 
of Vernam 7E per acre.
Lasso (alachlor) can be preplant incorporated at rates 
of 214 to 314 quarts per acre for suppression of nutsedge. 
Apply within 7 days before planting. Preemergence ap­
plication usually is preferred for control of annual grasses 
(see preemergence section).
Preemergence Herbicides
Amiben (chloramben) controls many annual grass 
and broadleaf weeds in soybeans. Do not expect control
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of annual morningglory nor much control of cocklebur. 
Control of velvetleaf and jimsonweed may be erratic. 
Amiben occasionally injures soybeans, but damage is 
usually not severe. Injury appears as malformed roots 
and stunted plants.
The recommended broadcast rate is IV2  gallons of 
Amiben liquid (2S) or 30 pounds of Amiben 10G per 
acre. The 1-gallon or 20-pound rate sometimes used on 
lighter soils provides significantly less weed control, but it 
may be adequate under some situations.
If rainfall doesn’t occur within 3 to 5 days, you should 
rotary hoe or harrow to control the small weeds.
Lorox (linuron) is best adapted to the silt loam soils 
of southern Illinois that contain less than 2 to 3 percent 
organic matter. On these soils, a rate of 1 to V/2  pounds 
per acre of Lorox 50W frequently controls most weeds. 
The margin of safety between dependable weed control 
and crop damage is rather narrow. Careful rate selection 
and accurate and uniform application can reduce the 
possibility of crop injury. Stress caused by insects, seed­
ling diseases, low seedling vigor, deep or shallow plant­
ing, or unfavorable weather may increase the likelihood 
of soybean injury.
The rate of Lorox should be adjusted for soil texture 
and organic matter (see Lorox label). Lorox is generally 
not recommended for use alone on soils with more than 
4 percent organic matter.
Lorox can control a broad spectrum of weeds, but 
grass weeds usually are not controlled as well as broad- 
leaf weeds. Annual morningglory is not controlled, and 
control of cocklebur is variable. Lorox often is used in a 
mixture with Lasso or can be used as an overlay treat­
ment after Treflan to control broadleaf weeds.
Maloran (chlorbromuron) is similar to Lorox, but 
higher rates of Maloran are required for equivalent 
weed control. When rates are adjusted to give about the 
same degree of weed control from both products, crop 
tolerance is also quite similar. Usually, about IV2 times 
as much Maloran as Lorox is required.
Maloran is registered for use with Lasso to improve 
grass control and minimize soybean injury. The rate 
alone is 2 to 8 pounds of Maloran 50W per acre, de­
pending on soil texture and organic matter. Rates for the 
Maloran-Lasso combination are IV2 to 4 pounds of Mal­
oran 50W with IV2  to 2 quarts of Lasso per acre.
Lasso (alachlor) controls annual grasses plus pigweed 
and lambsquarter. Lasso also will suppress nutsedge 
when incorporated preplant at higher rates (see preplant 
section). Preemergence application is usually preferred 
for annual grass control. The broadcast rate is 2 to SV2  
quarts of Lasso 4E or 16 to 26 pounds of Lasso II  15G 
per acre. Soybean seedlings often show a crinkling or 
drawstring effect on the first to second trifoliolate leaves. 
However, soybeans have good tolerance to Lasso and 
these early symptoms should not cause concern.
Lasso plus Lorox is a tank-mix combination that gives 
better broadleaf control than Lasso alone and better grass 
control than Lorox alone. The reduced rate of Lorox in 
the combination reduces but does not eliminate the risk 
of soybean injury.
The broadcast rate is 1V2  to 3 quarts of Lasso 4E plus 
1 to 3 pounds of Lorox 50W. Rates must be adjusted 
for soil texture and organic matter. This combination is 
best adapted to silt loam soils with less than 3 percent 
organic matter. On these soils, such as occur in southern 
Illinois, the common rate is IV2 to 2 quarts of Lasso 4E 
plus 1 pound of Lorox 50W. Select the rate carefully in 
order to reduce the risk of injury but to maintain control 
of velvetleaf and jimsonweed.
Sencor or Lexone (metribuzin) has given good control 
of most annual broadleaf weeds except annual morning- 
glory. Control of giant ragweed, jimsonweed, and espe­
cially cocklebur may be marginal, and annual grass con­
trol is marginal to erratic at rates needed to minimize 
injury.
The margin of safety between dependable weed con­
trol and crop damage is rather narrow. Some soybean 
varieties are more susceptible than others. Stress caused 
by cold, wet weather, soybean seedling diseases, depth 
of planting, or injury from other herbicides may increase 
the possibility of soybean injury from Sencor or Lexone. 
Planting too deep may result in slow seedling emergence, 
while planting too shallow may leave the germinating 
soybean seed in the most concentrated herbicide zone. 
Planting soybeans about IV2  inches deep may help re­
duce the risk of herbicide injury.
Rates vary with soil texture and organic matter. Ad­
just rates accurately for soil conditions and do not apply 
to sandy soils. The suggested rate alone is % to IV2  
pounds of Sencor 50W or 3A to 1 pound of Lexone 50W 
per acre. Sencor or Lexone may be tank-mixed with 
some preplant herbicides or used preemergence follow­
ing preplant incorporation of some dinitroaniline herbi­
cides (see preplant section and current labels for ap­
proved combinations).
Sencor or Lexone (metribuzin) plus Lasso (alachlor) 
as a tank-mix preemergence herbicide combination can 
improve grass control and decrease risk of soybean injury 
compared to that possible with Sencor or Lexone alone. 
The rate of Sencor or Lexone must be adjusted carefully 
to soil texture and organic matter. The rates for this 
combination vary somewhat on the three different labels 
but are 3A to 1 pound of Sencor or Lexone 50YV plus 2 
to 2 V2 quarts of Lasso 4E on most Illinois soils (see labels 
for exact information). Accurate, uniform application is 
essential in order to minimize risk of soybean injury.
Surflan (oryzalin) is a dinitroaniline herbicide similar 
to Treflan. It is for preemergence (surface) application 
for soybeans being grown on soils with less than 3 percent 
organic matter. Surflan can control annual grasses, pig-
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weed, and lambsquarter if adequate rain occurs. If ¥ 2  
inch of rain does not occur within seven days after appli­
cation, you should rotary hoe to control emerging weeds. 
Rates are 1 to 2*/3 pounds of Surflan 75 W per acre, de­
pending on soil texture. Tank-mix combinations with 
Lorox, Sencor, Lexone, Klean-Krop, or Dyanap are reg­
istered and can improve broadleaf weed control. Surflan 
shows promise for use in no-till or double-crop soybeans 
where johnsongrass or wild cane seedlings are a slight, 
but not severe, problem. Combinations with Paraquat 
are not yet registered.
Furloe Chloro-IPC (chlorpropham) can be used in 
combination with some other herbicides to control smart- 
weed. A broadcast rate of 2 to 3 quarts of Furloe per 
acre is suggested. A tank mix with Lasso is registered for 
preemergence use. Furloe also is registered for preemer­
gence use after preplant application of Treflan.
Modown (bifenox) controls some broadleaf weeds, 
such as smartweed, jimsonweed, and velvetleaf, but does 
not provide good control of annual morningglory, cockle- 
bur, and annual grasses. It is approved as a sequential 
treatment over Treflan and as a tank mix with Lasso to 
improve annual grass control. Soybeans may show stunt­
ing and crinkling from Modown. This injury may last 
only a few weeks and usually will not cause yield reduc­
tions unless a secondary stress occurs.
Modown is available as an 80 percent wettable powder 
formulation. The rate alone and over Treflan is 2 V2  
pounds of Modown 80W per acre. The tank-mix rate 
with Lasso is 2 pounds of Modown 80W plus 2 to 2V2 
quarts of Lasso per acre.
Dyanap (dinoseb plus naptalam) can be applied to 
soybeans from planting until the unifoliolate leaves of 
the seedlings unfold and expose the growing point. Weed 
control from preemergence applications has been rather 
variable. Control of broadleaf weeds is better than con­
trol of grasses. A tank mix of Dyanap plus Lasso or 
Surflan is registered and can improve grass control. How­
ever, late application of Lasso may result in variable 
grass control.
Ancrak and Klean-Krop are other trade names for 
the formulated mixture of dinoseb plus naptalam. How­
ever, they are not registered in combination with Lasso 
or for postemergence application.
Premerge Dinitro Weed Killer (dinoseb) is registered 
for tank-mixing with Lasso or Amiben for preemergence 
use until soybeans begin to emerge (cracking stage). See 
the postemergence section for further information on 
dinoseb.
Postemergence Herbicides
The postemergence use of herbicides for soybeans has 
not been very popular in Illinois. Most postemergence 
herbicides for soybeans do not control annual grasses, 
and their use for broadleaf weeds is too often an emer­
gency or “rescue” treatment. Soybeans are injured by
some of the herbicides available for postemergence use. 
If there is a height difference between soybeans and 
weeds, the amount of soybean injury can be decreased 
by directing the spray toward the weeds while minimiz­
ing the spray’s contact with the soybeans.
Dinoseb water-soluble salts are sold under several trade 
names, including Premerge and Sinox PE. Dinoseb is 
registered for early postemergence use when soybeans are 
still in the cotyledon stage. Do not apply if the first leaves 
have opened and exposed the terminal bud. Do not apply 
if the soil surface is moist.
Dinoseb is primarily a contact herbicide that controls 
broadleaf weeds. It does not control annual grasses very 
well and gives very little residual control of seedlings 
germinating after application. It is registered for tank­
mixing with Lasso for early postemergence use to im­
prove grass control. Dinoseb also is registered for directed 
postemergence treatment from the time soybeans are 5 to 
6 inches high until they begin to bloom.
The postemergence rates for dinoseb vary with air 
temperature, formulation, and type of application (see 
label). Do not apply if the air temperature is more than 
90° F. Caution: Dinoseb is quite toxic to man and ani­
mals. Exercise extrem e caution when using this material.
Dinoseb also is registered as a salvage treatment over 
the tops of soybeans after true leaves have unfolded and 
until soybeans begin to bloom. This treatment is for use 
where infestations of weeds such as cocklebur or annual 
morningglory are so serious that treatment is the only 
alternative to replanting. Crop injury is likely and the 
grower assumes the risk. The rate is 1 to 2 pints per acre. 
Do not use surfactant. You may need additional post­
emergence treatments for satisfactory weed control.
Tenoran (chloroxuron) can be applied from the time 
trifoliolate soybean leaves form until broadleaf weeds are 
1 to 2 inches tall. It is primarily for control of annual 
broadleaf weeds in soybeans. Weed control with chlo­
roxuron has been somewhat erratic, and soybeans usually 
show some injury. However, this early season injury has 
not usually reduced yields.
The broadcast rate is 2 to 3 pounds per acre of Teno­
ran 50W plus 1 pint of an approved compatible surfac­
tant per 25 gallons of spray. Use proportionately less for 
directed or semidirected sprays. A nonphytotoxic oil can 
be used at 1 gallon per acre instead of the surfactant with 
the directed or semidirected sprays.
Basagran (bentazon) can control many broadleaf 
weeds, such as cocklebur, jimsonweed, and velvetleaf. It 
is weak on pigweed, lambsquarter, and annual morning- 
glory. It can provide some control of yellow nutsedge, 
but it will not control annual grasses. If annual grasses 
are a problem, it will be necessary to use a preplant or 
preemergence herbicide prior to using Basagran.
The suggested rate for Basagran is 3A to IV2  quarts per 
acre, depending on weed size and species. Application 
when weeds are small and actively growing will give best 
results. Use 20 to 40 gallons of water per acre in order
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to get complete weed coverage. Commonly grown soy­
bean varieties generally have shown relatively good toler­
ance to Basagran. Adding a surfactant to Basagran may 
increase the chance of soybean injury and is not recom­
mended.
Dyanap (dinoseb plus naptalam) can be applied to 
soybeans after the second trifoliolate leaf opens and until 
beans become 20 inches tall. Weeds should be less than 6 
inches tall (less than 3 inches tall is preferable) for most 
effective control. Two to 3 quarts per acre is recom­
mended for control of cocklebur, jimsonweed, smartweed, 
and annual morningglory less than 3 inches tall. Four 
quarts per acre may control cocklebur and jimsonweed 
taller than 3 inches, but do not expect control of most 
other species at that size.
Best results are obtained by using high pressure (60 
to 70 pounds per square inch) and 8 to 10 gallons of 
water per acre. This will cause spray particles to be small, 
so try to minimize drift. Do not apply Dyanap to wet 
soybean foliage. Soybean leaf burn can occur with post­
emergence applications, but the crop usually recovers 
within 2 to 3 weeks with little or no yield loss.
Butoxone SB and Butyrac (2,4-DB) are amine formu­
lations for postemergence control of cocklebur in soy­
beans. 2,4-DB also may give some control of annual 
morningglory and giant ragweed. It can be applied 
broadcast over the top from 10 days before soybeans be­
gin to bloom until midbloom, but expect some soybean 
injury. Injury symptoms include leaf wilting, stem curva­
ture, and cracking of stems. Lodging may be increased 
and, if excessive rates are used or if unfavorable condi­
tions exist, yields may be reduced. Consider 2,4-DB for 
emergency control of cocklebur when potential benefit 
from weed control is more significant than risk of soybean 
injury.
Directed sprays may reduce severity of injury. 2,4-DB 
can be directed when soybeans are at least 8 inches high 
and cockleburs are less than 3 inches high. Do not spray 
on more than the lower third of the soybean plant. Do 
not apply if soybeans show symptoms of Phytophthora 
root rot disease or are under drouth stress.
Butyrac 200 plus Lorox (tank mix) and Paraquat 
(alone) also are registered for directed postemergence 
treatment in soybeans to control certain weeds. How­
ever, they have not been used much in Illinois. Soybeans 
must be at least 8 inches tall and weeds not more than 2 
inches tall. Nozzles must be adjusted to spray only the 
lower third of the soybean plant or serious soybean injury 
can occur. Read the product labels for the correct rates 
and precautions.
Paraquat Harvest Aid
Paraquat is registered for drying weeds in soybeans. It 
may be applied when beans are fully developed and 
when at least half of the leaves have dropped and the 
rest are turning yellow. If applied before beans are fully 
developed, yield reductions can result. Do not apply un­
less beans are ready to withstand frost.
The recommended broadcast rate is A to 1 pint per 
acre. The higher rate is for cocklebur. Use the suggested 
rate in 20 to 40 gallons of spray per acre for ground 
application or in 2 to 5 gallons per acre for aerial appli­
cation. Add 1 quart of Ortho X-77 or similar surfactant 
per 100 gallons of spray. Do not pasture livestock within 
15 days of treatment, and remove livestock from treated 
fields at least 30 days before slaughter.
Double-Crop Soybeans
In southern Illinois, soybeans often are grown as a 
second crop after wheat. The no-till concept has greatly 
improved the probability of success by conserving mois­
ture and time. This now makes the planting of soybeans 
in wheat stubble well worth considering. The method 
may not be successful in dry years, and yield may some­
times be disappointing. Planting soybeans after wheat 
can often be quite successful, though, and it can increase 
income with little additional investment.
One to 2 pints of Paraquat per acre is commonly used 
for control of existing weeds. If weeds are more than 6 
inches tall, use the higher volumes of water suggested on 
the Paraquat label. Use a nonionic surfactant, such as 
Ortho X-77, at 8 ounces per 100 gallons of diluted spray. 
Fall panicum and smartweed control has been erratic.
Lorox, Sencor, or Lexone can have some postemer­
gence effect, especially if a surfactant is added. If you 
anticipate a serious problem with annual grasses, you 
can add 1A to 2 quarts of Lasso or V/2  to 2'A pounds of 
Surflan per acre.
For more information on herbicides for double crop­
ping, see D ouble Cropping in Illinois (Illinois Coopera­
tive Extension Service Circular 1106).
Herbicides for Sorghum
Sorghum acreage is not large in Illinois. However, 
some is grown in southern Illinois and in bottomlands 
where weed problems are severe. Because of small acre­
ages, most dealers do not stock specialty sorghum herbi­
cides, so herbicides registered for use with both corn and 
sorghum often are used.
Atrazine may be used for weed control in sorghum 
(grain and forage types) or sorghum-sudan hybrids. Ap­
plication may be made preplant, preemergence, or post­
emergence. Sorghum tolerates postemergence application 
better than earlier applications. Injury may occur from 
preplant or preemergence applications when sorghum is 
under stress from unusual soil or weather conditions or 
when rates are too high. The rate of application for pre­
plant and preemergence is 2 to 3 pounds of atrazine 80W 
per acre. The postemergence rate is 2 A to 3% pounds 
per acre. Follow rates and precautions on the product 
label carefully. Rotational crop recommendations and 
weed control are the same as for atrazine used in corn. 
Failure to control fall panicum has been one of the big 
problems.
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Ramrod, Bexton, or Propachlor (propachlor) may be
used alone or in combination with atrazine or Bladex for 
sorghum. Propachlor will improve grass control, but 
rates must not be skimpy, especially on soils relatively 
low in organic matter. For specific rates, consult the 
product label.
Igran (terbutryn) may be applied alone or in tank- 
mix combination with atrazine 80W or Milogard 80W, 
but the combinations are recommended. Heed all label 
precautions. Winter wheat can follow 4 months after 
sorghum has been treated with Igran alone. Combina­
tions of Igran with atrazine or Milogard have the same 
rotational restrictions as for either atrazine or Milogard 
alone.
Milogard (propazine) has better sorghum tolerance 
than either atrazine or Igran, but grass control is not as 
good. Only corn or sorghum may be planted in rotation 
within 12 months after treatment. Other crops in rota­
tion have an 18-month restriction following treatment of 
sorghum with Milogard. Rates are 214 to 3 pounds of 
Milogard 80W per acre.
Bladex (cyanazine) is registered for preemergence use 
on grain sorghum only in combination with propachlor. 
Sorghum tolerance is inadequate for using Bladex alone. 
The Bladex label has rates and precautions.
2.4- D may be applied postemergence for broadleaf 
control in 4- to 12-inch tall sorghum. Use drop nozzles 
if sorghum is more than 8 inches tall. Rates are similar 
to those for use in corn.
Banvel (dicamba) is registered for postemergence use 
in sorghum to control broadleaf weeds. Sorghum toler­
ance is fair. However, since sorghum often is ready for 
postemergence treatment when soybeans are beginning 
to bloom, potential drift damage to soybeans is great. An 
application of 14 pint can be made within 10 to 25 days 
after sorghum emerges. Earlier or later treatment can 
cause serious injury to sorghum.
Herbicides for Small Grains
Small grains seeded in the fall or early spring often 
compete very well with most weeds if the stand is good 
and a good fertilization program is followed. Herbicide 
suggestions for small grains underseeded with a legume 
differ from those for small grains growing alone. If wild 
garlic is a problem, do not plan to underseed with a le­
gume; see the special weed section for herbicide sug­
gestions.
2.4- D is used to control certain broadleaf weeds. Win­
ter wheat is more tolerant to 2,4-D than oats, but do not 
spray wheat in the fall. Small grains can be sprayed in 
the spring after the grain (wheat or oats) has fully 
tillered but before it begins rapid stem elongation. Spray­
ing in the boot stage may injure the crop and reduce 
yield. If the small grain is underseeded with a legume, 
use only the amine formulation of 2,4-D. Follow rate
suggestions accurately in order to minimize possible in­
jury. Ester formulations may be used where there are no 
legume underseedings and are suggested for control of 
wild garlic (see special weed section).
MCPA is less likely to damage oats and legume un­
derseedings than 2,4-D, but it is more expensive and will 
not control as many different weed species. For small 
grains underseeded with a legume, use lA pound per acre 
(active ingredient) when the small grain is between the 
tiller and boot stages and when legumes are 2 to 3 inches 
tall.
Banvel (dicamba) should not be used on small grains 
that have a legume underseeding. It will control wild 
buckwheat and smartweed better than 2,4-D but is 
poorer for controlling mustards. It may be used alone or 
in combination with 2,4-D. Banvel K is a formulated 
mixture of dicamba and 2,4-D amine. Banvel should be 
applied after winter wheat has fully tillered and before 
it begins to joint (nodes begin to form in the stem). Do 
not apply later or lodging and yield reductions can occur. 
The rate is !4 pint of Banvel alone or with 4 to 6 ounces 
of 2,4-D (active ingredient) per acre.
Small Grain Stubble Fields
Stubble fields of small grains that have not been un­
derseeded with a legume or double-cropped often are 
neglected and become infested with weeds after harvest. 
These weeds may not present an immediate economic 
problem to the grower, but they do supply weed seeds to 
affect future crops. Tillage can be used to control weeds 
in stubble fields but may subject the land to erosion. 
Mowing may control some weeds, but many species grow 
back rapidly.
Chemical control can often be quite effective and eco­
nomical, while leaving some crop residue for soil protec­
tion. In small grain stubble not underseeded with le­
gumes, most broadleaf weeds can be controlled with
2,4-D, and dalapon can control many grasses. Rates may 
be varied depending on the kind and size of weeds pres­
ent. Usually !4 to 1 pound of 2,4-D and 3 to 7 pounds 
of dalapon are adequate. Weeds should be treated when 
actively growing. Follow label directions carefully.
Herbicides for Forage Crops
Weed control in alfalfa and clovers differs according 
to crop species and type of seeding — crop alone (pure 
seeding) or in combination with a grass species. Be sure 
to consult the label for proper use. Alfalfa and most 
clovers can be established without a companion crop and 
where there is not a forage grass-legume mixture by 
using Eptam, Balan, or Tolban.
Eptam 7E (EPTC) may be applied at a rate of 314 
to 414 pints per acre and incorporated just before plant­
ing. It is most effective on grasses and also can give some 
control of nutsedge, especially at the higher rates.
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Balan (benefin), used preplant, is incorporated at a 
rate of 3 to 4 quarts per acre and applied up to 10 weeks 
before planting. The rate varies with soil type. Balan will 
control many annual grasses and some broadleaf weeds.
Tolban (profluralin) can be incorporated prior to 
seeding. A rate of 1 to 2 pints per acre can control many 
annual grasses and some broadleaf weeds. Rates will vary 
depending on soil texture and organic matter. It should 
be incorporated within 4 hours after application.
Butoxone or Butyrac (2,4-DB) can be used postemer­
gence to control broadleaf weeds in alfalfa and most 
clovers after the companion crop is removed or in le­
gume-only or legume-grass seedings established without 
a companion crop. Rates are 1 to 2 quarts per acre of 
ester formulations or 1 to 3 quarts of the amine formula­
tion. Ester formulations may be used on alfalfa and 
birdsfoot trefoil, but do not use them on most clovers. 
Do not graze livestock on or cut hay from treated fields 
within 30 days after treatment.
Princep (simazine) can be applied to pure alfalfa 
stands established more than 12 months. Apply after the 
last cutting in the fall but before the ground is perma­
nently frozen. Do not apply to alfalfa covered with snow. 
Princep applied to alfalfa-forage grass mixtures can kill 
the forage grass. Princep can control many grasses and 
broadleaf weeds but will not control most well-estab­
lished perennial or biennial weeds. Rates are 1 to IV2 
pounds per acre, depending on soil type. If excessive rates 
are used, applications are made at the wrong time, or 
unfavorable conditions exist, crop injury can occur.
Kerb (pronamide) can be applied to either newly 
seeded or established alfalfa during the fall or winter 
while the alfalfa is dormant. Fall application is consid­
ered best for most weeds. Pronamide will control most 
annual grass and broadleaf weeds and help suppress 
quackgrass. Do not apply to mixed stands of alfalfa and 
forage grasses. Rates vary with weeds and soils. Do not 
graze or harvest for forage within 120 days of treatment.
Sinbar (terbacil) can be applied to pure stands of al­
falfa that are at least a year old. It controls many annual 
grasses and broadleaf weeds. Apply V2  to IV2 pounds per 
acre when alfalfa is dormant (fall or spring) but not 
when the ground is frozen. Injury may result when it is 
used on certain types of soil or under unfavorable grow­
ing conditions.
Furloe Chloro IPC (chlorpropham) may be applied 
to active, semidormant, or dormant alfalfa that is estab­
lished or to newly seeded alfalfa with three or more tri- 
foliolate leaves. Application for control of chickweed and 
downy brome may be made from October through Janu­
ary using 1 to 2 quarts of the 4 EC. After the beginning 
of February, 2 to 3 quarts can be used. The rate for 
granules is 40 pounds per acre of the 10 G. Do not apply 
within 40 days of harvest. Do not apply to alfalfa-grass 
mixtures.
Premerge 3 (dinoseb) can be used for chickweed 
control in pure stands of alfalfa and clover. Rates are IV2 
to 2 quarts per acre for new stands and 1 to IV2  quarts 
per acre for established stands. Repeat applications may 
be needed for weeds that emerge after treatment or for 
heavy infestations. Do not graze or feed treated forages 
to livestock within 6 weeks of application. Caution: D ino­
seb is quite toxic to m an and animals.
Herbicides for Grass Pastures
Pasture weed control must be part of a total program 
of good management that includes proper grazing, good 
fertilization, and reseeding as necessary.
2,4-D at V2  to 1 pound per acre should provide ade­
quate control of most broadleaf weeds. Higher rates may 
be needed for more resistant weeds and some perennials. 
Milk cows should not be grazed on treated land for 7 
days after treatment.
2,4,5-T is more effective than 2,4-D on woody plants. 
It may be used alone or in combination with 2,4-D. Do 
not graze dairy cows on lands treated with 2,4,5-T for 
6 weeks. Meat animals should not graze on pastures re­
cently treated with 2,4,5-T within 2 weeks of slaughter. 
It is illegal to spray 2,4,5-T on ditchbanks, lakes, ponds, 
or around homes.
Silvex will control most woody plants about as effec­
tively as 2,4,5-T and does not have the same area restric­
tions. However, you should observe the same grazing 
restrictions as with 2,4,5-T.
Banvel (dicamba) can control many broadleaf weeds 
when used at a rate of 1 to 4 pints per acre. Delay graz­
ing 7 to 40 days and delay harvest 37 to 70 days, depend­
ing on the amount applied. Do not use where desirable 
legumes are present; they can be killed by this rate of 
Banvel. Take precautions to avoid injury to other nearby 
plants that are susceptible to Banvel.
Specific Weed Problems
Yellow Nutsedge
Yellow nutsedge is a perennial sedge and differs from 
grass in that it has a triangular stem. It can reproduce 
by seed, but it mainly reproduces by tubers. Regardless of 
the soil depth at which the tuber germinates, a basal bulb 
develops 1 to 2 inches under the soil surface. A complex 
system of rhizomes (underground stems) and tubers de­
velops from this basal bulb. For the most effective con­
trol, soil-applied herbicides should be incorporated into 
the same soil layer in which this basal bulb is developing. 
Yellow nutsedge tubers begin sprouting about May 1 in 
central Illinois.
F or soybeans, a delay in planting until late May allows 
time for two or three tillage operations to destroy many 
nutsedge sprouts. Tillage helps deplete food reserves in 
nutsedge tubers. Row cultivation is helpful. Preplant ap­
plications of Lasso or Vernam also will help.
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Lasso (alachlor) applied preplant incorporated at 2 lA 
to 3V2 quarts per acre (V2 quart more than for surface- 
applied rates) often gives good control of nutsedge.
Vernam 7E (vernolate) applied preplant at 3V2  pints 
per acre is also effective against yellow nutsedge. Imme­
diate incorporation is necessary with Vernam.
Basagran (bentazon) is a postemergence treatment 
that also can help control nutsedge in soybeans. One 
quart per acre can be applied when nutsedge seedlings 
are small. A split application (two treatments) of Basa­
gran also has been registered. For improved control, use 
preplant treatments and good tillage in addition to Basa­
gran.
For corn, early preplant tillage before nutsedge sprouts 
is of little help for controlling nutsedge. Timely cultiva­
tion is helpful in corn, but a program of herbicide plus 
cultivation has provided the most effective control of 
nutsedge.
Several preplant treatments are available. Eradicane 
(EPTC) at 43A pints per acre is effective for control of 
yellow nutsedge in corn. It must be incorporated imme­
diately. Lasso, preplant incorporated as for soybeans, 
also can be quite effective. Sutan+ may suppress nut­
sedge, but it usually is not as effective as Eradicane. Rel­
atively high rates of atrazine sometimes give relatively 
good control of nutsedge, but the results have been 
somewhat variable. The combinations of Lasso or Su- 
tan+  incorporated with atrazine may give some control 
of nutsedge while also controlling many other broadleaf 
weeds and grasses.
Atrazine or Bladex (cyanazine) as postemergence 
sprays are used to control emerged yellow nutsedge when 
it is small. However, their performance has been some­
what erratic. Split applications of atrazine plus oil have 
been more effective than single applications. Lorox (linu- 
ron) directed postemergence spray also has given some 
control.
Johnsongrass
Johnsongrass is found primarily in the southern third 
of Illinois. It is often a serious problem where infesta­
tions occur. It is a perennial and can reproduce both 
from seeds and by rhizomes. Several herbicides can con­
trol seedlings, but the control of johnsongrass rhizomes 
should involve both chemical and cultural methods.
Much of the rhizome growth occurs after the johnson­
grass head begins to appear. Mowing, grazing, or cultiva­
ting to keep the grass less than 12 inches tall can reduce 
rhizome production significantly.
Control of johnsongrass also can be improved with 
tillage. Fall plowing and disking bring the rhizomes to 
the soil surface, where many of them are winter-killed. 
Disking also cuts the rhizomes into small pieces, making 
them more susceptible to chemical control.
Johnsongrass rhizomes can be controlled or suppressed 
using certain herbicides in various cropping programs.
Several preplant incorporated herbicides can provide 
control of johnsongrass seedlings in soybeans or corn (see 
the table at the end of this article).
Treflan (trifluralin) used in a three-year soybean pro­
gram has been fairly successful in controlling rhizome 
johnsongrass. Treflan is used at twice the normal rate 
each year for two years and then either Treflan at the 
normal rate or another suitable herbicide is used the 
third year before resuming a regular cropping sequence. 
Research results suggest that control may be 50 to 75 
percent the first year and about 90 percent the second 
year. Be certain not to plant such crops as corn or sor­
ghum following double rates of Treflan.
Eradicane (EPTC) has given partial control of rhi­
zome johnsongrass in corn when used at a rate of FA 
pints of Eradicane 6.7E per acre as a preplant incorpo­
rated treatment. However, this rate of Eradicane in­
creases the risk of corn injury. Eradicane is better than 
Sutan+ for controlling rhizome johnsongrass, although 
either can control seedling johnsongrass.
Dalapon can be used to treat emerged johnsongrass 
before planting corn or soybeans. Apply 5 to 7 pounds 
per acre after the grass is 8 to 12 inches tall. Plow about 
a week later and then delay planting corn or soybeans 
about 2 weeks. See the label for specific intervals.
Dalapon also can be used to control johnsongrass after 
wheat that is not double-cropped. A combination of 
mowing, timely dalapon application, and tillage has pro­
vided quite effective control of johnsongrass. However, 
much of the wheat acreage in the johnsongrass area is 
double-cropped.
Roundup (glyphosate) can be used to control john­
songrass before planting either corn or soybeans. Apply 
2 to 3 quarts in the spring when johnsongrass has reached 
at least 12 inches and is actively growing. However, one 
of the best times to apply Roundup is in small grain 
stubble when the johnsongrass approaches the early head 
stage. It also may be applied in the fall before johnson­
grass turns brown. Three to 7 days should be allowed 
after application before tillage.
Quackgrass
Quackgrass is a perennial grass primarily found in 
northern Illinois. Most preemergence herbicides will not 
control it because it is a perennial.
Atrazine, however, is quite effective when used as a 
split application in corn. Apply 2lA pounds of atrazine 
80W per acre in the fall or spring and plow 1 to 3 weeks 
later. Another 2 lA pounds per acre should be applied as 
a preplant or preemergence treatment. A postemergence 
application is possible but is usually less effective. A 
single treatment with 33/4 to 5 pounds per acre can be 
applied either in the spring or fall 1 to 3 weeks before 
plowing, but the split application usually gives better 
control of annual weeds. If more than 3% pounds of
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atrazine is applied per acre, do not plant crops other 
than corn or sorghum the following year.
Eradicane (EPTC) can be used to suppress quackgrass 
in corn where more flexibility in cropping sequence is 
desired. A rate of 4% pints per acre of Eradicane 6.7E 
can be used on light infestations, while 7Vis pints per acre 
is suggested for heavier infestations. There is some risk 
of corn injury, especially at the higher rate.
Dalapon can be applied to quackgrass 4 to 6 inches 
tall in the spring at a rate of 8 pounds per acre. Plow 
after 4 days and delay planting corn for 4 to 5 weeks. 
Up to 15 pounds of dalapon per acre may be used in the 
fall.
Roundup (glyphosate) can be used for controlling 
quackgrass before planting either corn or soybeans. Apply 
2 to 3 quarts per acre when quackgrass is 6 to 8 inches 
tall and actively growing (fall or spring). Delay tillage 
for 3 to 7 days after application.
Canada Thistle
Canada thistle is a perennial weed and, like most pe­
rennials, it has large food reserves in its root system. 
Repeated cultivation or mowing can deplete the root 
reserves and eventually may kill Canada thistle. How­
ever, use of herbicides is usually easier, more effective, 
and more economical. There are several varieties of 
Canada thistle. They differ not only in appearance but 
also in their reaction to herbicides.
2,4-D may give fairly good control of some strains. 
Rates will depend on where the thistle is growing. For 
example, higher rates can be used in grass pastures or in 
noncrop areas than in corn. Banvel often is a little more 
effective than 2,4-D and may be used alone or in com­
bination with 2,4-D.
Atrazine and oil applied postemergence has been 
fairly effective in controlling Canada thistle in corn. 
Make the application before thistles are 6 inches tall. 
Basagran (bentazon) can be used for control of Canada 
thistle in soybeans when the thistles are 6 to 8 inches 
tall. Apply 1 to IV2  quarts per acre in a single applica­
tion or, for better control, make two %-quart per acre 
applications 10 to 14 days apart.
Amitrole or Amitrole-T is quite effective for control 
of Canada thistle but can be used only in noncrop areas. 
Tordon (picloram) gives good control of Canada thistle, 
but soybeans and most other broadleaf plants are ex­
tremely sensitive.
Wild Garlic and Wild Onion
Wild garlic and wild onion are perennials that begin 
growing in the fall both from old plants and from bulb- 
lets that have been produced in heads and dropped to 
the soil. In May, aerial bulblets begin to form on both 
wild garlic and wild onion. The plants mature about the
same time as wheat and by mid-July become dormant 
until fall rains encourage new growth. This takes place 
anytime from September to November.
They are usually not serious problems in cultivated 
row crops, such as corn or soybeans, where more thor­
ough tillage is used. The greatest problem is in winter 
wheat because the aerial bulblets of garlic or onion con­
taminate the grain. Considering the large dockages for 
wheat contaminated with wild garlic and wild onion 
bulblets, control of these weeds can be very profitable.
Wild garlic and wild onion usually can be controlled 
by growing corn or soybeans. Fall or early spring plowing 
combined with cultivation during May and June can 
greatly reduce the growth and reproduction of these 
weeds. Following this program for three or four years 
can greatly reduce, if not eliminate, the problems of wild 
garlic and wild onion.
Using 2,4-D on corn stubble fields or grass pastures in 
the late fall or early winter also can help. 2,4-D can be 
sprayed in the spring after tillering but before wheat 
reaches the boot stage (wheat head still inside the stem). 
If 2,4-D is applied earlier, tiller production may be re­
duced. Spraying during the boot stage also may injure 
the wheat and reduce yields. The proper time to spray 
winter wheat is usually late March or early April.
Rates of ¥ 2  to 1 pound of 2,4-D ester or 3A to l ¥ 2  
pounds of 2,4-D amine per acre may be used. Wild garlic 
control has been better with 2,4-D ester than with 2,4-D 
amine. These rates may reduce wheat yields and prob­
ably will kill legume underseedings. Only about a third 
to a half of the wild garlic or wild onion will be killed, 
but the remaining weed plants may be so distorted that 
the combine can be set to miss most of the aerial bulblets.
Banvel (dicamba) also is registered, but the legal rate 
in wheat is too low for effective control of wild garlic. 
Banvel K  is a commercial mixture of dicamba and 2,4-D 
amine. See the section on herbicides for small grains for 
more information on the use of Banvel and Banvel K 
on small grains.
In grass pastures, 1 to 2 pounds of 2,4-D ester per acre 
applied in late fall or early spring has sometimes given 
effective control of wild garlic and wild onion. Where it 
can be used with appropriate precautions, dicamba (Ban­
vel) is sometimes as effective as 2,4-D.
Additional Information
Not all herbicides and herbicide combinations avail­
able are mentioned in this publication. Some are rela­
tively new and are still being tested. Some are not con­
sidered to be very well adapted to Illinois or are not 
used very extensively. For further information on field 
crop weed control, write to the Department of Agron­
omy, N-305 Turner Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111. 61801.
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Relative Effectiveness of Herbicides on M ajor Weeds
This chart gives a general comparative rating. Under unfavorable conditions, some herbicides rated good or fair may give erratic or poor 
results. Under very favorable conditions, control may be better than indicated. Type of soil is also a very important factor to consider when 
selecting herbicides. Rate of herbicide used also will influence results. G =  good, F =  fair or variable, and P =  poor.
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GRASSES
Foxtail G G G G F-G G F-G F F P P P G G G F-G F-G G G F-G G G F-G G P P
Barnyardgrass G G F-G G F-G G F-G F F P P P G G G G F-G G G F-G G F G G P P
Crabgrass G G F-G G F-G G F-G F F P P P G G G P F-G G G F G G P F P P
Fall panicum G G F-G G F-G G F-G F F P P P G G G P G G G F G F P F P P
Johnsongrass
seedlings G G F P-F P P P P P P P P F F G P P P-F P P F P P P P P
Shattercane G G F P-F P P P P P P P P F F G P P P-F P P-F F P P P P P
Yellow nutsedge P F P F P P-F P P P-F F P P F F F-G F P F F P P P-F F F P P
BRO AD LEAFS
Annual
morningglory F F P P F P P F P P F F P F-G P G F P F-G F-G P-F P G G G G
Cocklebur P P P-F P F-G F F P F G F G P F-G P F-G F P F-G F-G P P G F G G
Jimsonweed P P P-F P G F F G F-G G F P P G P G G P G G P P G G G F
Lambsquarter G F G F G G G G G F F P P G P G G F G G G F G G G G
Pigweed G G G G G G G G G F F P G G G G F G G G G G G F G G
Ragweed, common P P G P-F G G G F G G F F P G P G G P-F G G P P G G G G
Ragweed, giant P P F P F F F P F F F F P F P G G P F G P P F F G G
Smartweed P-F P F-G P-F F-G G G G G G F P P G P G G P-F G G F P G G G P-F
Velvetleaf P F F P F F F-G F G F P P F F-G F F-G F P F F F P F-G F F F
P re p a re d  b y  M . D . M c G la m e ry , p ro fe s so r o f w e e d  s c ie n c e ; E lle r y  K n a k e , p ro fe s so r  o f w e e d  s c ie n c e ; D a v id  M c C lu re , a s so c ia te  e x te n s io n  a g ro n o m is t , 
a n d  F . W . S l i f e ,  p ro fe s s o r  o f a g ro n o m y , a ll  o f th e  U n iv e rs ity  o f I l l in o is , w ith  the a s s is ta n c e  o f G e o rg e  M c K ib b e n , p ro fe s so r o f a g ro n o m y , D ixo n  
S p r in g s  A g r ic u ltu ra l C e n te r ; a n d  J .  K . L e a su re , p ro fe s so r  o f p la n t  a n d  s o il s c ie n c e , and  G e o rg e  K a p u s fa , s u p e rin te n d e n t o f p la n t a n d  so il sc ie n ce  
re se a rch  s ta t io n s , both  o f S o u th e rn  Il l in o is  U n iv e rs it y , C a rb o n d a le . Th is  g u id e  is b a se d  in p a rt upon re se a rc h  co n d u cted  b y  Loyd  M . W a x , a g ro n o ­
m ist, U S D A , a n d  a s so c ia te  p ro fe s so r  o f w e e d  s c ie n c e , U n iv e rs it y  o f I l l in o is . R e p rin te d  from  IL L IN O IS  A G R O N O M Y  H A N D B O O K .
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The suggestions in this publication comply with the regulations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Environmental Protection 
Agency in effect at the time this publication was assembled. Since such regulations are subject to change, consult the most recent product label 
for use restrictions. Do not use any herbicide unless the label states that it may be used on the crop to be treated.
When mixtures of chemicals are applied, the user will assume the responsibility for freedom of residues if such applications are not labeled by 
the EPA as a mixture.
This guide is provided for your information. The University of Illinois and its agents assume no responsibility for results from using herbicides, 
whether or not they are used according to suggestions, recommendations, or directions of the manufacturer or any governmental agency.
CAUTION
Rates are in the amounts of product rather than in amounts of active ingredients 
given in previous editions.
All rates are for heavy-textured, mineral soils. Reduce rates proportionately with 
soil texture to one-half rate for sandy soils. Most of these materials are not 
effective on peat and muck soils.
CROP
CHEMICAL AND/OR TRADE 
NAMES AND FORMULATIONS
AMOUNT OF PRODUCT 
PER TREATED ACRE REMARKS
APPLES Sinbar 80W 
or
4 1b. These are preemergence herbicides. They may be used 
in conjunction with a postemergence herbicide.
Princep 80W 
or
Karmex 80W
5 lb. 
4 lb.
Apply in the spring before weeds emerge. Do not use 
on sandy soil. Do not use Sinbar on trees established 
less than 3 years, or Princep or Karmex on trees 
established less than 1 year. Do not use Karmex on 
dwarf trees. Half rate of two of these materials is 
sometimes more effective than a full rate of one 
material.
Paraquat CL 1 to 2  qt. A postemergence herbicide. Use lower rate on young, 
tender weeds and higher rate on older weeds. Use 8 
oz. of nonionic surfactant per 1 0 0  gal. of spray to 
increase effectiveness. Wet foliage! Keep off tree 
foliage and tender bark. May be used in conjunction 
with a residual herbicide. Paraquat kills the tops but 
frequently does not kill the roots.
Some growers have successfully used paraquat alone 
as a strip spray under trees, making two or three 
applications during the growing season.
2,4-D amine, oil-soluble 
amine, and acid forms 
Formula 40 4EC 
Dacamine 4EC  
Weedone 638 3EC 
and others
see remarks Use 2 quarts of 4EC amine or oil-soluble amine 
forms, or 2 quarts of 3EC acid form plus 2 oz. of 
surfactant per 100 gal. of water. Spot treat in May, 
June, July, and August to control bindweed, climbing 
milkweed, and other broad-leaved weeds. Spray before 
vines climb into trees. Keep spray drift off apple 
foliage. May be used as a broadcast treatment in late 
fall to kill dandelions.
Ammate X  95W see remarks For poison ivy, use 60 lb. per 100 gal. of water. Spot 
treat in May, June, and July, wetting the ivy foliage. 
Keep off apple foliage.
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CROP
CHEMICAL AND/OR TRADE 
NAMES AND FORMULATIONS
AMOUNT OF PRODUCT 
PER TREATED ACRE REMARKS
APPLES Casoron 4G 1501b. This material is both a postemergence herbicide and a
(Continued) residual herbicide. Its action is good in cool weather 
but dissipates after about 2  months of warm weather. 
Effective against quack grass when applied in late fall. 
Use granular form. Apply any time from fall to early 
spring. Can be applied on young trees 30 days after 
planting.
Roundup 4EC 1-1/2 to 3 qt. Limited to use on nonbearing trees only. Roundup is 
a systemic-type postemergence herbicide to be used 
in a manner similar to Paraquat. Use sufficient water 
to wet grass and weed foliage. Keep off apple foliage 
and green-colored bark tissue. It is more effective than 
Paraquat against perennials.
PEARS Same as apples, EXCEPT that Sinbar and Roundup are not registered for pears.
PEACHES Princep 80W 5 lb. See remarks under apples. Do not apply Princep on
or trees established less than 1 year, or Sinbar or
Sinbar 80W 4 1b. Karmex on trees established less than 3 years.
Karmex 80W 41b.
Paraquat CL 1 to 2  qt. See remarks under apples.
Treflan 4EC 1 qt. Incorporate into soil before planting tree. Treflan is 
volatile. Incorporate into soil with a rototiller or by 
discing twice within 30 minutes after application. 
Band applications are suggested.
CHERRIES
AND
Princep SOW 5 lb. See remarks under apples.
Paraquat CL 1 to 2  qt. See remarks under apples.PLUMS
BLACKBERRIES Karmex 80W 41b. For plantings at least 1 year old. Apply in spring before
AND or before weeds emerge and before canes leaf out. Apply
RASPBERRIES Princep 80W 5 lb. to soil surface at base of plants in a band 30 to 42
or inches wide along each side of the row. If winter
Princep 4G 1 0 0  lb. weeds are a problem in established plantings, use half 
dosage in late fall and again in early spring. Treated 
area should not be disturbed or have untreated soil 
piled over it by cultivating equipment.
Casoron 4G 1 0 0  lb. Use 4-percent granules. Apply any time from late fall 
to early spring to kill existing grass and weeds and to 
reduce growth of young weeds into early summer. 
Can be applied on new plantings 30 days after 
planting.
Enide 50W 1 2  lb. Apply as a band application on new plantings, except 
everbearing types. Do not apply within 12 months of 
harvest.
Premerge 3EC 3 qt. Nonselective contact herbicides. Apply as a directed
Sinox PE 3EC 3 qt. spray to weeds in late fall or in early spring before 
canes start to leaf out.
BLUEBERRIES Same as blackberries and raspberries, EXCEPT that Enide is not registered for use on blueberries.
GRAPES Karmex 80W 6 lb. Use in vineyards established at least 3 years. Apply in
or early spring to soil under trellis in a band 30 inches
Princep 80W 6  1b. wide.
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CHEMICAL AND/OR TRADE 
CROP NAMES AND FORMULATIONS
AMOUNT OF PRODUCT 
PER TREATED ACRE REMARKS
GRAPES
(Continued)
Paraquat CL 1 to 2  qt. Apply as a postemergent spray when annual grasses 
and weeds become a problem. Keep spray off foliage. 
Use the surfactant suggested by the manufacturer.
Caroron 4G 1501b. Use 4-percent granules. Apply from late fall to early 
spring to kill established weeds and grass. Residual 
effect to kill germinating weeds and grass will last 
until warm weather.
STRAWBERRIES 
(New plantings)
Dacthal 75W 1 2  lb. Preemergence action. May be applied immediately 
after transplanting or during the growing season to 
weed-free soil. To be most effective, Dacthal should 
be incorporated into the top 1 / 2  inch of soil with 
water. Will not control ragweed, smartweed, or 
morning glory. Effective weed control generally lasts 
4 to 8  weeks. May be repeated. Cultivation destroys 
effectiveness.
Enide 50W 1 2  lb. Preemergence action. During the first growing season 
may be applied anytime after the plants become 
established and the soil is free of weeds. Incorporate 
in the soil with rainfall or irrigation. May be applied 
in late fall or early spring to give control through 
harvest. Do not apply within 60 days before harvest. 
No more than two applications per year. Cultivation 
destroys effectiveness.
Norex 50W  
or
Tenor an 50W
8  lb. 
8  lb.
Postemergence action against young weeds plus some 
preemergence action. Delay application on new 
plantings until strawberry plants become established. 
Not effective on grasses, but will kill many 
broad-leaved weeds that are less than 1 inch high. 
Irrigate as soon as possible after application if soil is 
dry. Do not apply when temperature is above 90° F ., 
because injury to foliage may occur. Cultivation will 
destroy effectiveness. No more than two applications 
per year. Follow special mixing instructions. Do not 
apply within 60 days before harvest.
STRAWBERRIES 
(Established 
plantings)
Dacthal 75W 1 2  lb. Preemergence action. See remarks for new plantings. 
Do not apply when blossoms or fruit are present.
Enide 50W 1 2  lb. Preemergence action. Apply after renovation or in 
late fall or early spring. For best results, irrigate 
immediately or apply to moist soil. Apply before 
weeds germinate. Effective against fall- and 
spring-germinating grasses and some broad-leaved 
weeds. A late August application controls winter 
annuals. A late fall application just before mulching 
should control spring-germinating grasses and weeds 
through harvest. Do not apply within 60 days before 
harvest. No more than two applications per year.
2,4-D amine 
Formula 40
1 to 1 - 1 / 2  qt. Postemergence action. To control many broad-leaved 
weeds in established plantings apply in 25 to 50  
gallons of water per acre in late fall or early spring 
when strawberries are dormant. 2,4-D may also be 
applied at renovation time.
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CROP
CHEMICAL AND/OR TRADE 
NAMES AND FORMULATIONS
AMOUNT OF PRODUCT 
PER TREATED ACRE REMARKS
STRAWBERRIES Premerge 3EC 
(Continued) or
2 /3  gal. Postemergence action on broad-leaved winter annuals. 
Apply when plants are fully dormant and when
Sinox PE 3EC 2/3 gal. daytime temperatures are lower than 50° F., 
preferably around 40° F, Treat bed middles and 
shoulders. Growers who are not familiar with this 
material should experiment first on a small area.
Norex 50W 8  lb. May be applied at renovation time. It will kill some
or existing weeds and also give some preemergence
Tenoran 50W 8  lb. protection. It may also be applied in early spring to 
kill existing chickweed. Do not apply within 60 days 
before harvest. Do not make more than two
applications per year.
C a u tio n s
If you are applying herbicides for the first time or are trying a new herbicide, learn on a small area.
Avoid spray drifts. Use low pressure (30 to 60 pounds per square inch) with nozzles dose to the ground. Spray when wind velocity is low.
Calibrate equipment to apply the correct amount of material per acre. Excessive amounts may cause damage to fruit plants. Lesser amounts 
may not give control. Uniform application is essential.
Clean sprayers after applying herbicides. Use detergent and water (2 cups in 25 gallons) or ammonia and water (1 quart in 25 gallons) to clean 
out wettable-powder sprays. Emulsifiable liquids should first be washed out with kerosene, then with detergent and water or ammonia and 
water. Do not allow drain solutions to run into streams or other water sources.
Do not use herbicides in home fruit plantings. They are not recommended because of the danger to other nearby plants, the difficulty of 
calibrating equipment to apply small amounts, the possibility of chemical residues in the soil, and the cost of chemicals in small quantities.
C a lib r a tio n  o f  S p r a y e r s
Pressure, the size and number of nozzles, and tractor speed all affect the quantity of liquid applied per treated acre. These should be adjusted 
according to manufacturer’s recommendations.
After adjustment, make a trial run with water only. Fill the tank with water, spray a measured area, and measure the amount of water required 
to refill the tank. Convert the results into gallons applied per acre. (The amount of water used divided by the portion of an acre covered will 
give the gallons per acre being applied.) A range of 50 to 100 gallons per sprayed acre is suggested for tree fruits, a range of 30 to 60 gallons per 
acre for small fruits. Add herbicide according to the amount of product suggested per treated acre and the gallons applied per acre.
Example: With a pressure of 30 p.s.i. and a tractor speed of 3 m.p.h., 30 gallons were applied on a treated 1/2 acre. The sprayer, then, is 
applying 60 gallons per acre. The amount of product per 100 gallons then would be as follows:
lb, of product per acre x 100 gal. -  4 x  100 _ g 7 ik_ Qf proc[uct per 100 gallons, 
gallons applied per acre 60
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F O R  C O M M E R C I A L  V E G E T A B L E  G R O W E R S
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
W e e d  g r o w t h  reduces vegetable growers’ income in 
the United States by millions of dollars annually as a 
result of lower yields, poorer quality, and added labor 
in harvesting and processing.
This guide should be used together with the grower’s 
knowledge of soil types and the crop and weed history 
of the area to be treated. Whether to use herbicides or 
other means of weed control depends in part on the 
severity of past weed infestations. In many instances 
mechanical control is sufficient, or it may be needed in 
addition to herbicide use. Several herbicides may be sug­
gested for some crops. These herbicides have shown 
good control with no injury to the vegetables under test 
conditions. Not all herbicides cleared for use on a species 
are necessarily listed. Where the choice of more than 
one herbicide is suggested, the decision rests with the 
grower and is based on his knowledge of past wTeed 
infestation and cost of material. Where one herbicide 
will not control the weeds present, a combination of 
herbicides may be suggested. When using an herbicide 
for the first time, use a small-scale trial.
These suggestions for chemical weed control in vege­
tables are based on research at the Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, the U.S. Department of Agricul­
ture, and other research institutions. The University 
of Illinois and its agents assume no responsibility for
results from the use of these herbicides, whether or 
not they were used in accordance with suggestions, 
recommendations, or directions of the manufacturer or 
any governmental agency.
R eading the label o f the herbicide container is the 
most profitable time you spend in weed control. Use 
of the material and methods of application and use de­
pend on registration of the herbicide by federal and 
state Environmental Protection Agencies (E P A ). Do 
not use any herbicide unless the label states that it is 
cleared  fo r  the use on the crop to be treated.
Where mixtures of chemicals are applied, the user  
will assume the responsibility for freedom from resi­
dues if such applications are not labeled by the E PA  
as a mixture.
Suggestions sometimes change during the growing 
season, based on E P A  clearances that were made after 
this circular was issued. This publication is printed only 
once each year, and is therefore subject to change with­
out notification.
Watch for notice of changes in E P A  registration of 
herbicides (as released by the E P A ) in the Illinois 
Vegetable Farmer’s Letter. A subscription form for 
this newsletter is available from 116 Mumford Hall, 
University of Illinois, Urbana 61801.
N o t e : In the suggestions table on the following pages, the trade names of the herbicides are usually 
used. The list immediately below shows trade names and their corresponding common names.
Common name Trade name
alachlor ................
atrazine................ . .A A trex and others
benefin..................
bensulide.............. ...........................Prefar
butylate................
C D A A .................. ......................... Randox
chloramben.........
chlorbromuron . .
chlorpropham.. . ...........................Furloe
cyanazine........... ...........................Bladex
cycloate.................. .......................Ro-Neet
Common name Trade name
dalapon.................... Basfapon, Dowpon
D C P A ..............................................Dacthal
dinitram ine....................................... Cobex
dinoseb....................................... Premerge, Sinox
diphenamid..................................... Dymid, Enide
diuron........................................  Karmex
E P T C ...................................................Eptam
glyphosate ................................... Roundup
linu ron ................................................ Lorox
M C PA ......................................... Numerous
M C P B ..........................................Numerous
Common name Trade name
m etribuzin.................... Lexone, Sencor
naptalam...............................  Alanap
n itro fen ..........................................    .T O K
profluralin....................................... Tolban
propachlor.................... Bexton, Ramrod
pyrazon............................................Pyramin
simazine............................................Princep
trifluralin..........................................Treflan
Petroleum solvent. . Stoddard Solvent 
2,4-D (am in e)..........................Numerous
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
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ISE THESE SUGGESTIONS IN 1977 ONLY
Crop Herbicide
Rate of active 
ingredient per 
acre actually 
covered1
Weeds
controlled
Best time of application 
(based on crop stage) Remarks, cautions, limitations
sparagus
eediings)
Amiben 3 lb. Annuals Immediately after seeding Irrigation or rainfall after treatment will give maximum 
control.
sparagus
istablished
dalapon 5-10 lb. Perennial grass End of harvest season 
following disking
Apply when grass weeds are 3 to 4 inches tall. Direct spray 
under fern growth. Use surfactant as directed on label.
antings) Karmex 3 1b. Annuals In spring before spears emerge 
or immediately following 
harvest, or both
Apply after disking. Do not exceed 6 lb. per growing sea­
son. Use lighter rate on sandy soil.
Princep 3-4 lb. Annuals In spring and after harvest Apply after disking. Do not treat during last year in aspar­
agus because of residue.
With Karmex and Princep — usually weed infestation will 
be reduced and spring application may be sufficient after 
first year.
eans, lima 
id dry
Amiben 2-3 lb. Broad spectrum 
of annual weeds
Immediately after seeding Field may be rotary-hoed without destroying herbicide 
action. Do not feed foliage to livestock.
Treflan 0.5-0.75 lb. Annuals2
(primarily
grasses)
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Plant crop immediately or within 3 weeks after application. 
Can be used up to 1 lb. on dry beans.
eans, snap Eptam 3 lb. Annual grasses 
and nutgrass3
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil immediately
Treflan 0.5-0.75 lb. Annuals2 (pri­
marily grasses)
Preplant soil application Plant crop immediately or within 3 weeks after application. 
Incorporate with soil immediately
Dacthal 6-10 lb. Annuals4
(primarily grasses)
Immediately after seeding Do not feed treated plant parts to livestock.
eans, dry Cobex 0.3-0.6 lb. Annuals Preplant soil incorporation
eans, dry, 
na, and snap
Tolban 0.5-1 lb. Primarily 
annual grasses
Preplant soil incorporation
eets, garden Pyramin 41b. Annuals
(primarily
broad-leaved)
Preemergence or after beets 
emerge and before weeds 
have two true leaves
Where grasses are a severe problem, use 4 lb. Pyramin -f- 4 
lb. Ro-Neet.
Ro-Neet 4 lb. Annual grasses Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Use a combination treatment with Pyramin to broaden 
control spectrum.
Preemergence 
roccoli Treflan
russels 
>routs
abbage Dacthal
auliflower
Preemergence
Treflan
Postemergence
TOK5
— direct-seeded
0.5-0.75 lb. Annuals2 
(primarily 
grasses)
6-10 lb. Annuals4 (pri­
marily grasses)
— transplanted
0.5-1 lb. Annuals2
(primarily 
grasses)
— direct-seeded or transplanted
3-5 lb. Broad-leaved
weeds6
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Immediately after seeding
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
One to 2 weeks after crop 
emergence or transplanting, 
while weeds are in seedling 
stage_________________
Stunting or growth reduction may occur at recommended 
rates under growth stress conditions.
Can also be used preemergence on transplants.
Transplant after application to 3 weeks later.
Use wettable powder formulation to reduce injury poten­
tial. Use in combination with preplant or preemergence 
material for annual grass control.
arrots
Preemergence
Treflan 0.5-1.0 lb. Annuals2
(primarily
grasses)
Preplant soil incorporation 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Seed after application to 3 weeks later.
Postemergence
Lorox 1-1.5 lb. Annuals Postemergence on carrots 
only after crop is 2-6 inches 
tall
Do not feed treated foliage to livestock or replant treated 
area for 4 months.
TOK 3-5 lb. Broad-leaved
weeds6
While weeds are in seedling 
stage
Can also be used on celery and parsley. Use in combination 
with preplant or preemergence material for annual grass 
control.
Stoddard
Solvent
60-80 gal. Annuals After two true leaves have 
appeared (do not apply to 
carrots or parsnips after they 
are inch diameter, since 
oily taste may result)
Most effective when sprayed on cloudy days or during high 
humidity, and when weeds are not more than 2 inches high. 
May not control ragweed. Do not apply within 40 days of 
harvest. Can also be used on celery, dill, parsnips, and 
parsley.
1 Based on active ingredients (actual amount of active herbicide in material or acid equivalent). Use lower rate on sandy soil and higher rate on clay and 
am soils. When using a band application over the row, adjust amount of material applied to the part of an acre treated. See Illinois Circular 1047.2 May not control ragweed and panicum. 3 May not control smartweed. 4 May not control ragweed, smartweed, and velvetleaf. 5 Use of 50% wettable 
)wder is suggested for cabbage and horseradish. 6 May not control ragweed or chickweed. Grass control is sometimes marginal. 7 May not control crab- 
•ass. 8 Do not use Alanap Plus, Solo, Whistle, or Amoco Soybean herbicide. These materials all contain Alanap plus another ingredient that may cause 
jury. 9 May not control smartweed and velvetleaf.
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Crop
Corn, pop
Corn, sweet
Rate oj active 
ingredient per
acre actually Weeds Best time of application
Herbicide covered1 controlled (based on crop stage)
Preemergence
atrazine 2-3 lb. See sweet corn See sweet corn
Bladex 2.5-4 lb. Annuals Preemergence
Princep 2-3 lb. Annuals Preemergence
Postemergence
2,4-D 0.5 lb. Broad-leaved
weeds
Postemergence
Roundup 2-3 lb. See remarks See remarks
Preemergence
atrazine 2-3 lb. Annuals, annual Preemergence, apply no later
and perennial than 3 weeks after seeding
grasses7 Shallow cultivation'may 
improve weed control 
during dry weather
Bladex 2.5-4 lb. Annuals Preemergence
Lasso 2-2.5 lb. Annuals Preemergence
propachlor 4-5 lb. Annuals Preemergence
Sutan+ 3-4 lb. Primarily Preplant soil application
annual grasses Incorporate with soil
Preemergence combinations
atrazine 1.5 lb. Annuals and Preemergence or preplant
plus Lasso +2.0 lb. perennial
grasses
incorporated
atrazine 1.5 lb. Annuals and Preemergence
plus propachlor +3 lb. perennial grasses
atrazine 1 lb. Annuals and Preplant soil incorporation
plus Sutan+ +3-4 lb. perennial grasses Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Bladex 1-2 lb. Annuals Preemergence or
plus Lasso +2 lb. preplant incorporated
Bladex 1-2 lb. Annuals Preplant soil incorporation
plus Sutan + 
Postemergence
+3-4 lb. Incorporate with soil
2,4-D 0.5 lb. Broad-leaved Postemergence
famine) weeds
atrazine 2 lb. Annuals, annual Directed spray 3 weeks
and perennial 
grasses7
after emergence
Roundup 2-3 lb. See remarks See remarks
Remarks, cautions, limitations
See sweet corn except section on combinations.
May injure crop on light sandy soil. Has been shown t 
have less soil residue than atrazine.
Plant only crops so specified on the label the following yeai 
Do not graze treated areas.
Apply when corn is 3 to 10 inches tall.
Use for quackgrass or Johnsongrass control. Apply t 
quackgrass when 6 to 8 inches tall in fall or spring. Appl 
to Johnsongrass when at least 12 inches tall and active! 
growing. Do not till until 3 to 7 days after application.
Grow corn a second year without atrazine treatment. Thi 
chemical has a high soil residue. Do not plant other vege 
table crops on a sprayed area until a second year of corn ha 
been grown. Use atrazine where quackgrass is a problem 
Residue hazard decreased when banded or in combinatioi 
with Lasso, propachlor, or Sutan.
May injure crop on light sandy soil. Has been shown t  
have less soil residue than atrazine.
Preplant incorporation may aid control of nutgrass. Do no 
apply in nitrogen solutions.
Do not use on sandy soils. Is an excellent herbicide on higl 
organic matter soils.
Use on sandy soil and where nutgrass is a problem.
See label for slightly higher rate of Lasso for preplant in 
corporated.
Use to reduce atrazine residue.
Use where nutgrass is a problem and to reduce atrazim 
residue.
Use where nutgrass is a problem and to broaden annua 
grass control.
Preferably, apply before corn is 6 inches tall. If corn is ovei 
12 inches reduce rate to lb.
Can be combined with crop oils for postemergence applica 
tion as an emergency measure. This may increase residue th< 
following year. Preemergence use preferred. Do not graz< 
or feed treated foliage for 21 days after treatment.
Use for quackgrass or Johnsongrass control. Apply tc 
quackgrass when 6 to 8 inches tall in fall or spring. Appl> 
to Johnsongrass when at least 12 inches tall and activel} 
growing. Do not till until 3 to 7 days after application.
Cucumbers
Muskmelons
Watermelons
Alanap8 3-5 lb. 
3-3.5 lb.
Annuals3 Immediately after seeding
or transplanting
After transplanting or vining
Do not use on cold soil. Rainfall or irrigation after treat­
ment gives maximum control.
Use granular form. Keep away from foliage. Apply to soi 
after weeds have been removed.
Prefar 4-6 lb. Annuals
(primarily
grasses)
Preplant soil incorporation 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Is primarily a grass killer. Consult label for sensitive crops 
within 18 months after application. Prefar can be used in 
rotation with tomatoes, broccoli, cauliflower, lettuce, 
carrots, onions, and summer squash within 18 months ol 
application.
Prefar 4 lb. Grasses and Preplant soil incorporation Has value for broad spectrum weed control. Consult label
plus Alanap8 +2-3 lb. broad-leaved
weeds
for Prefar; Alanap as an 
immediate postseeding 
application.
for sensitive crops within 18 months after Prefar applica­
tion. Has EPA approval as a tank mixture.
Eggplant Dacthal 6-10 lb. Annuals4 (pri­
marily grasses)
Immediately after 
transplanting
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Crop Herbicide
Rate of active 
ingredient per 
acre actually 
covered1
Weeds
controlled
Best time of application 
(based on crop stage) Remarks, cautions, limitations
Greens Dacthal
Treflan
Furloe
6-10 lb. 
0.5-0.75 lb. 
1-2 lb.
Annuals4 (pri­
marily grasses) 
Annuals2 (pri­
marily grasses) 
Primarily broad­
leaved annuals
Immediately after seeding
Preplant soil application. In­
corporate with soil immediately 
Preemergence
For use on collards, kale, mustard greens, and turnips.
For use on collards, kale, mustard greens, and turnip greens. 
For spinach only. Use lower rates in cool, wet weather.
dorseradish Dacthal 6-10 lb. Annuals4
(primarily
grasses)
Broad-leaved
weeds6
Immediately after 
transplanting
Use for annual grass control and combine with TOK as an 
early postemergence treatment for broad-leaved weeds.
TOK5 3-5 lb. Before weeds are 1 inch tall Will not consistently control weeds over 1 inch tall. Some 
emerging annual grass may be controlled by this treatment. 
Lower rate will control seedling purslane.
^ettuce Balan 1.5 lb. Annuals Preplant soil incorporation 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Is primarily a grass killer. Seed after application to 3 weeks 
later. Do not plant wheat, barley, rye, grass, onions, oats, 
beets, or spinach for 12 months after application.
dnions
Preemergence
Dacthal 6-10 lb.
Randox 4-6 lb.
Annuals4
(primarily
grasses)
Annuals9
Immediately after seeding 
or transplanting
Just before onions emerge
May not kill smartweed or common ragweed. Can be used 
on seeds, sets, or seedlings. Use only on mineral soils. Use 
lower rates on sandy soils. A double application of Dacthal 
can be used at seeding, layby, or both. In most situations, 
the weed spectrum on mineral soils will respond well to a 
combination of Dacthal preemergence and TOK postemer­
gence.
Use on muck soils. Heavy rainfall may reduce stand. Very
(primarily effective on purslane and pigweed,
grasses)
Postemergence
TOK
Furloe
3-4 lb. 
3-6 lb.
Broad-leaved
weeds
Broad-leaved 
weeds (especially 
smartweed)
When weeds are in seedling 
stage and not over 1 inch 
tall
On seeded onions:
loop stage or after three- to
four-leaf stage
Use a single application of E.C. or W.P. per growing season. 
Do not apply E.C. until onions are in the two- to three-leaf 
stage. Preemergence use of TOK with heavy rainfall may re­
duce stand. Use in combination with preplant or preemer­
gence material for annual grass control.
In the later sprays, direct at base of onion plant. If more 
than one application is applied do not exceed 6 lb. per acre 
for the season. Use lower rates in cool, wet weather. Use no 
later than 30 days before harvest.
Peas propachlor 4-4.9 lb. Annuals Preemergence Do not use on sandy soil.
Treflan 0.5-0.75 lb. Annuals2 Preplant soil incorporation 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Seed after application to 3 weeks later. Some reduction of 
growth and stand reduction possible under stress.
Cobex 0.3-0.5 lb. Annuals Preplant soil incorporation TRIAL USE IN 1977.
MCPB 1 lb. 1 Broad-leaved 
• weeds and
When peas are 3-7 inches 
tall and no later than four
May delay maturity 1 to 4 days. Use at least 20 gal. of 
water per acre. Do not feed vines to livestock.
MCPA 0.25-0.5 Ib.j Canada thistle nodes prior to pea blossom MCPA is more effective on mustard. MCPB is less in­
jurious to peas.
dinoseb 0.3-9 lb. Annuals (pri­
marily broad­
leaved)
Preemergence or 
postemergence
Preemergence use 6 to 9 lb. Postemergence use 0.3 to 1.1 lb. 
Apply prior to bloom when peas are 2 to 8 inches tall. See 
label for further precautions.
Potatoes,
Irish
Eptam 3-6 lb. Annual grasses 
and nutgrass3
Drag-off treatment at 
emergence or preplant 
soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Use lower rate on sandy soil.
Treflan 0.5-1 lb. Annuals2
(primarily
grasses)
Drag-off treatment at 
emergence
Use a light incorporation.
Lorox 1-2 lb. Annuals At very start of potato 
emergence
Plant tubers at least 2 inches deep. Do not replant treated 
area to other crops for 4 months after treatment. May in­
jure crop on light sandy soil.
chlorbromuron 2-3 lb. Annuals At very start of potato 
emergence
May injure crop on light sandy soil. Do not harvest im­
mature potatoes. Do not plant crops other than field corn, 
potatoes, or soybeans for 6 months after applying.
dalapon 7 lb. Quackgrass Before plowing in spring; 
wait 4 days before plowing 
and planting
Not for fields intended for red-skinned varieties or White 
Rose. Do not plant potatoes for 4 weeks. Use surfactant 
as directed on label.
metribuzin 0.25-1 lb. Annuals
(primarily
broad-leaved)
Postemergence, following a 
preemergence grass 
herbicide
Can be used preemergence also. Do not exceed 1 lb. per 
acre in a season. Do not apply within 60 days of harvest. 
Do not use on red-skinned or early-maturing white va­
rieties.
Lasso 2.5-3 lb. Annuals Apply at drag-off Do not use on sandy soils. Can use alone or in combination 
with Lorox or dinoseb.
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Crop Herbicide
Rate of active 
ingredient per 
acre actually 
covered1
Weeds
controlled
Best time of application 
(based on crop stage) Remarks, cautions, limitations
Potatoes,
sweet
Dacthal
Amiben
6-10 lb. 
3 lb.
Annuals4 (pri­
marily grasses) 
Annuals
Immediately after planting 
Immediately after planting
May not control smartweed or common ragweed. Preferred 
on sandy soil.
Preferred on loam soils. Do not feed foliage to livestock.
Spinach Furloe 1-2 lb. Annuals Immediately after seeding Use 1 lb. if the temperature is below 60°.
Squash
Pumpkins
Amiben 3-4 lb. Annuals As soon after seeding as 
possible
Use on loam soils.
Squash Prefar 4-6 lb. Annuals (pri­
marily grasses)
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Is primarily a grass killer. Consult label for sensitive crops 
within 18 months after application. Prefar can be used in 
rotation only with tomatoes, broccoli, cauliflower, lettuce, 
carrots, onions, and summer squash within 18 months of 
application.
Use in combination with Alanap as suggested for cucumbers.
Tomatoes,
direct-seeded
Dymid,
Enide
4-6 lb. Annuals Preemergence Do not plant other food crops on treated areas for 6 months. 
If used under dry soil conditions, a shallow (1 inch) in­
corporation as a preplant treatment may improve weed 
control.
Can also be used on transplanted tomatoes and peppers.
Tomatoes 
and Peppers,
Amiben 3-4 lb. Annuals Wait 3 days after 
transplanting to apply
Use granular formulation only. Do not use on sandy soils.
transplanted Treflan 0.5-1 lb. Annuals2 (pri­
marily grasses)
Preplant soil application 
Incorporate with soil 
immediately
Some reduction of growth may be possible under growth 
stress conditions or if rates are higher than suggested for 
soil type.
(See footnotes on page 2.)
Storage of Pesticides and Containers
Keep pesticides and containers in a separate building, room, or enclosure used only for this purpose. Such buildings or rooms 
should be dry, ventilated, and locked. Fence outside storage areas to protect children and animals and to discourage pilferage. CAU­
TION : Do not store weedkillers, herbicides, or defoliants in the same room with insecticides. Chlorate salts can create a fire or 
explosion hazard. Remove only the pesticides needed for one day’s operation and return empty containers — and any unused pesti­
cide — to the storage area each day.
Disposing of Pesticides and Containers
Surplus Pesticides. To dispose of surplus pesticide mixtures, try to find other areas with the same pest problem and use up 
any extra tank mix or rinse water on these areas. Do not drain surplus pesticides in any location where they can contaminate 
wells, streams, rivers, lakes, or ponds.
Operators of landfills meeting environmental safety standards can obtain supplemental permits to handle toxic waste 
materials, including pesticides. To dispose of large quantities of surplus pesticides, contact the Illinois EPA  Division of Land 
Pollution Control to locate the nearest landfill with a supplemental permit for toxic waste or to obtain specific instructions 
about disposal.
Pesticide Containers. All empty pesticide containers, regardless of their type, should be rinsed three times before disposal. 
Rinse water should be dumped in the tank. Triple-rinsed containers should be punctured or broken to facilitate drainage 
and to prevent reuse for any purpose. They should then be hauled to a sanitary landfill for disposal. Small quantities of con­
tainers may be buried singly in open fields, with due regard for the protection of surface and subsurface water.
Illinois regulations permit the burning of combustible containers provided that they are burned on the premises where 
they were used, that they are burned more than 1,000 feet from residential areas, that the burning will not cause undue visi­
bility or environmental hazards, and that no reasonable alternate disposal method is available.
Do not breathe smoke from burning pesticide containers, and do not burn containers that have weed killers such as 
2,4-D or similar herbicides. When these change to a gas, the vapors may damage nearby crops and shrubbery. Pesticides 
containing chlorates may explode when heated and, therefore, should not be burned.
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OTHER WEED CONTROL PUBLICATIONS
Obtain the following publications on weed control from the office of your county 
Extension adviser (agriculture) or by writing to the Office of Agricultural Pub­
lications, 123 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
Prevent 2,4-D Injury to Crops and Ornamental Plants — Circular 808;
Legal Aspects of Crop Spraying— Circular 990;
Calibrating and Adjusting Granular Row Applicators — Circular 1008; 
Calibrating and Maintaining Spray Equipment— Circular 1038;
Band Spraying Preemergence Herbicides — Circular 1047;
Controlling Weeds in the Home Garden — Circular 1051;
Turfgrass Pest Control — Circular 1076;
Herbicides for Commercial Fruit Crops in Illinois — H -659;
1977 Field Crops Weed Control Guide.
W- 34
Controlling Weeds in Noncrop Areas
S o i l  s t e r i l i z a t i o n  i s  th e  a p p l ic a t io n  o f  n o n s e le c t iv e  chem ica ls  o r  n o n s e le c t iv e  ra te s  
o f  s e le c t iv e  ch e m ica ls  as a means o f  c o n t r o l l in g  a l l  v e g e ta t io n  in  an a re a . S o i l  
s t e r i la n t s  may be used to  c o n t r o l  v e g e ta t io n  in  noncrop  areas such as p a rk in g  lo t s ,  
d r iv e - in  th e a te r s ,  d r iv e w a y s , p a t io s ,  and c e r ta in  in d u s t r ia l  s i t e s .
S o i l  s t e r i la n t s  can be c la s s i f ie d  by t h e i r  le n g th  o f  c o n t r o l .  Those w i th  l i t t l e  o r  
no r e s id u a l a c t i v i t y  a re  th e  fu m ig a n ts  and th e  c o n ta c t  h e rb ic id e s .  Fum igants a re  
v o l a t i l e  m a te r ia ls  th a t  can a f f e c t  th e  v i a b i l i t y  o f  weed seeds as w e l l  as e x is t in g  
g ro w th . C o n ta c t h e r b ic id e s ,  such as p a ra q u a t, c o n t r o l  o n ly  th e  e x is t in g  v e g e ta t io n  
th a t  th e  s p ra y  c o n ta c ts .
A m it r o le ,  d a la p o n , 2 ,4 -D , and DSMA g iv e  tem p o ra ry  c o n t r o l  f o r  fo u r  months o r  le s s .  
Semipermanent c o n t r o l  i s  p ro v id e d  by  some in o rg a n ic  s a l t s ,  such as sodium  b o ra te  
and sodium  c h lo ra te .  O rg a n ic  compounds th a t  p ro v id e  sem iperm anent c o n t r o l  a re  th e  
u r a c i ls  ( b ro m a c i l) , s u b s t i tu te d  u reas  (monuron, d iu ro n ,  and te b u th iu r o n ) , and th e  
t r ia z in e s  ( a t r a z in e ,  v e lp a r ,  s im a z in e , and p ro m e to n e ).
There a re  a v a r ie t y  o f  p a r t ic u la r  uses in c lu d in g  th e  fo l lo w in g :  (1 ) benea th  a s p h a lt  
pavement p r i o r  to  th e  a s p h a lt  a p p l ic a t io n ,  (2 ) a lo n g  r a i l r o a d s ,  (3 ) around b u i ld in g s  
as a means o f  p re v e n t in g  th e  g ro w th  o f  weeds th a t  a re  u n s ig h t ly  o r  p re s e n t a f i r e  
h a za rd , and (4 ) a lo n g  fences  to  c o n t r o l  weeds. However, i t  may be p re fe ra b le  to  
e s ta b l is h  d e s ira b le ,  c o m p e t it iv e  v e g e ta t io n  a lo n g  a fe n ce  in  o rd e r  to  d is c o u ra g e  weed 
g ro w th  and to  p ro v id e  p r o te c t iv e  s o i l  and w i l d l i f e  c o v e r. S h o r t- te rm  h e rb ic id e s ,  
such as 2 ,4 -D  and da la p o n , m ig h t be used f o r  te m p o ra ry  c o n t r o l  u n t i l  d e s ira b le  veg - 
t a t io n  can be e s ta b lis h e d .
PRECAUTIONS AND GENERAL PROCEDURES
S e ve ra l p re c a u tio n s  m ust be observed  when u s in g  n o n s e le c t iv e  ch e m ic a ls . You m ust 
know w hat weeds a re  to  be c o n t r o l le d  and s e le c t  th e  c o r re c t  chem ica l f o r  those  p a r ­
t i c u l a r  p rob lem s. A s u rve y  o f  th e  a rea  m ust be made, n o t in g  any d e s ira b le  v e g e ta ­
t io n  in  th e  im m ediate  o r  a d ja c e n t a reas th a t  c o u ld  be a f fe c te d  by  s p ra y  d r i f t ,  chem­
i c a l  r u n o f f ,  o r  le a c h in g  in t o  th e  r o o t  zone.
A p p ro p r ia te  p re c a u tio n s  sh o u ld  be ta k e n  to  p re v e n t damage to  d e s ira b le  p la n ts .  The 
r i s k  o f  in ju r y  w i th  some o f  th e se  m a te r ia ls  may be to o  g re a t  to  a l lo w  t h e i r  use in  
some a re a s . Be c e r ta in  t h a t  you a re  f a m i l i a r  w i th  th e  p ro d u c t and aware o f  th e  r is k s  
b e fo re  u s in g  these  m a te r ia ls .  Some tre a tm e n ts  s h o u ld  be made o n ly  by  p ro fe s s io n a l 
a p p lic a to r s .
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The ty p e  o f  v e g e ta t io n  to  be c o n t r o l le d  w i l l  a f f e c t  y o u r d e c is io n  in  s e le c t in g  a 
ch e m ic a l. P e re n n ia l g rasses  can be c o n t r o l le d  w i th  d a la p o n , a m it r o le ,  o r  DSMA; woody 
p e re n n ia ls ,  w i th  2 ,4 ,5 -T ,  s i l v e x ,  o r  p ic lo ra m . D e e p -ro o te d  v in e s ,  such as b indw eed, 
can be c o n t r o l le d  w i th  fe n a c , 2 ,3 ,6 -T B A , d icam ba, o r  p ic lo ra m .
A p p l ic a t io n  t im e  i s  v e ry  im p o r ta n t .  The b e s t  t im e  to  a p p ly  n o n s e le c t iv e ,  s o i l -  
r e s id u a l h e rb ic id e s  i s  e a r ly  in  th e  s p r in g  b e fo re  herbaceous weeds have emerged. I f  
v e g e ta t io n  i s  heavy , i t  may be n e ce ssa ry  to  remove e x is t in g  v e g e ta t io n  o r  to  add a 
c o n ta c t  o r  f o l i a r  h e rb ic id e  to  speed t o p k i l l .  M ix in g  th e  h e rb ic id e s  w i th  d ie s e l 
f u e l  w i l l  a ls o  do t h is .  A f t e r  e x is t in g  v e g e ta t io n  is  under c o n t r o l ,  th e  r a te  can 
be reduced f o r  m ain tenance  a p p lic a t io n s  in  th e  fu tu r e .
A d ju s t  th e  a p p l ic a t io n  ra te s  a c c o rd in g  to  th e  s o i l  ty p e s . R ates a re  a ls o  o f te n  ad ­
ju s te d  f o r  th e  d e s ire d  le n g th  o f  c o n t r o l .  When a span o f  two o r  th re e  ye a rs  i s  de ­
s ir e d ,  m a in tenance  a p p lic a t io n s  a re  b e t t e r  th a n  an i n i t i a l  a p p l ic a t io n  th a t  i s  to o  h ig h .
HERBICIDES FOR NONCROPLAND
Inorganic Compounds
1. Sodium chlorate has b o th  f o l i a r  and r o o t  a c t i v i t y .  However, th e re  i s  an extrem e 
fire hazard  w i th  t h is  compound. F ir e  r e ta rd a n ts ,  such as c a lc iu m  c h lo r id e  o r  th e  
b o ra te s ,  a re  o f te n  added to  reduce  th e  ha za rd . A l ta c id e  i s  sodium  c h lo ra te  w i th  
a f i r e  r e ta rd a n t .  Sodium c h lo ra te  may a ls o  be t o x ic  to  l iv e s to c k  th a t  seek i t s  
s a l t y  ta s te .  The r a te  i s  500 to  1 ,000 pounds p e r a c re .
2. Sodium borate (concentrated Borascu) has p r im a r i l y  r o o t  a c t i v i t y .  V e ry  h ig h  ra te s  
a re  re q u ire d  ( 1  to  2 to n s  p e r  a c r e ) , so i t  i s  o f te n  used o n ly  as a g ra n u la r  c a r ­
r i e r  f o r  o rg a n ic  compounds.
3. Sodium arsenite i s  a highly toxic compound. I t  i s  n o t  u s u a l ly  recommended, s in c e  
s a fe r  p ro d u c ts  a re  now a v a i la b le .  Sodium a rs e n ite  i s  fo rm u la te d  as a 9 .5 -pound- 
p e r - g a l lo n  l i q u id .  The r a te  i s  55 to  110 g a l lo n s  p e r  a c re .
4. Ammonium sulfamate (Ammate-x) i s  fo rm u la te d  as 9 5 -p e rc e n t s o lu b le  c r y s ta ls  f o r  
weed c o n t r o l  on woody p la n ts  and herbaceous weeds. I t  i s  sometimes used f o r  
b ru sh  c o n t r o l  where v o l a t i l i z a t i o n  o f  phenoxy h e rb ic id e s  w ou ld  be a h a za rd . Am­
monium s u lfa m a te  is  c o r ro s iv e  to  m e ta ls .  The r a te  i s  60 to  100 pounds p e r  a c re .
Organic Compounds for Long-Term Control
1. Bromacil (Hyvar-x) has b o th  f o l i a r  and s o i l  a c t i v i t y .  I t  i s  fo rm u la te d  as an 80- 
p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder (WP) and a 2 -p o u n d -p e r -g a llo n  l i q u id .  The r a te  o f  a c t iv e  
in g re d ie n t  i s  5 to  15 pounds p e r  a c re . U rox B is  a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a lIo n  l i q u id  o f  
b ro m a c il.
2. Bromacil + diuron (Krovar i) i s  fo rm u la te d  as an 8 0 -p e rc e n t,  1 :1  co m b in a tio n  o f  
b ro m a c il :d iu ro n .  I t  i s  used to  c o n t r o l  s h a llo w -g e rm in a t in g  weeds and d e e p -ro o te d  
p e re n n ia ls .  The r a te  i s  6 to  30 pounds p e r  a c re . K ro va r I I  i s  a 2 :1 ,  b ro m a c il:  
d iu ro n  fo rm u la t io n .
3. Karbutylate (Tandex) i s  fo rm u la te d  as an 8 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder and a 4 -p e rc e n t 
g ra n u le . I t  has a f a i r l y  b road  spectrum  o f  c o n t r o l .  The r a te  i s  5 to  30 pounds 
p e r ac re  o f  th e  80-p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder.
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4. simazine (Princep) i s  fo rm u la te d  as an 80-p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder and a 4 -p e rc e n t 
g ra n u le . I t  has l i t t l e  f o l i a r  a c t i v i t y ,  b u t has a lo n g e r  r e s id u a l c o n t r o l  th a n  
a t ra z in e .  The r a te  i s  5 to  40 pounds p e r a c re  o f  th e  8 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  pow der.
5. Atrazine (AAtrex) i s  an 8 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  pow der. A t r a t o l  8P is  8 -p e rc e n t 
a t ra z in e  on a c h lo ra te -b o ra te  g ra n u le . The r a te  5 to  40 pounds p e r  ac re  o f  th e  
8 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder o r  1 /4  to  1 pound p e r  100 square  fe e t  o f  th e  p e l le te d  
fo rm u la t io n .
6 . Prometone (Pramitol) i s  a v a i la b le  as a 2 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u id  and as a 5- 
p e rc e n t p e l le t .  I t  has more f o l i a r  a c t i v i t y  th a n  a t ra z in e .  The r a te  i s  5 to  
30 g a l lo n s  p e r a c re  o r  1 /2  to  2 pounds o f  th e  p e l le t s  p e r  100 square  fe e t .
7. velpar i s  a 9 0 -p e rc e n t w a te r  s o lu b le  pow der. A p p ly  2 to  5 pounds p e r  a c re  f o r  
c o n ta c t  k i l l  and s h o r t - te rm  c o n t r o l  o r  6 to  1 2  pounds p e r  a c re  f o r  se a so n -lo n g  c o n t r o l .
8 . Tebuthuiron (Spike) i s  a v a i la b le  as an 80-p e rc e n t w e tta b le  pow der. A p p ly  b e fo re  
o r  d u r in g  p e r io d s  o f  a c t iv e  g ro w th  a t  a r a te  o f  5 to  20 pounds p e r  a c re .
9. Diuron (Karmex) i s  an 80-pe rcen t, w e tta b le  pow der. The r a te  is  10 to  60 pounds 
p e r a c re . I t  i s  sometimes m ixed w i th  b ro m a c il (see No. 2 ) .
10. Monuron (Telvar) i s  an 8 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder t h a t  i s  more s o lu b le  th a n  d iu ro n . 
Monuron i s  u s u a l ly  used in  d r ie r  c l im a te s ;  d iu ro n ,  in  th e  hum id a re a s . The r a te  
f o r  T e lv a r  i s  10 to  40 pounds p e r  a c re .
11. Dichlobenii (Casoron) i s  a v a i la b le  as a 5 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  powder and a 4 -p e rc e n t 
p e l le t .  I t  i s  more commonly used f o r  n u rs e ry  weed c o n t r o l  th a n  f o r  s o i l  s t e r ­
i l i z a t i o n .  The r a te  i s  10 to  40 pounds p e r  a c re  o f  th e  5 0 -p e rc e n t w e tta b le  pow der.
12. Amizine i s  a c o m b in a tio n  o f  a m it ro le  and s im a z in e , b r in g in g  to g e th e r  th e  f o l i a r  
a c t i v i t y  o f  a m it ro le  w i th  th e  r e s id u a l a c t i v i t y  o f  s im a z in e . The suggested  r a te  
f o r  g e n e ra l v e g e ta t io n  c o n t r o l  i s  20 pounds o f  A m iz in e  in  100 g a l lo n s  o f  w a te r  
p e r  a c re .
1 3 . ^urox, a c o m b in a tio n  o f  monuron and TCA, i s  a v a i la b le  as an 11-p e rc e n t and a 22­
* p e rc e n t p e l le t  and as a 3 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u id .  U rox combines th e  g ra ss  con­
t r o l  o f  TCA w i th  th e  r e s id u a l c o n t r o l  o f  m onuron.
Many o f  th e  g ra n u la r  o r  p e l le te d  m a te r ia ls  a re  o rg a n ic  h e rb ic id e s  fo rm u la te d  on so ­
dium  b o ra te  o r  b o r a te - c h lo ra te  g ra n u le s . They can be a p p lie d  d ry ,  w h ich  is  o f te n  
c o n v e n ie n t f o r  s p o t tre a tm e n t o r  a p p l ic a t io n  on s m a ll a re a s .
1. C h lo re a  i s  monuron on a c h lo ra te -b o ra te  base.
2. U reabor i s  1 .5  p e rc e n t b ro m a c il on s o d iu m -b o ra te  p e l le t s .  Amoco I n d u s t r ia l  
Weed K i l l e r  B is  a ls o  b ro m a c il on a c h lo ra te -b o ra te  p e l le t .
3. V aca te  i s  8 p e rc e n t monuron on sodium  b o ra te .
4 . A t r a t o l  8P is  8 p e rc e n t a t ra z in e  on a b o r a te - c h lo ra te  base.
5. P ra m ito l 5P i s  prom etone on a b o ra te -c h lo ra te  p e l le t .
6 . Benzabor i s  2 ,3 ,6 -T B A  on a b o ra te  g ra n u le .
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Organic Herbicides for Short-Term Control
1. Amitrole i s  a v a i la b le  as Weedazol and Amino T r ia z o le .  A m it ro le  i s  a t ra n s lo c a te d  
h e rb ic id e  th a t  i s  e s p e c ia l ly  e f f e c t iv e  on p o is o n  iv y  and some s t r a in s  o f  Canada 
t h i s t l e .  I t  can p ro v id e  c o n t r o l  o f  some p e re n n ia l g rasses  such as qua ckg rass . 
A m it ro le  i s  a 90-p e rc e n t s o lu b le  pow der, and is  a p p lie d  a t  a r a te  o f  4 to  8 
pounds p e r ac re  as a s p ra y .
2. Amitrole-T i s  a v a i la b le  in  l i q u id  fo rm  as C y t r o l  and A m it r o l- T  w i th  2 pounds p e r 
g a l lo n  o f  a m it ro le  p lu s  ammonium th io c y a n a te .  S ince  a m it ro le -T  i s  fo rm u la te d  as 
a l i q u id ,  i t  i s  sometimes c o n s id e re d  more c o n v e n ie n t to  h an d le  th a n  a m it ro le .
The r a te  i s  1 to  3 g a llo n s  p e r  acre .
3. Dalapon (Dowpon, Basfapon) i s  a f o l i a r - a p p l ie d ,  t ra n s lo c a te d  g rass  k i l l e r .  Dalapon 
i s  a v a i la b le  w i th  TCA (Dowpon-C) f o r  lo n g e r  r e s id u a l c o n t r o l .  The r a te  i s  10 to  
15 pounds p e r  ac re  o f  th e  8 5 -p e rc e n t s o lu b le  pow der. A w e t t in g  agen t im proves 
th e  c o n t r o l .  P e re n n ia l g rass  may r e q u ire  more th a n  one a p p l ic a t io n .
4. sodium-TCA i s  a ro o t-a b s o rb e d  g ra ss  k i l l e r  th a t  rem a ins  in  th e  s o i l  lo n g e r  th a n  
da lapo n . I t  i s  a 90-p e rc e n t s o lu b le  powder used a t  50 to  150 pounds p e r  a c re .
5. msma i s  a v a i la b le  as A nsar 170HC, an 8 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u i d  w ith o u t  s u r fa c ­
t a n t ,  o r  an A nsa r 529HC o r  D aconate , a 6 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u id  w i th  s u r fa c ta n t .  
MSMA i s  used f o r  p e re n n ia l g ra ss  c o n t r o l  a t  0 .5  to  1 .5  g a l lo n s  p e r  a c re . More 
th a n  one a p p l ic a t io n  may be ne ce ssa ry .
6 . dsma i s  a v a i la b le  in  two fo rm s , A nsar DSMA L iq u id  o r  A nsar 8100. DSMA is  f r e ­
q u e n t ly  used f o r  s p o t t re a tm e n t o f  jo h n s o n g ra s s . The r a te  i s  3 to  9 pounds p e r  
a c re  o f  th e  s o lu b le  powder o r  1  to  2 g a l lo n s  p e r a c re  o f  th e  l i q u id .
7. Paraquat i s  a 2 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  c o n ta c t  h e rb ic id e  w i th  l i t t l e  r e s id u a l a c t i v i t y .  
The volum e o f  w a te r  s h o u ld  be a d ju s te d  to  th e  amount o f  v e g e ta t io n .  The r a te  is
1 to  3 q u a r ts  p e r  a c re . A s u r fa c ta n t  i s  added a t  th e  t im e  o f  a p p l ic a t io n .
8 . Glyphosate (Roundup) i s  a v a i la b le  as a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a lIo n  c o n ta c t  h e rb ic id e  th a t
is  n o n p e rs is te n t .  U n lik e  p a ra q u a t, i t  w i l l  t r a n s lo c a te  to  k i l l  p e re n n ia l weeds. 
The r a te  i s  1 to  5 q u a r ts  p e r  a c re . *
9. Dinoseb ("dinitro") i s  a c o n ta c t  h e rb ic id e  o f te n  m ixed w i th  f u e l  o i l .  D inoseb is  
quite toxic and w i l l  s t a in  c lo th e s  and s k in .  M ix  1 to  2 q u a r ts  p e r 30 to  50 
g a llo n s  o f  f u e l  o i l  w i th  enough w a te r to  make a t o t a l  volum e o f  100  g a l lo n s .
HERBICIDES FOR BR0ADLEAF WEED AND BRUSH CONTROL
1. Dicamba (Banvel) i s  a v a i la b le  as a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  fo rm u la t io n .  B anve l p r e ­
s e n ts  a haza rd  to  ne a rb y  soybeans, tom a toe s , and d e s ira b le  woody p la n ts .  The 
a p p l ic a t io n  r a te  i s  1 to  4 q u a r ts  p e r  a c re .
2. Picloram (Tordon) i s  a p e r s is t e n t ,  b ro a d le a f  h e r b ic id e .  I t  i s  fo rm u la te d  as a 
l i q u i d  w i th  2 ,4 -D  as Tordon 212 and on a b o ra te  p e l le t  as Tordon 22K and B o ro l in .  
S p e c ia l ca re  m ust be ta k e n  because o f  i t s  lo n g  s o i l  l i f e  a n d m o b il i t y  in  the  s o i l .
3. 2,3,6-tba i s  a b e n z o ic  a c id  h e rb ic id e  a v a i la b le  as Benzac 1281 and T rysben 200. 
T h is  compound is  used to  c o n t r o l  d e e p -ro o te d , p e re n n ia l b ro a d le a f  weeds. I t  i s  
fo rm u la te d  as a 2 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u id  and is  a p p lie d  a t  2 to  10  g a l lo n s  p e r 
a c re . C o n s id e ra b le  p re c a u t io n  s h o u ld  be ta ke n  to  a v o id  in ju r y  to  n e a rb y , d e s ir a ­
b le  p la n ts .
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4. Fenac i s  c lo s e ly  r e la te d  to  2 ,3 ,6 -T B A  in  term s o f  c o n t r o l l in g  d e e p -ro o te d , p e r ­
e n n ia l b ro a d le a f  weeds. I t  i s  fo rm u la te d  as a 1 .5 -p o u n d -p e r-g a lIo n  l i q u id .  The 
a p p l ic a t io n  r a te  i s  2 to  15 g a llo n s  p e r  a c re .
5. 2,4-D i s  a b ro a d le a f  h e rb ic id e  w i th  s h o r t  p e rs is te n c e .  Amine fo rm u la t io n s  p re ­
s e n t le s s  haza rd  to  n e a rb y , s e n s i t iv e  p la n ts  th a n  e s te r  fo rm s . The common f o r ­
m u la t io n  i s  as a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a lIo n  l i q u id .  M ix tu re s  o f  2 ,4 -D  and da lapon  a re  
o f te n  used f o r  s h o r t - te rm  c o n t r o l  o f  b o th  b ro a d le a f  and g rass  weeds.
6 . 2,4,5-t i s  s im i la r  to  2 ,4 -D , b u t  g iv e s  b e t t e r  c o n t r o l  o f  some woody p la n ts  and 
has a lo n g e r  s o i l  l i f e .  M ix tu re s  o f  2 ,4 -D  and 2 ,4 ,5 -T  a re  commonly c a l le d  "b ru s h -  
k i l l e r . "  The common fo rm u la t io n  is  as a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a lIo n  l i q u id .  C u rre n t r e ­
s t r i c t i o n s  (1973) f o r b id  th e  use o f  2 ,4 ,5 -T  a round homes o r  on la k e s ,  ponds, and 
d itc h b a n k s .
7. silvex may be used f o r  c o n t r o l  o f  b ru s h  in  a manner s im i la r  to  2 ,4 ,5 -T .  S i lv e x  
has had fe w e r r e s t r i c t io n s  on where i t  can be used.
8 . Bromacil (Hyvar-XL) i s  a 2 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  l i q u i d  f o r  b a s a l s p ra y in g  o f  b ru s h .
A 1 0 -p e rc e n t p e l le t  (HABCO-lOB) i s  a ls o  a v a i la b le .
9. Krenite i s  a v a i la b le  as a 4 -p o u n d -p e r-g a llo n  fo rm u la t io n .  When i t  i s  a p p lie d  
w i t h in  two m onths o f  le a f  senescense, no symptoms a re  e v id e n t u n t i l  th e  fo l lo w in g  
s p r in g .  Because i t  does n o t  t r a n s lo c a te ,  i t  can be used f o r  ch em ica l tr im m in g . 
The r a te  is  1 -1 /3  to  3 g a l lo n s  p e r  a c re .
LONG-TERM RESIDUAL CONTROL
Spray Applications
Many o f  these  ch e m ica ls  a re  w e tta b le  powders and w i l l  r e q u ire  th o ro u g h  a g i t a t io n  f o r  
s p ra y  a p p l ic a t io n .  The ra te s  l i s t e d  a re  f o r  th e  d i f f e r e n t  typ e s  o f  weeds to  be con­
t r o l le d .  I n i t i a l  a p p lic a t io n s  a re  o f te n  made a t  th e  h ig h  r a te ,  w i th  subsequent t r e a t ­
ments a t  th e  lo w e r r a te .
H e rb ic id e
R ate o f  fo rm u la t io n  p e r a c re
A nnua ls S h a llo w  p e re n n ia ls Deep p e re n n ia ls
A A tre x  (80 p e t . ) ................... . 6 t o  12 .5  lb . 12 .5  to  25 lb . 25 to  50 lb .
A m iz ine  ..................................... . 6 lb . 1 2  lb . 20 lb .
Casoron (50 p e t . )  . . . . . 8 to  12  lb . 12 to  25 lb . 25 to  40 lb .
H yva r-X  (80 p e t . )  . . . . . 3 to  6 lb . 7 to  12 lb . 15 to  30 lb .
H yva r-X -L  (2 l b . / g a l . )  . . 1  to  2 g a l. 3 to  6 g a l. 6 to  12  g a l.
Karmex (80 p e t . ) ................... . 8 to  20 lb . 20 to  40 lb . 20 to  60 lb .
K ro v a r I  (80W) ................... . 2 to  6 lb . 7 to  18 lb . 14 to  40 lb .
P ra m ito l 25E (2 l b . / g a l . ) . 5 to  7 .5  g a l. 7 .5  to  15 g a l. 15 to  30 g a l.
P r in c e p  (80 p e t . )  . . . . . 6 to  12 .5  lb . 12 .5  to  25 lb . 25 to  50 lb .
Sodium c h lo ra te  ................... . 300 to  500 lb . 500 to  750 lb . 750 to  1 ,300 lb .
S p ike  (80 p e t . )  ................... . 5 to  10 lb . 10  to  20 lb . • • •
Tandex (80 p e t . ) ................... . 4 to  8 lb . 3 to  16 lb . 16 to  30 lb .
U rox 22 (22  p e t . )  . . . . . 50 t o  75 l b . 75 t o  150 l b . 150 t o  200 l b .
V e lp a r  (90 p e t . ) ................... . 2 to  5 lb . 6 to  1 2  lb . . . .
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Granular or Pellet Application
G ra n u la rs  a re  o f te n  more c o n v e n ie n t f o r  s p o t tre a tm e n t and f o r  s m a ll a re a s . Many 
g ra n u le s  a re  on a sodium  c h lo ra te -b o ra te  base.
Number o f  pounds p e r :
H e rb ic id e _______________________________________________________100 square  fe e t  square  ro d
A t r a t o l  8P ..........................................................................
Benzabor...............................................................................
Casoron-lO P .............................................. .......................
C h lo re a -3  (3 p e t .  monuron + b o ra te -c h lo ra te )
C o n ce n tra te d  B o ra scu ...................................................
P ra m ito l 5 P ....................... .... .........................................
Sodium c h lo ra te  ............................................................
Sodium c h lo r a te - b o r a te ..............................................
Sodium c h lo ra te - m o d if ie d ..........................................
Tandex 4 G ............................................................ ....
U reabor ...............................................................................
V a c a te ............................ .... ..................................................
0 .5  to 1 2 to 3
0 .5  to 0 .5 1 to 2
0 .5  to 1 3 to 5
1  to  2 3 to 5
4 to  6 12! tc i 15
1  to  2 3 to 5
1 .5  to 3 4 to 6
3 to  4 8 to 10
2 to  4 6 to 10
0 .2 5  to  0 .5 1 to 2
2 to  4 6 to 9
1  to  2 3 to 5
BROADLEAF WEEDS
These a re  o f te n  b e s t c o n t r o l le d  w i th  f o l i a r  a p p l ic a t io n s .  D e ep -ro o te d  p e re n n ia ls  can 
u s u a l ly  be c o n t r o l le d  b e s t when th e y  a re  a t  th e  e a r ly  bud to  e a r ly  b loom  s ta g e . The 
m a te r ia ls  l i s t e d  be low  can move th ro u g h  th e  a i r  and damage n e a rb y , d e s ira b le  b ro a d - 
le a f  p la n ts .  They a re  q u i te  s o lu b le  and m o b ile  in  th e  s o i l ,  and can move in t o  th e  
s o i l  and damage t re e s  o r  o th e r  d e s ira b le  shrubs and b ro a d le a f  p la n ts .
Rate o f  fo rm u la t io n  p e r  ac re  
Annua l and
s h a llo w  D e ep -ro o te d
H e rb ic id e ___________________________________ p e re n n ia ls _________p e re n n ia ls
B anve l (d ica m b a )................................................... 0 .5  to  1 q t .
Fenac ...........................................................................2 to  5 g a l.
S i lv e x .......................................................................... 1 to  2 q t .
Tordon 212 (p ic lo ra m  + 2 , 4 - D ) ...................2 to  4 q t .
T r i t a c  (2 ,3 ,6 -T B P ) ..............................................
2 ,3 ,6 -T B A ................................................................. 2 to  5 g a l .
2 ,4 -D  a n d /o r  2 ,4 ,5 - T ..........................................1 to  2 q t .
1 to  4 q t .
10 to  15 g a l.
2 to  4 q t .
4 to  12 q t .
10  to  20 g a l.
5 to  20 g a l.
2 to  4 q t .
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UNDESIRABLE WOODY PLANTS
M ost o f  th e  m a te r ia ls  used to  c o n t r o l  such p la n ts  a re  a p p lie d  to  th e  f o l ia g e ,  b u t can 
be a p p lie d  (1) as b a s a l b a rk  tre a tm e n ts  i f  th e  t re e s  a re  le s s  th a n  3 in ches  in  d iam ­
e te r  o r  (2 ) as a f r i l l e d  t re a tm e n t i f  th e  t re e s  a re  la r g e r .  The b a s a l tre a tm e n t can 
be a p p lie d  d u r in g  th e  dorm ant season in  f u e l  o i l .  F o l ia r  tre a tm e n ts  a re  u s u a lly  ap­
p l ie d  as soon as th e  b ru s h  o r  t re e s  have le a ve s  f u l l y  expanded.
H e rb ic id e
Method o f
a p p l ic a t io n ___________ Rate o f  fo rm u la t io n
Ammate-X (ammonium s u lfa m a te ) ....................... F o l ia r
Banve l (4 l b . / g a l .  dicam ba) .......................  F o l ia r
Habco 10B (10 p e t .  b r o m a c i l ) ....................... S o i l
K re n ite  ...................................................................... F o l ia r
S i lv e x  .........................................................................F o l ia r  o r  b a s a l
Tordon 212 (p ic lo ra m  + 2 ,4 -D ) ....................... F o l ia r  o r  b a s a l
2 ,4 -D  a n d /o r  2 , 4 , 5 - T ..........................................F o l ia r  o r  b a s a l
60 lb . / A .
2 to  4 q t . / A .
1  to  2 tb s p . /s q .  f t .  
1 -1 /3  to  3 g a l . /A .
2 to  4 q t . / A .
1 g a l . /A .
2 to  4 q t . / A .
WEEDY GRASS CONTROL
Weedy g ra ss  c o n t r o l  i s  o f te n  b e s t accom p lished  w i th  th e  h e rb ic id e s  l i s t e d  be low . The 
use o f  a s p re a d e r - s t ic k e r  ( s u r fa c ta n t )  o f te n  h e lp s .
Rate o f  fo rm u la t io n  p e r  a c re
H e rb ic id e A nnua ls P e re n n ia ls
A nsar 529HC....................... 2 to  4 q t .
C y t r o l ,  A m it r o l- T .  . . . . . 1  g a l. 2 to  3 g a l .
Daconate ............................ 3 to  5 q t .
Dowpon ................................. . . . 5 to  10 lb . 10 to  30 lb .
G ly ta c  (TCA e s te r )  . . 5 g a l.
Roundup................................. 2 to  5 q t .
Sodium-TCA ....................... 100 to  150
CONTACT WEED CONTROL
C o n ta c t h e rb ic id e s  k i l l  th e  p la n t  t is s u e  w i th  w h ich  th e y  come in  c o n ta c t ;  th u s ,  ad- 
qua te  s p ra y  volum e i s  needed f o r  f u l l  coverage . The use o f  a s u r fa c ta n t  o f te n  h e lp s  
th e  s p ra y  to  sp read  on th e  p la n ts .
H e rb ic id e ____________________ Rate p e r  a c re
F u e l o i l  + d in o se b . . . .  50 g a l .  + 2 q t .
H e rb ic id a l nap h th a . . . .  30 to  50 g a l.
P a ra q u a t..................................... 1 to  3 q t . / A .
R o u n d u p ..................................... 1 to  5 q t .
COMMENTS
A v a i l a b i l i t y ,  fo rm u la t io n s ,  t ra d e  names, and fe d e r a l c le a ra n c e  f o r  th e  use o f  h e r ­
b ic id e s  change from  tim e  to  t im e . A lw ays r e fe r  to  th e  m ost re c e n t p ro d u c t la b e ls
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f o r  p re c a u t io n s ,  d i r e c t io n s  f o r  use , and ra te s  to  use . Use h e rb ic id e s  w i th  a p p ro ­
p r ia t e  p re c a u tio n s  to  a v o id  in ju r y  to  d e s ira b le  v e g e ta t io n ,  to  p r o te c t  th e  u s e r ,  and 
to  assure  th e  s a fe ty  o f  humans and a n im a ls . S to re  h e rb ic id e s  p r o p e r ly  so th a t  c h i l ­
d ren  and th o se  who may n o t be re s p o n s ib le  f o r  t h e i r  a c t io n s  do n o t  have access to  
them. S to re  h e rb ic id e s  o n ly  in  th e  o r ig in a l ,  w e ll-m a rk e d  c o n ta in e rs .  P ro p e r ly  d i s ­
pose o f  used h e rb ic id e s  c o n ta in e rs  and o ld  h e rb ic id e s .
There a re  b o th  b e n e f i ts  and r is k s  a s s o c ia te d  w i th  th e  use o f  h e rb ic id e s .  Used p ro p ­
e r ly ,  th e  b e n e f i ts  can f a r  exceed th e  r is k s ,  and th e  q u a l i t y  o f  o u r env iro nm en t can 
be im proved by c o n t r o l l in g  u n d e s ira b le  v e g e ta t io n .  Do n o t  n e g le c t  th e  o p p o r tu n it ie s  
f o r  u s in g  d e s ira b le  v e g e ta t io n  to  compete w i th  and re p la c e  u n d e s ira b le  v e g e ta t io n .  
F o r some a re a s , m echan ica l c o n t r o l  may sometimes be q u i te  p r a c t ic a l  and th e  most ap­
p r o p r ia te  m ethod.
M.D. McGlamery 
E.L. Knake 
D.G. McClure 
E x te n s io n  A g ron om is ts
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W-24
The Toxicity o f  Herbicides
T o x ic i t y  i s  th e  c a p a c ity  o f  a substance  to  p roduce  in ju r y .  The t o x ic  a c t io n  o f  
g re a te s t  conce rn  is  th e  le t h a l  dosage (L D ). T h is  a c t io n  can be im m ediate  (a c u te ) o r  
i t  can be a c c u m la tiv e  ( c h r o n ic ) . R e s u lts  o f  t e s ts  w i th  an im a ls  show th a t  t o x i c i t y  
o f  a g iv e n  substance  v a r ie s  w i th  s p e c ie s , age, sex , and n u t r i t i o n a l  s ta tu s  o f  th e  
a n im a l and a ls o  w i th  th e  ro u te  o f  a d m in is t r a t io n  ( in te rn a l- - s to m a c h ,  lu n g s ; o r  e x te r ­
n a l- -d e rm a l)  .
B e fo re  companies a re  g ra n te d  c le a ra n c e s , th e y  a re  re q u ire d  to  do so s e v e ra l typ e s  o f  
to x o lo g ic a l  t e s ts  on t h e i r  compounds. They cond uc t m u tagen ic  and te ra to g e n ic  te s ts  
by p rogeny and l i t t e r  t e s t in g .  They a ls o  conduct a c u te , su b a cu te , and c h ro n ic  t o x ic ­
i t y  t e s t s .  One o f  th e  m ost u s e fu l e x p re s s io n s  o f  a cu te  le t h a l  t o x i c i t y  i s  th e  LD5 0 . 
LD50 re p re s e n ts  th e  average le t h a l  dosage (LD) p e r u n i t  o f  body w e ig h t r e q u ire d  to  
k i l l  o n e -h a lf  (50 p e rc e n t)  o f  a la rg e  t e s t  p o p u la t io n .  T o x ic i t y  m u s t, o f  n e c e s s ity ,  
be te s te d  on a n im a ls  r a th e r  th a n  p e o p le . T h is  c re a te s  some q u e s tio n  when th e  r e s u l t s  
a re  a p p lie d  to  humans.
The u s u a l t e s t  anbna ls  a re  w h ite  r a t s ,  b u t  m ic e , r a b b i t s ,  and dogs a re  sometimes used. 
The most common LD50 e x p re s s io n  re p re s e n ts  th e  a cu te  o r a l  t o x i c i t y ,  th a t  i s ,  th e  s in ­
g le  in te r n a l  dosage n e ce ssa ry  to  k i l l  o n e -h a lf  o f  th e  t e s t  a n im a ls . The a cu te  o r a l  
t o x i c i t y  has l im i t a t io n s  because i t  re p re s e n ts  o n ly  th e  im m edia te  t o x i c i t y  o f  an i n ­
t e r n a l  dosage and n o t th e  c h ro n ic ,  a c c u m u la tiv e  e f fe c ts  o f  any s k in  a b s o rp tio n  o r  
i r r i t a t i o n .  Few h e rb ic id e s ,  how ever, a re  absorbed r a p id ly  th ro u g h  th e  s k in ,  and most 
h e rb ic id e s  do n o t accum ula te  in  th e  body to  a t o x ic  le v e l .  Some, how ever, such as 
Ramrod, do cause s k in  i r r i t a t i o n .
LD50 v a lu e s  a re  expressed  in  te rm s o f  m i l l ig r a m  o f  ch e m ica l p e r k ilo g ra m  o f  body 
w e ig h t (m g /k g ). Some c o n v e rs io n  fa c to r s  to  c o n v e rt  common te rm s a re  as f o l lo w s :
1  ounce = 28.38 grams = 28,380 m il l ig ra m s  
1  k ilo g ra m  = 1 , 0 0 0  grams = 2 . 2  pounds
m g/kg x  0 .0016 = ounces /h und redw e igh t o r  -§4 ;^ = oun ces /h und redw e igh t
m g/kg x  0 .0030 = ounces/180 pounds ‘...
T h e re fo re  an LD50 o f  1 ,000 m g/kg w ou ld  be 3 ounces o f  m a te r ia l  p e r  180 pounds o f  
body w e ig h t,  w h ile  LD50 v a lu e s  o f  100 and 10 w ou ld  be 0 .30  and 0 .03  ounce p e r 180 
pounds r e s p e c t iv e ly .  S ince  t o x i c i t i e s  depend on body w e ig h t,  i t  w ou ld  ta k e  o n ly  
o n e - th ir d  o f  t h i s  amount to  be le t h a l  t o  a 60-pound c h i ld  and f i v e  tim e s  as much 
to  k i l l  a 900-pound a n im a l.
The LD50 v a lu e s  a re  expressed  on th e  b a s is  o f  a c t iv e  in g r e d ie n t .  I f  a com m ercia l 
m a te r ia l i s  o n ly  50 p e rc e n t a c t iv e  in g r e d ie n t ,  i t  w ou ld  ta k e  two p a r ts  o f  th e  m ate- 
e r i a l  t o  make one p a r t  o f  th e  a c t iv e  in g re d ie n t .  In  some cases ch e m ica ls  m ixed w i th
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th e  a c t iv e  in g re d ie n t  (a d ju v a n ts )  f o r  fo rm u la t in g  a p e s t ic id e  may cause th e  t o x ic ­
i t y  to  d i f f e r  fro m  th a t  o f  th e  a c t iv e  in g re d ie n t  a lo n e . For exam ple, th e  LD50 o f
2 ,4 -D  a c id  i s  320 m g/kg , w h ile  th o se  o f  th e  e s te r  fo rm u la t io n s  a re  500 to  600.
The p e rs is te n c e  o f  h e rb ic id e s  is  an im p o r ta n t f a c to r  in  h e rb ic id e  t o x i c i t y .  A r e la ­
t i v e l y  t o x ic  m a te r ia l  t h a t  i s  n o t e a s i ly  b roken  down is  p o t e n t ia l l y  more hazardous 
th a n  one th a t  decomposes r a p id ly  a f t e r  a p p l ic a t io n .  S o i l  p e rs is te n c e  o f  h e rb ic id e s  
is  d is c u s s e d  in  Agronomy F a c ts  No. W-22a.
Sodium a r s e n ite  i s  one o f  th e  m ost t o x ic  h e rb ic id e s .  I t  i s  a r e la t i v e l y  o ld  m a te r ia l 
th a t  has been q u i te  e f f e c t i v e  as a s t e r i l a n t .  I t  w ou ld  be a d v is a b le ,  e s p e c ia l ly  
around th e  house, t o  use more re c e n t ,  le s s  t o x ic  m a te r ia ls  w he reve r p o s s ib le .  Sodium 
a rs e n ite  has caused more dea ths  th a n  any o th e r  h e rb ic id e .
P e s t ic id e s  m ust be hand led  and s to re d  c a r e f u l l y .  P e s t ic id e s  sh o u ld  be s to re d  o n ly  
in  p r o p e r ly  la b e le d  o r ig in a l  c o n ta in e rs .  They sh o u ld  be k e p t where c h i ld r e n  cannot 
re a ch  them. Empty c o n ta in e rs  shou ld  be d e s tro y e d  o r  d isposed  o f  where c h i ld r e n  and 
a n im a ls  cannot f in d  them. Though th e  LD50 o f  some h e rb ic id e s  in d ic a te s  a r e la t i v e l y  
lo w  t o x i c i t y ,  i t  i s  w e l l  to  fo rm  th e  h a b it  o f  h a n d lin g  all p e s t ic id e s  c a r e f u l l y .
P rope r p re c a u tio n s  sh o u ld  be ta k e n  where l iv e s to c k  g raze  t r e a te d  areas o r  a re  fe d  
c ro p s  fro m  t r e a te d  a re a s . A lth o u g h  a c e r ta in  h e rb ic id e  may n o t be v e ry  t o x ic  to  a n i­
m a ls , some re s id u e  may o ccu r in  th e  meat o r  m i lk .  T re a te d  p a s tu re s  shou ld  n o t  be 
g razed  by  d a i r y  an im a ls  f o r  7 days a f t e r  th e y  have been t r e a te d  w i th  2 ,4 -D . Q uestions  
a s s o c ia te d  w i th  2 ,4 -D  t o x i c i t y  in  fo ra g e  o r  fo o d  c ro p s  a re  d is c u s s e d  in  F a c t Sheet W-23.
The a cu te  o r a l  LD50 v a lu e s  f o r  th e  a c t iv e  in g re d ie n t  o f  some common h e rb ic id e s  a re  
g iv e n  in  Agronomy F ac ts  No. W-38, Herbicides3 Formulations3 and Toxicities3 on th e  
n e x t page. Remember: The lower the LD 5 0  value3 the greater the toxicity. A common 
s ta n d a rd  f o r  com parison  i s  a s p i r in ,  w h ich  has an LD5 Q o f  1 , 2 0 0  m g/kg o r  ta b le  s a l t  
w h ich  has 3 ,320 .
The t o x i c i t y  r a t in g s  f o r  th e  v a r io u s  LD50 v a lu e s  a re  as fo l lo w s :
Rating ld50 Probable lethal dose for man
H ig h ly  t o x ic 1-50 A few  d rops to  1 teaspoon
M o d e ra te ly  t o x ic 50-500 1  teaspoon  to  2 ta b le sp o o n s
S l ig h t l y  t o x ic 500 -5 ,000 1  ounce to  1  p in t
P r a c t ic a l ly  n o n to x ic 5 ,0 0 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0 1  p in t  to  1  q u a r t
R e la t iv e ly  ha rm less 15,000+ 1  q u a r t  +
M.D. McGlamery 
E .L. Knake
E x te n s io n  A g ron om is ts
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W-38
Herbicides, Formulations, and Toxicides
Generic namea 
(producer) Trade nameb Chemical namec
Concentration and . 
commercial formulation0
Acute 
oral LD50e
acrolein
(Shell) Aqualin
2-propenal 92% technical liquid 46
alachlor
(Monsanto) Lasso
2-chloro-2", 6'-diethyl-N- 
(methoxymethyl)acetani1ide
4 Ib/gal EC 
15% G
1,200
AMA
(Cleary,
Vineland)
(several) amonium methanearsonates 16% solution 600
ametryne
(CIBA-Geigy) Evik
2-(ethyl ami no)-4-(i sopropylami no) - 
6-(methylthio)-s-triazine
50, 80% WP 1,110
amitrole
(American
Cyanamid)
(Amchem)
Amino-Triazole
Amizol
Weedazol
3-amino-l,2,4-triazole 50, 90% WSP 
2 lb/gal WSC
14,700­
24,600
amitrole and 
simazine 
(Amchem) Amizine
15% amitrole 
45% simazine WP
Amitrole-T
(Amchem)
(American
Cyanamid)
Amitrole-T
Cytrol
3-amino-l,2,4-triazole 
plus ammonium thiocyanate
2 lb/gal WSC 5,000
atrazine
(CIBA-Geigy) AAtrex
2-chloro-4-ethylamino-6- 
isopropylamino-s-triazine
8% G 
80% WP
4 lb/gal WDL 3,080
atrazine and 
propachlor 
(CIBA-Geigy) 
(Monsanto)
AAtram
Ramrod/atrazine
6 2/3% atrazine
13 1/3% propachlor G 
48.1% propachlor 
20.9% atrazine WP
benefin
(Elar.co) Balan
N-butyl-N-ethyl-a,a,a,- 
tri f1uoro-2,6-di ni tro-p- 
toluidine
1.5 lb/gal EC
2.5% G
5,000
bensulide
(Stauffer) Betasan
Prefar
S-(0-0-diisopropyl phosphorodithioate) 
ester of N-(2-mercaptoethyl)benzene= 
sulfonamide
4 lb/gal EC 
3.6,7 & 12.5% G
770
bentazon
(BASF) Basagran
3-isopropyl-lH^,2,1,3 benzothiadiazin- 
(4)3]l-one, 2,2-dioxide
4 lb/gal WSS'
1,100
bifenox 
(Mobil) Modown
methyl-5-(2',4'-dichlorophenoxy)- 
2-nitrobenzoate
80% WP
6,400
boron compounds (several) boron trioxide 
sodium borates
(various) ~2,000
^ W e e d  S c i e n c e  S o c i e t y  o f  A m e r i c a - a p p r o v e d  n a m e ,  o r  e x p e r i m e n t a l  n u m b e r .
" S e v e r a l "  i n d i c a t e s  m a n y  t r a d e  n a m e s .
^ A  c h e m i c a l  n a m e  s e p a r a t e d  b y  a n  e q u a l  s i g n  ( = )  m e a n s  t h a t  i t  w o u l d  a p p e a r  w i t h o u t  a n y  s e p a r a t i o n  w h e n  w r i t t e n  o n  o n e  l i n e .  
EC m e a n s  e m u l s i f i a b l e  c o n c e n t r a t e ;  G , g r a n u l e s ;  W S P , w a t e r - s o l u b l e  p o w d e r ;  W P, w e t t a b l e  p o w d e r ; W SC, w a t e r - s o l u b l e  
c o n c e n t r a t e ;  W S S , w a t e r - s o l u b l e  s a l t ;  W DL, w a t e r - d i s p e r s a b l e  l i q u i d ;  L ,  l i q u i d ;  W S L , w a t e r - s o l u b l e  l i q u i d .
— m i l l i g r a m s  o f  c h e m i c a l  p e r  k i l o g r a m  o f  b o d y  w e i g h t  w h i c h  i s  l e t h a l  t o  5 0  p e r c e n t  o f  t h e  t e s t  a n i m a l s ,  u s u a l l y  
w h i t e  r a t s ,  w h e n  a d m i n i s t e r e d  i n  a  s i n g l e ,  o r a l  d o s e .
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Generic name3 
(producer) Trade name*5 Chemical namec
Concentration and 
commercial formulation^
Acute
oral LD50e
bromacil
(DuPont) Hyvar-X
5-bromo-3-sec- 
butyl-6-methyluraci1
80% WP 
3 Ib/gal EC 
10% G
5,200
bromoxynil
(Rhodia)
(Amchem)
Buctril
Brominal
3,5-dibromo-4-
hydroxybenzoni tri1e
2 lb/gal EC 260-440
butralin
(Amchem)
Amex 820 N-sec-butyl-4-tert-butyl- 
2,6-dinitroaniline
4 lb/gal EC 2,500
butyl ate 
(Stauffer) Sutan
S-ethyl di i sobutylthiocarbamate 10% G 3,880
Sutan + S-ethyl diisobutylthiocarbamate
plus 2,2-dichloro-N,N-diallylacetamide 6.7 lb/gal EC
cacodylic acid 
(Ansul) Phytor 560 
Silvisar 510
hydroxydimethyl arsine oxide 3.25, 2.48, & 5.7 
lb/gal L 
65% WSP
830
calcium arsenate (several) (granular and water 
suspension)
35-110
CDAA
(Monsanto) Randox
2-chloro-N»N-dially-2-chloracetamide 20% G
4 lb/gal EC 750
chloramben
(Amcherii) Amiben 
Vegiben
3-ami no-2, 5-di chiorobenzoi c 
acid
2 lb/gal WSL 
10% G
3,500
chlorbromuron
(CIBA-Geigy) Maloran
N-(4-bromo-3-chlorophenyl)- 
N'-methoxy-N'-methyl urea
50% WP 2,150
chloroxuron
(CIBA-Geigy) Tenoran
3-[p-(p-chlorophenoxy) phenyl]-!, 
1-dimethyurea
50% WP 3,700
chlorpropham 
(PPG Industries) Chloro IPC
isopropyl m-chlorocarbanilate 10 & 20% G 
3 & 4 lb/gal EC
3,800
copper sulfate (several) cupric sulfate pentahydrate (various) 300
cyanazine
(Shell) Bladex
2-{4-chloro-6-ethylamino-s- 
triazin-2-ylami no)-2- 
methylpropionitrile
80% WP 
15% G
4 lb/gal WDL
334
cycloate
(Stauffer) Ro-Neet
S-ethyl N-ethylthiocyclohexane= 
carbamate
6 lb/gal EC 
10% G
3,160
dalapon
(Dow) Dowpon M
2,2-dichloropropionic acid 74% WSP 7,570­
9,330
dalapon and TCA 
(Dow) Dowpon C
46.5% dalapon 
26.2% TCA WSP
DC PA 
(Diamond 
Shamrock) Dacthal
dimethyl 2,3,5,6- 
tetrachloroterephthate
75% WP 
5% G
3,000
dicamba 
(Velsicol) Banvel
3,6-dichloro-o-anisic
acid
4 lb/gal 1,040
dichlobenil
(Thompson-
Hayward) Casoran
2,6-d’chiorobenzoni tri1e 50% WP
4, 7.5 & 10% G
3,160
dinitramine 
(U.S. Borax) Cobex
,N4-di ethyl-a,a,a-trif1uro-3,5= 
dinitrotoluene-2,4-diamine
2 lb/gal EC 3,700
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Generic name3 , Concentration and Acute
(producer) Trade nameb Chemical namec commercial formulation0* oral LD^e
dinoseb (DNBP) 
(Dow)
(Niagara)
Premerge
Sinox
2-sec-butyl-4,6-dinitrophenol 3 Ib/gal WSL 58
diquat
(Chevron) Diquat
6,7-dihydrodipyrido(l,2-a:2M'-c)= 
pyrazidiinium dibromide
2 lb/gal
aqueous solution
230­
400
diuron
(DuPont) Karmex
3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)- 
1,1-dimethyl urea
80% WP 
28% L
3,400
DSMA 
(Ansul) 
(Diamond 
Shamrock)
(several) disodium methanearsonate 3 lb/gal WSC 
various WSP
600
endothall
(Pennwalt) Endothal
Aquathol
Hydrothal
7-oxabicyclo-(2,2,1)= 
heptane-2,3-dicarboxylic 
acid
(various EC & G) 182-206
EPTC
(Stauffer) Eptam
Eradicane
S-ethyl dipropylthiocarbamate
Eptam plus 2,2-dichloro- 
N,N-di allylacetami de
7 lb/gal EC 
2,3,4 & 10% G 
6.7 lb/gal EC
1,370
fluchloralin 
(BASF) Basal in
N-(2-chloroethyl)-2,6-di ni tro-N= 
-propyl-4-(trifluromethyl)aniline
4 lb/gal EC 
5% G
1,550
glyphosate
(Monsanto) Roundup
N-(phosphonomethylJglycine 3 lb/gal WSS 4,900
isopropalin
(Elanco) Paarlan
2,6-dinitro-N,N-dipropylcumidine 6 lb/gal EC 3,000
karbutilate
(Niagara) Tandex
m-(3,3-dimethylureido)= 
phenyl-tert-butyl-carbamate
80% WP 
4 & 10% G 
3.5 lb/gal 
flowable liquid
3,000
1inuron 
(DuPont) Lorox
3-{3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l- 
methoxy-1-methyl urea
50% WP 1,500
MCPA
(Rhodia)
(Amchem)
Chiptox
MCPA
2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyaceti c 
acid
2 & 4 lb/gal EC
20% G
700
MCPB
(Rhodia)
(Amchem)
Can-Trol
Thistrol
4-{2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxy)= 
butyric acid
3.2 lb/gal EC 
2 lb/gal WSC
700
MCPP
(Cleary)
(Rhodia)
Cleary's MCPP 
Chipco Turf Herbicide 
MCPP
2-(2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxy)= 
propionic acid
2.5 & 4 lb/gal EC 650
metolachlor 
(CIBA-Geigy)
Dual 2-chloro-N-(2 ethyl-6-methylphenyl)- 
N-(2-methoxy-l-methy ethylJacetamide
6 lb/gal EC 2,828­
4,286
metribuzin
(Chemagro)
(DuPont)
Sencor
Lexone
4-ami no-6-tert-butyl-3-
(methylthio)-as-triazin-5(4H)= 
one
50% WP 1,940
monuron
(DuPont) Telvar
3-(p-chlorophenyl)-l,1- 
dimethyl urea
80% WP
28% L
3,600
monuron-TCA 
(Allied Chemical) Urox
3-(p-chlorphenyl)-l,1- 
dimethyl urea- trichloracetic acid
(various G and L) 2,300
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Generic name3 
(producer) Trade nameb Chemical name0
Concentration and 
commercial formulationd
Acute 
oral LD,
MSMA 
(Diamond 
Shamrock) 
(Ansul)
(several) monosodium
methanearsonate (various L) 1,800
nitrofen 
(Rohm & Hass) TOK
2,4-dichlorophenyl -4- 
nitrophenyl ether
2 lb/gal EC 
50% WP
1,470
naptalam (NPA) 
(Uni royal) Alanap
N-l-naphthyl= 
phthalamic acid
2 lb/gal EC 
10% G
1,770
naptalam and 
dinoseb 
(Uniroyal) 
(Ansul) 
(Thompson- 
Hayward)
Dyanap
Ancrack
Klean-Krop
2 lb/gal +
1 lb/gal EC
oryzalin
(Elanco) Surflan
3,5-dinitro-N^,N^-dipropylsulfanilamide 75% WP 10,000
oxadiazon
(Rhodia) Ronstar
2-tert-butyl-4-(2,4-di chioro- 
5-isopropyloxyphenyl)-l,3,4- 
oxadiazolin-5-one
40% EC 
75% WP
8,000
paraquat
(Chevron) Paraquat
l,l'-dimethyl-4,4' 
bipyridinium salts
2 lb/gal WSS 120
pebulate
(Stauffer) T i11 am
S-propyl butyl ethylthiocarbamate 6 lb/gal EC 
10% G
920
penoxalin
(American
Cyanamid) Prowl
N-(1-ethylpropyl)-2,6- 
dinitro-3,4-xylidine
4 lb/gal EC 1,050
phenmedipham
(Nor-Am) Betanal
methyl m-hydroxycarbanilate m- 
methylcarbanilate
1.3 lb/gal EC 2,000
picloram
(Dow) Tordon 22K 
Tordon 10K 
Tordon beads
4-amino-3,5,6- , 
trichloropicolinic 
acid
10 & 2% G 
2 lb/gal EC 8,200
(mixtures)
procyazine
(CIBA-Geigy) Cycle
2-(4-chloro-6-cyclopropylami no- 
s-triazine-2ylamino)-2 
methylpropaneni tri1e
80% WP 290
profluralin 
(CIBA-Geigy) Tolban
N-(cyclopropylmethyl)-a,a,a,-trifluro= 
2,6-dinitro-N-propyl-p-troluidine
4 lb/gal EC 2,200
prometone
(CIBA-Geigy) Pramitol
2,4-bi s(i sopropylami no)-6-methoxy- 
s-triazine
50% WP 
25% EC
2,980
pronamide 
(Rohm & Hass) Kerb
N-{1,1-dimethylpropynyl)-3,5- 
dichlorobenzamide
50% WP 5,620
propachlor
(Monsanto) Ramrod
2-chloro-N-i sopropylacetani1ide 65% WP 
20% G
710
propazine
(CIBA-Geigy) Milpgard
2-chloro-4,6-bis(isopropylamino)=
-s-triazine
50 & 80% WP 5,000
pyrazon
(BASF) Pyramin
5-amino-4-chloro-2-
phenyl-3(2H)-pyridazinone
80% WP 3,600
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Generic name3 
(producer) Trade name^ Chemical namec
Concentration and 
commercial formulation*1
Acute 
oral LD(
siduron
(DuPont) Tupersan
l - ( 2-methyl cyclohexyl)-3- 
phenylurea
50% WP 7,500
si 1 vex
(Dow) Kuron 
(Amchem) Weedone 2,4,5-TP 
(Thompson-Hayward) Ded-Weed Si 1 vex
2-(2,4,5-tri chiorophenoxy)= 
propionic acid
4 & 6 Ib/gal EC 650
simazine
(CIBA-Geigy) Princep
2-chloro-4,6-bis(ethyl ami no)= 
-2-triazine
50, 80 & 85% WP 
4,8 & 10% G
5,000
sodium arsenite (several) 4,6,8 & 9.5 lb/gal WSL 10-50
sodium chlorate (several) 4,19 & 28% L 
99% powder
5,000
TCA
(Dow) Sodium TCA
trichloroacetic acid 90% WS pellets 5,000
terbacil
(DuPont) Sinbar
3-tert-butyl-5-chloro-6- 
methyluracil
80% WP 5,000
terbutol
(Hercules) Azak
2,6-di-tert-butyl-p- 
to1ymethylcarbamate
80% WP 
G
25,000
terbutryne
(CIBA-Geigy) Igran
2-(tert-butylamino)-4 
(ethylamino)-6- 
(methylthio)-s-triazine
50 & 80% WP 2,400
trifluralin
(Elanco) Treflan
a,a,a-trifluoro-2,6- 
dinitro-N,N-dipropyl-p- 
toluidine
4 lb/gal EC
5% G
3,700
vernolate
(Stauffer) Vernam
S-propyl dipropylthiocarbamate 7 lb/gal EC 
5 & 10% G
1,780
2,4-D
(Dow)
(several) 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid
(various L, G, WP) 300­
1,000
2,4-DB
(Amchem)
(Rhodia)
Butyrac
Butoxone
4-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)= 
butyric acid
2 lb/gal EC 300­
1,000
2,4,5-T
(Dow)
(several) 2,4,5-trichiorophenoxyaceti c 
acid
(various L) 300
2,3,6-TBA
(DuPont) Trysben 200
2,3,6-trichlorobenzoic
acid
2 lb/gal WSC 750
DPX 1108 
(DuPont) Krenite
ammonium ethyl 
carbamoylphosphonate
4 lb/gal L 24,400
^ e e d  S c i e n c e  S o c i e t y  o f  A m e r i c a - a p p r o v e d  n a m e ,  o r  e x p e r i m e n t a l  n u m b e r .
^ " S e v e r a l "  i n d i c a t e s  m a n y  t r a d e  n a m e s .
CA c h e m i c a l  n a m e  s e p a r a t e d  b y  a n  e q u a l  s i g n  (= )  m e a n s  t h a t  i t  w o u l d  a p p e a r  w i t h o u t  a n y  s e p a r a t i o n  w h e n  w r i t t e n  o n  o n e  l i n e .  
^EC m e a n s  e m u l s i f i a b l e  c o n c e n t r a t e ;  G , g r a n u l e s ;  W SP, w a t e r - s o l u b l e  p o w d e r ;  W P, w e t t a b l e  p o w d e r ;  W SC, w a t e r - s o l u b l e  
c o n c e n t r a t e ;  W S S , w a t e r - s o l u b l e  s a l t ;  WDL, w a t e r - d i s p e r s a b l e  l i q u i d ,  L ,  l i q u i d ;  W S L , w a t e r - s o l u b l e  l i q u i d .  
e L D 5 0 — m i l l i g r a m s  o f  c h e m i c a l  p e r  k i l o g r a m  o f  b o d y  w e i g h t  w h i c h  i s  l e t h a l  t o  5 0  p e r c e n t  o f  t h e  t e s t  a n i m a l s ,  u s u a l l y  
w h i t e  r a t s ,  w h e n  a d m i n i s t e r e d  i n  a  s i n g l e ,  o r a l  d o s e .
Ellery L. Knake 
Extension Agronomist
Marshal D. McGlamery 
Extension Agronomist
David McClure 
Associate Agronomist
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W-22a
PERSISTENCE OF HERBICIDES IN SOIL
The soil persistence of a herbicide is the length of time it remains active in 
the soil, that is, its active life. Farmers must consider persistence in using 
both preemergence and soil sterilant herbicides. Since preemergence herbicides 
are used to a greater extent than soil sterilants, our discussion here will be 
limited to preemergence herbicides.
Long persistence is desirable when it allows season-long weed control. However, 
when it extends past the growing season, it leaves a carryover or residual tox­
icity that may damage succeeding susceptible crops. Persistence therefore in­
volves not only length of weed control,but also the possibility of soil residues.
It is sometimes desirable to have long persistence, especially in corn planted 
early in wide rows. The corn then does not grow so high or shade the weeds 
so fast as it ordinarily would. A longer period of weed control is therefore 
essential. The rows are shaded more rapidly in narrow-row culture than in wide- 
row culture. In narrow-row culture, so long as the initial control is adequate, 
the herbicide rate may possibly be reduced, since long persistence is not needed.
Anything that affects the rate of disappearance or loss of activity of a herbi­
cide will affect its persistence. Soil, climatic, and herbicidal properties all 
have such an effect.
The soil factors may be divided into three categories— physical, chemical, and 
microbial. The physical conditions are soil composition (sand, silt, clay, and 
organic matter content), moisture-air relationships, and soil temperature. The 
chemical properties are pH, cation exchange capacity, and kind of clay. The 
microbial properties are the kind and amount of microorganisms plus the microbial 
environment, which consists of nutrients, temperature, and moisture. The cli­
matic variables are primarily moisture, air temperature, and sunlight. The prop­
erties of the herbicide that affect its persistence are water solubility, vapor 
pressure, and susceptibility to chemical or microbial alteration or degradation.
Because the application rate and uniformity of distribution affect the concen­
tration of the herbicide at a given place, accurate calibration and even distri­
bution are essential. You must know how much to apply and how much you do apply.
The p rocesses  th a t  a re  in v o lv e d  in  d e c re a s in g  th e  p e rs is te n c e  o f  a h e rb ic id e  a re  
( l )  v o l a t i l i t y ,  (2 )  p h o to d e c o m p o s itio n , ( 3 ) a d s o rp t io n ,  (4 )  le a c h in g ,  ( 5 ) p la n t  
u p ta ke , (6 )  m ic r o b ia l  d e c o m p o s itio n , and ( 7 ) ch em ica l d e co m p o s itio n .
Volatility is the process whereby the herbicide changes from a solid or liquid 
to a gas. It is associated with the vapor pressure of the chemical and increases 
with temperature. Photodecomposition is the breakdown of the herbicide by sun­
light; thus the extent of exposure to sunlight is the primary variable. If a 
herbicide is subject to appreciable losses by either or both of these processes, 
then incorporation may help to reduce the loss. Such chemicals as Eptam and 
Vernam are incorporated because of their volatility.
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Adsorption is the process whereby the herbicide is bound to the surface of a soil 
clay or organic matter particle. The strength and extent of the binding and the 
ease with which the material is replaced or released will affect the rate needed 
to control weeds and also its persistence in a given soil, Soils vary greatly 
in their adsorptive capacity, depending on the kind and amount of clay and 
organic matter. Herbicides that are adsorbed to a large extent, are atrazine, 
Lorox, and Treflan; thus their rates of application must be adjusted to conform 
with the soil type.
Leaching occurs when a herbicide is dissolved in water and moves down through 
the soil profile. The primary factors involved in leaching are the amount of 
available water, the soil texture, the water solubility of the herbicide, and 
the degree of adsorption of the herbicide. A small amount of leaching is desir­
able to move the herbicide from the soil surface into the top 1 or 2 inches 
of soil, where most weed seeds germinate. If the herbicide leaches past the 
area of germinating weed seeds into the area of germinating crop seeds, then the 
crop may be injured if its tolerance is not adequate. On the other hand, herbi­
cides that have low water solubility and that are strongly adsorbed may never 
reach the desired zone without adequate rainfall or incorporation.
Plant uptake, that is, adsorption of the herbicide by the plant roots, reduces 
the concentration of the herbicide in the soil. The persistence may be less if 
the herbicide is broken down (metabolized) by the plant or if the top growth is 
harvested and removed from the field. Thus, for example, if atrazine is applied 
at the same rate in a heavy quackgrass infestation as in a light infestation, the 
persistence will be less in the heavy infestation.
Microbial decomposition occurs when the soil microorganisms utilize the herbicide 
as a source of food or energy. Herbicides vary greatly in their susceptibility 
to microbial decomposition. If the right kind and number of microorganisms are 
present and if soil conditions are favorable for the microorganisms, then a 
herbicide may be rapidly decomposed in the soil. Thus, for example, 2,^-D lasts 
only a short time in the soil, while atrazine degradation is quite slow.
Chemical decomposition occurs as hydrolysis, oxidation, reduction, and other chemi­
cal reactions. Many soil chemical and physical conditions, such as moisture, 
aeration, pH, temperature, and organic matter content, regulate the rate of chemi­
cal and microbial decomposition.
Since many factors and processes are involved in the persistence of a preemergence 
herbicide, it is impossible to give the exact length of persistence for a par­
ticular herbicide. The approximate time can be estimated for a given set of con­
ditions. The table on the next page shows the approximate length of active life of 
present corn and soybean preemergence herbicides at commonly applied rates. 
These values are estimated for average Illinois conditions.
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Average Persistence of Herbicides— ^
Name Pate
3/ Time~
No. months of 
persistenceTrade Generic^/ lb. a. i. / A
AAtrex............ .atrazine........ .1 to b PPI, PrE, PoE 2 to 8
Alanap............ .naptalam........ . 2 to 8 PrE 1 to 1 -1 / 2
Amiben............ .amiben.......... .2 to 3 PrE 1 -1 / 2  to 2
amitrole........ .2 to 1 0 PoE 1 / 2  to 1
Balan ............ .benefin ........ .3/b to 1 -1 / 2 PPI b to 5
Banvel............ .dicamba ........ .1 /1+ to U PrE, PoE 3 to 1 2
Basalin .......... .fluchloralin. . . .1 / 2  to 1 -1 / 2 PPI 3 to 6
Bladex............ .cyanazine . . . . .1 to 1+ PrE, PPI, PoE 2 to 3
Caparol .......... .prometryne. . . . .1 to 3 PrE 2 to 1+
Casoron .......... .dichlobenil . . . .2 to 6 PrE, PoE 2 to 6
Chloro IPC, Furloe . .chlorpropham. . . .2 to 8 PrE 1 / 2  to 1
Cob e x ............ .dinitramine . . . .1/3 to 2/3 PPI 3 to 8
Cycle ............ .procyazine. . . . .2 to k PrE 2 to 3
Dacthal .......... .DCPA............ .6 to 1 0 PrE 2 to 3
Dowpon............ .dalapon ........ .5 to 1 0 PoE 1 / 2  to 1
Dual.............. .metolachlor . . . . 2 to b PPI, PrE 1 to 3
Dymid, Enide. . . . .diphenamid. . . . . b to 6 PrE 3 to 6
2,1+-D 1 /1+ to 3 PrE, PoE 1
Eptam, Eradicane. . .EPTC............ .2 to b PPI 1 -1 / 2  to 2
Hyvar-X .......... .bromacil........ .1+ to 2 0 PrE 2 to 1 8
Karmex............ .diuron.......... .2 to 1+ PrE 3 to 6
Kerb.............. .pronamide . . . . . 1 to 2 PrE 2 to 9
Lasso ............ .alachlor........ .2 to k PPI, PrE 1 to 2
Lorox ............ .linuron ........ .1 / 2  to 3 PrE, PoE 2 to 1+
Maioran .......... .chlorbromuron . . .1 to 6 PrE, PoE 2 to 1+
Modown............ .bifenox ........ .1-3/5 to 2 PrE 1 to 2
Paraquat.......... .paraquat........ .1 / 2  to 1 PoE 1
Pramitol.......... .prometone . . . . . 1 0 to 2 5 PrE 2 to 1 8
Premerge.......... .dinoseb (dinitro) .6 to 9 PrE, PoE 1
Prefar, Betasan . . .bensulide . . . . . 1+ to 6 PrE 1 to 2
Princep .......... .simazine........ .1 to 1+ PPI, PrE 2 to 8
Prowl ............ .penoxalin . . . . . 1 to 2 PPI, PrE 2 to 6
Pyramin .......... .pyrazon ........ .2 to k PrE 1 to 2
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Ramrod or Bexton. . .propachlor. . . PrE 1 to 1 -1 / 2
Sencor, Lexone. . . .metribuzin. . . . .1 / 8  to 1 PrE l to h
Surflan ........ 3/h to 1-3/b PrE 3 to 6
Sutan, Sutan +. . . .butylate. . . . PPI 1 -1 / 2  to 2
Tandex.......... . .3 to 25 PrE 2 to 1 8
Telvar.......... PrE 2 to 6
Tillam.......... . .3 to 5 PPI 1 -1 / 2  to 2
T O K ............ PoE 1 to 2
Tolban.......... . .1 / 2  to 1 PPI 3 to 6
Tordon.......... . .1/b to 2 PoE 2 to 1 8
Treflan ........ . .1 / 2  to 1 PPI 3 to 6
Vernam.......... . .2 to h PPI, PrE 1 to 2
1J Normal Illinois conditions, medium-textured soil.
2/ Generic equals the coined name approved by the Weed Science Society of America. 
3/ PPI equals preplant incorporated; PrE, preemergence; PoE, postemerge.
M.D. McGlamery 
E.L. Knake 
D.G. McClure 
Extension Agronomists
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Spray Schedules for Home-Grown Fruit
M. C. SHURTLEFF, ROSCOE RANDELL, S. M. RIES
Spray Schedule for Grapes
Mix Time to Spray For For 10
No. apply material 1 gal. gal. Remarks
1 New growth 2-4 multipurpose Primarily for
inches long fruit spray
plus
ferbam, 76% 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups
black rot control
2 Just before bloom Same as Mix No.l If powdery mildew
is a problem add 
benomyl (Benlate) 
to the mix
Just after bloom multipurpose Add carbaryl(Sevin)
(when berries fruit spray if insects are a
have set) or problem
captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups
4 Three weeks
after last spray
multipurpose 
fruit spray
or
captan, 50%
1 -1 / 2 tbsp.
Primarily for 
black rot control
1 -1 / 2 cups
NOTE 1: For more detailed information concerning insect and disease control on
tree fruits see Circular 1073 Pest Control in Commercial Fruit Plantings 
plus Supplements A and B. For home-grown fruit see Circular 1001, Home 
Orchard Pest Control. Fruit Leaflet No. 1 ''Strawberries— Spray and Dust 
Guide" is revised annually. Additional information on Growing Small 
Fruits in the Home Garden is given in Circular 935.
NOTE 2: Grapes should be pruned and retied annually. Clean cultivation helps con­
trol flea beetles and cutworms.
NOTE 3: The most important problem is black rot, which appears as small, reddish
brown to tan-brown spots on the leaves with dark margins. "Bird's-eye" 
tan spots on the fruit rapidly enlarge. Berries quickly rot and turn into 
black, wrinkled mummies that drop early.
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Spray Schedule for Apples, Crab Apples, Pears, and Quinces
Mix
No.
Time to 
apply
Spray For 
material 1 gal.
For 10 
gal. Remarks
1 Dormant; before 
buds swell, not
later
plant spray oil 6 tbsp. 4 cups Spray only when 
the temperature 
will not go below 
3 3 ° F. for 24 hours
2 When fruit buds 
show color (or 
turn pink)
captan, 50% 1-1/2 tbsp. 
zineb, 75% 1-1/2 tbsp. 
malathion, 25% 1-1/2 tbsp. 
methoxychlor, 2 tbsp.
50%
or
multipurpose fruit spray 
plus sulfur if needed
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 cup 
1 -1 / 2 cups
Add 2 tablespoons 
of wettable sulfur 
per gallon where 
powdery mildew is 
a problem on apples
3 When three-fourths 
of the petals have 
fallen
Same as No. 2 mix See remarks for 
No. 2 mix
4 7 to 10 days after 
No. 3 mix
Same as No. 2 mix See remarks for 
No. 2 mix
5 Continue sprays at 
7- to 10-day inter­
vals until July 1
Same as No. 2 mix For better mite 
control, add 
dicofol (Kelthane), 
1 tablespoon to 1 
gallon or 2/3 cup 
to 1 0 gallons
6 Continue sprays at 
10- to 14-day inter-
Same as No. 2 mix May need dicofol 
for mite control
vals until 2 weeks 
before harvest
NOTE 1: Fire blight, a serious disease of these pome fruits, causes a sudden wilt­
ing, dying, and scorching of the flowers, leaves, and new shoot growth. 
Three sprays of streptomycin a week apart give good protection if applied 
alone at a dosage of 50 to 100 parts per million starting when 5 to 10 
percent of the blossoms are open. Streptomycin is most effective when ap­
plied at night or under very humid conditions. For additional information, 
see Report on Plant Diseases 801, "Fire Blight of Apple and Pear.”
NOTE 2: Borers that attack apple and pear trees will be controlled by the spray
schedule above if the trunk is thoroughly sprayed. If borers have attacked 
young, nonbearing trees, spray the trunks every two weeks during June and 
July with a multipurpose fruit spray, or a spray containing malathion and 
methoxychlor in the proportions given in the schedule above.
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Spray Schedule for Cherries
Mix Time to Spray For For 10
No. apply material 1 gal. gal. Remarks
1 When husks begin captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 cup
to split and pull malathion, 25% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 cup
away from the methoxychlor, 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups
base of the fruit 50%
or
multipurpose fruit spray
2 7 to 10 days Same as No. 1 mix
after No. 1 mix
3 Just after fruit captan, 50% 2 tbsp. 1-1/2 cups Important to con-
is harvested 
and again 2 to 3 
weeks later
trol leaf spot 
and to keep leaves 
from dropping pre­
maturely
NOTE: For special borer sprays for cherries see the schedule for peaches. Dodine
(Cyprex) and benomyl (Benlate) give outstanding control of cherry leaf 
spot and are recommended as a replacement for captan in the spray program 
above if available.
Spray Schedule for Currants and Gooseberries
Mix
No.
Time to 
apply
Spray
material
For 
1 gal.
For 10 
gal. Remarks
1 Dormant (before 
growth starts)
plant spray oil 6 tbsp. 4 cups For control of 
scale and aphid 
insects
2 When leaf tips 
show green
malathion, 57% 2 tsp. 7 tbsp. Add sulfur, benomyl 
(Benlate), or dino­
cap (Karathane) to 
the mix if powdery 
mildew is a problem
3 Full foliage malathion, 57% 2 tsp. 7 tbsp. Same as for Green 
tip spray (Mix 
No. 2)
4 Two weeks after 
bloom
ferbam, 76% 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups Mostly for leaf 
spot and anthrac- 
nose control.
NOTE: Prune out and destroy severely infested or diseased plant parts.
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Spray Schedule for Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Plums
Mix Time to Spray For For 10
No. apply material 1 gal. gal. Remarks
1 Dormant; before captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups This is the only
buds swell, not spray that con-
later or trols leaf curl
multipurpose fruit spray and plum pockets
2 When fruit buds captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups Do not use insec-
show color (or ticides or multi-
turn pink)
or
purpose spray dur­
ing bloom or pol-
wettable sulfur 4 tbsp. 2 -1 / 2 cups linating insects 
will be killed
3 During bloom captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups Very important for
or blossom blight
wettable sulfur 4 tbsp. 2 -1 / 2 cups control
4 When husks begin wettable sulfur 3 tbsp. 2 cups Sulfur is needed
to split and pull captan, 50% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups for scab control
away from the methoxychlor, 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups on peaches; sul-
base of the fruit 50% fur may be added
malathion, 25% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 cup to a multipurpose
or fruit spray
multipurpose fruit spray
plus sulfur
5 7 to 10 days Same as No. 4
after No. 4 mix
mix
6 Continue sprays Same as No. 4
at 10- to 14-day 
intervals until 
3 weeks before 
harvest
mix
7 10 to 14 days malathion, 25% 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 1 cup Within 1 week of
after No. 6 mix captan, 50% 2 tbsp. 2 cups harvest, spray 
captan alone for 
brown rot
NOTE: Special borer sprays for peaches, nectarines, cherries, plums, and apricots—
Spray or paint the trunk and lower limbs only with 3 tablespoons carbaryl 
(Sevin) per gallon of water about June 15, July 15, and August 15. Keep spray 
off leaves and fruit.
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Spray Schedule for Strawberries
Mix
No.
Time to 
apply
Spray
material
For 
1 gal.
For 10 
gal. Remarks
1 Early bloom multipurpose 
fruit spray with 
captan, 50%
or
benomyl, 50%
Apply at the ap­
pearance of first 
blossoms
2 Cover sprays multipurpose 
fruit spray
Apply captan or 
benomyl alone 
during bloom at 
weekly intervals; 
add dicofol (Kel- 
thane) if mites 
are a problem and 
benomyl (Benlate) 
if powdery mildew 
develops
3 Postharvest
sprays
multipurpose 
fruit spray
Apply 1 or more 
times after reno­
vation to protect 
the new foliage 
for next year’s 
crop
NOTE: To reduce insect and disease infestations of strawberries—
a. Renovate beds immediately after each harvest.
b. Use certified, virus-free plants for new plantings.
c. Grow only disease-resistant varieties.
d. Practice crop rotation. Because of Verticillium wilt, avoid planting 
within three years of tomatoes, peppers, potatoes, eggplant, melons 
or roses.
e. The only control for red stele is to plant resistant varieties. Plant­
ing in light, well-drained soil may provide a measure of relief.
f. Do not plant strawberries on sod land until it has been under cultiva­
tion for at least two years.
g. If slugs are a problem, apply metaldehyde bait according to label direc­
tions .
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Spray Schedule for Brambles (Blackberries and Raspberries)
Mix Time to Spray For For 10
No. apply material 1 gal. gal. Remarks
1 Delayed dormant dry lime-sulfur 1/4 lb. 2 -1 / 2 lb. For control of mites,
(before leaflets or scale insects,
are 3/8 inch long) liquid lime- 1 -1 / 2 lb. 1 gal. anthracnose, and
sulfur spur blight
2 Cover spray multipurpose Apply when new
fruit spray canes are 6 to 8
'plus inches high, just
ferbam, 76% 2 tbsp. 1 -1 / 2 cups before bloom, and
immediately after 
bloom to control 
anthracnose, spur 
blight, cane blight, 
fruit rots, and 
leaf spot
3 Special spray dicofol (Kel- Apply as needed in
thane), 35% 1 tbsp. 3/4 cup June and July for
control of mites.
malathion, 57% 2 tbsp. 7 tbsp. Apply as fruit
begin to color for 
control of picnic 
beetles
ferbam, 76% 2 tbsp. 1-1/2 cups Apply right after
harvest to control 
anthracnose and 
spur blight
NOTE: To reduce insect and disease infestations of brambles—
a. Remove and dispose of insect-infested, diseased, and old fruiting 
canes immediately after harvest. Thin out all weak, short, spindly, 
and injured canes. Clean cultivation helps control fruit worms.
b. Remove nearby wild brambles and neglected plantings.
c. Keep fruit plantings and surrounding areas free of weeds.
d. Use certified, virus-free plants when starting a new planting. Select 
resistant varieties.
e. All plants infected with orange rust, crown gall, and viruses must 
be dug out and removed from the planting when first noticed.
f. See note on Verticillium wilt control under Strawberries.
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Spray Schedule for Blueberries
Mix Time to Spray For For 10
No. apply material 1 eal- gal. Remarks
1 When three-fourths multipurpose If pest problems
of blossoms have fruit spray appear, apply
dropped or several sprays at
carbaryl (Sevin) 2 tbsp. 1-1/2 cups 2-week intervals
plus
ferbam, 76% 2 tbsp. 1-1/4 cups
NOTE 1: Pruning out old canes and clearing out small, weak wood with hand shears
will reduce insect, mite, and disease problems. All prunings should be 
removed and disposed of, preferably by burning.
NOTE 2: Heavy nitrogen fertilization increases the chances for more severe disease
problems.
Many multipurpose fruit spray mixes are available. These mixtures usually contain 
one or two insecticides, one or two fungicides, and sometimes a miticide. A widely 
sold multipurpose spray contains the following:
Materials Gallons of water
1 5 1 0
methoxychlor, 50% WP 2 tbsp. 1 cup 2 cups
malathion, 25% WP 2 tbsp. 3/4 cup 1 -1 / 2 cups
plus
captan, 50% WP 1 -1 / 2 tbsp. 3/4 cup 1 -1 / 2 cups
or
ferbam, 76% WP 2 tbsp. 3/4 cup 1 -1 / 2 cups
Imidan or diazinon may be substituted for malathion and methoxychlor. Imidan is 
labeled only for tree fruits and grapes. Other materials may be needed at certain 
times as noted in the schedules and notes above. We expect to see benomyl (Benlate) 
in future miltipurpose sprays.
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Limitations on Pesticides Used on Fruits as of October 1, 1976 
(Number of days between each application and harvest and other limitations)
CO t__v
r— *\
z
CD in in r V— J COto to •H CD <D ,-v CD
CD <d fH •rH •rH ft n •rHr-H •H fH fH * fH v— ' a> fH
ft co u to (D fH in in fH P fH
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<  u < CO CO ' — ' CP CP CP CP ft 2 ft D h ft CO
benomyl
(Benlate)a NTLb NTLb 21 3 NTLb NR 7 NTLb NTLb NTLb NTLb
captan NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NR NTL 1 P 
NTL N
NTL NTL NTL
copper
(insoluble)
carbaryl
NTL NTL NR NR NR NR NTL NR NTL NR NR
(Sevin) 1 3 NTL 7 1 NR NTL 1 P
3 N 1 1 1
diazinon
dicofol
14 1 0 7 7 1 0 NR 7 2 0 14 1 0 5
(Kelthane) 7 14 NR 2 7 NR 7 14 7 7 2
Dikar 21 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 21 NR NR
dinocap
(Karathane)
dodine
21 45 NR NR NR NR 21 45 P only 21 NR NR
(Cyprex) 5 NR NR NR NTL NR NR 15 P only 7 NR 14
ferbam 7 21 40 40 NTL 14 7 21 P only
Nc
7 7 14
folpet
(Phaltan) NTL NR NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NR NR NR NTL
Imidan 7 14 NR NR 7 NR 7 14 7 7 NR
malathion 3 7 NTL 1 3 3 3 7 1 3 3
maneb 15 14 NR NR NR NR 7 14 NR NR NR
mancozeb 21 NR NR NR NR NR 6 6 NR 15 NR NR
methoxychlor 
oil, plant
7 21 14 14 7 14 14 21 7 7 3
(Superior) DD DD PB NTL DD NR NR DD DD DD NR
sulfur NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL NTL
thiram NTL NR NR NR NR NR NR 7 P only NR NR 3
zineb 15 Not after NR 14 7 7 7 30 P 7 30 7
petal-fall 40 N
NTL = No time limitation. Consult label for restrictions. NR = This use is not 
recommended. DD = Dormant or delayed dormant application only. PB = Postbloom. 
a = 1 lb. active ingredient/A. in growing season (not over 8 applications per sea­
son of 4 oz./ 100 gal.), 4 oz. in postharvest dip. 
b = See label for postharvest use. 
c = Do not spray on nectarines after bloom.
The above restrictions are subject to change without notice. Always read and follow 
the current package label instructions and precautions.
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Preventing Mouse Damage
Mice are serious pests of apple trees and sometimes attack other fruit trees. They 
eat bark from the main roots and trunk near and below the ground line. Both young 
and old trees may be damaged by mice. Mouse injury may occur at any time during the 
year, but is usually more serious in the late fall, winter, and early spring when 
other food is scarce.
Natural predators, such as cats, hawks, owls and foxes, will greatly reduce the mouse 
population if protective cover is eliminated. Mow the grass closely under the trees 
and throughout the orchard. Hoe out all grass and weeds within 1 foot of the trunk, 
leaving the ground bare.
Mouse traps or anticoagulant baits may be used. A repellent on the trunk near the 
ground line will help protect trees from mouse damage. Use a commercially prepared 
repellent containing thiram. Spray or paint the lower trunk in late November and 
again in February.
A gravel collar around the tree trunk discourages mice and helps control grass and 
weeds. The collar should be 6 to 8 inches deep and about 2 feet in diameter. The 
gravel must remain loose to prevent damage to the trunk.
Preventing Rabbit Damage
In the winter and early spring when food is scarce, rabbits may eat the bark from 
the trunk and lower limbs of young fruit trees. They also eat the bark from black­
berry and raspberry bushes and from young blueberry plants. They seldom cause much 
damage to older fruit trees and older blueberry plants.
Mechanical barriers are effective in preventing rabbit damage if deep snows do not 
crust, enabling rabbits to cross over or eat above the barrier. For young trees use 
a circular metal guard 18 inches tall and 6 inches in diameter made from an 18-inch- 
square piece of hardware cloth. Or wrap the trunk and lower branches with several 
layers of newspaper in early November and remove the papers in April.
The most practical mechanical barrier to protect blackberry, raspberry, and young 
blueberry plants against rabbits is an 18-to 24-inch-high chicken wire fence sur­
rounding the planting.
Commercially prepared repellents containing thiram also are effective. Spray the 
plant parts subject to damge in November and again in February.
Preventing Bird Damage
Birds are especially destructive pests of blueberries and cherries, and they fre­
quently damage other fruits. Covering the fruit plant with netting just prior to 
fruit ripening is the only practical method of protecting the fruit from birds. Pick­
ing fruit promptly as it ripens will reduce losses.
Aluminum pie pans and other reflecting objects hung in fruit plants provide some pro­
tection until the birds become adjusted to their presence.
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RPD— 916
DAMPING-OFF AND SEEDLING BLIGHTS OF VEGETABLES
M.C. Shurtleff and B.J. Jacobsenr-^
Stands of vegetable seedlings are frequently poor under humid conditions, partic­
ularly if the soil is cold and wet. Costly replanting or the production of weak, 
sickly plants is the result. The damage is usually caused by one or more soil- 
borne fungi that attack under conditions unfavorable for rapid seed germination 
and growth.
Seeds may rot and seedlings decay before emerging (preemergence damping-off) . Young 
plants that do emerge may pale, curl, wilt, and collapse (postemergence damping- 
off) from a rot at the soil line and below. The base of the stem is generally 
water-soaked at first, then turns gray to brown or black, and rots. Seedlings of 
such plants as cabbage, cauliflower, tomato, and beans are girdled by brown or 
black sunken cankers. These plants may shrivel and become dark and woody (wire- 
stem or collar rot), but they do not normally collapse. Transplants make slow 
growth or die.
Control
1. Buy best-quality seed of recommended varieties.
2. Treat seed before planting as recommended in Report on Plant Diseases No. 915.
3. Plant in a light, well-drained, well-prepared, fertile seedbed at the time rec­
ommended for your area. If at all possible, sterilize the soil— preferably 
with heat--before planting.
4. Apply a soil insecticide, such as diazinon, to the soil surface before planting, 
and immediately work into the top 3 to 5 inches of soil. Follow the manufac­
turer’s directions printed on the package label. This treatment controls root 
aphids, grubs, wireworms, ants, maggots, cutworms, and webworms, which injure 
underground parts, allowing soilborne organisms to enter and produce decay.
5. AVOID heavy soils, heavy seeding and overcrowding, poor air circulation, care­
less handling, too deep planting, and overfertilizing (especially with nitrogen).
6 . Keep the seedbed soil on the dry side after planting. Allow plenty of bright
light. .. ' ... ” .........  ..."......~~...... ...
7. Practices 1 through 6 normally will prevent damping-off. If damping-off becomes 
a problem, consult Table 1 for chemicals that may be used for control.
8 . Flats, cold frames, hotbeds, pots, and so on should also be sterilized or washed 
down. See "Soil Disinfestation, Methods and Materials," Circular 893, for 
suggestions.
1/ Extension Plant Pathologists, Department of Plant Pathology.
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Table 1. Fungicides That Can Be Used for Control of Damping-Off
Crop____________________________________ Chemicals_____
Cabbage, broccoli, brussel
sprouts, cauliflower ............... captan, PCNB
Cantaloupes, cucumber, pumpkin,
squash, watermelon ................. captan
Eggplant .............................  captan
Lettuce............................... ferbam, zineb
Pepper ...............................  captan, zineb
Tomato ...............................  captan, ferbam
Captan is sold as Captan 50-W, Captan Garden Spray, and Orthocide 50 Wettable. 
Thiram is sold as Thylate Thiram Fungicide, Tersan 75, and Spotrete.
Zineb is sold as Dithane Z-78, Parzate C, Parzate Zineb Fungicide, Ortho Zineb 75 
Wettable, and Stauffer Zineb.
Ferbam is sold as Fermate Ferbam Fungicide, Karbam Black, Carbamate, Ferbam, and 
Coromate.
Ziram is sold as Zerlate Ziram Fungicide, Karbam White, Z-C Spray or Dust, and 
Ziram.
Mixtures of captan and Terraclor are sold as Orthocide Soil Treater "X" and Terracap. 
Check and follow label directions.
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RPD-915
VEGETABLE SEED TREATMENT 
B.J. Jacobsen and Malcolm C. Shurtleff-—^
Treatment of vegetable seeds to kill disease-causing organisms (pathogens) borne 
within or on the seed has repeatedly been shown to prevent plant-disease epidemics 
(epiphytotics). Protection of the seed or seedling from common soil-inhabiting 
fungi that cause seed rots and damping-off disease is another benefit of chemical 
seed treatments. When seed is planted in cold wet soil, or is slow to germinate, 
seed treatments are often necessary if satisfactory plant stands are to be achieved.
Seed treatments for disease control are of three general types:
1. Seed d is in fe c t io n . The purpose of seed disinfection is to eradicate seed- 
infecting pathogens from the seed coat, the embryo, or both. Seed disinfection, 
using hot-water soaks, controls many seed-infecting fungi and bacteria. Recent 
research has shown 24-hour seed soaks in 0 . 2 percent thiram to be effective against 
certain seed-infecting fungi but not bacteria. However, this method of thiram use 
is not yet cleared by the EPA.
2. Seed d is in festa tio n . The purpose of seed disinfestation is to kill pathogens 
which reside on the surface of the seed.
3. Seed p ro tectio n . The purpose of seed protection is to prevent seed rots and 
damping-off caused by soil-inhabiting fungi. Fungicides such as thiram, captan, 
Dexon, dichlone, chloroneb, and PCNB are commonly used as seed protectants. Seed 
disinfection and disinfestation are commonly followed by a protective seed treat­
ment .
Pretreated seed is available from most vegetable seed supply houses. Be certain 
to read the label carefully to determine what, if any, treatment has been used.
Many growers combine both a fungicide and an insecticide in a seed treatment. Cur­
rent insecticide recommendations, label precautions, and a compatability chart 
should be consulted before combining a fungicide and insecticide.
Hot-water treatm ent. Hot-water soaks will kill most seed-borne fungi and bacteria 
without killing the seed if properly used. A small sample of each seed lot should 
be treated and tested for germination before treating the entire lot, because seed 
lots of poor quality or those more than one year old may not have good germination 
after hot-water treatment. The water temperature must be controlled very closely 
since slight reductions in temperature may result in the fungi or bacteria not be­
ing killed and slight increases may result in severe seed injury. The following 
procedures should be strictly followed when using the hot-water treatment.
1. Prewarm seed in a loosely woven cotton bag for 10 minutes in 100° F. water.
The treatment bag should be no more than half full and should be gently squeezed 
during this soak to eliminate all air pockets and to make sure all seeds are 
wetted.
1/ Extension Plant Pathologists, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illi­
nois at Urbana-Champaign.
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2. Place prewarmed seed in a water bath (5 to 10 times the volume of seed to be 
treated) that will hold the water at the recommended temperatures (Table 1). Length 
o f  treatm ent time and temperature must be ex a ct!
3. Immediately after the required treatment time, place the sacks in cold water.
4. Spread seed out to dry. Old screens make excellent drying racks.
5. Apply a protective seed treatment.
Table 1. Water Temperature and Treatment Times for Hot- 
Water Treatment of Certain Vegetable Seeds
Water
Seed
temperature
(°F)
Time
(minutes)
Broccoli, carrot, cauliflower, Chinese cabbage, 
coHard, cucumber, kale, kohlrabi, rape, 
rutabaga, turnip 1 2 2 2 0
Brussel sprouts, cabbage, eggplant, spinach, 
tomatoes 1 2 2 25
Mustard, cress, radish 1 2 2 15
Pepper 125 30
Lettuce, celery, celeriac 118 30
Note: Other kinds of seed are likely to be injured by 
benefit from it.
this treatment or will not
Seed treatments used in seed disinfestation or in protection may be applied by 
either the dust method or the slurry method.
Dust method. Place the seed and fungicide in a closed container (Mason jar or 
drum) and agitate vigorously until the seed is uniformly coated with dust. Best 
results are obtained when the container is twice the volume of seed treated.
Slurry  method. Add enough water to a wettable powder formulation of the selected 
fungicide to make a sloppy paste. Place the seed in the slurry and stir or swirl 
until the seeds are thoroughly coated. Dry the seed before planting. PRECAUTION: 
Remember that 1 to 3 ounces of seed protectant are sufficient to treat the whole 
bushel of seed. Do not overdose!)
All seed-treatment chemicals are poisonous to man and animals when taken internally. 
Some may cause mild to severe skin irritations if allowed to accumulate. Avoid 
inhaling the dusts or fumes. Do the treating outdoors or in a well-ventilated 
room. After treatment, or at frequent intervals, wash exposed skin with soap and 
water.
Carefully mark treated seed and DO NOT USE it for feed, food, or oil purposes.
Keep seed-treatment chemicals in a locked cabinet in their original containers.
Make sure containers that have been used for treated seed are thoroughly cleaned 
before reusing. Follow the manufacturer's directions as given on the container 
regarding concentration, dosage, mixing, and other handling precautions.
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Table 2. Seed-Treatment, Materials, and Diseases 
Controlled for Vegetable Crops
Crop Diseases controlled Chemical Method
Beans£/ Seed rot, damping-off, Pythium captan D,S,PB
and Rhizoctonia root rot. Strep- chloranil D,S
tomycin is partially effective in chloroneb S,PB
elimination of surface contamina- Dexonb/ D,S,
tion by the Halo blight organism. ETCMTD and PCNBC/ D,S,PB
Chloroneb can be used for better maneb D,PB
protection against Rhizootonia. PCNB D, S
streptomycin S
thiram D, S
zineb-captan D,S
Beet Seed rot, damping-off, black rot captan D,S
(seedling stage). Application dichlone D, S
of solubor may reduce damping- Dexon D,S
off if boron is deficient. thiram D, S
zineb-captan D, S
Cabbage, Black rot, black leg, downy mil- hot water soak
broccoli, dew, anthracnose, alternaria leaf-
brussel sprouts, spot and blight.
cauliflower Seed rot, damping-off. captan D,S,PB
thiram D,S
chloranil D, S
All other Black rot, black leg. hot water soak
crucifers^/ Seed rot, damping-off. captan D, S
zineb-captan D,S
Cantaloupe, Seed rot, damping-off, Fusariwn, captan D,S,PB
cucumber, pump- foot rot of squash, black rot. chloranil D, S
kin, squash, Dexond/ D, S
watermelon thiram D, S
zineb-captan D, S
Other melons captan D,S
Carrot Bacterial blight. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off chloranil D, S
thiram D, S
CollardsiL/ Black rot. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. captan D,S
Corn (pop and Seed rot, damping-off. captan D, S
sweet) dichlone D, S
thirame/ D, S
zineb-captan D,S
Eggplant Phomopsis blight, Collectotrichum hot water soak
fruit rot.
Seed rot, damping-off. chloranil D,S
thiram D, S
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Table 2 (Continued)
Crop Diseases controlled Chemical Method
Endive Seed rot, damping-off. chloranil D, S
thiram D,S
Garlic (cloves) White rot. PCNB D,S
Kale*/ Black rot. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. thiram D,S
Kohlrabi^/ Black rot. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. thiram D,S
Lettuce^/ Seed rot, damping-off. chloranil D, S
Mustard Black rot. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off, captan D,S
anthracnose. thiram D,S
Okra Seed rot, damping-off. captan D
Onion Seed rot, damping-off. captan D
Seed rot, damping-off, smut. thiram D,S
pelleted with 
methocel sticker
Parsley Seed rot, damping-off. chloranil D
Pea Seed rot, damping-off, partial captan D,S,PB
control of Asochyta and Mycos- chloranil D
phaerella blights, Aphanomyces dichlone D,S
root rot. Dexon D,S
ETCMTD and PCNB M,PB
maneb D,PB,M
PCNB M,D,S
thiram D,S
zineb-captan D, S
Peppera/ Anthracnose, bacterial spot. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. captan D,S
dichlone D, S
thiram D, S
zineb-captan D,S
Potato Fusarium, seed piece decay captan D
(seed piece) scab, seed piece rot. maneb D
Polyram D
mancozeb
zineb
D,dip
Black leg (bacterial), streptomycin D
Radish—^ Seed rot, damping-off. chloranil D,S
thiram D, S
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Table 2 (Continued
Crop Diseases controlled Chemical Method
Spinach^/ Downy mildew, anthracnose. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. captan D, S
dichlone D,S
Dexon D, S
thiram D,S
zineb-captan D, S
Sweet potato Black rot, stem rot, scurf. chloranil dip
Botran dip
thiram dip
Swiss chard—^ Seed rot, damping-off, leaf spot. captan D,S
dichlone D,S
thiram D,S
zineb-captan D,S
Tomato Bacterial spot, anthracnose, 
Phoma rot, mosaic.
hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. captan S
dichlone D,S
thiram D, S
mancozeb S
Turnip^/ Black rot, anthracnose. hot water soak
Seed rot, damping-off. captan S
chloranil D,S
thiram D, S
D = Dust; S = Slurry; PB = Planter Box; M = Machine.
a/ Obtain certified disease-free seed or seed grown in the semi-arid areas of the
western United States, 
b/ Lima and snap only, 
c/ Field, kidney, snap, and lima. 
d/ Cucumber only, 
e/ Sweet only.
Captan is sold as Captan 50-W and 80-W; Captan 75 Seed Protectant; Captan Garden 
Spray; Captan 80 Spray-Dip; Orthocide 50 and 80 Wettable; Orthocide Fruit and 
Vegetable Wash; Agway Captan 5D and 7.5D; Orthocide 65 and 75 Seed Protectant; 
Orthocide Garden Fungicide; Miller's Captan 50W; Patterson's Captan Garden Spray;
F § B Captan 7.5 Dust; Chipman Captan Dust; Orthocide 5 Dust, 7.5 Dust,and 10 Dust; 
etc.
Chloranil is sold as Spergon, Quinone, and Chloranil.
Chloroneb is sold as Demosan.
Dichlone is sold as Dichlone or Phygon.
ETCMTD is sold as Terrazole, Koban, Truban, and Ethazol.
Maneb is sold as Manzate Maneb Fungicide; Manzate D Maneb; Dithane M-22, M-22 Spe­
cial; Sears Lawn Fungicide; Aceto Maneb; Niagara Maneb; Pratt Lawn and Garden Fun­
gicide; Vancide Maneb 80; Patterson Maneb; Shepard Maneb; Pennwalt Maneb; Chevron 
Maneb; etc.
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Mancozeb is sold as Manzate 200, Tersan LSR, Dithane M-45, Fore, Vancide Maneb 
Flowable, etc.
PCNB is sold as Terraclor, PCNB, Brassicol, and Fungiclor.
Streptomycin is sold as Agrimycin 17, Stauffer Streptomycin, Phytomycin, Ortho, 
Streptomycin Spray, Streptomycin Antibiotic Spray Powder, Agri-strep, andAg-Strep.
Thiram is sold as Tersan 75 Thiram Fungicide, Thylate Thiram Fungicide, Arasan 
50-Red and 75, Panoram 75, Roberts Thiram, Chipco Thiram 75, Spotrete, Thiurum 75, 
Thiramad, Niagara Thiram 65 Wettable Powder, Aceto Thiram-75, Miller's Thiram 65 
and 75W, Vancide TM-95 and TM Flowable, etc.
Zineb is sold as Dithane Z-78, Parzate C Zineb Fungicide, Ortho Zineb Wettable, 
Black Leaf Sheen, Aceto Zineb-75 and -90, Acme Zineb 75 Wettable, Niagara Zineb 
75 Wettable, Vancide Zineb 85, Sherwin-Williams Zineb, E-Z-Flo Zineb 75, Pennwalt 
Zineb W-75, Miller's Zineb Dust, Stauffer Zineb 75-W, Ortho Zineb Dust, Chipman 
Zineb, etc.
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1977 Suggested 
F ungicide 
G uide
Fungicide Guide for 
COMMERCIAL 
VEGETABLE GROWERS
Vegetable fungicide tolerances and intervals approved 
by the Food and Drug Administration and the Environ­
mental Protection Agency as of October 1, 1976, are 
presented in this publication. The tables on pages 2 and 
3 give the tolerances in parts per million (ppm) and the 
number of days between the last application at normal 
rate and the harvest or they give the date of last applica­
tion that will keep residues within tolerances set by the 
FDA.
The listing of a chemical for a crop does not neces­
sarily constitute recommendation for control of a disease 
on that crop by the Illinois Cooperative Extension Ser­
vice or the Agricultural Experiment Station. Specific 
recommendations are given on pages 4 to 7.
In some instances a tolerance (ppm) has been set 
but a definite interval has not been established. The 
absence of an interval does not necessarily mean that the 
fungicide may not be used on that crop. Use of the 
fungicide would require such restrictions as “do not 
apply after first blooms appear” or “do not apply after 
edible parts form.”
In a few cases the interval and dosage have been 
established, but the allowable ppm residue has not been
determined. Here again this does not mean that the 
fungicide may not be used on that crop. It does mean, 
however, that until a tolerance is established it must be 
considered to be zero. Zero tolerances are reviewed each 
year. Some are cancelled as the manufacturer supplies 
the EPA with additional data.
Growers must follow a disease control program that 
will assure the production of vegetables with no excessive 
fungicide residues. Vegetables marketed with residues 
exceeding FDA tolerances may be injurious to con­
sumers, may be confiscated, and may cause the grower 
to be brought to court.
Growers have nothing to fear from the law so long 
as they use fungicides and other pesticides according to 
the current label only on the crops specified, in the 
amounts specified, and at the times specified. The safe 
grower keeps a record of the products and trade names 
used, the percentage of active ingredients, dilutions, 
rates of application per acre, and dates of application. 
The record sheet provided on page 8 is a convenient 
place to keep such information.
This circular will be revised each year. Be sure you 
have the most up-to-date copy.
Prepared by Barry Jacobsen and Gary W . Simone, Department of Plant Pathology
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
Urbana, Illinois Circular 999 November, 1976
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FUNGICIDE USES FOR VEGETABLES, APPROVED BY THE EPA, OCTOBER 1, 1976* b
„  Benlate, Gaptan (D) 
roP 0.2-15 ppm (See ppm below)
folatan, 
0 J -15 0.1-15 
PPm ppm
Dyrene, 
10 ppm
maneb, 
4-10 ppm 
maneb with 
zinc salt
mancozeb0 
(See ppm below)
zineb, 
4-25 ppm
Asparagus . . root dip Ad (0.1 ppm), A A
Beans (dry, lima, 14,® B (25 ppm), pp, 0® 7,eB (snap 0® 7°
snap) (snap only) only) 4 on limas
lima 28 or snap
Beet, garden . . (2 ppm-root, 100 7 (tops)
ppm-greens), 0, pp
Broccoli . .  (2 ppm), pp 0° (10 ppm), 3 or 7
trim and wash
Brussels sprouts . .  (2 ppm), pp 0 7
Cabbage . . (2 ppm), pp 0 (10 ppm), 7 7
Cantaloupe 0 (25 ppm), 0, ph,d 0 0® 0B 5 (0 ppm in edible 5
(muskmelon) PP parts), 5°
Carrot • • (2 ppm), 0 0 (7 ppm), 0 (2 ppm) 7, B (tops) 7 (tops)
Cauliflower . . (2 ppm), pp 0 0 7
Celery (3 ppm), 7 (50 ppm), 0, pb 7 0 (5 ppm), strip (5 ppm), 14 strip and
' and wash, 14 wash, 14
Chinese cabbage 7
Corn, sweet and pop . .  (2 ppm), 10, B, pp 14, Bf (0.5 ppm-cob 0, B, C
and kernel), 7
(5 ppm-fodder
and forage, 0.5
ppm-ears)
Cucumber (1 ppm), 0 (25ppm),0,ph,pp 0 0 0 (4 ppm), 5 (4 ppm), 7 5
Eggplant . . (25 ppm), 0, ph, pb 0 0
Endive, escarole (10 ppm), 7 10
and wash
Fennel 7
Kale, collard . . (2 ppm), pp (10 ppm), 10 10
and wash
Kohlrabi 0 (halferown)
Lettuce . . (100 ppm), 0 (10 ppm), 7 10
(strip and wash)
Mustard greens . . (2 ppm), pp (10 ppm), 10 10
and wash
Onion . . (50 ppm green, 0 0 0 (7 ppm), 0 (0.5 ppm dry), 7, D 10
25 dry), 0, ph
Peas . .  (2 ppm), pp 10, C
Pepper . .  (25 ppm), 0, pb, pp (7 ppm), 0 E 0
Potato, Irish'1 . .  (25 ppm), 0, ph 0 0 0 (0.1 ppm), 0, C (1.0 ppm), 0 0 and seed,
C, pp
Pumpkin . . (25 ppm), 0, pp 0 0 (7 ppm), 0 0
Radish 0 0
Rhubarb (greenhouse) . . (25 ppm), 0 (10 ppm), 0
Spinach . . (100 ppm), 0, pp 7 and wash 10
Squash (1 ppm), 0 (25 ppm), 0, pp 0 0 (7 ppm), 5 (4 ppm), 5 5
Sugar beetd (0.2 ppm- 0 10, B, (2 ppm-roots, 65
roots, 15 ppm- C, 14, no feed- ppm-tops), B, 14
tops), 21 ing restrictions
Swiss chard . .  0 10
Tomato (5 ppm), 0 (25 ppm), 0, pp 0 0* 0 (4 ppm), 5, F (4 ppm), 5 5
Turnip, rutabaga . . (2 ppm), pp 10 and wash (7 ppm), 7-
tops
Watermelon (1 ppm), 0 (25 ppm), 0, pp 0 0 5 (0 ppm edible 5
parts), 5°
» No tolerances have been set for these fungicides on dill, horseradish, okra, parsley, and parsnip. 
b The following abbreviations are used: _
A =  Post-harvest application to ferns only or to young plantings that will not be harvested.
B — Do not feed treated tops or forage to livestock.
C — Do not use treated seed or seed pieces for feed or food.
D =  Do not apply to exposed bulbs.
E =  Do not apply after fruit buds form.
F =r To avoid damage, do not use on tender young plants, 
pb Plant bed treatment, 
ph =  Post-harvest spray or dip. 
pp =  Preplant soil treatment.
0 Mancozeb is sold as Dithane M-45 and Manzate 200. _
d Tolerances are not needed for pesticides applied only to the foliage and not translocated to the tubers or roots. 
8 Number indicates number of days between last application and harvest; 0 =  up to harvest. 
f Do not apply if crop is to be used for processing. 
s Machine harvest only.
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LABEL INFORMATION ON FUNGICIDES OF LESS GENERAL USE
Fungicide (tolerance) Crops and use restrictions Fungicide (tolerance)
Botran
copper, fixed, neutral, 
and basic (including 
Bordeaux mixture) 
Dexon
dinocap (Karathane)
ETCM TD (Terrazole, 
Truban, Koban) 
polyethylene polymer 
(Polyram) (0 ppm)
Beans (snap) — white mold, 2 days to 
harvest. Do not feed forage to livestock. 
Greenhouse tomato —  to harvest. Do 
not drench seedlings or newly set trans­
plants. Carrot — post-harvest dip or 
spray, see label. Garlic, Onion —  soil 
application before seeding or spray to 
soil around sets or bulbs. Do not plant 
spinach as follow-up crop in treated soil. 
Leaf lettuce (greenhouse) —  14 days* 
(do not apply to wilted plants or seed­
lings). Head lettuce— 14 days. Celery 
—  7 days. Cucumber (greenhouse)—- 
see label. Rhubarb (greenhouse)— 3 
days. Potato— 14 days (do not feed to 
livestock). Sweet potato —  root dip and 
plant bed treatment. Note: Do not plant 
tomatoes as followup in treated soil. 
Don’t use spent roots for food or feed. 
Post-harvest spray or dip as directed. 
Exempt if used with good agricultural 
practices. Not exempt if used at time of 
or after harvest. See label.
Cleared only for seed-treatment use on 
Beans, Beets, Com, Cucumbers, Peas, 
Spinach, Sugar beets. Do not use treated 
seed for food, feed, or oil. Slurry seed 
treatment for planting in light soils or 
soils high in clay or organic matter. 
Cantaloupe (Muskmelon), Cucumber, 
Honeydew melon, Pumpkin, Squash, 
Watermelon —  7 days. For control of 
powdery mildew only.
Seed treatment: Beans, Peas, Sugar 
beets.
Potato, Sugar beet —  no time limita­
tions. Celery— 14 days. Cantaloupe, 
Cucumber, Tomato —  5 days. Do not 
feed Sugar beet tops to meat or dairy 
animals. Celery —  strip, trim, and wash. 
Post-harvest application to Asparagus 
ferns.
PCNB (Terraclor, 
Brassicol, Fungiclor) 
(0.1 ppm)
streptomycin 
(0.25 ppm)
sulfur, lime, and 
lime-sulfur 
thiabendazole 
(Mertect)
thiram, TM TD  
(0.5-7 ppm)
triphenyltin (Du-Ter)
■ Number of days between last application and harvest.
Crops and use restrictions.
Beans —  base of plants before blossom­
ing, soil and seed treatment at planting, 
or foliar spray. Do not feed treated 
Bean vines to livestock. Do not apply 
after first bloom. Broccoli, Brussels 
sprouts, Cabbage, Cauliflower —  trans­
plant solution (% pint per plant) or row 
treatment before transplanting. Pepper, 
Potato, Tomato —  soil treatment at or 
before planting. Tomato (field use only) 
—  transplant solution (V2 pt. of 0.2%  
per plant). Garlic —  soil and seed treat­
ment at planting.
Celery, Pepper, Tomato —  plant beds 
only (200 ppm spray); Potato —  seed- 
piece treatment only (100 ppm dip or 
dust). Soak cut seed pieces less than 30 
min. Beans —  seed treatment for halo 
blight control. Do not use treated seed 
for food or feed.
Exempt when used with good agricul­
tural practices. See label.
Sweet potato —  “seed” root treatment. 
Do not use treated pieces for food or 
feed. Potato —  “seed” tubers only (1,500 
ppm-20 sec. dip.
Onion —  Furrow treatment. Celery —  
7 days (strip trim, and wash). Sweet 
potato —  preplant root dip. Tomato —  
0 days, for leaf spots and fruit rots. Seed 
treatment: Beans, Beets, Broccoli, Brus­
sels sprouts, Cabbage, Cantaloupe, Car­
rot, Cauliflower, Collard, Corn, Cucum­
ber, Eggplant, Endive, Kale, Kohlrabi, 
Lettuce, Okra, Onion (bulb, seed, and 
set), Peas, Pepper, Pumpkin, Radish, 
Spinach, Squash, Swiss chard, Tomato, 
Turnip, Watermelon. WARNING: Do 
not use treated seed for food, feed, or 
oil.
Potato —  early and late blight. May be 
applied through irrigation systems (solid 
set or center pivot only).
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS ON FUNGICIDE APPLICATION
1. Cover the foliage uniformly. G round equipm ent — Apply 75 to 125 gallons per acre at approximately 400 pounds per 
square inch of pressure. Lower volumes and/or pressures may provide adequate coverage, but high-volume, high-pressure applica­
tions provide ideal coverage. Make sure the sprayer is functioning properly. Check the nozzles for cleanliness and wear. Boom, 
height, accuracy of pressure gauge, agitation, and calibration should also be checked. Aerial application —  Apply recommended 
amounts of pesticide per acre in 3 to 5 gallons of water. Make sure nozzles are properly aligned and clean, so uniform applica­
tion is achieved. Cover a swath no wider than is reasonable for the aircraft and boom being used. Spray only those fields which 
are suitable for aerial application. Avoid fields of irregular shape or topography, particularly if they are bounded by power lines, 
trees, or other obstructions.
2. Whenever possible spray when the air is still or when wind velocity is not excessive (less than 10 to 12 m .p.h.).
3. Avoid situations where pesticide drift may cause needless problems.
4. When it is compatible with the product label, use a spray adjuvant (surfactant). Some commonly available surfactants 
are: Colloidal Products X77 (liquid, non-ionic) spreader activator; Colloidal Products Multifilm L. (liquid); Colloidal Products 
Spray Modifier (liquid, non-ionic) spreader sticker; Millers Nufilm 17 liquid spreader sticker; Millers Nufilm P liquid spreader 
sticker; Allied Chemical Plyac (liquid) sticker; Rohm and Haas Triton B — 1956 (liquid, non-ionic) spreader sticker; Triton 
CS7, spreader-binder; and Du Pont Spreader Sticker (liquid) spreader sticker.
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CONDENSED FUNGICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DISEASES 
OF COMMERCIAL VEGETABLE CROPS FOR 1976
Vegetable Diseases Fungicide8 Remarks
Asparagus Rust (RPD934)b, leaf 
and branchlet blights
zineb, maneb, 
mancozeb, or Polyram
Apply to non-harvested fields throughout season to August 15; to 
harvested fields after cutting only. Apply at 7- to 10-day inter­
vals. May combine with insecticides to control asparagus beetles, 
cutworms, etc. (Cir. 897).b Polyram on ferns only.
Root rots maneb and zinc 
ion, captan
Use as a preplant dip.
Beans (garden, wax, 
and lima)
Seed decay (RPD915), 
damping-off, and seed- 
borne stem blights and 
root rots
thiram, captan, Terra- 
zole, or chloroneb plus 
insecticide
Treat seed any time if not previously treated by producer. Plant 
only certified, western-grown seed in warm soil above 65° F.
Bacterial blights fixed copper 
(2-3 lb. metallic/A.)
Apply at weekly intervals. Plant only certified western-grown 
seed.
Rust, anthracnose, 
fungus leaf spots, pod 
and stem spots
maneb, zineb, or Bravo Apply at 7- to 10-day intervals during moist weather. Combine 
with insecticides to control bean beetles, aphids, leafhoppers, 
blister beetles, etc. (Cir. 897).
Mosaics Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47)b that transmit the 
viruses. Kill aphids before they feed (Cir. 897). Control weeds 
in and around fields (Cir. 907).
White mold Botran, PCNB, benomyl Apply to base of plants just before bloom, or at 25-50% bloom 
(benomyl). Do not feed treated vines to livestock.
Beets (garden and 
sugar),
Spinach,
Swiss chard
Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off, and seed- 
borne leaf spot and 
anthracnose
thiram or captan Treat seed any time or buy treated seed. To control damping- 
off apply captan (5-7 lb. of 50% WP in 25-30 gal. water/A. or 
25-30 lb. of 10% dust/A.) in furrow at planting time.
Cercospora leaf spot 
(RPD951), downy 
mildew
zineb or fixed copper 
(2-3 lb. metallic/A.)
Apply every 1 to 2 weeks during rainy periods. May combine 
with insecticides to control aphids, leafhoppers, caterpillars, leaf 
miners, etc. (Cir. 897).
Mosaics, virus yellows Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) and plant bugs 
that transmit the viruses. Kill insects before they feed (Cir. 897).
Broccoli,
Brussels sprouts,
Cauliflower,
Cabbage,
Chinese cabbage, 
Gollard,
Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off, black rot 
(RPD924), blackleg 
(RPD955), radish black 
root (RPD948), 
alternaria blight
hot water, then thiram 
or captan
Buy western-grown seed. Sow only seed treated with hot water. 
Control cabbage root maggots, cutworms, cabbage worms, etc. 
(Cir. 897). Four-year rotation with non-crucifer crops.
Mustard,
Kale,
Kohlrabi,
Radish,
Rutabaga
Wirestem (Rhizoctonia)  
(RPD902), damping-off, 
seed rot (RPD916), 
botrytis blight (RPD942)
PCNB-captan mixture Dust or spray on soil just before, at, or after planting seed. 
Follow manufacturer’s directions.
Clubroot (RPD923) PCNB 75 Apply in transplant water or starter solution, % pt. per plant 
(about 400 to 600 gal./A.). Do not use emulsion form of PCNB.
Downy mildew, leaf 
spots, white rust 
(RPD960), anthrac­
nose, botrytis blight 
(RPD942)
maneb, zineb, or 
Bravo
Apply at 5- to 7-day intervals (3-5 days for radish) in wet 
weather. Use maneb in seedbed( 2 lb./lOO gal.). Good cover­
age important. May need spreader-sticker. May combine with 
insecticides to control aphids, cabbage worms, etc. (Cir. 897).
Mosaics, black ringspot Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) and cabbage worms 
(NHE-45) that transmit the viruses. Kill insects before they feed 
— especially in seedbeds (Cir. 897).
Brittle root
(primarily horseradish)
Use insecticides to control leafhoppers that transmit the virus 
(Cir. 897). Apply when leafhoppers are first noticed. Additional 
applications may be necessary if infestation is severe.
Horseradish Leaf spots fixed copper
Carrot, Parsnip Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off
thiram or captan Treat seed any time. May combine with insecticides.
Aster yellows (RPD903) Use insecticides to kill leafhoppers that transmit the mycoplasma, 
before they feed (Cir. 897). Begin when plants are 2-3 inches tall; 
apply weekly for 4 weeks. Control weeds in and around plant­
ings (Cir. 907).
Cercospora leaf spot, 
alternaria leaf blight 
(RPD938)
captan, maneb, 
mancozeb, zineb, or 
Bravo
Apply at 5- to 10-day intervals in rainy periods. Thorough cov­
erage essential. Start around June 15.
a Dosages: The quantity of material listed, is the pounds of active (actual) ingredient to be applied to 1 acre unless stated otherwise (i.e., 3 Ib./A.; 2 lb. 
50% WP; 20 lb. 5% dust). Abbreviations used: A =  acre; WP =  wettable powder; pt. ~  pint(s); gal. — gallon(s); T . =  tablespoon(s) (level); sq. ft. =  square 
foot or feet.
b RPD — Report on Plant Diseases; NHE =  Natural History Entomology publication. General references: Circular 897, Insect Pest Management Guide — 
Commercial Vegetable Crops and Greenhouse Vegetables; and Circular 907, Herbicide Guide for Commercial Vegetable Growers. Materials available in County Ex­
tension Offices.
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CONDENSED FUNGICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS (continued)
Vegetable Diseases Fungicide Remarks
Celery,
Parsley
Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off, seed-borne 
blights
hot water, then thiram 
or captan
Treat seed just before planting or buy treated seed. If damping- 
off starts, spray plants and soil 2 to 3 times, 5-7 days apart. 
Use zineb (1 T./gal.). Three-year-old seed is free of late blight.
Leaf blights and leaf 
spots
maneb, zineb, benomyl, 
Dyrene, Bravo, mancozeb
Apply every 7-10 days in field except during very dry weather.
Mosaics, calico, 
ringspot
Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) that transmit the 
viruses. Kill aphids before they feed (Cir. 897). Control weeds 
in and around plantings (Cir. 907).
Aster yellows (RPD903) Use insecticides to control leafhoppers that transmit the myco­
plasma. Kill insects bejore they feed. Control weeds in and 
around plantings (Cir. 907).
Corn (sweet and pop) Seed rot (RPD915), 
seedling blights, seed- 
borne root and stalk 
rots, leaf blights
Captan, zineb, Treat seed any time or buy seed treated with both a fungicide 
Vitavax-thiram, or thiram and an insecticide (NHE-27). 
plus insecticide
Bacterial wilt (RPD907) Apply insecticides over row to control flea beetles (NHE-36) that 
transmit the wilt bacteria (Cir. 897). One to 6 sprays may be 
needed, 3 to 5 days apart. Start the day before corn comes up.
Helminthosporium 
leaf blights
mancozeb, Polyram, 
or Bravo
Begin when disease first appears, Repeat at 7-day intervals or 
as required.
Cucumber,
Muskmelon
(Cantaloupe),
Pumpkin,
Squash,
Watermelon
Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off, angular 
and alternaria leaf spots, 
fusarium wilt, gummy 
stem blight or black rot, 
anthracnose, scab
captan, or thiram plus 
insecticide
Sow only certified, western-grown seed. Watering after planting 
with captan 50W (2 lb./lOO gal. at 1 gal./125 sq. ft., every 5-7 
days) controls damping-off. May combine with insecticides 
(Cir. 897) to control seed-corn maggots (NHE-27) in seedbed. 
Use 3- to 4-year rotation.
Bacterial wilt (RPD905) Use insecticides to control cucumber beetles (NHE-46) that 
transmit the causal bacteria. Kill beetles before they feed (Cir. 
897). Applications needed from young seedlings to mature plants. 
Thorough coverage is essential.
Anthracnose (RPD920), maneb, mancozeb,
downy mildew (RPD927), zineb, Bravo, Difolatan,
scab (RPD928), bios- Dyrene, or benomyl
som blight, leaf spots and
blights (RPD918), fruit
spots and rots, gummy
stem blight or black rot
Use captan or ziram (2-3 lb./lOO gal.) on young plants. Apply 
at 7- to 10-day intervals from seedling emergence to vining. 
Start other materials after vines begin to run. Repeat at 5- to 
10-day intervals to 7-10 days before harvest; keep new growth 
protected. May combine with insecticides to control cucumber 
beetles, aphids, vine borer, pickle worm, etc. (Cir. 897).
Angular leaf spot 
(RPD919)
fixed copper (2-3 lb. 
metallic/A.) or soluble 
copper
Apply at 5- to 7-day intervals in warm, wet weather; or mix 
with zineb or maneb (2 lb./A.). Begin when plants start to vine 
or disease first appears.
Mosaics (RPD926) Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) and beetles (NHE- 
46) that transmit the viruses (Cir. 897). Kill insects before they 
feed. Control weeds (Cir. 907).
Powdery mildew 
(RPD925)
Karathane WD, benomyl 
(8 oz./lOO gal.), Bravo 
plus spreader-sticker
Dust or spray. Thorough coverage essential. Repeat 5-10 days 
later. Do not apply within 7 days of harvest. Use benomyl alone.
Eggplant Seed rot (RPD915), 
seed-borne anthracnose, 
phomopsis blight 
(RPD949), and verti- 
cillium wilt (RPD950)
hot water, then thiram 
or captan
Treat seed just before planting.
Damping-off (RPD916) captan Seedbed or flat spray, 5 gal./lOO sq. ft. Repeat at 5- to 7-day 
intervals.
Blight (phomopsis, 
alternaria, cercospora) 
(RPD949), anthracnose
maneb, zineb, or 
captan
Start when disease is first evident, or when first fruits are half 
mature. Repeat at 7- to 10-day intervals. Do not use copper fungi­
cides on eggplant. May combine with insecticides (Cir. 897).
Lettuce,
Endive
Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off (RPD916), 
gray mold (RPD942)
thiram, Botran, ferbam, 
zineb
Dust seed lightly with captan 75. Then apply Botran as dust 
or spray just before or just after seeding. For field use only.
Aster yellows (RPD903), 
white heart
Use insecticides to control leafhoppers that transmit the myco­
plasma. Kill leafhoppers before they feed (Cir. 897). Applications 
needed throughout season. Dust or spray weed borders.
Mosaics (RPD946) Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) that transmit the 
viruses. Kill aphids before they feed (Cir. 897). Sow only mosaic- 
indexed seed. Control weeds in and around plant-growing areas 
(Cir. 907). Keep new and old beds as far apart as possible.
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CONDENSED FUNGICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS (continued)
Vegetable Diseases Fungicide Remarks
Gray mold (RPD942), 
downy mildew, other 
fungus leaf spots, white 
rust
Sclerotinia
ferbam, maneb, or zineb 
Botran
Botran or ferbam
Apply at 5- to 7-day intervals in cool, damp weather. Do not 
apply within 10 days of harvest. May combine with insecticides 
to control aphids, leafhoppers, flea beetles, etc. (Gir. 897). 
Botrytis control. Do not apply within 14 days of harvest.
Okra Seed rot (RPD915), 
damping-off
thiram Seed treatment. Apply any time.
Onion,
Garlic
Smut (RPD933), seed 
decay (RPD915), 
damping-off, seed-borne 
purple blotch
thiram or captan Apply to seed any time (RPD933). For onion sets, use 1 lb. 
(100% active) to 20 lb. seed; for bulb onions, wet seed with 
Methocel sticker then treat with 8 lb. thiram 75 or captan 75 to 
8 lb. seed. For pickling and green bunching onions, same as for bulb 
onions; but use half dosage. Control seed- and bulb-feeding in­
sects (Gir. 897).
Blast (RPD931), downy 
mildew, purple blotch, 
gray mold blight 
(RPD942), neck rot 
(RPD930)
maneb, Difolatan, Bravo 
6F, Dyrene, mancozeb, 
or zineb plus spreader- 
sticker
Apply every 5 to 7 days in moist weather. May combine with 
insecticides to control thrips, onion maggots, cutworms, etc. 
(Gir. 897).
Yellow dwarf, mosaics Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) that transmit the 
viruses. Kill aphids before they feed (Gir. 897). Keep new and 
old plantings as fa r  apart as possible.
Pea,
Lentil
Seed decay (RPD915), 
damping-off, seed-borne 
foot rots, ascochyta and 
mycosphaerella blights 
(RPD945), fusarium wilts 
(RPD912), and bacte­
rial blights
Dexon, thiram, captan, 
or zineb plus insecticide
Treat seed any time or buy seed treated with fungicide-insecti­
cide. Sow certified, western-grown seed. Where captan or 
thiram are used, friction may reduce seeding rate; add graphite 
(1 oz./bu.).
Leaf and stem spots or 
blights (RPD945)
zineb Apply weekly in rainy weather where diseases have been severe 
in past.
Mosaics (RPD947), 
streaks, stunt, mottle, 
wilt
Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) and other insects 
that transmit the viruses. Kill insects before they feed (Gir. 897). 
Also treat field borders.
Powdery mildew lime-sulfur dust 
(4-6 ratio) 30 lb./A.
Do not apply at air temperature above 80° F. or when plants are 
in flower. Two applications, a week apart, when mildew first 
appears, should be sufficient.
Peanut Seed rot (RPD915), 
seedling blights
Botran, thiram, Difolatan, 
or captan
Treat seed anytime. Do not use treated seed for food, feed, or oil.
Potato, Irish Seed-piece decays 
(RPD915), and seed- 
borne verticillium wilt 
(RPD950)
captan, maneb, 
Polyram, zineb, or 
maneb plus zinc ion
Apply as dust or dip to cut and uncut tubers. Follow manu­
facturer’s directions. Tubers should be well corked over. Plant 
in warm (over 50° F.) soil.
Blackleg (RPD943) streptomycin May combine with treatment for seed-piece decays. Use uncut, 
B-size, certified seed.
Early blight (RPD935), 
late blight (RPD936), 
and minor leaf spots and 
blights
maneb, mancozeb, 
Difolatan, Bravo, 
Polyram, Dyrene, 
Du-Ter
Apply at 4- to 10-day intervals. If rainy, shorten interval; if 
dry, lengthen. For “finish-up” sprays use fixed copper (3 lb. 
metallic/A.). May combine with insecticides (Cir. 897).
Common scab 
(RPD909), and black 
scurf (Rkizoctonia)
PCNB (various for­
mulations)
May help on mineral soils. Work into top 4-6 inches of soil at or 
before planting. Follow manufacturer’s directions carefully. 
Dust seed pieces with difolatan or maneb and zinc ion.
Mosaics, leaf roll, mottle, 
purple-top, yellow 
dwarf, etc.
Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47), leafhoppers (NHE- 
22), etc., that transmit the viruses. Kill insects before they feed 
(Cir. 897).
Rhubarb Root and crown rots fixed copper 
(3 lb. metallic/A.)
Drench crowns early in spring and after harvest. Plant only in 
well-drained soil.
Leaf and stalk spots, 
anthracnose
captan,
Botran
Avoid applications from 2 weeks before harvest until cutting is 
completed (greenhouse only). May combine with insecticides 
(Gir. 897).
Mosaics, ringspots Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) that transmit the 
viruses. Kill aphids before they feed (Cir. 897).
Sweet potato Black rot (RPD953), 
foot rot (RPD958), 
fusarium wilt (RPD954), 
scurf (RPD957)
Botran
thiram (l^oz./gal.), 
thiabendazole
Seed dip or bed spray.
Dip disease-free roots or sprouts just before planting. Follow 
manufacturer’s directions. Seedbed disinfestation (Cir, 893). 
Three to 4-year rotation. Strict sanitation. Do not rinse after 
treatment.
Storage rots (RPD952) Botran (as post-harvest 
dip or in wash water)
Helps reduce transit and market losses caused by rhizopus soft 
rot and black rot. Fumigate storage houses with formaldehyde.
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CONDENSED FUNGICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS (concluded)
Vegetable Diseases Fungicide Remarks
Tomato,
Pepper
Seed decay (RPD915), hot water, then captan,
seed-borne bacterial or thiram
spot (RPD910), speck
and canker (RPD962),
early blight (RPD908),
septoria blight, anthracnose,
fusarium wilt (RPD929),
leaf mold (RPD941)
Treat seed, buy treated seed, or certified, disease-free transplants 
(Cir. 912).
Bacterial spot (RPD910) fixed copper- 
streptomycin mixture
Start when seedlings emerge and apply every 5 days. In field, 
use fixed copper (2-3 lb. metallic/A.) plus maneb or maneb and 
zinc ion (2 lb./A.).
Damping-off (RPD916) 
and seedling blights, 
collar rot (RPD908)
captan, ferbam Dust or spray in seedbed. Apply as plants emerge so spray runs 
down stems. Repeat every 4 to 7 days until 10 days before 
transplanting. Follow the manufacturer’s directions.
Septoria blight 
(RPD908), early blight, 
anthracnose, late blight 
(RPD913) and buckeye 
rot, gray leaf spot, leaf 
mold (RPD941)
maneb, mancozeb, 
Polyram, zineb, Difolatan, 
Dyrene, Bravo
benomyl
Apply every 7 to 10 days after first fruit clusters form. Five or 
more sprays may be necessary, depending on weather. Combine 
with insecticides to control flea beetles, climbing cutworms, 
hornworms, fruit flies, etc. (Cir. 897). Soil surface spray of maneb 
or Difolatan after last cultivation improves anthracnose control. 
Tomato leaf mold and botrytis control.
Mosaics (RPD917) Use insecticides to control aphids (NHE-47) and beetles that 
transmit the viruses. Kill insects before they feed (Cir. 897). 
Control weeds in and around plant-growing area (Cir. 907). Set 
out certified, virus-free transplants or start with virus-free seed.
Blossom-end rot 
(RPD906)
calcium nitrate 
(4-6 lb./A.)
Application of 4 or more consecutive sprays in the regular sched­
ule may reduce losses. Start when fruits are the size of grapes. 
Irrigate to maintain uniform soil moisture.
Cloudy spot (RPD914) Use insecticides to control stink bugs that produce cloudy spot 
by feeding punctures (Cir. 897).
(General diseases that 
attack most vegetable 
crops)
Damping-off (RPD916) 
and seedlings blights; 
gray mold (RPD942) or 
botrytis blight
After planting apply 
captan, thiram, or zineb 
(1 T./gal.); ferbam or 
ziram (2 T./gal.)
Disinfest seedbed soil (Cir. 893), then apply seed treatment 
(RPD915). Then apply sprays or drenches after planting. 
Apply only if damping-off appears in seedbed and when seedlings 
need water. (For crucifers, pepper, peas, beans, tomato, lettuce, add 
PCNB to other fungicides to give broad-spectrum control.) Use 
at least 5 gal. per 1,000 sq. ft. of bed. Repeat at 5- to 7-day 
intervals when temperature is below 75° F.
Root knot and other 
nematodes; fusarium 
wilts of various crops 
(RPD901,904,912,929, 
954)
Heat or chemicals may 
be used. Consult Cir. 
893 for names, general 
precautions, and 
directions
Disinfest seedbed soil (heat preferred, if available). Follow man­
ufacturer’s directions exactly. Fumigants work best in light, 
loose soils, free of trash, clods, and lumps. Avoid recontamina­
tion of treated soil. Best to apply fumigants during the fall that 
precedes planting. In general, soils must be at least 55° F. at 
the 6-inch depth with a time lapse of 21-28 days between treat­
ing and seeding. Some require gas-tight plastic covers.
Root and stem or crown 
rots of various crops 
(RPD902,911,922,923, 
932,948,953)
Plant resistant varieties when available.
Verticillium wilt 
(RPD950)
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RECORD SHEET FOR FUNGICIDE USERS
Date Vegetable Chemical Dosage per acre Remarks
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Disease Reactions of Field Crop Varieties 
Recommended for Illinois
M. C. SHURTLEFF, B. J. JACOBSEN
Disease reactions may vary from one locality to another and from year to year, depend­
ing on what physiologic races of the pathogens are present. For the latest information 
on suggested crop varieties, consult your county extension adviser or the Department 
of Agronomy, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 61801.
We wish to thank the following for their assistance in preparing this table: D.C.
Arny, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Wisconsin, Madison; K.L. Athow, 
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Purdue University, West Lafayette; R.L. 
Bernard, ARS, USDA, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; C.M. Brown, Department 
of Agronomy, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; D.I. Edwards, ARS, USDA, Uni­
versity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; F.I. Frosheiser, ARS, USDA, University of Min­
nesota, St. Paul; D.W. Graffis, Department of Agronomy, University of Illinois, Urbana- 
Champaign; Craig R. Grau, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Wisconsin, Mad­
ison; Julia M. Hepperly, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illinois, Urbana- 
Champaign; Henryk Jedlinski, ARS, USDA, University of Illinois; Urbana-Champaign; L.J. 
Michel, ARS, USDA, Iowa State University, Ames; F.L. Patterson, Department of Agron­
omy, Purdue University, West Lafayette; A.P. Roelfs, ARS, USDA, Cereal Rust Laborato­
ry, University of Minnesota, St. Paul; W.O. Scott, Department of Agronomy, University 
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; G.E. Shaner, Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
Purdue University, West Lafayette; and R.G. Timian, ARS, USDA, North Dakota State 
University, Fargo.
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Spring
Dickson N MR2 S S S MS S MS S MS MR
Larker N MR S S S S S MS S S S S
Winter
Barsoy C,S MS S S .MR S S MS S S
Harrison c , s MS MR S MR S s MR MR S
Paoli c , s MS MS MS MR S s MR MR MR
Pike c , s MS MS S MR S s MR MR S
lArea of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = Central; and 
S = Southern.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; MS = Mod­
erately susceptible; S = Susceptible; VS = Very susceptible; Blank = No infor­
mation .
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Clintford N,C s2 VS R MS MS
Dal N MS MR MR„ MS MS
Froker N MR MS s 3 S MR
Garland N,C MS S MR S MR
Holden N,C MS S R VS MS
Jaycee N,C, S MS S MR MR MS
Lang N,C,S MS S MS MR MS
Noble N,C,S MS S R MR MS
Otee N,C,S MS s MS MR MS
Otter N,C MS s R S MS
Stout N,C MS MR MR S MS
Wright N MS S MS MS MS
Winter
Compact S S S MR S MS
Norline S s S MR MS MS
Walken s s S MR S MS
-1-Area of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = 
Central; and S = Southern.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; 
MS = Moderately susceptible; S = Susceptible; VS = Very susceptible; 
Blank = No information.
^Susceptible to new races of smut fungi.
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Arlington N R2 R MR Joy C R R T
Chesapeake C,S S R Kenland C,S S S R
E-684 C,S R R R Kenstar C,S s R MR
E-685 C,S R R R Lakeland N R R S MR
E-688 C,S R T R Redland C,S R MR R
Florex N R R R Redman N,C R MR
Florie C,S R R R R
lArea of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = Central; and S = Southern. 
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; T = Tolerant; S = 
Susceptible; Blank = No information.
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Spring
Era N R2 MR MR MS MS MR MS
Polk N R MR MS
Selkirk N MR MS R MS MS MS MS MS
Winter (Type)
Abe (Soft) C,S R MR^ MS S MS R MS R
Arthur (Soft) C,S R MR^ MS S MS R MS R
Arthur 71 (Soft) c , s R MR MS MS MS R MS R
Beau (Soft) c , s R MS MS MR MS R MS R
Blueboy (Soft) s S S MS MR S MR MS
Blueboy II (Soft) s R MR S MR S MR MS MR
Centurk (Hard) N,C MR m s 7 MR S S MS MR MR S
Double Crop (Soft) c , s R MR MS MS MS R MS R
Gage (Hard) N,C MR MR MR S S MR MS S
Homestead (Hard) N,C MR s MR S S R MR MR
Oasis (Soft) c , s R MR MS MR MS R MS MR
Parker (Hard) N,C S MR MS MS S S MS MS
Sentinel (Hard) N,C MR S MR S s S MS MS
Trison (Hard) N,C S S MR MS s S MS MS
lArea of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = Central; and S = 
Southern.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; MS = Moderately 
susceptible; S = Susceptible; Blank = No information or disease is not important. 
•^Susceptible to new races.
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Amsoy N,C VS2 S VS S S VS S-23 MS
Amsoy 71 N,C R S VS S S VS S-2 MS
Beeson N,C R S MS MS S S R-1,2 MS
Bonus S R S S S S S S-2 VS
Calland C,S R S R S S S S-2 S
Chippewa 64 N R S R S S s R-l,S-2 s
Clark 63 S R R R S S s R-l,S-2 s
Corsoy N,C VS S VS S S s S-2 MS
Custer S R R s R-3 s
Cutler S S S R s S s R-1,2 s
Cutler 71 S R S R s S s R-1,2 s
Dare S S R MS S s MR
Dyer s R R-3
Essex ^ s S R MR S S-2 MS
Forrest s MR R R-3
Hark N S S VS S S s S-2 S
Hodgson N S S VS S S s S-2 MR
Kent S S MS MS MS S s R-1,2 MR
Mack s R R R-3
Rampage N S S R S S s R-l,S-2 S
Wayne c , s MS R MR s s s R-l,MR-2 VS
Wells N,C R S VS s s s R-2 MS
Williams c , s MS R MS MS s s S-2 VS
Woodworth c , s MS R MS s s S-2 vs
lArea of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = Central; and 
S = Southern.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; MS = Mod­
erately susceptible; S = Susceptible; VS = Very susceptible; Blank = No in­
formation.
3S-1,2 or R-1,2, etc.: Susceptible (S) or Resistant (R) to the pathogens in­
dicated by the race numbers.
^Forrest is also highly resistant to Wildfire, Target spot, Reniform nematode, and 
Rootknot nematode.
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Alfalfa
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Anchor N R3 MR S S S 4MH
Arc C MR R S MH
Cayuga C MR S S MS S S H
Cherokee s S S MS S MS S MH
Citation N R MR S H
Dominor S R MS S s S S H
Franks Langmeiler s S MS s MS S S MH
Glacier s S MR MS s s S MH
Gladiator c R MR MH
Haymor s S MS S s S S MH
Marathon N, S R MS S MS MH
Milfeuil S S MS S s S s MH
Pacer N,C R MR MR s MS H
Polar I N R MR MR MS H
Saranac S R MR S MS S S H
Tempo N, S MR MS s s S s H
Titan C R MS s MR MS s H
Valor c R MR MR MR s H
Weevlchek N R MR MS MS S s H
WL-210 N MR S MS S s s H
WL-215 C R S MS MS s s H
WL-306 N MR MS S MS s s MH
WL-311 N,C R MR MS MH
153 C S MS S S S MS MH
520 C R MS S MR S S H
525 S R S MS MR S S H
Southern.
^A1though not in the top 10 varieties in any area of Illinois, Apollo and Agate have 
excellent Phytophthora root rot resistance and should be considered in fields where 
this disease is a problem.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; MS = Moderately 
susceptible; S = Susceptible; Blank = No information.
^Winter hardiness, based primarily on autumn growth ratings: H = Hardy; MH = Moder­
ately hardy.
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BromegrasSj smooth
Barton N,C,S MS
Baylor N,C,S R2 MS MS
Beacon N,C,S MS
Blair N,C,S R MS MS MS
Lincoln N,C,S MS MS MS MS
Sac C,S R MS MS MS
Southland N,C,S S MS MS
Orchardgrass
Able N,C,S
Boone s MS MS
Dart N,C,S MS
Dayton N MS MS
Hallmark N,C MS MS
Ina S
Jackson N,C,S
Napier N,C,S MS S
Ox-1 (exp) s
Potomac N,C MS MS
Va 70 c , s
Sudangrass
Piper N,C,S MR MS
Tall fescue
Alta n ,c 3s
Aronde c , s
Fawn n ,c 3s
Kentucky 31 c , s
lArea of Illinois where variety is recommended: N = Northern; C = Central; and S = 
Southern.
^Average disease reaction: R = Resistant; MR = Moderately resistant; MS = Moderately 
susceptible; S = Susceptible; VS = Very susceptible; Blank = No information.
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RPD-112
LOOSE SMUT OF WHEAT
Malcolm C. Shurtleff and B.J. Jacobsen
Loose smut, caused by the fungus Ustilago tvit'Loi or U. nuda, is a common disease of 
wheat in Illinois. The amount of loose smut varies from year to year, depending on 
environmental conditions at the time the wheat plant is in flower. Cool, humid weath­
er accompanied by light showers or heavy dews is most favorable for infection.
G.H. Boewe, plant pathologist (emeritus) with the Illinois Natural History Survey, 
recorded the amount of loose smut over a 35-year period. The greatest statewide loss 
was 7 percent, and the smallest amount 0.3 percent (average, almost 2 percent). In 
1961 individual field losses ran as high as 40 percent.
The smut fungus is carried within healthy-appearing seed and is spread by planting 
infected seed. A diseased seed or plant cannot be distinguished from a normal one 
until the plant starts to head out.
SYMPTOMS
The disease is easily recognized at the time of heading by the characteristic dusty 
black appearance of diseased heads that emerge from the boot slightly earlier than 
those of healthy plants. As a rule, all the glumes (chaff) and grain in a smutted 
head are completely transformed to black powder. This sooty mass is composed almost 
entirely of hundreds of thousands of microscopic smut spores. The spores shatter 
easily during the blooming period of normal heads, and by harvest only a bare rachis 
remains.
LIFE HISTORY
Infection of the wheat plant takes place shortly before, during, and two days after 
the flowering period. Maximum infection occurs during flowering. Wind, rain, insects, 
and other agencies carry the spores from a smutted head to the flowers of a healthy 
head. Here, in the presence of moisture, the spores quickly germinate and grow down 
the stigma and pistil— female parts of the flower— to infect the young embryo (seed). 
Infection may also occur by direct penetration of the embryo wall. After establishing 
itself in the developing kernel, the smut fungus becomes dormant. When an in­
fected kernel is sown and begins to sprout, the smut-mycelium becomes active again 
and grows systemically into the young shoots to the growing point. The fungus normal­
ly keeps pace with the development of the wheat plant. By heading time the mass of 
smut spores has completely replaced the healthy seed, and only a black, smutty head 
appears. Consequently, the amount of infection that occurs in any one year is the re­
sult of infection that took place the previous year.
_1/ Extension Plant Pathologists, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign.
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Control
1. Sow certified seed of wheat varieties that are resistant to loose smut and recom­
mended for your area by University of Illinois agronomists and your farm adviser. 
See the latest Ill'ino'Ls Agronomy Handbook for further information. None of the 
recommended wheat varieties are resistant to all the physiologic races of the 
loose-smut fungus. Some varieties, however, are highly resistant to the races 
prevalent in Illinois.
2. If you grow a loose smut-susceptible variety, be sure to plant certified seed 
purchased from a reliable dealer. Certified seed carries a minimum amount of in­
fection. Only fields that meet rigid specifications with respect to disease will 
pass certification requirements. Competent inspectors closely examine fields of 
all growers who apply for seed certification to make sure that no loose smut and 
other soilborne diseases are present.
3. The best insurance against loose smut is seed treatment with a fungicide con­
taining Vitavax (Uniroyal), a new systemic fungicide that is applied to the seed. 
It has the unique ability of being taken up by the germinating seed. Vitavax 
checks or kills the loose smut fungus within the seed while controlling surface- 
borne bunt or covered smut. Vitavax is sold in combination with captan and thiram 
to give a broad-spectrum control of fungi that attack the germinating seed and 
young seedling. Vitavax is sold as Vitavax, Vitavax flowable, or Vitavax 200 
(Vitavax + thiram).
4. The hot-water soak technique, while highly effective, is difficult to use and 
should be attempted only by experienced personnel with the necessary equipment. 
For further information about the hot-water soak technique, write to the authors 
at 244 Davenport Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana 61801.
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RPD-501
THE SOYBEAN CYST NEMATODE PROBLEM
Dale I. Edwards, Richard B. Malek, and Malcolm C. Shurtleff
Soybeans severely infected with the soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines) are 
stunted and yellow or chlorotic, and may even be killed. Although damage is usually 
more severe on lighter, sandy soils, rather drastic losses have been observed on 
heavy soils, typical of much of the Illinois soybean acreage. Damage can be greatly 
accentuated if infected soybean plants are exposed to drouthy periods and root- 
rotting fungi. A conscientious rotation with nonhost plants like corn or sorghum and 
the elimination of weed hosts will tend to delay, or perhaps prevent, soybean cyst 
nematode populations from increasing to damaging levels. The soybean cyst nematode 
has been detected in most counties in the southern one-third of Illinois and isolated 
counties in the central portion of the state. Additional, undetected infestations are 
probably present in other counties. An awareness of the problem will aid in detecting 
new and potentially devastating infestations.
Symptoms and Identification
Unfortunately, symptoms of damage caused by the soybean cyst nematode on soybean 
plants, and the appearance of infested fields, are usually not specific enough to 
allow positive identification. However, some symptoms are quite suggestive of infec­
tion by this nematode, although these symptoms are not diagnostic. Heavily infected 
plants are stunted and may be yellow or chlorotic, particularly in soils of low fer­
tility or when drouth conditions exist. Badly infested portions of a field may be 
round to oval in outline, have a general yellowish cast, and show the most severe 
damage in the center with less damage toward the margin. Many other conditions may 
cause the same or similar symptoms. Therefore, identification cannot be made on the 
basis of symptoms alone. A grower should notify his county Extension adviser at once 
if he sees these conditions in his soybean fields, or contact an Extension plant pa­
thologist, 244 Davenport Hall, Urbana 61801, telephone (217) 333-2478 and 333-1845. 
Special arrangements must be made for collecting and shipping of samples (see Report 
on Plant Diseases No. 1100, Collecting and Shipping Soil Samples For Nematode Analy­
sis). Final identification cannot always be made with the unaided eye. The nematodes 
must be recovered from infested soil or plant roots and identified under a microscope 
or with a hand lens.
The Nematode and Its Life History
Soybeans are infected by the second-stage larva— a microscopic (1/60 inch long), col­
orless, worm-shaped animal. Larvae pentrate the soybean by puncturing the roots with
D.I. Edwards is Research Plant Pathologist (Nematologist, USDA, ARS, Urbana), R.B. 
Malek is Associate Professor of Nematology, and M.C. Shurtleff is Extension Plant Pa­
thologist, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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a spearlike feeding structure— the stylet. Once inside the root, they migrate toward 
food-conducting tissues, where they feed and mature. Feeding alters the internal root 
structure, interfering with normal root functions, which causes plant damage. In ap­
proximately three weeks, mature males and females develop from the larvae.
The females enlarge greatly as they develop, becoming lemon shaped. They break through 
the root surface while remaining attached to the root by the head end. They lay some 
eggs in a jellylike mass in the soil, but retain most eggs within their swollen bod­
ies. If an infected plant is dug at this stage, the females can be seen attached to 
the roots with the unaided eye as shiny, white, spherical bodies about the size of a 
pinhead. This is the so-called white female stage. After death, the female changes 
from white to yellow to brown— the brown cyst stage. By the time brown cysts are 
formed, the cyst (the altered female body wall) has become a protective structure 
containing many live eggs. Encysted eggs can survive for several years in the absence 
of a host plant. In addition, the cyst wall protects them from drying and chemical 
action. For these reasons, the brown cyst stage is best suited for the spread of the 
nematode to new areas. One female will produce 200 to 600 eggs, and as many as five 
generations can be completed in a single growing season. Thus, if one cyst containing 
400 eggs is introduced into a soybean field in the spring, over 10 trillion cysts 
could be produced in one growing season. The introduction of even a single cyst into 
a field, therefore, represents a potentially high nematode population that could cause 
noticeable damage within a short time.
There are four races (designated Races 1, 2, 3, and 4) of the soybean cyst nematode. 
These races are characterized by their ability to reproduce on certain soybean vari­
eties (Table 1). Race 3 is the common one found in Illinois, and resistant varieties, 
such as Custer, can be grown without losses (see section on resistant varieties).
Race 4, found first in Arkansas and later in Missouri and Tennessee, causes severe 
damage on Race 3-resistant varieties presently available. Damaging levels of Race 4 
are known to occur in five Illinois counties and may be present in other areas of the 
state. Procedures for determining races of soybean cyst nematode infestations have 
been developed, and race determinations are available as a grower service at the Uni­
versity of Illinois.
Table 1. Characterization of Known Races of the Soybean Cyst Nematode in the United 
States
Race3
Reproduction on key varieties
Custer Peking P.I. 88,788 P.I. 90,763
Susceptible13
check
1 No No Yes No Yes
2 Yes Yes Yes No Yes
3 No No No No Yes
4 Yes . Yes Yesc Yes Yes
aThe numerical designation is based on chronological order of recognition, Race 4 
being the latest discovery.
^Any standard susceptible variety. 
cModerately resistant.
Host Plants
The host range of the soybean cyst nematode includes leguminous field crops, plus 
some ornamental plants and certain weed species that are susceptible and will in­
crease nematode populations. These are underlined in Table 2. Other plants listed al­
low cyst production and are not often associated with soybean production in Illinois.
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Table 2. Host Plants of the Soybean Cyst Nematode That Grow in Illinois
Crop and ornamental plants Weeds
Soybeans, cultivated and wild Henbit
Beans, green (snap), bush, kidney, and lima Hop-clovers
Lespedezas Chickweed, common and mouse-eared
Vetch, common, hairy, and winter Mullein, common
Lupines, white (ornamental species) Beard-tongue (Penstemon digitalis)
Clovers, crimson, scarlet, and alsike Sicklepod
Sweetclover Pokeberry or pokeweed
Birdsfoot-trefoil Purslane
Crownvetch Bittercress
Pea Stinking-clover (Cteome serrulata)
Cowpea or black-eyed pea Spotted (wild) cranesbill (Geranium
Locust, black maculatum)
Bells of Ireland Toadflax, Old-field (Linaria
Borage (Borago) canadensis)
Canaryb irdflower Pigweed, winged (Cycloloma
Caraway atrip lid folium)
Chinese lanternplant Vetch, American, Carolina, and wood
Coralbells (Vicia micrantha)
Cup-flower Bur-clover or toothed medic
Delphinium Prairie-trefoil
Foxglove Dalea (Dalea alopecuroides)
Geranium Milkvetch, Canadian (Astragalus
Geum canadensis)
Horehound, common (Marrubium vulgare) Beggarticks (Desmodium nudiflorum3
Poppy D. marilandicim, D. viridiflorum)
Sage Corncockle (Agrostemma githago)
Snapdragon Pea, perennial (everlasting)
Sweet basil Hogpeanut (Amphicarpa bracteata)
Sweetpea Milk-pea (Galactia volubilis)
Verbena Wildbean (Strophostyles helvola)
Note: Underlining indicates highly susceptible host.
Means of Spread
Cysts occur throughout the root zone in the soil. Some accumulate on the soil sur­
face. From there, they can easily be transported alone or with soil by many activi­
ties of man and by natural agencies. Cysts may be found in the mud adhering to farm 
implements, machines, vehicles, tools, workmen's shoes, or other mud-carrying items. 
The cysts may adhere to boxes, crates, cartons, and bags, and be moved in this way 
whether or not mud is present. Nursery stock, transplants, bulbs, corms, and root 
crops may carry cysts in adhering soil— even though the plants are not being attacked. 
Hay, straw, grain, or seed crops that carry dust or soil peds may also serve as car­
riers. Anything that moves through an infested field in contact with the soil is ca­
pable of picking up and transporting cysts.
Natural agencies may also be important in the spread of the soybean cyst nematode. 
Wind, run-off water, livestock, and wildlife may carry cysts into clean areas. Even 
water fowl and other birds feeding in infested fields may pick them up and carry them 
considerable distances.
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Control
1. Quarantine. Preventing or slowing down the spread of the soybean cyst nematode 
is of primary importance to soybean producers throughout Illinois. One means of 
confining this pest is to enforce a quarantine. As of September 30, 1972, the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture discontinued the federal quarantine against the 
soybean cyst nematode. A number of states, including Illinois, are continuing 
some form of quarantine. The Illinois Department of Agriculture plans to continue 
to administer and enforce an Illinois quarantine to prevent spread within the 
state and to some extent outside the state. Soil samples will be taken and proc­
essed, and new infestations delimited. Regulated areas will be revised to in­
clude any new infestations when they are found.
Some states have already instituted quarantines against the states that have the 
soybean cyst nematode, allowing no seed beans or used farm machinery to enter un­
less certified as coming from soybean cyst nematode-free areas or cleaned to re­
move all soil capable of transporting the nematode. In response to the discontin­
uance of the federal quarantine, Canada has enacted strict regulations about im­
porting seed beans, vegetable transplants, and nursery stock from soybean cyst 
nematode-infested states, unless these items can be certified as coming from an 
area free of the soybean cyst nematode. This certification must be based on a 
soil survey designed to detect this pest.
2. Resistant Varieties. Strides have been made in developing varieties that are re­
sistant to the soybean cyst nematode. A highly resistant, black-seeded variety 
called Peking has been known for many years. Resistance for Races 1 and 3 derived 
from Peking, has been incorporated into six released varieties: Custer (Maturity 
Group IV); Dyer, Forrest, and Mack (Group V); and Pickett and Pickett 71 (Group 
VI). Custer is the only one adapted to southern Illinois, although some Dyer,
Mack, and Forrest have been grown successfully in the southern tip of the state. 
The USDA, the National Soybean Laboratory at the University of Illinois in Urbana- 
Champaign, and other state agricultural experiment stations are in the process of 
improving existing resistant varieties and developing new ones suitable for use 
throughout Illinois. Such varieties should be forthcoming in the near future. A 
black-seeded plant introduction (P.I. 88,788) was found to be moderately resist­
ant for Race 4 of the soybean cyst nematode. It is also highly resistant to the 
root-knot nematode. Breeding programs are under way to incorporate this resist­
ance into agronomic varieties, and some advanced breeding lines with Race 4 re­
sistance have already been tested in southern Illinois by the USDA and University 
of Illinois Nematologists.
The value of growing a resistant variety on land heavily infested with the soy­
bean cyst nematode is illustrated by the following yields obtained in replicated 
field plots in Franklin County:
Variety Bushels per acre
Custer (resistant) 
Scott (susceptible) 
Wayne (susceptible) 
Kent (susceptible)
38.1
10.4
5.7 
5.1
8.7Clark 63 (susceptible)
Custer does not normally outyield these susceptible varieties on land that is 
free of the soybean cyst nematode.
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3. Crop Rotation. If resistant varieties are not available, especially for. Race 4, 
rotation with resistant nonhost crops offers the next best control measure. Weed 
hosts must be kept out of fields during the rotation. For example, observations 
in Illinois have shown that volunteer Korean lespedeza, growing as a weed in an 
infested field, can maintain populations of this nematode in the absence of soy­
beans. A field experiment in Franklin County, Illinois, has demonstrated an in­
crease of 6 bushels per acre following a one-year rotation with corn, a nonhost 
crop. However, to substantially reduce populations of the soybean cyst nematode, 
a rotation period of at least three years is advisable. Regardless of the rota­
tion period used, soybeans should not be grown two years in succession on infest­
ed land.
4. Chemical Control. Suitable application methods have been devised for applying 
about 20 chemicals (nematicides) for control of nematodes. However, only a few 
of these are cleared for use by the federal Environmental Protection Agency to 
control nematodes attacking soybeans. Field trials in Illinois have shown that 
certain nematicides can increase yields of soybeans grown on infested land. One 
chemical, l-2-Dibromo-3-Chloropropane (DBCP), has given control of the soybean 
cyst nematode during three years of testing (Table 3). At 3 to 5 quarts per acre, 
yield increases have averaged approximately 8 bushels per acre. DBCP can be ap­
plied 4 to 6 inches below the seed and about 2 inches to one side of the drill 
row at planting time with suitable equipment such as standard or back-swept chisels.
Two other nematicides, ethoprop (Mocap) and phenamiphos (Nemacur) , are regis­
tered for use on soybeans. In infested areas of the state for which resistant 
varieties have not been developed, chemical control must be considered in combi­
nation with crop rotation. Before chemicals are used, however, extension serv­
ice personnel and specialists in nematology should be consulted to assure proper 
application rates and methods.
Table 3. Control of the Soybean Cyst Nematode in Southern 
Illinois with 1,2-Dibromo-3~Chloropropane (DBCP)a4 
1974-1976.
Treatment and 
rate per acre
Soybean yields in bushels bper acre
1974 1975 1976 Average
DBCP
3 quarts 19.7 33.2 35.4 29.4
5 quarts 23.3 34.2 . . 28.8
Untreated
Control 12.9 25.3 27.1 2 1 . 8
aFormulated as Nemagon 12.1 EC or 12.1 C and as 'Eumazone 8 6 E.^
^Williams soybeans
names are used in this publication solely to provide specific information.
Mention of a trade name does not constitute a warranty of the product by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture or an endorsement over other products not mentioned.
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Aerial Fungicide Recommendations
For Agronomic Crops
B. J. JACOBSEN, M. C. SHURTLEFF
Crop and
diseases controlled Fungicide Remarks
Wheat
Septoria leaf blotch 
Leaf rust 
Stem rust
Septoria glume blotch
maneb, mancozeb, 
or zineba
Apply 2 sprays at 
25 percent heading 
and repeat 10 to 14 
days later.
Soybeans
Pod and stem blight 
Stem canker 
Anthracnose 
Septoria brown spot 
Target spot 
Purple seed stain 
Cercospora leaf spot
benomyl 50% Make 2 applications 
starting when the 
lower pods are less 
than 1 / 2 inch long 
and repeat 2 to 3 
weeks later. Maxi­
mum benefits will 
likely occur if 
August is hot and wet
Corn (Field or Dent), Popcorn
Helminthosporium zineb or mancozeb
Leaf diseases
Rusts
Apply 2 to 4 sprays 
at 1 0 -day intervals 
starting when first 
spots appear. These 
leaf diseases are 
only likely to be 
economically impor­
tant if they occur 
on the lower third 
of the plants 2 
weeks before tas- 
seling.
Maneb is sold as Manzate Maneb Fungicide, Manzate D Maneb, Niagara Maneb, Pennwalt 
Maneb, Chevron Maneb, Patterson Maneb, etc.
Mancozeb is sold as Manzate 200, Dithane M-45, and Dithane M-22 Special.
Zineb is sold as Dithane Z-78, Ortho Zineb Wettable, Black Leaf Sheen, Niagara Zi- 
k neb, Stauffer Zineb, etc.
Benomyl is sold as "Benlate" Benomyl Fungicide.
At present, aircraft are the best vehicles for applying fungicides to agronomic crops. 
Some aircraft may not be equipped to do this job. It is important to select an aerial 
applicator who is familiar with disease control and whose aircraft has been properly 
calibrated for uniform, thorough coverage of all above-ground plant parts. With
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equipment now available, a reasonable job of applying fungicides requires 5 gallons 
of water per acre. Superior coverage may be obtained with more water, but costs may 
be prohibitive. Conversely, lower volumes (under 3 gallons per acre) will give cor­
respondingly poorer control. Five gallons of water can be applied using approximately 
30 to 50 properly spaced nozzles, depending on the aircraft. The nozzles should be 
D- 8 to D-12, hollow core, with No. 45 or No. 46 cores. The final decision on nozzle 
number, size, and placement depends on the air speed, pressure, and volume desired. 
Droplet size is also important. Ideally, droplets should be 200-400 microns in size 
for thorough and uniform coverage.
Maneb, mancozeb, and zineb should be applied at 1-1/2 to 2 pounds per acre with 
spreader-sticker. Benomyl should be applied at 1/2 to 1 pound per acre. Use the 
higher rate under severe disease conditions. The timing of applications is critical 
and will vary from area to area and from season to season.
The first application to wheat should be made when the crop is in the boot stage.
If the upper two leaves show no sign of disease, fungicide applications are likely 
to be uneconomic.
A decision on spraying soybeans cannot be made on foliar symptoms since a number of 
fungal diseases (pod and stem blight, purple seed stain, anthracnose, and Septoria 
brown spot) may attack seedlings and young plants early in the growing season yet 
show little or no external symptoms. Spraying should be considered as insurance 
against pod, seed, stem, and leaf infections late in the growing season. This disease 
complex is likely to be severe when rainfall is above average during August. Spray­
ing will be most valuable in fields grown for seed production by increasing seed 
quality, germination, and yields. Do not apply benomyl within 35 days of harvest. Do 
not graze or feed benomyl-sprayed soybean vines or hay to livestock.
A decision on spraying corn depends on the appearance of leaf blight symptoms before 
tasseling. If no disease has appeared on the leaves until after pollination, spray­
ing is likely to be uneconomic. Spraying is most valuable in seed production fields. 
Do not apply mancozeb or zineb within 40 days of harvest.
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FUNGICIDE SEED TREATMENTS FOR SMALL GRAINS
Malcolm C. Shurtleff and Barry J. Jacobsenk/
Value of Fungicide Treatment
Seed treatment is cheap crop insurance for improved stands of vigorous seedlings, 
better grain quality, and bigger yields. Chemical seed treatment is especially 
valuable during cold, wet weather. The principal reason for treating seed is to 
control externally borne smut fungi that infect seedling plants. Loose and cov­
ered smuts of oats, covered and semiloose (black) smuts of barley, and stinking 
smut (bunt or covered smut) of wheat, can all be controlled by applying a fungi­
cidal seed-protectant chemical. Since smuts destroy the kernel, control will di­
rectly reduce the loss in grain yields, and, in the case of bunt, will increase 
quality.
Loose smuts of wheat and barley can be controlled by using the systemic fungicide 
Vitavax 200. This chemical stops fungus growth by moving to its location deep 
within the seed. It is the only registered material that will control this impor­
tant seedborne disease. Unfortunately, Vitavax 200 is currently sold only in 55- 
gallon drums.
A secondary benefit of treatment is the protection of germinating seed and young 
seedlings from attack by soilborne fungi that cause seed decay and seedling 
blights (damping-off). These organisms are present in all soils, and many are 
carried on the surface of seeds. The benefits of treatment are increased stands 
of vigorous plants that are more tolerant to adverse temperatures, resulting in 
higher yields.
In addition, seed treatment is effective in controlling seedborne organisms of 
all small grains such as the scab fungus; seedborne root rots, such as Rhizoc- 
tonidj Fusarium^ and Pythium; and stripe, net blotch, and spot blotch of barley.
Types of Seed Treatment
Seed treatment can be accomplished by using a fungicide formulation in the form 
of a dust, wettable powder, or liquid. The fungicide may be applied as a dust 
using a rotary, barrel, or oil-drum treater, or as a wettable powder In a uniform 
suspension called a slurry. The slurry is usually applied to the seed in a com­
mercial mist sprayer as a fine, adhering spray. The seed absorbs less than one 
percent of its weight in water and requires no drying. Used in liquid form, the
1/Malcolm C. Shurtleff and Barry J. Jacobsen are Extension Plant Pathologists, De­
partment of Plant Pathology.
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fungicide is applied in a drill- or planter-box treatment. This involves mixing 
or stirring the chemical and seed together just before planting. It is usually 
best to custom-treat at elevators, seed and feed houses, or seed processors AFTER 
the seed is cleaned. Proper cleaning removes weed seeds, light-weight shriveled 
kernels, smut particles and balls, scabby kernels, chaff, and other undesirable 
impurities. Planting seed with a high test weight will help insure high yields 
and lower losses from seedling blights.
Fungicides suggested as seed treatments for use in Illinois are listed in Table 1. 
Captan by itself gives poor to fair control of surfaceborne smuts.
General Precautions
1. Read and follow the manufacturer’s directions and precautions on the label 
when handling or using seed. These are printed to protect YOU. Underdosage 
will result in poor disease control. Overdosage may result in some injury to 
the seed.
2. The seed must be of good quality and should be cleaned before treating.
3. All seed-treatment materials are harmful if swallowed and may irritate the 
skin and mucous membranes. Mark treated seed carefully. Do not use treated 
seed for feed, food, or oil purposes, even after it has been stored for months 
or years. Make sure bins, wagons, or other containers used for treated seed 
are thoroughly cleaned before using for other purposes. All treated small- 
grain seed must be prominently colored to avoid mixture with food or feed (FDA, 
November 4, 1964). Treated seed left over after planting may be held and 
planted the following year if it is not overtreated and if it is properly 
stored in a dry, well-ventilated location (NOT in a closed, airtight contain­
er) and away from feed and foodstuffs. The moisture content of the seed 
should be kept below 14 percent. It is good practice to have a germination 
test made on ALL holdover seed.
4. Avoid inhaling dusts, fumes, vapors, or spray mist when treating. An exhaust 
system connected to the treater and bagger is highly desirable for safety and 
comfort. Always treat the seed in a well-ventilated place or outdoors. Wear 
fresh clothing daily. Keep the seed-treatment container tightly closed, ex­
cept when removing the contents.
5. When applying dusts, use an approved respirator or dust mask over your nose 
and mouth. Change the mask filters frequently. Wear an apron, and work with 
sleeves and trouser legs rolled down. Wear gloves to cover the hands and 
wrists. Avoid getting any of the material on your skin. This may cause ir­
ritation. In case of contact, wash the skin with plenty of soap and water.
Wash hands frequently. Dry the skin thoroughly.
6 . Store unused chemicals in well-labeled, closed containers in a locked cabinet 
or room out of the reach of children, irresponsible people, or pets.
IF YOU ARE NOT ABLE OR WILLING TO FOLLOW ALL OF THESE PRECAUTIONS, HAVE YOUR SEED 
TREATED BY A COMMERCIAL OPERATOR.
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Table 1. Suggested Seed Treatment Chemicals for Wheat, Oats, Barley and Rye
For Control of
Material3
Registered
for Formulation
Seedling
blight Bunt
Loose
smut
Method of 
application
captan W,0,B,Rb WP ,LC X Slurry, dust, PB^
captan-HCB W,0,B,R WP X X Slurry, dust, PB
maneb and 
mancozeb W,0,B,R WP X X Slurry, dust, PB
maneb-HCB W,0,B,R WP X X Slurry, dust, PB
Vitavax W,0,B WP Xe X X Slurry, dust
thiram W,B,R WP X X Slurry, dust, PB
Vitavax-
thiram W,0,B L X X X Slurry, dust
PCNB W, 0, B WP, L X X Slurry, dust, PB
aCaptan is sold as Captan 25, Evershield Captan Seed Protectant, Orthocide 4 Flow-
able Seed Protectant, Captan 80, Orthocide 80 Concentrate, Orthocide 90 Seed Pro­
tectant Concentrate, Orthocide 75 Seed Protectant, etc.
Captan-HCB is sold as Orthocide-HCB, Ortho Seed Treatment, Ortho Wheat Seed Pro­
tectant, Ortho Drill Box Wheat Seed Protectant, etc.
Maneb and Mancozeb are sold as Agrox N-M Drill Box Non-Mercurial, Dithane M-45, 
Dithane M-22 Special, Manzate Maneb Fungicide, Manzate 200 Fungicide, Manzate D 
Maneb Fungicide, Agsco DB Yellow or Agsco DB Green, Granol NM, Cover-up, Cover- 
up Plus, etc. (Agsco DB Green, Granol NM, and Cover-Up Plus contain Lindane.)
Maneb-HCB is sold as Clean Crop M50-H10, Granox NM Fungicide Seed Treatment, etc.
Thiram is sold as Arasan 75 Thiram Seed Protectant, Arasan 50-Red ND Thiram Seed 
Protectant, Arasan 42-S, Evershield Thiram Seed Protectant, Chipman Thiram SF-75, 
Science Seed Protectant, etc.
Vitavax-Thiram is sold as Vitavax 200.
Other seed treatment chemicals registeredwith the EPA include the following materials:
PCNB— sold as Terra-Coat LT-2, Terra-Coat 2-LF, etc. Terra-Coat L-205 and Terra- 
Coat SD-205 are PCNB 4- ethazol.
Captan-PCNB— sold as Stauffer Captan-Terraclor 10-10 Seed Treatment and Stauffer- 
Terraclor 30-30 Seed Protectant.
TCMTB is sold as Busan, Cover-Up L, Thiogen, etc.
= Wheat, 0 = oats, B = barley, R = rye.
CWP = wettable powder or dust, L = liquid. 
dpB = drill or planter box.
eEffective against only some seedling blight fungi.
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Spray Chart for Some Important Diseases 
Of Woody Ornamentals in Illinois
M. C. SHURTLEFF, G. W. SIMONE, B. J. JACOBSEN
Plant and disease
Suggested
fungicides
Rate^
(lb. / 1 0 0 gal. 
unless speci­
fied other­
wise) Application and remarks
ALDER
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
h
2-3
Spray 2 or more times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease first appears.
ALMOND - See Cherry
AMELANCHIER (Shad- 
bush, Serviceberry, 
Juneberry)
Cedar rusts ferbam, 76% WP 
thiram, 65-75% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP
2
1*2-2
lh-2
lh-2
Spray 3 times at 10-day in­
tervals, starting when new 
growth appears in the spring.
APPLE - See Crabapple
ARBORVITAE 
Phomopsis needle 
and twig blight
benomyl, 50% WP 1 Only new growth is suscep­
tible. Spray whenever new 
growth appears. After shear­
ing or wet weather, spray 
at budbreak and then re­
peat at 10- to 14-day in­
tervals until new growth 
has matured.
ASH
Anthracnose, 
Fungus leaf spots
copper^ 
zineb, 75% WP 
captan, 50% WP 
benomyl, 50% WP
See label 
lh-2
2
V I
Apply when buds begin to 
open. Repeat 10 to 14 days 
later. Zineb also controls 
rust.
AZALEA - See Rhododendron
BARBERRY 
Bacterial leaf 
spot and twig 
blight
copper See label Spray 2 or 3 times, 10 days 
apart, beginning when new 
leaves appear.
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Plant and disease
Suggested
fungicides
Ratel
(lb. / 1 0 0 gal. 
unless speci­
fied other­
wise) Application and remarks
BASSWOOD - See Linden
BIRCH
Leaf blister copper 
liquid lime- 
sulfur
See label 
2 gal.
Spray once before buds 
swell in early spring.
Anthracnose copper
zineb, 75% WP
See label 
Ik-2
Spray twice, 10 to 14 days 
apart, starting atbudbreak.
Rust zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP
2
ik-2
Spray several times at 10- 
day intervals. Start about 
a week before rust normally 
appears.
BOXELDER - See Maple
BOXWOOD
Canker, fungus 
leaf blights 
or spots
copper 
liquid lime- 
sulfur
See label 
2 gal.
Apply 4 times: while dor­
mant after old leaves have 
been cleaned up and before 
new growth starts, 1 0 to 14 
days later, when growth is 
half complete, in autumn 
when fall growth has ceased.
Phytophthora 
root rot
ethazol, 
30-35% 
diazoben
See label 
See label
Apply as drench around plants 
to saturate the soil. Re­
peat at 4- to 12-week in­
tervals in spring and autumn.
BUCKEYE - See Horsechestnut
BUTTERNUT - See Walnut
BUTTONBUSH 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
k-1
2-3
Make several weekly sprays. 
Start when disease first 
appears.
BUTTONWOOD - See Sycamore
CATALPA 
Powdery mildew piperalin 
benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
k
k-l
2-3
Spray when disease first 
appears. Repeat 10 to 14 
days later.
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Plant and disease
Suggested
fungicides
Ratel
(lb. / 1 0 0 gal. 
unless speci­
fied other­
wise) Application and remarks
Fugus leaf copper See label If severe, spray when leaves
spots are unfolding, when leaves
reach full size, and 2 weeks
later.
CHERRY, PEACH, PLUM
ALMOND, MAYDAY-TREE y
CHERRY PLUM, CHERRY -
LAUREL
Black knot dodine, 65% WP V l Spray as buds begin to swell.
zineb, 75% WP lh-2 Repeat at pink bud, at full
ferbam, 76% WP 2 bloom, and at 1 0 and 2 0 days
benomyl, 50% WP h-l later.
mancozeb, 80% WP lh-2
Brown rot, benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray when first blossoms
blossom and sulfur, 95% WP 5-10 open, during full bloom, and
twig blight captan, 50% WP 2 again at petal-fall. Thor-
captafol 2 ough coverage is required.
Leaf blister captan, 50% WP 2 Spray once in late fall or
or curl, liquid lime- just before buds swell in
plum pockets, sulfur 2 gal. early spring.
witches'-broom ferbam, 76% WP 2
dodine, 65% WP V I
copper See label
Coccomyces leaf benomyl, 50% WP V I Spray 3 or 4 times, 2 weeks
spot, blight, dodine, 65% WP V i apart. Start as buds are
or shot-hole captan, 50% WP 2 opening.
Acti-dione PM See label Use only on nonbearing trees.
Perennial canker ferbam, 76% WP 2 Delay pruning until buds
benomyl, 50% WP V i open in spring. Spray just
after pruning.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP V i Spray when mildew first ap-
Karathane, 22.5% WP “h pears. Repeat once or twice
sulfur, 95% WP 2-3 at 7- to 10-day intervals.
Acti-dione PM See label Use only on nonbearing trees.
Rust ferbam, 76% WP 2 Spray several times, about
zineb, 75% WP lh-2 10 days apart. Start about
2 weeks after petal-fall.
Scab, fungus benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray about 3 times, 10 to
leaf spots, sulfur, 95% WP 5-10 14 days apart, starting at
shot-hole captan, 50% WP 2 petal-fall.
ferbam, 76% WP 2
zineb, 75% WP 1V 2
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CONIFERS - See Pine
COTONEASTER 
Fire blight streptomycin
formulations
Bordeaux
mixture
See label 
2 -6 - 1 0 0
Apply during bloom at 5- 
to 7-day intervals. Do not 
use streptomycin on C. vao- 
emifolia; you may substitute 
bordeaux if temperature is 
above 65° F.
Scab benomyl, 50% WP k -1 Apply in spring as buds
dodine, 65% WP k-i start to swell and repeat
2 to 3 weeks later.
Fungus maneb, 80% WP ik-2 Spray several times 10 to
leaf spots zineb, 75% WP l k - 2 14 days apart. Commence at
budbreak.
CRABAPPLE, APPLE,
PEAR
Cedar rusts ferbam, 76% WP 2 Spray as new growth appears
(apple, maneb, 80% WP l k - 2 and flower buds start to
hawthorn, mancozeb, 80% WP l k - 2 open. Repeat 3 or 4 more
quince) thiram, 65-75% WP lk-2 times at 1 0 -day intervals.
zineb, 75% WP Ik-2
Polyram, 80% WP lk-2
Scab zineb, 75% WP lk-2 Spray as new growth appears.
benomyl, 50% WP k - 1 Repeat 4 more times, 7 to
dodine, 65% WP k-i 10 days apart. Thorough
captan, 50% WP 2 coverage of new growth is
maneb, 80% WP CM1A"i—i essential. Captafol (Difo-
mancozeb, 80% WP lk-2 litan 4F) is applied as a
Polyram, 80% WP lk-2 single application before
folpet, 50% WP 1 % - 2 bloom for control of pri-
Dikar, 80% WP 2 mary apple scab. See label.
captafol lk-2  pts.
Fire blight streptomycin See label Spray when 20 to 25 percent
formulations of blossoms are open and
copper See label repeat at 5- to 7-day in-
tervals during bloom. Then
apply weekly for 5 or 6
weeks. Best control when
spraying at night.
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CRABAPPLE, APPLE, PEAR 
(continued)
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray when disease first
sulfur, 95% WP 6 - 8 appears or as leaves start
Karathane, 22.5% WP h to expand. Repeat 2 or 3 
times, 1 0 days apart.
CURRANT, ALPINE
Anthracnose, benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray 2 or 3 times, 10 to
fungus leaf ferbam, 76% WP 2 14 days apart. Start at leaf
spots maneb, 80% WP lh-2 emergence or when leaves are
mancozeb, 80% WP 
zineb, 75% WP
lh-2
lh-2
nearly expanded.
DOGWOOD
Fungus leaf spot benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray at budbreak and just
or blotch, maneb, 80% WP lh-2 before flower bracts are
anthracnose, mancozeb, 80% WP lh-2 fully expanded. Repeat 2 or
spot anthracnose, zineb, 75% WP lh-2 3 more times about 2 weeks
flower and leaf captan, 50% WP 2 apart.
blight folpet, 50% WP 
copper
lh-2
See label
Powdery benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray when mildew first ap-
mildew sulfur, 95% WP 2-3 pears. Repeat 7 to 10 days 
later if needed.
ELM
Anthracnose, sulfur, 95% WP 2-3 Spray 3 times, 10 to 14 days
black leaf copper See label apart. Start when the leaf
spot, other zineb, 75% WP U s - 2 buds break open.
fungus leaf mancozeb, 80% WP U s - 2
spots, twig 
blight
ferbam, 76% WP 2
Dutch elm metham (Vapam See label Soil treatment when disease
disease soil fumigant) first appears to prevent 
transmission by root grafts. 
Follow label directions.
Methoxychlor See label Apply just before budbreak 
to prevent inoculation by 
elm bark beetles.
Lignasan BLP3 See label For protective or therapeutic 
treatment, or both. Should 
be applied by a trained ar­
borist. Inject 2 gal. of 
solution per 4 in. of tree
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Dutch elm disease diameter (measured at breast
(continued) height) into root flare or 
trunk, using multiple in­
jection sites. Spring ap­
plication at half-to full- 
leaf stage is preferred, 
or at first sign of disease.
EUONYMUS 
Leaf spots maneb, 80% WP lh-2 Apply at budbreak or at
mancozeb, 80% WP lh-2 first sign of disease.
zineb, 75% WP lh-2 Spray 2 or 3 times at 7- 
to 1 0 -day intervals.
Powdery mildew Acti-dione PM See label Apply at first evidence of
Kara thane, 22.5% WP lh-l disease. Repeat at 7- to
sulfur, 95% WP 4-5 1 0 -day intervals.
EVERGREENS - See ,Juniper, Pine, Yew
FIRETHORN - See Pyracantha
FORSYTHIA 
Leaf spots maneb, 80% WP lh-2 Apply at budbreak and re-
zineb, 75% WP lh-2 peat at 7- to 10-day in-
copper See label tervals as needed.
HAWTHORN, RED HAW 
Leaf blight or Polyram, 80% WP 1 ^ - 2 Apply 4 sprays at 7- to 10-
spots, scab, captan, 50% WP 2 day intervals, starting as
other fungus benomyl, 50% WP ^ - 1 new growth appears. Extend
leaf spots maneb, 80% WP 1 ^ - 2 the schedule during rainy
mancozeb, 80% WP lh-2 seasons.
zineb, 75% WP lh-2
dodine, 65% WP h
Acti-dione PM See label
Cedar rusts thiram, 65-75% WP 1 ^ - 2 Spray as new growth appears
zineb, 75% WP 1 ^ - 2 and flower buds start to
maneb, 80% WP lh-2 open. Repeat 3 or 4 times
mancozeb, 80% WP lh-2 at 7- to 10-day intervals.
Fire blight streptomycin See label Spray when 20 to 25 percent
formulations of blossoms are open and at 
5- to 7-day intervals dur­
ing bloom. Do not use strep­
tomycin on C. mollis.
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HICKORY 
Anthracnose, 
fungus leaf spot 
or blotch, scab, 
spot anthracnose
benomyl, 50% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP
h-i 
lk-2 
lk-2 
lk-2
Spray 3 or 4 times, 7 to 10 
days apart, starting when 
the buds break open.
HOLLY
Fungus leaf 
spots, 
tar spot, 
anthracnose, 
spot anthracnose
benomyl, 50% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
copper
h-l
lh-2,
lk-2
lk-2
See label
Apply 3 or 4 sprays at 10- to 
14-day intervals. Start as 
leaves begin to unfold. Some 
holly species and cultivars 
are sensitive to copper ma­
terials in cold damp weather.
Leaf and twig 
blight, algae
copper
zineb, 75% WP
See label 
lk-2
Spray 3 or 4 times, 10 days 
apart. Start with the first 
autumn rains.
Powdery mildew sulfur, 95% WP 2-3 Apply at first disease ap­
pearance. Repeat at 7-day 
intervals as needed.
HONEYSUCKLE 
Herpobasidium 
leaf blight
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP
13s- 2 
IV -2
Apply several sprays 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
new growth appears.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP 
Acti-dione PM
*5-1
2-3
See label
Spray 2 or more times at 
weekly intervals. Start 
when disease first appears.
HORSECHESTNUT, 
BUCKEYE 
Leaf blotch, 
fungus leaf spot 
or blotch, 
anthracnose
benomyl, 50% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
dodine, 65% WP
1"2 J-
lk-2
lk-2
lk-2
1 - 2
Spray 3 or 4 times, 10 to 
14 days apart, starting as 
the buds begin to open. Thor­
ough coverage is required.
HYDRANGEA 
Fungus leaf 
spots, rust
zineb, 75% WP 
ferbam, 76% WP
1V -2
2
Spray 3 times, 7 to 10 days 
apart. Start when new growth 
appears.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
Karathane, 22.5% 1 
sulfur, 95% WP
k-1
WP % 
2-3
Spray several times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease first appears.
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HYDRANGEA 
(continued) 
Botrytis blight benomyl, 50% WP 
Botran, 50% WP
h-l
1-1%
Spray when first symptoms 
appear. Repeat twice weekly 
during rainy periods.
JUNEBERRY - See Amelanchier
JUNIPER, REDCEDAR 
Rusts zineb, 75% WP 
Acti-dione 
ferbam, 76% WP
1*5-2
See label 
2
Spray susceptible junipers 
4 times, 10 to 20 days apart, 
starting about midsummer. 
Acti-dione is applied in 
spring before galls become 
orange and jellylike.
Phomopsis canker 
or twig blight
benomyl, 50% WP 1 Spray several times at 10- 
to 14-day intervals. Keep 
new growth protected. See 
Arborvitae.
Cercospora 
needle blight
copper See label Spray when disease first 
appears or after June 1; 
repeat at 7- to 10-day 
intervals.
KALANCHOE 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP h-l Spray several times at 7- to 
10-day intervals . Start when 
disease first appears.
LILAC
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP 
Karathane,
22.5% WP
h-l
4-6
h-l
Spray several times at 7- 
to 10-day intervals. Start 
when disease first appears. 
If using benomyl, apply at 
3-week intervals.
Bacterial and
Phytophthora
blights
copper See label Spray 2 or 3 times at 7- to 
10-day intervals. Start when 
new growth appears in spring.
LINDEN, BASSWOOD 
Anthracnose, 
fungus leaf 
spots, leaf 
blight, spot 
anthracnose
copper
benomyl, 50% WP
See label
h-i
Spray just after budbreak 
and again 10 and 20 days 
later.
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LINDEN, BASSWOOD 
(continued) 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
h-l
2-3
Spray when mildew first 
appears. Repeat 10 days 
later
MAGNOLIA 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
Acti-dione PM
h-i
See label
Spray 2 or 3 times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease first appears.
MAPLE, BOXELDER 
Anthracnose, 
fungus leaf 
spots, leaf 
blight or blotch, 
leaf scab, tar 
spot, leaf blister
copper
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP
See label 
lh-2 
lh-2 
lh-2
Spray 3 times, 10 to 14 
days apart, starting as 
the buds begin to open.
MAYDAY-TREE - See Cherry
MOUNTAIN-ASH 
Leaf blight, scab, 
fungus leaf spots
benomyl, 50% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
zineb, 75% WP
h-l
lh-2
lh-2
Spray 2 to 4 times, 14 days 
apart, starting as the leaf 
buds open.
Rust zineb, 75% WP lh-2 Apply 4 or 5 sprays, 10 days 
apart, starting as flower 
buds open.
Fire blight streptomycin
formulations
copper
See label 
See label
Spray when 20 to 25 percent 
of blossoms are open and 
again at full bloom.
MULBERRY
Bacterial
blight
Bordeaux mixture 5-5-100 Apply at budbreak and re­
peat at 7-day intervals 
during moist periods.
OAK
Anthracnose, 
fungus leaf spots 
and blights, 
spot anthracnose, 
leaf blotch, 
leaf blister
copper
zineb, 75% WP 
captan, 50% WP 
benomyl, 50% WP 
dodine, 65% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP
See label 
lh-2 
2-4 
1 
1
lh-2
Spray 3 times: just before 
buds open, when leaves are 
half grown, and 10 to 14 
days later.
Oak wilt 2,4,5-T4 4 lb. a.i. 
/gal. oil
Apply to deep girdle and 
axe cuts in roots to run­
off before 50 percent wilt
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OAK
(continued) of tree develops. Treatment 
kills infected trees and 
prevents spread of healthy 
oaks.
metham (Vapam 
soil fumigant)
See label Soil treatment when disease 
first appears to prevent 
transmission to healthy oaks 
by root grafts. Follow la­
bel directions.
PEACH - See Cherry
PECAN
Scab, fungus 
leaf spots, 
leaf blotch 
and scorch, 
spot anthracnose, 
anthracnose
benomyl, 50% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
dodine, 65% WP 
copper
Polyram, 80% WP 
Du-Ter, 47.5% WP
V  1
l%-2
l%-2
1*2-2
h-i
See label
2c■'s
Apply 4 to 6 sprays, 10 to 
14 days apart. Start when 
buds begin to open. Thorough 
coverage is required. Fol­
low manufacturer's direc­
tions .
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
Du-Ter, 47.5% WP
V I
hrh
Spray when mildew is first 
seen. Repeat at 10- to 14- 
day intervals.
PHOTINIA 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
V i
2-3
Spray several times at 10- 
to 14-day intervals. Start 
when new leaf growth or 
disease first appears.
PINE
Dothistroma 
needle blight
copper See label Spray twice: when new nee­
dles are just emerging and 
again when new needles are 
fully expanded.
Scirrhia brown 
spot needle 
blight
copper
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
chlorothalonil
See label 
1V2 
1V2
Spray once or twice, 30 days 
apart, starting when new 
needles are half grown. If 
rainy, spray at 2-week in­
tervals .
Lophodermium 
needle cast 
or blight
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
chlorothalonil 
copper
1V2
1V2
2h
See label
Spray 4 times, 2 to 3 weeks 
apart, starting about mid­
summer when the new needles 
are full grown.
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PINE
(continued)
Diplodia copper See label Spray twice, 10 to 14 days
tip blight benomyl, 50% WP 1 apart. Start as new growth 
appears.
Scleroderris
canker
chlorothalonil lh qts. Spray as new growth appears 
in spring. Repeat at 2- to 
3-week intervals until early 
July, then monthly until 
early September.
Annosus root borax, 97% 1 lb./50 Cover freshjy cut stump sur-
and butt rot (dry, sq. ft. of face immediately after fell-
powdered) stump sur­
face
ing tree. Sprinkle liber­
ally and evenly.
Cylindrocladium benomyl, 50% WP h Apply as a soil drench to
blight ferbam, 76% WP 2 seedling beds at 2- to 4- 
week intervals.
Damping-off ethazol, 30-35% See label Drench around plants in 
nursery beds at 2- to 4- 
week intervals.
PCNB See label Drench nursery beds of 
southern pines prior to 
seeding. Follow with. ^  
inch of water.
PLANETREE - See Sycamore
PLUM - See Cherry
POPLAR 
Leaf rusts zineb, 75% WP 2 Spray about a week before 
rust is expected and again 
10 to 14 days later.
Yellow leaf zineb, 75% WP 2 Apply several weekly sprays
blister mancozeb, 80% WP 2 when spots first appear on
maneb, 80% WP 2 the lower leaves.
Powdery mildew sulfur, 95% WP LO1 Apply at first sign of dis­
ease. Repeat 2 or 3 times 
at 5- to 10-day intervals.
PRIVET
Anthracnose, ferbam, 76% WP 2 Spray several times at 10-
leaf spot, 
twig blight
benomyl, 50% WP 1 day intervals, starting in 
midspring.
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PYRACANTHA
(Firethorn)
Fire blight streptomycin
formulations
See label Spray when 20 to 25 percent 
of blossoms are open and
copper See label repeat at 5- to 7-day in­
tervals during bloom.
Scab benomyl, 50% WP 1 Spray 4 times: just before
folpet, 50% WP 2 blossoms open, at petal-
dodine, 65% WP *5-1 fall, 2 weeks later, and 4 
weeks later.
QUINCE
Fire blight Bordeaux
mixture
2-6-100 Spray when 20 to 25 percent 
of the blossoms are open; 
repeat when 75 percent are 
open. Do not use streptomycin 
on quince.
Rust, scab, maneb, 80% WP 1*5-2 Apply several times at 10-
fungus leaf ferbam, 76% WP 2 day intervals starting at
spots mancozeb, 80% WP 
zineb, 75% WP
1*5-2
1*5-2
budbreak.
REDBUD
Cercospora and captan, 50% WP 2 Apply at budbreak and re-
other fungus maneb, 80% WP 1*5-2 peat several times at 10-
leaf spots zineb, 75% WP 2 day intervals during the 
spring rainy period.
REDCEDAR - See Juniper
RED HAW - See Hawthorn
RHODODENDRON, AZALEA 
Ovulinia petal or 
flower blight of 
azalea
benomyl, 50% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
thiram, 65-75% WP
*5
1
1
1
Spray as flowers open. Then 
apply benomyl at 5-day in­
tervals, or zineb, mancozeb, 
and thiram 3 times weekly 
during the bloom period.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP *5-1 Spray several times at 7-
sulfur, 95% WP 3-6 to 10-day intervals. Start
Karathane, 
22.5% WP
*5-1 when disease first appears.
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RHODODENDRON ,  AZALEA 
(continued)
Fungus leaf zineb, 75% WP i h - 2 Spray several times at 7-
spots, rusts maneb, 80% WP CM1A"r—1 to 10-day intervals. Start
mancozeb, 80% WP CM1t—i when new growth appears or
benomyl, 50% WP h - i right after bloom. Zineb,
ferbam, 76% WP 2 maneb, mancozeb, ferbam, 
and chlorothalonil are ef­
fective against rusts.
Leaf, flower zineb, 75% WP lh Spray just before budbreak
and stem gall ferbam, 76% WP 2 and continue as for fungus 
leaf spots.
Bud and twig 
blight, dieback
copper See label Make 3 sprays, 7 to 10 days 
apart, starting at budbreak.
Root and crown ethazol, See label Apply as drench around plants
rot or wilt 30-35% to saturate the soil. Re-
(Phytophthora 
cinnamomi and 
other fungi)
diazoben See label peat at 4- to 12-week in­
tervals in spring and au­
tumn .
Cutting rot benomyl, 50% WP See remarks Mix 1 part benomyl with 39 
parts of root-inducing hor­
mone powder by weight .  Treat 
cutting ends with mixture 
before "sticking" in root­
ing medium. The drench soil 
as for root and crown rot 
or wilt.
ethazol, 
30-35%
See label Apply as for root and crown 
rot or wilt.
ROSE
Botrytis blight benomyl, 50% WP 
Botran, 50-75% WP 
zineb, 75% WP
h.
See label 
1
Apply to flowers at 7- to 
10-day intervals in moist 
weather.
Black spot, chlorothalonil, 13s-2 Spray at 7- to 10-day in-
cane blights or 75% WP tervals starting when new
cankers, spot folpet, 50% WP 13s-2 growth appears. Shorten
anthracnose, maneb, 80% WP 13s-2 spray interval to 5 or 7
anthracnose, mancozeb, 80% WP 13s-2 days in rainy weather.
fungus leaf spots Polyram, 80% WP 1^-2 Maneb, mancozeb, Polyram,
benomyl, 50% WP 1 and chlorothalonil also
zineb, 75% WP 13s-2 control rusts.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 3s-l Spray at 7- to 10-day inter-
folpet, 50% WP 13s-2 vals, starting when new
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ROSE
(continued)
Karathane, 
22.5% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP 
Acti-dione PM 
parinol 
piperalin
k-1
2-3
See label 
See label 
See label
growth appears. Thorough 
coverage is required.
SERVICEBERRY, SHADBUSH - See Amelanchier
SPRUCE - See Pine
SUMAC 
Fungus 
leaf spots
maneb, 80% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
1^-2
4-6
Apply when disease is first 
seen. Repeat as needed at 
7- to 10-day intervals dur­
ing wet periods.
SYCAMORE, PLANETREE, 
BUTTONWOOD 
Anthracnose,^ 
fungus leaf spots, 
leaf blight
benomyl, 50% WP 
copper
manozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
dodine, 65% WP 
captafol 
zineb, 75% WP
1
See label 
l%-2 
1*5-2 
1
2 pts. 
Ih~2
Spray 3 times, 10 days apart, 
starting just before bud- 
break. Thorough coverage 
is required.
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP
k-i
2-3
Spray 2 or 3 times, 7 to 
10 days apart, starting 
when disease first appears.
TAXUS - See Yew
VIBURNUM 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP 
sulfur, 95% WP 
Karathane,
22.5% WP
%-l
1%
k
Spray 2 or more times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease first appears.
WALNUT, BUTTERNUT 
Anthracnose, 
yellow leaf 
blotch, fungus 
leaf spots or 
blights
benomyl, 50% WP 
dodine, 65% WP 
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP
k-l 
k-1 
lk-2 
lk-2 
lk-2
Spray 3 or 4 times at 2- 
week intervals, starting 
when the leaves begin to 
unfold. Thorough coverage 
is required.
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WALNUT, BUTTERNUT 
(continued) 
Bacterial blight 
(of Persian or 
English walnut)
copper
streptomycin
formulations
See label 
See label
Spray 3 times: when flower­
ing starts, at full bloom, 
and at petal-fall.
WILLOW
Tar spot, leaf 
blight or scab, 
black canker, 
spot anthracnose
copper
zineb, 75% WP 
mancozeb, 80% WP 
maneb, 80% WP 
dodine, 65% WP
See label 
1*5-2 
Vs-2 
1*5-2
k-l
Spray 3 times, 10 days apart, 
starting as the buds open. 
Zineb, maneb, and mancozeb 
also control rust.
Powdery mildew 
and rust
sulfur, 95% WP 4k-5h Apply 2 or more times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease first appears.
WITCH HAZEL 
Powdery mildew benomyl, 50% WP *5-1 Spray 2 or more times, 7 to 
10 days apart. Start when 
disease appears.
YEW (Taxus) 
Twig blight Bordeaux
mixture
4-4-100 Apply when new growth emerges. 
Repeat twice more at 7- to 
10-day intervals.
ALL TREES AND 
SHRUBS 
Seed decay, 
damping-off, 
seedling blights
thiram, 50-75% WP 
captan, 50-75% WP
See remarks 
See remarks
Apply 2 oz./lb. of seed. If 
damping-off occurs, drench 
seedbed (4 T./gal.) when 
first seen. Follow label 
directions.
Mylone, DMTT See label Apply as a soil drench 2 to 
3 weeks prior to planting 
in nursery beds.
diazoben See label Apply as a soil drench after 
plants are set; repeat at 
2- to 4-week intervals. For 
control of Pythium and Phy- 
tophthora only. May be com­
bined with captan or thiram.
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Plant and disease
Suggested
fungicides
Rate1
(lb./lOO gal. 
unless speci­
fied other­
wise) Application and remarks
ALL TREES AND SHRUBS 
(continued)
Wood rots 
or decays
thiram, 75% WP 
copper 
naphthenate 
benomyl, 50% WP 
sodium o-phenyl- 
phenate
1%
3.3-10.0%
^ t./gal.
2%
Apply thinly in an asphalt 
or other nonfortified tree 
wound preparation.
lThe rates given are based on hydraulic application. If using a mistblower, follow 
label directions.
2Copper fungicides include Bordeaux mixture (usually 4-4-100 or 8-8-100) and fixed 
or neutral copper compounds.
^Lignasan BLP has not been adequately tested in most states by specialists in tree 
pathology; therefore, it cannot be fully recommended at this time.
4Do not use 2,4,5-T around the home, recreational areas, pond or ditch banks, or 
similar sites.
^Recommended for the leaf-blight stage of anthracnose only.
Additional Comments:
1. The vigor of unthrifty and undernourished woody ornamentals, commonly susceptible 
to a variety of diseases and environmental stresses, can often be greatly improved 
by periodic applications of fertilizer and timely watering. Soil tests are al­
ways suggested prior to feeding, especially if a soil (or lawn) fertilization 
program has been in effect. In general, a 10-10-10 (NPK) fertilizer at the rate 
of 2 to 4 pounds per inch of trunk diameter at breast height can be applied in
a series of holes evenly distributed in the ground beneath the tree and extend­
ing well beyond the drip line.
2. Proper selection of planting site, planting and spacing, pruning, winter protec­
tion, control of other diseases and pests, and avoidance of unnecessary wounding 
will aid in control of a wide range of diseases.
Prune during dry weather, sterilizing tools frequently between cuts using a fresh, 
10-percent solution of liquid bleach, 70 percent alcohol, or formaldehyde. When 
pruning or removing diseased wood, paint the newly exposed inner bark and sapwood 
with a germicidal for fungicidal coating. Shellac is useful for disease caused 
by bacteria, such as fire blight. Follow the shellac with a tree wound paint con­
taining benomyl (Benlate) fungicide 50% WP at the rate of 1 gram in 5,000 grams 
(2 2/3 oz./lOO gal.). This mixture, although harmless to living bark, is toxic 
to spores of such canker-producing fungi as Cytospora Valsa, Ceratooystis3 and 
Botryosphaevia.
3. Wetting, spreading, and sticking agents (surfactants), are often added to spray 
mixes when spraying hard-to-wet foliage such as that of conifers, broadleaf ever­
greens, boxwood, and roses. A few commercial spreader-sticker, available for tank 
mixing include Biofilm Spreader-Sticker, Chevron Spray Sticker, Citowatt, and 
Nu-Film P and 17. Commercial spreaders include Chevron Spreader, Multifilm L, 
Ortho X-77, Pinolene, Sure Spred, Surfactant II, and Triton B-1956.
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The fungicide label usually indicates any restrictions in selection of compatible 
surfactants. Use these commercial preparations according to label directions. The 
addition of excess wetting or spreading agent may cause excess runoff and result 
in a poor spray deposit.
4. Winter drying (leaf scorch) of broadleaf evergreens (magnolia, rhododendron, etc.) 
can often be prevented by applying an antidessicant such as Folicote, Foli Guard, 
Vapor Guard, or Wilt Pruf NCF, according to label directions. Apply to the upper 
surfaces of leaves in late November or early December and repeat again in midwinter.
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Spray Chart for Some Important Diseases 
Of Flowers and Other Nonwoody Ornamentals
In Illinois
M. C. SHURTLEFF, B. J. JACOBSEN
Disease Chemicals for control Remarks
Damping-off, Seed rot, 
Seedling blights
thiram or 
captan
Apply as seed treatment 
any time before planting. 
Grow in sterilized soil 
where feasible.
Storage decay zineb, captan, 
Botran, or benomyl
Spray, dust, or dip before 
placing in storage.
Cutting rots, 
Damping-off,
Crown and stem rots, 
Root rots
PCNB (Terraclor) or 
Banrot
For Rhizootonia, Solevo- 
tiurrij Botvytisand Solevo- 
tinia stem and root rots 
only. Apply as a soil 
drench (1 pt./sq. ft.) or 
work into upper 2 inches 
of soil before planting. 
Check label.
Leaf and flower- 
spotting fungi
Dexon,
ethazol (Truban 
or Terrazole), 
captan, or 
Banrot
For Pythium, AphanomyoeSj 
and Phytophthova stem and 
root rots (water molds) 
only. Usually applied as 
a soil drench at intervals 
of 2 to 4 weeks. Check 
label instructions.
benomyl, captan, zineb, 
maneb, ferbam, mancozeb, 
folpet (Phaltan), or 
chlorothalonil (Daconil 2787, 
Exotherm Termil, Termil)
Benomyl, captan, and 
chlorothalonil also give 
Botvytis control, as does 
Botran. Check labels for 
specific information. Ap­
plications are needed at 
intervals of 5 to 7 days 
in rainy weather and every 
7 to 10 days if drier. 
Benomyl is applied every 
10 to 14 days. Check labels 
for crop registrations.
Rusts zineb, mancozeb, 
ferbam, or oxycarboxin 
(Plantvax)
Applications are usually 
needed at intervals of 7 
to 10 days starting when 
rust first appears. Check 
labels for crop registrations.
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Disease Chemicals for control Remarks
Powdery mildews benomyl, sulfur, 
dinocap (Karathane), 
piperalin (Pipron), 
parinol (Parnon), or 
cycloheximide 
(Acti-dione PM)
Frequent applications and 
thorough coverage are es­
sential. Cycloheximide, 
sulfur, and dinocap may 
cause plant injury espe­
cially in hot weather 
(85° F. or above). Check 
labels for current crop 
registrations.
Bacterial diseases streptomycin 
formulations or 
fixed copper, 50-56% Cu
Strictly follow manufac­
turer's directions, or 
plant injury may result.
Wilt diseases 
(mostly Fusarium 
and V ertio illiu m )3 
Crown and root rots, 
Fasciation,
Crown gall
steam (180° F. for 30 
minutes or 160° F. for 
1 hour), methyl bromide, 
chloropicrin, or Vorlex
Sterilize soil before plant­
ing. Carefully follow the 
manufacturer's directions, 
as chemicals are very toxic. 
Treat containers, tools, 
and other equipment.
Soil nematodes 
(including root-knot 
and root-lesion 
nematodes)
DBCP (Nemagon, Fumazone, 
or Nemafume), or VC-13
May apply as a soil drench 
around many established 
plants. Carefully follow 
the manufacturer's instruc­
tions .
Viruses, 
Mycoplasmas
Apply insecticides as 
recommended by University 
of Illinois entomologists
Control insects, especially 
leafhoppers, aphids, and 
thrips that transmit the 
causal agents. Rogue the 
first infected plants.
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RPD-1002
MODERN FUNGICIDES AND THEIR USES
M.C. Shurtleff, B.J. Jacobsen, and J.B. Sinclair
A fungicide is a chemical that kills or inhibits fungi. Fungicides are widely used 
in agriculture to protect plant seeds, foliage, fruit, and roots against disease- 
producing fungi, as well as to preserve wood against decay. Wood preservatives are 
not covered in this report. No single fungicide is suitable for all purposes or 
effective against all fungi.
Relatively little is known about natural deterrents to plant diseases, as compared 
with our knowledge of the predators and parasites that reduce the populations of 
insects and mites. There are varieties and cultivars of plants that are resistant 
to one or more diseases. However, these may lose their resistance as new strains 
of various pathogens develop. Thus, controlling plant diseases is a perennial 
problem for anyone involved in growing plants. An unhindered plant disease may be 
most devastating in terms of the world’s food and fiber production. Fortunately, 
we have fungicides that can be employed to alleviate most plant disease problems.
The estimated annual use of fungicides throughout the world is several hundred mil­
lion pounds. The annual cost of these chemicals, the expense involved in their 
application, and the labor associated with control measures for plant diseases runs 
into hundreds of millions of dollars. Even with the use of disease-resistant vari­
eties, fungicides, and other disease-control practices, the estimated losses from 
plant diseases in the United States total almost $4.25 billion annually.
PROTECTIVE FUNGICIDES are applied to seed, foliage, flowers, fruit, or soil as sprays, 
dusts, or granules to keep disease-causing fungi from entering plants. These mate­
rials provide protection, but do NOT (a) kill fungi established within a growing 
plant or seed. (Exceptions: powdery mildew and sooty mold fungi that are superfi­
cial and largely on the surface of plants can be killed by surface dusts or sprays 
after infection has occurred without injuring the host plant); (b) protect against 
disease-causing organisms entering through the roots such as root rots, wilts, and 
clubroot; (c) control bacterial diseases, since most fungicides are poor bacteri­
cides, except for inorganic copper materials; (d) protect against viruses ormycoplas- 
mas, which are frequently injected into plants by insects; or (e) control nematodes.
Host fungicides in use today possess protective qualities. Those that are ONLY pro­
tective include zineb, thiram, ferbam, ziram, sulfur, glyodin, and possibly the in­
organic copper materials. These chemicals must be applied before an infection starts. 
They require frequent applications at 7- to 14-day intervals, depending on the weath­
er conditions. During rainy weather, sprays need to be applied at shorter intervals.
1/m .C. Shurtleff and B.J. Jacobsen are Extension Plant Pathologists; J.B. Sinclair 
is Professor of Plant Pathology, Department of Plant Pathology.
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Practically all dust and granule formulations function as protective fungicides and 
should be used accordingly. Dusts should be applied when the air is calm and foli­
age is lightly covered with moisture. Early morning and evening are ideal times.
PROTECTIVE-CONTACT FUNGICIDES are used in the same way as protective fungicides. 
However, they have another dimension of effectiveness, that of destroying estab­
lished infections. A commonly used term is "kickback," which means that an infec­
tion may be stopped after becoming established. For example, dodine will still 
provide control if applied 72 hours after apple scab infection has occurred. Thus, 
it has a 72-hour kickback for apple scab. In other words, dodine can prevent in­
fection, and it also has good contact toxicity to fungus growth. "Contact toxicity" 
means that the fungicide may either kill or merely inhibit further growth. The list 
of protective-contact fungicides includes a large number of the most popular ones. 
Examples are Acti-dione, benomyl, captan, captafol, dodine, dinocap, folpet, lime- 
sulfur, maneb, maneb plus zinc ion or mancozeb, thiabendazole or TBZ, thiophanate- 
methyl compounds, Dikar, Niacide M, nabam, Amoban, Polyram, and Botran.
SYSTEMIC FUNGICIDES, OR CHEMOTHERAPEUTANTS, are chemicals that are absorbed and 
distributed within the plant, destroying established infections and hence control­
ling certain diseases for several weeks or months. Only a few chemicals now avail­
able work in this way. Examples would include Acti-dione, benomyl, thiabendazole, 
thiophanate-methyl compounds, chloroneb, carboxin, oxycarboxin, oxyquinolines, and 
ethazol. To be effective, a systemic fungicide must be taken up by the seed, foli­
age, roots, or stem(s) of the plant and be transported in an active state to where 
infection occurs.
Streptomycin, a bactericide, is typically systemic when applied to foliage. This 
means that streptomycin can be absorbed by leaf tissue to inhibit bacterial infec­
tion, but does not move systemically from leaf to leaf.
Modern Fungicides
Since 1950, many new fungicides have been introduced into American agriculture. 
These chemicals have largely replaced such old standbys as bordeaux mixture; fixed 
or neutral coppers; dinitro materials; lime sulfur; and wettable, dust, or paste 
sulfurs. The older materials are messy to handle and are corrosive to spray equip­
ment. They also commonly cause injury to plants under cold, hot, or slow-drying 
conditions and may reduce the quality and quantity of the crops they were designed 
to protect. Unfortunately, some retail outlets still stock these outmoded fungi­
cides and do not carry many of the generally safer and more effective fungicides —  
captan, zineb, maneb, maneb plus zinc ion, ferbam, dodine, folpet, thiram, 
chlorothalonil, benomyl, and the like (Table 1).
Fungicides are marketed under a bewildering assortment of trade names. To relieve 
confusion, a set of common or "coined" names has been officially adopted and is 
now widely used on package labels in place of, or with, the more complicated chemical 
names (called active ingredients).
Table 1, and the paragraphs that follow, summarize the common names, active ingre­
dients, trade names, and principal uses of commonly used modern fungicides. This 
listing is necessarily incomplete, since there are about 70,000 pesticides now reg­
istered by the Pesticides Regulation Division of the Environmental Protection Agency 
in Washington, D.C. Many additions, deletions, and other changes are made monthly.
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Table 1. Modern Fungicides and Their Uses
Trade names ______________________Principal uses and remarks
CAPTAN [N— (trichloromethglthio)-4-cgclohexene-l,2-dicarboximide]
Stauffer Captan 50 WP and 80 WP; Captan 
75 Seed Protectant; Captan Garden Spray; 
Captan 80 Spray-Dip; Orthocide 50 and 80 
Wettable; Orthocide Fruit and Vegetable 
Wash; Agway Captan 5D and 7.5D; Ortho­
cide 65 and 75 Seed Protectant; Orthocide 
Garden Fungicide; Miller's Captan 50W; 
Patterson's Captan Garden Spray; F & B 
Captan 7.5 Dust; Chipman Captan Dust; 
Orthocide 5 Dust, 7.5 Dust, 10 Dust, 15 
Dust, and 80 Concentrate; Occidental Cap­
tan; Security Captan; Miller's Captan 
Dust and Captan Garden Dust; Bonide Cap­
tan 50W; E-Z-Flo Captan 7-1/2 Dust; Farm- 
rite Captan 5% and 10% Dust; Green Cross 
7.5% Captan Dust; Hopkins 7.5% Captan 
Dust and 25% Seed Protectant; Ortho Soy­
bean Seed Protectant; Stauffer Captan 
7.5 Dust; Captan 90% Dust Base and Cap­
tan 25 Planterbox Treater; Orthocide Po­
tato Seed Protectant and Potato Seed 
Treater; Orthocide 90 and 92 Seed Pro­
tectant Concentrate; Orthocide 4 Flowable 
Seed Protectant; Security 7-1/2% Captan 
Peach Dust; Naco Captan 7.5 Dust; Chevron 
90 Concentrate; Vancide 89; etc.
Excellent, safe fungicide to control a 
wide range of leaf and blossom blights, 
spots, anthracnoses, sooty molds, scabs, 
fruit rots, leaf curls and galls, and 
the like on bush and tree fruits, orna­
mentals, vegetables, and turf. Seed, 
corm, tuber, and bulb protectant (often 
mixed with insecticide) for vegetables, 
flowers, cereals, and grasses. Post­
harvest dip for fruits and vegetables. 
Does NOT control powdery mildews and 
rusts. Soil treatment on plant beds to 
control crown rot and seedling blights. 
Widely used in multipurpose sprays and 
dusts. Available as spray powders and 
dusts. Both a protectant and a mild 
eradicant.
CHLOROTHALONIL [TetrachloroisophthalonitrHe]
Daconil 2787, Bravo 75-W, Termil, Ex- Excellent, safe, broad-spectrum fungicide
otherm Termil, Diamond 75% Chlorothalonil, to control leaf spots and blights, blos- 
etc. som blights, anthracnoses, fruits spots
and rots, gray-mold (Botvytis), certain 
rusts, and powdery and downy mildews of 
lawngrasses, flowers, trees, shrubs, 
vegetables, and certain fruits. Termil 
and Exotherm Termil are thermal dusts for 
use in closed greenhouses to control 
Botvytis and other blights of ornamentals 
and tomatoes.
DODINE [N-dodecylguanidine acetate]
Cyprex 65W Fruit Fungicide; Agway Dodine 
ID; Miller's Cyprex 4D; Naco Dodine 2, 3, 
4, and 6 Dusts; Cyprex Dodine Dust; Penn- 
walt Cyprex 4% Dust; E-Z-Flo Cyprex 4 
Dust; Hopkins 2% and 4% Dodine Dust; etc.
Controls certain foliage diseases of var­
ious fruit and nut crops, roses, peanuts, 
and shade trees. Gives long-lasting pro­
tection; a good eradicant. Does NOT con­
trol powdery mildews and rusts. Sold 
combined with Glyodin.
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Table 1. Continued
Trade names______________________ Principal uses and remarks
FERBAM [Ferric dimethyldithiocarbamate]
Fermate Ferbam Fungicide, Karbam Black, 
Carbamate, Stauffer Ferbam 76-W, Agway 
Ferbam 76W and 7.6D, E-Z-Flo Ferbam 76, 
Ortho Ferbam 76, Allied Ferbam, Kerr- 
McGee Ferbam, Aceto Ferbam 76% and 93%, 
Olin Ferbam, Thompson-Hayward Ferbam, 
Grace Ferbam, Chemform Ferbam (Wettable 
Powder), Ferbam 76W, Pennwalt Ferbam, 
Ferbam 95W, Chipman Ferbam W.P., Miller's 
Ferbam, Naco Hi-Test Ferbam Wettable 
Powder, Vancide FE 95-W and FE Flowable, 
Champion 15% Fermate Dust, Sup'r-Flow Fer­
bam Flowable, Crown 15% Fermate Dust, Gold 
Kist Fermate Dust, Green Cross 7% Karbam 
Black Dust Fungicide and 76% Karbam Black 
Fungicide, Naco Fermate 15 Dust, Bartlett 
Ferbam 76W, Farmrite Ferbam 76%, Patter­
son's Ferbam, Security Ferbam Fungicide, 
Shepard Chemical Ferbam, Chempar Ferbam 
76 Wettable Powder, etc.
General, very safe, long-lasting fungi­
cide to control a wide range of foliage 
diseases of flowers, trees, shrubs, and 
fruits. Soil drench to control damping- 
off and seedling blights. Used in multi­
purpose sprays. May leave an objection­
able black deposit on flowers, woodwork, 
and the like. Mostly protective. Controls 
rusts but NOT powdery mildews.
FOLPET [N(trichloromethylthio)phthalimideJ
Ortho Phaltan Rose & Garden Fungicide, 
Ortho Phaltan 50 and 75 Wettable, Niagara 
Phaltan 50 Wettable, Stauffer Folpet 50 
WP and 75WP, Agway Folpet 50-W, Miller's 
Phaltan 50-W, "Fungitrol," Bonide Folpet 
50W, Farmrite Phaltan 50-W, Naco Phaltan 
Folpet 50 Wettable Fungicide, Ortho Phal­
tan 7.5 Dust, Acme Phaltan 75W Fungicide, 
Science Rose and Garden Fungicide, Aceto 
Folpet, Chevron Folpet 75 Wettable, Pat­
terson's Phaltan Wettable Powder, etc.
Related to captan and captafol, and used 
for many of the same purposes on bush and 
tree fruits, turfgrasses, flowers, vege­
tables, trees, and shrubs. Gives fair 
control of powdery mildews but NOT rusts. 
Excellent for roses. Both a protectant 
and an eradicant. Used in multipurpose 
mixes for flowers.
MANEB [Manganous ethylenebis(dithiocarbamate)]
Manzate Maneb Fungicide, Manzate D Maneb 
Fungicide, Dithane M-22, Sears Lawn Fun­
gicide, Aceto Amazin Maneb 80 WP and Maneb 
80 and Maneb Flowable, Patterson's Maneb 
Fungicide, Shepard Chemical Maneb 80% WP, 
Pennwalt Maneb 80%, Chevron Maneb, Black 
Leaf Maneb Fungicide, Agsco Blitex 80 M, 
Dust M-6 and DB/Yellow, Agrisect Brand 
Maneb (Wettable Powders and Dusts), Ag­
way Maneb 4.5D, Champion 2% Maneb Dust, 
E-Z-Flo Maneb 7 Dust, Miller's Dithane 
M22-6D and Dithane Dust, Twin Light Maneb 
(Continued on next page)
Excellent general fungicide to control 
foliage and fruit diseases of vegetables, 
trees, shrubs, turfgrasses, and flowers 
plus some fruit and nut crops. Very use­
ful for tomatoes, potatoes, vine crops, 
and roses. Used in many multipurpose 
mixes for vegetables, tomatoes, potatoes, 
flowers, and roses. Controls rusts but 
NOT powdery mildews. Both a protectant 
and an eradicant.
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Table 1. Continued
______________ Trade names_______________________ Principal uses and remarks
MANEB [Manganous ethylenebis(dithiocarbamate)] 
(continued)
Dust, Orthox Maneb 80 Fungicide, Science 
Maneb Garden Fungicide, Naco Maneb 80 
Fungicide, Sup’r-Flow Maneb FIowable, BASF 
Maneb 80 WP, etc.
MANEB AND ZINC ION (or MANCOZEB)[Coordination product of zinc ion and maneb]
Manzate 200 Fungicide, Tersan LSR Turf Excellent, safe, broad-spectrum fungicide 
Fungicide, Dithane M-45, Fore, Acme Fore, for fruits, vegetables, flowers, trees,
Vancide Maneb Flowable, Amazin Zinc and shrubs. This material has a spectrum
Enriched Maneb 80 Fungicide, Dithane of activity similar to maneb and zineb.
M-22 Special, Science Fore Lawn Fungicide, However, it is thought to have somewhat
Pratt Lawn & Garden Fungicide, Pratt Liq- more efficacy, 
uid Maneb, Naco Potato Seed Piece Fungi­
cide Dust, Farmrite Potato Seed Dust,
E-Z-Flo Dithane M-45 Potato Seed Piece 
Fungicide, Security 6% Dithane M-45,Agsco 
Blitex Dust DM-6, etc.
THIRAM [Bis(dimethylthiocarbamoyl)disulfide]
Tersan 75 Thiram Fungicide; Thylate Thi- 
ram Fungicide; Arasan 50-Red Thiram Seed 
Protectant; ND Thiram Seed Protectant, 
42-S, 70-S Seed Protectant, and 75 Thiram 
Seed Protectant; Panoram 75; Roberts 
Thiram; Chipco Thiram 75; Spotrete; Thi­
ram 75; Thiramad Fungicide; Niagara Thi­
ram 65 Wettable Powder; Aceto Thiram-75; 
Thiram 65% and Thiram-100; Miller’s Thi­
ram 65 and 75W; Vancide TM-95 and TM 
Flowable; Chemform 75% Thiram WP; Kerr- 
McGee Thiram; Pennwalt Thiram 75 and S—42; 
Chipman Thiram SF-75; Naco Hi-Test Thiram 
'Wettable Powder; Science Gladiolus and 
Bulb Dust; Agway Thiram 4.8D and Tinasad; 
E-Z-Flo 5% Thylate Dust; Farmrite Thiram 
5% Dust; Doggett Fison Turftox; Metasol 
Thiram 75%; Robeco Thiram 98/100%; Shep­
ard Chemical Thiram; etc.
A broad-spectrum, protective seed, bulb, 
corm, and tuber fungicide for vegetables, 
flowers, grasses, and certain fruits. 
Controls many foliar and fruit diseases 
of turfgrasses, vegetables, trees, shrubs, 
flowers, and fruits. Controls rusts but 
NOT powdery mildews. Used as a soil 
drench for crown rot and damping-off. 
Mostly protective. Do NOT apply to pro­
duce intended for canning or deep freez­
ing. Arasan 42-S is also sold as a deer 
and rodent repellent.
ZINEB [Zinc ethylenebis(dithiocarbamate)]
Dithane Z-78, Science Zineb Fungicide, 
Ortho Zineb Wettable, Black Leaf Sheen, 
Aceto Zineb-75 and 85%, Acme Zineb 75W 
Fungicide, Niagara Zineb 75 Wettable, 
Vancide Zineb 85% WP, Sherwin-Williams 
Zineb, E-Z-Flo Zineb 75, Pennwalt Zineb 
(Continued on next page)
Excellent, safe, general fungicide for 
fruits, vegetables, flowers, trees, shrubs 
and nuts. Controls leaf and blossom spots, 
blotches or blights, fruit spots and scabs 
Botrytis blights, downy mildews, leaf 
curls and galls, sooty molds, anthracnoses,
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Table 1, Continued
Trade names_________ _ _______ _____Principal uses and remarks
ZINEB [Zinc ethylenebis(dithiocarhamate)]
(continued)
W-75, Miller’s Zineb 6D, Stauffer Zineb 
65-W and 75-W, Ortho Zineb 5 Dust, Chip- 
man Zineb, Patterson’s Zineb Wettable 
Powder, Chemform 65% Zineb, Chempar 
Zineb 75 WP, Chemform 55 Dust, Zineb Gar­
den Fungicide, Agrisect Brand Zineb 75% 
Wettable Powder, Shepherd Chemical Zineb, 
Hopkins 15% Zineb Dust, D.H. 10% Dithane 
Dust, Gold Kist Zineb Dust No. 10, Green 
Cross Thiogreen Dust Fungicide, Hopkins 
6% Dithane Z78 Dust, Naco Dithane 6 and 
10 Dust, Zineb 75% Wettable Powder and 
Zineb 6.5 Dust, New Dragon Tomato Dust, 
Security Zineb Dust, BASF Zineb 80WP, 
E-Z-Flo Special Mushroom Dust, Miller 
Zineb 75%, Superior’s Zineb 75% Wettable, 
Staples Dithane Seed Treating Dust, etc.
rusts, black knot, certain grass di­
seases, damping-off (seedling blights), 
and cutting rots. Used in many multi­
purpose sprays and dusts for vegetables 
and flowers. Only protective.
ZIRAM [Zinc dimethyldithiocarbamate]
Zerlate Ziram Fungicide, Karbam White, 
Niagara Z-C Spray, Aceto Ziram-75 and 
-100, Allied Ziram, E-Z-Flo Ziram 76WP, 
Miller’s Ziram and 95W, Pennwalt Ziram 
F-4, Vancide MZ-96 and MZ Flowable, Shep­
ard Chemical Ziram, Samincorp Ziram, Wood 
Ridge Ziram, Cuman, Chempar Ziram 76 WP, 
etc.
General, very safe fungicide. Useful for 
certain diseases of vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, and ornamentals; especially good 
for tender seedlings. Used as a spray, 
dust, or soil drench. Used in many vege­
table and flower multipurpose mixes. Only 
protective. Does NOT control rusts or 
powdery mildews.
Other Fungicides
DINOCAP (Karathane-WD, Karathane Liquid Concentrate, Miller' s Karathane 2D, and Miller ’ s 
Garden Karaspra) contains 2-(l-methyl-heptyl)-4,6-dinitrophenyl crotonate and isomers 
as the active ingredients. This fungicide is SPECIFIC for the control of powdery 
mildews. It also helps suppress certain types of mites. Karathane has replaced sul­
fur in most multipurpose sprays and dusts. Do not use in hot weather (above 85° F.). 
Apply when the foliage will dry rapidly. This fungicide provides good eradicant 
action but little residual control.
DIKAR is a broad-spectrum fungicide containing 4.6 percent dinocap (Karathane) and 
74 percent mancozeb (Dithane M-45). It is used primarily by commercial apple growers 
to control a wide range of diseases, including scab, powdery mildew, rusts, and fruit rots.
PCNB (pentachloronitrobenzene) is a very long lasting soil and turf fungicide. It 
is sold as Aceto PCNB 80% and 100%; Lawn Disease Control; Ortho Lawn Fungicide; Mil­
ler's Terraclor 20D; Naco Terraclor 20 Dust; Terraclor 40 Dust £ Wettable; Terraclor 
2 E.C. and Terraclor Granules, Olin Terraclor 10% Dust, 20% Dust, 10% Granular, and 
75% Wettable Powder; Brassicol; Pearson's Green Lawn Fungicide; and Fungiclor. It 
is available as a 10-, 20-, or 40-percent dust; a 75-and 80-percent wettable powder; 
and a 25-percent emulsifiable concentrate. It is also available as granules and technical. 
PCNB controls various soilborne root, stem, and crown rots of flowers, vegetables, and
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ornamentals; clubroot of crucifers; potato scab and scurf; pink rot of celery; and 
damping-off of many plants. PCNB is often mixed with ethazol, captan, ferbam,thiram , 
diazoben, maneb plus zinc ion, Polyram, or folpet, and applied as a "shot-gun" dust or 
spray in the seedbed to control root and stem rots, damping-off, and other diseases.
Captan-PCNB mixtures are sold as Orthocide Soil Treater "3X" and X, Orthocide PCNB 
10-20 Dust, Orthocide PCNB-Nutrient Spray, Terracap, Stauffer Captan-Terraclor 10­
10 Seed Treatment and 30-30 Seed Protectant, Terraclor 20-Captan 10 Dust, Terraclor 
50-Captan 25 Wettable Powder, and PCNB-Captan 25-25 Wettable Powder.
Olin Terraclor Super-X Emulsifiable contains 10 percent PCNB and 5.8 percent ethazol. 
Olin Terraclor Super-X Granular contains 2.5 percent ethazol and 10 percent PCNB.
Olin Terra-Coat L-205 contains 5.8 percent ethazol and 23.2 percent PCNB. These prod­
ucts control the same range of diseases as PCNB, plus Pythium3 Aphanomyces_, Phyto- 
phthora3 and other water molds.
ETHAZOL (sold as Olin Terrazole Technical and Terrazole 35% Wettable Powder, Koban 
Turf Fungicide, and Truban for ornamental and nursery crops) is a systemic soil, 
turf, and seed fungicide specific for Pythium3 Phytophthora_, Aphanomyces, and other 
water molds. It is available in several wettable-powder and emulsifiable-concentrate 
formulations often in combination with PCNB (see above).
CYCLOHEXIMIDE (Acti-dione) is an antifungal antibiotic that is absorbed through 
plant surfaces and distributed locally within a plant to check or eradicate infec­
tions. It is also a protectant. Acti-dione is effective against powdery mildews, 
cherry leaf spot, certain rusts, and several lawn diseases. Various formulations 
are sold for different purposes [Acti-dione PM, WP (Flower Fungicide), RZ, WP (Lawn 
& Turf Fungicide), TGF, TGP, Ferrated, Ferrated Powder, Acti-dione— Thiram WP (Turf 
Fungicide), and Acti-dione— Thiram Powder]. Actispray comes as a tablet that dis­
solves in water. Acti-dione is used at concentrations as low as one part in one 
million parts of water (1 ppm). Do NOT overdose.
STREPTOMYCIN is an antibacterial antibiotic sold commercially for plant use as Agri- 
mycin 17, Stauffer Streptomycin, Phytomycin, Ortho Streptomycin Spray, Streptomycin 
Antibiotic Spray Powder, Agri-strep, and Ag-Strep. Streptomycin formulations are 
used to control fire blight of pome fruits, walnut blight, bacterial spot of pepper 
and tomato, bacterial wilts, blights, rots of various trees and ornamentals, and 
blackleg of potato. It may cause severe chlorosis of some plants, for example, flo­
rist’s geranium (Pelargonium). Apply ONLY under slow-drying conditions (such as those 
at night) and BEFORE infections occur. Do not combine streptomycin with other spray ma­
terials. Agri-mycin 100 and 500 also contain the antibiotic oxytetracycline (Terramycin) .
CARBOXIN (Vitavax) and OXYCARBOXIN (Plantvax) are two systemic fungicides that are 
closely related chemically. Carboxin contains 75 percent 5,6-dihydro-2-methyl-l,4 
oxathiin-3-carboxanilide as the active ingredient. It is effective against various 
seedborne and soilborne smuts, some rusts, potato scab, Rhizoctonia damping-off of 
seedlings, and Verticillium wilt of annuals, when applied to seeds or the soil at 
planting time. Carboxin (Vitavax Fungicide, Vitavax Seed Protectant, Vitavax Flow- 
able Fungicide) is often combined with another seed or soil fungicide such as maneb, 
thiram, or captan.
Oxycarboxin contains 75 percent 5,6-dihydro-2-methyl-l,4-oxathiin-3-carboxanilide- 
4-4-dioxide as the active ingredient. It controls a wide range of rusts of flowers, 
trees, shrubs, vegetables, fruits, and turfgrasses when applied by seed, soil, or 
foliar treatment. Plantvax is available as a 75-percent wettable powder, as a dust, 
and as a 5-percent liquid.
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BOTRAN (DCNA), sold as Botran 50% WP, 75 W, WP, and E-Z-Flo Botran 6 Dust, contains 
2,6-dichloro-4-nitroaniline as its active ingredient. Various dust and wettable- . 
powder formulations are available. It is useful as a foliar, fruit, and soil fungi­
cide for stem, crown, root (bulb,corm) rots, and gray-mold (Botrytis) blights of 
certain vegetables, fruits, and ornamentals. Botran is effective against such 
soilborne fungi as SoZerotium3 SoZerotinia3 and Stromatinia. It is used as a 
postharvest dip or spray for beans, bramble fruits, carrots, celery, grapes, straw­
berries, sweetpotato roots, and stone fruits to control Botrytis3 MoniZinia3 Rhizopus3 
SoZerotinia3 and PeniciZZivim. Botran is also effective as a cut-flower spray or 
dip for Botrytis control.
BENOMYL is a very safe, broad-spectrum fungicide that is long lasting, preventive, 
curative, and systemic. It also suppresses certain mites and nematodes, and helps 
control ozone damage to plants. Benomyl is effective at very low dosages against 
a wide range of leaf spots and blights; fruit rots; bulb decays (corm and tuber); 
blossom blights; powdery mildews; gray-molds (Botrytis); Verticillium and Fusarium 
wilts of annuals; anthracnoses; cherry leaf spot; black spot of roses; certain rusts; 
scab of apple, pear, stone fruits, and pecan; common crown and root rots (Rhizoctonia 
ScZerotinia3 Fusarium3 CyZindrooZadium, ThieZavoipsis_, and Phymatotriohum); club- 
root of crucifers; and a number of important turf diseases (Fusarium blight, Scler- 
otinia dollar spot, Rhizoctonia brown patch, leaf smuts, Fusarium patch, Red thread, 
and Typhula blight). Benomyl also has the ability to prevent certain fungi from re­
producing, such as those causing apple scab and peanut leaf spot. Benomyl will not 
control diseases caused by water molds such as Pythium or Phytophthora. It contains 
methyl 1-(butylcarbamoyl)-2-benzimidazolecarbamate as the active ingredient. Benomyl 
is available as a 50-percent wettable powder and is sold as Benlate Benomyl Fungi­
cide, Tersan 1991 Turf Fungicide, Bonide Benomyl (DuPont New Systemic Fungicide), 
Science Benomyl Systemic Fungicide, Rockland Benomyl Fungicide, Benomyl Turf Fungi­
cide Granules, Miller’s Benomyl Systemic Fungicide, Patterson's Benomyl Systemic 
Fungicide, and Pro Turf Fertilizer Plus DSB Fungicide.
THIABENDAZOLE (TBZ) is a safe, broad-spectrum, systemic fungicide that is chemically 
related to benomyl. It is useful as a foliar, bulb (corm and tuber), seed, and soil 
application, or for thermal fumigation. TBZ contains 2-(4-thiazolyl)-benzimidazole 
as the active ingredient. It controls practically the same range of diseases as benomyl. 
TBZ is sold as Mertect (40, 140F, 160, 260, 340F, 360), Tecto, and Tobaz, and is 
available as a 90-percent thermal dusting tablet for fumigating closed greenhouses.
CHLORONEB (sold as Demosan, Tersan SP Turf Fungicide, Pro Turf Fungicide II, and Demosan 
Chloroneb Fungicide) is a systemic seed and soil fungicide containing 1,4-dichloro- 
2,5,dimethoxybenzene. It is available as a 65-percent wettable powder, a 10-percent 
dust, and as 10-percent granules. Chloroneb may be applied as a seed treatment or 
an in-furrow soil treatment to control preemergence and postemergence damping-off 
(seedling blights) and root rots of ornamentals and vegetables, as well as several 
turfgrass diseases including Pythium blight, Typhula blight, and Helminthosporium 
leaf spots. To broaden its range of activity, it will probably be combined with 
benomyl, maneb, PCNB, captan, or captafol.
POLYRAM (sold as Polyram Wettable Powder, 7 Dust and Seed Treater, Security Polyram, 
Gold Kist 5% Polyram Dust, Agway Polyram 7D and Polyram 80 W, Naco Polyram 3.5 Dust 
and Polyram Dust, Polyram 80 Wettable Powder, Polyram 7 Dust, and Polyram Seed 
Treater) is a general foliar and seed-protectant fungicide containing zinc poly­
ethylene thiuram disulfide complex or polyethylene polymer. It is sold as an 80- 
percent wettable powder, as a 3.5-, 5-, and 7-percent dust; and in combination with
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PCNB (Polyram-PC-B 10:10 Dust). Polyram is useful for controlling rusts; sooty 
molds; downy mildews; leaf spots; blotches and blights; anthracnoses; fruit spots 
and rots; and Botrytis blights of vegetables, fruits, trees, and ornamentals. Its 
range of effectiveness is similar to those of maneb, mancozeb, and zineb. Polyram 
may be useful as a soil fungicide to control damping-off (caused by Pythium} Phy- 
tophthora3 and Rhizoctonia).
CAPTAFOL (Difolatan), a fungicide chemically related to captan and folpet (see 
Table 1), is available as a liquid flowable concentrate (Ortho Difolatan4 Flowable), 
a 65- and 75-percent seed protectant, and a 7.5-percent dust. It contains cis-N- 
(1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethyl)-thio-4-cyclohexene-l,2-dicarboximide as its active in­
gredient. It is a persistent, long-lasting foliar fungicide that controls downy 
mildews; leaf spots; blights; blossom blights; fruit spots and rots; cherry leaf 
spot; brown rot of stone fruits; anthracnoses; and gray-mold (Botrytis) on vege­
tables, fruits, turfgrasses, and ornamentals— flowers, trees, and shrubs. Captafol 
may also be used as a seed or soil treatment, with or without an insecticide such 
as diazinon, to control seed decay and damping-off.
DIAZOBEN (Dexon) is a seed, turf, and soil fungicide containing p-dimethyl- 
aminobenzenediazo sodium sulfonate as its active ingredient. It is available as a 
35- or 70-percent wettable powder or as granules. It controls seed rot, damping- 
off, and stem and root rots of many ornamentals, vegetables, fruits, and lawn- 
grasses caused by water molds (Pythium3 Aphanomyoes_, and Phytophthora) . Dexon is 
also sold in combination with PCNB (for example, Patterson's Root and Crown Rot 
Control) and anilazine (Dyrene), and may be applied as a soil drench, soil spray 
treatment, or as a dry soil mix. Diazoben should be applied IMMEDIATELY AFTER MIX­
ING, since exposure to light results in a rapid loss of fungicidal activity. Do NOT 
apply to ornamentals being propagated from cuttings until the root systems are 
established. Dexon may persist in the soil for many months.
LAWN FUNGICIDES are usually formulated as a multipurpose mixture that will control 
a number of lawn and fine turf diseases. The more widely available products are 
Ultra-Clor, Dyrene Turf Fungicide, Pro Turf Fungicide III, Cleary's-3336, Daconil 
2787, Twin Light Granular Lawn Fungicide (CaCl2 and thiram), Agway Granular Turf 
Fungicide with Dyrene, Patterson's Turf Fungicide W/Dyrene, Kromad Broad-Spectrum 
Turf Fungicide, Kroma-Clor, Fore, Tersan LSR Turf Fungicide, Tersan 1991 Turf Fun­
gicide, and Acti-dione/Thiram. More specific turf fungicides often contain cadmium 
(Cadminate, Puraturf 177, Caddy, Cad-trete, Vi-Cad, and Po-San Turf Fungicide), zi­
neb, captan, TBZ, folpet, and others.
SOIL FUMIGANTS are usually applied to the soil several weeks before planting. These 
chemicals generally break down in the soil to release a toxic gas that kills fungi, 
as well as bacteria, nematodes, weed seeds, insects, and other animal life in the 
soil. Certain fumigants move through the soil slowly and require only a water "seal" 
after application. Other fast-acting or very toxic compounds (for example, chloro- 
picrin and methyl bromide) must be confined with a tarp or other covering to 
retain the fumes.
The most useful fumigants to control the fungi that cause wilts, damping-off, root 
and crown rots, and other diseases, include chloropicrin or tear gas [Larvacide, 
Picfume, Great Lakes Chlor-O-Pic, Tri-clor, and so on]; methyl bromide [Naco Bro- 
zone Soil Fumigant, Brozone, Pano-Fume, Weedfume, Dow Methyl Bromide, Dowfume MC-2 
and MC-33, Edco MBX, Pano-Brome, Trizone, Bed Fume, Kolker Methyl Bromide, Profume, 
Meth-O-Gas, Hub States Methyl Bromide, New York Scientific Supply Methyl Bromide,
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Brom-O-Gas, Brom-O-Sol, Nemaster, Pestmaster Soil Fumigant, and the like]; SMDC 
[Stauffer Vapam Soil Fumigant (Soln.)]; DMTT or dazomet [Mylone, Crag Nemacide, Soil 
Fumigant M, Barber Preplant 50-D, Miller Mico-Fume 25-D, Mylone Soil Care (Dazomet), 
and Green Cross Mylone Granular Fumigant]; MIT [Vorlex Soil Fumigant and Vorlex 201]; 
and Bedrench, a mixture of allyl alcohol and EDB.
All of these materials should be used STRICTLY according to the manufacturer's rec­
ommendations. Observe all safety precautions listed on the label.
SOIL FUNGICIDES are applied as dusts, soil drenches, sprays, or granules. Such fungi­
cides control damping-off, seedling blights, root rots, wilts, and other diseases.
A number of these fungicides have already been mentioned, for example, captan, 
benomyl, Botran, chloroneb, chlorothalonil, diazoben, captafol, thiabendazole, PCNB, 
thiram, zineb, ziram, and carboxin. Other chemicals applied to the soil are the 
systemic oxyquinoline materials [Fulex A-D-0 (Anti-Damping-Off Formula): Bioquin
700, Chinosol, Natriphene, Wilson's Anti-Damp, Aceto 8-hydroxyquinoline Sulfate, 
and Sunox], Dithane A-40, and folpet. Use these chemicals according to the manu­
facturer's instructions.
THIOPHANATE-METHYL COMPOUNDS (sold as Topsin M, Fungo, Chipco Spot Kleen, Zyban, and 
U-39,746 Turf Fungicide) are safe, preventive, curative, and systemic fungicides 
for use on turf and as foliar sprays to control powdery and downy mildews; Botrytis 
blights; numerous leaf and fruit spots; scabs and rots of ornamentals, fruit crops, 
and turfgrasses. Controls many of the same diseases as the closely related benomyl 
and TBZ. Zyban is used as a foliar spray, soil drench, or dry soil mix to control 
soilborne. fungi of bedding, foliage, and container-grown plants.
BACTICIN, sold by Tuco Products Co., is used as a paint for controlling crown gall 
on certain woody plants and for use against other bacterial gall infections.
MISCELLANEOUS FUNGICIDES include a large number of products that have limited use 
at present. Some of these are Amoban, Auragreen, oxythioquinox (Morestan), bi- 
napacryl (Morocide and Acricid), Brestan 60, Chem-O-Bam, chloranil (Spergon), Parnon, 
dichlone (Phygon), Dessin, CM-19, Crag Glyodin, Mildew King, Miller 658 Fungicide, 
Niacide A and M, Dowcide A and B, Sodam 35% Solution, Nuodex 84, Du-Ter Fungicide, 
Elgetol, Harven, piperalin (Pipron), nabam (sold as Chem-Bam, Dithane D-14, Nabam 
22, Nabam Liquid Fungicide, Parzate Liquid Nabam Fungicide, Green Cross Thiogreen 
Liquid Fungicide, Ortho Nabam Liquid Spray, and Spring-Bak Turf Fungicide), Tutane, 
Thynon W-75, Banrot, Glyodex (a mixture of glyodin and dodine), Polytrap, Omazene, 
and the like.
Fungicide Recommendations
Suggestions and recommendations about fungicides for use in Illinois are given in 
the following publications:
FRUIT
Pest Control in Commercial Fruit Plantings3 Illinois Circular 1073 (revised, 1975), 
plus the Illinois Commercial Spray Schedule (revised yearly).
Fruit Leaflet No. 1: "Strawberries— Spray and Dust Guide" (revised yearly).
Home Orchard Pest Control, Illinois Circular 1001.
Growing Small Fruits in the Home Garden_, Illinois Circular 935.
Growing Tree Fruits in the Home Orchard> Illinois Circular 1013.
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VEGETABLES
"Vegetable Seed Treatment," Report on Plant Diseases No. 915 (revised).
"Damping-off and Seedling Blights of Vegetables," Report on Plant Diseases No. 916 
(revised).
Illinois Vegetable Garden Guide3 Illinois Circular 1091.
Suggested Fungicide Guide for Commercial Vegetable Growers3 Illinois Circular 999 
(revised yearly).
FIELD CROPS
"Fungicide Seed Treatment for Small Grains," Report on Plant Diseases No. 1001 
(revised yearly).
LAWN AND TURFGRASSES
Turfgrass Pest Control3 Illinois Circular 1076.
"Recommendations for the Control of Diseases of Turfgrasses," Report on Plant 
Diseases No. 400 (revised yearly).
TREES AND SHRUBS
Diseases of Midwest Trees3 University of Illinois College of Agriculture Special 
Publication No. 35 (revised), Urbana. $2.00.
FLOWERS, VINES, AND HOUSE PLANTS
Diseases of Ornamental Plants3 University of Illinois College of Agriculture 
Special Publication No. 3 (revised), Urbana. $4.00.
The Illinois Circulars and Special Publications are available from the Office of
Agricultural Publications, 123 Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Copies of the
Reports on Plant Diseases are available from the Department of Plant Pathology,
218 Mumford Hall, Urbana.
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U.S. EPA Policy Regarding Use of Pesticides 
As a Preventive Treatment
D. A. GENTRY
A person may apply a registered pesticide as a preventive treatment when a target pest
is not actually present provided that the following conditions are met:
1. The label of the pesticide being used does not prohibit preventive treatment. 
When no statement is made on the label concerning preventive treatment, the EPA 
will assume that the pesticide is acceptable for preventive use.
2. The target pest is reasonably expected to infest the treated area. The EPA will 
judge each situation, on a case-by-case basis, to include accepted pest control 
practices and knowledge of infestations in the target area.
3. The pesticide being used is effective against the target pest when used as a pre­
ventive treatment and in no way is harmful to man or the environment. Accepted 
pest control practices will be relied upon to determine if this condition has 
been met.
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U.S. EPA Policy Regarding Use of Registered Pesticides 
For Control of Agricultural Pests Not Named on the Label
STEVE MOORE III, D. A. GENTRY
A person may use a registered pesticide for the control of agricultural and other
nonstructural pests that are not named on the product label providing all the fol­
lowing conditions are met:
1. The unnamed pest is improbable, unanticipated, or infrequent in its occurrence.
2. The selected pesticide is registered for use on the commodity, crop, or area to
be treated. ^
3. The use is recommended in writing by a knowledgeable expert.
4. The recommendation of the knowledgeable expert is submitted to the state control 
agency.
5. No registered pesticide for use against the pest is reasonably available.
6. The user complies with all instructions, warnings, precautions, and prohibitions 
on the label except for the unnamed pest.
7. The selected pesticide is not one whose registration is cancelled or suspended 
or is the subject of a notice to cancel or suspend.
8. The use is reasonably expected to be effective.
1Knowledgeable experts are persons who have any of the following combinations of tech­
nical experience and education:
Qualifying 
experience 
6 years 
3 years 
2 years 
1 year
Qualifying
education
Less than baccalaureate degree 
Baccalaureate degree 
Master's degree 
Doctorate
The experience and education must be in the particular pest control area in which the 
recommendation is made. Examples of knowledgeable experts include qualified persons 
employed by state Cooperative Extension Services; state land-grant colleges; federal, 
state, or local agricultural agencies; public health agencies; pest management con­
sultants; and academicians and scientists employed by private institutions or by a 
company owning or managing the farm or application site. In addition, a scientist 
employed by a manufacturer, formulator, distributor, or user is a knowledgeable ex­
pert if such a person is responsible for making technical judgments regarding the 
development and use of pesticides or pest control practices. No person whose prin­
cipal function or primary source of income is derived from the sale or distribution 
of the pesticide may provide the recommendation required of a knowledgeable expert.
A knowledgeable expert in making such a recommendation must do the following things:
1. Specify the geographic location (county) in which the use for the unnamed pest 
will be allowed.
2. Specify the commodity, crop, or area on which the application is to be made.
3. Specify the dates and duration for which the application is permissible.
4. Specify the pesticide to be used including the proprietary name and EPA registra­
tion number, or the particular formulation with the percentage of active ingredient.
5. Specify the unnamed pest to be controlled.
6. Accept the responsibility for effective use. The applicator is also responsible 
for effective use.
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Suggestions for Minimizing Bee, Fish, 
And Wildlife Losses From Pesticides
It is impossible to use strong toxins out-of-doors at any time or place in 
Illinois without endangering some populations of fish and wildlife. Therefore, 
the following comments should in no way be construed as acceptance or approval by 
wildlife conservationists of the widescale use of chemical sprays to control pest 
populations. From an ecological standpoint there is no "good" time or place to 
add strong toxins to the environment, especially on a broad scale. The more dur­
able or persistent the chemical, the greater the danger. Consequently when apply­
ing pesticides use precautionary measures.
Follow the recommendations given below to help reduce mortality of fish and wild­
life when pesticides are used.
1. Restrict the application of agricultural pesticides to agricultural fields 
where possible.
2. Follow all general and specific safety recommendations of the manufacturer and 
of state cooperative Extension workers.
3. Treat only when necessary, using the pesticide least toxic to nontarget 
organisms that will still do the job.
4. Apply the least amount of pesticide(s) that will give effective control.
5. Make every effort to keep toxic materials on the target field and to avoid 
excessive drift. Avoid drift over streams or creeks. Do not spray when the 
wind velocity exceeds 5 to 10 m.p.h.
6. Do not apply pesticides directly to water (ponds, streams, rivers, or lakes) 
unless the label recommends the material for specific use in controlling a 
pest species found in water.
7. Avoid spraying the immediate watershed of a lake or pond with chemicals highly 
toxic to fish. Keep treated animals from going into fish-bearing waters or 
other water supplies until the spray has dried.
8. Do not treat ditches and channels that drain directly into farm ponds and other 
waters with chemicals toxic to fish or to warm-blooded animals that may drink 
the water.
9. Do not store or mix pesticides or liquid fertilizers where accidental spillage 
or release will drain directly into ditches and streams.
10. Do not use streams, ponds, or water-filled ditches for washing spray equipment 
or for the disposal of left-over pesticides or liquid fertilizers, particularly 
anhydrous ammonia.
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11. Follow the U.S. Forest Service practice of delineating the infected areas to 
be treated and then mark off buffer zones bordering lakes, streams, and ponds. 
There should be a strip of grass at least 50 feet wide around the edge of a 
farm pond to reduce rapid runoff from the watershed.
12. Do not leave puddles of pesticides on hard surfaces--roads, concrete around 
buildings, and such. Desirable animals may drink them, or the pesticides 
may drain into water courses through prepared drainage systems.
13. Do not throw empty pesticide containers into water or leave them where they 
may be attractive to desirable animal species. Dispose of containers only 
in an approved manner. Burn paper bags or containers and avoid breathing in 
the smoke. Bury empty glass or metal containers.
14. Use granules instead of sprays or dusts whenever possible to prevent undesir­
able drift.
15. Use ground machinery for application near critical wildlife and aquatic areas. 
This equipment makes it easier to confine the chemicals to specific target 
are as.
16. Do not spray areas harboring dense populations of wildlife.
17. If at all possible, no direct applications or excessive drift of toxic 
materials should be permitted in wooded areas, because these areas usually 
contain the greatest abundance and variety of wildlife.
18. If possible, avoid treating habitats other than row crops or plowed fields 
between April 1 and June 1, and between September 1 and November 1. If 
treatment of other habitat is essential, use the chemical least toxic to 
wildlife.
19. In areas frequented by waterfowl and shorebirds, avoid treatments between 
October 1 and January 1, between March 1 and April 30, and at any time the 
area is being frequented by waterfowl. (In several areas in Illinois one or 
more species of waterfowl or shorebirds will be present from about October 1 
through May.)
20. When using treated seed, do not leave spilled seed exposed. See that the 
seed is all well covered and not readily available to birds and mammals.
21. Disk soil insecticides in immediately upon application, both to avoid wasting 
insecticide and to prevent wildlife losses.
22. Use the most-selective insecticides at minimum dosage rates and avoid the 
large-scale use of persistent pesticides (chlorinated hydrocarbons) that are 
known to concentrate in living organisms.
2 3 . Use the information in the checklist of insecticides or the attached table 
for the LD50 or LC50 values. Select those insecticides that will do the job 
but be less toxic to warm-blooded animals, including wildlife.
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394 Insecticides, Their Common Agricultural Rates, Extent of Use, LD50 to White Rats and Other Animals, 24-Hour LC50 
to Bluegills, and the Calculated 24-Hour LC50 in Pounds of Toxicant per Water Acre 3 Feet Deep
Insecticide
White rats 
Approximate 
LD50, mg./kg. 
Oral Dermal
Common 
agr. rate, 
(lb./A.)
Use in 
Illinois
Birds3-
LD50
mg/kg
Fish
LC50,
ppb
Lb.
per
for
gill
toxicant 
ft.-acre 
blue-
LC50 Comments apply only to fish kill
toxaphene^ 85 925 1.5 Moderate 31 7 .02 Extremely toxic to fish. Do not use in
DDTb 115 2,510 • • . None 595 7C .02 the vicinity of streams or ponds.
azinphosmethyl 12 220 .5 Moderate 75 8? .02+
(Guithion)^
aldrin^ 49 98 1.0 to 1.5 Heavye 6 10 .03
phorate (Thimet)d 1 3 1 . 0 Heavy <1 10 .03
rotenone 75 940+ . • . None >1,414 24 .06
methoxychlorb 5,000 6,000+ 1.5 Light >2,000 31 .08
heptachlorb 131 230 1.0 to 1.5 Moderate6 >2,000 35 .09
diazinond
parathion
lindane^
92
12
89
680
14
950
1 . 0
.25 to .5
Moderate
Light
None
4
2
900
54
56
61
.15
.15
.16
Highly toxic to fish. Use great cau­
tion if applied in the immediate vi­
cinity of streams and ponds.
malathiond 1,200 4,000+ 1 . 0 Moderate 167 120 .32 Moderately toxic to fish. Use cau-
demeton (Systox)d 5 11 • . . None 7 195 .53 tiously around streams and ponds. Avoid
naled (Dibrom)d 250 800 .75 Light 52 220 .59 direct application of agricultural
carbofuran (Furadan) 5 885 .75-1.0 Heavy <1 240^ .60 sprays to water insofar as fish are 
concerned.
carbaryl (Sevin)g 675 4,000+ 1.0 to 2.0 Heavy 265 3,400 9.2 Least toxic to fish. Reasonably safe
trichlorfon (Dylox) 595 2,000+ 1.0 Light 37 5,600 15.1 to use around ponds or streams insofar
methyl parathion^ 19 67 .25-.5 Light 8 8,500 23.0 as fish are concerned.
dimethoate (Cygon)d 215 505 .5 Light 9 28,000 75.6
aTest bird: Mallard duck, ring-necked pheasant, bobwhite, or California quail. Toxicant administered as a single oral dose.
Data from Denver Wildlife Research Center, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
^Chlorinated hydrocarbons, aldrin (as dieldrin), DDT, dieldrin, and heptachlor (heptachlor epoxide) are stored in fat and per­
sist as residues. Methoxychlor is less readily stored, and its toxicity is lower than many others. Toxaphene does not tend 
to store and is rapidly excreted. 
cLower than some studies show.
dOrganic phosphates are usually not readily stored and break down in water. Some are highly toxic to warm-blooded animals. 
eUsed as soil treatments; adheres readily to soil particles. 
fFour-day exposure for LC50.
SThis carbamate is more residual than many phosphates but is relatively nontoxic to fish and wildlife.
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF ANIMAL POPULATIONS IN ILLINOIS, ONES HELPFUL IN UNDER­
STANDING THE WILDLIFE-PESTICIDE PROBLEM
First of all, it should be emphasized that we know little about the overall effects 
of any pesticide on any population of wild vertebrate animals. Certain general 
facts have been established, however. A considerable amount of data is available 
on the acute toxicity of various compounds to a variety of species in captivity. 
Also, a limited number of studies have been made on the rate of recovery of a 
population following one or more applications of a pesticide to an area. In 
populations of wild vertebrates some pesticides may produce great mortality both 
directly and indirectly through the food chain. It has been shown that persistent 
chemicals such as the chlorinated hydrocarbons are concentrated from the bottom 
of the food chain to the top so that animals at the top often accumulate heavy 
dosages of the toxin. As a result, whole populations may lose their reproductive 
capacity. Accumulations of pesticides through the food chain may already have 
reduced the reproductive capacity of the bald eagle, duck hawk, and other raptor 
populations both in Europe and North America, as well as certain species of fishes 
and fish-eating birds such as loons, cormorants, and pelicans.
While these discussions refer to all wild vertebrates in general, most of the re­
marks and examples will refer to birds. Because of their migratory and highly 
mobile nature, a greater number of birds are susceptible to poisoning from a single 
application of pesticides than are mammals.
Certain ecological principles should be obvious to everyone. The simpler the 
habitat, the fewer organisms it supports, both in terms of the numbers of organisms 
and the variety of organisms. Conversely, the more complex the habitat, the 
greater the number and variety of organisms. For example, in summer, bare plowed 
ground usually supports only about 3 to 5 native species of birds with only about 
1 bird for every 2 acres. At the other extreme is forest, which supports about 
80 to 85 nesting species of birds with about 5 to 8 birds per acre. Of the agri­
cultural habitats in Illinois, corn and soybean fields have the poorest bird 
populations, essentially the same as plowed bare ground; wheat fields are only 
slightly better, but oat fields have conspicuously higher bird populations. Grass­
lands and hayfields are very rich bird habitats with 40 to 70 native species in 
summer and 3 to 5 birds per acre. The shrub borders and hedges at the edges of 
cultivated fields have some of the densest populations of birds of any Illinois 
habitat. Marshlands also have high populations and many species. In Illinois, 
the prairie-grassland and marsh-dwelling species are the ones in greatest danger 
of extermination.
Regrettably, the effects of pesticides applied to a wheat field do not stop at the 
borders of the wheat field because animals, especially birds, from adjacent fields 
may pass through the poisoned wheat field or even forage at its boundaries. A 
study made in Illinois in 1964 indicated that in a single breeding season two 
successive populations of birds were killed in a hayfield from the effects of one 
application of 1/4 pound of dieldrin on a nearby wheatfield. The hayfield was not 
sprayed, but the birds there died. A third population of birds that moved into 
the hayfield within a month of the spray date was unable to produce fertile eggs.
Populations of birds shift greatly from season to season. Between April 15 and 
June 10, and again between September 1 and November 15, the bird populations in 
all parts of Illinois reach their greatest heights. Over 200 species are present 
in the state, and the numbers are many times the normal breeding population.
Many of these species are highly insectivorous. After October 1, more and more
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waterfowl appear in the wetlands of the state. The songbird populations penetrate 
every habitat, but are most abundant where there is some woody vegetation. Popula­
tions of songbird migrants in open field habitats probably reach their peak in 
late March to mid-May and in October and early November. Fortunately most of the 
migrants do not spend time in plowed fields, or corn or bean fields, i.e., bare 
fields. An exception is the golden plover which passes through the state by the 
thousands in April and May; these birds regularly feed on bare fields and grass­
lands and concentrate particularly around rain pools.
In Illinois, bird populations reach their lowest levels in the northern third of 
the state in the winter (Jan. 1 - March 1), but in the southern third of the 
state winter populations are even higher than the summer populations in practically 
all habitats.
SOME USEFUL FACTS ABOUT PESTICIDES AND FISH MORTALITY
There are many causes of fish kills in ponds and streams including insecticides, 
herbicides, liquid fertilizers, barnyard wash, and numerous other factors which 
affect the supply of oxygen. Specifically some insecticides are much less toxic 
to fish than others. Proper selection and use of insecticides will reduce poten­
tial danger. We urge extreme care and caution in applying any insecticide near 
streams and ponds. Remember that even if only a very short section of a stream or 
dredge ditch becomes toxic, fish and other animals may be killed for many miles 
as the toxic slug flows downstream. When fish kill occurs, examine all possible 
causes, including pesticides.
The enclosed table may be of some help to you in answering questions about insec­
ticides and fish kill. We compiled this information from several sources. In 
using this information, consider the stability of the compound, its tendency to 
store in fat, method and rate of use, affinity for soil particles, and solubility, 
as well as exact toxicity.
In the table, LC50 means the amount of pesticide in parts per billion needed to 
kill 50 percent of the test fish in a 24-hour period in the aquarium. This in­
formation applies to kill immediately after exposure and not to continued exposure 
at lower levels of concentration. Low levels of some pesticides may be stored 
in fat over a period of weeks. Theoretically this stored material could cause 
fish mortality if the fat was suddenly used under stress and the pesticides 
were redistributed throughout the fish's system.
LD50 is the number of milligrams (0.001 gram) needed per kilogram (1,000 grams) or 
2.2 pounds of body weight to kill 50 percent of selected healthy laboratory test 
animals, usually white rats. Both oral and dermal toxicities are included in 
the table.
The LC50 and the rate per acre-foot of water is based on laboratory tests on 2- 
inch bluegills exposed to that concentration for 24 hours at a water temperature 
of 75° F. When exposed for 96 hours the concentration required to reach the LC50 
was much lower. Toxicity varies greatly with fish species, chemical, and formula­
tion of the chemical. The LC50 for naled (Dibrom) to rainbow trout was 70 ppb 
and for bluegill, 200 ppb; for trichlorfon (Dylox) it was 28,000 ppb for 
trout and 5,600 ppb for bluegill. Thus this table serves only as a guide. 
Bluegills,popular Illinois fish species, were used as a guide rather than trout.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT PESTICIDES AND BEES
Bees are highly important as pollinators of apples, pumpkins, clovers, cantaloupes, 
watermelons , blueberries, cucumbers, squash, and other crops in Illinois. Some of our 
common insecticides are highly poisonous to bees of all kinds . They may cause serious 
losses to social bees, such as honey bees and bumble bees, as well as to the less known 
solitary bees, such as alkali bees and leaf cutter bees. Efficient management of con­
trol programs and of bees can do much to reduce loss of bees through necessary agricul­
tural pest-control operations. Relating spraying operations to knowledge of daily bee 
activity, insecticide toxicity, plant maturity, and spray drift will reduce bee losses 
and may mean the difference between a satisfied producer and one faced with a lawsuit.
If informed of intended pesticide applications that could damage bees, a beekeeper may 
be able to protect his colonies to some extent. Beekeepers are required to register 
with the Illinois Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant and Apiary Protection,
522 South Jefferson, Paris, Illinois 61944. The chief apiary inspector will assist in 
locating or notifying beekeepers whose bees are endangered. In some cases, local county 
extension advisers can also be of assistance.
Relative Toxicity of Pesticides to Honey Bees
Pesticides differ greatly in their effect on honey bees. The formulation of the 
material plays an important role in its toxicity to bees. In general, sprays are 
safer than dusts, and emulsifiable concentrates are less toxic than wettable pow­
ders. Granular materials usually are not hazardous to bees.
Fungicides, acaricides (miticides), herbicides, and blossom thinners are relative­
ly nontoxic. These materials and the insecticides can be placed in three groups 
in relation to their effects on bees--those highly toxic, those moderately toxic, 
and those relatively nontoxic.
Insecticides Highly Toxic to Bees
This group includes materials that 
one or more days after treatment, 
toxic materials are used on plants 
aldrin 
arsenicals
azinphosethyl (Ethyl Guthion)
azinphosmethyl (Guthion)
Azodrin
Banol
Baygon
BHC
Bidrin
Bomyl
carbaryl (Sevin) 
carbofuran (Furadan)
Chlordane 
Ciodrin 
Dasanit 
diazinon 
dicapthon 
dichlorvos 
dieldrin
kill bees on contact during application and for 
Bees should be moved from the area if highly 
the bees are visiting. This group includes:
(Vapona)(DDVP)'
dimethoate (Cygon) 
dinitrobutylphenol 
(DNOSBP)
Dursban
EPN
fenthion (Baytex)
Gardona
heptachlor
Imidan
Lannate
lindane
malathion
malathion ULV
Matacil
Metacide
methyl parathion 
mevinphos (Phosdrin)' 
Mob am
cLnaled (Dibrom)
parathion
phosphamidon (Dimecron)
Pyramat
Telodrin
Temik
Zectran
Zinophos
aShort residual activity. Can usually be applied safely when bees are not in flight. 
Do not apply over hives.
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Insecticides Moderately Toxic
These materials can be used with limited damage to bees if not applied over bees 
in the field or at the hives. Correct dosage, timing, and method of application 
are essential. This group includes:
Abate
carbophenothion (Trithion) 
Carzol
coumaphos (Co-Ral)
DDT
demeton (Systox)
Dimetilan
disulfotan (Di-Syston) 
endosulfan (Thiodan) 
endothion 
endrin
Galecron (Fundal)
methyl demeton (Meta Systox)
mirex
oxydemetonmethyl (Meta Systox R) 
Perthane
phorate (Thimet) 
phosalone (Zolone)
Pyramat
ronne'l
tartar emetic
Insecticides Relatively Nontoxic
Materials in this group can be used around bees with few precautions and a minimum 
of injury to bees. This group includes:
Relatively Nontoxic Insecticides
Acarol
allethrin
Aramite
Bacillus thuringiensis 
binapacryl (Morocide) 
Bordeaux mixture 
chlorbenside (Mitox) 
chlorobenzilate 
chloropropylate 
dicofol (Kelthane) 
Dilan
Dimite (DMC)
dioxathion (Delnav)
ethion (Nialate)
fenson (Murvesco)
Kepone
Lethane
Lovozal
methoxychlor 
Morestan 
nicotine 
Omite
oil sprays (superior type)
ovex
Pentac
Plictran
Pyrethrum
rotenone
sabddilla
Strobane
Sulphenone
TDE (Rhothane)
tetradifon (Tedion)
toxaphene
trichlorfon (Dylox, Dipterex)
Relatively Nontoxic Fungicides*
bordeaux mixture 
captan
copper oxychloride sulfate 
copper 8-quinolinolate 
copper sulfate 
copper oxide 
Dexon
dichlone (Phygon) 
dinocap (Karathane) 
dodine (Cyprex)
Dyrene
ferbam (Fermate)
folcid (Difolatan) 
folpet (Phaltan) 
glyodin (Glyoxide) 
maneb (Manzate)
Mylone
nabam (Parzate)
Polyram
sulfur
thiram (Arasan) 
zineb (Parzate) 
ziram (Zerlate)
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Relatively Nontoxic Herbicides*
amitrole 
CDAA (Randox)
CDEC (Vegedex) 
dalapon
dicamba (Banvel-D) 
diquat
diuron (Karmaex)
EPTC (Eptam)
EXD (Herbisan)
IPC
Relatively Nontoxic Defoliants* 
DEF
merphos (Folex)
*Most fungicides, herbicides, and defoliants are relatively nontoxic.
SOME ADDITIONAL POINTS TO REMEMBER
1. Prevention of bee losses is the joint responsibility of the spray operator, the 
farmer, and the beekeeper. Before spraying is done, the beekeeper should be no­
tified in ample time to allow him to arrange for protection or movement of his 
colonies.
2. Sprays generally are less hazardous to bees than are dusts.
3. Late evening and early morning spray treatments (after 9 p.m. DST and before 
dawn, 3 a.m.) will reduce bee death losses.
4. Aircraft applications of technical/low volume malathion are HIGHLY poisonous to 
bees . This LV treatment should be used chiefly on rangelands for grasshopper control.
5. Ground sprayer treatments usually are less severe on bees than are aircraft 
applications.
6. Spraying or dusting while bees are active in the fields will increase bee kills .
7. Treatment over hives when bees are clustered outside the hive during hot weath­
er increases bee deaths.
8. Drift to neighboring fields in blossom, or to adjacent blossoming weeds and 
wild flowers, may result in substantial bee poisoning.
9. Bees located in or very near fields before pesticide treatment may sustain 
serious death losses. Bees moved into fields and orchards after spraying is 
completed may suffer little loss,
10. For safest applications around bees, use the recommended amount of the least 
toxic pesticide to bees that can be expected to accomplish effective control of 
the pest concerned.
11. Bees fly most actively at temperatures above 55° F. Spraying when temperatures 
stay below 55° will do little harm to bees.
12. Insecticides cause heavy bee losses when applied to orchards when trees are not 
in bloom but when there is attractive clover beneath them, and to alfalfa when 
weeds, such as yellow rocket and mustard, are in bloom.
MCPA
monuron
NPA
paraquat
Planavin
sesone
simazine
2,3,6-TBA (Trysben)
2,4-D
2,4,5-T
PREP
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PREFACE
Pesticides play an im portant role in controlling pests. T hey p rotect humans, ani­
m als, and plants from diseases, parasites, and pred ators; prevent dam age to houses 
and other buildings; and improve the production of food, feed, and fiber. B ut pesti­
cides should be used only when necessary, and they m ust be applied wisely, stored  
safely, and disposed of properly.
O ver a 13-year period (1 9 6 1 -1 9 7 3 ), 35 people died in Illinois from pesticide poi­
soning. Pesticides also accounted for 6 percent (about 680 cases annually) of the 
accidental ingestion of hazardous substances by Illinois children under 12 years of 
age. A lthough this percentage is considerably lower than that for medicine (59 .8  
percen t) or household preparations (13 .3  p ercen t), the im portant point is that acci­
dents do occur as a result of using pesticides. All pesticides should be treated as 
potential poisons that m ay endanger some part of our natural environm ent —  peo­
ple, pets, wildlife, plants, or w ater.
In 1972, Congress amended the 1947 Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro- 
denticide A ct ( F I F R A )  to extend federal regulations to all pesticides instead of 
only those shipped across state lines. F I F R A  now provides stron ger enforcem ent 
in the use and application of pesticides, and requires that all persons planning to 
use or supervise the use of restricted  use pesticides be certified as com petent.
New state  laws and regulations designed to m eet the federal standards set forth  
in the amended F I F R A  require that a Com m ercial Pesticide A pplicator or O pera­
tor pass a w ritten  exam ination before obtaining a license, and that a P rivate  P esti­
cide O perator attend a training session conducted by the Cooperative Extension  
Service, U niversity of Illinois at U rbana-Cham paign before he can be certified to 
purchase or use restricted  use pesticides.
This Illinois Pesticide Applicator Study Guide will help prepare you for certifi­
cation as a P rivate  Pesticide O perator or as a Com m ercial Pesticide A pplicator or 
O perator. In  addition to providing basic inform ation covering the various sections 
of the amended Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide A ct, it contains 
a glossary of com m on pesticide term s, a list of poison control centers in Illinois 
(A ppendix I ) ,  and directions for obtaining certification (A ppendix I I ) .
T he authors wish to express their appreciation to various federal and state  
agencies for free use of source m aterials, and to G ary Larson , U .S. D epartm ent of 
the Interior, Fish and W ildlife Service, Springfield, Illinois, for the section on ro ­
dents and birds in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER ONE: 
UNDERSTANDING PESTICIDES
TYPES OF PESTICIDES
A  pesticide is any chemical used to destroy, prevent, or control pests. Often the word “insecticide” is 
mistakenly used interchangeably with the word “pesti­
cide.” An insecticide, however, is simply one type of 
pesticide. Fungicides, herbicides, and rodenticides are 
also kinds of pesticides.
Insecticides
Insecticides are chemicals used to control insects and 
other related animals such as ticks, spiders, centipedes, 
and mites. Certain insecticides kill the insect on contact; 
others have to be inhaled or swallowed by the insect to 
be effective. Some insecticides kill both by touch and by 
swallowing. Insecticides called systemics may be 
absorbed, injected, or fed into the plant or animal to 
be protected. Then, when the insect feeds on the plant 
or animal, it consumes the systemic chemical and dies.
Some insecticides kill only a few kinds of insects. 
Many more insecticides, however, are general purpose 
or wide-range killers. These broad-spectrum insecti­
cides are used when several different kinds of insects 
are a problem. No broad-spectrum insecticide kills all 
insects; each varies in the kinds and number of insects 
it controls.
Insecticides also vary in the length of time that they 
are effective as killing agents. Some break down almost 
immediately into nontoxic byproducts. For example, 
nonresidual insecticides are often used in homes and 
dwellings where people and domestic animals might be 
exposed. Other insecticides remain active for a fairly 
long time. Residual insecticides are particularly use­
ful when the insects are a constant control problem, and 
when the chemicals will not be an environmental hazard. 
For example, residuals are often used for fly control 
in livestock buildings or for termite control in and 
around wooden structures.
Fungicides
Fungicides are chemicals used to prevent or control 
fungi that cause rots, leaf spots, blights, mildews, rusts, 
and other plant diseases.
Fungicides vary in the number of fungi they inhibit 
or kill. Narrow-spectrum fungicides are effective 
against only a few fungi. Broad-spectrum fungicides
are effective against a large number of fungi, but no 
one fungicide is effective against all fungi. Before 
choosing a fungicide, be sure that you know which 
fungus plant disease you are attempting to control, and 
whether the fungicide is registered for this purpose.
Most fungicides must be applied to the surface of the 
plant before the fungus enters. Once the disease organ­
ism has penetrated the plant tissues, it is no longer 
controllable with surface protectants.
A recently developed group of chemicals are classed 
as systemic fungicides. These chemicals are absorbed 
by the plant and move through the living tissues with­
out harming the plant. Because of this capability, the 
systemic fungicides can be used either as protectants, 
or to kill or inhibit the fungus even after it has become 
established within the plant tissue.
Since fungi infect microscopic areas of the plant, 
thorough coverage of the plant surface is extremely im­
portant. Overdosing, however, can injure the plant.
Herbicides
Herbicides are classified as selective or nonselec­
tive, depending upon how they are used for weed 
control.
Selective herbicides kill certain plants with little or 
no injury to agronomic, vegetable, range, turf, or horti­
cultural crops. Usually, selective herbicides will kill 
either most broad-leaved plants or most grassy plants, 
and are useful for row crops, pastures, lawns, and golf 
courses, or in other areas with desirable trees or plants. 
Certain highly selective herbicides, such as lawn crab- 
grass killers, may kill only certain plants within a group.
Nonselective herbicides are used where selectivity is 
not intended or desirable, as in noncrop weed control. 
These herbicides are toxic to all plants, and can be used 
in industrial areas or for trimming fencerows, drive­
ways, walks, etc. Plants differ in their susceptibility to 
any specific chemical, and the choice of herbicide and 
application rate depends upon the weed species to be 
controlled. Both selective and nonselective herbicides are
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available that can be applied to the foliage of growing 
plants or to the soil surface.
The timing of herbicide applications is important. 
The directions on the label state when to apply the herbi­
cide for best results. Preplanting treatments are 
made before the crop is planted, and preemergence 
treatments are made after the crop is planted but be­
fore the crop or weeds appear. Postemergence treat­
ments, which are made after the crop or weeds appear, 
control the weeds but leave the crop unharmed. Often 
the chemical will be applied postemergence to the crop 
but preemergence to the weeds.
Rodenticides
Rodenticides are chemicals used to control rats, mice, 
and other rodents. Because of the hazard to domestic 
animals or desirable wildlife, rodenticides are usually 
applied as baits in limited areas such as runways or 
known feeding places. Chemicals that control other 
mammals, birds (avicides), and fish (piscicides) are 
also grouped in this category by regulatory agencies.
Growth Regulators and Harvest Aids
A plant or growth regulator changes the normal 
growth or reproduction of a plant. Some growth regu­
lators are used to move up or move back the normal 
harvest date for the crop. Growth regulators include 
hormones and synthetic and naturally occurring sub­
stances, and should be treated like other pesticides as 
far as environmental conditions, species, concentration, 
and time of application are concerned.
Materials generally referred to as “harvest-aid” 
chemicals fall into two classes: defoliants that in­
duce the plant to drop (abscise) its leaves but do not 
kill the plant, and desiccants that draw the moisture 
from a plant, causing it to wither and die.
Nematicides
Nematicides are chemicals used to control nematodes. 
Nematodes are tiny, hairlike worms that often live in 
the soil and feed on plant roots. Fumigants are generally 
used to control nematodes in the soil. Soil fumigants 
are divided into two classes: those that can be used 
only as preplant treatments because of phytotoxicity, 
and those that can be safely applied to living plants.
Other Pesticides
In addition to the pesticides discussed in the preced­
ing sections, many other types of pesticides are used 
to control specific pests. These include miticides for
the control of m ites; molluscicides for the control of 
snails and slu gs; repellents to divert a pest from a 
crop, animal, or structure; attractants to lure a pest 
to a particular location; and bactericides for the 
control of bacteria.
CHEMICAL NATURE OF PESTICIDES
Pesticides can be classified into the following three 
groups according to their origin:
(1 )  Inorganic pesticides of mineral origin. The more 
common elements used to make inorganic pesticides 
are arsenic, copper, boron, mercury, sulfur, tin, and 
zinc.
(2 ) Plant-derived organic pesticides extracted from 
plants or plant parts. Some common plant-derived or­
ganic pesticides are rotenone, red squill, pyrethrins, and 
strychnine.
(3 ) Synthetic or man-made organic pesticides con­
taining carbon, hydrogen, and several other elements 
such as chlorine, phosphorus, and nitrogen. Examples 
of synthetic organic pesticides are 2,4-D, atrazine, Cap- 
tan, parathion, and carbaryl.
PESTICIDE FORMULATIONS
A pesticide can rarely be used as originally manufac­
tured. It must be diluted with water, oil, air, or chemi­
cally inert materials so that it can be applied evenly over 
the area to be treated.
Usually, the active ingredient cannot be used directly, 
and the manufacturer must further modify his product 
by combining it with other materials, such as solvents, 
wetting agents, stickers, powders, or granules. The final 
product is called a pesticide formulation, and is ready 
for use, either as packaged or diluted with water or 
some other carrier.
A single pesticide is often sold in several different 
formulations. In deciding which formulation to pur­
chase, you should consider its effectiveness against the 
pest; the habits of the pest; the plant, animal, or sur­
face to be protected; the application equipment; the 
danger of drift and runoff, and possible damage to the 
protected surface.
Abbreviations are sometimes used to describe the 
type of formulation involved. In the following listing, 
the abbreviation is given in parentheses.
Solutions (S)
The pesticide is formulated in an appropriate solvent 
or water and forms a true solution. Solutions, if 
properly prepared for special uses, do not leave un­
sightly residues, and will not clog spray equipment.
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Emulsifiable Concentrates (EC)
An emulsifiable concentrate is a liquid formulation of 
a pesticide that can be mixed with water to form an 
emulsion. An emulsion is one liquid dispersed (usually 
as small globules) throughout another liquid.
Many pesticide active ingredients are not soluble in 
water but are soluble in oils. In emulsifiable concen­
trates, the active ingredient is often dissolved in an oil, 
and an emulsifying agent is added so that the EC can 
be conveniently mixed with water to form a “milky” 
emulsion. Emulsifiable concentrates are nonabrasive and 
relatively harmless to equipment. Little agitation in the 
spray tank is usually required when using E C ’s. When 
E C ’s are combined with other products, special mixing, 
agitation, or compatibility agents may be needed to pre­
vent separation.
W ettable Powders (WP)
Wettable powders are dry, powdered pesticide formu­
lations that resemble dusts. Unlike dusts, however, they 
contain wetting and dispersing agents. They are made 
to mix with water; and when mixed, they form a 
suspension. Strong agitation is needed in the spray tank 
to keep the formulation in suspension, since it does not 
form a true solution.
Properly prepared wettable powder formulations 
spray well and do not clog nozzles, but they may be 
abrasive to pumps and nozzles. Most wettable powder 
formulations are less likely to damage plants than EC 
formulations.
Soluble Powders (SP)
Soluble powders, like wettable powders, are dry 
formulations. When soluble powders are added to water, 
however, they dissolve and form true solutions. Agi­
tation in the spray tank is sometimes required to get 
soluble powders into solution. Once the powders are in 
solution, no further agitation is necessary.
Flowables (F)
A flowable is a finely ground wettable powder formu­
lation. It is sold as a thick suspension in a liquid to 
facilitate its addition to water in the spray tank. Flow­
ables require only moderate agitation and seldom clog 
spray nozzles.
Dusts (D)
A dust formulation usually consists of the active in­
gredient mixed with an inert material, such as a talc, 
clay, powdered nut hulls, volcanic ash, or similar ma­
terials. All of the ingredients are finely ground to a
fairly uniform particle size. Other inert materials are 
often added so that the formulation will store well and 
handle properly.
Dusts are always used dry, and should never be 
mixed with water. The very small particles in dusts 
make them subject to drift into nontarget areas during 
application. Dust formulations are used primarily to 
coat seed, plants, or animals in controlling insects, dis­
eases, or other pests.
Granules (G)
Granular formulations are made by applying a liquid 
formulation of the active ingredient to particles of clay 
or other porous materials such as corncobs or walnut 
shells. The granule carrier is prepared in advance to a 
standard size, and then the liquid formulation is added. 
The liquid active ingredient is absorbed into the granule 
or coats the outside of the granule.
Granular pesticides are used most often as soil treat­
ments, and may be applied directly to the soil or over 
plants. A pesticide formulated on granules is usually 
safer to apply than liquid or dust formulations.
Fumigants
Fumigants are pesticides or mixtures of pesticides 
that produce vapors. Fumigants are used to control 
rodents, nematodes, weeds, and plant diseases. Most 
fumigants are liquids when purchased; when released, 
however, they change into a gas. Fumigants are com­
monly injected into the soil, released under tarpaulins, 
or used in buildings to control pests.
Aerosols
An aerosol formulation is in a can under pressure. 
The propellant expels the formulation through a fine 
spray opening. Convenience is the major advantage of 
using aerosols. They are used principally in the garden 
and home and occasionally in greenhouses and barns. 
They are seldom used in commercial agriculture. In 
addition to pressurized aerosols, thermal and mechanical 
aerosols are used in special situations.
Poisonous Baits
A poisonous bait formulation is a pesticide mixed 
with water, food, or other attractive substance. The bait 
should be placed so that it is convenient to the target 
animals. Because of the attraction of the bait base, the 
animals will eat enough pesticide to kill them. Bait 
formulations are useful in controlling mice, rats, and 
other rodents. Either large or small areas can be treated 
with bait formulations.
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PESTICIDE COMPATIBILITY
When two or more pesticides can be safely mixed 
together or used at the same time, they are said to be 
compatible. Some pesticides are incompatible because 
they will not mix chemically. Incompatible pesticides 
may, when mixed, combine chemically and form another 
compound.
Before you mix pesticides or a pesticide and another 
material such as fertilizer, you should know if you will 
get the maximum benefit from both. One reason for 
combining pesticides is to save time. If  the combined 
pesticides are not compatible, however, you may get 
poor or no control, or even injure the crop.
The pesticide label'may indicate incompatibility be­
tween two or more materials. Some pesticide formula­
tions are prepared for mixing with other materials. 
The pesticide label will indicate whether the pesticide is 
registered for premixes or tank mixes. Make sure that 
the materials are compatible and cleared for the combi­
nation before mixing or using them together. Tank 
mixes are still a “gray area” for many pesticides. Ac­
cording to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(E P A ), “I f  a mixture of fungicides and insecticides 
has been proven compatible from extensive usage, such 
usage may be continued.”
SYNERGISM
Synergism is the action of two materials of the same 
type that produce a greater cumulative effect when used 
together than when used individually. One material 
may not affect the pest when used alone, but may 
greatly increase the total effect of the two materials 
when they are used together. Synergism may increase 
control or decrease the amount of chemical required, 
but it may also harm nontarget organisms.
ADJUVANTS
An adjuvant is a chemical added to a pesticide mix­
ture that helps the active ingredient do a better job. 
Most pesticide formulations include a small percentage 
of adjuvants. Wetting agents and emulsifiers are needed 
so that the pesticide chemical will mix with water. 
Spreaders and stickers help make the active ingredient 
spread evenly over the treated surface and remain in 
place despite rain or wind. Penetrants aid the pesticide 
to penetrate the outer surface (leaf, root, and skin) and 
into other plant tissue.
The formulation, as manufactured, usually contains 
enough of these materials for many jobs, but sometimes 
extra additives are required. For example, when treat­
ing waxy surfaces such as cabbage or onion leaves, a 
spreader is necessary. These adjuvants are added di­
rectly to the spray tank. Be sure to use only the amount 
recommended, or you may end up with less deposit 
rather than more, resulting in poor control. Other types 
of additives include thickeners, invert emulsifiers, and 
foaming agents.
PESTICIDE RESIDUES AND TOLERANCES
Modern analytical methods make it possible to detect 
very small amounts of pesticides in plant or animal 
products. Quantities as small as one part per million 
(ppm) and even one part per billion (ppb) can be de­
tected on crops. One part per million is one pound in 
500 tons, or one ounce in 63,000 pounds.
A residue is the amount of the pesticide or the 
chemical byproduct that can be found on or in a crop 
or animal to which the pesticide has been applied. Resi­
dues can result from pesticides applied to your crop, by 
drift from a neighbor’s crop, from pesticide uptake 
by the plant from the soil, and even from storing a 
crop in an area previously treated with a pesticide.
Some pesticides, such as DDT, chlordane, and diel- 
drin, are highly persistent and last for a long period of 
time, even years. Some pesticides are not persistent and 
last only a few days. Naturally, the persistent pesticides 
are more likely to cause long-lasting residues.
The pesticide applicator must do everything possible 
to eliminate illegal residue problems. Many pesticides 
have warning statements on the label such as “Do not 
apply later than 14 days before harvest,” or “Do not 
apply within 21 days of slaughter,” or “Do not apply 
more than once.” Follow these directions carefully.
A tolerance is the amount of pesticide residue 
established by law that may safely remain on or in food 
without injury to the consumer. The tolerance for a 
pesticide is set by the U.S. EPA.
A tolerance may be set for each pesticide and each 
pesticide use. For example, the tolerance for Pesticide 
X may be 2 ppm on carrots and 1 ppm for corn. If  a 
tolerance is exceeded, the crop or animal product can 
be seized and the grower is liable for penalty.
It is essential that pesticide salesmen, dealers, grow­
ers, applicators, and others dealing in pesticides be 
familiar with pesticide residues and tolerances. All 
crops, including livestock, must reach the market free 
of excessive residues and within tolerance limits.
TOXICITY AND HAZARDS OF PESTICIDES
Pesticides are poisonous. They have to be poisonous 
to kill undesirable plants, insects, diseases, or other 
pests. Safe and proper use of pesticides depends upon 
a knowledge of their toxic properties and a respect for 
the potential hazards associated with their use.
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Toxicity
Toxicity is the inherent capacity of a pesticide to 
produce injury or death. I f  you know the toxicity of a 
pesticide, you will know what precautions to take.
Tests are performed with each pesticide to determine 
the toxicity to rats, rabbits, guinea pigs, or other ani­
mals. These tests are helpful in determining how 
hazardous the pesticide probably would be to humans.
In oral tests, the animal is given quantities of the 
pesticide by mouth according to the animal’s body 
weight. The dose is increased until the dose that will 
kill 50 percent of the test animals is found. This lethal 
dose (deadly amount) is called “Oral L D 50.” The dose 
is expressed in milligrams per kilogram of body weight 
(mg/kg). There are 1,000 mg in a gram and 454 grams 
in a pound. A kilogram (kg) is 2.2 pounds. I f  a pesti­
cide has an Oral LD 50 of 100, then 100 mg (1/10 of a 
gram) of the pesticide are required to kill 5 out of 10 
test animals each weighing a kilogram. A compound 
with an Oral LD 50 of 100 is dangerous because 1/90 of 
a pound (1 to 2 teaspoons) could kill a human. The 
lower the L D 50 number, the more toxic the pesticide.
In dermal tests, the pesticide is placed on the skin of 
the test animal and covered with a bandage so that it 
will remain on the skin for 24 hours. If  100 mg of the 
pesticide are required to kill 5 out of 10 test animals 
weighing one kilogram, the Dermal LD 50 is 100.
In inhalation tests, the test animals are placed in an 
airtight container with specific quantities of the pesti­
cide. The animals remain in the container for one hour. 
Inhalation values called LC50’s are measured in micro­
grams per liter (fig/1). The LC 50 is the lethal concen­
tration that will kill 50 percent of the test animals. 
There are 1,000 micrograms (fig) in one milligram 
(m g). One liter is equal to 1.06 quarts. An LC.™ of 100 
means that 100 micrograms per one quart of air are re­
quired to kill 5 out of 10 test animals when they are ex­
posed for one hour. LC50 also refers to toxicities of fish 
in water, and is expressed in parts per million (ppm).
-Table 1 gives the oral and dermal LD 50 and the in­
halation LC50 for pesticides with high, moderate, low, 
and slight toxicity. Highly toxic pesticides contain a
drawing of a skull and crossbones and the words “Dan­
ger-Poison” on the label. Moderately toxic pesticides 
contain the word “Warning” on the label; and pesticides 
with low and slight toxicity contain the word “Caution” 
on the label. All pesticide labels carry a “Keep Out of 
Reach of Children” warning.
Hazards
Do not depend upon toxicity values alone as a mea­
sure of the hazard of a pesticide to humans or other 
animals. You must also be concerned with the hazards 
associated with exposure to the pesticide.
Hazard and toxicity are not the same. Hazard is a 
combination of toxicity and exposure. It is the potential 
threat that injury will result from the use of a pesticide 
in a particular formulation or quantity. Some hazards do 
not involve toxicity to humans or other animals. For 
example, sulfur, oils, and numerous other chemicals are 
considered safe or relatively safe to animals but may 
cause considerable injury to some plants (phytotoxicity).
A compound may be extremely toxic but present little 
hazard when used (1 ) in a very dilute formulation; (2 ) 
in a formulation that is not readily inhaled or absorbed 
through the skin; (3 ) only occasionally and under 
conditions in which humans are protected with protec­
tive equipment and clothing; and (4 ) only by knowl­
edgeable applicators who are properly equipped to 
handle the chemical safely.
Conversely, a chemical may be relatively nontoxic but 
present a hazard because it is normally used in a con­
centrated form that may be readily absorbed or in­
haled. Or it may be used by the nonprofessional, such 
as the home gardener, who is not aware of the possible 
hazards to which he is being exposed.
A pesticide concentrate may be toxic if taken orally, 
but it may not be hazardous when diluted with water 
and applied by a knowledgeable applicator. Another pes­
ticide may not be extremely toxic as it comes from the 
bottle, but it can be a hazard if it is used in a careless 
manner and allowed to get on the skin day after day.
Complete information is not available on the toxicity 
of all pesticides. For example, very little information is
T a b l e  1. O r a l ,  D e r m a l ,  a n d  I n h a l a t i o n  T o x ic i t y  R a t i n g s  o f  P e s t ic id e s
Toxicity
rating
Label signal 
words
Oral LD50 
(mg/kg)
Dermal LD50 
(mg/kg)
Inhalation LC50 
( f i g / 1 or ppm) Lethal oral dose, 150-pound man
high
moderate
low
slight
Danger-Poison
Warning
Caution
Caution
0-50 
50-500 
500-5,000 
5,000 +
0-200 
200-2,000 
2,000-20,000 
20,000 +
0-2,000 
2,000-20,000 
20,000 +
few drops to 1 teaspoon 
1 teaspoon to 1 ounce (1 tablespoon) 
1 ounce to 1 pint+ or 1 pound 
1 pint+ or 1 pound +
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available on the effects of commonly used fungicides 
(other than mercury) and herbicides on birds, fish, and 
bees. Insecticides have been more thoroughly studied.
Table 2 shows the chemical class, uses, and toxicity 
of some common herbicides. These herbicides are classi­
fied into four categories: (1 ) those causing severe irri­
tation or skin absorption; (2 ) those causing moderate 
irritation or skin absorption; (3 ) those causing mild 
irritation or skin absorption; and (4 ) those that may 
cause irritation to certain people. The common names 
listed in Table 2 are those approved by the Weed Sci­
ence Society of America. Herbicides do not usually
cause severe skin irritation, and most of them are not 
rapidly absorbed through the skin. In handling herbi­
cides, however, you should always read the label, use 
rubber gloves, and take all necessary precautions.
Table 3 shows the uses, chemical class, reentry time, 
and toxicity of some common insecticides. Birds, fish, 
and bees would not be exposed to insecticides used for 
soil, livestock, and household insect control.
Table 4 shows the toxicity of some common fungi­
cides, including the acute oral LD 50 for rats, the possible 
skin reactions of humans, and the lethal dosage for a 
180-pound man.
T a b l e  2 .  C h e m i c a l  C la s s ,  U s e s ,  a n d  T o x ic i t y  o f  C o m m o n  H e r b i c i d e s
H e rb ic id e
C h e m ica l c la ss Uses
O r a l  LDeo
Skin  irr ita tio n
T ra d e  nam e Com m on nam e
(m g /k g )
S E V E R E  IR R IT A T IO N  O R  S K IN  A B S O R P T IO N
A q u a l in ..................................................................................................... a c ro le in a c ry la ld e h y d e a q u a tic 4 6 se v e re
En d o th a l, H y d ro th a l, A q u a th o l ........................................ e n d o th a ll p h tha lic  a c id a q u a t ic , v e g e ta b le s 1 8 2 - 2 0 0 se v e re
R a n d o x , R a n d o x  T ......................................................................... C D A A a c e ta m id e fie ld  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s 7 5 0 se v e re
M O D E R A T E  IR R IT A T IO N  O R  S K IN  A B S O R P T IO N
D iq u a t ........................................................................................................ d iq u a t p yrid iliu m a q u a tic 2 3 0 m o d e ra te
D ow  G e n e ra l , S in o x , P re e m e rg e .................................. d inoseb d in itrop heno l fie ld  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s 4 0 - 5 8 m o d era te
P a ra q u a t , G r a m o x o n e ............................................................ p a ra q u a t p yrid iliu m fie ld  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s , 
no nse lective
12 0 m o d e ra te  to  s e v e re
m a n y ............................................................................................................ sodium  a rsen ite in o rg a n ic  a rs e n ic a l soil s te r ila n t 1 0 -5 0 m o d e ra te  to se v e re
m a n y ............................................................................................................ sodium  c h lo ra te in o rg an ic so il s te r ila n t 5 ,0 0 0 m o d e ra te  to  se v e re
R a m ro d ..................................................................................................... p ro p a c h lo r a c e ta n il id e fie ld  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s 7 1 0 m o d e ra te  to se v e re
Sodium  T C A ......................................................................................... T C A a c e t ic  a c id soil s te r ila n t 5 ,0 0 0 se v e re
U r o x ............................................................................................................. m onuron-TCA p h e n y lu re a -T C A n o n se lec tive , soil s te r ila n t 2 ,3 0 0 m o d e ra te  to s e v e re
M ILD  IR R IT A T IO N  O R  S K IN  A B S O R P T IO N
A m m a te -X .............................................................................................. A M S in o rg an ic brush , fru its 3 ,9 0 0 mild
B a s a g r a n ................................................................................................ b en tazo n b e n z o th ia d ia z o n e fie ld  crops 1 ,100 mild
B o ro x , B o ra sc u .................................................................................. sodium  b o ra te in o rg a n ic  sa lt n o n se lec tive , soil s te r ila n t 2 ,3 3 0 mild
B ro m ina l, B u c tr il ............................................................................... b ro m o xyn il b en zo n itrile fie ld  c ro p s , tu rf 2 6 0 mild
D a c o n a te , A n s a r  5 2 9 ,1 7 0 ................................................... M SM A o rg a n ic  a rs e n ic a l fru it , tu r f , soil s te r ila n t 1 ,8 0 0 mild
D o w p o n , R a d a p o n ....................................................................... d a la p o n a lip h a t ic  a c id fie ld  c ro p s , fru it , v e g e ­
ta b le s , soil s te r ila n t
7 ,5 7 0 mild
H y v a r - X ................................................................................................... b ro m ac il u ra c il soil s te r ila n t 5 ,2 0 0 mild
L a s s o ............................................................................................................ a la c h lo r a c e ta n il id e fie ld  cro ps 1 ,8 0 0 m ild to m o d era te
L o ro x ........................................................................................................... linuron p h e n y lu re a fie ld  c ro p s , v e g e ta b le s 1 ,5 0 0 mild
P en -ca l, C h ip - c a l ............................................................................ ca lc ium  a rs e n a te in o rg a n ic  a rs e n ic a l tu rf 3 5 -1 0 0 m o d era te
P h y ta r 5 6 0 ,  S ilv is a r  5 1 0 ........................................................ c a c o d y lic  a c id o rg a n ic  a rs e n ic a l no nse lective 8 3 0 mild
P y ra m in .................................................................................................... p y ra z o n p y r id a z in o n e v e g e ta b le s 3 6 0 mild
T O K .............................................................................................................. n itro fen d ip h e n y l e th e r v e g e ta b le s 1 ,4 7 0 mild
T u p e rs a n ................................................................................................. s iduron p h en y lu re a tu rf 7 ,5 0 0 mild
M A Y  C A U S E  IR R IT A T IO N  T O  C E R T A IN  P EO P LE
B a n v e l ........................................................................................................ d ic a m b a b enzo ic  a c id brush, tu rf , fie ld  crops 1 ,0 2 8 mild
B e n z a c , T ry sb e n , F e n - a l l ........................................................ 2 ,3 ,6 -T B A b en zo ic  a c id fie ld  cro ps 1 ,6 4 4 mild
K a r m e x .................................................................................................... d iu ron p h e n y lu re a fru it, v e g e ta b le s , soil 
s te r ilan t
3 ,4 0 0 mild
K uron , 2 ,4 ,5 - T P ................................................................................ s ilv e x p h e n o xy  a c id a q u a t ic , b rush , tu rf 5 0 0 - 6 5 0 mild
T e lv a r ......................................................................................................... monuron p h e n y lu re a n o nse lec tive , so il s te r ila n t 3 ,6 0 0 mild
m a n y ........................................................................................................... D S M A o rg a n ic  a rs e n ic a l fru it , tu rf, so il s te r ilan t 1 ,8 0 0 mild
m a n y ........................................................................................................... 2 ,4 -D p h e n o xy  ac id brush , f ie ld  c ro p s , tu rf 3 0 0 - 1 ,0 0 0 mild
m a n y ........................................................................................................... 2 ,4 ,5 -T p h e n o xy  ac id brush 3 0 0 mild
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T a b l e  3 .  C h e m i c a l  C la s s ,  U s e s ,  W o r k e r  R e e n t r y  T i m e ,  a n d  T o x ic i t y  o f  C o m m o n  In s e c t ic id e s
C h e m ica l
c la s sb
T o x ic ity  to m am m als0 W o rk e r T o x ic ity  to
In sectic id e3 Uses
A cute
o ra l
A cu te
d e rm a l
re e n try
time b ird s fish b ee s
a ld r in ......................................................................................... ................................... CH (not m an u factu re d  
fo r  a g . use)
high high * high high high
A ra m ite ................................................................................... ................................... M o rn am en ta ls low N A d * low m o d era te low
az in p h o sm ethy l (G u th io n ) ................................... ................................... O P cro p high m o d era te 1 d a y m o d era te N A high
B a c illu s  th u r in g ie n s is ................................................... ................................... LO crop slight s lig ht
* s lig ht slight slight
b iothion ( A b a t e ) ............................................................... ..................................  O P m osquito la rv ic id e low m o d era te * m o d era te low N A
c a rb a ry l  (S e v in ) ............................................................. ..................................  C g e n e ra l low low * low slig ht high
c a rb o fu ra n  (F u r a d a n ) .................................................................................... c cro p high low * high N A N A
ca rb o p heno th io n  (T r i t h io n ) ............................... ................................... O P cro p high high 2 d a y s N A N A m o d era te
c h lo rd a n e ............................................................................. ................................... CH g e n e ra l m o d era te m o d era te * m o d era te high high
ch lo rp y r ifo s  (D u rsb a n ) ................................................................................... O P g e n e ra l m o d era te m o d e ra te * m o d era te N A N A
coum ap ho s (C o - R a l) .................................................. ................................... O P livesto ck high m o d era te * m o d era te N A m o d e ra te
C o u n te r ................................................................................... ................................... O P corn soil high high * high high N A
cro to xyp h o s  (C io d r in ) .............................................. ................................... O P livesto ck m o d era te m o d era te * N A N A high
cru fo m ate  (R u e le n e ) .................................................. ................................... O P livesto ck m o d era te low * N A N A N A
D D T ............................................................................................. ................................... CH ille g a l to use m o d era te low * m o d era te high m o d e ra te
dem eton (S y s to x ) .......................................................... ..................................  O P crop high high 2 d a y s m o d era te m o d era te low
d ia z in o n ........................................................................................................................ O P g e n e ra l m o d era te m o d e ra te * m o d era te high high
d ich lo rvo s  (D D V P ) ........................................................... ................................... O P g e n e ra l m o d era te high * N A m o d era te high
d ico fo l (K e lth a n e ) ........................................................... ................................... CH g e n e ra l (m itic id e) low m o d era te * low high low
d ie ld r in .......................................................................................................................... CH (not m an u factu re d  
fo r  a g . use)
high high * high high high
d im e th o ate  (C y g o n ) ..................................................... ................................... O P g e n e ra l m o d e ra te m o d era te * m o d era te low high
d isu lfo ton  (D i-S y s to n ).................................................. ................................... O P crop high high * m o d era te N A m o d era te
D y fo n a te .................................................................................. ..................................  O P crop high m o d e ra te * m o d era te N A N A
en d o su lfan  (T h io d a n ) ................................................... ..................................  CH crop high high * low N A m o d era te
e n d r in .......................................................................................... ..................................  CH crop high high 2 d a y s high high m o d era te
E P N ...................................................................................................................................  O P crop high high 1 d a y m o d era te N A high
e th io n ........................................................................................ ..................................  O P cro p high high 1 d a y N A N A low
fensu lfo th ion  (D a s a n if ) ............................................... ..................................  O P corn soil high high * high N A N A
fenth ion (B a y t e x , E n te x ) ........................................... ................................... O P livesto ck , househo ld m o d e ra te m o d e ra te * high low high
G a rd o n a  (R a b o n ) ........................................................ ..................................  O P g e n e ra l low low * low N A N A
h e p ta c h lo r ............................................................................... ..................................  CH g e n e ra l m o d e ra te high * m o d e ra te high high
Im id an  (P ro la te ) ................................................................ ..................................  O P g e n e ra l m o d era te low * m o d era te N A N A
le a d  a r s e n a t e ..................................................................... ..................................  A crop low low * N A N A high
l in d a n e ........................................................................................ ...............................  CH g e n e ra l m o d era te m o d era te * m o d e ra te high high
m a la th io n ....................................................................................................................  O P g e n e ra l low lo w * low high high
m eth id ath io n  (S u p ra c id e ) ....................................... ..................................  O P cro p high m o d e ra te * N A N A N A
m ethom ide (M o n ito r) ......................................................................................  O P crop high high * N A N A N A
m e th o x y c h lo r ..........................................................................................................  CH g e n e ra l low low * low high low
m ethyl p a ra th io n ................................................................................................  O P crop high high 2 d a y s high lo w high
m evinphos (P h o sd rin ) ................................................... ..................................  O P crop high high * N A N A high
n a le d  (D ib ro m ).....................................................................................................  O P g e n e ra l m o d e ra te m o d e ra te * low high high
n ic o tin e ....................................................................................... ..................................  B crop m o d era te m o d e ra te * N A N A low
p a ra th io n ................................................................................. ..................................  O P crop high high 2 d a y s m o d era te high high
p h o ra te  (T h im e t) ............................................................... ...............................  O P crop high high * m o d era te N A m o d era te
p ro p o x u r (B a y g o n ) ........................................................ ................ c tu rf , household m o d era te m o d era te * m o d era te N A N A
p y re th r in ................................................................................... ...............................  B live sto ck , household low m o d e ra te * N A high low
ro nne l (K o r )a n ) .................................................................... ...............................  O P livesto ck low low * N A N A N A
ro te n o n e .................................................................................... ...............................  B cro p m o d e ra te m o d e ra te * N A high low
to x a p h e n e ............................................................................... ...............................  CH g e n e ra l m o d era te m o d e ra te * m o d e ra te high low
trich lo rfo n  (D y lo x ) ........................................................... ...............................  O P g e n e ra l low low * m o d e ra te low low
a Trade names of insecticides are capitalized and in parentheses.
b A =  arsenical; B — botanical; C =  carbamate; CH =  chlorinated hydrocarbon; LO — living organism; M =  miscellaneous; OP =  organic phosphate. 
c See Table 1 for oral and dermal LDso ratings. 
d NA =  not available.
* Worker cannot enter a treated field without protective clothing until the spray has dried or the dust has settled.
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T a b l e  4 .  T o x ic i t y  o f  C o m m o n  F u n g ic id e s
Com m on nam e
Fung icid es
T ra d e  nam e
O ra l
LDso
(m g /k g )
Skin
irr ita tio n
L e th a l d ose , 
18 0-p o un d  m an
LD30:O -5O
c y c lo h e x im id e ..................................................... . A cti-d io ne 1 .8 -2 .5 se v e re .0 5 - .7 5  oz .
d in it ro c re so l.......................................................... . E lg e to l 3 0 - 5 8 se v e re .0 9 - .1 9 5  oz.
c h lo ro p ic r in ............................................................ . L a rv a c id e , P icfum e Tri-ch lo r .8 se v e re .1 ppm  in a ir
o rg a n ic  m e rc u ry ............................................... . P M A , T A G , L iq u ip hene 3 0 se v e re .0 9  o z .
LD 30:5O -5O O
d a z o m e t ................................................................... S o il Fum ig an t M 5 0 0 - 6 5 0 none 1.5 o z .
d ib ro m o ch lo ro p ro p an e  (D B C P ) . . . . N e m ag o n , Fum azone 172 m ild to se v e re 1 ppm  in a ir
d ia z o b e n ................................................................. . D exo n 6 0 mild .18 o z .
d ic h lo ro p ro p e n e s ............................................ . V id d e n -D , N e m afu m e , T e lo n e , D-D 2 5 0 light 1 ppm  in a ir
e th y len e  d ib ro m id e ..................................... . So il-Fum e, W 4 0 ,  W 8 5 146, se v e re .4 3 8  o z .
in o rg an ic  m e rc u ry .......................................... . M ercu ric  ch lo rid e 1 0 0 -2 1 0 se v e re .3 - .6 3  o z .
m ethyl b ro m id e ................................................ . B ro zo n e , T r izo n e , Red  Fume N A a se v e re 2 ,0 0 0  ppm  in a ir
M IT ................................................................................. . V o r le x  So il Fum ig an t, V o r le x  201 3 0 5 se v e re .9 1 5  o z .
N A ................................................................................... . B o rd e a u x  m ixtu re 5 0 - 5 0 0 mild N A
n a b a m ........................................................................ . D ithane D -14 , A - 4 0 , P a rz a te  liqu id 3 9 5 mild .2  o z .
P C N B ........................................................................... . T e r ra c lo r , S a n a so l 2 0 0 - 1 2 ,0 0 0 mild .6 - 3 6  o z .
LD 30:5 0 0 - 5 ,0 0 0
c a r b o x in ................................................................... . V i t a v a x 3 ,2 0 0 N A 9 .6  o z .
c h lo ra n il ..................................................................... . S p e rg o n 4 ,0 0 0 mild 12 o z .
d ic h lo n e ..................................................................... . Phygon 1 ,3 0 0 - 2 ,2 5 0 mild 3 .9 - 6 .8  o z .
d in o c a p ..................................................................... . K a ra th a n e 9 8 0 lig ht 2 .9 4  o z .
d o d in e ........................................................................ . C y p re x 7 5 0 - 2 ,0 0 0 mild 2 .5 - 4  o z .
d ip h e n y l ................................................................... . P hen yl b enz ine 3 ,2 8 0 N A 9 -8 4  o z .
e th a z o l ....................................................................... . K o b a n , T e r r a z o le , T rub an 2 ,0 0 0 N A 6 o z .
fo rm a lin ..................................................................... . F o rm a ld e h y d e 8 ,0 0 0 mild 2 .4  o z .
N A .................................................................................. . g ly o d in 3 ,1 7 0 - 5 ,7 7 0 N A 9 -1 7 .3  o z .
N A .................................................................................. . Bactic in 4 ,6 0 0 mild 14 o z .
N A ................................................................................... . D y ren e 2 ,7 1 0 mild 8 .13  o z .
m any n a m e s ......................................................... . C o p p e r , f ix e d 3 ,0 0 0 - 6 ,0 0 0 mild 9-18 o z .
o x y c a rb o x in ......................................................... . P la n tv a x 2 ,0 0 0 N A 6  o z .
S M D C .......................................................................... . V a p a m  So il Fum igant 8 0 0 - 8 2 0 se v e re 2 .4  o z .
th ira m .......................................................................... . Th iu ram , T h y la te , TM TD , A ra s a n 7 8 0 none to se v e re 2 .3  o z .
z ir a m ............................................................................ . Z e r la te , K a rb a m  w h ite , Z -C  s p ra y  
dust
1 ,4 0 0 none to se v e re 4 .2  o z .
LD r,o :5 ,0 0 0  +
b e n o m y l.................................................................... . B e n la te , T e rsa n  1991 9 ,5 9 0 none to light 2 8 .8  o z .
c a p t a fo l .................................................................... . D ifo la ta n 6 ,2 0 0 mild 1 8 .6  o z .
c a p t a n ........................................................................ . O rth o c id e , C a p ta n 9 ,0 0 0 - 1 5 ,0 0 0 none to lig ht 3 2  o z .
c h lo ro n e b .................................................................... . D em o san , T e rsan  SP 11 ,0 00 N A 3 3  o z .
ch lo ro th a lo n il.......................................................... . D acon il 2 7 8 7 , B ra v o , Exo therm 1 0 ,0 0 0 mild 3 0  o z .
D C N A .......................................................................... . Bo tran 4 ,0 0 0 - 1 0 ,0 0 0 light 12 o z .
f e r b a m .......................................................................... . K a rb a m  B la ck 1 7 ,0 0 0 mild 51 o z .
fo lp e t .............................................................................. . P h a lta n , Fung itro l 1 0 ,0 0 0 mild 3 0  o z .
household b le a c h ............................................... . C lo ro x , P u re x , S an ic lo r N A mild to se v e re N A
lim e -su lfu r .................................................................. . M a n y  nam es N A mild N A
m a n e b ......................................................................... . M a n z a te  D , D ithan e  M 22 6 ,7 5 0 - 7 ,5 0 0 mild 2 0 - 2 2  o z .
m an co zeb , m aneb  +  z in c  ion . . . . . D ithane  M 4 5 , M a n z a te  2 0 0 6 ,1 6 0 light 18 .5  o z .
N A ..................................................................................... P o ly ram 6 ,4 0 0 N A 1 9 .2  o z .
p a r in o l ........................................................................... Parnon N A mild N A
s u lfu r ............................................................................... . M a n y  nam es 1 7 ,0 0 0 + none 5 0  o z .+
s tre p to m y c in ............................................................ A g rim y c in , A g -S tre p , A g r i-S tre p , 
Phytom ycin
9 ,5 9 0 N A 2 7  o z .
z in e b ............................................................................... . D ithane  7 8 ,  Z ineb  7 5 5 ,2 0 0 mild 16 o z .
a NA =  not available
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CHAPTER TWO:
HUMAN PESTICIDE POISONING
Although pesticides are designed to control pests, 
Z jL they are also toxic (poisonous) to desirable plants 
and animals, including humans. Many pesticides are so 
highly toxic that very small quantities can kill a person, 
and exposure to a sufficient amount of almost any 
pesticide can make a person ill. Even the fairly safe 
pesticides can irritate the skin, eyes, nose, or mouth.
Experience has shown that accidents are most likely 
to occur:
(1 ) At the beginning of the season when inexperi­
enced personnel are handling the chemical.
(2 ) When a new pesticide is brought on the market.
(3 ) During the first prolonged hot spell of the sea­
son. Operators run the risk of overexposure by re­
moving uncomfortable protective clothing and respira­
tors during hot weather.
(4 ) Late in the season, especially if the work load 
has been prolonged. The effects of exposure to pesti­
cides may be cumulative. Workers who have been 
exposed repeatedly to pesticides throughout the season 
without acquiring obvious symptoms may suddenly be­
come ill through additional exposure.
EXPOSURE TO PESTICIDES
When an operator is doused with a pesticide or 
swallows some pesticide and immediately loses con­
sciousness, there is no doubt about the cause of the 
illness, and proper medical treatment should be ad­
ministered as soon as possible. “One-time” cases like 
this are examples of acute exposure.
Chronic exposure is a low-level exposure over a 
longer period of time. The effect is a mild, slow poison­
ing. The symptoms are less severe than in acute cases, 
and are often difficult to isolate as having been caused 
by pesticides.
Chronic exposures can be as dangerous as acute ex­
posures. The greatest risk when working with a pesti­
cide is a combination of chronic and acute exposure. If  
you have been receiving daily exposure (from a con­
taminated hat or shoes, for example), your body will 
be less able to deal with an acute exposure (such as 
spilling pesticide on yourself ).
Before a pesticide can harm you, it must be taken 
into the body orally (through the mouth and digestive 
system); dermally (through the skin); or by inhalation 
through the nose and respiratory system. Both acute 
and chronic exposure can result from pesticides enter­
ing your body through any of these routes.
O ral Exposure
Oral exposure may occur because of an accident, but 
it is more likely to be the result of carelessness. Blow­
ing out a plugged nozzle with your mouth, smoking or 
eating without washing contaminated hands, or eating 
fruit that has been recently sprayed with a pesticide can 
result in oral exposure. The seriousness of the exposure 
depends upon the oral toxicity of the material and the 
amount swallowed.
Acute oral toxicity is expressed by the L D 50 value. 
There is some uncertainty about applying LD 50 values 
from tests on rabbits or rats to predict the toxicity of 
a particular pesticide to humans. Most experts agree, 
however, that the relative toxicities probably are about 
the same for humans as for rats.
I f  you know the LD 50 of a pesticide, you can estimate 
the amount likely to cause death (probable lethal dose) 
by using the following formula:
LD50 X  .0016 X
body weight (pounds) 
‘ 100 =  ounces of
pesticide.
For example, Malathion has an LD 50 of 1,375 milli­
grams per kilogram of body weight.
1,375 X  .0016 =  2.2 ounces per 100 pounds of 
body weight.
A person weighing 100 pounds who swallows 2.2 
ounces of Malathion would have about a 50-percent 
chance of surviving. A person weighing 150 pounds 
can tolerate 50 percent more Malathion than the 100- 
pound person.
Probable lethal dose =  2.2 ounces X  ^ 0  pounds
100
—  3.3 ounces of pesticide.
A 50-pound child would need to be exposed to only 
1.1 ounces of Malathion to have a 50-percent chance of 
surviving.
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The acute oral LD 50 ratings shown below range from 
extremely hazardous to slightly hazardous. The probable 
lethal dose for a 150-pound adult varies from a few 
drops to more than 2 pounds.
A c u t e  o r a l  P r o b a b l e  l e t h a l  d o s e ,
L D 50 1 5 0 - p o u n d  a d u l t
5 ...................few drops
5 0 ...................1 teaspoonful
500 ...................2 tablespoonsful
1,500 ...................1 pound
5,000 ...................2 pounds
Dermal Exposure
Dermal exposure is skin contamination. It can occur 
any time a pesticide is mixed, applied, or handled, and it 
is often undetected. Its seriousness depends upon (1 ) 
the dermal toxicity of the material; (2 ) the rate of 
absorption through the skin; (3 ) the size of the skin 
area contaminated; and (4 ) the length of time the ma­
terial is in contact with the skin. Like oral exposure, 
dermal exposure can be expressed as an LD 50 value.
Rates of absorption through the skin are different for 
different parts of the body. Using absorption through 
the forearm (1.0) as the standard, absorption is over 
11 times faster in the lower groin area. Absorption 
through the skin in the scrotal area is rapid enough to 
approximate the effect of injecting the pesticide directly 
into the bloodstream. At this rate, the absorption of 
pesticide through the skin into the bloodstream is more 
dangerous than swallowing it.
You should also be aware that it is not only the pesti­
cide that is dangerous. Many pesticides are carried in 
oil-based materials. I f  this oil gets into the bloodstream, 
the results can be fatal. The oil crosses the skin barrier 
as rapidly as the pesticide in highly sensitive parts of 
the body. Wear rubber aprons or rubber trousers to 
protect the lower parts of the body.
Absorption continues to take place through all of the 
affected skin area as long as the pesticide is in contact 
with the skin. The seriousness of the exposure is in­
creased if the contaminated area is large, or if the ma­
terial remains on the skin for a long period of time.
Inhalation Exposure
Inhalation exposure results from breathing in pesti­
cide vapors, dust, or spray particles. Like oral and 
dermal exposure, inhalation exposure is more serious 
with some pesticides than with others.
Poisoning through the lungs is more common in con­
fined areas such as greenhouses than it is outdoors be­
cause the pesticide is kept inside the structure. Poison­
ing can occur outdoors if the concentration of material 
is high or a highly volatile material is used.
S c a lp  (3 .7 )
Dermal absorption rates as compared with the forearm.
Inhalation exposure can occur from the applicator 
smoking; breathing smoke from burning containers; 
breathing fumes from pesticides while applying them 
without protective equipment; and inhaling fumes im­
mediately after applying a pesticide.
SYMPTOMS OF PESTICIDE PO ISO NING
Children under 10 years of age are the victims of at 
least one-half of the accidental deaths caused by pesti­
cides in the United States. Nearly all pesticide deaths, 
in both children and adults, are caused by eating or 
drinking the product. Some pesticide applicators are 
killed when they breathe a pesticide or get it on their 
skin, but deaths from occupational exposure are now 
unusual.
You should be aware of the early symptoms of 
poisoning. It is important to remove the poisoned 
person from the source of exposure quickly. Contami­
nated clothing should be removed, and any pesticide 
that has soaked through should be washed off.
The symptoms of pesticide poisoning are similar to 
those of other types of poisoning and of other diseases. 
Heat exhaustion, food poisoning, asthma, and other
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illnesses are sometimes confused with pesticide poison­
ing. The fact that a pesticide applicator becomes ill after 
using or being around pesticides is not proof that he 
has been poisoned by them.
The symptoms of poisoning may occur in an appli­
cator who has been suddenly exposed to large quantities 
of a toxic material. Or they may occur in an applicator 
who has been continually exposed to small quantities of 
a pesticide over longer periods of time.
Each class of pesticide produces the same set of 
symptoms. The poisoning may be so mild that it can 
scarcely be detected, or it may become increasingly 
severe, depending upon the dose absorbed. One or more 
symptoms (headache, feeling of being unwell, etc.) may 
be common to many kinds of illnesses, whether caused 
by poisons or by viruses, bacteria, etc. It is not one or 
two symptoms, but the pattern  of symptoms that makes 
it possible to tell one kind of sickness from another. 
Some clues to pesticide poisoning are sensations that 
only the applicator is aware of, such as nausea or head­
ache; others, like an ashen skin color, can be noticed 
by someone else.
Poison control centers have been established at 
various locations in Illinois to provide pertinent infor­
mation on all types of poisoning, including pesticide 
poisoning. These centers and their telephone numbers 
are listed in Appendix I. Give your doctor the telephone 
number of the poison control center nearest you, and 
tell him what pesticides you will be using. He can then 
determine the poisoning symptoms and appropriate 
treatment and have antidotes on hand if a poisoning 
should occur.
You should get medical advice quickly if you or any 
of your fellow workers have unusual or unexplained 
symptoms while at work or later in the day. Do not 
allow yourself or anyone else to become dangerously ill 
before calling a doctor or going to a hospital. It is better 
to be too cautious than too late. I f  you believe that you 
may have been poisoned, be sure to take the pesticide 
container (or label) to the doctor.
Organophosphates
The organophosphates are involved in more cases of 
occupational poisoning and deaths than any other single 
group of pesticides. The symptoms of poisoning by 
organophosphates progress through several stages.
The usual sequence of symptoms for mild poison­
ing is as follows: fatigue; headache; dizziness; 
numbness in the arms or legs; nausea and vomiting; 
excessive sweating and salivation; and abdominal 
cramps or diarrhea.
In moderate poisoning, the symptoms listed for 
mild poisoning become more severe. Additional symp­
toms for moderate poisoning include inability to walk; 
generalized weakness; difficulty in talking; muscular 
twitches; and contraction of the pupil of the eye.
The symptoms for severe poisoning are uncon­
sciousness; severe contraction of the pupil of the eye; 
muscular twitches; secretions from the mouth and nose; 
and respiratory difficulty. If  victims of severe poisoning 
are not treated immediately, death will usually result.
Illness is frequently delayed several hours, and an 
applicator may first become sick at home after supper. 
I f  symptoms begin more than 12 hours after the last 
known exposure to the pesticide, illness is probably due 
to some other cause.
Carbamates
The carbamates likely to cause illness through occu­
pational exposure act in the same way as the organo­
phosphates, and produce the same type of poisoning 
symptoms. The illness caused by carbamates is usually 
not as severe or as enduring, however, and they are 
generally considered safer than the highly toxic organo­
phosphates.
Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
Only a few organochlorines have caused occupational 
poisoning. Several of them are regularly stored in the 
body tissues, however, and may accumulate in consider­
ably higher concentrations in pesticide applicators than 
in the general population.
Early symptoms of poisoning include headache, 
nausea, vomiting, general discomfort, and dizziness. 
With more severe poisoning, convulsions follow or may 
appear without these early warning symptoms. Coma 
may follow the convulsions. Excessive excitability and 
irritability are common symptoms.
Metals and Metalloids
The metallic pesticides that cause the most poisonings 
in the United States are those containing arsenic. Large 
single doses of most heavy metal pesticides cause 
vomiting and stomach pain. The exact nature of the 
symptoms varies with the metal, but in all cases the ill­
ness is chronic.
Cyanide
Cyanide is one of the fastest-acting poisons. Massive 
doses result in unconsciousness and death without 
warning. Smaller doses may result in the odor of bitter 
almonds on the breath, salivation, nausea, anxiety, con­
fusion, and dizziness. Illness may last one or more 
hours, terminating with unconsciousness, convulsions, 
and death from respiratory failure.
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Anticoagulants
The injurious effects of anticoagulants are due to 
loss of blood, mainly into the body tissues. For example, 
the initial symptoms in chronic warfarin poisoning are 
back pain and abdominal pain.
Fluoroacetates
Poisoning from fluoroacetates (1080, for example), 
causes stimulation of the central nervous system, re­
sulting in convulsions and abnormal heart rhythm.
Dinitrophenols
The symptoms of poisoning by one or a few relatively 
large doses of the dinitrophenols include headache, 
nausea, gastric distress, restlessness, a sensation of heat, 
flushed skin, sweating, deep and rapid respiration, fast 
beating of the heart, fever, ashen color, collapse, and 
coma. Acute poisoning with DNOC usually runs a 
rapid course. Death or almost complete recovery within 
24 to 48 hours is the general rule.
Bromides and Carboxides
The symptoms of excessive exposure to the less toxic 
bromides and carboxides are those of drunkenness, such 
as poor coordination, confusion, and sleepiness. Rapid 
removal to fresh air is important. Methyl bromide is 
extremely dangerous because a toxic or even fatal dose 
can be absorbed before symptoms appear.
Chlorophenoxy Herbicides and Ureas
Chlorophenoxy and urea herbicides (paraquat, for 
example) may be harmful if inhaled or absorbed 
through the skin and may be fatal if swallowed. Lung 
fibrosis can develop if paraquat is swallowed or inhaled. 
The symptoms of injury may be delayed. Prolonged 
skin contact will cause severe irritation.
TREATMENT OF PESTICIDE PO ISO NING
First aid is the initial effort to help a victim while 
medical help is on the way. The first step in any poison­
ing emergency is to call an ambulance or doctor except 
when you are alone with the victim. Then you must 
make certain that the victim is breathing and is not fur­
ther exposed before calling an ambulance or a doctor. 
The label of the pesticide responsible for the poisoning 
should always be saved for the doctor.
While waiting for the ambulance or doctor, you 
should follow the proper first-aid procedures for poison 
on the skin, poison in the eyes, inhaled poison, or 
swallowed poison. These procedures are described below.
Poison on the Skin
Drench the victim’s skin and clothing with water. The 
faster the poison is washed off, the less injury will re­
sult. In an emergency, any source of fairly clean water, 
such as irrigation canals, lakes, ponds, water troughs, 
etc., should be used. Don’t let the victim die while you 
worry about how dirty the water is.
Remove the victim’s clothing, and clean his skin and 
hair thoroughly with soap and water. Detergents and 
commercial cleansers are better than soap for this 
purpose.
Wash the burn area with large quantities of running 
water, and cover immediately with a clean, soft cloth. 
Do not use ointments, greases, powders, or drugs in 
first-aid treatment of burns. Be careful not to get any 
pesticide on yourself while you are helping the victim.
Poison in the Eyes
It is most important to wash the eyes out as quickly 
but as gently as possible. Holding the victim’s eyelids 
open, wash his eyes with a gentle stream of clean, 
running water for 15 minutes or longer. Do not use 
chemical or drugs in the wash water — they increase the 
extent of the injury.
Inhaled Poison
I f  the victim is in an enclosed space, do not go in 
after him without an air-supplied respirator. Open all 
doors and windows. Carry the victim (do not let him 
walk) into the fresh air immediately.
Loosen the victim’s clothing. Apply artificial respira­
tion if his breathing has stopped or is irregular, and 
keep him as quiet as possible.
I f  the victim is convulsing, watch his breathing and 
protect him from falling and striking his head. Keep 
his chin up so that his air passage will remain free for 
breathing. Prevent chilling. Wrap the victim in blankets 
but don’t allow him to become overheated.
Swallowed Poison
The best first-aid treatment for a person who has 
swallowed a pesticide is to give him large amounts of 
plain water or milk. Give 1 to 2 cups for victims up to 
five years of age, and up to 1 quart for victims five 
years old and older. Milk is preferable to water because 
it both dilutes and helps neutralize the poison. Water 
simply dilutes the poison. Diluting the poison will often 
be sufficient treatment until you can get the victim to a 
hospital.
If  it is necessary to induce vomiting, make sure that 
the victim is lying face down or kneeling forward while
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retching or vomiting. Do not allow him to lie on his 
back —  vomitus could enter his lungs. Put your finger 
or the blunt end of a spoon at the back of the victim’s 
throat. Do not use anything sharp or pointed. A glass 
of soapy water or strong salt water will also cause the 
victim to vomit. Collect some of the vomitus for the 
doctor. He may need it for chemical tests.
You should nez/er induce vomiting under the follow­
ing conditions:
(1) If the victim is unconscious or is in convul­
sions. The victim could choke to death on the vomitus.
(2) If the victim has swallowed a corrosive poison.
Find out what poison the victim has swallowed. A 
corrosive poison is a strong acid or alkali. I f  poisoned 
by these chemicals, the victim will complain of extreme 
pain and have severe mouth and throat burns. A cor­
rosive poison will burn the throat and mouth as 
severely coming up as it did going down.
(3) If the person has swallowed a concentrated 
petroleum product (kerosene, gasoline, oil, lighter 
fluid, etc.). Most pesticides in liquid formulations are 
dissolved in petroleum products. The words “emulsi- 
fiable concentrate” or “solution” on the pesticide label 
are signals not to induce vomiting if the victim has 
swallowed the concentrate. Concentrated petroleum 
products, like corrosive poisons, cause severe burns. If  
the victim has swallowed a dilute form of these for­
mulations, however, he should be forced to vomit im­
mediately.
In addition to diluting the poison with milk or water 
(and, in some cases, inducing vomiting), you may 
give the victim one of the following universal anti­
dotes to neutralize the effects of the poison.
For acids only. If  you are sure that the poison is 
an acid, give the victim milk of magnesia (1 tablespoon 
to 1 cup of water), baking soda, or chalk in water.
For alkali only. If you are sure that the poison is 
an alkali, give the victim lemon juice or vinegar.
For concentrated petroleum products. Dilute with 
milk or water only.
Universal sponges that absorb excess poisons are 
recommended in cases where the type of poison swal­
lowed is unknown. Activated charcoal (such as that
used in aquarium filters) is a universal sponge that 
absorbs many poisons at a high rate. Mix it with water 
into a thick soup for the victim to drink. Grosafe, a 
commercial preparation of activated charcoal, is sold 
for use on pesticide spills or overdoses on crops and 
soil. In a poisoning emergency, this product may be 
substituted for a pharmaceutical grade of activated 
charcoal.
A homemade universal sponge for poison is a mix­
ture of 4 tablespoons of toast (burnt black), 2 table­
spoons of strong tea (instant tea mix can be used), and 
2 tablespoons of milk of magnesia. This mixture will 
absorb and neutralize most poisons.
Medical Antidotes
Medical antidotes are also available to neutralize the 
poisoning effects of a few other pesticides. Taken im­
properly, however, these antidotes can be more dan­
gerous than the effects of the pesticide itself. Medical 
antidotes should be prescribed or given only by a physi­
cian. There are no known antidotes for many pesticides. 
Once a lethal dose has been ingested, the effects are 
irreversible and terminal.
Any pesticide applicator working with highly toxic 
carbamate and organophosphate pesticides should have 
his cholinesterase level tested at regular intervals 
throughout the spray season. Cholinesterase is necessary 
for the nervous system, and the poison victim will die 
without it. Both carbamate and organophosphate pesti­
cides attack this chemical in the blood and make it 
useless.
After a physician has determined the applicator’s base 
level of cholinesterase, a simple blood test will show if 
this level has decreased. I f  the cholinesterase level has 
decreased, the applicator has been overexposed to either 
an organophosphate or carbamate pesticide. He should 
avoid further contact with these pesticides until his 
cholinesterase level has returned to normal. In severe 
cases, medical antidotes must be given.
Atropine sulfate and protopam chloride (2-PA M ) 
can be used to counteract the effects of organophos- 
phates. Atropine sulfate can also be used to treat poison­
ing from carbamates; however, 2-PAM  cannot be used 
for this purpose.
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SAFE HANDLING OF PESTICIDES
Exposure to pesticides can occur in transporting, storing, mixing, and loading pesticides; applying 
pesticides; working in treated crops; cleaning applica­
tion equipment after use; disposing of used pesticides 
and empty containers; and cleaning up pesticide spills 
and protective clothing and equipment.
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
Pesticides can enter the body through many routes. 
The most common is through skin contact. To prevent 
absorption through the skin, the applicator must wear 
a protective barrier. No safety recommendations can 
cover all situations. Always read the pesticide label for 
recommendations on the use of protective clothing and 
safety devices.
General Protection
When using any pesticide, wear at least a hat, long­
sleeved shirt, and longlegged trousers or a coverall gar­
ment (all of closely woven fabric). When handling 
pesticide concentrates during mixing and loading, or 
when using highly or moderately toxic materials, you 
should also wear rubber gloves, a rubber apron, and 
goggles. Trousers and sleeves should be worn outside 
of boots and gloves to prevent pesticides from getting 
inside.
I f  you will be working in a mist, or your clothes will 
become wet for any reason, wear a waterproof suit. If  
it is too hot for a heavy rubber rainsuit, wear a light­
weight, disposable waterproof suit.
Gloves
Unlined liquid-proof gloves (rubber or neoprene) 
should be worn when handling a pesticide concentrate 
or using organophosphates, carbamates, or other chemi­
cals with the signal words “Danger-Poison” or “W arn­
ing” on the label. Some fumigants are readily absorbed 
by neoprene. Check the label for the proper gloves to 
use. Cotton or leather gloves should never be worn. 
They absorb the pesticide and hold it close to the skin 
for long periods of time, and can be more hazardous 
than not wearing gloves at all. Before removing gloves,
wash them with detergent and water to prevent con­
taminating your hands.
Boots
Lightweight, unlined rubber boots should be worn 
when handling or applying highly or moderately toxic 
pesticides. The boots should be washed often and dried 
thoroughly inside and out to remove any pesticide 
residue.
Goggles or Face Shield
Wear tight-fitting, nonfogging goggles or a full face 
shield whenever there is a chance of getting pesticides 
in your eyes. You should wear this equipment when 
pouring or mixing concentrates or working in a highly 
toxic spray or dust. Since most headbands absorb pesti­
cides, wear the headband under the head covering.
Head and Neck Coverings
The hair and skin on your neck and head must also 
be protected. Rubber or plastic rainhats, wide-brimmed 
hats, billed caps, and hard hats that can be washed are 
satisfactory. In cool weather, waterproof parkas with 
hoods and a billed cap are also acceptable. The headgear 
should not have a cloth or leather sweatband, since these 
bands are difficult to clean. Do not wear cotton or felt 
hats.
Care of Clothing and Equipment
Wear a clean set of clothing each day that you spray. 
I f  fabrics become wet with dilute spray during the 
day, they should be changed. I f  clothes get wet with 
liquid concentrates or highly toxic pesticides, they should 
be discarded. They are difficult to clean thoroughly by 
normal methods. Contaminated clothing should not be 
stored or washed with the family laundry. Gloves and 
boots should be washed daily. Test gloves for leaks by 
filling them with water and squeezing gently.
Wash goggles or face shields at least once a day. 
Fabric headbands absorb pesticides and are difficult to 
clean. Have several spare headbands available so that 
they can be replaced frequently, or use a rubber strap.
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RESPIRATORS
Respirators provide protection from inhaling toxic 
chemicals. They should be worn whenever the more 
toxic organophosphate (T E P P , parathion, Guthion, Di- 
Syston, Thimet, Phosdrin) or carbamate (Furadan, 
Temik) pesticides are applied. The label will indicate if 
a respirator is needed. Respirators are especially neces­
sary in mixing and handling concentrated, highly toxic 
pesticides.
An applicator who will be constantly exposed to small 
amounts of toxic pesticides for long periods of time, or 
who will be working in an enclosed area, should also 
wear a respirator. It should be worn tightly enough to 
form a seal around the face. I f  the headband is too 
tight, headaches and dizziness may result.
Chemical Cartridge Respirator
In a chemical cartridge respirator, inhaled air comes 
through both a filter pad and a cartridge of activated 
charcoal. Most harmful vapors, gases, and particles are 
removed. These half-face masks cover the mouth and 
nose. For eye protection, you should also wear goggles.
Chemical Canister Respirator (Gas Mask)
Gas mask canisters contain more and longer lasting 
absorbing material and filters than cartridge respirators. 
A gas mask should be worn when mixing or applying 
toxic pesticides in enclosed or poorly ventilated areas. 
Gas masks usually protect the face better than cartridge 
types, and may leak less because they fit more tightly. 
A chemical respirator will not protect you when the 
oxygen supply is low, as in a silo.
Supplied-Air Respirator
A supplied-air respirator should be worn when the 
oxygen supply is low, or when the applicator is exposed 
to high concentrations of very toxic pesticides in en­
closed areas. Fresh air is pumped through a hose to the 
face mask. In some units, the applicator carries the 
oxygen supply with him in a cylinder.
Care and Maintenance
Certain types of cartridges and canisters protect 
against specific chemical gases and vapors. Be sure to 
choose the type made to protect against the pesticides
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you will use. The respirator must fit the face well to 
insure a good seal. Long sideburns, a beard, or glasses 
may prevent a good seal.
During heavy spraying, the filters in chemical car­
tridge respirators should be changed two or more times 
a day if breathing becomes difficult. Cartridges should 
be changed after eight hours’ use, or sooner if the ap­
plicator detects pesticide odor. Filters and cartridges 
should be removed after each use. The facepiece should 
be washed with soap and water, rinsed, dried with a 
clean cloth, and stored in a clean, dry place away from 
pesticides. A tightly closed plastic bag works well for 
storage.
The useful life of a cartridge or canister depends 
upon the type and amount of chemical fill, the concen­
tration of contaminants in the air, the breathing rate 
of the wearer, and the temperature and humidity. The 
manufacturer’s instructions on the use and care of a 
respirator and its parts should be read carefully before 
using the respirator. Only respirators approved by the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(N IO SH ) or the U .S. Bureau of Mines should be used.
M IX IN G  AND LOADING PESTICIDES
Some pesticides are used exactly as purchased. These 
include baits, garden dusts, granular materials, pesti­
cides contained in pressurized cans, and certain liquid 
household and livestock sprays. Most applicators, how­
ever, will purchase concentrated pesticides, such as 
wettable powders or emulsifiable concentrates, that must 
be diluted with other liquids (usually water) before 
they can be used.
Before handling a pesticide container, put on the cor­
rect protective clothing and other necessary protective 
equipment. Each time you use a pesticide, carefully 
read the directions for mixing before removing the 
material from the container. This precaution is essential, 
since directions, including amounts and methods, are 
changed periodically.
Of the various work activities associated with pesti­
cide use, mixing and loading is the most hazardous part 
of the spraying or dusting cycle. The mixing and load­
ing of pesticides usually result in exposure to a mix 
of higher concentration and in larger quantities than 
diluted pesticides.
An operator may spill pesticides on his clothing where 
they may soak through to the skin, or expose the person 
who may handle the clothing later. He may breathe 
particles from highly concentrated wettable powders or 
from granules or dusts. He may contaminate his hands, 
and then unintentionally carry the pesticide to his mouth 
when smoking, eating, or simply rubbing his lips or
eyes. It is especially important that all safety pre­
cautions called for on the label be followed during mix­
ing and filling. Wear rubber gloves, a rubber apron, 
goggles, and a respirator when handling moderately 
toxic materials, even if the label doesn’t specifically 
recommend their use.
Pesticides should be mixed out-of-doors in a place 
where there is good light and ventilation. I f  you mix or 
load pesticides indoors or at night, work where there 
is good lighting and air circulation. Do not work alone 
when handling highly toxic pesticides.
When pouring or dumping any concentrated pesticide 
from the container, keep the container below eye level 
to avoid a splash or spill on goggles or protective 
clothing. Measure the pesticide in clean containers, and 
thoroughly wash the containers after use. Open con­
centrate containers carefully. Open paper containers 
with a knife rather than tearing them. Always stand 
upwind when mixing or loading pesticides.
The environment is also easily harmed by careless 
mixing and filling practices. I f  suction hoses are not 
equipped with good antisiphoning devices such as 
check valves, the spray mixture from the tank may 
escape down the hose into the water source, stream, 
pond, or well. I f  the applicator allows the tank to run 
over when filling, the overflow carrying pesticides will 
usually end up in the water source or as toxic puddles 
on the ground. Never leave a spray tank unattended 
while it is being filled.
I f  you splash or spill a pesticide while mixing or 
loading, stop immediately, remove contaminated clothing, 
and wash yourself thoroughly with soap and water. 
S p eed  is essential. For this reason, it is important that 
soap, water, and washing facilities be maintained at the 
mixing area.
APPLYING PESTICIDES
A pesticide applicator is not only responsible for his 
own protection but also for the protection of other 
people, domestic animals, and the environment. You 
cannot afford to be careless !
Avoid Exposure
Do not work in spray drift or runoff unless you are 
properly protected. Do not wipe your hands on clothing 
if chemicals have been spilled on your gloves. The 
chemicals will contaminate your clothing or may soak 
through to the skin. N e v e r  eat, drink, or smoke when 
handling or applying pesticides. Remember —  applying 
even moderately toxic pesticides day after day can make 
you ill, and you should use proper protective clothing 
and equipment.
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An applicator should supervise his operators to be 
sure that they follow all safety precautions. Always 
work in pairs when handling hazardous pesticides, and 
watch each other carefully for unusual behavior or 
actions. If  either of you becomes sick, do not try to 
finish the job. Get out of the area fast and get to a 
doctor. Children, unauthorized people, and pets should 
be kept out of areas to be sprayed. They should not be 
allowed around sprayers, dusters, filler tanks, storage 
areas, or empty pesticide containers.
Avoid Sensitive Areas
Avoid spraying near beehives, lakes, streams, pas­
tures, houses, schools, playgrounds, hospitals, or sensi­
tive crops whenever possible. I f  these areas must be 
sprayed, do not spray on windy days, and always spray 
downwind from the sensitive area.
Areas near living quarters should be sprayed in the 
early morning or evening when people and pets are least 
likely to be exposed. Notify beekeepers and residents 
when you plan to spray in their area, and urge them to 
take special precautions. Do not spray directly into or 
across streams, ponds, or lakes, and whenever you spray 
in residential areas, take every possible precaution. For 
example, toys and pet dishes should be removed or 
covered, and children should be inside.
Avoid Drift
Do not apply chemicals when drift is likely to occur. 
Select application equipment, formulations, and adju­
vants that will minimize drift hazard.
A good applicator carefully checks weather conditions 
before applying pesticides. A few simple precautions 
will not only protect the environment but aid the appli­
cator financially. Pesticides that are not deposited on 
the target areas are wasted. More pesticide, more time, 
and, consequently, more money must be used to control 
the pests in the target area.
High winds increase drift and result in loss of the 
pesticide on treated areas. Drifting pesticides increase 
the possibility of injury to wildlife, pollinators, and 
domestic animals, and may settle on forage, pasture, or 
wildlife areas or contaminate water. Pesticide applica­
tion on quiet days reduces the inhalation and contact 
hazard to the applicator and any bystanders.
Drift into sensitive crop areas can also be avoided by 
applying pesticides on quiet days. Consider early morn­
ing or evening application. Wind speed is usually lowest 
at these times each day, and drift hazard is greatly re­
duced. An applicator is legally responsible for any 
injury or monetary loss of crops because of pesticide 
drift into nontarget areas.
Avoid Equipment Accidents
Application equipment can help an applicator use 
pesticides safely, but poor maintenance and careless use 
can add to the hazard of pesticide application. Be sure 
that there are no leaks in the pump or tank. Check for 
leaky hose connections and worn spots in hoses that 
could burst and splash you or others with pesticide 
solutions. The spray tank should have a tightly fitting 
lid so that neither the applicator nor others will be 
splashed and spray materials will not leak onto the 
ground.
When the tank is being filled, the applicator should 
stay with the sprayer. A tank that is not watched often 
runs over and causes pesticide to spill on the ground or 
into a stream. I f  nozzles, hoses, or lines clog, an appli­
cator should never blow them out with his mouth. Even 
dilute spray mixtures can be toxic. To prevent spray 
guns from being triggered accidentally, you should 
always make sure that the pressure is released on the 
pesticide application equipment.
Safe Reentry Time
It is dangerous for field workers to enter an area 
after certain pesticides have been used. The time that 
must pass before the area is safe to enter is known as 
the “reentry time.” This time, which should be listed 
on the pesticide label, varies according to the pesticide 
applied and the crop or area treated. Safe reentry times 
have been set to allow pesticide residues to break down 
to low levels or to disappear completely.
An applicator should not allow farm workers, chil­
dren, or other people to reenter the sprayed area until 
the safe reentry time has passed. Even with the safest 
materials, an applicator should wait at least until the 
spray has dried or the dust has settled. If  no reentry 
time is shown on the label, use good judgment in allow­
ing people to reenter sprayed areas. I f  an applicator 
must reenter an area soon after spraying, he should 
wear all necessary protective clothing called for on the 
label.
PESTICIDE CLEANUP 
Personal
At the end of each day, an applicator should take a 
shower. He should also change spray clothing daily. 
Contaminated clothes should be kept away from the 
family laundry. The pesticides on spray clothes could 
harm other people who touch them, and the person who 
will wash spray clothes should be warned of possible 
dangers.
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Equipment
Immediately after use, trained personnel should 
thoroughly clean the mixing, loading, and application 
equipment inside and outside. People who clean con­
taminated equipment should wear proper protective 
clothing, including rubber boots, a rubber apron, and 
goggles.
A specific area should be designated for use during 
cleaning operations. Preferably, the area should have a 
wash rack or cement apron with a well-designed sump 
to catch contaminated wash water and pesticides.
Spills
Despite all safety precautions, accidents can happen. 
I f  a pesticide spills in an applicator’s storage area, quick 
action must be taken.
Minor Spills
Unauthorized people should not be permitted to get 
into or near any spilled pesticide. The area should be 
roped off or flagged to warn of possible danger. An 
applicator should not leave the contaminated area unless 
someone is present to prevent further contamination.
Anyone contaminated when the spill occurred should 
wash off the pesticide immediately, change clothes, and 
leave the contaminated area. Appropriate first-aid should 
be given, and a doctor should be consulted.
Spilled pesticides should be confined. If  the pesticide 
starts to spread, it should be contained by diking it with 
sand or soil. The contaminated storage area should be 
cleared except for a small cleanup crew. The crew 
should wear the proper protective equipment. No one 
should be permitted to enter the area until it is 
thoroughly decontaminated.
The contaminated area should not be hosed down im­
mediately because hosing spreads the pesticide. If  the 
spill is liquid, then activated charcoal, absorptive clay, 
vermiculite, pet litter, or sawdust should be thrown over 
the entire spill. Enough absorbing material should be 
used to soak up most of the liquid. The material should 
then be swept or shoveled into a large leakproof drum. 
The area should be covered with hydrated lime, a solu­
tion of lye, ammonia, sodium hypochlorite (bleach), or 
strong detergent and water to neutralize the pesti­
cide. I f  you are not sure what material to use, telephone 
the chemical manufacturer for instructions.
Finally, the area should be rinsed with plenty of 
water to wash away any remaining poison. The rinse 
water should be collected and held for proper disposal. 
I f  the spill occurred in the pesticide storage area, the
area should be checked carefully to see if any other 
pesticides were contaminated by the spill. I f  so, these 
pesticides should also be disposed of immediately.
Major Spills
I f  a cleanup (decontamination) job appears too big 
to handle, or if there is any doubt about the correct 
procedure, telephone the pesticide manufacturer for 
assistance.
If  a major pesticide spill occurs on a highway, call 
the state highway patrol or the local sheriff’s office for 
assistance. An applicator should always carry the tele­
phone numbers of these agencies on his person. Do not 
leave the area until responsible assistance arrives.
The National Agricultural Chemicals Association has 
a Pesticide Safety Team Network. This network can 
tell the applicator the correct decontamination pro­
cedures to use or send a local safety team to clean up 
the spill. An applicator can call the network toll-free 
anytime at (800) 424-9300.
All major pesticide spills are required by law to be 
reported immediately to the Illinois Environmental Pro­
tection Agency. The telephone number is (217) 782­
3637. The following information should be reported:
(1 ) Name, address, and telephone number of person 
reporting.
(2 ) Exact location of spill.
(3 ) Name of company involved and location.
(4 ) Specific pesticide spilled.
(5 ) Estimated quantity of pesticide spilled.
(6 ) Source of spill.
(7 ) Cause of spill.
(8 ) Name of body of water involved, or nearest body 
of water to the spill area.
(9 ) Action taken for containment and cleanup.
STORING PESTICIDES
As soon as pesticides are delivered to an applicator’s 
property, he should store them in a locked and posted 
facility where children and other untrained people can­
not get to them. Read the label for correct storage pro­
cedures.
Site Selection
You need to keep several points in mind when select­
ing a pesticide storage area. The site should be in an 
area where flooding is unlikely. It should be downwind 
and downhill from sensitive areas such as houses, play 
areas, and ponds. The site should also be chosen so that 
runoff or drainage from the site cannot contaminate
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surface or underground water. Storage facilities should 
be located away from human and livestock habitations 
to avoid or minimize contamination in case of fire.
Storage Area
Store pesticides and pesticide containers in a separate 
building, room, or enclosure, depending upon the size of 
your pesticide inventory. I f  your inventory is not large 
enough to justify a separate building for pesticide 
storage, completely enclose an area on the first floor of 
the building. The storage area should keep the pesticides 
dry, cool, and out of direct sunlight.
Use an exhaust fan for ventilation in storage rooms 
to reduce the temperature and high concentrations of 
toxic fumes. Locate the fan so that exhaust will not 
damage plants or harm people or animals. Some pesti­
cides require protection against freezing or extreme 
heat and have suitable warnings on the label. Sacks, 
cartons, and fiber boxes should be stored on wooden 
pallets or on shelves off the floor. The storage area 
should be securely locked. Weatherproof signs stating 
D a n ger  — Pesticides. K eep  O ut! or a similar warning 
should be hung over every door and window.
Where large quantities of pesticides are stored, fire- 
resistant buildings, sprinkling systems, and fire-fighting 
equipment are strongly recommended. Post a list of 
chemicals and warning signs outside the building, and 
give a copy to the local fire department.
A drainage system should be built to collect any 
runoff water. Pesticides that may be present in tank 
rinsing, spills, seepage from the storage, and heavy run­
off from fire-fighting or floods must be controlled. 
Dikes, collecting pools, and 'washing slabs with sumps 
provide a proper drainage system. All the collected 
runoff water should be treated as a surplus pesticide 
and disposed of properly.
An adequate supply of detergent or soap, hand 
cleanser, and water is essential in the storage area. 
Water is also quick first-aid in a poisoning emergency. 
Absorptive clay, activated charcoal, vermiculite, pet 
litter, or sawdust should be readily available at the stor­
age site to soak up spills and leaks. Hydrated lime and 
sodium hypochlorite (Clorox or other bleach) should 
also be on hand to neutralize the pesticide in an emer­
gency. A shovel, broom, dustpan, and a proper type of 
fire extinguisher are other essential items.
A pesticide storage area, whether it is a cabinet, 
room, or entire building, should be used only for pesti­
cides and pesticide equipment. Do not store pesticides 
near food, feed, fertilizers, seed, veterinary medicines, 
or other stored products.
Glass and metal containers of liquid pesticides should 
be stored where they are not in the sun or near other 
sources of heat such as steam pipes. Heat will cause 
the liquid to expand so that the contents will be under 
pressure. When the container is opened, the pesticide 
may splash out on the applicator. No pesticides should 
be allowed to become overheated. Some formulations 
will catch fire if they get too hot; others lose their 
strength and break down when they are exposed to heat.
Store herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, etc. in sepa­
rate locations within the storage area to prevent con­
tamination and accidentally using the wrong container. 
In addition, all highly toxic pesticides within a par­
ticular group, such as insecticides, herbicides, etc., 
should be stored together in a special area so that an 
applicator working in that area can take special precau­
tions to keep from being exposed.
A special area should be used for surplus pesticides 
and their containers while they are being held for dis­
posal. Label these pesticides plainly, and group them- 
according to how you plan to dispose of them. These 
precautions will help prevent mixups resulting in im­
proper disposal and accidental reuse.
Store pesticides only in the original container with 
the label plainly visible. Pesticides should never  be 
stored in anything used as a food or drink container 
even for a short time. Pesticides stored in a soft drink 
bottle, fruit jar, milk carton, etc. are a common cause 
of accidental pesticide poisoning. People may ask you 
for a small amount of the pesticide that you are using. 
Restricted use pesticides should never be given to any­
one. Unless you have a small package with the manu­
facturer’s entire label on it, you also should not give 
anyone general use pesticides.
All pesticide containers should be checked often for 
corrosion, leaks, and loose caps or bungs. These dan­
gerous conditions must be corrected immediately. If 
containers are damaged, you should put the pesticide 
in a sturdy container that can be sealed. Label the new 
container immediately. Sometimes you can take the 
label from the damaged container and fasten it to the 
new container. Unlabeled pesticides are worthless and 
dangerous, since the applicator doesn’t know what they 
are or how to use them. They should be treated as 
surplus pesticides held for disposal.
Do not buy more pesticide than you will need. Re­
move only the amount needed for one day’s operation, 
and be sure to reseal and return any unused pesticide 
and empty containers to the storage area at the end of 
each day. Do not leave empty containers in the fields or 
on open dumps. Keep all empty containers in a locked 
storage area until they can be disposed of properly.
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DISPOSING OF PESTICIDES AND CONTAINERS 
Surplus Pesticides
Preventing a pesticide surplus is the best way to take 
care of a disposal problem. Always check to be sure 
that the pesticide is fully registered and is effective 
against the pest before you buy it. Estimate your needs 
and buy only what you need for one year. This practice 
will reduce carryover and the chance of spills, damaged 
containers, and loss of strength of the pesticide.
To avoid being faced with the disposal of a tankload 
of the wrong pesticide, check out the job carefully be­
fore selecting the pesticide. After you have selected the 
proper pesticide, mix only enough for the particular job 
so that you end up with an empty tank or hopper.
Despite your best efforts, however, you cannot always 
avoid surplus pesticides, and you must take steps to 
dispose of them properly. Pesticides that are in the 
original container or still in concentrated form may be 
returned to the manufacturer. Check with the manu­
facturing company to see if it will take back the surplus.
I f  you mix too much pesticide for a job or get caught 
with surplus pesticide mixtures, try to find other areas 
with the same pest problem and use up any extra tank 
mix or rinse water on these areas. Small amounts of 
surplus mixtures can be diluted and reapplied to the 
treated area. Extreme care must be taken, especially 
with herbicides, to be sure that the total application rate 
does not exceed the maximum rate for which the pesti­
cide is labeled and cause excessive residues.
I f  it is not possible to re-treat an area, spray small 
amounts of extra tank mix over another area where 
you are sure it cannot do any harm. Clorox or lime 
should be added to the surplus tank mix before spray­
ing to aid in breaking the chemical down quickly. Do 
not drain surplus pesticides in any location where they 
can contaminate wells, streams, lakes, or ponds.
I f  the manufacturer won’t take back the concentrates 
or if you cannot use up the pesticides, you must find 
other safe ways to dispose of the surplus.
Federal guidelines recommend disposing of organic 
pesticides by incineration or by burial in specially desig­
nated landfills. Illinois does not currently have satis­
factory means for disposing of large quantities of 
surplus pesticides, since incinerators and specially 
designated landfills are not readily available. Small 
amounts of surplus pesticides not exceeding normal 
household quantities can be buried in a state-approved 
sanitary landfill. These landfills cannot be used for 
disposal of large quantities of pesticides.
Landfill owners who meet environmental safety 
standards can obtain supplemental permits to handle 
toxic waste materials, including pesticides. To dispose
of large quantities of surplus pesticides, contact the 
Illinois EPA  Division of Land Pollution Control to 
locate the nearest landfill with a supplemental permit 
for toxic waste or to obtain specific instructions for dis­
posal.
Surplus pesticides can be stored temporarily in the 
applicator’s storage area. They should be kept in their 
original containers with the label intact, if possible. You 
can use 55-gallon steel drums with clamp covers as 
storage containers for smaller empty containers or 
surplus pesticides.
Pesticide Containers
So-called “empty” containers are not really empty. 
They still contain small amounts of pesticide even after 
they have been rinsed properly. All empty containers, 
regardless of their type, should be rinsed three times 
before disposal. The rinse water should be dumped in 
the tank. Otherwise, the rinse water must be treated 
like a surplus pesticide and disposed of properly. Rinse 
water should never be dumped on the ground.
Use the following rinse-and-drain procedure to pre­
pare containers for disposal:
(1 ) Empty the container into the spray tank and 
drain in a vertical position for 30 seconds.
(2 )  Refill the container one-fifth to one-fourth full 
with rinse water or other diluent.
(3 ) Rinse thoroughly, pour into the spray tank, and 
drain in a vertical position for 30 seconds.
(4 ) Repeat Steps 1 through 3 until the container has 
been rinsed three times.
Rinsed containers still have small amounts of residues 
in them, and should not be used for any other purpose. 
If  used for livestock feed, water troughs, raft floats, 
etc., they could cause livestock poisoning or water 
contamination.
Separate the empty containers for disposal into the 
following three types:
Type I : combustible (burnable) containers except 
those that formerly contained mercury, lead, cadmium, 
arsenic, or inorganic pesticides.
Type II: noncombustible containers except those 
that formerly contained mercury, lead, cadmium, arse­
nic, or inorganic pesticides.
Type III : combustible and noncombustible con­
tainers that formerly contained mercury, lead, cadmium, 
arsenic, or inorganic pesticides.
Federal guidelines recommend that Type I containers 
be disposed of in a pesticide incinerator or buried in a 
specially designated landfill. However, small quantities 
of these containers may be burned in open fields by the
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pesticide applicator when open burning is permitted by 
state or local regulations. Small quantities may also be 
buried singly in open fields with due regard for the 
protection of surface and subsurface water.
Open-burning regulations in Illinois permit open 
burning of containers provided that the containers are 
burned on the premises where they were used, that 
they are burned more than 1,000 feet from residential 
areas, that the burning will not cause undue visibility or 
environmental hazard, and that there is no reasonable 
alternative disposal method available.
Do not breathe the smoke from burning pesticide con­
tainers, and do not burn containers that have weed­
killers such as 2,4-D or similar herbicides. When these 
change to a gas, the vapors may damage nearby crops 
and shrubbery. Pesticides containing chlorates may ex­
plode when heated and should not be burned.
Combustible containers that should not be burned 
can be disposed of in landfills with supplemental per­
mits to handle toxic waste. Commercial applicators with 
large quantities of Type I containers should also dis­
pose of them in supplemental-permitted landfills. Call 
the Illinois E PA  Division of Land Pollution Control to 
locate the nearest permitted landfill.
Type II containers should first be triple-rinsed. Large 
drums in good condition may then be returned to the 
pesticide manufacturer, formulator, or drum recondi­
tioner for reuse with the same chemical class of pesti­
cide previously contained, provided that such reuse is 
legal. Other triple-rinsed metal containers should be 
punctured to facilitate drainage and prevent reusing for 
any purpose. Triple-rinsed containers are considered 
safe to recycle as scrap metal. I f  no recycling outlet is 
available, however, they should be hauled to a sanitary 
landfill for disposal.
Triple-rinsed metal drums that cannot be returned 
should be crushed and stored in the pesticide storage 
area until they can be taken to a sanitary landfill. After
triple rinsing, carefully break glass containers or cut 
apart plastic containers and store until you can take 
them to a landfill.
An empty 55-gallon drum makes a good storage con­
tainer for smaller empty containers. Be sure to cover 
the drum tightly with a clamp-type cover and store it 
in a special section of your pesticide storage area. All 
triple-rinsed containers may be crushed and disposed of 
by burial in the field by the pesticide user.
Type III noncombustible containers that have been 
triple-rinsed and punctured to facilitate drainage may 
be disposed of in a sanitary landfill. You should not 
burn empty containers that held organic mercury, lead, 
cadmium, arsenic, or inorganic pesticides. These con­
tainers are special because the kind of pesticides they 
contained are very persistent and hazardous in the en­
vironment. Special methods, such as encapsulation in 
a specially designated landfill, may be necessary for their 
safe disposal. Encapsulation means to seal the pesticide 
and “empty” container in a sturdy waterproof con­
tainer so that the contents cannot possibly get out. 
Type III combustible containers should be crushed 
and buried in a specially designated landfill.
Federal regulations make it illegal to store or dispose 
of pesticides by means that are likely to cause adverse 
effects on human health and the environment. It is 
illegal to dispose of any pesticide, pesticide container, 
or pesticide-related waste by open dumping, water 
dumping, well injection, or open burning (except for 
small quantities if federal, state, and local regulations 
are met).
No pesticide or pesticide-related waste that is classi­
fied as highly toxic or moderately toxic can be disposed 
of or stored in such a manner that it may contaminate 
food, feed, or food and feed packaging materials. The 
penalty for violation of these storage and disposal 
regulations is the same as that for violating any other 
provision of the federal pesticide law.
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
LABELS AND LABELING
The pesticide label contains all of the information necessary for the correct and safe use of any pesti­
cide. The information and instructions on the label re­
flect years of testing and the expenditure of millions of 
dollars to prove that the product is safe and effective 
when used as directed. I f  the label is read, understood, 
and all of the directions are followed, the likelihood of 
misusing or of having an accident with the pesticide is 
remote. That is why the most important time in pest 
control is the time spent in reading the label.
INFORMATION O N  THE LABEL 
Trade (Brand) Name
The trade or brand name is the manufacturer’s name 
for the product. There may be many trade names for 
a pesticide, depending upon the number of companies 
marketing the product. Even various formulations of 
the same pesticide produced by the same company may 
have different names. For example, both Cythion and 
Malatox are trade names for the insecticide malathion.
Common and Chemical Names
The common name for a pesticide is a name agreed 
upon to identify an active ingredient in the product. 
A pesticide manufactured by more than one company 
may be sold under several brand names, but it always 
has the same common name. For example, malathion is 
a common name for an insecticide. The chemical name 
indicates the chemical composition of a pesticide. The 
chemical name for malathion is 0,0-dimethyl dithiophos- 
phate of diethyl mercaptosuccinate.
Ingredients
Every label must list the amounts of active and inert 
(inactive) ingredients in the formulation. The chemical 
that is toxic to the pest is listed as the percent or pounds 
of active ingredient in the formulation. Inert in­
gredients (emulsifiers, solvents, carriers, etc.) do not 
need to be identified except by the percent of the for­
mulation that they constitute.
Net Contents
The net contents number indicates how much pesti­
cide is in the container. This number may be expressed 
in gallons, quarts, pints, pounds, or other units.
Name and Address of Manufacturer
The manufacturer of a pesticide is required to list 
the name and address of the company on the label so 
that the applicator will know where to call for informa­
tion in case of an emergency.
Registration and Establishment Numbers
You should look for two numbers on a pesticide 
container: the registration number and the establish­
ment number. The registration number, which indicates 
that the product has been registered with the U.S. EPA , 
usually appears on the front label. The establishment 
number indicates the factory that produced the pesti­
cide. This number may appear either on the label or on 
the container itself.
The law requires that both the registration and the 
establishment numbers appear on every pesticide label 
or container. I f  an applicator uses a pesticide that has 
not been registered, he is breaking the law.
Use Classification
All pesticide labels must contain a statement of the 
use classification assigned by the E PA  at the time of 
registration. In classifying a pesticide for either general 
use or restricted use, the E PA  considers the toxicity 
of the pesticide, the way in which the pesticide will be 
used, and the effect of the pesticide on the environment.
A general use pesticide is one that will not harm 
the applicator or the environment to an unreasonable 
degree when it is used exactly according to directions. 
The pesticide label identifies general use with this state­
ment : “General use pesticide — available to the public.”
A restricted use pesticide is one that could harm 
the environment or the applicator even when used as 
directed. The pesticide label identifies restricted use 
with this statement: “Restricted use pesticide for pur-
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chase and use only by certified applicators or by persons 
under their direct supervision.” The restricted use state­
ment must appear at the top of the front panel. The 
label may limit the use of the product to certain cate­
gories of commercial applicators.
Any pesticide classified for general use on certain 
crops and restricted use on others must be labeled 
separately and sold as separate products with different 
registration numbers.
Directions for Use
Immediately under the heading D irections fo r  Use 
on the label, the manufacturer will again indicate 
whether the pesticide is for general or restricted use.
The label lists only registered (legal) uses for the 
pesticide. Remember —  it is illegal to use any pesticide 
in a manner inconsistent with the directions on the 
label. The directions for use also include the following:
(1) The crops, animals, areas, or objects to be treated. (2) 
The target pest that the pesticide will control. (3) The 
amount to use (per acre, per 1,000 feet of row, or per 
gallon of water). (4) The method of application and type 
of equipment. (5) The frequency and timing of applica­
tions necessary to obtain effective results. (6) Specific 
limitations on reentry to treated areas. (7) Instructions 
for proper storage and disposal of the pesticide and its 
container. (8) Limitations or restrictions on use to prevent 
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment, including 
required time between applications or before harvest of 
the crop, crop-rotation restrictions, and warnings against 
using on certain crops and animals or adjacent to water,
Precautionary Statements
The pesticide label also contains certain precautionary 
statements concerning hazards to the applicator, chil­
dren, domestic animals, wildlife, and the environment.
Signal Words
Labels do not usually give the toxicity of a pesticide 
as an LD 50 value for the oral, dermal, and inhalation 
exposure. The potential danger is indicated, however, 
by the signal words D anger-P oison  (with a skull and 
crossbones) for a highly toxic pesticide, W arning  for 
a moderately toxic pesticide, and Caution for pesticides 
with low or slight toxicity. The statement K eep  out o f 
the reach o f children  is also required on each pesticide 
label. Be sure that you understand the meaning of these 
signal words so that you can take proper safety mea­
sures when handling pesticides with various toxicities.
Statement of Practical Treatment (First-Aid)
The labels for all highly toxic pesticides must give 
instructions for first-aid treatment in case of accidental 
poisoning. Many of the labels for the less toxic pesti­
cides will also list first-aid treatments. These statements 
of practical treatment are also helpful to your physician. 
Be sure to take the container with you if you need to 
see your physician for treatment of pesticide poisoning.
Hazards to the Environment and Humans
When a hazard exists to bees, fish, or wildlife, the 
label will give the nature of the hazard and appropriate 
precautions to avoid accident, injury, or damage to 
nontarget species or to the environment.
A statement of the human hazard and the route or 
routes of exposure, together with a list of precautions to 
avoid accident, injury, or damage, will be on the label.
Physical or Chemical Hazards
Warnings as to whether the pesticide is flammable, 
explosive, or may create other hazards also appear on 
the label.
READING THE LABEL
Before you buy a pesticide, read the label to deter­
mine:
(1) Whether it is the pesticide you need for the job. Never 
buy a pesticide simply on the basis of the color of the label 
or the product name. (2) Whether the pesticide is too haz­
ardous to he used safely under the application conditions.
Before you mix the pesticide, read the label to 
determine:
(1) What protective equipment you should use. (2) What 
the pesticide can be mixed with (compatibility). (3) How 
much pesticide to use.
Before you apply the pesticide, read the label to 
determine:
(1) What safety measures you should follow. (2) Where 
the pesticide can be used (livestock, crops, structures, etc.). 
(3) When to apply the pesticide (including the waiting 
period for crops and animals). (4) How to apply the 
pesticide. (5) Whether there are any restrictions for use 
of the pesticide.
Before you store or dispose of the pesticide or 
pesticide container, read the label to determine:
(1) Where and how to store the pesticide. (2) How to 
decontaminate and dispose of the pesticide container. (3) 
Where to dispose of surplus pesticides.
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SAMPLE PESTICIDE LABEL
FRONT
Use Classification
Trade or Brand Name
Ingredients (Chemical Name)
Net Contents of Container
Warning Sign:
Stop (read the label) —
Child Hazard Warning
Signal Words:
Danger-Poison (high toxicity) 
Warning (moderate toxicity) 
Caution (low toxicity)
Caution (slight toxicity)
Precautionary Statements:
Practical treatment (first aid)- 
Human and animal hazards. 
Environmental hazards
(toxicity to fish, birds, and bees). 
Physical or chemical hazards 
(flammable).
Establishment Number —  
EPA Registration Number-
Name and Address of Manufacturer-
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
F O R  R E T A IL  S A L E  T O  A N D  A P P L IC A T IO N  O N L Y  BY  
C E R T IF IE D  P E S T IC ID E  A P P L IC A T O R S  O R  P E R S O N S  
U N D E R  TH EIR  D IR E C T  S U P E R V IS IO N .
ILLI-ON1975
Systemic Insecticide
Active ingredients:
Dimethyl zillate 0,0 dimethyl 2 (N-methyl ethyl propil, carbomyl)
• carbozillate..............................................................................................  22.8%
Inert ingredients.............. , ..........................................................................  77.2 %»
100.0 %>
Contains 1.5 pounds dimethyl zillate per gallon
—  N e t C o n te n ts  5  G a l lo n s  L iq u id
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
DANGER — POISON
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Practical treatment: If swallowed —  induce vomiting by giving a tablespoon 
of salt in a glass of warm water. Repeat until vomitus is dear. Call a physician 
, immediately. If inhaled —  remove to fresh air. Call a physician immediately. 
If in eyes —  flush eyes with plenty of water for 15 minutes. Call a physician 
immediately. If on skin —  remove contaminated clothing immediately, wash 
skin with soap and water.
Human and animal hazards: Poisonous by swallowing or inhalation. Wear a 
mask or respirator of a type passed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for Illi-On 
protection. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Upon repeated use, Illi-On may cause cholin­
esterase inhibition. Atropine is antidotal. If in eye, instill one drop of hom- 
atrophine.
Environmental hazards: llli-On is toxic to fish, birds, and other wildlife. Birds 
feeding on treated areas may die. Keep out of any body of water. Do not apply 
where runoff is likely to occur. Do not apply when weather favors drift. Do not 
contaminate water by cleaning equipment or disposing of wastes. Illi-On is toxic 
to bees, and should not be applied when bees are actively visiting the area.
Physical or chemical hazards: Flammable! Keep away from heat or open 
flame.
E S T A B L IS H M E N T  N O . 1 5 3 5 9  
• E P A  R E G . N O . 8 3 2 - 7 4 7 6 - A A
MFG BY HORSEHIDE CHEMICAL COMPANY
BEVERGRADE, ILLINOIS
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SAMPLE PESTICIDE LABEL
BACK
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW TO USE THIS 
RESTRICTED USE PRODUCT IN A MANNER 
INCONSISTENT WITH ITS LABELING.
DO NOT ENTER AREA 
WITHIN 2 DAYS AFTER APPLICATION.-
Storage : Store in original container. Do not store near food or other 
articles intended fo r consumption by humans or anim als. Do not sto re , 
next to other pesticides in a  closed room.
Disposal: Puncture, trip le-rinse, and destroy empty container. Bury in- 
a  sa fe  p lace . Never reuse.
or
Contact state or regional federa l authority for local instructions o n ' 
d isposal.
This product intended for use by com m ercial g row er or ap p licator in 
conventional hydrau lic sprayers, ground app licators, or a irp la n e , 
sprayers.
Ground Application: Use recommended amount in sufficient w ater • 
fo r thorough coverage .
Air Application: Use recommended amount in 2 to 10 gallons o f ' 
w ater, unless otherwise specified .
Not fo r use in or around the home. ----------------
For Use on Corn and Soybeans
Corn: Corn rootworms —  Use 1 Vi to 2 pints per acre . A p p ly  at plant- • 
ing in a 7-inch band over the row. Soybeans: Aphids, mites, and 
thrips —  Use %  to 1 pint per acre . A p p ly a fte r soybeans are  6  inches 
high. Do not app ly within 14 days of harvest.
Directions for Use:
•Reentry statement
►Storage and disposal directions
Directions for application
Restrictions on use
Pests controlled 
Crop treated
Recommended amount to use 
Frequency and time of application
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CHAPTER FIVE:
APPLICATION EQUIPMENT AND CALIBRATION
Proper application of a pesticide requires the use of the prescribed equipment for the purpose intended. 
Many types of application equipment are available, in­
cluding fumigators, granular applicators, and aerial and 
ground sprayers.
GROUND SPRAYERS
Ground sprayers ranging from small hand sprayers 
to large, self-propelled floater units are used more than 
any other type for pesticide application in Illinois.
Small-Capacity Sprayers
Small-capacity sprayers are designed for spot treat­
ments, home and garden pest control, small tree and 
nursery spraying, and for restricted areas unsuitable 
for larger units. Most hand sprayers use carbon dioxide 
or compressed air to pressurize the supply tank, forcing 
the spray liquid through a nozzle. Several types of 
small power sprayers are available that deliver 1 to 3 
gallons per minute at pressures up to 300 psi. Adjust­
able hand guns are usually used with these units, but 
spray booms are available on some models. These spray­
ers are relatively inexpensive, simple to operate, highly 
maneuverable, and easy to clean and store.
Low-Pressure General Use Sprayers
General use sprayers are designed for spraying field 
crops, turf, pastures, fencerows, livestock, etc. They 
are used to apply a wide range of materials, including 
herbicides, insecticides, and fertilizers. General use 
sprayers may be tractor-mounted, pull-type, or self- 
propelled. Small tank sprayers (50 to 200 gallons) re­
quiring low flow rates usually have roller-type pumps 
that limit spraying pressure to about 80 psi for con­
tinuous spraying.' Pressures higher than 80 psi cause 
excessive pump wear. High-capacity sprayers with large 
tanks (200 to 1,300 gallons) requiring large flow rates 
for proper agitation usually have centrifugal pumps. 
Centrifugal pumps have a long life even with abrasive 
pesticides, but maximum spraying pressures are limited 
to 50 to 60 psi.
High-Pressure Sprayers
High-pressure sprayers are used primarily for spray­
ing fruits, vegetables, and trees for disease and insect 
control. These sprayers provide the high pressures 
necessary to produce small drops for complete coverage 
of the fruit and foliage. They are also used for spraying 
ornamentals and livestock and to wash equipment.
High-pressure sprayers are similar in design to low- 
pressure general use sprayers except that they have 
piston pumps. The pumps deliver up to 50 gallons per 
minute at pressures up to 800 psi. All components are 
designed to withstand the high pressures. Field booms 
are designed for specific crop uses such as tomato, 
grape, or orchard spraying. Hand guns can be used for 
large tree or livestock spraying. When fitted with the 
proper pressure regulators, high-pressure sprayers can 
be used as general use sprayers at low pressures.
Air-Blast Sprayers
Air-blast sprayers use a stream of air to carry the 
pesticide spray to the target. Nozzles deliver the spray 
into a high-velocity airstream that breaks the droplets 
into finer particles for thorough coverage. The air is 
directed into the trees or across a field (peas, tomatoes, 
beans, etc.).
Special air-blast sprayers that have higher air veloci­
ties (120 to 200 M PH ) and lower air volume than 
standard air-blast sprayers are known as “mist blow­
ers.” The spray is finer and the application rate is lower 
than those of the standard air-blast sprayers. They are 
used on fruits and vegetables, shade tree spraying, space 
spraying, and mosquito control.
Use and Maintenance
Select an area for filling, rinsing, and draining your 
sprayer that will not contaminate any water supply and 
where people and pets are not likely to be present. Be­
fore opening the container, read the label directions 
carefully  for recommended protective clothing, special 
precautions, and proper equipment selection and opera­
tion.
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Follow the label directions for adding pesticide to 
the tank. Do not mix more than you plan to use. Apply 
all of it. Remove all pesticides, especially wettable pow­
ders, from the sprayer immediately after spraying.
B e fo re  S p r a y in g
Rinse out the entire system and remove and clean 
nozzles, nozzle screens, and strainers. Make sure that 
the strainers and nozzle screens are 50-mesh or larger 
when wettable powders are used. All of the nozzles 
should be of the same type, size, and fan angle. Nozzle 
caps should not be cracked or overtightened, especially 
if they are plastic. Check the lines, valves, seals, and 
tank after filling with water and during application to 
be sure that there are no leaks.
Adjust nozzle height and spacing as suggested by 
the manufacturer on the pesticide label, and as required 
for the particular crop or pest. In spraying the soil 
surface, a good check is to spray on asphalt pavement 
and watch for streaks as the spray dries. Check each
nozzle for uniform flow, using water and a jar marked 
in ounces. Replace any nozzle with a flow 5 percent 
more or less than the average, as well as any nozzles 
with heavy or light streaks.
Only water that looks clean enough to drink should 
be used in a sprayer. A small amount of silt or sand 
can rapidly wear pumps and other parts of the sprayer 
system.
Use only the chemicals that the sprayer and pump 
were designed to use. For example, one application of 
certain liquid fertilizers will completely ruin copper, 
brass, ordinary steel, and galvanized surfaces.
D u r in g  S p r a y in g
Operating a pump dry or with a restricted inlet will 
damage the pump. Do not operate pumps at speeds or 
pressures higher than the manufacturer recommends.
Power-takeofif mounted pumps should be restrained 
from rotating by chains or torque bars. Blocking the 
pump with a metal bar can result in misalignment of 
the pump bearings and shorten the life of the pump. 
Keep all shields in place.
Do not use speeds too high for ground conditions. 
Booms bouncing up and down or back and forth can 
cause application rates to vary by 50 percent. High 
speeds in rough fields with a full tank can damage the 
frame of a sprayer or whiplash a boom out of shape.
I f  nozzles clog or other trouble occurs in the field 
and the spray material is toxic, shut off the sprayer and 
move to an unsprayed area before dismounting to work 
on the sprayer.
Be alert for nozzle clogging, changes in nozzle pat­
terns, and the location of sensitive crops, waterways, 
people, pets, etc. T h e spray must be kept on the target.
Clean and unclog nozzles with a toothbrush or tooth­
pick, never with a metal object. N ev er  try to unclog a 
nozzle by blowing through it with your mouth.
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A f t e r  S p r a y in g
Flush the spray system with water after each day’s 
use and at the end of each pesticide use.
I f  switching to another pesticide where contamina­
tion must be prevented, wash out the spray system with 
detergent and water two or three times and then flush 
with water. Phenoxy herbicides such as 2,4-D are diffi­
cult to remove. After their use, either follow the special 
cleaning procedures noted on the pesticide label or do 
not use the sprayer for any other product.
Keep the tank clean inside and out. Tighten or re­
pair all leaky tank seals or fittings. Make sure that sight 
gages can be read.
Inspect all strainers, screens, and nozzle tips after 
each day of spraying. If  cleaning is necessary, remove 
the accumulation by soaking and brushing. Never use 
metal for cleaning —  it may damage or enlarge the 
openings.
Check pressure gages frequently against an accurate 
gage to prevent overpressure. Glass faces must be 
clean and intact.
Do not allow the hoses to become kinked or abraded. 
Rinse the hoses often to prolong their life, and replace 
them at the first sign of deterioration.
C le a n in g  a n d  S to r a g e
Clean the sprayer thoroughly after each use or when 
chemicals are changed. Many chemicals cause rapid 
corrosion of the metal, and should be removed immedi­
ately after use. Sometimes a residue will react with 
succeeding chemicals, causing a loss of effectiveness.
To clean a sprayer, mix about 2 pounds of detergent 
per 40 gallons of water in the tank. Circulate this mix­
ture through the bypass or agitator nozzles for 30
minutes and then drain, allowing some solution to pass 
through the boom and nozzles.
I f  phenoxy herbicides such as 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, or 
brush-killer were used in the sprayer, rinse with an 
ammonia or charcoal solution. To make an ammonia 
rinse, fill the tank one-third to one-half full and add 
2 quarts of household ammonia per 25 gallons of water. 
Circulate the solution and allow a small amount to 
flow through the nozzles. Allow the remaining solution 
to stand overnight to neutralize any herbicide remaining 
in the equipment, and then pump the solution through 
the nozzles. After rinsing with detergent or ammonia, 
flush thoroughly with clean water.
When storing your sprayer, add 1 to 5 gallons of 
lightweight oil (depending upon the size of the tank) 
before the final flushing. As the water is pumped from 
the sprayer, the oil will leave a protective coating on the 
inside of the tank, pump, and plumbing.
To prevent corrosion, remove nozzle tips and screens 
and store them in a can of light oil such as diesel fuel 
or kerosene. Close the nozzle openings with masking 
tape to keep dirt from entering.
Drain the pump thoroughly to prevent freezing. Add 
a small amount of oil and rotate the pump four or five 
revolutions by hand to completely coat interior surfaces. 
Engine-equipped sprayers require additional servic­
ing. Follow the directions in the owner’s manual.
After thorough cleaning and draining, store the 
sprayer in a reasonably clean and dry building. I f  you 
store the sprayer outside, remove the hoses, wipe them 
clean of oil, and store them inside where they will not 
become damaged. With trailer sprayers, you may wish 
to put blocks under the frame or axle and reduce tire 
pressure during storage.
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Nozzle Spray Patterns
It is impossible to overstress the importance of proper 
nozzle selection and use. Nozzles control the volume of 
pesticide applied, the uniformity of application, the 
thoroughness with which the surface is covered, and 
the amount of drift. Although nozzles have been de­
veloped for practically every kind of spray application, 
they all produce one of four basic spray patterns. These 
patterns are discussed below.
Cone P a tte rn s
Cone nozzles produce a solid or a hollow spray 
pattern. Fan angles of 50 to 110 degrees are produced 
by the use of a core or whirl plate with an orifice disc. 
The solid cone spray pattern is frequently obtained by 
using a disc and core with tangential slots and an orifice 
in the center of the core.
Whirl chamber nozzles have a whirl chamber 
above a conical outlet. These nozzles produce a hollow- 
cone pattern with fan angles up to 130 degrees. They 
produce coarse droplets when operated at low pressures 
of 5 to 20 psi.
Hollow-cone nozzles are used primarily when 
penetration of the spray surface is essential for effec­
tive insect and disease control, and when drift is not a 
major concern. These nozzles produce small drops that 
penetrate under leaves better than the droplets pro­
duced by flat-fan nozzle types.
Any nozzle producing a cone pattern, including the 
whirl-chamber type, will not provide uniform distribu­
tion for broadcast applications unless the nozzles are 
tilted forward or backward on the boom at an angle of 
15 to 30 degrees from the vertical.
F la t-F a n  P a tte rn s
Three nozzle types produce a flat-fan spray pattern. 
The regular flat-fan nozzle, which produces a nar­
row oval pattern, is available in fan angles of 60 to 110 
degrees. Since the outer edges of the pattern have 
lower volumes, adjacent patterns must be overlapped
30 to 50 percent to obtain uniform coverage. Regular 
flat-fan nozzles are usually spaced on 20-inch centers 
with a boom height of 17 to 23 inches.
At low pressures, regular flat-fan nozzles produce 
medium to coarse droplets that are not as susceptible to 
drift as fine droplets. Drifting can occur, however, and 
herbicides such as 2,4-D and Banvel can cause damage 
to sensitive crops at great distances. These nozzles are 
recommended for applying herbicides and some insecti­
cides where penetration and complete coverage of the 
foliage are not necessary. When applying herbicides 
with regular flat-fan nozzles, the pressure should be 
between 15 and 30 psi, and n ev er  over 40 psi.
The even flat-fan nozzle is designed to apply an 
even coverage across the entire width of the spray pat­
tern. In other respects, it is quite similar to the regular 
flat-fan nozzle. The even flat-fan nozzle should be used 
only for band applications of pesticides.
The flooding flat-fan nozzle is recommended for 
applying herbicides and mixtures of herbicides and 
fertilizers. Boom-mounted nozzles on 40- to 144-inch 
centers allow you to spray wide swaths with only a few 
nozzles. For applying herbicides, the nozzle spacing 
should be 60 inches or less. These nozzles are best for 
reducing drift, and can be used at pressures as low as 
10 psi. Pressure changes affect the width of the spray 
pattern more with flooding flat-fan nozzles than with 
regular flat-fan nozzles. You will obtain best distribu­
tion with the nozzles rotated so that they spray back­
ward from the direction of travel with double coverage.
B ro a d c a s t  P a tte rn s
Broadcast nozzles are used to spray swaths up to 
30 feet or more. The spray is more susceptible to drift 
than that from nozzles mounted on a spray boom, and 
the distribution across the swath is not as uniform as 
with the other nozzle types. Broadcast nozzles produce 
small droplets immediately under the nozzle, but ex­
tremely large droplets are deposited at the outer edge 
of the swath.
Broadcast nozzles are used for boomless sprayers, to 
extend the effective width on the end of the boom, or 
when thorough coverage of the surface is not necessary. 
They are not recommended for field crops, but are 
suggested for spraying pastures, fencerows, and road­
sides where obstructions make a boom undesirable.
S o lid  S tr e a m  P a tte rn s
A compact jet (solid stream) is often used in hand­
guns to spray a distant target, to apply a narrow band 
or barrier, or to inject pesticides into the soil.
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Broadcast {Boomless)
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NOZZLE SPRAY PATTERNS
Regular Flat Fan
Flooding Flat Fan
(front)
Even Flat Fan
Broadcast (Off-Center)
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Nozzle Selection
More than one nozzle type or pattern may be used 
for many spraying jobs. In general, the regular flat- 
fan, flooding flat-fan, and whirl chamber nozzles are 
preferred for weed control. When herbicide drift con­
trol is most essential, the flooding nozzles and whirl 
chamber nozzles provide larger drops and adequate pat­
terns at lower pressures (5 to 15 psi). They also do 
not clog as readily as regular flat-fan nozzles.
For chewing insects, flat-fan or hollow-cone nozzles 
can be used on field crops. To obtain adequate coverage 
in controlling diseases and other insects, use hollow- 
cone nozzles operating at pressures of 40 to 100 psi.
Nozzles are manufactured in various materials, with 
brass the most common. Brass is relatively inexpensive, 
but it is not resistant to abrasion. Stainless steel is non­
corrosive and much more resistant to abrasion than 
brass, especially if it is hardened. Nylon and other 
plastics are resistant to corrosion and have fair abrasion 
resistance, but are subject to swelling by some liquids.
Aluminum is quite resistant to some corrosive ma­
terials but easily corroded by others, such as some nitro­
gen fertilizers. Tungsten carbide is highly resistant to 
abrasion and corrosion, but is available only in disc-type 
hollow-cone nozzles that are expensive. For limited use, 
brass tips are probably best. For more extensive use, 
especially of corrosive or abrasive pesticides, other ma­
terials should be considered.
Calibration: General Use Sprayers
The performance of any agricultural chemical de­
pends upon the proper application of the correct 
amount. Most performance complaints about pesticides 
are directly related to errors in dosage or improper 
application. An applicator must be sure that his equip­
ment is uniformly applying the specified amount of 
material over a given area.
The volume of spray applied depends upon three 
variables: nozzle flow rate, ground speed of the sprayer, 
and sprayed width per nozzle.
Nozzle flow rate varies with the orifice size of the 
nozzle, the nature of the fluid, and the pressure on the 
fluid. Flow rate is usually proportional to the square 
root of the pressure at the orifice. Increasing the ground 
speed of the sprayer decreases the spray volume. The 
ground speed is the easiest variable to change for minor 
corrections in application. Increasing the spray width 
per nozzle (nozzle spacing) decreases the spray volume.
E q u ip m e n t  N e e d e d
You will need calibrated containers of the proper 
size (1 pint or 1 quart for low application volumes per
acre; 1 gallon for high application volumes per acre), a 
100-foot tape, a watch with a sweep-second hand, stakes 
to mark distances, and an accurate pressure gage on 
the sprayer.
N o z z le  T ip  S e le c t io n
Step 1. Determine the sprayer application volume 
in gallons per acre (G PA )' from the pesticide label or 
printed recommendations. The application volume is 
the gallons of carrier (water, fertilizer, etc.), plus the 
amount of chemical applied per treated area.
Step 2. Select an appropriate ground speed in 
miles per hour (M P H ) according to existing field con­
ditions. The actual speed may be measured according 
to Step 1 in the Calibration P roced ure  section (page 
33).
Step 3. Determine the spray width per nozzle (W ) 
in inches.
For boom spraying, W  =  the nozzle spacing.
For band spraying, W  =  the band width.
For row-crop applications, such as spraying from 
drop pipes or directed spraying,
_  row spacing (or band width) 
number of nozzles per row (or band).
Step 4. Determine the output required for each 
nozzle by using a nozzle manufacturer’s catalog or 
Equation 1 below.
(Equation 1) GPM =
GPA X M PH  X W  
5,940*
GPM =  gallons per minute of output required from 
each nozzle.
GPA =  gallons per acre from Step 1.
M PH  =  miles per hour from Step 2.
W  =  inches sprayed per nozzle from Step 3.
* Using 6,000 instead of 5,940 makes the calculation 
easier, and results in an error of only 1 percent.
Step 5. Select a nozzle that will give the output 
determined in Step 4 when operating within the recom­
mended pressure range. At this point, you may decide 
to select another operating speed in order to use nozzles 
that you already have on hand. I f  so, return to Step 
4 and recalculate the required output for the new speed.
P r e c a l ib r a t io n  C h e c k
Install the selected nozzle tips, partially fill the 
sprayer tank with water, and operate the sprayer at 
a pressure within the recommended pressure range. 
Place a container, such as a quart jar, under each 
nozzle to determine if all jars fill in about the same 
time. Replace any nozzle with an output of 5 percent 
more or less than the average of all the nozzles, or 
with an obviously different fan angle or a nonuniform 
appearance in spray pattern.
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C a l ib r a t io n  P ro c e d u r e
The following method of calibration can be used for 
boom, band, directed, and row-crop spraying. Once 
the method is learned, frequent checks of application 
rates can be made quickly and easily.
Step 1. Lay out a known distance in the field to be 
sprayed, or in a field with similar soil conditions. A 
suggested distance is 176 feet for speeds up to 8 MPH. 
To obtain more accurate settings for speeds above 8 
M PH, stake out 352 feet. At the engine throttle setting 
and gear you plan to use during spraying with a loaded 
sprayer, determine the travel time between stakes in 
each direction. Average these speeds, and use Equation 
2 or the table below to determine the travel speed.
(Equation 2) Speed (M P H ) =
distance (feet) X 60
time (seconds) X 88 
Example: If it takes 24 seconds to travel 176 feet, 
176 X 60 120the ground speed 24 X 24 =  5 MPH.
D istance
S p e e d  (M PH )
(fe e t) 3 3 .5 4 4 .5 5 6 8 10 12 15
8 8 .................... . 2 0  17 15
(seconds)
1 7 6 .................... 3 0 2 7 2 4  2 0 15
3 5 2 .................... 3 0 2 4 2 0 16
Once you have decided upon a particular speed, 
record the throttle setting and drive gear used.
Step 2. Using Equation 1 or a nozzle manufac­
turer’s catalog, determine the output needed per nozzle 
in gallons per minute (G P M ). Convert this figure to 
ounces per minute (O P M ) by using Equation 3.
(Equation 3) OPM  =  GPM X 128
Exam ple; T o  broadcast 20 gallons per acre at a 
speed of 5 miles per hour with a nozzle spacing on the 
boom of 20 inches, you need a nozzle flow rate of 0.337 
gallons per minute, or 43 ounces per minute.
_  GPA X M PH X W  (nozzle spacing, inches)
GPM -  * 5j940
GPM =
20 X 5 X 20 
5,940 0.337
OPM  =  GPM X  128 -  0.337 X 128 =  43
The table below may be used in place of the formulas. 
To use the table, locate the gallons per acre of spray vol­
ume selected. Follow across to the column marked with 
the ground speed determined in Step 1. The factor at 
the intersection of these two columns is ounces per min­
ute per inch of spray width. To determine the output re­
quired per nozzle, multiply the factor in the table times 
the spray width per nozzle.
Example: Speed — 6 M P H ; volume = 1 5  G PA ; 
nozzle spacing (W ) =  30 inches.
From the table, the factor for OPM is 1.94. The 
nozzle output required is 1.94 X 30 =  58.2 OPM.
Step 3. Measure the output in ounces per minute 
by collecting the water from a representative nozzle. 
Adjust the pressure until the amount collected is the 
same as that determined in Step 2. Check another nozzle 
to determine if its output is also within 5 percent of 
the desired output. I f  it is impossible to obtain the 
desired output within the recommended range of operat­
ing pressures, select larger or smaller tips or a new 
operating speed and recalibrate. Spray nozzles must 
be operated within the recommended pressure range.
Step 4. Determine the amount of pesticide needed 
for each tank or for the acreage to be sprayed, and 
add this amount to a partially filled tank of water. 
Then add water to the desired level.
Step 5. Operate the sprayer in the field at the 
ground speed determined from Step 1 and under the 
pressure determined from Step 3. After spraying a 
known number of acres, check the liquid level in the 
tank to verify that the proper application volume is 
being dispersed.
Step 6. From time to time, check the nozzle flow 
rate. Adjust the pressure to compensate for small 
changes in nozzle output resulting from nozzle wear or 
variations in other spraying components. When the out­
put has changed 10 percent or more from that of a 
new nozzle, or when the pattern has become uneven, 
replace the nozzle tips and recalibrate.
V o lu m e  S p e e d  (M PH )
' ’  3  3 .5  4  4 .5  5  6  7  8 9  10 12 15
(O P M  p e r J in ch  o f  s p ra y  w id th )
5 ................................................................................3 2  .3 8  .4 3  .4 8  .5 4  .6 5  .7 5  .8 6  .9 7  1 .0 8  1 .2 9  1 .6 2
1 0 ................................................................................6 5  .7 6  .8 6  .9 7  1 .0 8  1 .2 9  1 .51  1 .7 2  1 .9 4  2 .1 5  2 .5 9  3 .2 3
1 5 ............................................................................... 9 7  1 .1 3  1 .2 9  1 .4 5  1 .6 2  1 .9 4  2 .2 6  2 .5 9  2 .9 1  3 .2 3  3 .8 8  4 .8 5
2 0 ................................................................... 1 .2 9  1 .51  1 .7 2  1 .9 4  2 .1 5  2 .5 9  3 .0 2  3 .4 5  3 .8 7  4 .3 1  5 .1 7  6 .4 6
3 0 ................................................................... 1 .9 4  2 .2 7  2 .5 9  2 .9 1  3 .2 3  3 .8 8  4 .5 2  5 .1 7  5 .8 2  6 .4 6  7 .7 6  9 .7 0
4 0 ..................................................................  2 .5 8  3 .0 2  3 .4 4  3 .8 8  4 .3 0  5 .1 8  6 .0 4  6 .9 0  7 .7 4  8 .6 2  1 0 .3 4  1 2 .9 2
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DUSTERS A N D  GRANULAR APPLICATORS 
Hand Dusters
Like hand sprayers, hand dusters are used primarily 
for small areas. They may consist of simply a squeeze 
tube or shaker, a sliding tube, or a fan powered by a 
hand crank. Hand dusters have an advantage over 
sprayers because the pesticide has been prediluted and 
is ready to apply on small areas or for spot treatment.
Power Dusters
Ground-rig power dusters utilize a powered fan or 
blower to propel the dust to the target. They range from 
knapsack or backpack types to tractor-mounted or 
pulled. Power dusters are simply constructed, easy to 
maintain, and low in application cost. Because of the 
drift hazard, however, the use of dust for controlling 
pests has decreased in recent years.
Granular Applicators
Granular applicators range from crank-operated, spin­
ning disc, knapsack types for broadcast coverage, to 
those applying bands over the row in row crops, to 
powered applicators covering 2 0 -foot widths or more 
in front of incorporating tools. Granules, like dusts, 
are prediluted so that there is no need for mixing.
Use and Maintenance
Since both dusters and granular applicators are 
speed-sensitive, try to maintain uniform speed. I f  you 
travel too fast for conditions, the applicators will 
bounce, resulting in a widely varying application rate. 
Stay out of any drift cloud that may form. Wind can
greatly affect the distribution from granular applica­
tors, and makes the application of dusts virtually im­
possible. Finish the day or job with each box almost 
empty. Clean the equipment at the end of the job as di­
rected by the operator’s manual. When banding gran­
ules, be sure that the proper band width is maintained. 
Small height changes because of varying soil conditions 
can result in changes in band width.
Calibration: Broadcast Granular Applicators 
and Dusters
Step 1. Read the pesticide label to determine the 
application rate, and set the machine as recommended 
by the operator’s manual for a starting setting. Set gate 
openings from one direction only, such as from “closed” 
to “open,” to eliminate variation in setting.
Step 2. Fill the tank or hopper to an easily de­
termined level designated by a mark drawn across the 
tank with a rule and marking pen.
Step 3. Apply to a known acreage in the area to 
be treated.
Step 4. Refill hopper or refill to mark as appropri­
ate, weighing container before and after filling to deter­
mine the amount used.
Step 5. Determine the application rate by using 
Equations 4 and 5.
( Equation 4) Acres covered =  
distance traveled (feet) X  swath width (feet) 
43,560 (square feet per acre)
(EquationS) Application rate (pounds per acre) =  
amount used (pounds) 
acres covered
Step 6 . I f  the application rate determined in Step 
5 is not the desired rate, readjust the applicator setting 
and repeat Steps 2 to 5 until the desired rate is obtained.
Example: After determining that 60 pounds per 
acre is the desired rate, set the applicator and fill the 
hopper. Make two rounds in a field with one-half mile 
rows (2,640 feet), using a swath width of 30 feet. After 
refilling the hopper, you discover that the amount used 
was 450 pounds.
Acres covered =
4 swaths X 30 feet X 2,640 feet 316,800 
------------------ 43^560------------------ =  =  7 ’2S  acres
Application rate =
450 pounds used
7 ^ 5 ------------------ j  =  61.8 pounds per acre7.28 acres covered r  r
I f  the rate becomes any higher as application con­
tinues, decrease the setting accordingly.
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Calibration: Band Granular Applicators
Step 1. Set each individual applicator to apply the 
desired amount per acre, as suggested in the equipment 
operator’s manual.
Step 2. Fill hoppers at least one-half full, turn on 
the applicators, and run them until they all begin 
feeding.
Step 3. Disconnect the feed tubes and attach a 
container under each tube for each band.
Step 4. Travel a measured distance (at least 1/8 
mile) at the speed you wish to apply in the field.
Step 5. W eigh and record the amount recovered 
for each band separately. Use an accurate scale such 
as a postal scale.
Step 6. Calculate the application rate for each 
unit, using Equations 4 and 5 where the band width 
(in feet) is the swath width. This is the broadcast 
rate per acre, and the rate that the pest is subjected 
to in the banded area. The amount used per crop acre 
will be reduced by the ratio of band width to row width. 
For some pesticides, such as insecticides, the recom­
mended rate is in pounds per crop acre. Use row spacing 
(in feet) for swath width in Equation 4, and your an­
swer will be in pounds per crop acre. I f  the recommen­
dation is in pounds per 1,000 feet of row, then pounds
per 1,000 feet of row
pounds collected X 1,000 feet 
distance traveled (feet).
Step 7. If the rate on any unit is not within 5 per­
cent of that recommended, adjust the unit accordingly 
and repeat Steps 3 to 6 until the rate is within 5 percent.
Step 8. Use the method described under Calibra­
tion: Broadcast G ranular Applicators and D usters dur­
ing the first part of application to check rate. Adjust 
settings accordingly. Granular formulations may differ 
in density, granule size, carrier used, etc. Be sure that 
you calibrate for each different formulation, and be 
alert to changes in application rate. A good practice is 
to mark off the hoppers in a certain measure such as 
quarts, and check the amount used by each unit at each 
filling against the acreage covered.
FUMIGATORS AND INJECTORS
Equipment is of two types —  that needed to handle 
low-volatility fumigants and that needed to handle the 
high-volatility fumigants that are kept liquid only by 
storage in pressure vessels. The low-volatile fumigators 
are gravity flow or pump fed, while the high-volatile 
fumigators generally use a compressed gas to force the 
fumigant into the soil or space being fumigated. Some 
fumigants are sufficiently safe so that covering with 
plastic or other seal is unnecessary. But most fumigants 
work best and more safely if seals are used.
Use and Maintenance
All units, especially the pressurized ones, should be 
kept in good repair. Make sure that there are no leaks 
and that hoses and fittings are replaced as soon as they 
show signs of deterioration. Lines and fittings should 
not be located near the operator. All lines should be 
emptied except when actually applying fumigants. Care­
fully observe all precautions on the fumigant label. To 
avoid cross-contamination and corrosion, properly fiush 
the units according to the directions on the label.
Calibration
The calibration of nonpressure fumigators is the 
same as that described under Calibration P rocedure  
(page 33). Since the fumigant in a pressure fumigator 
vaporizes when released from pressure and is usually 
toxic, it is not practicable to catch it in a calibrated con­
tainer. You can usually come close to the correct rate 
for a pressure fumigator by using manuals and label 
information to select an operating pressure and outlet 
orifice size that give a particular flow rate. This initial 
setting, along with outlet spacing and travel speed, can 
be varied to give the desired application rate.
By starting with a known amount of fumigant and 
checking the amount used on a known area, you can 
check the application rate by using Equation 5. Minor 
changes in speed and operating pressure can be made 
to obtain the correct rate.
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AEROSOL GENERATORS AND FOGGERS
Aerosols are droplets that are so small that they liter­
ally float in the air. These minute droplets penetrate into 
hard-to-reach areas such as heavy vegetation and re­
cesses in buildings. Unfortunately, this characteristic 
makes them extremely susceptible to drift. For this 
reason, only a few pesticides are suitable for use.
Aerosols are generated by air atomizers or pneumatic 
nozzles, spinning discs, small nozzles at high pressure, 
and aerosol spray cans. Fogs are usually generated by 
thermal generators using heated surfaces. Fog particles 
are so small that they settle out even less than aerosols. 
Both aerosols and fogs are widely used as space sprays. 
They give good temporary control, since residual action 
is minimal.
Use and Maintenance
The same precautions listed for sprayers apply to 
aerosol generators and foggers. In addition, there are 
other precautions you must observe. Aerosol generators 
and foggers produce a spray cloud that is extremely 
mobile. Make sure that the pesticides used are cleared 
for application with these machines. Be sure of the 
weather conditions during spraying, as well as for a 
period after spraying. T h e pesticide must he kept on 
target. Whether applications are made inside or out­
side, the operator, other humans, pets, etc. must be kept 
out of the spray cloud or be properly protected.
AERIAL SPRAYERS
Aerial applications are made with both fixed-wing 
and rotary-wing aircraft. Because of the many excellent 
agricultural aircraft and spray systems commercially 
available, it is usually impractical to build your own 
system.
Use and Maintenance
Most of the information given on ground-sprayer use 
is also applicable to aerial spray systems. The following 
points must also be considered. Tanks should be corro­
sion-resistant, easy to clean and maintain, and well 
sealed and plumbed so that they can be filled and emp­
tied by closed systems. Provide emergency dumping. 
Venting should permit free flow during dumping.
Generally, you should use hydraulically or mechani­
cally driven centrifugal pumps that provide sufficient 
flow at 45 to 50 psi for the boom at maximum output, 
plus 10 percent of tank capacity for hydraulic agitation, 
and 10 percent reserve. Wind-driven pumps are more 
simply constructed and less expensive than hydraulically 
driven pumps, but they are less efficient and do not per­
mit calibration on the ground.
Booms on fixed-wing aircraft should be no more than 
three-fourths of the wingspan to keep spray out of 
wing-tip vortices. They should also be well supported 
and have nozzles all the way to the boom end, or a re­
turn line to relieve air pockets in the boom and to aid 
rapid cutoff.
Nozzles should be closer together near the end of the 
boom, with a 3- or 4-foot gap on the left side of the 
fuselage and a cluster of three or four nozzles on 
the right side of the fuselage to compensate for the 
effect of the propeller slipstream.
Means should be provided for pointing nozzles from 
forward at 45 degrees for maximum breakup of the 
spray to straight back for minimum breakup. If  rotary 
screens or discs are used instead of nozzles, they must 
also be spaced to account for the effects of slipstream 
and wing-tip vortices. Nozzle or boom check valves 
must be used to prevent drip after boom cutoff. Since 
these valves are rendered inoperative by any sediment 
between the valve and its seat, a good filtration system 
is important.
Droplet size is affected by nozzle orientation in the 
airstream, with the finest drops occurring at the 45- 
degree forward orientation. Hollow-cone nozzles with 
the core (whirl plate) removed to produce a solid 
stream are often used to produce coarse sprays that 
are less subject to drift.
Nozzle or boom-check valves or a suction-return sys­
tem must be used to provide rapid cutoff at field ends, 
and to prevent leaking during transport to the field. 
Foam nozzles, broadcast nozzles, special low-pressure 
solid-stream nozzles closely spaced behind an air foil, 
and other special units are all available when drift 
prevention is of primary importance.
Ultralow volume systems require special pumps, much 
smaller lines and fittings, small-capacity nozzles or other 
dispensers, etc. Remember — these systems permit tre-
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mendous rates in acres per hour, but only a few pesti­
cides are labeled for ultralow volume applications.
On rotary wing aircraft, the boom can extend beyond 
the rotor. The boom should be well forward so that the 
nozzles can be seen and more conventional nozzle spac­
ing can be used.
The aerial applicator should be provided with filtered 
air. The aircraft and its spray system should be regu­
larly cleaned and checked for corrosion or other deteri­
oration. No leaks of spray material should be tolerated. 
All check valves need frequent inspection, and weak 
springs, worn diaphragms, or scarred seats should be 
quickly replaced. Nozzles should be checked frequently 
on the ground  to see that they still provide good patterns 
and are not worn (more than 10 percent increase in 
output because of wear is undesirable). I f  wear becomes 
a problem, use hardened stainless steel or carbide tips.
Keep the spray system clean and use clear water. 
Don’t allow strainers to clog. A trained ground crew 
should load the aircraft, not the pilot. The engine should 
be shut off during loading.
Prior to application, the pilot and the flagmen should 
check the area to be treated and the surrounding area 
to make sure that no humans, animals, or crops will be 
injured by direct application or drift. The pilot should 
also avoid flying in the spray cloud as much as possible. 
Applications should be made crosswind, working gradu­
ally upwind to protect both the pilot and the flagmen. 
The pilot should not spray over the flagmen, roads, 
waterways, etc., but only in the field to be treated.
The ground crew should be sure that the tank and 
system are tightly sealed. Any material on the airplane 
should be immediately washed off. The flagmen and 
pilot should be aware of which pesticide goes on a 
particular field, be alert for mistakes, and have a means 
of communicating with one another.
The pilot should be aware of the drift hazards with 
the spray system he is using, at the altitude he is flying, 
and the pesticide he is applying. He should be prepared 
to stop spraying if rising winds, shifting winds, or other 
changing conditions create a drift hazard.
Aerial sprays are much more subject to drift than 
ground sprays. When drift control is essential, you can 
help attain it by proper nozzle selection, orienting noz­
zles backward, increasing the application rate, flying 
slower and perhaps lower, using drift-control adjuvants, 
etc. If  drift in a certain direction is hazardous, wait 
until the wind is from that direction before making the 
application.
R em em ber  —  mistakes can put you out o f business or 
underground.
Calibration
The first step in calibration is to select the nozzles or 
other dispensing devices to apply the application volume 
you select from the label recommendations.
N o z z le  S e le c t io n
Step 1. T o  select nozzles, you must know the 
ground speed you wish to fly and the approximate 
swath. You can then use Equation 6 or the table below 
to determine the number of acres covered per minute. 
(Equation 6) Acres per minute =
speed (M P H ) X swath (feet)
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S p e e d S w a fh  w id th  (fe e t)
(M PH )
4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 10 0
(A c re s  p e r m/nufe)
2 5 ................. ..............  2 .0 2 .5 3 .0 3 .5 4 .0 4 .5 5 .0
3 0 ................. ..............  2 .4 3 .0 3 .6 4 .2 4 .9 5 .5 6 .1
3 5 .................. ..............  2 .8 3 .5 4 .2 4 .9 5 .6 6 .3 7 .0
4 0 ................. ..............  3 .2 4 .0 4 .8 5 .6 6 .5 7 .3 8 .1
4 5 ................. ..............  3 .6 4 .5 5 .5 6 .4 7 .3 8 .2 9 .1
5 0 ................. ..............  4 .0 5 .0 6.1 7 .1 8.1 9 .1 10 .1
5 5 ................. .............. 4 .4 5 .6 6 .6 7 .8 8 .9 1 0 .0 11 .1
6 0 ................. .............. 4 .8 6 .1 7 .2 8 .5 9 .7 1 0 .9 12 .1
6 5 ................. .............. 5 .2 6 .6 7 .8 9 .2 1 0 .5 1 1 .8 13 .1
7 0 ................. ..............  5 .6 7 .1 8 .5 9 .9 1 1 .3 1 2 .7 14 .1
7 5 ................. ..............  6 .1 7 .6 9.1 1 0 .6 12 .1 1 3 .6 15 .1
8 0 ................. .............. 6 .5 8.1 9 .7 1 1 .3 1 2 .9 1 4 .5 16 .1
8 5 ................. .............. 6 .9 8 .6 1 0 .3 1 2 .0 1 3 .7 1 5 .5 17 .1
9 0 ................. ..............  7 .3 9 .1 1 0 .9 1 2 .7 1 4 .5 1 6 .4 1 8 .2
9 5 ................. ..............  7 .7 9 .6 1 1 .5 1 3 .4 1 5 .4 1 7 .3 1 9 .2
1 0 0 ................. ..............  8 .1 10 .1 12 .1 14 .1 16 .1 1 8 .2 2 0 .2
1 1 0 ................. ..............  8 .9 1 1 .2 1 3 .3 1 5 .5 1 7 .8 2 0 .0 2 2 .2
1 2 0 ................. ..............  9 .7 12 .1 1 4 .5 1 7 .0 1 9 .4 2 1 .8 2 4 .2
Step 2. The total boom output needed in gallons 
per minute is given in Equation 7.
(Equation 7) Boom output (G P M ) =  acres per 
minute X gallons per acre
Step 3. To find the GPM  per nozzle or device, 
divide the boom output by the number of nozzles you 
wish to use. From the GPM and label information, 
select the nozzle type and size that will give the output 
within the desired pressure range.
C a l ib r a t io n  P ro c e d u r e
Step 1. Install the selected nozzles on the boom. 
Use water to check the nozzles for uniform distribution. 
When the nozzles are working properly, check the out­
put of each nozzle at a convenient pressure. Replace 
any nozzles that are not within 5 percent of the average 
output.
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Step 2. Adjust the pressure until you obtain the 
output per nozzle calculated in Step 3 under Nozzle 
Tip Selection  (page 32). If  the pressure is too high or 
low when this output per nozzle is obtained, select an­
other nozzle size and recalibrate.
Step 3. Using water and a dye such as food color­
ing, spray one pass across a strip of adding machine 
paper or other white surface to check distribution and 
swath width. Spray into or with the wind at the height 
you intend to fly. Adjust your nozzle spacing, release 
height, etc. until a uniform distribution is obtained. 
From the deposits, determine the swath width.
Step 4. Using a paper strip three times as long as 
that used in Step 3, make three passes back and forth 
across the paper with the swath spacing from Step 3. 
I f  the resulting swath spacing is incorrect, change the 
spacing until the swath width is satisfactory. During 
these tests, check your ground speed. I f  it is not the 
speed you used in Step 1, adjust the speed until it is 
correct and recalibrate, using this new ground speed.
Step 5. Use Equations 8, 9, and 10 to determine 
how many acres you can cover per tank and how many 
passes can be made in a field of given length.
(Equation 8) Acres per load =
tank capacity (gallons) 
gallons per acre (G PA )
(Equation 9) Acres per pass =
swath width (feet) X field length (feet)
43,560 (square feet per acre)
(Equation 10) Passes per load =
acres per load 
acres per pass
Once you have used a set of nozzles and know their 
performance, you do not need to repeat the above pro­
cedure each time, but make sure that you replace the 
nozzles as they wear or lose their pattern so that the 
performance remains consistent.
AERIAL DUSTERS A N D  GRANULAR APPLICATORS
Aerial dusters and granular applicators include dust, 
impregnated granules, solid fertilizers, and seeds. For 
the finer materials (smaller than 60-mesh), some agita­
tion may be necessary in the hopper to prevent bridging. 
Since most commercial granules contain fines (dust), 
the seals between the components of the equipment (the
tank, metering gate, and disseminator) require frequent 
inspection to make sure that there are no leaks. Seal 
strips that look mechanically tight on the ground will 
often leak under the influence of air pressures developed 
in flight.
The size, shape, and weight of the particles and the 
“flowability” of the pesticide affect the swath width, the 
application rate, and the pattern. Common effective 
swath widths are 35 to 40 feet when applied at a 10- 
to 15-foot altitude. Some disseminators at low applica­
tion rates achieve satisfactory swath widths of 50 feet.
Use and Maintenance
Good preventive maintenance procedures will keep 
many problems such as sticking gates, poor feeding, etc. 
from developing. Observe the same precautions listed 
under A erial Spra yers  (page 36). Don’t overestimate 
your swath. Lateral distribution of dry pesticides is 
difficult at the air speeds used.
Calibration
It is difficult to calibrate dry spreaders upon the 
ground, but the spinner types can be tested on the 
ground by refilling the hopper or catching and weighing 
the output. Ram-air types require testing in flight. New 
systems of all types should be flight-tested, using un­
treated dry materials to determine settings for various 
outputs and swath widths and patterns. Large buckets 
or cans should be used on two-foot centers to catch 
outputs as single and triple passes are made.
With these tests as a basis, tentative settings can be 
used for the actual pesticide application. Equation 5 
(page 34) can then be used to verify or adjust the 
application rate during the first few passes on a new job.
An accurate means for marking swaths should be 
used with all aerial applications. The pilot should turn 
far enough beyond the end of the field so that he is at 
the proper spray height for turning on the sprayer when 
he returns to the field. If  obstacles force pulling up 
early or dropping late, he should make sure that dis­
persal is only in level flight. Treat the areas missed 
by applying swaths crosswise. When in doubt about 
weather conditions permitting a safe application, halt 
operations until conditions improve.
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CHAPTER SIX:
PESTICIDES IN THE ENVIRONMENT
To prevent adverse effects to the environment when applying pesticides, you must be aware of four 
basic considerations. First, the entire environmental 
system (ecosystem) is so complex that the seemingly 
minor action of using a pesticide against a pest species 
may have unexpected effects on other sections of the 
ecosystem. Second, because a pesticide is a poison, it 
may harm species other than the pest against which it is 
used. Third, some pesticides may move to a point far 
from the location where they were applied, and may be 
concentrated in the bodies of certain animals. Fourth, 
some pesticides persist long enough to cause damage at 
a later time and at a location not intended in the original 
application.
MOVEMENT OF PESTICIDES
Pesticides become problems when they move off 
target — drifting out of the target area; moving through 
soil runoff or erosion; and leaching through the soil 
or being carried out as residues in the air, as well as in 
plants and animals. Pesticides should not be allowed 
to move off target, and they should be applied in such 
a manner and at such a time that they will do the least 
damage to beneficial organisms in the treated area.
Soil Movement
Pesticides attached to soil particles can be carried 
out of the target area by soil erosion caused by rain 
and wind. Particles of soil with attached pesticides can 
be washed into streams, resulting in contamination of 
water and injury to plant and animal life.
Certain pesticides are so attracted to the soil that they 
do not move down through the soil layers, while other 
materials can be leached several feet into subsoil layers. 
Most pesticides that become attached to soil do not 
usually move far from the point of application. Bacteria 
and other microscopic organisms in the soil are im­
portant in the chemical process of breaking down the 
pesticides into nontoxic forms.
Air Movement
Pesticide drift is the movement of spray or dust 
particles or chemical vapors a considerable distance
from the place of release or discharge. Drift can damage 
crops, injure livestock, leave residues on crops and live­
stock, pollute the environment, and poison humans.
The most important causes of pesticides moving out 
of the target area are weather and the size of the 
particles. Usually, pesticides should not be applied when 
the wind is blowing faster than 7 miles per hour. A 
weather condition called “inversion,” where warm air 
overhead traps cool air beneath can cause air movement 
and drift. Inversions usually occur in early morning or 
late afternoon.
High nozzle pressure reduces the size of the spray 
particles, causing additional drift. Even when fairly 
high pressures are necessary to obtain effective cover­
age, you can minimize drift by avoiding higher-than- 
recommended nozzle pressures.
Unlike spray or dust drift, vapor drift is directly 
related to the chemical properties of the pesticide. 
Vapor drift can result from vapor leakage. Properly 
sealing fumigants or other volatile materials after they 
are applied and using vaportight equipment will prevent 
vapor leakage. Many volatile pesticides cause safety 
problems from vapor drift. For example, ester formula­
tions of phenoxy herbicides volatilize and drift when 
the temperature is high. Amine or acid formulations 
should be used.
W ater Movement
Most pesticide movement through soil or air ends up 
in water. Water can be contaminated by applying the 
wrong pesticide when attempting to control mosquitoes, 
blackfly larvae, fish, etc.; applying the pesticide directly 
to water through carelessness; drift; spills; and back- 
siphoning from the sprayer. “Empty” pesticide con­
tainers must be accounted for and returned to storage 
for disposal. Otherwise, they and the pesticide within 
them are likely to end up in the water. Leftover spray 
should never be emptied down a storm sewer. A storm 
sewer is a direct path to water.
Do not apply pesticides before a heavy rain. Heavy 
rains soon after application can wash pesticides from 
the target area and into water. Pesticides may also 
reach water by leaching through the soil, but leaching 
is not a major source of contamination.
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To bring about a reduction of environmental pollu­
tion, you should use biodegradable pesticides whenever 
possible. You should also avoid drift; avoid applying 
pesticides in close proximity to ponds, lakes, or streams; 
warn beekeepers of the date and time of day that you 
plan to spray; if possible, avoid applying pesticides 
when crops are blooming (if  it is necessary to spray 
blooming crops when bees are present, spray late in 
the afternoon and use a highly biodegradable insecti­
cide); store and dispose of pesticides properly; and 
avoid using excessive amounts of pesticide.
PERSISTENCE OF PESTICIDES
Pesticides act in different ways after they are applied. 
Most pesticides can be classified into one of the follow­
ing four categories:
(1) Pesticides that break down rapidly remain on 
the target or in the environment only a short time before 
being changed into harmless products. Some are highly 
toxic; others are relatively harmless. All of them can 
be safe for the environment if used properly.
(2) Accumulative pesticides can build up or ac­
cumulate in the bodies of animals and humans. They 
may build up until they are harmful to the individual 
organism or to the consumer of the organism.
(3) Pesticides that break down slowly are called 
persistent pesticides. Persistency is often a desirable 
characteristic for long-term control of pests. Usually, 
persistent pesticides do not react readily with sunlight, 
oxygen, or heat; are not broken down easily by soil 
microorganisms; are only slightly soluble in water; 
and may remain in the environment for months or 
years. Persistent pesticides do not always accumulate. 
Some pesticides remain in the soil but do not seem to 
build up in the bodies of animals. Although these pesti­
cides can injure sensitive crops planted in the same soil 
the next year, they seem to be of little hazard to the 
environment outside the treated area.
(4) Pesticides that are both persistent and ac­
cumulative can be hazardous if you allow them to 
escape from the target area. They may remain in the 
soil, water, or on the target area long enough so that 
the nontarget plants or animals are exposed to them.
Food chain is a term describing how all organisms 
depend upon one another. Each animal’s place in this 
chain depends upon the type of food the animal eats. 
Animals that eat only plants are at the bottom of the 
chain, and animals that eat meat are at the top. Even if 
one organism is not affected by a pesticide, another 
animal in the food chain may be harmed.
Meat eaters feeding on animals that have accumulated 
pesticides may be poisoned without directly contacting
the pesticide. Man, as both a plant and meat eater, 
could get high doses of pesticide in this way, although 
he is usually protected by residue tolerances.
Biological magnification is a term describing the 
concentration of pesticides at the top of the food chain.
Persistence of Common Insecticides
The persistence of an insecticide includes the period 
of time that the insecticide residue is active, plus the 
time that the insecticide persists in significant enough 
amounts to control insects. Residue below .005 ppm 
is considered zero, since this is about the lowest level 
that most insecticides can be accurately determined 
through chemical analysis.
Because of longer persistence, fewer applications of 
an insecticide may be necessary to achieve satisfactory 
control. This advantage is offset by the fact that long 
persistence increases the time that humans, animals, and 
plants are exposed to the pesticide. I f  the insecticide is 
bioaccumulative (accumulates in living organisms), 
there is an added disadvantage to persistency. If  an 
insecticide is biodegradable (breaks down in living 
organisms), long persistence is not of primary concern.
Major influences affecting the breakdown of insecti­
cides in and on plants, animals, and the environment are 
temperature, moisture, pH, sunlight, organic matter, 
enzymes, and microorganisms. Most insecticides are 
relatively insoluble in water, and if present, are found 
primarily at the bottom.
It is impossible to state the exact length of time that a 
particular insecticide will persist. Varying climatic and 
physical conditions, the type of formulation, the 
amounts of active ingredient applied, etc. affect the 
length of persistence. Table 5 shows the persistence, 
bioaccumulativity, and biodegradability of some com­
mon insecticides. The time intervals shown are for the 
period that the insecticide is expected to be insect- 
active (IA ) and the period for which a significant 
residue (S R ) of the insecticide is expected to remain 
after application. The persistence ranges are based 
upon a single application of the most commonly used 
rate of the insecticide. These figures are estimates, 
and are intended to serve only as a comparative guide.
Frequently, a waiting period is required after an 
insecticide has been applied to a crop or livestock before 
the crop can be harvested or the livestock slaughtered 
for food or feed. This waiting period allows sufficient 
time for residues of the insecticide to decrease so that 
the residue is less than the legally allowable amount or 
tolerance. Waiting periods may vary for the same 
insecticide, depending upon the crop, rate of application, 
or other conditions. Be sure to follow the label on the 
container for each specific use.
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Persistence of Common Herbicides
Persistence is the length of time that a herbicide re­
mains active in the soil. Persistence is desirable for 
long-term total vegetation control or full-season weed 
control. It is undesirable, however, when the herbicide 
leaves a residual toxicity or carryover to damage suc­
ceeding susceptible crops.
Anything that affects the rate of disappearance or loss 
of activity of an herbicide will affect its persistence. The 
processes involved in loss or degradation of herbicides 
are volatility (gaseous loss); photodecomposition 
(caused by sunlight); adsorption (binding on colloids); 
leaching (movement through the soil); microbial de­
composition; chemical decomposition; and plant uptake.
Volatility and photodecomposition are surface phe­
nomena, and herbicides that are subject to these pro­
cesses are usually incorporated. Soil texture and or­
ganic matter influence the amount of adsorption. 
Rainfall determines the rate of leaching, and tempera­
ture, moisture, soil pH, and fertility affect the rate of 
microbial and chemical decomposition.
Herbicides differ in their persistence. Those chemicals 
that are highly adsorbed or slowly degraded are the 
most likely candidates for long-term vegetation control. 
Unfortunately, they are also the most likely candidates 
for carryover. The following herbicide families have 
some members that are soil sterilants at high rates or 
have caused carryover problems to succeeding crops.
Benzoic acids.............2,3,6-TBA, Banvel
Dinitroanilines.......... Treflan, Tolban
Phenylureas............... Monuron, Telvar, Spike, Tandex
S-triazines..................AAtrex (atrazine), Princep, Pramitol
Uracils .......................Hyvar X, Sinbar
Inorganics..................borates, arsenates, arsenites
Others......................... Fenac, Tordon, Casoron
Both accurate calibration and even distribution are 
essential because application rate and uniformity affect 
the localized concentration. You must know how much 
herbicide to apply and how to apply it.
Wettable powders or suspension concentrates require 
thorough agitation to assure homogeneous mixing as 
well as even output. Some emulsifiable concentrates do 
not emulsify in fluid fertilizers, and these also require 
thorough agitation. Many cases of herbicide carryover 
are caused by too much overlap of broadcast application 
patterns or from dripping nozzles when the sprayer is 
stopped.
The use of long-term soil sterilants is undesirable on 
sloping ground where the herbicide may be carried to 
desirable vegetation and on the bare ground of slopes 
subject to erosion.
Table 6 shows the persistence of common herbicides 
in medium-textured soil under normal conditions in 
Illinois. The common names of the herbicides are 
those approved by the Weed Science Society of 
America.
(T a bles 5  and 6  appear on the follow ing three pages.)
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T a b le  5 .  P e rs is te n c e , B io a c c u m u la t iv ity ,  a n d  B io d e g r a d a b i l i t y  o f  C o m m o n  In s e c t ic id e s  
(d a s h e s  in d ic a te  th a t  th e  in s e c t ic id e  is n o t  u s e d  f o r  a  p a r t ic u la r  p u rp o s e )
Persistence
Insectic id e8 So il W a te r P lants Anim als
S to red
prod ucts
Inside
structures
O u ts id e
structures
B io­
accum u­
la t iv ity
Bio-
d e g ra d ­
a b il ity
IA b S R C IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR
d a y s  (d a ), w eeks (w k), months (m o), o r  y e a rs  (yr)
a ld r in ...................................................................................... 1 y r + i y r + — — — — — — — — — - - - high low
d iaz in o n  a n d  m etho xych lo r (A lfa -T o x ) — — — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — low high
A ra m ite ................................................................................ — — — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — — — — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k m edium m edium
azin p h o sm e th y l (G u th io n ) ................................ — — — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
B ac illu s  fh u r in g ie n s is ................................................ — — — — 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
biothion ( A b a t e ) ......................................................... — — 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — — — none high
c a rb a ry l  (S e v in ) .......................................................... 1-6 mo 1--6 mo — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — none high
c a rb o fu ra n  (F u ra d a n ) .......................................... 1-6 mo 1-6 mo — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
carb o p h e n o th io n  (T r ith io n ).............................. — — — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
c h lo rd a n e .......................................................................... l y r + 1 y r- f- — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — — — 1-6 mo 6-1 2  mo 1-4 w k 1-6 mo high low
c h lo rp y r ifo s  (D u rsb a n ).......................................... 1-6 mo 1-6 mo 1-4 w k 1-4 w k 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — none high
coum aphos (C o - R a l) ............................................... — — — — — — 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — none high
C o u n te r ................................................................................ 1-6 mo 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — — — — — none high
cro to xyp h o s  (C io d r in ) ........................................... — — — — — — 1-7 d a 1-7 d a — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — none high
c ru fo m ate  (R u e le n e )............................................... — — — — — — 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — — — — — none high
D D T .......................................................................................... — — — — — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — 1-6 mo 6-12 mo — — high low
d em eton (S y s to x ) ...................................................... 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
d ia z in o n .............................................................................. 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo 1-7 d a 1-4 w k none high
d ich io rvos (D D V P ) .................................................... — — — — — — 1 d a 1-7 d a 1 d a 1-7 d a 1 d a 1-7 d a 1 d a 1 d a none high
d ico fo l (K e lth a n e ) ..................................................... — — — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — m edium m edium
d ie ld r in ................................................................................ 1 y r + 1 y r- f- — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — 1-6 mo 6-12  mo 1-4 w k 1-6 mo high low
d im e th o ate  (C y g o n ) ............................................... — — — — 1-4 w k 1-4 w k — — — — 1-4 w k 1-6 mo 1-7 d a 1-4 w k none high
d isu lfo ton  ( D i-S ys to n )............................................ 1-4 w k 1-6 mo — — 1-7 d a 1-4 w k — — — — — — — — none high
* Trade names of insecticides are capitalized and in parentheses.
b IA := insect-active. The time periods shown are those in which the insecticide remains insect-active.
c SR — significant residue. The time periods shown are those in which a significant residue of the insecticide remains following application.
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Insecticide*
Persistence
Bio-
accumu-
lativity
Bio-
degrad­
ability
Soil Water Plants Animals Storedproducts
Inside
structures
Outside
structures
IAb SRC IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR IA SR
d a y s  (da), w e e k s  (wk), mon th s  (mo), or y e a rs (yr)
Dyfonate.................................. 1-6 mo — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
endosulfan (Thiodan)................ ........  — — — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — medium low
endrin....................................... ........  — — — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — high low
EPN........................................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
ethion........................................ ........  1-4 wk 1-6 mo — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
fensulfothion (Dasanit).............. ........  1-6 mo 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — — — — — none high
fenthion (Baytex, Entex)........... ........  — — 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-6 mo 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk none high
Gardona (Rabon)..................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk none high
heptachlor................................ ..............  ly r + 1 y r+ — — — — — — — — — — — — high low
Imidan (Prolate)........................ ........  — — _ — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — — — — — none high
lead arsenate........................... ........  — — — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — high low
lindane..................................... i yr—(— — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk high low
malathion.................................. ........  — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-7 da 1-7 da 1-7 da 1-4 wk 6-12 mo ly r + 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-7 da 1-7 da none high
methidathion (Supracide)......... ........  — — — —- 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
methomide (Monitor)................ ........  — — — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo — — — — — — — — none high
methoxychlor............................ 6-12 mo — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 6-12 mo 1 y r+ 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk low medium
methyl parathion...................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
mevinphos (Phosdrin)................ ........  — — — — 1 da 1-7 da — — — — — — — — none high
naled (Dibrom)......................... ........  — — — — 1 da 1-7 da 1 da 1-7 da — — 1 da 1-7 da 1 da 1 da none high
nicotine..................................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — 1-7 da 1-7 da — — none high
parathion.................................. 6-12 mo — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — _ — — — — — none high
phorate (Thimet)....................... 1-6 mo — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
propoxur (Baygon)................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk none high
pyrethrin................................... ........  — — 1-7 da 1-7 da 1 da 1-7 da 1 da 1-7 da 1-6 mo 6-12 mo 1 da 1-7 da 1 da 1 da none high
ronnel (Korlan)......................... ........  — — — — — — 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk none high
rotenone................................... ........  — — 1 da 1-7 da 1-7 da 1-4 wk — — — — — — — — none high
toxaphene................................ 6-12 mo — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk medium medium
trichlorfon (Dylox).................... ........  — — — — 1-7 da 1-4 wk 1-4 wk 1-4 wk — — 1-4 wk 1-6 mo 1-7 da 1-4 wk none high
a Trade names of insecticides are capitalized and in parentheses.
b IA =  insect-active. The time periods shown are those in which the insecticide remains insect-active.
c SR =  significant residue. The time periods shown are those in which a significant residue of the insecticide remains following application.
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Herbicide Active 
ingredient 
per acre
Application® Persistence
Trade name Common name
AAtrex........................................ . . . atrazine 1-4 lb. PPI, PrE, PoE 2-8 mo.
AAtrex, Atrato!........................... . . . atrazine 4-12 lb. PrE 6-18 mo.
Alanap....................................... . . . naptalam 2-8 lb. PrE 1 -1 Vi mo.
Amiben....................................... . . . amiben 2-3 lb. PrE 1 Vi-2 mo.
many names................................ . . . amitrole 2-10 lb. PoE Vi-1 mo.
Balan.......................................... . . . benefln % -lV i lb. PPI 4-5 mo.
Banvel......................................... . . . dicamba Vs-4  lb. PPI, PrE, PoE 3-16 mo.
Bladex........................................ . . . cyanazine 1-4 lb. PrE, PoE 1 -3 mo.
Casoron...................................... . . . dichlobenil 2-6 lb. PrE, PoE 2-6 mo.
Chloro IPC, Furloe....................... . . . chlorpropham 2-8 lb. PrE Vi-1 mo.
Cobex......................................... . . . dinitramine Vi-% lb. PPI 3-4 mo.
Cycle........................................... . . . procyazine 1-4 lb. PrE, PoE 1-3 mo.
Dacthal....................................... . . . DCPA 6-10 lb. PrE 2-6 mo.
Dowpon, Basfapon..................... . . . dalapon 5-10 lb. PoE Vi-1 mo.
Dymid, Enide.............................. . . . diphenamid 4-6 lb. PrE 3-6 mo.
many names............................... . . . 2, 4-D Vi-3 lb. PrE, PoE Vi-1 mo.
Eptam, Eradicane....................... . . . EPTC 2-4 lb. PPI 1-2 mo.
Evik............................................. . . . ametryn 2-2 Vi lb. PoE 1-3 mo.
Hyvar-X...................................... . . . bromacil 4-20 lb. PrE 2-1 8 mo.
Karmex....................................... . . . diuron 2-4 lb. PrE 3-12 mo.
Kerb........................................... . . . pronamide 1-2 lb. PrE 2-4 mo.
Lasso........................................... . . . alachlor 2-4 lb. PPI, PrE lV i-2V i mo.
Lorox........................................... . . . linuron Vi-3 lb. PrE, PoE 2-4 mo.
Maloran, Bromex....................... . . . chlorbromuron 1-6 lb. PrE 2-4 mo.
Modown..................................... . . . bifenox 1 Vi-2 lb. PrE 1 Vi-2 mo.
Outfox, Fox-4............................ . . . cyprazine %-1 lb. PoE, PrE 2-6 mo.
Paraquatb.................................. . .. paraquat Vi -1 lb. PoE 1 mo.
Pramitol...................................... . . . prometone 10-25 lb. PrE 6-1 8 mo.
Premerge, Sinox......................... . . . dinoseb (dinitro) 6-9 lb. PrE, PoE 1 mo.
Prefer, Pre-San, Betasan........... . . . bensulide 4-6 lb. PrE 1 -6 mo.
Princep....................................... . . . simazine 1-4 lb. PPI, PrE 2-8 mo.
Pyramin...................................... . . . pryazon 4-12 lb. PrE 8-16 mo.
Ramrod, Bexton.......................... . . . propachlor 4-6 lb. PrE 1 -2 mo.
Sencor, Lexone........................... . . . metribuzin Vs -1 lb. PPI, PrE 1 -3 mo.
Solo0........................................... . . . naptalam -f- chlorpropham 4-8 lb. PrE 1 -1 Vi mo.
Sutan + ..................................... . . . butylate 2-4 lb. PPI 1 Vi -2 mo.
Tandex....................................... . . . karbutilate 3-25 lb. PrE 3-1 8 mo.
Telvar......................................... . . . monuron 1-4 lb. PrE 6-1 2 mo.
Tillam.......................................... . . . pebulate 3-5 lb. PPI 1 Vi-2 mo.
TOK............................................ . . . nitrofen 3-6 lb. PoE 1 -2 mo.
Tolban......................................... . . . profluralin Vi-1 lb. PPI 3-8 mo.
Tordon........................................ . . . picloram Vi -2 lb. PoE 3-24 mo.
Treflan........................................ . . . trifluralin Vi-2 lb. PPI 3-6 mo.
Vernam....................................... . . . vernolate 2-4 lb. PPI, PrE 1 -2 mo.
* PPI —  preplant incorporated; PrE =  preemergence; PoE =  postemergence. 
b Although paraquat is present in the soil, it is inactive. 
c A mixture —  naptalam is the most persistent ingredient.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
INSECTS, INSECT RELATIVES, RODENTS, AND BIRDS
INSECTS AND INSECT RELATIVES 
Insects
T here are both useful and destructive insects. Useful insects include the following: insects that are preda­
tors and parasites of other insects; insects that destroy 
various weeds; certain scale insects used for making 
dyes and shellac; silkworms; honeybees and some wild 
bees that act as plant pollinators and produce honey; 
insects that serve as food for animals; insects used for 
medicinal purposes; and insects that serve as scavengers 
by eating decaying organic matter.
Common destructive insects include the European 
corn borer, true armyworm, corn earworm, some grass­
hoppers, codling moth, cabbage looper, certain flea 
beetles, gypsy moth, bagworm, tent caterpillars, lawn 
webworms, biting flies, housefly, mosquitoes, lice, fleas, 
termites, and roaches. Destructive insects damage food, 
feed crops, and livestock, and are our greatest rival for 
available food. They also damage structures; transmit 
certain diseases to humans, animals, and plants; irritate 
humans and animals by their bites, stings, and toxic 
hairs; and are a general nuisance.
Before applying a control measure for an insect, you 
must first identify the insect and understand its life 
cycle. If  you need help in identifying a particular insect, 
consult your county extension adviser.
True insects are characterized by having three pairs 
of jointed legs and three distinct body regions —  the 
head, thorax, and abdomenTThe wings (one or two 
pairs), if present, arise from the thorax. The mouth- 
parts vary, ranging all the way from the primitive 
mouth hooks of maggots (larval stage of flies); to 
jaws or mandibles for chewing insects such as beetles 
and caterpillars (larval stage of moths and butterflies); 
to the more sophisticated sponging mouthparts of house­
flies; to the piercing, sucking mouthparts of mosquitoes 
and biting flies; to the rasping, sucking mouthparts of 
thrips; to the lapping-sucking mouthparts of bees and 
wasps; and to the siphoning mouthparts of moths and 
butterflies.
Insects with incomplete development pass through 
the egg, nymph, and adult stages. Insects with com­
plete development pass through the egg, larva (mag­
got, grub, caterpillar), pupa or resting stage (nonfeed­
ing), and the adult stage. The larval, nymphal, and adult 
stages are the damaging ones. Insects such as beetles, 
flies, bees, and moths have a four-stage life cycle. In­
sects such as roaches, grasshoppers, crickets, leafhop- 
pers, and aphids have a three-stage life cycle.
Insect Relatives
Insect relatives include mites, ticks, spiders, centi­
pedes, and millipedes.
Mites are spiderlike, and have four pairs of jointed 
legs as an adult. They are small (pinhead size), wing­
less, and soft-bodied. Mites attack both plants and ani­
mals. Plant injury caused by mites may be discovered 
before the mites are noticed. When mites are in large 
numbers, their feeding turns foliage and buds yellow 
and then brown, resulting in a russetting appearance. 
Some mites produce webs on plants.
Like mites, ticks have four pairs of legs in the 
adult stage. Ticks are larger than mites, and their skin 
is leathery. They have mouthparts that are well devel­
oped for firmly attaching themselves to animals and 
humans. Ticks do not attack plants.
Spiders have four pairs of legs and two distinct 
body regions, and their mouthparts are of the sucking 
type. They vary in size from a fraction of an inch to 
5 to 6 inches. Practically speaking, there are only two 
kinds of poisonous spiders in Illinois —  the black 
widow spider and the brown recluse. Spiders feed only 
on other insects or insect relatives. They do not harm 
plants.
Centipedes (“the hundred leggers”) are relatively 
fast-moving animals that feed on other insects and in­
sect relatives. They have many body segments, and each 
segment has one pair of legs.
Millipedes (“the thousand leggers”) are slow- 
moving animals that feed on decaying organic matter. 
They have two pairs of legs per body segment.
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USEFUL INSECTS
larva
Lady beetle  
CA-Ve inch)
p u p a
Assassin bug 
(Vi inch)
G olden-eyed  lacewing fly
(ad u lt o f aph is  lion)
Parasitic wasp
('/g -2  inches)
Parasitic fly
( 3/s inch)
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Housefly
(%  inch )
Bean leaf b eetle  
VA inch )
DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS
Seed-corn m aggot
Clover lea f  weevil
(V i  in ch )
la rv a  
(y 2 inch )
a d u lt
P / i in ch )
p u p a  
C/s inch )
Armyworm moth
(1 in ch )
Striped blister beetle
(%  inch )
Rice weevil 
(3 /1 6  in ch )
Saw-toothed grain beetle
( Vs inch )
C a b b a g e  looper
( i y 2 in ch es)
Black carp et b eetle  larva 
IV z  in ch )
W hite grubs
U n d e rs id e  o f la st a b d o m in a l seg m en t (m a g n ifie d )
A n n u a l w h ite  g ru b  
(1 inch )
W h ite  g ru b  
(1 inch )
Ja p a n e s e  b ee tle  
(1 inch )
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DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS
Potato leafhopper 
<Vs in ch )
Long-nose cattle 
sucking louse
(1/16 inch )
Life stages of mosquito
<=>/?
Egg  (1 /4 0  in ch )
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Control
The following methods are used to control insects 
and insect relatives:
(1) Pesticides such as insecticides, attractants, re­
pellents, and growth regulators. In general, pesti­
cides are still the most efficient means of controlling 
most insect outbreaks.
(2) Cultural practices to make the environment 
unsuitable for insect development. These may in­
clude rotation of corn with other crops to control corn 
rootworms, sanitation or the elimination of breeding 
material for fly and mosquito control, and good house­
keeping practices to reduce the number of roaches and 
insects that infest fabrics.
(3) Mechanical controls to exclude insects. These 
may include screens to keep out flies and mosquitoes 
and traps to catch large numbers of insects. (Traps 
have not been generally successful in insect control.)
(4) Resistant plant varieties to limit insect attack. 
For example, resistant varieties of wheat have been 
highly successful in preventing damage from the Hes­
sian fly.
(5) The use of parasites, predators, and diseases.
Examples of this method are the use of lady beetles to 
control cottony cushion scale in California, and the 
Bacillus thuringiensis disease organism to control cab­
bage worms, bagworms, tent caterpillars, tomato horn- 
worms, and others.
(6) Plant, animal, and vehicle quarantines and in­
spections at national, state, and even local borders.
These control measures have helped greatly in prevent­
ing the entry and spread of destructive insects. Many 
of the common destructive insects were imported from 
other countries.
To determine whether you need to control an insect 
infestation, you should make the following evaluation:
(1 ) Estimate the level of the infestation (number 
of insects per plant, per square foot, etc.) and the 
.amount of damage (percent of defoliation, percent of 
cut plants, etc.).
(2 ) Compare the infestation and damage levels to 
the best-known economic threshold level to decide 
whether control is justified.
(3 ) Determine the predominant stage and size of 
the insects. I f  most of the insects are full-grown larvae, 
they will soon pupate and no control may be necessary. 
I f  most of the larvae are only half-grown, however, 
they will continue to feed for some time, and control 
measures may be needed immediately.
(4 )  Be on the lookout for dead and dying insects 
(they indicate that a disease organism or parasite is at 
work) and large numbers of insect predators. Some 
diseases and parasitic insects can reduce insect popula­
tions below the level at which it is necessary to spray. 
The presence of insect predators such as lady beetles, 
insidious flower bugs, syrphid fly maggots, and aphis 
lions indicates that nature may soon solve the problem 
and no other control measures will be needed.
(5) Judge the length of time remaining before the 
crop is harvested or the livestock sent for slaughter. If 
the crop is within two weeks of harvest, it is usually 
best to harvest the crop early and, if necessary, apply 
a control to the succeeding crop.
(6 ) Consider the vigor of the plant or animals. If 
it appears that plants may grow away from the damage, 
then control may not be justified. If  the plants are al­
ready under stress, however, even a lower insect infes­
tation level may justify control.
I f  you decide to apply control measures, make your 
choice of the various methods from the recommenda­
tions of your county extension adviser, local pesticide 
dealer, vocational agriculture teacher, farm manager, in­
sect pest management consultant, or an experienced pes­
ticide applicator. You may wish to get several opinions.
RODENTS A N D  BIRDS 
Control
The following methods may be used to control ro­
dents and birds:
(1) Sanitation. Removing food, water, or cover so 
that the animal finds the area undesirable. An animal 
cannot live where the environment is unsuitable.
(2) Exclusion. Keeping animals out of an area 
through mechanical means. For example, sheet metal 
and hardware cloth will prevent rats from entering a 
corncrib.
(3) Repellents. Using repellents to frighten off or 
ward off animals. Birds may be frightened with a scare­
crow. Rabbits can be repelled from shrubs with chemical 
taste repellents.
(4) Population reduction. Killing the animals that 
are causing damage through the use of traps or poison. 
Only a few pesticides used for controlling rodents and 
birds will kill on contact. Most of these chemicals are 
mixed with a food bait that the target animal must eat 
to be affected. The chemical must be effective and the 
bait must be edible.
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Rodenticides
In using a rodenticide, you should be familiar with 
the following characteristics:
(1 ) Toxicity, dosage level, and relative effectiveness.
(2 ) Degree of acceptance and reacceptance or the 
possible development of tolerances.
(3 ) Odor and taste.
(4 ) Solubility. Solubility influences bait-mixing tech­
niques and the types of baits that can be used.
Anticoagulants, including diaphacinone, fumarin, 
pival, PM P, and warfarin are the rodenticides usually 
recommended for general public use. They are avail­
able in dry, ready-to-use baits or in soluble form in 
water baits. Baits that become caked, watersoaked, 
moldy, or insect-infested should be replaced promptly.
Prepared baits containing arsenic, phosphorus, and 
strychnine are commonly sold on the retail market. Use 
should be restricted to indoor protected stations out of 
the reach of children and pets. Barium carbonate, once 
recommended, is too weak to be effective. Thallium sul­
fate is extremely dangerous, and should be used only 
by professional operators. Sodium fluroacetate (Com­
pound 1080) is not available to the general public, and 
its use is prohibited in Illinois.
Warfarin and fumarin belong to the group of chemi­
cals known as hydroxycoum arins. Pival, diaphacinone, 
and PM P are known as indandiones. Both types of 
chemicals prevent the blood from clotting. The chemi­
cals must be taken daily over a period of several days 
to be effective. Since repeated feedings are required, 
permanent, covered bait stations provide an excellent 
method of exposure to the rodent. Anticoagulants are 
effective against both rats and mice.
Although anticoagulants are exposed in such dilute 
mixtures that primary poisoning by accident requires
the ingestion of an enormous quantity of bait, poisoning 
has occasionally occurred. A few cases of secondary 
poisoning have been reported as a result of pets feeding- 
daily on dead or dying rats or mice. Some rats may not 
start feeding on the bait for a considerable time after 
exposure, or feeding may be intermittent, and two or 
three weeks may be necessary to produce results. It 
may require as long as 30 days for complete removal 
of a mouse colony.
Zinc phosphide is the most satisfactory of the 
single-dose poisons. It is not widely used because of 
its unavailability, offensive odor, and unattractive color. 
It is safer than many other poisons, however, because 
domestic animals will not eat baits prepared with it but 
rodents seem to like its pungent odor.
Red squill is one of the best known and least 
hazardous rodenticides for the untrained person to 
handle. It has a natural emetic value, and offers protec­
tion to animals capable of vomiting. Red squill is rela­
tively distasteful and quite mild. So much squill must 
be included in the bait that some rats object to the taste 
and soon refuse it. Commercial production has been 
practically discontinued because of the poor quality of 
material offered for import. It is generally ineffective 
against house mice.
Used properly, AN TU will give good results 
against Norway rats, but it is ineffective against roof 
rats and house mice. For best results, AN TU should 
not be used more often than once every six months. 
Baits containing the material should not be left in place 
for more than three or four days.
Poisons are the most efficient and useful means for 
destroying rats and mice. Take full advantage of the 
particular characteristics of each of the rodenticides. 
and select those most likely to produce the desired 
results.
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PLANT DISEASES
P
lant pathology is the study of plant diseases. A plant 
disease may be defined as a harmful alteration of 
the normal physiological and biochemical growth of the 
plant, or as a condition in which a plant differs from a 
normal (healthy) plant in either structure or function.
We can differentiate between plant diseases and non­
parasitic injury by stating that a disease is a series of 
harmful processes that occur over a fairly long period 
of time, and injuries are disorders that occur over a 
short period of time.
The conditions necessary for a plant disease to occur 
are (1 ) a susceptible host plant; (2 ) a disease-produc­
ing agent; and (3 ) a favorable environment for de­
velopment of the disease. I f  any one of these conditions 
is not met, a disease will probably not occur. The inter­
action of these three conditions is illustrated by the 
“disease triangle” on page 53.
Plant diseases are of two types — noninfectious 
and infectious. Noninfectious diseases are diseases 
that cannot be transmitted from plant to plant. They 
are caused by unfavorable growing conditions, such as 
weather, air pollutants, nutrient deficiencies or excesses, 
and toxicity. Infectious diseases are caused by agents 
(pathogens) that multiply and can be transmitted from 
plant to plant. These include fungi, bacteria, viruses, 
mycoplasmas, nematodes, and parasitic seed plants.
Fungi are microscopic plants that lack chlorophyll 
(green coloring). Most of the more than 100,000 species 
of fungi reproduce by spores. Some plant pathogenic 
fungi cannot survive in the soil for long periods, and 
can be controlled by soil fumigation, clean cultivation, 
and crop rotation. Other fungi are soil inhabitants, and 
cannot be controlled by these methods. Still other fungi 
must always be associated with a living plant.
For fungi that infect leaves, stems, flowers, or fruit, 
the host surface must usually be wet during spore ger­
mination and penetration. Soil-inhabiting fungi may or 
may not require wet soil.
Not all plant pathogenic fungi infect all plants. Some 
fungi attack only certain plants. Fungi are spread by 
rain, wind, insects, seed, farm implements, grafting, and 
runoff water or soil.
Bacteria are microscopic one-celled plants that 
reproduce by simple division. Assuming cell division 
every 30 minutes (a conservative estimate), a single 
bacterium can produce 17 offspring in 24 hours. Bac­
teria are spread primarily by water or by insects, and 
are generally favored by warm, rainy weather.
Viruses are perhaps the smallest forms of life, and 
cannot be seen with an ordinary microscope. Viruses 
are usually spread by insects, plant propagative parts, 
seed, and workers’ hands. In a few cases, soil-inhabiting 
fungi or nematodes may play a role in virus spread. 
Aphids or leaf hoppers are the vectors (insect car­
riers) most commonly involved in virus transfer.
Mycoplasmas are a form of life somewhat inter­
mediate between viruses and bacteria. Mycoplasmas are 
viruslike but more similar to bacteria in size and shape. 
They are transmitted by leafhoppers, and are often the 
causal agents of the “yellows” type of diseases that were 
thought to be caused by viruses until a few years ago.
Plant parasitic nematodes are microscopic round­
worms that feed most commonly on the roots of 
plants but may feed on the stems, leaves, or flowers. 
They are obligate parasites— that is, they can live 
only on living plants. Nematodes reproduce by eggs, 
and they are spread by anything that moves nematode- 
infected plant parts or infested soil.
Nematodes feeding on plant roots reduce plant vigor 
and growth, and they may interact with soil-inhabiting 
fungi to cause a root-disease complex that results in 
more severe disease than either the nematode or fungus 
acting alone.
Plant parasitic plants such as dodder, the true and 
dwarf mistletoes, and Striga are obligate parasites. Like 
most other plants, they reproduce by seed, and are 
spread from place to place by animals, wind, soil, or 
as contaminants in seed lots.
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Identification
To identify plant diseases correctly, you must care­
fully observe the symptoms of the disease and the signs 
of the causal agent. The symptoms are usually of the 
following three types: (1) Overdevelopment of tis­
sues — galls, swellings, leaf galls, etc. Examples are 
crown gall, root-knot nematode, and peach leaf curl. 
(2) Underdevelopment of tissues —  stunting, lack 
of chlorophyll, or incomplete development of organs. 
Examples are nematode damage to roots, aster yellows, 
and tobacco mosaic virus. (3) Death of tissues —  
leaf or flower blights, leaf spots, root rots, cankers, 
wilting, etc. Examples are Botrytis blight, Helmintho- 
sporium leaf spots, Phytophthora root rot, Cytospora 
canker, and Verticillium wilt.
It is helpful to observe the distribution of the diseases 
within the field or on the plant. In the early stages, in­
fectious diseases rarely affect entire fields. They usually 
affect scattered plants or groups of plants within a field. 
Injuries of various types occurring suddenly and uni­
formly over a field are more likely to be caused by non­
infectious disease-causing agents.
Signs of plant pathogens are structures or parts of 
the pathogen itself. These may be fungal spores, spore-
producing bodies, nematodes, bacterial ooze, flowers of 
parasitic plants, etc. In most cases, a magnifying lens 
or microscope will aid in identification.
Control
In attempting to control a plant disease, it is helpful 
to remember the three conditions necessary for a disease 
to occur: a susceptible host plant, a disease-producing 
agent, and a favorable environment for development of 
the disease. In selecting a control, consider the cost of 
the treatment and the life cycle of the pathogen.
Plant disease control can be classified into four basic 
methods: avoidance, exclusion, eradication, and pro­
tection.
Avoidance. Plant diseases can be avoided by plant­
ing disease-resistant varieties, selecting planting sites 
free of the pathogen or unsuited to disease develop­
ment, sanitation, crop rotation, choice of planting date, 
or by propagating and planting only disease-free ma­
terial.
Exclusion. Plant diseases can be excluded from 
certain areas by quarantines, inspections of plant ma­
terials, seed certification, and other methods used to 
prevent movement of pathogens.
Eradication. Plant pathogens can be eradicated 
and insect vectors can be controlled by pesticides (such 
as soil fumigants) and heat treatment, or by removal 
of infected plants or plant parts.
Protection. Plants can be protected from diseases 
by the application of protectant pesticides, through 
proper growing conditions, and by altering the environ­
ment to make it unfavorable for the pathogen to de­
velop or multiply.
In most cases, diseases are not controlled by any one 
of the above methods but by the careful integration of 
these methods. In general, the best disease control pro­
gram is disease prevention.
A dealer or applicator must never make a recom­
mendation to a customer until he is absolutely sure that 
he has identified a disease correctly. If  he has any 
doubt, he should contact his county extension adviser. 
I f  the adviser does not have the answer, then an exten­
sion specialist should be consulted.
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WEEDS
A weed may be simply defined as “a plant out of 
place.” Weeds compete with crop plants for moisture, 
nutrients, light, and growing space, and may cause lower 
yields in crops and lower quality in livestock.
Weeds may harbor disease and insect pests. Pollen 
and even the juices from some weeds are responsible 
for allergies in humans. Poison oak and poison ivy 
cause poisoning when they come in contact with the 
skin. Weeds may cause off-flavored milk in dairy cows, 
and can be poisonous to livestock when eaten. They also 
create problems along irrigation canals, drainage ditches, 
right-of-ways, industrial plant sites, and recreational 
areas.
Annuals
Annual weeds complete their life cycle in less than 
one year. They may be either grasslike or broadleaved.
Summer annuals are plants that result from seeds 
that sprout in the spring. The plants grow, mature, set 
seed, and die before the winter of each year. Examples 
are velvetleaf, crabgrass, giant foxtail, cocklebur, and 
pigweed.
W inter annuals are plants that result from seeds 
that sprout in the fall. They overwinter as seedlings, 
mature, set seed, and die in the early summer. Examples 
are chickweed, cheat, annual bluegrass, and yellow- 
rooted henbit.
Biennials
Biennial weeds have a two-year life cycle. The seed 
sprouts in the spring, and develops a heavy root system 
and compact cluster of leaves (vegetative growth) dur­
ing the first summer. The weeds mature during the 
second summer, produce seed, and die before winter. 
Examples are bull thistle, burdock, and mullein.
Perennials
Perennial weeds live more than two years, and may 
live almost indefinitely. During the winter, many lose 
their leaves and the stems of others may die back to
the ground. Some perennials grow from seed; others 
produce tubers, bulbs, and rhizomes (belowground 
stems) or stolons (aboveground stems). Examples are 
field bindweed, johnsongrass, dandelion, wild garlic, and 
wild onion.
Control
Several methods may be used in an effective weed 
control program, including the use of herbicides. To 
obtain the best results from an herbicide with the least 
possible harm to yourself and to the environment, you 
must understand the meanings of three terms: pre­
emergence, preplant, and postemergence.
Preemergence refers to the use of an herbicide be­
fore the crop or weeds emerge, or after the crop 
emerges but before the weeds appear above the soil 
surface. Preplant refers to the use of an herbicide 
before the crop is planted. Postemergence refers to 
the use of an herbicide after the crops or weeds have 
emerged.
After you have determined when to apply an herbi­
cide, you must decide how  to apply it. The most com­
monly used methods of applying herbicides are (1) 
broadcast (uniform application over an entire spe­
cific area); (2) foliar (application to the leaves);
(3) soil application (application to the so il); and
(4) soil incorporation (using tillage equipment to 
mix the herbicide with the surface soil). Less com­
monly used methods are band (application to a 
strip or band parallel to a crop ro w ); basal (appli­
cation to the stems or trunks immediately above 
the groundline; cracks or crevices (application to 
cracks or crevices where weeds grow ; directed (aim ­
ing the herbicide at a portion of a plant, animal, or 
structure); and over-the-top (application over the 
top of the growing crop).
A dealer or applicator should never make a recom­
mendation to a customer until he is absolutely sure that 
he has correctly identified a particular weed. If  there 
is any doubt, he should contact his local county exten­
sion adviser. I f  the adviser does not have the answer, 
an extension specialist should be consulted.
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WEEDS
Velvetleaf (Summer Annual)
Common Chickweed (Winter Annual)
Bull Thistle (Biennial)
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CHAPTER NINE:
PESTICIDE LAWS AND REGULATIONS
FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL PESTICIDE 
CONTROL ACT
T he Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act (the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenti- 
cide. Act of 1947, as amended in 1972) regulates the use 
of pesticides to protect humans and the environment. 
It does so by extending federal controls to the actual 
application of pesticides by the user, and by regulating 
both intrastate and interstate marketing of pesticide 
products.
All pesticides must be classified for either general 
or restricted use. A person must be certified to use 
a pesticide classified for restricted use. Competency for 
certification of commercial pesticide applicators and 
operators is determined by written examination, and 
competency of private pesticide operators by satisfac­
tory completion of a training session.
To qualify for certification, pesticide applicators and 
operators are expected to (1 ) understand labels and 
labeling information and the classification of pesticides 
(general or restricted use); (2 ) know the causes of 
pesticide accidents and how to guard against injury; 
(3 ) realize the need for protective clothing and equip­
ment; (4 ) recognize the symptoms of pesticide poison­
ing and be able to administer appropriate first-aid treat­
ment; (5 ) know how to handle and store pesticides 
properly; (6 ) be aware of the influence of pesticides 
on the environment; (7 ) be able to identify common 
pests to be controlled; (8 ) be familiar with pesticide 
formulations; (9 ) know the common techniques of 
application; and (10) know how to calibrate application 
equipment. (Specific instructions for obtaining certi­
fication as a Commercial Pesticide Applicator or Oper­
ator or as a Private Pesticide Applicator are given in 
Appendix II .)
ILLINOIS LAWS AND REGULATIONS
There are several laws regulating the use of pesticides 
in Illinois, and several state agencies are involved in 
their administration. These laws and their effects upon 
pesticide applicators and operators are discussed below.
Custom or Public Application of Pesticides Act
The Custom or Public Application of Pesticides Act 
regulates pesticide application. This law is administered 
by the Illinois State Department of Agriculture.
C o m m e r c ia l  P e s t ic id e  A p p l ic a t o r  L icen se
A Commercial Pesticide Applicator License is issued 
to a person who applies a pesticide for any purpose on 
property other than that owned, rented, or leased by 
himself or by his employer. Generally, a person who 
applies pesticides for profit is considered a commercial 
applicator. For certification, he must pass a written ex­
amination, pay a $25 fee, and post a $3,000 performance 
bond. The license is for one calendar year, and is re­
newable without examination at the discretion of the 
Director of Agriculture.
C o m m e r c ia l  P e s t ic id e  O p e r a t o r  L ic e n s e
A  Commercial Pesticide Operator License is issued 
to a person who is employed or directly supervised by 
a person holding a Commercial Applicator License. A 
person holding a Commercial Pesticide Operator L i­
cense is permitted to recommend controls; operate appli­
cation equipment; handle, mix, and apply pesticides; 
and dispose of excess pesticides and containers. For 
certification, he must pass a written examination and 
pay a $10 annual fee. The license is for one calendar 
year, and is renewable without examination at the dis­
cretion of the Director of Agriculture.
P u b lic  P e s t ic id e  A p p l ic a t o r  a n d  O p e r a t o r  L icen ses
Public Pesticide Applicator and Operator Licenses 
are issued at no charge to employees of governmental 
agencies. For certification, a person must pass a written 
examination. The license is for one calendar year, and 
is renewable without examination at the discretion of 
the Director of Agriculture. Any person violating any 
provision of the Custom or Public Application of Pesti­
cides Act, or any regulation issued subsequent to this 
Act, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined not 
more than $200 for a first offense, and not more than 
$400 for each subsequent offense.
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The Commercial and Public Pesticide Applicator and 
Operator licensing categories for the State of Illinois 
are listed below:
1. Demonstration and Research Pest Control Ap­
plicator: persons demonstrating safe and effective 
use of restricted use pesticides to the public, and per­
sons associated with research on pesticides, including 
determining the effectiveness of pesticides, residue prob­
lems, effects on nontarget organisms, etc. This category 
includes Cooperative Extension staff, industry repre­
sentatives, researchers, vocational agriculture teachers, 
junior college teachers, and others. A licensee may 
directly supervise the application of restricted use pesti­
cides by employees who are not certified. No license 
fee is required.
2. Regulatory Pest Control Applicator: govern­
ment employees involved in the control of regulated 
pests with restricted use pesticides. A licensee may di­
rectly supervise the application of restricted use pesti­
cides by employees who are not certified. No license 
fee is required.
3. Public Health Pest Control Applicator: gov­
ernment employees involved in the control of pests of 
importance to public health with restricted use pesti­
cides. A licensee may directly supervise the application 
of restricted use pesticides by employees who are not 
certified. No license fee is required.
4. Field Crop Pest Control Applicator or Opera­
tor: persons applying a pesticide for profit to corn, 
soybeans, small grains, forages, etc.
5. Vegetable Crop Pest Control Applicator or 
Operator: persons applying any pesticide for profit 
to vegetable crops.
6. Fruit Crop Pest Control Applicator or Opera­
tor: persons applying any pesticide for profit to 
fruit crops.
7. Livestock Pest Control Applicator or Operator:
persons applying any pesticide for profit to livestock or 
livestock barns.
* 8. Seed Treatment Pest Control Applicator or 
Operator: persons applying any pesticide for profit 
to seeds of plants.
9. Landscape and Turf Pest Control Applicator 
or Operator: persons applying any pesticide for 
profit to shrubs, flowers, or turfgrass.
10. Aquatic W eed Pest Control Applicator or 
Operator: persons applying any herbicide for profit 
to aquatic areas.
11. Right-of-W ay Pest Control Applicator or Op­
erator: persons applying any pesticide for profit to 
right-of-ways, roadsides, noncrop areas, etc.
12. Mosquito Pest Control Applicator or Opera­
tor: persons applying any insecticide for profit to 
control mosquitoes.
13. Forest Pest Control Applicator or Operator:
persons applying any pesticide for profit to forested 
areas.
14. Structural Pest Control Applicator: persons 
applying any pesticide for profit in and around struc­
tures for pests.
15. Tree Expert Pest Control Applicator: persons 
applying any pesticide for profit on trees in yards, 
parks, cemeteries, etc., but not in forested areas. A 
licensee may directly supervise employees who are not 
certified.
The State Department of Agriculture administers 
license categories 1 through 13. The State Department 
of Public Health administers the Structural Pest Con­
trol Applicator License (the fee for the business license 
is $50, and the fee for each technician’s license is $25). 
For certification, a technician must pass a written exami­
nation. The State Department of Registration and Edu­
cation administers the Tree Expert Pest Control Appli­
cator License.
A different examination is given for each license 
category. A person can obtain certification in several 
categories, depending upon his area of work. For li­
cense categories 4 through 13, there is no extra charge 
for certification in more than one category. If  you have 
any questions concerning licensing of pesticide appli­
cators, contact one or more of the following offices:
Categories 1-13
Plant and Pesticide Specialist Supervisors 
Bureau of Plant Industry and Apiary Section 
State Department of Agriculture 
Emmerson Building, State Fairgrounds 
Springfield, Illinois 62706 
Phone: (217) 782-4101
Category 14
Entomologist
State Department of Public Health 
535 Jefferson Street West I I  
Springfield, Illinois 62761 
Phone: (217) 782-4674
Category 15
Tree Expert Examining Board
State Department of Registration and Education
628 East Adams Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
Phone: (217) 782-4643
P r iv a te  P e s t ic id e  O p e r a t o r  L ic e n s e
A Private Pesticide Operator License will be issued 
to a person who uses or supervises the use of a restricted 
use pesticide on property owned, rented, or leased by 
himself or by his employer, or on no more than two
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neighbors’ farms, as exchange labor, for the purpose of 
producing an agricultural commodity primarily intended 
for sale, consumption, propagation, or other use by 
humans or animals.
A person is not required to be certified as a Private 
Pesticide Operator who uses a pesticide classified for 
general use on property owned, leased, or rented by 
himself or by his employer, or on no more than two 
neighbors’ farms, as exchange labor, for the purpose of 
producing an agricultural commodity.
A person wishing to become certified as a Private 
Pesticide Operator must satisfactorily complete a train­
ing session conducted by the Cooperative Extension 
Service, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
The training schools are held at irregular intervals by 
the county extension advisers. An official of the State 
Department of Agriculture will be present at the train­
ing session to register those attending. Each person 
seeking certification must sign a permit stating that 
he understands the information in the Illinois Pesticide 
Applicator Study  Guide and promises to use pesticides 
according to label directions, and to store and dispose 
of pesticides properly. A person who failed to attend 
an official training session but wants certification as a 
Private Pesticide Operator should contact his county 
extension adviser for assistance.
Persons in the following occupations can qualify for 
certification as Private Pesticide Operators: agricul­
turists ; canning company fieldmen; Christmas tree 
growers; farmers; floriculturists; foresters (private); 
fruit growers; home gardeners; nurserymen; orchard- 
ists; ranchers; seed producer fieldmen; seed treaters 
(who treat their own seed); vegetable growers; and 
vineyardists.
Grounds keepers in cemeteries, county or township 
weed commissioners, golf course maintenance men, for­
esters (public land), ground maintenance men of pri­
vate and public establishments, park district maintenance 
men, and others who apply pesticides in areas where the 
public has access must obtain certification as Commercial 
Pesticide Applicators or Operators.
The Illinois Tree Expert Act
The Illinois Tree Expert Act licenses persons who 
for profit diagnose, recommend, or supervise the treat­
ment of trees by feeding, fertilizing, pruning, trimming, 
or bracing, or who attempt to protect trees from damage 
by insects or disease by spraying or other methods. A 
tree is generally defined as any plant that a small boy 
can climb. This Act is administered by the State De­
partment of Registration and Education. For certifica­
tion, a person must pass a written examination. The 
license is for one calendar year, and is renewable with­
out examination. An original license is $35, and a re­
newal license is $10. A person may work under the 
direction and personal supervision of a licensed Tree 
Expert without being certified as a Tree Expert.
Pesticides Control Act
The Pesticides Control Act designates the State De­
partments of Agriculture and Public Health as respon­
sible for controlling the labeling, sale, use, and applica­
tion of pesticides to prevent the contamination of water 
and the environment.
The State Department of Agriculture is responsible 
for the control of pesticides used in the production, 
protection, care, storage, or transportation of agricul­
tural commodities.
The State Department of Public Health is respon­
sible for the regulation of pesticides used to control 
pests of importance to public health, such as household 
pests, disease-carrying insects and related animals, and 
rodents, birds, and other mammals. All rules and regu­
lations proposed by these agencies must be submitted 
to and approved by the Interagency Committee on 
Pesticides before they become effective.
Interagency Committee on Pesticides Act
The Interagency Committee on Pesticides controls 
and regulates pesticide use in Illinois. It is the legislative 
arm of the state government in this respect. The State 
Department of Agriculture is empowered to receive 
grant-in-aid funds, and the Interagency Committee dis­
perses these funds. The committee is composed of the 
following: Director, State Department of Agriculture 
(Chairman); Director, State Department of Public 
Health; Director, State Department of Transportation; 
Director, State Department of Conservation; Director, 
State Environmental Protection Agency; Dean of the 
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign; and Chief of the Illinois Natural History 
Survey.
Illinois Economic Poison Law
The Illinois Economic Poison Law requires the regis­
tration of pesticides that are distributed, transported, 
sold, or offered for sale in the state. To register a pesti­
cide, a person must supply his name and address, the 
name of the pesticide, a copy of the label, and the U.S. 
E P A  registration number, and pay a $5 annual fee. 
The $5 fee is required for each pesticide registered. 
Only those pesticides already registered by the U.S. 
E P A  will be accepted for registration by the State of 
Illinois.
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2,4-D and Related Herbicide Act
The 2,4-D and Related Herbicide Act provides the 
opportunity for a county board of ten or more owners 
or operators of land who are commercial producers of 
fruits or vegetables to petition the State Department of 
Agriculture to restrict or prohibit the use of 2,4-D or 
related herbicides in their area. It must be shown that 
an herbicide or herbicides were harmful to the produc­
tion of fruits and vegetables in prior years, and that 
this production is one of the principal sources of agri­
cultural income within the area. The Director of the 
State Department of Agriculture may issue an order 
to prohibit or restrict the use of certain herbicides 
within the affected area for a period of up to two years, 
if he finds that the evidence justifies such action.
FEDERAL AND ILLINOIS LAWS 
PROTECTING BIRDS
Under federal law, all birds are protected except the 
starlings, feral (wild) pigeons, and English sparrows. 
Cowbirds, blackbirds, and grackles may be destroyed 
only when they are causing or about to cause damage 
to agricultural crops, ornamentals, or shade trees.
Illinois conservation laws protect all birds except the 
English sparrow, European starling, and domestic pi­
geon. Mammals except rats and mice are also protected.
The Illinois Department of Conservation (State O f­
fice Building, Room 602, Springfield, Illinois 62706) 
can grant authority to owners or tenants to protect their 
property from any wild birds or wild mammals except 
game birds or migratory game birds.
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CHAPTER TEN:
GLOSSARY OF COMMON PESTICIDE TERMS
ABSORPTION. The entrance of a pesticide into the body 
through the skin. Also refers to the entrance of a pesti­
cide into a plant or microorganism.
ACARICIDE. A pesticide used to kill mites (an insect 
relative). Also known as a miticide.
ACTIVE INGREDIENT. The amount of actual pesticide in 
the formulation.
ACUTE TOXICITY. A single or limited exposure to a pes­
ticide that may result in injury or death.
ADSORPTION. The binding of a pesticide to the outside 
surface of small soil particles or to plant parts.
AEROSOL. A fine mist produced when a pesticide that is 
dissolved in a liquid is released as a gas into the air 
from a pressurized container.
ANNUAL WEED. A weed that lives one year and is per­
petuated only by seed.
ANTIDOTE. A remedy used to counteract the effects of 
a poison.
APPLICATION RATE. The amount of pesticide formula­
tion applied to a given area.
ATTRACTANT. A substance that attracts destructive ani­
mals. Generally used with a killing agent or trap.
AVICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, destroy, repel, 
mitigate, or attract birds.
BAND APPLICATION. Application made as a band over 
or parallel to a crop row.
BASAL APPLICATION. Application to the stems or trunks 
of plants at and immediately above the groundline.
BIENNIAL WEED. A weed that lives for more than one 
year but not more than two years.
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL. Control of pests by means of 
living organisms such as predators, parasites, and dis­
ease-producing organisms.
BROADCAST APPLICATION. Application made uniformly 
over an entire field.
CARBAMATE. A salt or ester of carbamic acid; a nerve 
poison. Examples are carbaryl, carbofuran, and pro- 
poxur.
CARRIER. Inert material such as dust, clay, oil, water, 
and air that is mixed with the pesticide and provides 
for its more uniform dispersal.
CHEMOSTERILANT. A chemical used to sterilize insects.
CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON INSECTICIDE. A synthetic 
pesticide that contains hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and 
chlorine. Chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides are per­
sistent insecticides that kill insects mainly by contact 
action. They are insoluble in water, and are decom­
posed by alkaline materials and high temperatures. E x ­
amples are DDT, aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, hepta- 
chlor, lindane, toxaphene, and methoxychlor.
CHRONIC TOXICITY. A prolonged exposure to a pesti­
cide that may result in injury or death.
COMMERCIAL PESTICIDE APPLICATOR. A person certi­
fied to apply a pesticide for any purpose on property 
other than that owned, rented, or leased by himself or 
by his employer. Generally, a person who applies pesti­
cides for hire.
COMPATIBLE CHEMICALS. Chemicals that can be mixed 
together without decreasing their effectiveness against 
the intended pests.
CONCENTRATION. The amount of actual pesticide or 
active ingredient contained in a formulation or mixture. 
Expressed as percent, pounds per gallon, etc.
CONTACT PESTICIDE. A pesticide that kills on contact.
CROP TOLERANCE. The ability of a crop to be treated 
with a pesticide but not injured.
DEFOLIANT. A pesticide that causes leaves to drop from 
a plant prematurely.
DESICCANT. A pesticide that cuts through or penetrates 
the skin of insects or the leaf surfaces of plants and 
causes tissues to dry out.
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DILUENT. Any material used to dilute a pesticide to the 
desired concentration.
DIRECTED APPLICATION. Application to a specific kind of 
plant or parts of a plant.
DRIFT. The movement of material by air outside the in­
tended target area during or shortly after application.
DUST. A formulation usually consisting of the active 
pesticide ingredient mixed with an inert material such 
as a talc, clay, powdered nut hulls, volcanic ash, and 
similar materials.
ECONOMIC THRESHOLD. The number of insects per 
plant or the amount of damage to a plant before pesti­
cide protection is financially justifiable.
EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE. A liquid formulation con­
taining an emulsifier and a pesticide dissolved in a sol­
vent. Designed to be mixed with water to the desired 
strength before being used.
EMULSION. The suspension of one liquid as minute 
globules in another liquid. For example, oil and water.
ENVIRONMENT. Soil, water, air, plants, animals, and 
humans make up the environment. .
FLOWABLE. A finely ground wettable powder formula­
tion that is sold as a thick suspension in a liquid. Flow- 
ables require only moderate agitation and seldom clog 
spray nozzles.
FORMULATION. The form in which a pesticide is offered 
for sale to the user (as emulsifiable concentrate, wet- 
table powder, granule, dust, oil solution, etc.). Includes 
both the active and inert ingredients.
FUMIGANT. A pesticide that as a gas kills destructive 
microorganisms, animals, and plants.
FUNGICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, destroy, repel, 
or mitigate fungal infection.
FUNGISTAT. A pesticide that inhibits the growth of 
fungi but does not kill them.
FUNGUS. A small, many-celled, nongreen plant. Some 
fungi attack other plants and cause plant diseases such 
as rusts, smuts, mildews, wilts, and leaf spots.
GRANULES. A formulation in which the pesticide is at­
tached to particles of an inert carrier such as clay or 
ground corncobs. Currently used granules range in size 
from 15 to 40 mesh.
G R O W T H  REGULATOR. A hormonal chemical capable of 
changing the growth of a plant or animal.
HAZARD. The likelihood that an injury will result from 
the use of a pesticide. Includes both toxicity and ex­
posure.
HERBICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, destroy, or miti­
gate plants that grow where they are not wanted.
HOST. Any plant or animal that is invaded by a parasite, 
and from which the parasite obtains its food.
INERT INGREDIENTS. Ingredients of a pesticide formula­
tion that are not active, such as water, sugar, dust, wet­
ting and spreading agents, emulsifiers, propellents, etc.
INSECT. A term used to describe numerous small inver­
tebrate (no backbone) animals, such as true insects, 
spiders, mites, ticks, centipedes, and millipedes. In the 
adult stage, true insects usually have six walking legs, 
wings, and three body divisions.
INSECTICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, destroy, repel, 
mitigate, or attract insects and their relatives.
LABEL. A printed statement affixed to the pesticide con­
tainer by the manufacturer listing the contents, direc­
tions for use, and precautions. A pesticide label must be 
approved and registered by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the State Department of Agri­
culture.
LARVA. The immature or worm stage (caterpillar, mag­
got, grub) of an insect that passes through four stages 
(egg, larva, pupa, adult) in its development.
LARVACIDE. An insecticide used to kill larvae of insects.
LC50. Amount of pesticide in water or air required to 
kill 50 percent of a test animal population in a 24-hour 
period. Usually expressed in parts per million (ppm) or 
micrograms per liter.
LD50. Amount of pesticide taken orally or dermally re­
quired to kill (lethal dose) 50 percent of a test animal 
population. Usually expressed in milligrams of pesticide 
per kilogram of body weight of the test animal.
MG/KG. The amount of pesticide in milligrams per kilo­
gram of animal body weight used to determine the tox­
icity of a pesticide (1,000,000 mg =  1 kg =  2.2 
pounds).
MUTAGENIC. A substance that causes genetic or somatic 
changes in subsequent generations.
NEMATICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, repel, de­
stroy, or mitigate nematodes.
NEMATODES. Generally microscopic, unsegmented 
roundworms that usually live free in moist soil, water, 
or decaying matter, or as parasites of plants and ani­
mals.
NONTARGET ORGANISM. A plant or animal other than 
the one against which the pesticide is applied.
NOZZLE. A device for metering and dispersing a spray 
solution.
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NYMPH. The immature stage (resembling an adult) of 
an insect that passes through three stages (egg, nymph, 
and adult) in its development.
ONCOGENIC. A substance that causes tumor forma­
tions.
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS INSECTICIDE. A synthetic com­
pound derived from phosphoric acid. Organic phos­
phorus insecticides are primarily contact killers with 
relatively short-lived effects. They are decomposed by 
water, pH extremes, high temperature, and microorga­
nisms. Examples are malathion, parathion, diazinon, 
phorate, T E P P , dimethoate, and fenthion.
ORIFICE. An opening in a nozzle tip, duster, or granular 
applicator through which the spray, dust, or granules 
flow.
OVICIDE. A pesticide used to kill the eggs of insects.
PARASITIC INSECT. An insect that lives in or on the 
body of another insect.
PATHOGEN. An organism or agent capable of causing 
disease.
PERENNIAL WEED. A weed that lives for two or more 
years.
PEST. Any insect, rodent, nematode, fungus, weed, or 
other plant or animal (except those microorganisms in 
or on living humans or animals) that is injurious to the 
health of humans, animals, or plants or to the environ­
ment.
PESTICIDE. A chemical or mixture of chemicals used to 
destroy, prevent, mitigate, repel, or attract any animal, 
plant, or plant disease considered a pest. Examples are 
insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, nema- 
ticides, disinfectants, bactericides, chemical defoliants, 
desiccants, and plant regulators.
PHYTOTOXIC. A pesticide that is injurious or poisonous 
to plants.
PLANT REGULATOR. A pesticide that causes fruit thin­
ning, fruit setting, increased flowering, extended flower­
ing, fruit ripening stimulation, etc.
POISONOUS BAIT. A chemical that causes a deleterious 
effect when absorbed or eaten by a living organism.
POSTEMERGENCE. Application of an herbicide after 
emergence of the crop or weed.
PPM (PARTS PER MILLION). One pound in 500 tons; one 
ounce in 8,000 gallons; one inch in 16 miles.
PREDATORY OR PREDACEOUS INSECT. An insect that 
feeds on other insects.
PREEMERGENCE. Application of an herbicide before 
emergence of the crop.
PREPLANT. Application of an herbicide before the crop 
is planted.
PROPELLENT. A gas or liquid used in a pressurized pesti­
cide product to expel the contents.
PROTECTANT. A pesticide used to prevent infection by 
an organism.
PRIVATE PESTICIDE APPLICATOR. A person certified to 
use or supervise the use of a restricted use pesticide on 
property owned, leased, or rented by himself or by his 
employer on no more than two neighbors’ farms, as ex­
change labor, for the purpose of producing an agricul­
tural commodity primarily intended for sale, consump­
tion, propagation, or other use by humans or animals.
PUPA. The resting stage of an insect that passes through 
four stages (egg, larva, pupa, and adult) in its develop­
ment.
REENTRY TIME. The waiting period following a pesticide 
application for workers to enter a field without wearing 
protective clothing.
REPELLENT. A pesticide used to repel rather than kill an 
animal pest.
RESIDUAL. The property of a pesticide for persisting 
after application in amounts sufficient to kill pests for 
several days to several weeks or even longer.
RESISTANT SPECIES. Pests that survive relatively high 
rates of pesticide application.
RESIDUE. The amount of pesticide present following 
application.
RODENT. A mammal that feeds mostly on plants and 
grains, although some rodents occasionally eat meat. 
Examples are rats, mice, and squirrels.
RODENTICIDE. A pesticide used to prevent, destroy, re­
pel, or mitigate rodents.
RUNOFF. Pesticide material that is carried away from an 
area by the flow of surface water. Also used to describe 
the rate of application to a surface —  “spray to runoff.”
SELECTIVITY. The ability of a pesticide to kill some pests 
but not others.
SELECTIVE HERBICIDE. An herbicide that is more toxic 
to certain species of plants than to others.
SOIL STERILANT. A pesticide that completely prevents 
the growth of plants and microorganisms.
SOIL STERILIZATION. Treating soil by heat or chemicals 
to kill living organisms.
SOLUBILITY. The maximum amount of a liquid or solid 
that will dissolve in a liquid.
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SOLUBLE POWDER. A powder formulation that dissolves 
and forms a solution in water.
SOLUTION. A mixture in which a pesticide is dissolved 
in a liquid, usually an oil solvent. The pesticide is 
evenly dispersed as individual molecules among the 
molecules of liquid.
SPOT TREATMENT. Application to a restricted or small 
area.
SURFACTANT. A material that reduces surface tension 
between two unlike materials such as oil and water. A 
spreader or wetting agent used to increase coverage of 
the surface being sprayed.
SUSPENSION. A mixture in which the pesticide in a 
solid form (tiny particles) is suspended in water.
SUSCEPTIBLE SPECIES. Pests readily killed by relatively 
low rates of pesticide application.
SYMPTOM. The reaction of a plant or animal to a pest’s 
activities.
SYNERGIST. A chemical that, when mixed with a pesti­
cide, increases its toxicity. The synergist may or may 
not have pesticidal properties of its own.
SYSTEMIC PESTICIDE. A pesticide that is absorbed by
treated plants or animals and translocated via their cir­
culatory systems to most tissues.
TENACITY. The tendency of a pesticide deposit to resist 
removal by weathering.
TERATOGENIC. A substance that causes abnormalities 
in an animal embryo or fetus.
TOLERANCE. The amount of pesticide deemed safe and 
permitted by law on an agricultural product.
TOPICAL APPLICATION. Application to the top or to the
upper surface of the plant.
TOXICITY. The capacity of a pesticide to cause harm to 
a living organism.
TOXIN. A poison produced by a plant or animal.
VOLATILITY. The rate of evaporation of a pesticide.
WEED. Any plant growing in a place where it is not 
wanted. A weed may be a grass or grasslike plant (such 
as crab grass or nutsedge) or a broadleaf plant (such 
as morning glory or a tree).
WETTABLE POWDER. A powder formulation containing 
a wetting agent that causes the powder to form a sus­
pension in water.
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APPENDIX I:
POISON CONTROL CENTERS IN ILLINOIS
The names and telephone numbers of poison control centers in Illinois are listed below. This list was re­
vised August, 1976. Only licensed physicians should contact these centers. The Master Center for informa­
tion, treatment, and reference on poisonings is Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center, 1753 W est 
Congress Parkway, Chicago, Illinois (312) 942-5969.
A L T O N
A lt o n  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
M e m o r ia l D r iv e  
( 6 1 8 )  462-8851
A U R O R A
C o p le y  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
L in c o ln  a n d  W e s t o n  A v e n u e s  
( 3 1 2 )  89 7-6021, E x t .  725  
896-3911  d ir e c t  lin e
B E L L E V I L L E  
M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
45 01  N . P a r k  D r iv e  
( 6 1 8 )  23 3- 77 50, E x t.  25 0
B E L V I D E R E  
H ig h la n d  H o s p it a l  
1625  S ta te  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  547-5441, E x t.  367
B E R W Y N
M a c N e a l M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
3 2 4 9  S. O a k  P a r k  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  79 7- 31 59
B L O O M I N G T O N  
M e n n o n ite  H o s p it a l  
80 7  N . M a in  S tr e e t  
( 3 0 9 )  828-5241, E x t .  395
S t. J o s e p h ’s  H o s p ita l  
2 2 0 0  E . W a s h in g t o n  
( 3 0 9 )  662-3311, E x t .  35 6
C A I R O
P a d c o  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
2 0 2 0  C ed a r  S tr e e t  
( 6 1 8 )  734-2400, E x t .  4 2
C A N T O N
G ra h a m  H o s p it a l  A s s o c ia t io n  
2 1 0  W . W a ln u t  S tr e e t  
( 3 0 9 )  647-5240, E x t .  24 0
C A R B O N D A L E  
D o c t o r s  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
40 4  W . M a in  S tr e e t  
( 6 1 8 )  549-0721, E x t .  341
C A R T H A G E  
M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
S o u th  A d a m s  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  357-3131, E x t .  8 4  o r  85
C E N T R A L I A
St. M a r y ’s  H o s p ita l  
4 0 0  N . P le a s a n t  A v e n u e  
( 6 1 8 )  532-6731, E x t .  7 1 6
C H A M P A I G N  
B u r n h a m  C ity  H o s p ita l  
4 0 7  S. F o u r th  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  337-2533
C H A N U T E  A I R  F O R C E  B A S E  
U n ite d  S ta t e s  A ir  F o r c e  H o s p ita l  
( 2 1 7 )  4 9 5- 31 33
L im ite d  to  tr e a tm e n t  o f  m ilita r y  
p e r s o n n e l  a n d  fa m ilie s  e x c e p t  fo r  
d e s ig n a te d  c iv ilia n  e m e r g e n c ie s
C H E S T E R  
M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
1900  S ta te  S tr e e t  
( 6 1 8 )  826-4581
C H I C A G O
C h ild r e n ’s  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
2 3 0 0  C h ild r e n ’s  P la z a  
( 3 1 2 )  649-4161
C o o k  C o u n ty  C h ild r e n ’s H o s p ita l
70 0  S . W o o d  S tr e e t
( 3 1 2 )  633-6542, 63 3- 65 43, o r  6 3 3- 65 44
M e r c y  H o s p it a l  a n d  M e d ic a l C e n te r  
S t e v e n s o n  E x p r e s s w a y  a n d  
M a rtin  L u th e r  K in g  D r iv e  
( 3 1 2 )  567-2017
M ic h a e l R e e s e  H o s p it a l  M e d ic a l C e n te r  
2 9 th  a n d  E l l i s  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  791-2810
M t. S in a i H o s p it a l  
C a lifo r n ia  a t 1 5 th  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  542- 20 30
R e s u r r e c t io n  H o s p it a l
7 4 3 5  W . T a lc o t t  A v e n u e
( 3 1 2 )  774-8000, E x t .  401
St. M a r y  o f  N a z a r e th  H o s p ita l  C e n te r
2 2 3 3  W . D iv is io n  S tr e e t
( 3 1 2 )  77 0- 24 19
S o u th  C h ic a g o  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
2 3 2 0  E . N in e t y  T h ir d  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  9 7 8- 20 00
U n iv e r s it y  o f  I l l in o is  H o s p ita ls  
8 4 0  S. W o o d  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  99 6- 68 85  o r  99 6 - 6 8 8 6  
W y le r  C h ild r e n ’s  H o s p ita l  
9 5 0  E . 5 9 th  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  947-6231
D A N V I L L E
L a k e  V ie w  M e d ic a l C e n te r
8 1 2  N . L o g a n  A v e n u e
( 2 1 7 )  44 3- 52 21
St. E liz a b e th  H o s p it a l
6 0 0  S a g e r  A v e n u e
( 2 1 7 )  44 2-6300, E x t .  647, 674, o r  73 6
D E C A T U R
D e c a tu r  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l
2 3 0 0  N . E d w a r d  S tr e e t
( 2 1 7 )  877-8121, E x t .  67 6
S t. M a r y 's  H o s p ita l
1800  E . L a k e s h o r e  D r iv e
( 2 1 7 )  429- 29 66, E x t .  731, 732, 733, o r  742
D E  K A L B
K is h w a u k e e  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
R o u te  2 3  a n d  B e th a n y  R o a d  
P .O . B o x  707  
( 8 1 5 )  756-1521, E x t .  491
D E S  P L A I N E S  
H o ly  F a m ily  H o s p ita l  
100 N . R iv e r  R o a d  
( 3 1 2 )  29 7-1800, E x t .  1000
E A S T  S T . L O U I S  
C h r is tia n  W e lfa r e  H o s p it a l  
1509  M a r tin  L u th e r  K in g  D r iv e  
( 6 1 8 )  874-7076, E x t .  2 1 6  o r  23 2
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A p p e n d ix  I
St. M a r y ’s  H o s p ita l
129 N . E ig h t h  S tr e e t
( 6 1 8 )  27 4- 19 00, E x t.  2 0 4  o r  2 6 8
E F F I N G H A M
St. A n th o n y  M e m o r ia l H o s p it a l
503  N . M a p le  S tr e e t
( 2 1 7 )  342-2121, E x t .  211 o r  2 1 2
E L G I N
St. J o s e p h ’s  H o s p ita l  
77  A ir lite  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  695-3200, E x t .  348
S h e r m a n  H o s p ita l  
9 3 4  C e n te r  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  742-9800, E x t .  681
E L M H U R S T
M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  o f  D u P a g e  C o u n ty
2 0 9  A v o n  R o a d
( 3 1 2 )  83 3-1400, E x t .  55 0
E V A N S T O N  
E v a n s to n  H o s p ita l  
2 6 5 0  R id g e  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  4 9 2 - 6 4 6 0
St. F r a n c is  H o s p ita l  
35 5  R id g e  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  49 2- 24 40
E V E R G R E E N  P A R K  
L it t le  C o m p a n y  o f  M a ry  H o s p ita l  
2 8 0 0  W . 9 5 th  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  445- 60 00, E x t .  221
F A I R B U R Y  
F a ir b u r y  H o s p ita l  
51 9  S. F if t h  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  692-2346, E x t .  2 4 8
F R E E P O R T
F r e e p o r t  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
4 2 0  S. H a r le m  A v e n u e  
( 8 1 5 )  235- 41 31, E x t .  2 2 8
G A L E S B U R G  
G a le s b u r g  C o tta g e  H o s p ita l  
695  N . K e l lo g g
( 3 0 9 )  343-8131, E x t.  336, 356, o r  38 6
S t. M a r y ’s H o s p ita l
3 3 3 3  N . S e m in a r y
( 3 0 9 )  343-3161, E x t .  2 5 5  o r  2 5 6
G R A N I T E  C I T Y
St. E liz a b e th  H o s p ita l  
2 1 0 0  M a d iso n  A v e n u e  
( 6 1 8 )  87 6-2020, E x t.  421 .
H A R V E Y
I n g a lls  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
O n e  I n g a lls  D r iv e  
( 3 1 2 )  33 3-2300, E x t .  5295
H I G H L A N D
S t. J o s e p h ’s  H o s p ita l
1515 M a in  S tr e e t
( 6 1 8 )  654-2171, E x t.  29 7  o r  2 9 8
H I G H L A N D  P A R K  
H ig h la n d  P a r k  H o s p ita l
71 8  G le n v ie w  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  4 3 2 - 80 00
H I N S D A L E
H in s d a le  S a n ita r iu m  a n d  H o s p ita l  
120 N . O a k  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  8 8 7- 26 00
H O O P E S T O N
H o o p e s t o n  C o m m u n ity  M e m o r ia l  
H o s p ita l
701 E . O r a n g e  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  283-5531
J A C K S O N V I L L E
P a s s a v a n t  M e m o r ia l A r e a  H o s p ita l  
1600  W . W a ln u t  
( 2 1 7 )  245- 95 41
J O L I E T
St. J o s e p h  H o s p ita l
333  N . M a d is o n  S tr e e t
( 8 1 5 )  725-7133, E x t .  571, 572, 573, o r  5 7 4
S ilv e r  C r o s s  H o s p ita l  
1200  M a p le  R o a d  
( 8 1 5 )  72 9- 75 63  o r  72 9- 75 65
K A N K A K E E  
R iv e r s id e  H o s p ita l  
35 0  N . W a ll  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  93 3-1671, E x t .  60 6
S t. M a r y ’s H o s p it a l  
500 W e s t  C o u r t  
( 8 1 5 )  9 3 9- 21 00
K E W A N E E  
K e w a n e e  P u b lic  H o s p ita l
719 E l l io t t  S tr e e t  
( 3 0 9 )  85 3-3361, E x t.  2 1 9
L A K E  F O R E S T
L a k e  F o r e s t  H o s p ita l
66 0  W e s tm o r e la n d
( 3 1 2 )  234-5600, E x t.  683, 684, o r  685
L A  S A L L E  
St. M a r y  H o s p ita l  
1015 O ’C o n o r  A v e n u e  
( 8 1 5 )  22 3-0607, E x t .  14
L I N C O L N
A b r a h a m  L in c o ln  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
31 5  E ig h t h  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  732-2161, E x t.  3 4 6
M A C O M B
M c D o n o u g h  D is t r ic t  H o s p ita l  
52 5  E . G ra n t S tr e e t  
( 3 0 9 )  833-4101, E x t .  43 3
M A T T O O N
M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
2101  C h a m p a ig n  A v e n u e  
( 2 1 7 )  23 4- 88 81, E x t.  29
M A Y W O O D
L o y o la  U n iv e r s ity  H o s p it a l  
2 1 6 0  F ir s t  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  531- 30 00
M c H E N R Y  
M c H e n r y  H o s p it a l  
3 5 1 6  W . W a u k e g a n  R o a d  
( 8 1 5 )  385-2200, E x t .  602
M E L R O S E  P A R K  
W e s t la k e  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
1225  S u p e r io r  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  681-3000, E x t .  2 2 6  o r  23 9
M E N D O T A
M e n d o ta  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
R o u te  51 a n d  M e m o r ia l D r iv e  
( 8 1 5 )  539-7461, E x t .  22 5
M O L I N E
M o lin e  P u b lic  H o s p ita l  
63 5  T e n th  A v e n u e  
( 3 0 9 )  762-3651, E x t .  23 3
M O N M O U T H
C o m m u n ity  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
1000  W . H a r le m  A v e n u e  
( 3 0 9 )  734-3141, E x t.  2 2 4
M O U N T  C A R M E L
W a b a s h  G e n e r a l H o s p ita l  
1418  C o lle g e  D r iv e  
( 6 1 8 )  263-3112, E x t .  211
M O U N T  V E R N O N
G o o d  S a m a r ita n  H o s p ita l  
60 5  N . T w e lf t h  S tr e e t  
( 6 1 8 )  24 2- 46 00, E x t .  521
N A P E R V I L L E  
E d w a r d  H o s p ita l  
S. W a s h in g to n  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  355-0450, E x t .  32 6
N O R M A L  
B r o k a w  H o s p ita l  
V ir g in ia  a t  F r a n k lin  A v e n u e  
( 3 0 9 )  829-7685, E x t.  2 7 4
O A K  L A W N
C h r ist  C o m m u n ity  H o s p it a l  
4 4 4 0  W . 9 5 th  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  42 5-8000, E x t.  38 2
O A K  P A R K  
W e s t  S u b u rb a n  H o s p ita l  
51 8  N . A u s t in  B o u le v a r d  
( 3 1 2 )  383-6200
O L N E Y
R ic h la n d  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l
8 0 0  L o c u s t  S tr e e t
( 6 1 8 )  395-2131, E x t.  2 2 6  o r  2 2 8
O T T A W A
C o m m u n ity  H o s p it a l  o f  O tta w a  
1100 E . N o r r is  D r iv e  
( 8 1 5 )  43 3-3100, E x t .  227
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P o is o n  C o n tr o l  C e n te rs  in  Il l in o is
P A R K  R I D G E  
L u th e r a n  G e n e r a l H o s p ita l  
1775  D e m p s te r  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  696-5151
P E K I N
P e k in  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
14th  a n d  C o u rt S tr e e ts  
( 3 0 9 )  34 7- 11 51, E x t.  43 0
P E O R I A
M e th o d is t  H o s p it a l  o f  C e n tr a l I l l in o is  
221  N .E . G le n  O a k  
( 3 0 9 )  672-5500
P r o c t o r  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
5 4 0 9  N . K n o x v i lle  A v e n u e  
( 3 0 9 )  691-4702, E x t .  791
St. F r a n c is  H o s p it a l  M e d ic a l C e n te r
5 3 0  N .E . G le n  O a k  A v e n u e
( 3 0 9 )  672-2109, 672-2110, o r  672-2111
P E R U
P e o p le ’s H o s p it a l  
92 5  W e s t  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  22 3-3300, E x t .  25 3
P I T T S F I E L D  
I l l in i  C o m m u n ity  H o s p ita l  
64 0  W . W a s h in g t o n  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  28 5-2113, E x t .  2 3 8
P R I N C E T O N  
P e r r y  M e m o r ia l H o s p it a l  
53 0  P a r k  A v e n u e  E a s t  
( 8 1 5 )  875-2811, E x t .  311
Q U I N C Y  
B le s s in g  H o s p ita l  
1005  B r o a d w a y  
( 2 1 7 )  223- 58 11, E x t.  2 5 5
St. M a r y  H o s p ita l  
1415  V e r m o n t  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  223- 12 00, E x t .  2 6 0
R O C K F O R D
R o c k fo r d  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
2 4 0 0  N . R o c k to n  A v e n u e  
( 8 1 5 )  968- 68 61, E x t .  441
S t. A n th o n y  H o s p ita l  
5 6 6 6  E . S ta te  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  226-2041
S w e d is h - A m e r ic a n  H o s p ita l  
1 3 1 6  C h a r le s  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  968- 68 98, E x t.  53 4
R O C K  I S L A N D
R o c k  I s la n d  F r a n c is c a n  H o s p it a l  
2 7 0 1  S e v e n t e e n th  S tr e e t  
( 3 0 9 )  793-1000, E x t .  2 1 0 6
S T . C H A R L E S  
D e ln o r  H o s p ita l  
9 7 5  N . F if th  A v e n u e  
( 3 1 2 )  58 4- 33 00, E x t .  2 2 9
S C O T T  A I R  F O R C E  B A S E  
U S A F  M e d ic a l C e n te r  
( 6 1 8 )  2 5 6- 75 95
S P R I N G F I E L D  
M e m o r ia l M e d ic a l C e n te r  
F ir s t  a n d  M ille r  S t r e e t s  
( 2 1 7 )  52 8- 20 41, E x t .  4 6 0
St. J o h n ’s  H o s p it a l  
8 0 0  E . C a r p e n te r  
( 2 1 7 )  544-6464, E x t.  21 0
S P R I N G  V A L L E Y
St. M a r g a r e t’s  H o s p ita l
60 0  E . F ir s t  S tr e e t
( 8 1 5 )  663- 26 11, E x t.  4 6 4  o r  4 6 6
S T R E A T O R  
St. M a r y ’s H o s p ita l  
111 E . S p r in g  S tr e e t  
( 8 1 5 )  673- 23 11, E x t.  221
U R B A N A
C a r le  F o u n d a tio n  H o s p it a l  
611 W . P a r k  S tr e e t  
( 2 1 7 )  33 7- 33 13
M e r c y  H o s p it a l  
1 4 00  W . P a r k  A v e n u e  
( 2 1 7 )  337-2131
W A U K E G A N  
S t. T h e r e s e  H o s p ita l  
2 6 1 5  W . W a s h in g to n  S tr e e t  
( 3 1 2 )  68 8- 64 70
V ic t o r y  M e m o r ia l H o s p ita l  
1324  N . S h e r id a n  R o a d  
( 3 1 2 )  688-4181
W I N F I E L D  
C e n tr a l D u P a g e  H o s p ita l  
0  N o r th ,  0 2 5  W in fie ld  R o a d  
( 3 1 2 )  653-6900, E x t .  5 5 6
W O O D S T O C K
M e m o r ia l H o s p it a l  fo r  M c H e n r y  C o u n ty
527 W . S o u th  S tr e e t
( 8 1 5 )  338-2500, E x t .  2 1 5  o r  2 3 2
Z I O N
Z io n - B e n to n  H o s p it a l
S h ilo h  B o u le v a r d
( 3 1 2 )  8 7 2- 45 61, E x t .  2 3 9  o r  2 4 0
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APPENDIX II:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBTAINING CERTIFICATION
COMMERCIAL APPLICATOR OR OPERATOR
Persons wishing to become licensed as Com­
mercial Pesticide Applicators or Operators are re­
quired to pass a written examination and pay a 
license fee. Applicators must also post a bond.
Examinations may be taken at the State De­
partment of Agriculture, Emmerson Building, 
State Fairgrounds, Springfield, Illinois 62706 
(Telephone: 217-782-4101); or at the State De­
partment of Agriculture, 999 North Main Street, 
Room 200, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 (Telephone: 
312-469-8621). The offices at both of these loca­
tions are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Mon­
day through Friday.
Examinations are also given at 10 Urban Pesti­
cide Dealer and Applicator Clinics and 10 Agri­
cultural Pesticide Dealer and Applicator Clinics 
held at various locations in Illinois each year. 
These clinics are conducted jointly by the Illinois 
Cooperative Extension Service and the Illinois 
Natural History Survey.
The Urban and Agricultural Clinics provide in­
struction on the material contained in this S tu d y  
G uide, as well as current recommendations for 
controlling pests and the latest research results. 
The Urban Clinics are designed for commercial 
applicators who apply pesticides on ornamentals, 
turf, roadsides, industrial sites, and water. The 
Agricultural Clinics are designed for commercial 
applicators who apply pesticides to field crops.
Representatives of the State Department of 
Agriculture are in attendance at all of these clinics 
to administer examinations to those who wish to 
become licensed in a particular category. Al­
though a Commercial Pesticide Applicator is not 
required to attend these clinics, he must pass a 
written examination before be can obtain a li­
cense.
PRIVATE PESTICIDE APPLICATOR
A person wishing to become certified as a Pri­
vate Pesticide Applicator is not required to take 
a written examination, but he must attend a spe­
cial training session. You may obtain information 
concerning where and when these special training 
sessions will be held in your area by telephoning 
your county extension adviser. The telephone 
numbers for the county extension advisers in Illi­
nois are listed below.
Adams County ......................................... 217-223-8380
Bond C o u n ty ..............................................618-664-3665
Boone C o u n ty ............................................815-544-3710
Brown C o u n ty ........................................... 217-773-3013
Bureau C o u n ty ......................................... 815-875-2878
Calhoun C o u n ty ....................................... 618-576-2419
Carroll County ......................................... 815-244-9444
Cass County ..............................................217-452-7255
Champaign C o u n ty .................................. 217-352-3312
Christian County .....................................217-824-4897
Clark C o u n ty ..............................................217-826-5422
Clay County ..............................................618-665-4513
Clinton C o u n ty ......................................... 618-526-7042
Coles C o u n ty ..............................................217-345-7034
Cook C o u n ty ..............................................312-996-2620
Crawford C o u n ty .....................................618-546-1549
Cumberland County ..............................217-849-3931
DeKalb County ....................................... 815-758-8194
D eW itt County .......................................217-935-5764
Douglas C o u n ty .......................................217-253-2713
DuPage County ....................................... 312-682-7485
Edgar C o u n ty ........................................... 217-463-3155
Edwards County .....................................618-445-2934
Effingham C ou n ty .....................................217-347-7773
Fayette County .......................................618-283-2753
Ford County ..............................................217-388-7791
Franklin C o u n ty .......................................618-438-8821
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In s tru c t io n s  f o r  O b t a in in g  C e r t i f ic a t io n
Fulton C o u n ty .......................................... 309-547-3711
Gallatin County ....................................... 618-272-4562
Greene County ......................................... 217-942-6996
Grundy County ....................................... 815-942-2725
Hamilton C o u n ty .....................................618-643-3416
Hancock C o u n ty .......................................217-357-2150
Henderson C o u n ty .................................. 309-924-4071
Henry C o u n ty ........................................... 309-937-2424
Iroquois County .....................................815-432-2479
Jackson County .......................................618-687-1727
Jasper C o u n ty ........................................... 618-783-2521
Jefferson County .....................................618-242-0780
Jersey C o u n ty ........................................... 618-498-4821
Jo Daviess County.....................................815-858-2273
Johnson County ....................................... 618-658-5322
Kane C o u n ty ..............................................312-584-6166
Kankakee C o u n ty .....................................815-939-3626
Kendall County ....................................... 312-553-5824
Knox County ........................................... 309-342-5108
Lake C o u n ty ..............................................312-223-8627
LaSalle County ....................................... 815-433-0707
Lawrence C o u n ty .....................................618-943-5018
Lee County ................................................815-857-3525
Livingston C o u n ty .................................. 815-844-3622
Logan County ......................................... 217-732-8289
McDonough C ou n ty ................................ 309-837-3939
McHenry C o u n ty .....................................815-338-3737
M cLean C o u n ty .......................................309-828-6494
Macon County ......................................... 217-877-6042
Macoupin C o u n ty .....................................217-854-5946
Madison C o u n ty .......................................618-656-7200
Marion C o u n ty ......................................... 618-548-1446
Marshall-Putnam C ounties...................309-364-2356
Mason County ......................................... 309-543-3308
Massac C o u n ty ......................................... 618-524-2270
Menard C o u n ty ......................................... 217-632-7491
Mercer County ......................................... 309-582-5106
Monroe C o u n ty ......................................... 618-939-6617
Montgomery C o u n ty .............................. 217-532-5763
Morgan C o u n ty ......................................... 217-243-2712
Moultrie C o u n ty ....................................... 217-728-8251
Ogle County ..............................................815-732-2191
Peoria C o u n ty ............................................309-685-8541
Perry County ........................................... 618-357-2126
Piatt County ..............................................217-762-2655
Pike County ..............................................217-285-2281
Pope-Hardin Counties ..........................618-695-2441
Pulaski-Alexander C ounties.................618-745-6310
Randolph C o u n ty .....................................618-443-4364
Richland County .....................................618-395-2191
Rock Island County . .............................. 309-796-1233
St. Clair C o u n ty ....................................... 618-233-1047
Saline C o u n ty ........................................... 618-253-7711
Sangamon County ............................ ...217-782-4617
Schuyler C o u n ty .......................................217-322-6033
Scott C o u n ty ..............................................217-742-3172
Shelby C o u n ty ........................................... 217-774-4321
Stark C o u n ty ..............................................309-286-5421
Stephenson County ................................ 815-233-4125
Tazewell County .....................................309-347-6614
Union C o u n ty ............................................618-833-5341
Vermilion C o u n ty .....................................217-442-8615
W abash County .......................................618-262-5725
W arren C o u n ty ......................................... 309-734-5161
Washington C o u n ty ................................ 618-327-8881
W ayne County ......................................... 618-847-4231
W hite C o u n ty ........................................... 618-382-9276
Whiteside County .................................. 815-772-4075
Will C o u n ty ................................................815-727-9296
Williamson C o u n ty ................................ 618-993-3304
Winnebago C o u n ty ................................ 815-987-7379
Woodford C o u n ty .....................................309-467-3413
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CONVERSIONS
Fluid Area
1/6 fluid ounce (oz) =  1 teaspoon (tsp) 144 square inches 1 square foot
1/2 fluid ounce — 1 tablespoon (tbs) =  3 teaspoons 9 square feet =- 1 square yard
1 fluid ounce =  2 tablespoons == 1/8 cup 30 1/4 square yards =  1 square rod
8 fluid ounces =  1 cup -= 1/2 pint (pt) — 272 1/4 square feet
16 fluid ounces 2 cups =  1 pint 
32 fluid ounces — 4 cups == 1 quart (qt)
128 fluid ounces =  16 cups =  1 gallon (gal)
Linear
43,560 square feet — 1 acre 
4,840 square yards =  1 acre 
160 square rods -= 1 acre 
640 acres =  1 square mile
1 inch 2 1/2 centimeters (cm) =- 25 1/2 millimeters (mm) Weight
1 foot (ft) — 12 inches (in) 1 ounce — 28 1/3 grams (g)
1 yard (yd) = 3 feet 1 pound (lb) — 16 ounces =  453 1/2 grams
1 rod = 5 1/2 yards -= 16 1/2 feet 2 1/5 pounds -■= 1 kilogram (kg) =  1,000 grams
1 mile — 320 rods =  1,760 yards - 5,280 feet 1 ton =  2,000 pounds =  907 kilograms
DILUTION TABLES
Amount of Liquid Pesticide Product Required to Obtain Recommended Rate
Concentration of 
liquid formulation
Recommended pesticidle active ingredient (a.i.) per acre or 100 gallons of water
Va lb Vi lb 1 lb 2 lb 3 lb
Amount o f  p estic id e  product required
1 Ib/gal................................. ...... 1 qt 2 qt 1 gal 2 gal 3 ga
1 Vi 1 b / g a 1............................. ......1 Vi qt 1 Vi pt 5V.3 pt 5!/3 pt 2 ga
2 Ib/gal................................. ..................  1 Pt 1 qt 2 qt 1 gal 6 qt
4 Ib/gal....................... .. ............  8 oz 1 pt 1 qt 2 qt 3 qt
6 Ib/gal................................. ..................  6 oz 1 0 oz 1 Vi pt 1 Vi qt 2 qt
8 Ib/gal................................. ..................  4 oz 8 oz 1 pt 1 qt 3 pt
Amount of Dry Pesticide Product Required to Obtain Recommended Rate
Concentration of Recommended pesticide active ingredient (a.i.) per acre or TOO gallons of water
dry formulation % |b vTlb Tib  2~lb 3~lb
Amount o f  pesticide product requ ired
15% ..................................................................I % lb 3'/s lb 6 V2 lb 13 1b 20 1b
25% .................................................................. l i b  2 1b 4 1b 8 1b 12 1b
40% .......................................... ...............  10 oz 1 Va lb 2 '/i lb 5 lb 7 Vi lb
50% .................................................................. 8 oz l ib  2 1b 4 1b 6 1b
65 % .................................................................. 6 oz 12 oz 1 Vi lb 3 1b 4 Vi lb
7 5 % ..................................................................5 Vi oz 1 1 oz 1Vi lb 2 % lb 4 1b
80% ........................................................... .. 5 oz 1 0 oz 1 Va lb 2Vi \b 3%  lb
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